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Preface

During the twenty-three years since the first edition of this book the

situation has changed drastically. Whereas in 1938 there was so
little choice of ready-made equipment that the experimenter had to

construct much of what he wanted, now the variety offered by the

instrument trade is embarrassingly large. Both the instruments and
the ways in which they are used have become much more sophisticated.

Experimenting is a good deal less light-hearted than it used to be, and
far more people are doing it—mostly as professionals rather than as

amateurs.

So this seventh edition is hardly recognizable, either in size or
content, as a descendant of the first. Even the title is slightly different

this time, in recognition of the fact that the techniques are now applied
far beyond the field of radio. But all the editions have had the same
basic aim—to provide the experimenter with guidance on means and
methods, without assuming unlimited funds and space at his disposal,

or substantial qualifications and experience. Certain chapters

—

notably 3, 8'and 13—deal with the underlying principles of experi-

menting and the approach to it, seldom discussed or considered, but

vitally important. It is hoped, too, that the book will not disappoint

those readers who have been good enough to say they liked the original

style—aimed to be a shade less solemn than the more advanced text-

books. Students—and, in these days, sixth-formers—and sometimes
even their teachers, seem to appreciate this.

Possessors of the sixth edition may need to be convinced that it is

going to be worth while changing over to this one. It should only

need to be mentioned that in the interval transistors have dome into

general use, and that there has been a rapid trend towards pulse wave-
forms, resulting in radical redeiign of oscilloscopes and other indicating

instruments. So the chapters on instnunents and many sections of
those on measurements have been largely rewritten.

A still more determined effort has had to be made to keep the

book within reasonable bounds, by deletion and by selecting ^'from

the vast range of instruments and methods those likely to be most
generally useful and best value for money, and presenting the informa-
tion as concisely as possible consistent with the aim of helping those

with limited experience and learning. In many instances, references

to the literature for details have been regrettably necessary. Micro-
waves have been excluded ; they now have a large literature of their own.

To avoid having to repeat^ details of apparatus in every

method emfdoying it, the chapters on apparatus come first General
prindi^es and reference material are stored at the end in Chapter 14.

ix



PREFACE

Any necessary link-up is facilitated by cross-references; all sections,

figures and tables are numbered, the number of the chapter being ^ven
first; e.g. Sec. 14.23 is the 23rd section in Chapter 14. But the index

and table ofcontents should not be forgotten; they are there to be used.

The basic units are those of the rationalized m.k.s. system (Sec. 14.1).

Whenever other units are used they are specified in square brackets ; e.g.,

25 330

pX [pF; Mc/s]

Symbols and abbreviations are British Standard, set out in detail

in Secs. 14.1 and 2. Full use is made of the nanofarad (nF), equal

to 1,000 pF or O'OOl (iF. A large proportion of the capacitances

used in radio are of the order of 1 nF, and avoidance of the

many confusing decimal places would alone justify it. But by
enabling nearly all values to be given in small whole numbers it removes
the last excuse for the time-wasting practice of specifying component
values in a separate list instead of on the circuit diagram itself.

The only necessary indications of unit are the multipliers (p, n, fji, m,
k, or M), and by using these so as to avoid unnecessary noughts, and
leaving the circuit symbol to denote the main unit (F, H, or Q), the values

can be shown clearly on the most complicated circuit diagram. Quan-
tities are denoted by italics; e.g., R for resistance, in distinction from
R for a resistor.

Another usage, which may not yet be familiar to everyone, is the term
“ z.f.”, meaning “ zero frequency ”. Attempts to do without it result

in absurdities such as “ d.c. current ” and “ at d.c.”

References to literature are admittedly not in standard form as laid

down in B.S. 1629: 1950. This is because it is believed that the first

concern of most readers is not the author but the subject, and secondly

that the date of a paper is more helpful than the volume number. Any
injustice to authors in this arrangement has, it is hoped, been removed
by placing all their names in the index. The titles of books and
periodicals are given in italics; most of the latter are abbreviated as

shown opposite. Publishers of books are indicated in brackets,

and their full names and addresses in Britain are also shown opposite.

Thanks are due to the firms (named in the captions) which have
contributed photographs illustrating technical features of equipment,
and to those that have supplied information on their products. The
encouragement to write the first edition given by Mr. C. R. Cosens of
Cambridge University, as well as his suggestions since, are gratefully

acknowledged. Considerable help has been given in the preparation

of this seventh edition by Mr. G. W. Short.

Finally, the author will much appreciate reasoned criticisms or the

pointing out of any errors that may have occurred.

18, Bromley Common, M.G.S.
Bromley, Kent.

October, 1961.
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CHAPTER 1

The End and the Means

1 . 1 . PURPOSE OF A LABORATORY

The way a laboratory is equipped and carried on depends very largely

on the purpose it is meant to serve. Within the general field there

are a number of quite distinct purposes, which perhaps can be con-

veniently identified by the words Demonstration, Research, Design,

Test and Maintenance.

Demonstration.
—^This is to repeat the results of others and so gain

first-hand knowledge. While this suggests the technical school with

its set experiments, it is a still more valuable object for private work.

An ounce of practice is worth a ton of theory, we are told. While this

exact numerical ratio does not appear to have been rigorously proved,

there is no doubt that personally confirming experiments does give one

a mastery of the subject that can never derived from books and
lectures only. Moreover it may lead to

Research, or finding out more about how things work and so possibly

discovering something new. Some of the most valuable discoveries

have been made as a result of not confirming the findings of others.
“ Take nothing for granted ” is too strict a rule to observe literally, but

the spirit of it is sound. Many lines of research accidentally grow out

of and perhaps utterly transcend in importance the original work.

Others, again, are deliberately planned and (sometimes!) carried

through. Turning from these heights that are so fascinating to

contemplate and often so tedious to climb, we find

Desipi .—Work under this heading really falls into two divisions:

obtaining data for design; and checlang the designs when they have
material]^. This is the main purpose of most of the laboratories in

manufacturing concerns, and on a smaller scale the same object is

pursued by keen amateurs.

Test.—The private experimenter ought to make a practice of testing

all thep^ he obtains for his work. It is betto* to start doing this

voluntarily than to be driven to it, sad but belatedly wise. In large

organizations this work falls to the'Test Room, but there are usually

special tests that cannot or ought not to be done there. Traong

1



2 RADIO AND ELECTRONIC LABORATORY HANDBOOK

obscure faults in apparatus may be included in this division. Lastly

comes

Maintenance.—^This is probably conunon to all laboratories, from
least to greatest; for there is always plenty of work to be done in

keeping the instruments and other equipment in perfect order, making
and checking calibrations—^valve voltmeters, for example, ought to be
checked quite often—^and setting up new apparatus. Nothing is more
exasperating, when carrying out an experiment, than continually having
to digress in order to locate and cure faults in the apparatus, or (worse

still) failing to notice such faults until one has taken a long series of
rea^ngs, all of which must be condemned as unreliable.

1 .2 . THE QUESTION OF EQUIPMENT
The foregoing list, drawn up to help clarify ideas, is intended mainly

for the experimenter who is setting up his own laboratory: the paid

worker is generally not in a position to choose. When equipping a

laboratory, one may save money by first considering rather carefully

what one wants to do. The most lavishly-equipp^ plant without
inspiration may be less truly a laboratory than the corner of a living-

room with a few simple home-made instruments. At the same time,

one cannot set out to experiment on long-wave directional aerial

arrays in a small flat. But it is possible to make what might prove
most valuable observations with little more than an ordinary receiver.

The “ Luxembourg Effect ” (or ionospheric intermodulation, as it

was called when it was at len^h admitted to serious science) was not
discovered by means of elaborate and costly apparatus, nor was it

preificted as a result of intricate mathematical calculations; the

equipment was a receiver and slightly more than average observation.

Yet here was a discovery that gave the scientists a valuable new line

ofapproach to the {Hoblems of the ionosphere.

More recently, some strange effects in the propagation of television

and other v.h.L signals have been noticed. For investigating such
things there is still room for work that takes the form of systematic

observations, requiring little apparatus other than a good receiver and
perhaps an output meter. But the emphasis should be on the word
“ systematic ”. The very short waves are especially suitable for study

by the private investigator, for a number of reasons, among which
may be mentioned the practicability of testing and comparing various

types of resonant aerials without the need for several acres of land.

So far nothing very su^estive of laboratory apparatus has been
mentioned. But even when the chosen exp^mental work can be
carried on vrith only a receiver it is at least desirable to have something
of the nature of a laboratory, if only for ensuring the very highest

degree of reliability in that receiver. Work is very restricted without
some means of prodiicmg an artificial signal when required, and
iimasuring fiequendes and component values. Metm for checking
drcuits mid taking expoimental readings, osdllators cff various types.
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and controllable power supplies are constantly needed whenever more
general experimental work is undertaken. And so one goes on. The
question is how to lay out limited funds to the best advantage.

1 .3 . SELECTING FOR MINIMUM COST

The factor of cost will be taken into consideration when equipment
is described in detail in subsequent chapters; but in the meanwhile it

is possible to make some general observations.

Assuming that experimental work is not a fleeting passion, there are

certain instruments that will be practically essential, both now and
in the future, of a kind that does not quickly become obsolete. For
these it is false economy to go in for the very cheapest that will just do
at the time. What are loosely but very conveniently termed “ meters

”

certainly come into this category. So do standards of resistance,

capacitance, and so forth. Good workmanship now more than ever

costs money, and in the ordinary way a high-grade instrument by a
famous firm always commands a good price. In the ordinary way; but
one does sometimes pick up exceptional bargains second-hand. And
of course releases of Government suiplus stocks are a great attraction

to the bargain hunter. But in bargain hunting one must never forget

the legal maxim caveat emptor ”
—“Let the buyer beware! ” As

bargains do not generally carry any guarantee, such buying calls for

discrimination, and it is advisable to be able to check them against

standards. Unless one can get something much better this way than
could be afforded otherwise, it is perhaps wiser to be on the safe side

and buy a new instrument. Sometimes, however, the original makers,
or a reputable agent, can supply used instruments that have been
reconditioned and recalibrated and are practically equivalent to new,
except that perhaps they are not of the latest pattern. But of course

one cannot in this way expect to save a very large proportion of the

cost of a new instrument.

1 .4 . TRUE ECONOMY
Decide, then, what apparatus is likely to be of permanent value, and

get something of higher quality than appears to be justified, even if it

means ^stponing other purchases. In doing so do not overlook the

possibiU^ of unit instruments, consisting of a nucleus to which
accessories may be added as required.

Vosatility is an important feature to be considered. Careful choice
may enable a few instruments to take the place of many. But do not
let catalogue descriptions rush you into buying a jack of all trades and
master of none. And remember, too, that one instrument, however
versatile, cannot be in more than one place in the circuit at a time.

With regard to more specialized typitii of equipment, of which tiiere

is now su<£ a vast and rapidly increasing variety—^wav^orm generators,

distortion meters, transistor testers, and so on—more caution is neces-

sary. They are constantly changmg in design, are gmierally expenmve.
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and tend to become obsolete fairly rapidly. This is not to say that a
good signal generator, for example, is a bad investment; it is just that

one needs to exercise foresight. People who a few years ago bought
expensive television signal generators that stopped short of Band III

find them very restricted to-day. Transistor testers become obsolete

almost as soon as designed. It is bad policy to spend a lot on a
splendidly finished and symmetrical instrument if the development of
technique makes it necessary after a short time to disfigure it with some
makeshift alteration.

1.5. MAKING one’s OWN APPARATUS
It is hereabouts that we enter the field of things that it may be

advisable to construct rather than buy. One should not run away
with the idea that it is necessarily much cheaper to do so. When the

time spent on experimenting has been taken into account it may be
quite an expensive way. But a private worker does not often rate

his time very highly, and he learns all the time; and a technical depart-

ment is often able to present the cost of construction to the directors

in a less disturbing form than that of an outright purchase. Slack

time of mechanics can be employed, for instance. The advantage, too,

of being able to suit one's own needs may amply compensate for

what may possibly be a limited standard ofworkmanship. As a matter
of fact, there are comparatively few items that really need be made up in

permanent form—much of the work can be more efficiently, economi-
cally and adaptably carried out with temporary “ breadboards ”. Then
there is no grief if the specification has to be modified.

As regards commonly used general-purpose instruments such as

oscilloscop^, valve voltmeters and audio oscillators, a compromise
worth considering is the range of kits offered by certain firms who have
carefully studied and tested their designs so that they can be easily

made up into useful and reliable instruments at considerably lower
cost than ready-make equivalents.

The gift of improvisation is a very valuable one. The experimenter
who has to wait until he gets the correct material is not likely to go far.

This is no argument for untidy, slipshod equipment. Most people,

if not all, do letter work with neat apparatus. But the writer has seen
important research of the most refined accuracy being carried out in

the box-room of a small suburban house with what looked like a
collection of junk.



CHAPTER 2

Premises and Layout

2.1. CHOICE OF PREMISES

The private experimenter who perforce has to fit his “ lab ” somewhere
into a house is apt to envy his professional brother who is allowed funds
to build premises specially for the purpose. The latter, on the other

hand, is apt to realize too late that his resplendent “ Technical Wing ” is

abominably noisy, is riddled with interference, and is useless for ^ving
a correct impression of domestic listening or viewing.

Although the requirements and facilities of private and professional

workers are very diverse, it is hoped that the reader of the following

discussion of the question of premises will find it possible, by means of
slight mental adjustments, to adapt it to the scale of work in which he is

interested. As it is the amateur who is most likely to be restricted in

opportunities, it is he who is held chiefly in view, but if much of this

chapter sourids rather poverty-stricken to some fortunate engineers

there are always others whose material difficulties rival those of the

private individual.

Assuming first of all that funds are available for special premises, an
isolated building has much in its favour, provided that it is suitably

constructed. This means substantial brick walls, if possible of the

cavity type, and a lining throughout of some sort of building board. If

there is a flat roof—of course it must never be qmte flat—there should
be an air space between it and the ceiling; and the outer surface should
preferably be of an easily-cleaned white material, not a dull black which
radiates heat in winter and absorbs it in summer.
The object of the lining is to help in keeping the place at an

equable temperature; the huts sometimes hastily put up for technical

staff cost a fortune to keep warm in winter, and are like ovens in

summer. When a cold spell is followed by a sudden warm west wind,

the resulting condensation indoors is ruinous. A building-board

lining also provides reasonable acoustic conditions, and lends itself to

serviceable decoration and to practical convenience generally. There
are special lining materials for use where particular acoustic require-

ments have to be met.

If the technical department is to be extensive, it is generally far better

that it should take the form of a number of small rooms rather than a

very large one. Space can be better utilized if there are plenty of
walls; and jobs can be carried out with less mutual disturbance. So
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an ordinary house of suitable size may be better than a special

building.

2.2. HEATING AND LIGHTING

Heating is important. Tf the room is well heat-insulated, it is not

extravagant to consider thermostatically controlled electric heating.

The uniform temperature so obtained is very valuable for preserving

accurate standards, to say nothing of personal comfort. Ideally,

there should be complete air-conditioning. For the most precise

frequency standards, the N.P.L. uses the cellars of a mansion, which
are easier, to keep at a uniform temperature than buildings above the

surface. Whatever the heating system, it should not produce water

vapour in the room as do certain gas and oil heated radiators.

Lighting is also important. Strong direct sunlight is not good for

apparatus, but there is difficulty in getting enough all-north natural light-

ing without excessive window space and loss of heat. Double windows
are considered faddy in this country, though it is difficult to see why.

It is difficult to have too much electric lighting. In addition to well-

diffused general lighting there should be plenty of flexible arm lights,

mounted clear of bench space, that can be brought right on to the job

for reading meters and examining wiring and components in awkward
corners. (Incidentally, where normal lighting fails to reveal internals

sufficiently, a “ pen ” torch and dentist’s mirror are a great help.)

Fluorescent lighting may be all right, if the possibility of stroboscopic

effects is remembered. If a tool or other appliance happens to be

rotating at a synchronous speed it is made to api^ar stationary, with

possibly unpleasant consequences to anyone touching it. Also a small

percentage of fluorescent tubes have been found to cause radio inter-

ference. Even ordinary metal-filament lamps have been known to do
so, and unless one is aware of such a possibility much time may be

wasted in locating the source.

2.3. INTERFERENCE

The only perfect treatment of any sort of interference is to remove its

cause. But that is not always practicable, so it is generally necessary

to provide suppressors to prevent it from entering the laboratory. An
isolated building lends itself to this, as a filter can be installed where the

mains enter. Where complete absence of external fields is essential, it

is necessary to screen the whole room with wire netting, which may
conveniently.be in the space behind the board lining. It is no easy

matter ensuring the continuous effectiven^s of room screening,

especially at doors and other openings, and it is essential to filter all

ingoing wires. Fig. 2. 1 shows one solution to the problem.
For details of room screening and other anti-interference measures,

see G. L. Stephens’s Jladio Interference St^tpression (Iliffe).
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2.4. THE amateur’s laboratory
Let US now consider the amateur, who may have no choice whatever

of premises, nor perhaps even the exclusive use of a room. Where the

house is old and large, the chances of appropriating at least an attic or

basement are quite good, but a modern house is generally just too

small to hold the family. As regards choice, if any, between attic and
basement: in the absence of further data the author is disposed to

advise the latter, because a screened transmission line can be used to

make connection with a distant aerial, whereas a long earth lead has

disadvantages that are not so readily overcome. This may not apply

quite so decidedly to a steel-framed building, which, electrically, is

almost a continuation of the solid earth.

One may be obliged to consider a roof loft. It has been asserted

that lofts make excellent workrooms. The author’s personal views

Fig. 2.1—A completely screened test cabin. Note the mains inter-

ference filter and the I : I mains transformer for reducing risk of
shock by providing an unearthed power supply. {Belling & Lee, Ltd.)

do not incline in this direction, for his experience of them is that tiiey

can never for long be other than dusty; that they enjoy what the

geography books call a Continental climate, being too cold in winter
and too hot in summer; and that the trapdoor constitutes a grave

danger to the preoccupied research worker. Even if the personal

drawbacks are heroically overlooked, it cannot be denied that dust and
extremes of temperature and humidity are particularly bad for appartL-

tus. Neverthdess the author has seen a loft laboratory used success-

fully for really advanced work. Seclusion is an advantage that can
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hardly be overestimated, and one gets it better in a loft than in most
places. An aerial lead-in can generally be arranged to come con-

veniently above the operating tench; but it is worth going to the

trouble of ensuring that it is truly weather-tight. Another advantage
of a loft is that one can string wires around, and generally damage the

premises in ways that would never be tolerated downstairs—or should

one say downladders?
Sometimes an outdoor shed can be appropriated, or built. Condi-

tions here are not unlike those just described. In winter it is difficult

to make it an attractive retreat, and damp weather has disastrous effects

on the equipment, unless there is the unusual luxury of permanent
heating. A concrete floor keeps the feet thoroughly cold in winter in

spite of efforts to heat the place, and increases the danger of shock.

A board floor is much to be preferred. In summer, too, both worker
and apparatus may suffer from the climate in a hut or shed. But
oppressive restrictions on the research worker are less likely to be
enforced here than indoors.

2.5. STORAGE
If considerations of comfort, convenience, or necessity indicate an

indoor room, and the experimenter is not in a position to exercise the

rights of dictatorship, it may be possible to come to terms with other

interests by carrying on the more unwelcome activities—such as

construction of apparatus—out in the shed or garage. If the labora-

tory must, as a last resource, be shared, the guiding policy is to arrange

for everything to be shut up under cover and out of sight when not in

use. An old roll-top desk is an example of something that makes a

good nucleus; the desk surfaces can be used for working, and the

pigeon-holes and drawers for storing apparatus, etc. An old-fashioned

wardrobe ofample proportions, wiffi sliding shelves, makes an excellent

store cupboard, and may even be adapted as a sort of work cabinet.

Whether or not a strict cover-up policy is forced on the experimenter

by other members of the community, it is not a bad policy to adopt
anyway. It is worth acquiring such cupboards, bureaux, filing

cabinets, or nests of drawers as may be available, for storing instru-

ments, components, tools, wire, valves, papers, and so forth. Good
organization in this respect is worth while in saved time and space,

creates a favourable impression, and keeps things in good order and
condition. A chest of many shallow drawers is much tetter for

storing the smaller articles than the usual deep drawers, which necessi-

tate things being bundled on top of one another. Some drawers
should te subdivided, eggbox fashion, to take valves, components,
smaH tools, etc., in classified arrangement, so that it is not necessary to

rake tiirough the whole lot every time in order to find the right one.

There is now an excellent selection of ready-made steel units for

meeting any storage requirements.* Incidentally, it is a good thii^ to

* For frequently used small components, smews, etc., the units by Smallbone &
Son Ltd., 116 RaddMsam Road, Bnmingham 29, are particalariy convenient.
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run through one’s stock of components now and then, particularly of
resistors and capacitors, to check the values. This may save much
peiplexity caused by taking them at their face values. And few
activities repay the trouble so fully as descriptive labelling of all stocks

and papers.

2.6. LAYOUT
Space is nearly always at a premium ; and while it is very nice to have

plenty of large tables or benches on which to set out one’s work it is

very seldom that there is room for this sort of layout. It is therefore

necessary, as in the city of New York and for the same reason, to resort

to vertical building. A very compact arrangement consists of a
wooden cupboard placed, not in the usual position against the wall, but
sticking out into the room, so that the back can be used for supporting

instruments, switchboards, shelves, etc., above the work bench. A
space of a few inches should be left behind the backboard for wiring.

If there is enough room, one may have further benches around
the working-space, forming a sort of cubby-hole where everything is

near at hand, except the less-used gear which is kept on the other side.

At all costs the tendency to use bench-top space for storage must be
combated. If it is not, the actual working-space soon becomes
crowded out.

2.7. MOUNTING OF APPARATUS
Methods of setting up apparatus are worth careful consideration.

The following types of layout are arranged in order of increasing

permanence.
The Quick Hook-up (Fig. 2.2) consists of a number of separate

corajments—^valve holders, transfonners, etc.—^fitted with terminals

and linked up by lengths of wire. This method is the most temporary
of all, and, apart from students’ experiments which have to be cleared
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away the same afternoon, has few justifiable applications. If there

is to be any real saving of time the terminals must be ad^uate, prefer-

ably of the double- or triple-decker type, or a standardized system of

plugs and sockets, and there must be an ample supply of prepared

leads. High inter-wiring capacitance, poor contacts, and short

circuits are probable if operating components are not firmly mounted.

Fig. 2.3—An example of “breadboard''
assembly

Fig, 2,4—Shrouded connector blocks are

better than ordinary terminals for most

purposes, temporary or permanent. This

Beiling-Lee type has the advantage of
flexibility

The layout is non-portable, and if the experiment drags on it may be

an encumbrance.
The Breadboard (Fig. 2.3) takes a little longer to set up and dis-

mantle, and is not defintely a horizontal-space saver; but it is almost

indispensable for assembling a circuit for temporary use, or for check-

ing a design before irrevocably drilling holes in the permanent panel.

The assembly forms a portable unit, and can be moved away to make
room for other things. It is superlatively cheap,^ and often works

much better for permanent use than more sightly units. But it collects

dust. In the ordinary form it consists of a slab of wood, preferably

ply not less than in thick, on which are screwed all the components.

One can easily shift components about and experiment with different
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wiring arrangements, and everything is accessible. Operating com-
ponents—variable capacitors, potential dividers, etc.—are generally

mounted on small vertical strips of wood screwed into the edge of the

board; a stock of such components, ready-mounted, is useful. Ter-

minals for external connections can be similarly mounted, but a
safer and more compact form is the shrouded connector shown in

Fig. 2.4, obtainable in strips that can be broken off into the desired

number of “ ways ”. A piece of card placed underneath and screwed
down with the strip so as to project is convenient for marking
identifications.

Fig. 2.5—“ Veroboard" for temporary or permanent circuit construction. The
rear (left) is provided with perforated copper strips which can he usedfor connecting
the components seen on the front (right). Cross-connections between strips are
made with pieces of wire pushed through the holes and soldered ( Vero Electronics)

If the board has i-in to j-in battens screwed along the edge on the

lower side to form a hollow base, wiring can be more neatly carried

out, and components are more easily mounted. Mctal-coated plywood
(Plymax) is convenient for use when a conducting base is needed.

An alternative to wood is thermoplastic material, to which anchorages
can be made by pushing the heated ends of wires in and allowing them
to set.*

Objections to the traditional form of breadboard are that for modern
compact circuits it is clumsy, and that it bears little resemblance to the

final form so that tests made on it are invalid. A convenient form
of construction akin to printed wiring, free from these objections, and
especially suitable for transistor circuits, is Veroboard.f Fig. 2.5

explains it.

The Chassis in its most conventional form is an inverted metal tray

or shallow box, on the upper surface of which such things as valves

and canned coils are mounted, while the smaller components and most
of the wiring go below. Controls project from the vertical surfaces.

In manufactured equipment the metal is usually cadmium-plated
steel, but the mounts supplied by radio stores are almost invariably

* “ Fabricating Circuits on Plastic Breadboards ”, by J. H. Bigbee. Electronics,
Sept. 19S2.

t Vero Predsioa Engineering Ltd., South View Road, Southampton.
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aluminium, which has the advantage of being easy to work, but not
so easy for making sound electrical contacts. In the latter respect

tin plate has much in its favour, and (if sloping sides are not objected
to) a range of sizes is available in the multiple stores, where the pro-
duct is better known as the baking tin.

The fact that this conventional arrangement protects the circuits

from dust is an advantage in permanent equipment, but tends to be a
disadvantage in experimental assemblies, where accessibility is para-
mount. Simply inverting the unit would be a help, if it had a more
satisfactory means of support than the tops of the tallest cans. More-
over, drilling additional holes after the circuit has been wired presents

difficulties and hazards. To avoid these disadvantages and to enable
experimental circuits to be built up easily and quickly, several systems

of standard mounts have been put on the market. They can be used

repeatedly, with resulting economy.
The “ Labix ” mounts* (Fig. 2.6) are designed primarily for experi-

mental purposes, but are also suitable for permanent “ one-oflF
”

equipments. They consist of channel shaped sections, with open
middle portions to take small interchangeable panels for valves, etc.,

and end plates. In a rather similar systemf the small panels are

* Mullard Ltd., Torrington Place, London, W.C.l. See also E. A R.E., July

1957, p. 273.

t Cowell Developments, 67, Long Drive, London, W.3. See also W.fV.,

Oct. 1957, p. 487.
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supported on perforated rails, to which brackets can be attached at

right angles to the panels. A modification of this system, using only
one standard metal part, supplemented by Meccano angle girders and
wooden plates, has been described.*

Fig. 2.7—Sketch showing construction (with leading dimensions) of the

B,B.C, standardized chassis. The sloping panel is supported at the sides

by two flanges bent in from the cut-away slots that form the hand grips

Another form of chassis, useful for both temporary and permanent
work, is that devised by B.B.C. engineers (Fig. 2.7); it consists of a
pair of cast aluminium end plates supporting a sheet panel. The end
plates can be used over and over again as panels fall out of use.

A versatile commercially obtainablef chassis construction system is

the “Lektrokit,” the basic components of which are perforated

aluminium-alloy chassis plates, rails and end plates. With the addition

of front panel and covers from the kit, a temporary rig can be put into

respectable dress for permanent use.

The conventional chassis lends itself to incorporation in boxes and
cabinets of almost any type. One particularly useful development is

the Widney-DorlecJ system, in which a framework is made up to the

required size from standard sections, cut to length, and die-cast comer

• “ Prefabricated Chassis ”, by D. M. Neale. fV., Aug. 1957.

t All-Power Transformers Ltd.* C3«rtsey Road, Byfleet, Surrey.

t Hallam, Sleigh & Cheston, Ltd., Bagot Street, Birmingham, 4.
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Fig. 2.8—Example of Widney-Dorlec construction, showing (left) corner

pieces and sections and (right) appearance with typical instrument in

position. (Hallam, Sleigh A Cheston, Ltd.)

pieces, as shown in Fig. 2.8. Although easy to construct, the result

is neat and professional.

The Platform Frame (Fig. 2.9) comes into being when several units

of the breadboard or chassis type are to be combined, or when a more
compact arrangement than a single large board is desired. The frame
and platforms may exist as a self-contained structure, on which any
assemblies can be supported temporarily; or the breadboards or
chassis may themselves form the platforms—an arrangement more
suited for permanent assemblies. In either case, the construction

ought to permit any one unit to be removed for inspection. If desired,

the sides can be filled in with panels, dust covers, or protective wire-

gauze screens. Or a popular type of tray filing cabinet may be adapted
as the structure, provided that ventilation is introduced where necessary.

This system is a cheap and flexible one, especially suited to amateur
requirements and capabilities. It used to be the most popular arrange-

ment for senders, but is now giving place to

The Vertical, or Telephone, Rack (Fig. 2.10). A substantial frame,
usually of iron or steel angle or channel section 19 in. or 14 in. wide,

is used to support vertical panels to any convenient height. It is

obviously the best scheme when the apparatus includes many controls,

meters, jacks, and so on; but almost any unit can be accommodated

—

for instance a broadcast-receiver chassis or a gramophone turntable.

The most usual form of unit incorporating valves, etc., that cannot
conveniently be mounted on the panel itself, is a —^-shaped structure

consisting of a panel with a platform at right angles behind it

Bracing supports are needed when the unit is heavy and projects far

back or forward. Dust covers removable at the back protect the
apparatus, and the wiring between units may if necessaiy be led

through screening conduits. The system is rather expensive to carry

out prc^riy, but makes a v^ neat and adaptable job for permanent
use. A modification, valuable for accessibility, is to hinge the panels.





Fig, 2,12 Heft)—A space-
saving and quickly con-
structed framework made
up from “ Rapikon ”

standard parts. It provides
good accessibility and easy
modification and extension

{Shandon, Ltd.)



as shown in Fig. 2.1 1. .\nother variation, favoured by one reader on
account of accessibility, is to mount the chassis upside-down, but the

disposal of valve heat must be considered.

For experimental or semi-permanent vertical mounting, the “ Rapi-
kon” standard parts* (Fig. 2.12) save much work.
An inexpensive material, useful for making up racks as required, as

well as benches and much other laboratory construction—a sort of
life-size Meccano—^is Dexion Angle.f
The Trolley (Fig. 2.13). Sometimes one has a bulky unit that

occupies valuable space in any one position, and is difficult to lug about
or apply at the most useful points. The solution is to mount it on a

trolley. It is a particularly convenient receptacle for such things as

cathode-ray-tube apparatus. Fig. 2.14 shows a specialized form of
mobile mounting for oscilloscope and power unit.

Instruments as bought, and sometimes as made, take none of the

aforementioned forms, but consist essentially of boxes. It is a good
idea to fit these with mirror plates to enable them to be hung one
above another on the wall or backboard of the bench (Fig. 2. IS).

For more information on general design of equipment for amateur
and small laboratories, see an article by W. D. Cussim (W.W,, March
1958).

A most admirable and detailed account, with coloured temperature
diagrams, of research into the problem of cooling electronic

* Shandon Electronics Ltd., 6 Cromwell Place, London, S.W.7. See also
“ A New Electronic Assembly System ”, by H. C. Bertoya. E.E., Feb. 1958.

t Dexion Ltd., 67, Maygrove Road, London, N.W.6.
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equipment, has been given by E. N. Shaw {E.E., Jan., Feb., and
March 1957).

2.8. BENCHES AND WIRING
If it is decided to construct a work bench, it is wise to see that it is

strong and rigid. Boards are apt to shrink and warp, leaving crevices

for small screws to hide in, so a sheet of thick linoleum or hardboard
over the top is very pleasant for working. A shelf near the ground
helps to brace the bench, and is most useful for supporting batteries,

power units, and other heavy equipment. The usefulness of Dexion
for the framework has already been mentioned.
Then there is wiring. An abundance of electric supply points should

be provided; otherwise, when there is a soldering iron, a check receiver.

LEAD SHEATHING

an oscillator, and a voltage-regulated power unit going, it may be
difficult to find another point to connect a bench lamp, a heater, or a
fan. Thus it is a good policy to scatter sockets about fairly freely,

each separately switched in the live side (Fig. 2.16). A good place is

just underneath the top surface of the bench.

And here a warning must be sounded. There have been some sad
examples of what the amateur and even so-called professional wireman
can do : bits ofordinary wire twisted around nails, and so forth. There
are several reasons for making a proper job of it. One is that shoddy
wiring is a cause of fires. Another is that it leads to leakages which
introduce hum and oth^* undesirable effects, shock, and breakdown.
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So use lead-covered electric-lighting cable of good quality, wirii all

sheathing bonded together and soundly earthed—^preferably by a
different connection from that used for radio or other circuits. P.V.C.

covered cable is usually used nowadays, but provides no screening.

Probably the whole lot of sockets will have to connect to the mains at

some one point in the room. Try to arrange matters so that, if a fuse

goes because of some work being done, it does not plunge the place

into darkness. For example, if the bench connections must be taken
from the branch lighting circuit, provide fuses on the bench sub-
branch of a slightly lower current rating than those protecting the

whole branch. Incidentally, any mistrust with which the supply
authorities may regard the system will be greatly intensified if they

find lamps being used on a power circuit, at a lower tariff.

The type of plug which, at the time of writing, is a British Standard,

contains its own branch fuse, which should be of a rating to suit the

appliance to which the plug is wired. Plug connectors also have a
third pin, for earthing. Bayonet sockets lack this, but for two-wire
low-power connections the plugs are much cheaper and are less likely

to fall out ofunder-bench sockets than the pin type.

A soldering iron is nearly always wanted at a moment’s notice, so

provision for heating it up quickly, and then keeping it on permanently
at a low enough temperature to avoid burning, is valuable. Some
stands incorporate a switch to cut in a resistance for stand-by; alterna-

tively, a tapped auto-transformer or a Variac (Sec. 4.2) is very con-
venient for adjusting the temperature to working requirements.

Talking about soldering irons—old timers who are just beginning
to deal with transistors and miniature components should be warned
not to attempt to use the same substantial iron that has served them
so well in the past. A special miniature iron should be used, and the

wire lead held firmly with a pair of pliers between the iron and the

component so that heat flowing from one to the other is shunted away.
Unless the iron is a low-voltage type run via a transformer, care should
be taken that the insulation at working temperature is suffleient not
to pass an appreciable reverse current to earth through a transistor,

risking its ruin.

2.9. EARTHING
Good screening and earthing are needed in any case, but especially

where the supply is d.c., because the high-pitched commutator ripple

has a way of getting mixed with the input of amplifiers, and is

particularly unhelpful in bridge work.
For earthing, a main water pipe, close to where it go^ under^ound,

is generally satisfactory, and saves a lot of manual labour. But if a
specially-made earth is needed its requirements are (1) plenty of
exposed metal surface in contact with the ground, (2) burial deep
enou^ to be in permanently moist soil, (3) no corrosion (lead tape or

I»ping brought right into the room is good), and (4) a short run from
ground to tominal. It is an excdlent idea to bury the metal in two
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equal lots, brought out to separate terminals. Their condition can

then Iw checked at any time by measuring the resistance from one to

the other, preferably with a.c. to avoid electrolytic effects. The
resistance of both in parallel cannot exceed a quarter of this figure.

Another advantage of having two earths is that a single common one
sometimes causes undesirable coupling between units connected to it.

2.10. CONNECTORS
An interconnection system is valuable if for any reason it is necessary

to split up the lab, even if it is only a matter of two benches in different

Fig. 2.17—How to store leads so that the right one can be selected

without loss of time and temper {N. V. Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken)

parts of a room. Several wires, preferably of really heavy gauge,

joining such benches and brought out to terminal strips or sockets,

enable these parts to be used as a whole. If one space is fully

occufHed by the source of a test signal, for example, the signal can be

piped through this line and used elsewhere. Or ^wer supplies from a

common source can be distributed.

Lastiy ; one must not fail to lay in a good stock of flexible connecting

leads, single and twin, of various lengths from a few inches up to a yard

or two; some with tag or tinned ends, some with crocodile clips, and
others with suitable plugs and sockets. The use of different colours,

especially for twin or moltiifle l^ds, saves time and guards against

mistidces. Fig. 2.17 shows how to store them so that the right type

and l«igth can be selected without any trouble.



CHAPTER 3

Fundamental Principles of Measurement

3.1. MEASUREMENT V. GUESSWORK

The scene is a police court. The case is one of alleged dangerous
driving. Witnesses are called. Some say the accused was travelling

at 29 miles per hour; some 40; some 60. Some merely declare that

he was travelling at a terrific speed. All very inconclusive and
unsatisfactory. Personal judgment, ignorance, prejudice, rather than

facts, determine the evidence.

Another case: the witness this time is a mobile constable, who states

that when he was driving behind accused at the same speed his speed-

ometer read 38 miles per hour. The inference, presumably, is that this

is the speed at which the accused was driving. The data in this case

are far more satisfactory; but not beyond challenge, as any
good defending counsel would demonstrate. There would be
penetrating cross-examination on how and when the police-car speedo-

meter was checked, and how the witness knew he was travelling at the

same speed. Translating it from the language of the law court to that of
the laboratory, what were the instrumental and personal errors ? In

such an important matter as legal action, affecting perhaps the

liberty and reputation of a citizen, evidence ought to inclu^ not
only the figures but also the limits of probable or possible error. At
present that seems rather too much to expect of a law court, but it is

accepted practice in a laboratory. Measurement is the basis of
scientific progress; opinion, guesswork and assumption are its chief

enemies.

3.2. FALSE ASSUMPTIONS

One might suppose that in the very Temple of Science itself, the

laboratory, there would be no room for these reactionary forces.

But they are constantly at hand, ready to obscure one’s work. Radio
itself would probably have been established earlier if authorities

had not decided that it was impossible. Later, investigators noticed

tliat as the wavdength of transmission was reduced the range apparendy
became less and less; so they assumed that very short waves would
useless, and allocated them to amateurs. Subsequendy they found^
that they had been more generous than they had intended, whm i'*

3 21
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turned out that these waves were the only ones suitable for very long

ranges.

How often when carrying out experiments one observes that y
steadily increases (or falls) in some sort of proportion to x, and is

tempted to miss out the last few readings and extend the curve by free-

hand. Or when some unexpected effect is noticed, how easy it is to

make an explanation for it that will save the trouble of really finding

out. It is nearly always worth while following up anything that does

not work as it should, rather than dismissing it as “ experimental

error ”, or cooking the results until they come “ right ”. It may be the

key to something new. At the worst it will clear the matter up and give

one a better grasp of the subject. The difficulty is that in these days

work must be got through so quickly, and there is no time for exploring

every little side track that appears in the course of routine. Even if

there were time, few would have patience to check the obvious. But it

is the ideal to pursue.

3.3 DIRECT OBSERVATION OR INSTRUMENT READINGS?
Within the field of electrical communication and electronics there

are very many different things to be measured and tested, and there

are usually several possible methods of dealing with each. The variety

of equipment for these methods is quite bewildering. So instead of
plunging at once into an ocean of detail it would probably be helpful

to take a broad view, and consider the principles governing choice of
method. It must be remembered, however, that broad general prin-

ciples cannot be expected to apply rigidly to every particular situation.

It is generally taken for granted that accuracy is the main object.

The quest for accuracy is certainly the motive of most of what is written

in this and other books on laboratory work, but mere percentages are

not enough. The first thing to ask about the proposed method is

whether it is going to tell us what we ought to know. It is not always

realized that the ultimate object of our work is to influence the human
mind, through the senses. The particular thing under examination
at the moment may only be a resistor, but the purpose of examining it

is, say, to enable it to contribute to the better working of a television

receiver, which makes its influence on the mind through the senses of
seeing and hearing. In the end it will be judged by the mind. So the

mind is really the ultimate measuring instrument. But unfortunately

it is a most unsatisfactory instrument for arriving at definite conclusions.

A listener may say that loudspeaker A sounds better than B. But he
is unable to say how much letter except in the most general terms.

Another listener may give quite a different estimate, or even deny that

it is better at all. And any one listener’s estimate may vary according
to whether he happens to be alert or tired, pleased or irritatM.

It mi^t seem that a direct switch-over between the two things being
compared would allow a fair and easy decision. But long experience

^

of sudi tests shows that this is not so. A jud^ent made on one
occasion may be reversed later when the programme changes. The
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indefiniteness of such work makes performing it for any length of time
curiously tiring and unsatisfying.*

The alternative is to measure the physical quantities that produce the

mental sensations. For example, instruments can be used to measure
the strength and waveform of a sound, or (a step farther back still)

of the electric currents generating the sound. While this certainly

makes it possible to obtain precise and consistent data, it raises a new
difficulty. There seems to be no logical correlation between the

physical thing and the human sensation. A person born stone deaf

can learn all about the physics of sound, but this does not help him in

the least to know the sensations produced by it; nor can other people’s

explanations convey it to him. True, we learn by experience that the

greater the sound pressure the greater the sensation that we call loud-

ness, but the two do not seem to be connected by any simple law.

There is not even any precise method of measuring loudness. When
sound is distorted, or disturbed by noise, the resulting sensation is

generally unpleasant. But nobody has succeeded in establishing a

definite relationship between the amount of distortion or noise and the

amount of unpleasantnessf. This being so, measurements can be
quite misleading. On the face of it, a reading of 20 milliwatts of noise

on an output meter is evidence of more noise than one of 5 milliwatts.

But 5 mW of one kind of noise may be found to be more disturbing than
20 mW of another kind.

So the first step is to decide what one is really trying to discover.

If it is something that in the end will be judged by the mind, one is

faced with the dilemma that a personal (subjective) test is unreliable

and indefinite, while a physical or instrument (objective) test has to be
interpreted, and the interpretation is open to dispute.

3.4. SUBJECTIVE METHODS
The large organizations that study these matters, having realized

the unreliability of individual judgment and the difficulties of inter-

preting physical tests, have developed a technique based on the principle

that random errors tend to cancel out when the average is taken of a
large number. To preserve the desirable subjective basis of the

experiment, personal judgment is used, but the independent im-
pressions of a large number of people are systematically taken and
combined. In addition to giving an average result that is more
representative than a single one, this process indicates how far in-

dividual results spread around it. The persons are carefully selected

to represent the public generally, or to be all untrained, or all trained

in observation, or on some other basis, as the experiment may require.

The whole thing is in the highest degree systematic, and far from being
a mere collection of opinions.

• This has been found to apply even to pure tone tests; see a paper by A. Stott
and P. E. Axon, Proc. I.E.E., Part B, Sept. 1955.

t E. R. Wigan iE.T., April and May 1961) has made one of the most thorough-
going attempts, but would hardly claim complete and unquestionable correiatioii
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Subjective methods are unlikely to be vety conclusive unless properly

organized on a large scale. So they are outside the range of most
experimenters. For the sake of definiteness and the ability to compare
results obtained by different people and at different times and places,

the choice nearly always falls on objective methods. When these are

in lieu of subjective observation, the problem of interpretation arises.

It is a fascinating and controversial subject, with plenty of scope for

further research. And it is important. The most refined measure-
ments may be misleading if wrongly interpreted. But the only place

that can !:« given to it in this book is the warning to take great care in

drawing conclusions from instrument readings about subjective things,

such as loudness, brightness, and intelligibility.

Much lab. work, however, might be described as sub-contracts, not
directly concerned with the ultimate purpose. Such jobs, for example,
as measuring resistances and inductances, obtaining valve character-

istics, and determining selectivity; in these only the physical facts

are needed.

3.5. DISENTANGLING THE CONCLUSIONS
In any case, the subject from now on will be confined to physical

terms, and the question will be a choice from objective methods.
Even then it is necessary to make sure that the right conclusions will

be drawn from what the instruments tell. To take a very simple

example; the books say that if you interpose a capacitor of, say,

100 pF in series with a large aerial you improve the selectivity, at the

cost of reduced signal strength. You try it, and the signal strength

goes up. This does not prove that all the books are wrong. It just

shows that in this particular receiver the large aerial was too tightly

coupled, and so overdamped and probably mistuned the circuit; or

else that the receiver tended to be unstable due to stray feedback, which
was kept in check by the large aerial and released by interposing the

capacitor. Or perhaps a bit of both. In any case, the effect quite

correctly predicted by the books was concealed by a larger effect

due to the peculiarities of this receiver, and unless the experiment
were rearranged it might be impossible to disentangle the required

result. It would be no good contributing a paper to a scientific society,

claiming to have {m-ov^ by means of experimental evidence that the

accepted theory with regard to aerial series capacitors was wrong.
The experiment was not conducted with sufficient attention to the

possibilities of irrelevant influences acting at the same time.

So make, sure of one thing at a time. If the quantity b^g in-

vestigated, X, depends on factors, p, q, r, s, and t, and it is desir^ to

find how it depends on p, make sure that while p is bdng varied the
factors, q, r, s, and t remain constant. Otiierwise fhere is confusion.

The objective having been determined, tiie nmct concern is to achieve
it with tile j|reate8t accuracy. That is the id^, but it may have to be
trinuhed a Bttie to circumstances. Sometimes it is more important to
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obtain results quickly or easily or inexpensively than to spend much
time, effort, or money on greater accuracy than is really needed. The
sin of using more resources on a job than are necessary is second only
to that of using insufficient to do it properly. And obviously one’s

choice of method is always subject to apparatus being available—or

capable of being extemporized. These qualifications having been
made, the remainder of this chapter will have accuracy as the

motive.

3.6. ACCURACY AND PRECISION

And here it may be as well to distinguish between accuracy and
precision. Like many other words, such as work and force, scientific

usage endows them with a more limited and precise meaning than they

bear for general purposes. The distinction can perhaps best be shown
by an example. A certain cheap clock fitted with a seconds hand can
be read quite easily to the nearest second, but owing to temperature

and other influences its error 24 hours after resetting may be anything

up to several minutes. Its precision is quite high but its accuracy poor.

Except over short time intervals, its precision could be considerably

less without appreciably affecting the overall accuracy. Big Ben, on
the other hand, can normally be relied upon within one second, but
when viewed from the street cannot be read nearly so precisely. So in

these circumstances much of its accuracy is lost. Considered another

way, its overall accuracy is determined almost entirely by the reading

error, or lack of precision. Precision is necessary for high accuracy,

but is not sufficient for it.

Another important thing to realize is that it is not enough to say that

the accuracy of an instrument is so-much per cent. For one thing,

it would obviously be more sensible to call it the inaccuracy, and then

there would be no doubt about whether a greater accuracy meant a
greater percentage or a smaller one. But other questions arise.

Does the figure given mean the greatest possible difference between the

value shown by the instrument and the absolute value at the time of
calibration ; or does it mean the greatest subsequent variation in value

—

and, if so, over what range of temperature, humidity, frequency, etc. ?

The latter by itself can be distinguished by the term consttmcy.

(See Sec. 5.3 for a simple example of instrument inaccuracy.) The
subject is discussed at length by W. H. F. Griffiths {W.E., March 1943).

3.7. BASIC methods: dead reckoning

The innumerable separate methods of measurement can be classified

into a few basic types; and doing so he|ps one to see the fundamratal
prind]des more dearly and to judge which of several methods is tikdy
to be best for the purpose in view.

Hrst of an we disfinguish between passive quantities or parametn^
(such as resistance, capadtance, and attenuation) and active quantifies
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(such as voltage, current and power). Passive equipment includes

resistors, capacitors, and attenuators; active equipment, such

items as batteries, power units, and oscillators. In general, passive

gear is more constant and reliable, and results obtained in terras of
passive quantities are more likely to be accurate.

When the object being investigated is active—for example, a battery

—

it is usually possible to employ its own activity to provide the answer.

The method is to apply some sort of indicator, which in this case might
be a voltmeter. A high grade of instrument-making is necessary to

ensure accuracy of a better order than 1 %. And the power needed
to work the indicator is often a substantial part of that available,

so the quantity to be measured is liable to be altered merely by
connecting the indicator. This is the simplest class of measurement,
illustrated by the first of the simple functional diagrams in Fig. 3.1.

In all of these, X denotes the object being investigated and I the

indicator.

If X is passive there is nothing for an indicator to respond to, and
it is necessary to provide a source, S, as at b. For example, the

resistance of a piece of wire (X) can be measured by applying a battery

(S) of known voltage and using an ammeter or milliammeter (1) to

read the current passed by the wire, from which information the

resistance can be calculated. Observe that the voltage of the battery

must be assumed or measured, and the meter accurately calibrated

over a suitable range. An error in either of these affects the result.

In both a and b the measurement is indirect, in the sense that the

unknown is deduced from quantities of a different kind. In com-
parison with the methods still to be noted, however, these two methods
may seem to be direct, in the sense of being straightforward. So to

avoid misunderstanding they will be classified as dead-reckoning

methods.

3.8. SUBSTITUTION

The next two are classed as substitution methods, because X is

measured by putting a known standard of the same kind (labelled C
in the diagrams) in its place, for comparison. If C is variable over a
range that includes the value ofX, there is no need for I to be calibrated

at all; all it has to do is to enable C to be adjusted to give the same
indication, after it has been substituted for X. Even if C is not con-
tinuously variable, I may not have to be calibrated in actual units, so

long as its readings are in strict proportion.

Method .(/ has the additional and very important advantage that the

standard is passive. Applied to measure the resistance of the piece

of wire, C would be a standard resistance box. Any battery and
current indkator could be used, so long as a reasonable deflection was
^ven. When the deflection of I had bMn noted as in b, S and I would
be switched over to C (as shown dotted), and C adjusted until I gave
the same detection. The resistance of C would then be the same as
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DEAD RECKONING

SUBSTITUTION

NULL

<0 Without
subtiHutlofi

(2) With
tuhftitutlon

Fig, 3.1—Functional diagrams of the basic methods of measurement.
X -- unknown—to be measured: I — indicator: S ^ source of power or

signal: C =^-" standard of comparison: B ~ balancer

that of X. Here, then, we have the answer in terms of one datum only,

of the same kind as the unknown, and passive—all conditions that

make it easy to obtain high accuracy.

Incidentally, the next three chapters, on equipment in detail, deal

respectively with what are here denoted by S, I and C.

3.9. DIFFERENCE MEASUREMENTS
Considered in this broad theoretical sort of way, the method just

described may not seem to leave much room for further elimination of
causes of error. But however pleasant it is to think of a standard as a
lump of the required quantity—resistance, inductance, or whatever
it may be—^to the value indicated by the dial reading (and diagrams
certainly tend to encourage the habit), this view does not correspond
with reality. Electrical quantities are not confined within clearly

marked boundaries; they are distributed throughout and around the

drctut. One must not leave out of account such humble but essential

features as connections and switches. So the comparison in Fig. 3.\d

ACTIVE PASSIVE

[iKD
(o) £.9: VOLTMETER

(c) E4: C.R.FREQUENCY
COMPARISON

uHiHn
(•)E.9: potentiometer

JXi>ra
(9 ) E.9 ; POTENTIOMETER

uhiKD
(b)E.9: OHMMETER

(d) £«. R.F. RESONANCE
METHODS

(f ) E^: BRIDGES
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is only theoretically between an accurately>known standard and the

unknown; in practice there are sundry uncertainties that more or less

upset the comparison. When measuring low values of resistance, for

example, the resistances of leads and switch contacts may be appreciable

and not necessarily the same in both positions. The standard resistance

may be known to within 0*1%, but this is of little advantage ifincidental

circuit resistances amount to perhaps 2% and are not known at all.

Comparison of small capacitances is even more liable to be vitiated by
stray quantities.

Complications of this sort can usually be wholly or largely excluded
from the problem by dealing, not in absolute quantities, but in

differences. To follow what this means, suppose the standard consists

of a calibrated variable capacitor, and when used as in </ it reads

37-6 pF. But how can one be sure that the stray circuit capacitances,

which can hardly be less than several pF, are exactly the same as when
the instrument was calibrated? The answer, usually, is that one
cannot. So the figure 37-6, which is supposed to be the value

ofcapacitance, is more or less uncertain. In any well-arranged standard,

however, this uncertainty affects every reading equally. So, by taking

the difference between two scale readings as the standard, the un-
certainty cancels out.

The modification of d needed to use the standard in this more reliable

manner is to have it in circuit all the time. First it is set to some high

value, such as maximum. Then the unknown capacitance is inserted

and the standard reduced until the total is the same as before. The
unknown is given by the difference between the two readings on the

standard. The same stray capacitances are in circuit all the time,

so do not upset the comparison. Similarly, when comparing resis-

tances the standard box is kept in circuit all the time, so that as much
as possible of the circuit is the same for both readings, the alterations

being confined as far as possible to those parts that are meant to be
compared.
So whereas the absolute value of a standard is generally more or less

uncertain because one may not be sure how far it takes account of
end connections, stray capacitances, and so forth, a standard can be
calibrated in dijferences with certainty. The difference method of
comparison is therefore to be preferred.

3.10. NULL METHODS

There is still room for improvement. The accuracy of all the

foregoing methods is ultimately limited by the jH'edsion with which
the indicator can be read. If the scale is 4 in. long and can be read to

OOl in., at one-quarter full scale the reading error may be as much as

1%. It can be reduced to 0-25% by increasing the power of the

source or the sensitiveness of the indicator to bring the draection up to

fqll scale. But any further increase just drives the pmnter off the scale.

Ffowever, if the method is so arran^ that the comparison is made
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by adjusting the indicator reading to zero, there is hardly any limit

to the sensitiveness of the indicator that can be used. So the reading
error can be made as small as one likes, and full benefit obtained from
the accuracy of a high-^ade standard. But of course if the accuracy
of the standard is relatively low, more precise comparison can do no
more than give one an over-optimistic idea of the accuracy.

Varieties of this, the null method, are represented by the remaining
functional diagrams in Fig. 3.1. In e, the active unknown is

balanced against an active standard in such a way that when they are

equal the indication is zero. An example of this is the measurement
of potential difference by means of a potentiometer and standard cell.

The corresponding passive scheme is/, and this is particularly important
because it includes many bridge methods. It should be noted that C
is not necessarily of the same kind as X. A valuable feature of e and/
is that even though the indicator is made to see the effects of X and C
as opposite and equal, the comparing system can be so devised as to

introduce a known multiplying ratio, so that X can be measured over a
much larger range than the available values of C. But of course this

system itself introduces some error, and it may be difficult to allow for

the various strays affecting C and X. So for the highest accuracy, or
at any rate the least uncertainty, the comparison should be made by
direct substitution, as in c and d. To retain the null indication, a
balancing element, denoted by B in g and h, must be used to cancel

out the indication received via X and C. There is no need for the value

ofB to be known, but it should be very steadily and critically variable.

Method g is not really important, but is included to make the table

complete; h represents another class of bridge methods. All these

methods can be subdivided into the absolute (switch-over) and
difference varieties, described in connection with c and d.

3.11. THE QUEST FOR ACCURACY
Broadly speaking, then—which is ail we are doing Just now—^the fore-

going analysis of methods is in order of increasing accuracy. The fewer

data, such as calibrations, that have to be taken for granted the

better. And the simpler and more fundamental the standard, the more
likely is the result to be accurate. An example of a type of measure-
ment offering the possibility of very good accur^ is one in which the

unknown is compared (by a null method, to minimize reading errors)

with a single stable passive standard, using a difference calibration.

In making a complicated experiment the bench may be covered with

instruments, and if each of these is subject to an error that affects the

result the final accuracy may be very poor. The experienced worker
devises lus method so that the factors affecting the result are confined

to a few that are well under control, ptef«'ably the most accurately

known of those available; and he arranges for unavoidable errors

to cancel out in the result.

Take for example a valve voltmeter. One way of using it to measure
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r.f. resistance (Sec. 9.30) necessitates taking two or more readings of
voltage, and also relies on a similar number of known r.f. resistances,

probably measured at quite a different frequency. Apart from that,

the calibration of a valve voltmeter of the usual type depends on a

number of factors that may not be known to great accuracy, and may
have altered to an indeterminate extent since the instrument was last

checked. The accuracy of this method depends on widely different

voltage readings, yet the more widely they differ the less likely

are the voltmeter errors to cancel out when deriving the result. But
if the method is devised so that the voltmeter is used merely to indicate

equality in two tests, the most that one assumes about it is that the

deflection due to that one particular voltage has not drifted during the

short interval b^ween the two tests. The calibration is not used at all.

The aim, then, is to work the method around so that the factors

controlling the result are the fewest and most reliable in the laboratory,

and so that the comparison itself does not introduce needless error.

Every reading is subject to error, but some are much less so than others.

So the best method depends largely on the relative reliability of the

instruments available.

3.12. PERSONAL ERRORS

You yourself, the observer, are one of those instruments, and (with

ail due respect) perhaps not among the most reliable. It is extra-

ordinarily easy to make slips in reading scales, noting the positions of

range switches, connections, and conditions generally, and in per-

forming calculations and drawing conclusions. So another aim should

be to exclude these possibilities, by avoiding awkward scale factors,

and not trying to dp mental arithmetic at the same time as the observa-

tions. Do not hurry over the planning, and check the set-up carefully.

Provided that it does not restrict one’s experience, it is advisable to

keep to metlKMtSfthat are thoroughly understood and instruments whose
capabditii^ and peculiarities are known.
Some notes on planning and carrying out experiments are given in

Chapter 8, and on working out the results, in Chapter 13.

3.13. DISTURBING EFFECTS OF INSTRUMENTS

The need for avoiding irrelevant influences has been mentioned.
A particular and important sort of irrelevant influence is the testing

itself. You may wish to know the negative bias voltage

on the^d ofa valve under the working conditions specified in Fig. 3.2<i.

The simplest way, one might think, is to connect an accurate and reliable

voltmeter to the grid and cathode, between which points the voltage

is to be found. Certainly the voltmeter may give a reading. But it is

wrong to assume that that reading is what is wanted. You want to

know the voltage under working conditions. What you actually read
is the voltage with a voltmeter—a conducting path—between the

points. And the two things may be vastly different, as may be seen
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by comparing b with a, A better approximation can be obtained by
measuring the voltage across the comparatively low-resistance bias

resistor (c) ; but then you are not quite sure that the voltage measured is

actually getting to the grid. There may be a hidden break in the grid

leak, or some leakage from grid to cathode or through the coupling
capacitor. A still better method is to note the voltage from some
independent supply that can be connected from grid to cathode without
altering the anode current.

Or consider measuring the gain of an amplifier. A switch is used
to connect a meter to measure in turn the input and output voltages.

(O) (b)

Fig, 3,2—How the measuring instrument may
affect the thing measured, {a) shows part ofa
vaive circuit with the conditions of current
and voltage marked. If one tries to measure
the voltage between cathode and grid with a
voltmeter, condition {h) results, in which the

quantity to be measured is reduced to one^
hundredth of its proper amount. Measuring
the voltage across the biasing resistor (c)

causes a comparatively small error (c)

Such a method has already been discountenanced on two grounds: it is

particularly undesirable to take readings which (as probably in this

case) are widely difTerent; and there is the effect of the meter ofi the

input and output circuits. But, in addition, the switching system iMy
introduce enough feedback to affect the performance of the amplifier

very considerably. Take great care to reproduce true working con-

ditions, and to exclude disturbing effects due to the measuring appara-

tus. The approved method of measuring amplification is to connect

in series with the amplifier an attenuaWr which can be adjusted to

counterbalance the gain, so that the levels at the input and output

of the whole are the same. The attenuation is then a measure of the

gain, and no signal-level measurements are necessary.
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These examples are given so that when individual methods are

discussed later it may be quite clear without lengthy explanation why
certain methods are recommended rather than others.

3 . 14 . REPRODUCING WORKING CONDITIONS

The advice to reproduce, as far as possible, natural working con-
ditions in an experiment, and again to study one fact at a time, may
tend to conflict. The natural working conditions of a broadcast

receiver are that it is installed at a certain place, connected to a certain

aerial and earth, turned on, and tuned to certain stations. During that

process many influences are at work: the power, locality, carrier

frequency, modulation percentage and frequency of the sender; the

distance and nature of ground between sender and receiver; the

time of day and year; the nature of the receiving aerial and its

situation; and the acoustics of the listening-room—^to name a few.

To draw reliable conclusions about the results, it is necessary to

simplify the problem. For instance, the sender may be replaced by a

standard signal generator, with everything under control and measur-
able. The outside aerial may be replaced by a dummy aerial smaller

than a matchbox. The loudspeaker may be replaced by an artificial

load and output meter. Then some definite figures of receiver per-

formance can be obtained. But they should not blind one to the

artificiality of the test, and lead to unwarrantable conclusions.

Lastly, it is necessary to keep a sense of proportion. This is lacking

if one goes to great lengths to reduce some relatively minute error

when another factor is subject to a much larger one.



CHAPTER 4

Sources of Power and Signals

4.1. “ SIGNALS ”

In the earliest systems of electrical communication the messages were
conveyed by means of make-and-break of current according to a

prearranged code: in one word, signals. The name stills persists,

although its original meaning has had to be strained severely to make it

cover such things as broadcast programmes. But some concise term is

indispensable for distinguishing communication currents and voltages

from those used for heating valve cathodes, providing anode current,

etc. Since an unvarying current conveys no information (to use

another word whose original sense has been strained), the essence

of signals is variation; and the frequency of variation used in practice

covers a very wide range. For a long time there was a broad dis-

tinction between audio and radio frequency, the division being at about
20 kc/s; but the range of video frequency used in television and radar
covers much of both; so the distinction is not as useful as it was.

In the laboratory, controllable sources of a.c. of various frequencies

—

signal sources—are most necessary items of equipment.

4.2. MAINS POWER
Sources of power for feeding valve apparatus and for incidental

purposes are mainly d.c., although the raw a.c. from the mains is used
wherever practicable. Elsewhere, rectifiers and filter circuits are

needed to convert to d.c. Generally it is more convenient to build a
power unit into each individual piece of apparatus that requires it

than to try to run it from some central source. The requirements are

so varied that it is impossible to design a power unit to anticipate them
all. If it is larger than is needed not only is there waste, but also, in

order to reduce the voltage without bad regulation (i.e., change of
voltage for varying currents drawn), expensive stabilizing devices may
be necessary. And ifcommon ^wer supplies are used for a number of
instruments, there is a probability of short-circuits and undesirable

coupling. There are other obvious advantages in providing tailor-

ma^ power units.

Nevertheless it is very convenient to have in addition one or two
“ off the peg ” for general purposes; one giving up to 120 mA d.c.

at 3S0 V and several amps of a.c. at 6*3 V ({Mcferably from more than

33
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one winding) is very useful. Details of design need not be given

here because they follow ordinary receiver practice, and can be
varied to suit individual needs. Several transformers supplying a.c.

at 6-3 V, with tappings at centre, 4 V and 5 V, are useful for heating

valves connected in experimental circuits, and sometimes come in

handy as a source of 50-c/s signal voltage.

A larger transformer giving several hundred watts at any voltage

up to 250 or 300 is a useful possession. If varied by a tapping switch

(with intermediate dead studs to prevent short-circuits) it may be
necessary sometimes to use a heavy-current sliding potential divider

across it for fine control, but the Berco “ Regavolt ” and the General

30OV

Fig. 4.1—Potential divider for extending the usefulness of a power unit—in this

example, 300 V

Radio “ ¥ariac ” combine both functions with greater efficiency,

and give a practically continuous variation of voltage. Less con-

venient, but cheaper, is'.is: switched transformer giving an output in

steps of 0-5 or 1 V, from 1 to 255 or 511 V, for which constructional

details are given by H. E. Styles (W.W., June 1958).

The ability to control output voltage over a wide range, yet very

precisely, is a most valuable feature in a laboratory power unit. It

can conveniently be added to an ordinary uncontrolled power unit by
making up some kind of variable potential divider to plug in to it

between its output terminals. No very simple arrangement is suitable

for supplying a range of current from zero up to the full output of the

power unit at any fraction of full voltage; a useful compromise is a
fairly heavy potential divider, itself drawing perhaps a quarter to a
half of the total output power, and rated to stand rather more than
that, restricted to supplying a similar fraction of its own consumption.
Fig. 4.1 shows a typical example for a power unit giving a maximum
of 60 mA at 250-300 V. With V» join^ to V#, the Vj control can be
used as a fine control of V*. A much better control is obtained by
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using cathode-follower rectifiers in the power unit, as explained by
A. H. B. Walker (tV.fV., Sept. 1952).

4.3. VOLTAGE stabilizers: REFERENCE DEVICES

For many purposes it is desirable, or even essential, for the output

voltage of the power unit to be stabilized (or regulated) against varia-

tions of input voltage and output current. Some of the means used

F/g. 4.2—T/te simplest

type of voltage stahil^

izer: a voltage refer^

ence device and a
resistor

for doing so can be elaborated in such a way as to provide control of
the output voltage over a considerable range. Units of this kind are

extraordinarily useful and are commercially available in great variety.

Almost the only feature common to all of them is a device across

which the voltage remains nearly constant in spite of variations in

current, temperature, etc. A constant type of battery could of course
be used (Sec. 6.12), but more usual is a gas-filled diode called a voltage

reference or stabilizer tube. A typical tube “ strikes ” at about 115 V,

which immediately drops to about 85 V. Its incremental resistance is

about 3000, which means that over a current range of 1 to 10 mA the

voltage changes by only about I’l V. This change tends to take place

in small jumps rather than smoothly. The temperature coefficient is

about —4mV/°C.
Unfortunately the choice of voltages is very limited, especially if a

high standard of constancy is required, and the lowest is about 55 V.

This limitation is absent from certain diodes%nown as Zener diodes,

which are operated in what with other diodes would be regarded as

the wrong direction, beyond the voltage breakdown point. Another
advantage is that these diodes “ strike ” at normal conducting voltage;

there is no switching-on surge. Zener diodes are obtainable for

almost any voltage from 2 V upwards, but below about 5 V the tran-

sition from not-conducting to conducting is not very sharp. They
are especially useful for about 5-6 V, at which the temperature coefficient

is least. It is negative below that, and positive above; of the same
order as in gas tubes. Incremental resistances are of the order of
10Q , and types are available with working currents of 500 mA or more.

4.4. SIMPLE STABILIZERS

Any of these devices can be made into a simple voltage stabili^r

by means of a suitable resistor, as in Fig. 4.2. If the input voltage
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Vi increases, more current passes through the diode, but nearly all the

resulting voltage increase occurs across R. And if more current is

drawn from the output terminals, that much less passes through the

diode, provided of course that there was enough originally.

Fig. 4.3 shows an example of a Zener characteristic curve, which
would be suitable for supplying current at a nominal 6 -3 V. The
choice of Jt depends on the extent to which the input voltage Vi and
the output current fo are liable to vary. Supposing Vi may vary

between 8 and 10, and 40 mA is the maximum allowable Zener current

(/z), and the minimum /o is zero, what is the maximum lo that can be

drawn without ever going beyond the limits of regulation? The
conditions giving the highest /z would be maximum Vi and zero lo,

so draw a line from 10 on the voltage scale to 40 mA on the Zener
curve. Its slope turns out to represent 85 O. At the minimum Vi

(8 V) a line with the same slope cuts the curve at 20 mA. The mini-

mum Jz on the “ working straight ” is about 2 mA. So (neglecting

the variation in voltage across R) the maximum lo that can be drawn.

Fig. 4.3—TypicalZener diode characteristic curve, with series resist-

ance lines drawn to showperformance with supply voltages of8 and 10

under this worst Vi condition, is 18 mA. The rise of Vo for a Vi

rise from 8 V to 10 V is from 6*4 V to 6-57 V, so the ratio of the per-

centage rises (which is a measure of the voltage stabilization) is 9-4.

The Zener slope shows an incremental resistance of about 8 O, so the

effective source resistance (80 in parallel with 85 Q) is 7’3 Q . A larger

output current could be regulated if it could be guaranteed not to fall

below a certain minimum; R would in that case have to be corre-

spondingly lower.

For more information on Zener diodes and their applications, sec
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J. M. Waddell and D. R. Coleman, IK fV., Jan. 1960, and J. A. Chandler,
E.E., Feb. 1960 and July 1960, p. 449.

Calculations for gas tubes are complicated by the fact that the
striking voltage is higher than the running voltage; design is discussed
in detail by J. W. Hughes {IV.E., Aug. 1947).

Fig. 4.4 (left)— Voltage reference
tube and cathode-follower voltage

stabilizer

Fig. 4.5 (right)—Semi-conductor analogue of
Fig. 4.4, in which a transistor takes the place

of the valve, and a Zener diode replaces the

gas tube. With a pnp transistor, as shown,
the polarity is reversed; with an npn transistor

and reversed diode it would he the same as
with a valve

If the regulated current obtainable by use of the reference device as

a direct shunt is insufficient, it is possible to extend it by a valve con-

nected as a cathode follower (Fig. 4-4) or a transistor connected as an
emitter follower (Fig. 4.5). For the higher voltages, valve and gas

tube naturally work together, and the striking voltage “ spike ” is

suppressed by the warming-up period of the valve. Another advantage
is that tube “ noise ” (rapid fluctuations), which for some applications

may be appreciable, can be reduced by R 2C. The values are not critical

;

a time constant of 0-1 sec is about right. The output resistance of a

cathode follower is approximately 1/gm. This type of stabilizer cir-

cuit is discussed by A. P. Willmore (£.£., Sept. 1950). Design of the

analogous diode and transistor circuit is illustrated by S. Welldon
(fV.lV., Aug. 1958).

4.5. STABILIZERS WITH AMPLIFIED CONTROL
The stabilization ratio in the foregoing arrangements is usually not

more than about 10, but it can be pushed up into the hundreds or

even thousands, and the output resistance reduced to less than 1 12, by
amplifying differences between the output voltage and the reference

voltage and applying them to the grid of the cathode follower. The
design of this type has been discuss^ fairly fully by the author (fV.W.,

4
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Oct. to Dec. inclusive, 1948); the following is no more than an outline.

In Fig. 4.6, where for the time being R 4 should be regarded as open-
circuited and R5 short-circuited, Vj corresponds to the cathode follower,

through which the whole of the load current passes. This valve serves

two purposes: it takes across itself the variations of input voltage (due
to load and mains variations), thereby preventing them from being
passed on to the output; and it enables the output voltage to be varied.

As the difference between maximum and minimum output voltage, plus

a cushioning voltage to deal with the maximum variations, plus the

Fig. 4.6—Outline circuit of a power-supply voltage regulator for
obtaining a stabilized voltage adjustable over a wide range.

and Rt are supplementary ^vlces for improving the stabilization

unavoidable drop across the valve when carrying full load current with

negative grid, may be considerable, Vi must have an adequate power
dissipation rating.

The voltage drop across Vj is controlled by negative grid bias

derived from Ri, in the anode circuit of an amplifying valve Vj. Un-
wanted variations in output voltage (or at least as large a fraction of
them as possible) are passed to the grid of V*, and appear on an
amplified scale across Rx, in such a sense as to tend to suppress the

variations. Output voltage can be controlled by adjusting R2.

The reference tube V, raises the cathode potential of V, by a fixed

voltage, so that variations in grid voltage are wholly effective for

control purposes, and are not largdy offset by cathode-follower action.
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It is obvious that the arrangement just described is incapable of
suppressing variations in output voltage completely, seeing that its

correcting action depends on the existence of such variations; there is

also some loss of efficiency because of the potential-reducing effect of

RaRs. Two of many possible improvements are shown.* Variations

of input voltage are fed via a high resistance R 4 to the grid V^, thereby

aiding the suppressing action in Vj. Variations of output current,

which tend to affect the voltage, are passed through the low resistance

R 5 , and by affecting the cathode potential of Vg have a similar correct-

ing effect. /?4 and R* are adjusted on test to pve optimum correction

over the range of output voltage. With the circuit shown, that range
can hardly begin at a lower voltage than about 125; but its top limit

is fixed only by availability of suitable valves and power supply voltage.

Input compensation introduced at the suppressor grid ofthe amplifier

has been shown to give good results (Chatterjee, Ramanan and Rao,
E.E., May 1961).

4.6 DESIGN PROCEDURE

The procedure for determining suitable values of components and
types of valves is explained in detail in the articles referred to. Fig. 4.7

is an example of the type of diagram devised by the author for dealing

with the series valve—actually in this case a pair of triode-connected

EL37 valves. Voltage is plotted against current passing through these

(i.e., output or load current, 1^). Suppose the intended maximum
output voltage ( Vq) is 400 V. This, at constant output current, is

represented by the horizontal line AB. Maximum h, say 100 mA, is

represented by point B. The hjVa curves for the EL37 show that at

50 mA each, and minimum currentless Kr (say — 1^ V), their Ka is

about 70. This is represented by BC. From C is drawn a sloping

line CD which is the regulation curve of the unstabilized power unit at

the minimum mains voltage, say 90% of normal. Point E can then

be plotted, at 100/90 times the voltage of D, to represent the unstabilized

output at normal mains voltage; and F at maximum (say 105% of

normal). EG and FH are then drawn parallel to DC.
The vertical distance between the appropriate sloping Kj line and the

horizontal Fo line is the voltage Fa across the valve. One can transfer

the /a/Fa curves from the valve data sheet to this diagram, hanging them
as it were from the Fi lines, and so find the required Fg at any output
current; but it would be rather confusing to do so on one diagram for

all three mains conditions. The dotted line DB is a sam{rie (Fg = — H
at 10% low mains) and corresponds to full lo (point B). As lo is

reduced towards A, contact is made with valve curves for increasingly

negative Fg. What one has to find is the extreme range of Fg to be
provided. The minimum, which occurs at minimum Fi (C) and
maximum Fo (B) has already been decided : it is — 1^ V. The maximum

* Due to Lindenhovius and Rinia* Philips Technical Review, Feb. 1941.
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Fig. 4.7—Example of design chart for series-control voltage stabilizer

occurs at maximum Vi (F) and minimum Vt, which has yet to

chosen. If the maximum allowable Ks is taken as 400 V, then this is

represented by JK, drawn 400 V below the highest Vi line, FH. This

would restrict the minimum (at h = 0) to 290 V ; but if 500 V were

allowed (LM) a minimum Vq of 200 would be within the Iwundary.

Another possible restriction is allowable anode (and screen) dissipation.

With the EL37 it is 28 W each, but it would be prudent to assume no
more than 45 W per pmr, to allow for unequal load sharing. The Vt

corresponding to this limit at several values of It is calcula^, and set

o£f below FH,'giving the curve NP. This is well below any practical Vq

levd. Finally, if 200 V is to be the minimum F«, the maximum
required Kg, corresponding to point Q, is found from the valve data

for /• = 0 and K» = 490 (QF), and turns out to be about — 70 V.

Next, the valve curves for Vg are studied to find the input required to

give this range of — H V to — 70 V. Connected as in Fig. 4.6, the
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system has a very low anode current for V*, and hence low amplifica-

tion, at the li-V end. A great improvement is obtained by feeding Vj
from a point more positive than the cathode of Vj, as shown in Fig. 4.8.

The EF80 is very suitable for Vj and 85A2 for V,. The screen of
Vj can be fed from a potential divider as in Fig. 4.8, and by a suitable

choice of values this can be made to serve as an alternative to R« for

input-voltage compensation. Hum is reduced by connecting about
0'5 (iF across Rj. If valves in parallel are used for Vj, care must be
taken that they share the load as equally as possible, or the one taking
more than its share is likely to fail and cause the others to go too.

Fig. 4.8—Modified circuitfor obtaining a high degree ofstabilization
over a wide range of voltage. The K, grid circuit resistance is not

critical; a typical value is JkCi

Resistors in series with the grids of Vi and Vj are advisable. It is

normally necessary to provide independent heater windings on the

supply transformer for Vj and Vg. Precautions must be taken to

prevent V, from picking up hum from the power supply or elsewhere.

Its input is very sensitive to small voltage changes, and it is essentid for

Rg and Rg to be very stable; Rg should certainly be a wire-wound
variaUe covering the required range, in series with a fixed resistor.

When properly made and adjusted, such a voltage regulator looked
at from the output terminals is an almost zero impedance in series

with a z.f. voltage. With careful design there is no reason why a unit
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on these lines should not have an equivalent internal resistance of

< iQ and hum < 1 mV. Rapid fluctuations in mains voltage can be
reduced by a factor of the order of 3,000, but if a voltage change is

maintained there is a relatively large slow drift due to varying heater

temperature. For more effective protection against large changes it is

necessary to stabilize heater voltage too (Sec. 4.11).

4.7 MODIFICATIONS

Some design data on the type of stabilizer just described are given by
F. A. Benson (£.£., March 1952) and (with L. J. Bental in E.E.,

Sept. 1956) a review in particular of methods (including the present

author’s) for obtaining a wide range of voltage variability. A brief

review by D. J. Collins and J. E. Smith, including certain improve-
ments chiefly for operating the voltage reference tube more favourably,

appears in the April 1959 issue. A design for fulfilling extremely
stringent requirements where battery power had previously been con-
sidered indispensable was given by Dr. D. L. Johnston {W.W., Sept,

and Oct. 1947).

Very high voltage amplification, of the order of 1,000 times, can be
obtained by substituting for the pentode (Vg in Fig. 4.8) a double-
triode cascode stage using a final anode coupling resistance of 2-2 M 12

as advocated by V. H. Attree (£.£., April 1955). He claimed an
output impedance as low as 0-212 and hum less than 0-5 mV, without
any compensating devices. But that such a high value of coupling
resistance may restrict the operation of Vj, and perhaps fall outside

the maker’s rating, was pointed out by P. J. Franklin, P. D. Neville

and J. L. Thomas {M.T.C., Nov. 1958), in a paper which gives detailed

data on the parallel running of series valves, with particular reference

to the 6080 double triode.

Maintenance of constant voltage implies a risk of current overload
if the output terminals are connected through too low a resistance or

too large a capacitance. C. R. Cosens has shown that a safety device

can be added at low cost, as in Fig. 4.9. When the load current

exceeds a certain limit, decided chiefly by £k, the diode conducts and
prevents any further considerable increase in current even if the out-

put is short-circuited. A typical value of /?k is 220 12 , which admittedly

adds to the ra of V^, but the stabilization is only slightly reduced.

More recently a similar arrangement has been described by D. P. C.
Thackeray (£.£., Nov. 1958).

In the same journal, June 1945, p. 559, E.M.I. Laboratories showed a
modified circuit in which a negative as well as a positive stabilized

supply is obtained without using any more valves, but at some sacrifice

of ^rformance and flexibility.

The manually controlled cathode-follower rectifier system by
A. H. B. Walker, rrferred to at the end of Sec. 4.2, can be combined
with automatic regulation to give an economical unit of lower per-

formance. This type has been discussed by B. J. Perry (£.£., Dec.
1956). The design presented briefly by D. W. W. Rogers (£. & R. £.,
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Fig. 4.9—Automatic current-overload

preventer for voltage stabilizer, com-
prising the diode and Rt

Sept. 1957), in an article devoted mainly to minimization of noise in

the more conventional type using a separate rectifier, is however
intended for a high-frequency mains supply.

Where the d.c. to be provided exceeds, say, 0-5 A, thyratrons can
economically be used as the combined rectifiers and control valves,

up to as much as 70 A. The design of such units, with and without
control amplification, was dealt with by B. G. Higdon and M. E. Bond
{E.E., Aug. 1959).

In the type of stabilizer considered so far, a valve in series with the

load absorbs surplus voltage. The shunt type, in which a valve in

parallel with the load by-passes surplus current, may offer a simpler

solution in some situations. Its design was treated by J. McG. Sowerby
{W.W., June 1948).

4.8. STABILIZED TAPPINGS

One often wants to draw off small currents at a lower voltage than
the main stabilized supply; for screen-grid voltages, say. The ordinary

high-resistance (0*1 MU order) potential divider effectively unstabilizes

the voltage it provides, and a low-resistance one would waste precious

stabilized current. The answer is the directly controlled cathode
follower already seen (Fig. 4.4) but with its grid connected to a high-

resistance potential divider across the stabilized supply. Incidentally,

if this divider’s resistance is as constant as it should be, it can be made
to serve also as the series resistance of a voltmeter for the main supply.

Using a high-slope valve, one achieves an output resistance of only one
hundred ohms or even less,which is usually low enough for small currents

fed to individual circuit branches. With a variable potential divider

the voltage of the tapping can be adjusted over nearly the whole range
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of the supply to which it is connected, but care must be taken not to

exceed the ratings of the valve.

The design of these cathode-follower tappings has been discussed

more fully% the author (fV.fV., Jan. 1949).

4.9. LOW-VOLTAGE STABILIZERS

Although it is possible to design valve-operated stabilizers so that

the voltage can be varied right down to zero, in general they are

unsuitable for the low voltages needed by transistors, for example.

This is the more so because the current requirements are likely to be
correspondingly heavier.

For many applications the direct use of a Zener diode (Sec. 4.4)

is satisfactory, either with one “ stage ” as in Fig. 4.2 or with two or

more. But where the requirements include variable voltage or high
constancy or currents of the ampere order, one looks for transistor-

operated units analogous to the valve units already described. The
simple emitter-follower type (also Sec. 4.4) goes a very little way to

meeting the more exacting needs.

We have seen that simple valve circuits such as Fig. 4.6 are capable
of a very good performance, and might suppose that the valves could

quite easily be replaced by transistors. But nowhere do the differences

between valves and transistors show up more clearly.

When the series valve is used to reduce the output voltage from a
fixed input, it must itself dissipate the surplus power. Compared with
a valve, a transistor is not a good dissipator of power. It can handle
heavier currents and moderately high voltages, but not both at once.

Then a transistor differs from a valve in that its base voltage has
to be intermediate between collector and emitter, so that if one were
substituted for Vj its output would be of the wrong polarity. If,

to put this right, it is taken from the unstabilized side of the series

transistor, its amplification is largely counteracted and the stabilization

suffers accordingly. So either more stages have to be added or an
extra stabilized supply arranged for the transistor.

The low input resistance of transistors and their variability with

temperature are other differences that the designer has to take into

account.

The net result is that even for a performance that would be ordinary

in a valve unit, transistor units tend to be complex and expensive.

One can evade the worst difficulties by having a fixed output voltage,

but for that one might almost as well use batteries and save a lot of
expense and the inconvenience of a mains connection. It must be
remembered that while a power supply impedance of 1 is tolerable

in most valve -circuits, at the low voltages and sometimes large peak
currents of transistor circuits a much lower value is needed.

The circuit of the Cossor Model 1329 power unit, Fig. 4.10, is

about as dosely analogous to its valve counterpart as can be, and at

the same time illustrates the differences. It provides 0 to 2 A at a
voltage variable from 5 to 10. The stabilization ratio is given as
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200 : 1, the ripple as not greater than 1 mV peak-to-peak, the tempera-
ture coefficient not greater than 1 mV/°C, and the output impedance
less than 0-01 O. Transistor VTi corresponds to series valve Vi,
and VTa_p correspond to amplifier valve Vg. There are two stages,

each consisting of coupled-emitter “ long tailed pairs ” for stability

(especially against temperature variations), and one emitter follower

(VT*) to provide a low output resistance to match the input

of VTi. The first stage compares a proportion of the output voltage,

controllable by R, with a proportion of the reference voltage across a
Zener diode, Z. This diode is a 5-6 V type for minimum tempera-
ture coefficient, and, as S-6 exceeds the minimum output voltage, a
more negative point has to be provided by means of two cell-type

stabilizers, BY. These also provide the bias for VTg and VTi.
The Advance Type PP5 unit is similar in its essentials (Fig. 4.11);

its output is 0-5 A at a voltage variable from 0 to 15. A valuable

feature is an overload cut-out, adjustable to disconnect the supply
in 0-2 millisecond at anything from one-tenth to full load current.

For variable-voltage heavy-current units it is necessary to adopt
some expedient to avoid having to use an excessive number of expensive
power transistors. One method, seen in the higher-powered Advance
units, is to vary the input voltage to the rectifier in steps. Another,
used in Solartron units and explained by D. J. Collins and J. R. Pearce

(£.£., Feb. 1960), is to shunt the series transistors with a resistor.

In certain circumstances the number of such transistors can be reduced
(for example) from ten to four.

Yet another method is to abolish the series transistor(s) altogether,

using instead a transductor—an inductor, the impedance of which can
be varied by magnetic saturation of the core by current through a

control winding—in series with the supply transformer. An example
of this technique is the Claude Lyons PST series of units, with out-

puts ranging from 8 A 12 V to 2 A 48 V. The control current in the

transductor is automatically adjusted by a transistorized amplifier

monitoring the output voltage. A valuable feature of this kind of

unit is its inherent limiting action which prevents full load current

being much exceeded even through a dead short.

References on design

;

“ The Design of Direct Voltage and Current Stabilizers using Semiconductor
Devices”, by D. G. Wenham. Proc. I.E.E., Vol. 106, Part B, Supp. 18, May
1959.

“Battery-powered Marine Radar”, by L. H. Dawson. If. M'., Aug. 1960.

(For a stabilizer producing 4 to 8A at a constant 19V, from a supply varying from
20 5 to 32V.)

“ A Circuit for the Protection of a Stabilized Transistor Power Supply ”, by
H. Kemhadjian and A. F. Newell. E.E., April 1960.

4.10. CURRENT STABILIZATION

Although d.c. power supplies are usually required to approximate to

constant-voltage sources, there are occasionally calls for constant-

current sources. Here again, if the requirements are not too stringent.
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the versatile cathode follower comes to our aid, basically as in Fig.

4.12 (a). The load can alternatively be placed in the ne^tive line,

but there is then greater difficulty in providing the stabilized grid
voltage, which in the arrangement shown can easily be done by means
of a gas or Zener diode, fed through a suitable resistance from +Vb.
By cathode-follower action the cathode potential is held nearly

constant at a few volts more positive than the grid, so the anode current
is determined almost entirely by the value of R and only slightly by the
load resistance. The device is, in fact, equivalent to a resistance of
/?» -(- (n* -f 1)/? in series with FJ, + (iVg volts, where Rg is the d.c.

resistance of the valve. For the sake of high fi a pentode is obviously

(4) (b)

Fig, 4.12—Current stabilization can be obtained by connecting a cathode
follower as shown (a) so that the load sees it as a high incremental
resistance. To multiply the effect of R without a correspondingly large
voltage drop, an emitter follower can be used as at (6). Here a Zener

diode is shown keeping the grid voltage constant

attractive, and with an anode-connected load its screen-grid could be
maintained at a nearly constant voltage by the same means as the
control grid.

While an ordinary resistor can be used for R, especially if the current
is to be adjustable, better stabilization for a given voltage drop can
be obtained by using a pentode or (for lower values of Kg) an npn
transistor, itself connected as a current stabilizer (Fig. 4.12 (b)).

With R = 5000 ,1a, — 10 mA, and the cathode only about 8 V positive,

the effective resistance in series with the load can be greater than
SO MO. As in all stabilizer circuits employing transistors, care is
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needed to ensure that no limit ratings are exceeded under any possible

working conditions.

Other current stabilizer circuits are shown by J. H. McGuire {E.E.,

Dec. 1955), by L. N. Clarke {E.E., May 1956, p. 223), and B. G. L.

Braun (£.£., Aug. 1956, p. 360).

4.11. STABILIZATION OF A.C.

The need to stabilize the heater supplies of valves in stabilizer circuits

which are required to give very precise compensation has already been

Fig. 4.J3—Simple voltage

stabilizer for a.c. Because
R must be large, it is

wasteful of power

I

VWW-

0 ZENER
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mentioned. But of course there is other work that is liable to be upset
by variations in mains voltages, especially when the public supply
system is overloaded. The best thing no doubt is to stabilize the entire

^c/s supply to the laboratory; and firms such as Zenith and the

British Electric Resistance Co. have automatic servo-operated

regulators rated up to 20 kVA or so.

For the range 30 to 1,200 VA maximum, there is the Westinghouse
“ Stabilistor ”, described by A. H. B. Walker {W.W., Nov. 1944),

and very fully by the makers in their Rectifier Data Sheet No. 901.

Although the action depends on saturated iron-core inductors, the

distortion usually associated with this class of stabilizer is largely

avoided. Two types are available: A, which stabilizes very effectively

against mains voltage and load variations, but not frequency variations

;

and B, which is proof against frequency variations but must be run at

constant resistive load.

The low-distortion constant-voltage transformers by Blackburn
Electronics Ltd., with a stabilization ratio of 200 : 1, can be used in

front of electronic instruments with their own unstabilized supplies,

as an alternative to d.c. stabilization.

The matter of waveform distortion is important for many purposes,

among which valve heater supplies might be overlooked. It has been
pointed out that they need constant power, which is unlikely to be
obtained if the peak voltage (or current) is kept constant while the

waveform is allowed to vary.

Tlie very simple arrangement of Fig. 4.13 can be made to give nearly

constant power output if R is high enough fqr a nearly square output

waveform to result, but of course the power ^cient^ is then very low.
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G. N. Patchett has devised several types of a.c. voltage stabilizer;

one, in which a thermistor is used to control a valve-loaded transformer

in series with the supply, keeps the output voltage within the extremely

narrow limits of 0-01 %, with harmonic distortion less than 1 %.
The design is fully described by him {E.E., Sept, to Dec. inclusive,

1950).

For less precise control by simpler means, F. A. Benson favours

a temperature-limited diode as the controlling element (£.£., June
1956).

For stabilizing the valve heaters in a low-power instrument voltage

stabilizer, C. Morton has shown a system in which the stabilized d.c.

itself, 100 mA, is used to feed the heater in series (£.£., Feb. 1952).

Fig. 4.14—Cherry & Wild bridge stabilizer for a.c.,

with circuit values suitable for feeding a valve heater

A very simple and cheap arrangement giving several watts of constant-

voltage a.c. is described by L. B. Cherry and R. F. Wild {Proc. I.R.E.,

April 1945). Circuit values used by the present author are shown in

Fig. 4.14. The variation in output voltage for an input voltage

variation of ±10% is given by Cherry and Wild as ±0-35%, and the

power efficiency 30-50%.
A.C. stabilization in general is reviewed by O. E. Dzierzynski (W. W.,

Oct. 1957).

G. N. Patchett reviews all kinds of a.c. and d.c. voltage stabilizers in

Automatic Voltage Rectifiers and Stabilizers (Pitman, 1958); and in

Voltage Stabilized Supplies (Macdonald, 1957) F. A. Benson in-

cludes no fewer than 1,014 references to literature on the subject.

4.12. BATTERtES

Just when mains power units had almost completely displaced

batteries from the laboratory, the development of very low consump-
tion valves and (still more) transistors began a revival of batteries.

As the last few Sections have shown, stabilized power units are not at

their best in the low-voltage high-current sizes. While batteries need
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periodical maintenance or replacement, and their voltage cannot be
varied continuously, they are cheaper, simpler, smaller, have less stray

capacitance and are free from ripple and from bondage to the mains.

For low internal resistance, and current running into amps, the

lead/acid accumulator is the usual choice. It will not stand neglect,

and should have regular and frequent use and maintenance (but not
close to apparatus liable to be affected by acid creepage or fumes).

Its normal e.m.f. (2 V per cell) is convenient for mental arithmetic but
perhaps rather large as a step of variability.

Although the Venner silver/alkali accumulator* gives a less constant

voltage and is much more expensive, it has a fraction ofthe weight and
can be allowed to remain discharged indefinitely. It gives 1‘5 V
nominal.

Of primary batteries, the so-called dry Leclanche type is cheap and
universally obtainable in many sizes and shapes. Its voltage drops
considerably from the nominal 1-4 V if discharged continuously at

even a low rate; and it deteriorates with storage, though perhaps less

so than is sometimes supposed, for in the larger sizes at least and at

reasonable temperatures it is capable of occasional use over many years.

But on no account must it be left inside apparatus in a discharged

condition, as it is liable to burst and make a very corrosive mess.

The mercury/alkali cell has much in its favour for laboratory pur-

poses, especially for small portable equipment, on account of its long
storage life and constancy of voltage. Indeed, it has been used
successfully in place of standard cells, with great saving of cost. At
70°C, a maker’st curves show that on storage the initial e.m.f., 1 -357 V,
drops only i% in 11 months. At 1 mA continuous discharge, a
cell rated at 1,000 mA-hr dropped to 1-32 V during the first 60 hours;

then remained almost constant at that for 900 hours. Mercury cells

are obtainable in a wide variety of sizes and characteristics.

Modern battery developments were reviewed in IV. JV., Dec. 1958.

4.13. D.C. VOLTAGE RAISERS

It is convenient, and sometimes essential, to use instruments that

need no mains connection. Where only transistors have to be fed,

a battery with very few cells can be used. Valves need many cells,

which must be very small and thereby short-lived; and cathode-ray

tubes need a generally impracticable number of cells. Portable

instruments such as oscillosco^s are, however, now obtainable

because the substitution of transistors for valves has greatly reduced
both voltage and power required, and at the same time transistors

enable the battery voltage to be stepped up for a c.r. tube or other
high-voltage load.

The principle is to back-couple a transistor by means of a trans-

former winding, causing it to generate a nearly square wave at a
frequency of, say, 1,000 c/s. Another winding on the transformer

• Venner Accumulators Ltd., Kingston By-pass, New Malden, Surrey.

t Mallory Batteries Ltd., Rainham Road South, Dagenham, Essex.
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steps up the voltage to the desired amount, which is rectified and
smoothed in the usual way. Fig. 4. 1 S (a) shows the essentials. Because
the transistor works virtually as a switch, maximum current in the
“ on ” position being accompanied by nearly zero voltage drop across

it, the efficiency can be high—over 80 %.
This type of circuit can be elaborated by incorporating the usual

voltage-multiplying device, as in Fig. 4.15(b). Miniature silicon

Fig. 4. 15—(a) Basic circuit of transistor d.c. voltage raiser, comprising oscillator,

step-up transformer, rectifier and smoother, (b) A further step-up from the

transformer secondary can be obtained by connecting rectifiers in voltage-

multiplier formation

rectifiers are used, as it is necessary for the reverse current to be very
small; e.g,, 0-2 (xA. As much as 10 kV can be obtained from a 1^ V
cell.

Stepping up the voltage of d.c. can be combined with voltage stabiliza-

tion in one unit. All-transistor designs for current of the order of
0-1 A at ±300 V, from a 27-6 V d.c. source, have been given by J. S.

Bell and P. G. Wright (£.£., Dec. 1960).

Refs.: “Transistor Power Supplies”, by L. H. Light. W.W., Dec. 1955.
“ Transistor Inverters and Converters ”, by M. D. Berlock and H. Jefferson.

W.iy., Aug., Sept, and Oct. 19M.
Papers by C. G. Avis, C. J. Yarrow and T. Konopinski in Proc. I.E.E., Vol.

106, Part B, Supps. 16 and 18, May 1959.
“ The Choice and Design of D.C. Convertors ”, by J. S. Bell and P. G. Wright.

E.E., April 1961.

4.14. SIGNAL sources: THE GRAMOPHONE
For the amateur an inexpensive and practical audio source is the

record player he already has. Besides pure tones of fixed frequency
he can get fancy test signals—^warble tone, gliding tone, etc.—^and, of
course, any sort of programme as well. Details of test records are
given in Sec. 14,38. Such records are of course ^sential for tests on
pick-ups.

Obviously the correctness of the frequent^ given by a record depends
on the motor speed. Assuming that the mains are frequency-controlled
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ax., the speed can be accurately adjusted by means of a stroboscope
card—or the requisite number of black and white stripes painted on the

edge of the turntable—illuminated by a lamp ; a neon lamp is preferable

as it is extinguished completely twice each cycle of supply voltage,

whereas the flicker of a metal-filament lamp is very slight. The nearest

whole number of stripes for indicating 78 r.p.m. is 77; for 45 r.p.m. it

is 133, and for 33J r.p.m. 180. The general formula is

supply frequency x 120

turntable r.p.m.

As for the pick-up, the requirements are identical with those for
“ hi-fi

”—level response over as wide a frequency band as possible,

and absence of non-linearity. Most high-fidelity types are good in

these respects, but give a small output. While it is easy to retain the

accuracy of the record’s frequency calibration, the amplitude calibra-

tion is affected by the characteristic of the pick-up and of any amplifier

that may be necessary for increasing the output. Although the

accuracy of measurements that are made with it is not thereby upset
if properly carried out (see Sec. 11.6) a lot of time taken over adjust-

ments can be saved if the output is substantially uniform over the

whole band offrequencies. Whatever stylus is used it is most important
that it be suited to the record in use, and is renewed before wear is

appreciable.

The gramophone has its limitations, of course: the records wear
out or get broken ; it requires more manipulation than an all-electric

source; it is unsuitable for long runs; the output is neither very large

nor very uniform; and the range of frequencies is limited. Not only

does the amplitude obtained even from a particular groove depend on
the type and state of needle at the time, but so does the waveform. In

fact, the only really reliable characteristic (given a known and constant
speed of turntable rotation) is the fundamental frequency.

A magnetic tape recorder, though it would hardly be chosen solely

as a cheap signal source, can sometimes be put to good use in the lab.,

for repeating signals as often as desired. Standard test tapes are
available; see Sec. 14.38. Recorder characteristics at the top end of
the a.f. band are generally not very good, and output is liable to

fluctuate slightly; but continuity of recording is provided up to half

an hour or more. And—although this has nothing to do with signal

supply—a tape recorder is a useful unpaid assistant for taking down
readings during experiments, especially those requiring concentration

and speed.

4.15. oscillators: general requirements
All-electric signal sources consist of valve or transistor oscillators in

more or less elaborated forms. In dealing with them it will be well to

keep in mind other laboratory uses, of which there are chiefly two : as

standards of frequency, and for measurements of resistance and

.5
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reactance, etc. These are considered more fully in Chapters 6 and 9
respectively. In most applications it is necessary or desirable for the

oscillator to have good waveform and constancy of frequency and
amplitude. Unless properly designed it is likely to be more or less

deficient in all of these respects, so the essential principles will now
be reviewed.

In all of the various types of oscillator, considered individually in

Secs. 4. 1 8 to 4.23, the function ofthe valve or transistor is to produce the

equivalent of negative resistance, with which to cancel the positive

resistance of the oscillatory or tuning circuit. Usually this negative

resistance is voltage controlled (point-contact transistors provide an
exception) so is effectively in parallel with the tuning circuit, the

positive resistance of which is the so-called dynamic resistance of
that circuit. When two resistances are connected in parallel it is the

smaller of them that dominates the partnership; so a high negative

resistance is not so effective as a low one. Thus if a tuned circuit has a

dynamic resistance of SO ko, the negative resistance needed to cause

oscillation would have to be 50 ko or less; if it were — 60 ko the

resultant would be — 60 x 50/ (50 — 60) = -f 300 kO , its effect therefore

being to increase the dynamic resistance and so reduce the damping,
but not sufficiently to maintain continuous oscillation. The greater

the negative resistance, the smaller its effect. This confusing inverted

relationship will be avoided from now on by dealing in negative

conductance. The more of it the valve provides, the greater the

tendency to oscillation.

The key fact is that the amplitude of oscillation remains constant

only when there is an exact balance between positive and negative

conductance. If the combination is positive, oscillations die out;

if it is negative, they grow. To make sure that they keep going it is

necessary to provide an ample margin on the negative side; especially

if the frequency is to be varied, bwause that varies the positive con-

ductance. What happens, then, is that the amplitude of oscillation

grows until the margin is reduced to zero by changes in characteristics,

such as grid current that increases the positive conductance of a valve

or a bottom bend that diminishes the negative conductance. If

there is any change in the balance, due perhaps to tuning to a different

frequency, or varying supply voltages or valve characteristics, the

amplitude of oscillation has to change to restore it. In laboratory

work, where the amplitude usually has to be known, or at least constant,

this is inconvenient, necessitating monitoring and frequent adjustment.

Next, the non-linearity needed to remove the surplus negative

conductance distorts the waveform. If in order to maintain oscillation

over a large range of positive conductance, a lot of surplus has to be
provided, there will a lot of distortion. And as the amplitude
varies, so will the distortion. This may not be very troublesome at

radio frequencies, because it is easy to provide high-Q r.f. circuits to

reduce the harmonies relative to the fundamental, and in any case their

presence is often no disadvantage and may even be very useful. But in
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a.f. sources it is both more desirable and more difficult to achieve pure
waveform.

Lastly, increasing amplitude and distortion are accompanied by
increasing departure from the initial frequency of oscillation. The
reasons for this are complicated, and there is a large literature on the

subject; see, for example. Theory and Design of Valve Oscillators, by
H. A. Thomas (Chapman & Hall). The standard of frequency

stability expected nowadays is very high, so this effect, though small,

is important.
The three main characteristics—frequency, waveform and amplitude
—are thus closely bound up together, so in Sec. 4.24 special attention

will be devoted to the means by which amplitude is limited.

Ref.: Vacuum Tube Oscillators, by W. A. Edson (Chapman & Hall, 1953).

4.16. REDUCTION OF HARMONICS BY LC CIRCUIT

Before going on to consider particular types of oscillator it may be as

well to enlarge a little on one point in the last section—that tuned
circuits greatly reduce distortion. How greatly is often not realized,

although it follows from elementary theory of resonance. Suppose a

Fig. 4.16—Here /», /« and
Vn denote currents and
voltage at the nth harmonic
of the frequency to which

the circuit is tuned

simple parallel tuned circuit (Fig. 4.16) is fed with currents of various

frequencies. The ingoing current of the fundamental frequency

(i.e., the one to which LC is tuned) is denoted by ir, the second
harmonic by /*; and so on. The resulting currents flowing through L
are called Ji, /„ etc., and corresponding voltages across the tuned
circuit are Vi, Vt, etc. Q is assumed to be at least 10, so Vi a A mL,
etc. As is well known, Ii — Qi„ so the fundamental is magnified by a
factor usually of the order of 1(X); but the harmonics are actually

reduced, so relative to the magnified fundamental are very small indeed,

as in Table 4.1, where ii, it, etc., are all assumed to be equal.

The figures ^ven in tMs table can be regarded as harmonic-reducing
factors. For instance, if Q were 100, the fundamental voltage across

the tuned circuit would be 150 times the second' harmonic voltage.
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267 times the third harmonic, etc. But this is on the basis of the

harmonic currents fed in all being equal to the fundamental, which is

an extreme of distortion that would not usually occur. If the main-

taining current had, say, 30% second harmonic, the voltage across

LC would have 30/150 = 0-2% second harmonic.

When the output of an oscillator is taken from across a high-g tuned

circuit, therefore, its waveform can never be very bad; but when taken

Table 4.1

Harmonic (n) In Vn

1 {fundamental) 1 1

2 30 3QI2
3 80 8Q13

4 150 150/4

5 240 24(2/5

6
j

350 35QI6

n large
1

appr. n*Q
1

appr. nQ

from elsewhere it is unlikely to be good, unless great care is taken to

control the amplitude of oscillation.

If the tuned circuit is tapped, so that one branch has reactance of
both kinds, the calculation is more complicated* and the reducing

factor does not steadily increase with the order of the harmonic. In

general, harmonics are reduced more if the tapping is on the capacitive

side.

4.17. VALVES AND TRANSISTORS COMPARED
So far as oscillator design is concerned, the main differences are:

(1) Transistors have a very low input impedance.

(2) Manufacturers’ tolerances on transistor characteristics are

usually wider than on valve characteristics, although those are wider
than on most other components.

(3) In general the gain (amplification) of a transistor begins to fall

with increasing frequency at a much lower frequency—at a fraction

of the “ cut-off frequency ”, /„. This fall is accompanied by an
internal phase shift.

(4) There is an uncontrolled component of collector current which
increases very steeply with temperature, so that germanium (and to a
less extent silicon) transistors are limited to lower working temperatures.

(5) Transistors are more easily damaged by overloadst.

(6) Transistor collector-current/base-current curves have a top bend
as well as a bottom bend, in the usable current range.

* Radio Frequency Measurements (2nd ed.), by E. B. Moullin (Griffin), p. 111.
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(7) The base needs the same polarity, with respect to the emitter,

as the collector.

(8) A transistor is not a one-way device; the output circuit reacts

on the input even at low frequencies.

For some of these reasons, laboratory oscillators (and other instru-

ments) which are reqtiired to perform within close limits can more
easily be designed around valves. For instance, to ensure oscillation

under all conditions and with any transistor of the specified type, a
larger margin of positive feedback must be provided, with the result

that the waveform and the stability of amplitude and frequency are

less certain. Alternatively, the circuit must be complicated by com-
pensating devices.

On the other hand, transistors are much smaller, and so are their

power requirements, and they need no warming-up period; so where
size and portability and rea^ness are important their disadvantages

may well be tolerated or overcome. In tlus, the amateur is better off

than the manufacturer, who has to make all his instruments conform
to specification using any transistor bearing the specified type number.
For most valve circuits there are transistor circuits which look the

same except for base bias arrangements, but it should be noted that

their operating conditions usually differ considerably.

4.18. FEEDBACK LC OSCILLATORS

Most oscillators consist of an amplifier with frequency-discriminating

positive feedback. To maintain oscillation at a desired frequency the

loss in the feedback circuit at that frequency must not be greater than
the gain in the amplifier, and the total phase shift round the amplifier-

and-feedback loop must be zero. In the usual type of single-valve

or transistor amplifier (grid or base input; anode or collector output)

there is a phase reversal, so the feedback circuit has to reverse it back
again. Most commonly the frequency-discriminating or tuning

device is an inductance-capacitance (LC) combination. The Hartley

and Colpitts circuits are the two best-known varieties in this class,

and they can be used as the basis of laboratop' oscillators, especially

for radio or high audio frequencies. LC oscillators with more than
one stage in the amplifier are considered in Sec. 4.22.

To ensure frequency stability, the first necessity is to use stable coils

and capacitors for the tuning circuit. The next is to reduce the

influence of the maintaining valve on the frequency. Thirdly, things

must be so arranged that the use made of the oscillator does not react

in any way on the frequency or amplitude of oscillation.

The design of stable coils and capacitors is considered in Chapter 6.

To reduce the undesirable influence of the valve, it should be tapped
across as little of the tuning circuit as possible. This tends to reduce
the feedback bdow the point needed to :maintain oscillation; so to

countn'act such a tendency it is desirable for the Q, of the dreuit and
the amplification of rite valve to be as high as possible. The coupling

of the circuit to the valve should then be reduced to the minimum
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needed for oscillation. If this can be done in such a way as to make the

coupling at higher (i.e., harmonic) frequencies less still, the maximum
benefit will be derived. Fig. 4.17 shows an example of a frequency-

stable type of oscillator embodying these ideas. It is sometimes
called the Clapp oscillator, because it was described by J. K. Clapp
{Proc. T.R.E., March 1948); but it appears to have been devised earlier

by G. G. Gouriet, though he wrote later (W.E., April 1950). Although
some of the original claims for this circuit were modified by discussion

Fig. 4.

1

7—Modification

ofthe Colpitts oscillator

circuit to give good
frequency stability

{W.E., May 1955, p. 141; Sept. 1955, p. 254-5; Jan. 1956, p. 53) in

which emphasis was placed chiefly on the importance of high Q,
in practice it does ^ve very good stability {W.fV., Sept. 1957, p. 443).

The tuning circuit is drawn in heavy line, LC being the main fre-

quency-determining components, and the capacitance of Cj and Cg
is made as large as will offer only enough reactance to couple the

valve and so have relatively little influence on frequency. R and Cg
are the usual grid leak and capacitor, is a r.f. choke to provide a
conductive path to the cathode, and Cg a by-pass to hold the anode
at zero signal potential. The valve can of course be a tetrode or

pentode.

A practical disadvantage is that unless Cj and Cj are varied along
with C the system oscillates too fiercely at the maximum setting of

C and not at all at the minimum, and the fact that Ci and Cg are of
the order of 10 nF makes it more than usually inconvenient to vaiy

them. So this circuit is chiefly of interest where the frequency is

fixed, or variable only within narrow limits. More convenient for

variable frequency is the corresponding Hartley circuit, in which the

tapping down is on the inductor.

Because L and C in Fig. 4.17 are the main frequency-determining

quantities, this, circuit is sometimes considered to be series-tuned, but
actually L and C cannot be in series resonance at the working fre-

quency; they are together equivalent to an inductance whose value

varies very rapidly with frequency, in parallel resonance with Q and
Cg. In a crystal-controlled oscillator (Sec. 6.14) the crystal works in

thus same way, being equivalent to a very large fixed L in series with a
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very small fixed C, or alternatively a comparatively small variable

inductance in tune with the parallel capacitance of the crystal and holder.

Seen this way, it is no exception to the above rule that a high C/L ratio

helps to stabilize frequency. This matter is discussed in “ Series or
Parallel?” and “ L/C Ratio ” (W.W., Aug. and Sept. 1952).

Guiding principles in designing positive-feedback LC valve oscillators

are to avoid grid current as far as possible, to employ valves of high
resistance and high mutual conductance, to use oscillatory circuits of
high Q and high C/L ratio, and minimum coupling between oscillatory

circuit and valve.

The only necessary circuit change on substituting a transistor for the

valve in Fig. 4.17 is to return R to the collector instead of the emitter.

An oscillator of this kind was found by the author to have a tempera-
ture coefficient of frequency equal to 50/10* per °C, compared with

Fig. 4.18—Stable Iran-

sistor oscillator circuit

for 20 kcjs

I9i TURNS

500/10* using the same components in a conventional reaction-coil

circuit {W.W., Sept. 1957).

To ensure the desired emitter current in spite of change of
temperature or transistor, the standard technique* is to insert a resistor

in the emitter circuit (c.f. a cathode bias resistor) and—as this alone

would bias the base with the wrong polarity—to apply in addition a
suitable fixed bias by means of a low-resistance potential divider across

the d.c. supply. Fig. 4.18 shows a practical 20 kc/s 5 mW oscillator,

the design of which is discussed by J. F. Berry and L. E. Jansson

(Af.r.C., Nov. 1958).

4.19. ELECTRON-COUPLED OSCILLATORS

The third condition for frequency stability was the isolation of the

frequence-determining part of the circuit from load changes. One
* For a good detailed explanation see Chap. 4 of Transistor Electronics, by

A. W. Lo and others (Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955).
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solution is to connect the oscillator to the output through a screened

valve, which, as it need not necessarily amplify, is called a buffer stage.

To avoid the need for the additional valve, various arrangements

have been devised for one-way transfer of oscillation through the

oscillator valve itself by electron coupling.

A feature of many of the circuits so named is that, as in Fig. 4.17, the

cathode is not kept at constant potential but is tapped up the oscillatory

circuit, though more usually on the coil than the capacitor side of it,

as in Fig. 4.19. But this feature is no essential part of electron-

Fig. 4.19—Electron-coupled pentode oscillator

circuit, in which gt is used as the oscillator

anode, and the usual anode for output

coupled circuits in general. The original reason for it was to enable

the screen grid (gz) to be held at constant potential so as to exclude

capacitive coupling between it and the anode,. If a pentode is used,

however, this method is not necessary, as the suppressor grid serves

as a screen, and one is free to use conventional earthed-cathode cir-

cuits. It is interesting to note that in the original paper on electron

coupling by J. B. Dow {Proc. I.R.E., Dec. 1931), earthed-cathode

circuits only are shown, even with tetrodes, whose capacitance coupling

had to be “ neutralized ”. The merit ofthe tetrode oscillator, explained

by Dow, is that by taking the gz feed voltage from a selected point on a
potential divider across the anode supply it is possible to balance out

the effect of varying supply voltage on frequency. This advantage is

not obtainable with a pentode. Whether the cathode is earthed or

not, there is a definite advantage in tapping it near the screen-grid end
of the tuned circuit.*

The waveform of the signal in the anode circuit is usually far from
pure, and either fundamental or harmonic frequencies can be selected

by suitably tuning this circuit.

4.20. THE DYNATRON
A disadvantage of the class of osdllator circuit so far considered is

that the maintmning amplifier has to be connected to LC at at least

• “ Electron-coupled Oscillators ”, fV.fV., Dec. 1952.
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three points. The dynatron is one of several maintaining devices that

need be connected at only two points, normally the common terminals

of L and C. Almost any screen-grid tetrode with the anode fed at a
substantially lower voltage than g* will work as a dynatron. For
detailed information on its applications and mode of operation, see

W.E., Oct. 1933.

The action of the dynatron depends on secondary emission from g,.

The curves in Fig. 4.20 show that when the anode voltage is between
the limits of about 10 to 90% of Vg^ the slope of the anode current

(/a) curve, which represents the anode a.c. conductance, is downwards,
which means that the conductance is negative, and any tuned circuit

connected as in Fig. 4.21 will oscillate if its own conductance is less.

As the curves show, the negative conductance can be varied by either

Vgg or Vgi. Usually it is convenient to fix Kgg at the lowest that will

give the required negative conductance and sufficient amplitude of
oscillation, and to use Kgi for reducing the conductance until oscillation

is only just maintained. Under these conditions oscillation sweeps

INCREASINQ Vga INCREASING V91

(P) (b>

Fi^ 4.20 — Typical anode-currentlanode-
voltage curves of dynatron, showing the effects

of varying gt voltage (a) and y, voltage (b).

Vgt is marked along the anode voltage scale

over the almost straight downward slope and the waveform is exceed-

ingly pure. Suitable voltages are Vgg 100, Ka about 20 for small

amplitudes and 50 for maximum, and Vgi variable 0 to —8. With
zero bias the negative conductance of a good dynatron goes up to

about 170 micromhos (resistance =—6 kO), capable of setting even

heavily damped circuits into oscillation; but when run like this there

is a risk of the dynatron properties deteriorating fairly quickly.

Unlike other negative conductors, such as those described next, the

dynatron’s negative conductance is effective at z.f. An important

practical consequence is that any potential divider used to tap off the
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anode voltage must be considerably lower in resistance than the

negative resistance of the dynatron.

The advantages of the dynatron are its ability to set up oscillation in

a simple two-terminal circuit, which may even be screened and inacces-

sible; the ease and precision of control; the straightness of its working
characteristic; and the frequency-stability of its oscillations, provided
that they do not sweep beyond this working slope. It lends itself

particularly to automatic amplitude control (Sec. 4.25), because the

control element gj forms no part of the oscillating circuit, and a very

large control is exercised by a small change of voltage.

Its disadvantages are two: the secondary emission on which it

depends is a fortuitous property, varying considerably among samples
of the same type of valve; and the most suitable types are obsolete.

But G. A. Hay has shown, in a valuable investigation (1V.IV., Sept.

1944), that a number of types of pentode can be substituted, by the

simple expedient of “ commoning ” gg and g*. Modem pentodes,

however, do not have the top-cap anode which was one of the advan-
tages of the original dynatron for measuring purposes (Sec. 9.32).

The same investigator has shown (W.E., Nov. 1946) how the dyna-
tron can be used for measurements up to 50 Mc/s or higher. It appears
that the inaccuracies and irregular results experienced with the dyna-
tron at very high frequencies were not due, as had been supposed, to

transit-time effects in the valve, but to resonances in the external con-
nections. By keeping the r.f. leads as short as possible, and using

chokes to exclude r.f. currents from all leads in which they have no
business, measurements can be made accurately well into the v.h.f.

band. Above 50 Mc/s, internal resonances are liable to give trouble

in valves of normal construction.

For frequencies far above the capabilities of the dynatron, the

recent tunnel diodes are likely to prove useful two-terminal negative

resistors.

4.21. THE TRANSITRON

Another device capable of producing a negative conductance
between a pair of terminals is the transitron, first described by E. W.
Herold (Proc. I.R.E., Oct. 1935) but so called by Bmnetti, whose
paper on it (Proc. I.R.E., Dec. 1937) is worth studying also for its

explanation of “ average negative resistance ”. LC is connected
in the gg circuit (Fig. 4.22) and the changes of voltage across it have
to be passed on to gs in order to generate the negative resistance or
conductance. The difference in fe^ voltage between gt and gg must
be maintained, usually by a blocking capacitor Ci, gg bdng tied to

the required voltage—preferably slightly ne^tive—though R. These
ai^ndages make the circuit less ide^y simple thah die dynah'on,

and increase the admittance across LC—a disadvantage when
measuring high dynamic resistances (Sec. 9.33). For most other

purposes, however, this need not be troublesome, especially if Ci is
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a physically small ceramic capacitor connected close up to the
electrodes, and R is of the order of 1 Mo

.

As with the dynatron, gj is a convenient throttle for adjusting the
value of negative conductance. Ka and Kg* giving best negative
conductance characteristics depend on the type of valve, but for long
life should not be needlessly high. Articles on the practical use of the
transitron as an oscillator include those by A. G. Chambers (W.W.,
March and April 1943) and F. P. Williams {W.IV., Aug. 1944). In
the latter it is shown that for satisfactory operation gg should be
provided with sufficient bias to prevent it from being swung positive
by gg, and the recommended control system for the EF50 valve is

repeated at Fig. 4.23.

A. G. Bogle has shown (E. & R.E., May 1957) that the negative
resistance provided by a transitron is (like a dynatron) inversely

O +70V

O-
Fig. 4.22—Basic transitron circuit Fig. 4.23—Practical transitron circuit

proportional to its cathode current, within about 10%, and that this

property can be utilized for measuring positive r.f. resistance.

4.22. AMPLIFIER TWO-TERMINAL LC OSCILLATORS
The need for more than two connections to the tuned circuit in the

feedback oscillators referred to in Sec. 4.18 is to obtain the phase
reversal to cancel the reversal in the single-valve common-cathode
ampUiier. If two valves are used this is not necessary, and there are
other advantages, such as greater flexibility in design and a larger
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obtainable negative conductance. Incidentally, the cost of a twin
triode is about the same as that of a single pentode.
One variety, the basic circuit of which is shown in Fig. 4.24, has

been described by F. Butler (W.E., Nov. 1944). It can be regarded
as developing a negative conductance between the LC terminals.

Vi is a common-grid amplifier, a type which has a low input resistance

-f- j?L

^ m+T where Rl is the anode load resistance) so has to be driven

by the cathode follower Vg. In a practical version of the circuit

given by Butler, Rg is 10 kJl, but as this is too much for bias purposes
the grids of both valves are tied through “ leaks ” to a tapping 500 O
from the cathodes.

+

Fig, 4.24—Outline circuit of
cathode-coupled oscillator

In a modification of this cathode-coupled oscillator that has received
a good deal of attention in America, Ri and LC are interchanged. Its

remarkable adaptability to a variety of laboratory uses, with great
simplicity, has been brought out by K. A. Pullen, Junr. (Proc, I.R.E.
June 1946).*

The Butler version is preferable if the oscillator is required as an
alternative to the dynatron or transition in r.f. resistance measure-
ments, for the admittance in parallel with LC can be kept quite low

—

especially if pentodes are used, with g, tied to cathode by capacitor.
On the other hand, as a variable-frequency signal source the edternative

version puts LC where it is more conveniently earthed, and the fact that
is necessarily of the ko rather than the Mo order helps to stabilize

the amplitude of oscillation. If the output is taken from across R,
the reaction on frequency is comparatively small, but it should be noted
that unless the amplitude of oscillation is restricted the waveform

* Other helpful refermces are:
“ Two-t(aeninal Oscillator ”, by M. O. Crosby. Electronics, May 1946.
“ Cathode-coupled Negative Resistance Circuit ”, by P. G. Sulzer. Proc. I.R.E.,

Aug. 1948.
“Frequengr and Amplitude Stability of the Cathode-coupled Oscillator”,

by P. G. Sulzer. Proc. I.R.E., May 1950.
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across Rj may be very distorted (Sec. 4.19). The greatest negative

conductance is obtained if Rg, with usual valves, is of the order of 1 kO.
In yet another version of this circuit, a calculable negative resistance

is developed in the common cathode lead (H. J. Reich, Proc. I.R.E.,

Feb. 1955).

The performance of what J. R. Tillman classifies as a precision

negative resistance has been detailed by him (fV.E., Dec. 1947). It

Fig. 4.25 — Emitter-coupled
transistor oscillator needing

no tappings on tuned circuit

consists of a high>gain amplifier, incorporating negative feedback,

with sufficient positive feedback via the LC circuit to keep it in oscilla*

tion. High stability of frequency is obtained, and amplitude is

unusually constant. Its superiority to the dynatron and transitron

as regards its negative conductance being largely independent of
changes of supply voltages and valves is shown by the same author
(W.E., Jan. 1945). (See also “ The Principles and Design of Valve
Oscillators ”, by A. C. Lynch and J. R. Tillman. E.E., Feb. and
March 1945).

Pure waveform (<0-l % harmonic distortion) and readily-calcuiable

performance, largely independent of variations in transistor parameters,

are claimed by P. J. Baxandall {Proc. I.E.E., Vol. 106, Part B, Supp.

16, May 1959) for a transistor oscillator. Fig. 4.25, which is essentially

the same as Fig. 4.24 but with inductive instead of direct coupling.

Other two-valve transistor oscillators in the same paper are capable

of efficiencies up to 85 %.

4.23. RC OSCILLATORS

Many of the oscillators mentioned so far can be used satisfactorily at

frequencies up to or including v.h.f., if the appropriate L and C are

connected to the negative resistance terminals. In another class of
oscillator circuit the frequency-determining elements in the feedback

path are resistance and capacitance (RC). Although such oscillators

can be made to work at r.f., their advantages increase toward the

low-frequency end, especially below 100 c/s, because at such fre-

quencies air-cored coils have excessive bulk and resistance, and iron-

cored coils tend to cause poor waveform and inconstant frequency.

As withLC oscillators, there are single-valve and multi-valve varieties,
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and in the single-valve variety the RC circuit must shift the phase
180° without losing more voltage than the valve gains. The greatest

phase shift given by one capacitor and one resistor is less than 90°,

so at least three stages are needed, as shown in outline in Fig. 4.26.

The frequency at which the phase shift is 180°, and therefore

(neglecting the effect of valve and load resistances) the frequency of
oscillation is

f — __1
2nCRV6

and the voltage amplification needed to make good the loss in the

Fig. 4.26—Outline circuit of a simple form
of phase-shift oscillator. The frequency of
oscillation depends on the values of R and C

three-stage CR network is 29, or just over 29 dB. With a four-stage

network it is ^^3 dB.

R and C cafi be interchanged, in which case

^~2nRC
i.e., 6 times as great. This arrangement is therefore preferred for

high-frequency oscillators, as explained by G. W. Holbrook (£.E.

Dec. 1953). The limiting frequency is about 5 Mc/s, but in practice

can hardly reach that. Formulae for the somewhat lower values of

fo when valve and load resistances are taken into account are given

by Holbrook, and also by W. C. Vaughan in a very comprehensive
treatment of the single-valve phase-shift oscillator (W.E., Dec. 1949).

It is worth noting that as the CR type acts as a high-pass filter the

least distorted waveform is obtained at the input (anode) end, whereas
the opposite applies to the RC type.

Since the frequency-determining network lacks the large flywheel

effect of a high-g LC circuit,* over-oscillation results in much heater
deterioration of waveform than in a comparable LC oscillator; but

* " The Equivalent Q of RC Networks ”, by D. A. H. Brown. E.E., July
and Sept. 1953.
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provided the gain of the valve is adjusted so as barely to offset the
loss through the network a very good sine waveform can be obtained.
An example with •<0'02% harmonic distortion is included in Sec.
4.28. To ensure this, automatic control (Sec. 4.25) is practically
indispensable.

In an alternative type of phase-shift oscillator (W. Fraser, E.E.,
May 1956) two 90° shifters of the Fig. 4.27 type are sandwiched tetween
three valves. Frequency is varied over a 10 : 1 range by R and in five
decade steps by C, giving the wide range of 1 c/s to 100 kc/s, which is

especially useful for testing a.f. amplifiers having negative feedback.
If two valves are used, the required phase shift in the feedback path

is zero. The usual device for obtaining this at a single frequency is a
potential divider, one arm made up of C and R in series and the other
of C and R in parallel, as in Fig. 4.28, which is the RC counterpart of
the cathode-coupled LC oscillator (Fig. 4.22). The only frequency at
which the output of this potential divider is in phase with the input
(and, incidentally, is at its maximum) is

f = *

27rV(/{,R,C,C,)

in which Rj includes the valve and load resistances in parallel with one
another; and the required voltage gain is 1 + Ri/R* + Q/C,. When,

used in a multi-valve Fig. 4.28—A particularly simple type
oscillator ofRC oscillator

as is convenient for ganged frequency control, Rj = R* (=R) and
Cl — Cg (—C), this frequency is inversely proportional to R and C,
and the output voltage is one third of the input (attenuation = 9i dB).
If therefore the gain of the amplifier is 9-^ dB and its phase shift zero,
oscillation will be maintained at fre<j|ueney /o.
Any phase shift in the amplifier necessitates a corresponding shift in

the RC network, and consequently a departure from the frequency
given in the equation. To minimize amplifier phase shift and so
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Stabilize the frequency, negative feedback is usually introduced.

A conunonly-used method is to feed the input in opposite polarity with

a proportion of the output, tapped off by a potential divider (R 3R 4 in

Fig. 4.29).

Another way of looking at the circuit is to consider it as a bridge

(actually known as the Wien bridge, Sec. 7.19) which would be balanced
if = 2 /?4 , because both of the “ detector ” points would be at the

Fig. 4.29—Functional diagram
ofbridge-controlledRC oscillator

same potential. In other words, the attenuation of the network would
be infinitely large. By lowering the tapping on R 3R 4 the attenuation is

reduced, until the loop gain of the amplifier is sufficient to cause
oscillation.

If the gain of the amplifier itself is made very much larger than

9\ dB, the necessary shift in the R 3R 4 tapping is small, so that the

Ra : Rt ratio becomes extremely effective as an oscillation control.

By using a lamp for R«, or, better still, a thermistor for Rj, oscillation is

automatically controlled. A very satisfactory audio oscillator can be
designed on these lines, and practical examples are described in Sec.

4.28. For more about their theory and design see D. E. D. Hickman
{IV.W., Dec. 1959).

Although the usual method of frequency control is to vary R (or C)
continuously over a 10 : 1 range and C (or R) in decade steps, there are

obvious advantages in obtaining the full range in one sweep of the

control. One method of obtaining a 1,000 : 1 frequency range, by
means of a number of components jpermanently connected instead of
switched, was described briefly (with reference to original paper)

in E. & R.E., July 1957, p. 272. l^e same principle is carried further,

but more simply, using a single resistor with distributed capacitance,

by C. G. Mayo and J. W. Head (£. 4 R.E., Nov. 1958). And 20 c/s

to 3 Mc/s in one sweep is claimed by F. S. Anderson (Proc. I.R.E.,

Aug. 1951), with a four-valve circuit using a ganged pair of linear

potentiometers.

For fixed-frequency oscillators there is no objection to making
Rx and Ra, and Ct and Ci, unequal; in fact in an article “ Optimum
Conditions for RC Oscillators ” {Electronics, Feb. 1948), H. A. Whale
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has shown that the greater Ct/Cj and Jii/Xt the better the frequmcy
stability.

The design of JtC oscillators using transistors is influenced by their

internal phase shifts (which upset calculated frequencies and limit

the maximum more severely than with valves) and especially their

low input impedance, whereby the RC network should be considered
as an attenuator of current rather than voltage. The phase shifters

described for valves should therefore be turned back to front, and in
general their impedances should be lower. Design is discuss^ by
D. E. Hooper and A. E. Jackets (£.£., Aug. 1956), and by M. K.
Achuthan (£. & R.£., Aug. 1957).

4.24. AMPLITUDE STABILIZATION

As explained in Sec. 4.15, the key to desirable oscillator charac-
teristics is control of amplitude. A margin of negative conductance is

needed to make sure of oscillation, and the greater the possible varia-

tions in tuning circuit, supply voltages and load, the greater the margin

Fig. 4.30—Stable oscilla-

tor circuit, in which ampli-
tude is controlled by R

that must be allowed, and the greater the variations in amplitude,

waveform and frequency are likely to be, unless amplitude is controlled.

One method is to adjust the feedback very carefully by hand. But

the setting is generally far from stable, and almost invariably the control

must be reset whenever the frequency is altered. Ifa definite amplitude

is required it is practically essential to use an indicator to show when it

is reached, and in taking many readings these adjustments waste time.

The working point on the valve or transistor characteristics should

be chosen so that the margin is steadily reduced as the amplitude

increases; if the reverse takes place there is a sudden jump to a greater

amplitude. And the method of feedback control should preferably

be one that does not cause acute non-linearity, or changes in reactance

or phase angle that would affect the frequency.

One good method is by the resistor R in Fig. 4.30. It is discussed

by T. Roddam {W.W., Feb. 1954), who claims that this oscillator

6
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circuit is simple, stable, and pre-eminently “ designable The tuning

inductor L is centre-tapped, and separated from the maintaining valve

by R of the order of 15 kO . Rk is to provide Class A bias if the out-

put transformer primary (designed to divert not more than half the

oscillatory power from LQ has insufficient resistance.

A transistor circuit of somewhat similar merits is mentioned in

Sec. 4.22.

The use of negative feedback in Tillman’s oscillator (mentioned in

Sec. 4.22) ensures that up to a certain amplitude the system is closely

linear and beyond that a sharp limiting action sets in, which keeps
the amplitude reasonably constant. While this distorts the waveform
in the amplifier, perhaps very severely, it must be remembered that the

influence of this on the waveform in the high-0 tuned circuit itself

is reduced by a factor of hundreds (Sec. 4.16).

A pre-set feedback control claimed to maintain constant amplitude
and good waveform even in a RC oscillator is described by E. J. B.

Willey (W.JV., June 1947).

4.25. AUTOMATIC AMPLITUDE CONTROL
To avoid the uncertainty of manual control, several automatic

systems have been devised. In a sense every oscillator has automatic
control, by the mechanism described in Sec. 4.15, but the term is

used for those systems that aim to restrict oscillation to a practically

constant amplitude within the most linear range of valve characteris-

tics, notwithstanding large variations in conditions.

One system is an adaptation of a.g.c: the oscillatory output is

rectified to provide a bias voltage which is used to control oscillation.

The grid capacitor and leak in circuits of the type shown in Fig. 4.17 act

in this way by biasing back the grid when the amplitude exceeds the

initial bias. The technique of amplified a.g.c. can be applied to obtain

a firmer control (see L. B. Arguimbau in Proc. I.R.E., Jan. 1933).

In one commercially produced unit the rectified peak voltage from
the oscillator is used to control the voltage of the power supply by
the usual technique (Sec. 4.5) of comparison with a voltage reference

(W. F. Byers, G.R.E., April 1955).

In some types of oscillator these methods are very useful, but the

control circuits tend to become rather elaborate, and there is difficulty

in choosing filter time-constants that give effective smoothing of the

control voltage over the working range of frequencies without
“ hunting "—an effect caused by the amplitude of oscillation alternately

Rowing and then being choked back by the control.

Methods generally favoured employ resistors i^ose resistance varies

with temperature and hence with the current passing through them.
Ordinary metal-filament lamps behave in this way, and ttey have
been us^ for controlling RC oscillators; e.g., R4 in Fig. 4.29. Ther-
mistors—resistors made of certain materials whose resistance falls veiy

steeplywith rising temperature (and therefore current)—can be obtained

m a nme range of values suiti^le for almost any circuit; the action is
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Fig. 4.31 — Characteristics of
Standard Telephones thermistor.
Type A5SI13II00. A suitable
working point is marked. For
an example of its use, see

Fig. 4.34

O 20 40 60 80 lOO POWER: mW
lO IS 20 2S 30 3S VOLTS: rm$
O 2 4 6 8 10 CURRENT: rtiA

the opposite of that of lamps and is suitable for Rs in Fig. 4.29. A
practical example is given in Sec. 4.28. The properties and applications

of thermistors are reviewed by K. R. Patrick (£. & R.E., July 1958).

Being directly sensitive to temperature, as well as indirectly to current,

they can also be used to stabilize transistor oscillators against tempera-

ture effects (H. D. Polishuk, E. & R.E., Oct. 1958).

Fig. 4.31 shows the characteristics of one type of thermistor. The
general method of design is to choose a worlang point that gives a

resistance suitable for the circuit and calls for an appreciable fraction

of the maximum power. If one works close to the initial resistance

the ambient temperature is likely to have too much effect on the

amplitude of oscillation. A suitable working point is marked in

Fig. 4.31, just over 10 kO, corresponding to a dissipation of 40 mW
(20 V, 2 mA).

In a bridge or other system for magnifying the rate of control, such

as that in Fig. 4.29, a thermistor can be made to hold the amplitude

within very close limits, and does not distort the waveform. In spite

of their effectiveness of control, thermistors are not prone to hunting,

they absorb much less power than lamps, and are convenient and
adaptable oscillation governors.

The various types of ilAjg. are compared by P« R* Aigrain and E. M. Williams
in “Theory of Anqilitttde-stabilized Oscillators" (JProc. I.R.E., Jan. 1948).

Arguimbau’s rnriginiu paper on the rectified-feedback t3rpe has already beoi
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mentioned. The origmal paper on the bridge-stabiliaed type, by L. A. Meacham,
is in Proc. I.R.E., Oct. 1938 ' see also “ Variable-frequency Bridge-type Frequeni^-
stabilized Oscillators ” by W. G. Shepherd and R. O. Wire (Proc. l,R.E., June

1943J, and “ Thermistor-regulated Low-frequency Oscillator ” by L. Fleming (Elec-

tronics, Oct, 1946). The design of a lamp-in-bridge controlled 20-kc/s oscillator

of very high frequency stability is detailed by T. Roddam (fV.fV., Aug. 1948).

4.26. THE BEAT-FREQUENCY SOURCE
For some purposes it is helpful to be able to cover a wider range

of frequency with one sweep of the control than is possible with
any of the foregoing types. The variable capacitor of an LC oscillator

seldom gives a frequency range of more than about 3:1. In the RC
oscillator,/, is proportional to 1/C (or 1//?) rather than l/VC so a

tOOkc/s

loo-iao kc/s

Fig. 4.32—Block diagram of beat-frequency a.f. source, with typical

frequency values

range of 10 : 1 is easily attainable. Artifices for extending this to as

much as 1,000 : 1 have been outpaced by the demand for 10,000 : 1

even for a.f. work (Sec. 4.27); and the modulation frequencies in

television are much wider still—^from zero up to several megacycles
per second.

For very wide frequency range the usual type is the beat-frequency
oscillator. It was probably suggested by the howl obtained with the

old-time oscillating receiver when it beat with a received oscillation.

The whole audible scale, and more, results from a very short easy
movement of the tuning capacitor. In this the b.f. oscillator has a
powerful attraction, so powerful that it may sometimes obscure the

difficulties involved in cultivating the ori^nal howling receiver into a
laboratory instrument of precision. So it may be as well to indicate

some of the requirements, if only to deter thrifty readers from too
light-heartedly setting out to make one. The essential stages are

shown in Fig*. 4.32, with typical frequencies for an a.f. source given
as an example.
The first thing one notices about its prototype—the oscillating

recdver—^is that the very low frequencies are unobtainable because of
the tendmcy for two oscillators to “ i>ull in ** whm thty are very close

in frequency. To avoid titis the oscillators must be voy completely
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screened from one another. Yet their outputs have to be combined.
The same problem is familiar in superhet receivers, where the two
frequencies are separated by at least 450,000 c/s; but in a b.f. oscillator

they must approach to 5 c/s, or preferably less, before pulling in. This
does not necessarily mean that such a low frequency is wanted for

testing; but if the two oscillators pull in at 5 c/s that fact implies poor
waveform even at a considerably higher frequency.* Although some
degree of success has been achieved in a simple form of instrument by
combining the direct outputs of the oscillators in a frequency-changer
valve, the standard method is to interpose buffer stages to prevent

either oscillator from reacting on the other.

Waveform is particularly important if the source is intended for

investigating amplifiers for small percentages of distortion, because it is

obviously no good trying to do so if the test source itself is impure.

Even for taking frequency-response curves a pure source is necessary,

rf the falling-off in response of some apparatus at, say, 50 c/s is being
measured, and the nominal 50-cycle output of the signal put into it

includes harmonics, to which the apparatus may be much more res-

ponsive, the result does not indicate the true 50-cycle response.

Apart from the distortion at low frequencies due to the tendency to

pull in, there is distortion due to the detector, and to the beat-frequency

amplifier that follows.

At least three systems of extracting the beat frequency have been
adopted. In the first, oscillations of equal amplitude are applied to a
square-law detector. If it is not exactly square-law, it will generate

harmonics of the beat frequency. The amplitude of the beat is propor-
tional to the product of the two ingoing amplitudes. In the second
and commonest system, one oscillation is made strong enough to

sweep up to the most linear range of a detector- the other oscillation

is relatively small, say one-tenth, to keep within this linear range. The
third, due to C. G. Mayo (“ Beat-frequency Tone Source ”, fV.£.,

June 1952) is a modification of this, in which the larger oscillation is

given a square waveform before combining with the smaller, a sine

wave. For similar results, less input is required.

In both these linear systems the amplitude of the beat is determined
by the smaller and not at all by the larger of the component oscillations;

so in order to maintain a uniform output over the whole scale the

smaller oscillation is made the fixed frequency, and the larger the

variable. It is allowable, however, to vary the weaker oscillation over

a narrow range of frequency, because the change in amplitude over

such a range is generally negligible. The usefulness of doing so is

that it permits a fine adjustment of frequency with a calibration that

holds good at any setting of the main frequency dial. The main tuning

capadtor can be shaped to give any desired scale shape (within reason).

The C.C.I.R. international standard is logarithmic between 100 and
10,000 c/s and linear outside these limits.

* Actually 10% second-harmonic distortion at SO c/s, 25% at 20 c/s, and so on.
See “ Distortion m Beat-frequency Sources”, by C. O. Mayo. H'.E., April 19S2.
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If both oscillations include harmonics, harmonics of the beat

frequency are produced by the detector; so a filter is usually included

to make sure that at least one (the fixed, more easily) is of very pure
waveform. Another reason for excluding harmonics in the component
oscillations is that they are liable to cause spurious whistles at the top

end of the frequency scale.

Distortion in the amplifier is minimized by careful design generally,

by running the valves well below their maximum rated output, and by
the use of negative feedback. To minimize distortion in the output
stage it is generally necessary to ensure that the load impedance is

reasonably close to the optimum for the stage. If the oscillator is used
to feed a variety of loads, a well-designed multi-ratio transformer is

almost essential. If the . oscillator is not required to feed loads of less

than about 100 it is possible to dispense with the transformer and
reduce risk of distortion by adopting a cathode-follower output.

All trace of the component oscillations must be absent from the

output of a b.f source, or very misleading results might occur. A
filter following the detector is necessary, and it must be well designed if

it is not to start cutting the highest b^t frequencies. The difficulty

is that if, in order to simplify this problem, the component frequencies

are made high, the pull-in and frequency-stability problems are

increased. Assuming 100 kc/s for the fixed frequency, it is obvious
that in order to maintain a certain constancy of the output fr^uency
at, say, 100 c/s, the component frequencies must be 1,000 times as

stable, unless, ofcourse, they both shift equally in the same direction.

This problem is tackled by using very stable materials for the

oscillator components; designing coils and capacitors so as to be
unaffected by temperature; placing them well away from the heating

components such as valves, or in heat-insulated compartments;
arranging them symmetrically, to ensure equal changes in both
oscillators; and making careful choice of oscillator circuit, as

already discussed. It really is very difficult to design and make a
b.f source which will give an output that is constant in frequency

within, say, 1 c/s from the time of switching on. The worst drift can
be avoided by allowing a quarter of an hour or so for warming up, but
often this is inconvenient.

Another necessity, if the instrument is mains-driven, is a very high
standard of supply-current smoothing and absence of stray pick-up

from transformers, etc. Quite a small hum content—say 1 % or even
less—can be extremely annoying, not to say misleading, when testing

an amplifier for non-linearity distortion.

Altogether then, a really good b.f source cannot be bought cheaply or
designed easily.

4.27. COMMERCIAL A.F. AND V.F. SOURCES
The Sullivan-Ryall b.f source deserves special mention because of

the amaidng standard achieved—pull-in frequency below 0-1 c/s;

stability from switching on, i;l c/s per day, including temperature
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changes; hannonic content, less than O-l % at 1 W output; maximum
output, 15 W; amplitude constant to ±0’1 dB over whole scale and
with ±5% supply voltage fluctuations; frequency accuracy, at least

0-2% ±0-5 c/s over the whole scale, 0 to 16 kc/s.

For most purposes, however, the RC oscillator has largely ousted
the b.f. type, at least for audio frequencies. Although the formerly
usual 20 c/s to 20 kc/s frequency coverage in three decade ranges does
include all that are usually reckoned audible, most a.f. sources now go
up to at least 100 kc/s and as far below 20 c/s as the makers consider
practicable. This is necessary because of the tendency for the response
of negative feedback ampliflers to peak outside the a.f. band. The
Marconi TF 1370 covers the exceptionally wide range of 10 c/s to
10 Mc/s (sine waves) and up to 100 kc/s square waves

In some instruments, such as the Advance types H and J (10 c/s to

50 kc/s) and the Furzehill G,432 (25 c/s to 250 kc/s) the Wien bridge is

continuously tuned by a gang capacitor and the ranges are obtained by
switching resistors. This has the advantages that control of frequency
is very smooth and the impedance of the bridge is constant over any
one range, but of course it changes from range to range. The un-

avoidably low maximum capacitance leads to very high impedance on
the lowest-frequency range—of the order of 10 MSI—and the capacitor

and other parts must be well screened to exclude hum. This is avoided

by resistance tuning and switched capacitors, but the frequency then

changes in very small steps so that it may not always be possible to set

the control precisely to a given frequency. An advantage is that control

is spread over about 300° instead of being confined to 180° as with

variable capacitors.

In the Muirhead D-890 decade oscillator, an account of which
appeared in Muirhead Technique, July 1959, the frequency is con-

trolled by four 1

1

-way switches, in steps of 1 c/s from 1 to 1 1,110 c/s,

and there is a x 10 frequency multiplier.

The Wayne-Kerr S.121 oscillator combines both methods; the major
frequency intervals—ten per decade—are switched, the numerical

values teing displayed in windows at each end of an interpolating

scale, operated by a fine frequency control.

Still another frequency-control device, in the Furzehill G.432,

enables that RC type to share an advantage usually possessed only

by the b.f.o.—an incremental frequency scale, valid at any setting on
the main scale. It is due to an additional phase-shift device as in

Fig. 4.33. The conventional frequency control would be by C4

and Cb, ganged. CiCjCsRi is the additional phase shifter, controlled

by C,. To keep its scale correct at all settings of the main control,

the latter adjusts Ci also.

The Dawe Type 443 is an example of 20 c/s to 20 kc/s being covered

in one sweep, by a Wien bridge modified by using RC networks in

place of the usual resistors.

Type 421 by the same maker covers the same frequency band with

the usual three switched ranges, but using transistors instead of valves.
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Fig. 4.33—Device for providing an incremental frequency
scale In an RC type of oscillator—the Furzehill G.432

The low-impedance difficulty is overcome by feeding into push-pull

emitter-follower stages, and amplitude stabilization is by a very low-

power thermistor. The Levell Type TGI50 is a battery-driven tran-

sistor oscillator covering 1’5 c/s to 150 kc/s in five ranges. Distortion

less than 0-1 % is claimed.

For v.f. testing, Marconi Instruments TF.855A/1 b.f. oscillator covers

25 c/s to 12 Mc/s in three stages, and also provides 50 c/s to 150 kc/s

square waves. The Wayne-Kerr Type 022B covers 10 kc/s to 10 Mc/s
with sine waves having less than 1 % harmonic distortion. See also

another kind of v.f. generator, the Pye PTC 1201/3, in Sec. 4.38.

To avoid transformer difficulties, the output stage of most of these

oscillators is by cathode follower, but there is a tendency to use “ single-

ended push-pull ” stages.

Low frequency (including very low frequency, not included here)

sine-wave generators are reviewed in E. & R.E., Dec. 1958.

4.28. CONSTRUCTIONAL A.F. SOURCES
A number of designs, suitable for the experimenter to make up

himself, have been published. One by the author, although dated

1949, is still fairly typical except for its 20 c/s to 20 kc/s frequency

range—and that can easily be extended. It continues to give very

satisfactory results.

Fig. 4.34 is the circuit diagram. Frequency is controlled by a

80 4- 80 kO ganged rheostat and pairs of switched capacitors. A
close approximation to a logarithmic frequency scale is obtained by
using graded rheostat elements known as semi-lo^ or inverse semi-log,

accorifing to whether the control is of the rotating-dial fixed-pointer

type or vice versa. By picking the capacitors carefully and building

them up to exact dedmal multiples of one another, one scale can be
made to serve all ranges.

The first two valves form a two-stage amplifier, with feedback via

a Wien bridge, md the third is a cathode-follower output stage. The
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thermistor (R,) keeps the amplitude constant within 0*2 dB over the

whole range of frequency. Rjt is used to control the input to the

cathode follower (and thereby its output), and R^o prevents the input
from exceeding an amplitude that can be handled with low distortion.

The output into 5 ko is about 40 mW for a harmonic distortion of
about 0*3 %.

Calibration of such an oscillator is described in Secs. 10.10 and
10. 1 1 . It is convenient first to select Cjb and C 2b to give a 200 to 2,000
c/s scale with approximately equal margins above and below, and then
calibrate fully over that range, afterwards adjusting the other capacitors

to fit the same scale.

In general, calibration points do not by themselves form a con-
venient or adequate scale. It is advisable, therefore, to mark them
temporarily in pencil on the dial, which is then detached and rolled

along one axis of a sufficiently large piece of graph paper. As each
mark comes against the paper, a corresponding mark is made on the

axis. A frequency scale is then marked along the other axis, and a
graph drawn connecting this scale with the marked frequencies. This
graph can then be used to find the points on the dial corresponding to

the wanted scale markings; they are transferred to it by another rolling

operation.

A full description of a more elaborate generator, of which Fig. 4.34

is the nucleus, appeared ( IV. W., Aug. and Sept. 1949). The additional

features include a sine-to-square-wave converter, attenuators totalling

102 dB, a second output stage with phase inverter to give a balanced
output, a monitor valve voltmeter of the type shown in Fig. 5.27

(but simpler, having only a single range), and conventional power
unit. A square waveform is extremely useful for testing the transient

response of amplifiers. A two-phase output, with one amplitude
variable, is in many respects equivalent to a Wagner earth (Sec. 7.7)

when the generator is used for a.f. bridges, but without most of the

complications; and it increases the usefulness of the generator for

many other purposes.

The SP61 valves could be replaced by modern equivalents such as

EF80, and the frequency coverage extended by adding at least one
ranj^. This is virtually what was done by Sinfield in a very similar

design among those listed below:

D. O. Roe and W. Morle, S.R. and R., Aug. 1955. 20 c/s to 100 kc/s; Wien
brid^; variable capacitance; thermistor stabilization.

L. F. Sinfield, fV.fV,, Dec. 1954. 6 c/s to 70 kc/s; Wien bridge; variable

resistance; thermistor stabilization.

R. WiUiamson, fV.fV., Oct. 1956. 3 c/s to 300 kc/s; Wien bridge; variable

resistance; thermistor stabilization.

L. H. Oulberger and H. T. Sterling, July 1958. 0*9 c/s to 510 kc/s; Wien
bridge; variable capacitance; lamp stabilization.

A. R. Bailey, E.T., Feb. 1960. 10 c/s to 100 kc/s; high-gain amplifier with
paraUd-T feedback network giving distortion < 0*01 % over most of the range
and < 0-02% over all; variable resistance; thermistor stabilization.

W. D. Ryan and F. E. Hetfaerington, E.E., Feb. 1960. 300 to 2,400 c/s;

modified WUm bridge; voltage tuning; thermistor stabilization; 3-7% distortion.
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F. Butier, H'.H'., Aug. 1960 (see also Dec. I960, p. 608 and Jan. 1961, p. 35).

20 c/s to 20 kc/s; transistorized Wien bridge; variable resistance; thermistor
stabilization.

There are also “ kits

Daystrom Ltd., Heathkit AG>9U. 10 c/s to 100 kc/s; bridged-T; switched
resistance; lamp stabilization.

Jason Motor & Electronic Co., AG. 10. Sine wave, 10 c/s to 100 kc/s; square
wave, 10 c/s to 50 kc/s; Wien bridge; variable capacitance; thermistor stabili-

zation.

(The same firm supplies an a.f. attenuator as a kit or ready-made.)

4.29. R.F. SOURCES

A very large number of assorted radio-frequency oscillators are

available absolutely free (apart from the cost of a receiving licence),

and use of them for testing purposes fulfils one of the principles laid

down in Chapter 3—the desirability of carrying out tests as nearly as

possible under actual working conditions. The frequencies of certain

B.B.C. stations are kept constant within a few parts in 10^ (Sec. 14.37),

which is better than most laboratory standards—^and less likely to be
influenced by stray coupling from the apparatus being tested! But
although sending stations are very useful test oscillators, they have
the disadvantage of not being under the control of any but exception-

ally privileged workers. . For most quantitative tests a signal modulated
by a constantly fluctuating broadcast programme is unsuitable. And
the signal strength from the more distant stations cannot be counted
upon to remain absolutely constant. Even in simple tests on receivers

one very soon experiences a need for a signal generator under one’s

own control.

From oscillators that can be assembled in a few minutes from spare

parts, to standard-signal generators costing hundreds of pounds, there

is a continuous range of available equipment. A rough division into

three classes may usefully be made, however;

(a) Open oscillators, which may be calibrated in frequency, but in

which no special provision is made for controlling the signal strength

to repeatable levels.

(b) Oscillators, generally described as for servicemen’s use, which
are entirely screened except for a definite outlet to which the signal

strength may be adjusted for comparative purposes.

(c) Standard-signal generators in which the signal control is

calibrated in microvolts and in which other refinements, such as variable

modulation depth, may be included.

At one time a heterodyne wavemeter, which wasjust a valve oscillator

calibrated in wavelength, was the first—and sometimes almost the only
—^instrument in a radio laboratory; but nowadays a reasonably

accurate frequency calibration is expected as one of the facilities of
evoy signal generator. The accuracy of frequency measurement is so

high that standards of frequency (which are dealt with in Sec. 6.13) have
to be much more refined than Ae old wavemeters. An appro^niate
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type of open oscillator is very useful for many kinds of r.f. measure-
ment, but as its design is so much bound up with the measurement
technique it is dealt with in Chapter 9 (Sec. 9.27). Attention can
therefore now be concentrated on signal generators, especially standard-

signal generators, for if their rather stringent requirements are under-
stood there should be no difficulty with the simpler servicemen’s signal

generators, which incidentally are very useful even in the laboratory.

4.30. STANDARD-SIGNAL GENERATORS
For testing receiver design and some other important purposes a

standard-signal generator is practically indispensable. Unfortunately

a good one is expensive. In principle it is extremely simple—a valve

oscillator variable over appropriate frequency ranges, and thoroughly
screened to prevent uncontrolled radiation; a variable attenuator for

controlling the signal output through the intended channel; and
provision for modulating. The extent and refinement of control varies

greatly in different models, and so, of course, does the price. As
details of this sort can be obtained in abundance from makers’ cata-

logues, the most profitable thing to consider here is what features are

most useful in practice. Having done that, one is better able to select

the most suitable generator.

4.31. NECESSITY FOR THOROUGH SCREENING

The range of output in a laboratory generator is desirably from
I (jiV to 1 V at least. The lower figure, or even less, is necessary for

measuring the more sensitive types of receiver; the higher is needed for

discovering spurious responses under extreme local station conditions,

or taking a.g.c. curves. An oscillator powerful enough to give an
output of 1 V in a circuit which prevents the external circuit reacting

back to the oscillator must be very completely screened if the leakage

field is to be imperceptible when working at the microvolt level. That
is the first problem, and it involves much more than simply enclosing

the apparatus in a metal-lined box. A very small current passing,

say, between two earthing connections on the screen might be enough
to set up an appreciable external field. In mains-driven models the

mains lead must be very thoroughly filtered to prevent escape of r.f.

there. When trying a signal generator it should be connected to a

sensitive receiver at the highest signal frequency in the range, and the

attenu^or setting gradually reduced from a few microvolts to zero.

If the receiver is sensitive enough to give an output which is substantial

on one microvolt, but which steadily decreases to nil at the zero setting,

then the generator screening may be considered satisfactory.

4.32. THE ATTENUATOR
Nrat, there is the design of attenuator to deal with such a large range

of signal strength—120 dB—at high frequencies. Attenuators in

graieral »e dealt with in Secs. 6.18 to 6.22. The problems of their
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Fig, 4.35—Internal construction of Hatfield decade attenuators Type Q, for use
in the frequency range 0 to 500 Mc/s, They are available for 500 or 750, with
0 to 11 dB in IdB steps or 0 to 110 dB in 10 dB steps. {Hatfield Instruments, Ltd.)

design are particularly acute in signal generators, where such a large

range of attenuation has to be provided over such a large range of
frequency Sept. 1954, pp. 150-9). The higher the frequency
the more difficult it is to prevent the attenuator being by-passed by
stray capacitance or rendered inaccurate by series inductance. The
problem is sometimes eased in the simpler instruments by providing

variable output over a limited range, say 1 to 10,000 i^V, supplemented
by a “ force ” output of perhaps 1 V. The most usual type ofattenua-
tor is the ladder (Sec. 6.21) varied in steps of 10 or 20 dB, in conjunction

with a continuously variable slider, or variation of the oscillator

amplitude. Wire-wound resistors have to be very carefully designed

to be reliable up to 30 Mc/s. Fig. 4.35 shows the construction of a

110-dB resistive ladder attenuator, variable in steps of 10 dB, and
useful up to 500 Mc/s. The elements are high-stability carbon resistors

in an aluminium die-casting shaped to give good screening and to

match 500 or 75 Q impedance.
The same design is obtainable with steps of 1 dB; and one of each

in tandem giyes 121 dB in steps of 1 dB, which is adequate for most
signal generators at all frequencies from zero up to at least 300 Mc/s.

For still higher frequencies it may be necessary to use a piston attenua-

tor (Sec. 6.22). Wltere attenuation is variable only in steps, the input

should be variable continuously over at least the range of a step.

The accuracy of a microvolt calibration, which may be within

5-10% at medium frequencies, often deteriorates very considerably

at the highest frequencies. Other sources of error in such work
would make higher accuracy of little significance even it could
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be obtained. When examining a generator, with a receiver and output

meter connected so as to indicate equality of signal, some due to

attenuator accuracy can be gathered by noting whether the maximum
signal at one setting of the multiplier switch is die same at one-tenth on
the next higher “ x 10 ” switch position. Another is to measure the

maximum output with a valve voltmeter. But most of the accuracy

must be left to the maker’s reputation, or to a N.P.L. calibration,

unless one has suitable measuring equipment. One method* is to use

the superheterodyne principle to convert the generator output to some
relatively low frequency, at which the calibration of an attenuator is

dependable.

To eliminate errors due to changes in the output from the oscillator,

which is bound to vary to some extent as the frequency is changed.

FROM
SIGNAL—

»
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Fig. 4.36—Composition ofstandard dummy aerial

the input to the attenuator is monitored by a built-in meter. A thermal

type has the advantages of reading true r.m.s. values at every frequency

from zero up to the highest, but is easily burnt out. The thermionic
diode has been generally superseded by the crystal diode, which has
no “ zero ” current to balance out. A single diode measures peak
voltage, which is not a good indication of fundamental r.m.s. if there

is much even-hamiooic content; in that case a voltage doubler (peak-

to-peak) is more wiiable (Sec. 5.14).

To ensure that the signal level at the point of test is the same as at

the outlet of the generator, the link between must be a reasonably

loss-free cable having a characteristic impedance equal to the generator

output resistance. This matter, including the effects of incorrect cable

imp^ance, is elucidated in detail by T. P. Flanagan (Af./., March
1954). The correct calibration condition is with a resistive load equal
to the nominal source impedance. The error resulting from the actual

source impedance varying from this nominal value is then comparatively
small; see D. Woods, Proc. I.E.E., Part B, Jan. 1961, p. 38.

4.33. THE DUMMY AERIAL

The aerial-earth impedance of a receiver is not infinite, and the

volta^ established between those terminals depends on the impedance
in senes with them externally. To standardize generator measurements
on recdivers, a compact dummy aerial, made up as in Fig. 4.36, is

insnted between the gennator and Ae receiver under test. TOs
* “ A Method of Calibrating Standard-signal Oennators and R.F. Attenua-

tors ”, by O. F. Oainsborou^ J.I.E.E., Part HI, May 1947.
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composite impedance, shown in Fig. 11.23, has a minimum value of
220 O (at about 2 Mc/s). For precise comparisons the generator

output resistance at the dummy aerial input terminals should be some
standard figure, say 75 Q, and afiy deficiency made up by resistance

incorporated in the dummy aerial or inserted between it and the

generator. In some signal generators the output resistance is consider-

ably greater at maximum signal voltage than on the lower ranges; if

so, this may lead to false comparisons when a low-impedance load is

being fed, unless compensation is made by external resistance.

4.34. FREQUENCY CONTROL
Ideally, the attenuator setting and the nature of the circuit connected

to the outlet ought to have no effect whatever on the frequency, but in

practice this is not always so, particularly at the highest frequencies

and in generators with no buffer stage between oscillator and
attenuator; and unless the generator tuning is checked after altering

the attenuator setting, results may mislead. It is quite easy to dis-

cover this defect by trial; and it is most serious when making selectivity

measurements.
The inclusion of a buffer stage and other refinements adds to the

range-switching problem, which is worst at very high frequencies.

Some of the best instruments use turret-mounted coils, to retain the

same active circuit layout on all frequency bands and to minimize
connecting leads. In some models the problem of switch contacts

at v.h.f. is avoided by using capacitance switching.

The tuning capacitor ought to allow close adjustment, and a sub-

sidiary control for varying the frequency slightly above and below that

of the main dial is a valuable feature for selectivity tests. Direct-reading

frequency scales are very much more convenient to hse than calibration

curves, provided that the accuracy is reliable. As a signal generator

is expected to do duty as a frequency meter, the accuracy and stability

of calibration is important.

4.35. MODULATION
The cheapest instruments are generally modulated to an uncertain

depth; in the better sorts the modulation depth is not only accurately

known but is variable at will. The depth usually assumed for general

use is 30%, but for some purposes it is necessary to be able to vary

it over as wide a range as possible, preferably up to or very near 100%.
For the same purposes—^tests of detector distortion, etc.—the distortion

due to the generator, even at maximum depth, ought to be, but seldom
is, negligible. Depth and linearity of modulation can be checked by
cathode-ray oscilloscope (Sec. 11.23).

Another thing to be avoided in amplitude modulation is frequency

modulation. Here again a buffer stage is the chief safeguard.

Amplitude modulation is quite easy if the foregoing defects are

tolarated, but not if a high standard is required. In avoiding f.m. by
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modulating an amplifier stage instead of the oscillator, one is likely to

distort the carrier wave severely, and if this is to be corrected it is

necessary to tune the output. Suppressor-grid modulation is quite

good, especially if not required to exceed about 80%. Anode and
even screen-grid modulation require appreciable power. Control-

grid modulation is perhaps the most likely to give trouble. The
Marconi Instruments TF 1102 Amplitude Modulator,* which can be
attached to any signal source, consists basically of a common-grid
valve.

The usual fixed modulation frequency for a.f. work is 400 or 1,000 c/s,

and for most purposes the close accuracy of this is immaterial. Pro-
vision is generally made for external modulation, for taking a.f.

characteristics; ii is an advantage if too much power is not required,

especially at the upper frequencies. Some generators can be modula-
ted straight from a gramophone pick-up, others require a large fraction

of a watt.

A useful feature, particularly in the cheaper models, is a switch for

enabling the modulation-frequency signal to be used externally. And
a switch for giving an unmodulated radio signal is definitely necessary.

With increasing use of pulse and frequency modulation for com-
munications, signal generators with these facilities are becoming
available. A convenient method for f.m. is to superimpose modulating
current on a fixed current through a saturating coil wound aroimd the

ferrite core of a coil forming part of the r.f. tuning circuit. Other
methods are described in the next Section.

In signal generators for television, modulation is the main issue, and
a set of modulation waveforms should be obtainable for testing scanner
linearity, definition, synchronization, etc. To make a complete check
of syncbonization and interlacing, the modulation must conform
accurately to broadcasting standards, and this calls for quite an
elaborate instrument. A pattern generator using 86 transistors and
73 crystal diodes, conforming to B.B.C. standards, has been described

by J. Schaffer and D. W. Furby {Proc. I.E.E., Vol. 106, Part B, Supp.

18, May 1959, p. 1260).

4.36. “WOBBULATION ”

This is a specialized type of frequency modulation, used in con-
junction with an oscilloscope for observing frequency responses

(Sec. S.38). The signal generator frequency is swept to and fro at a
low rate—50 c/s at most—over a selected band. An obvious method
is to rotate an auxiliary tuning capadtor by a motor. Although this

is not generally favoured now, the author has found it successful for

laboratory work, and it does allow any desired law of frequency
variation to be arranged by suitably shainng the capacitor vanes. A
gramophone type of motor can be used to rotate them at about
^r.p.m. One revolution gives two frequency swe^ each way,

* “ A.M. without F.M. by N. G. Webb. M.h, Match 1954,
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and a contact mounted on the sjmdle is used to synchronize a linear

time-base circmt (Sec. 5.33). If the capacitor fixed vanes are arranged
in several sections the capacitance sweep can be varied in steps accord-
ing to the number in circuit. If it is not practicable to enclose this gear

in the signal generator, it can be mounted in a screened box, with
screened lead for connecting in parallel with the generator tuning
circuit.

An alternative mechanical method is to use a loudspeaker type of
moving coil as the drive for a coaxial capacitor. It is conveniently

energized from the 50-c/s supply. An advantage is that the frequency

Fig. 4.37—Reactance-valve circuit, for causing the voltage of a time-base

to produce corresponding frequency variations in the signal source

sweep can be continuously varied down to zero by controlling the

moving-coil current. A simple practical example is described by
B. T. Gilling (W.W., June 1956).

Most often, however, an electronic method is used. One basis

for this is a valve made to serve as a reactance by feeding its control

grid with the signal voltage through a phase-shifting circuit, such as

C and R in Fig. 4.37. Provided that the reactance ofC is much greater

than R, the voltage at the grid leads the signal volta^ by nearly 90“

and the resulting anode current is in the same phase as if the valve were
a capacitor across the signal source. The amount of the current, and
hence the apparent capacitance, depends on the mutual conductance
of the valve; so the frequency can be varied by the time-base voltage

as shown.
A similar result is obtained in a different way due to K. C. Johnson,

and described by him (W.W., April and May 1949). Advantages
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are that as much as 30% frequency modulation is possible, and the

oscillator valve itself can be made to do its own modulating. The
author’s design for a single-valve Johnson wobbulator with a maxi-
mum sweep of 180 kc/s at about 1 Mc/s (W. W., Oct. 1950) is obtainable

from the publisher in leaflet form, together with a simple oscilloscope

for use with it. The circuit diagram is shown here as Fig. 4.38.

Another method is by ferrite core, referred to in the previous Section.

Yet another uses a semiconductor diode as a voltage-controlling tuning

Fig, 4,38—Author*s practical version of Johnson
one-valve f,m, oscillator^ or “ wobbulator ”

capacitor, as described by G. G. Johnstone (W.IV., Aug. 1956).

RC os(^ators can conveniently be frequency-modulated by replacing

resistance elements with valves or transistors. Details of this scheme
are given by G. W. Short (W.W., Nov. 1959).

A f.m. signal generator with provision for external modulation
usually forms a good nucleus for a wobbulator system.
To keep the frequency sweep of a wobbulator the same when the

tuning of the oscillator is varied, the beat-frequency technique can be
used (Sec. 4.26), wobbulation being applied to what would otherwise

be the fixed-frequency oscillator.

There is an excellent general discussion of wobbulators by R. Brown
(W.W., Jan. and Feb. 1961); see also B.C. & E., April 1960.

4.37. COMMERCIAL R.F. SIGNAL GENERATORS
The comparatively inexfiensive signal generators designed primarily

for broadcast-receiver servicing, and ma^g no claim to precision of
outfmt level, are nevertheless very useful in the laboratory where funds
are limited. A good example in this dass is the Avo Type III, covering
ISO kc/s to 220 Mc/s in six ranges. Output is from about l[tV to

100 mV condnuoudy triable, with an additionai fixed levd of 0’2S V.
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The signal can be either unmodulated or amplitude modulated. Fig,
4.39 shows the interior.

A rather more elaborate signal source by the same maker, Type
TFM, provides both a.m. and f.m., and includes a device for adjusting
the frequency scale so as to bring its markings precisely into line with
an accurately known signal.

An inexpensive instrument covering the exceptionally wide range
150 kc/s to 390 Mc/s is the Cossor Model 1450.

One of the cheapest is the Channel Electronic Industries Type
40—a miniature a.f. and r.f. transistor oscillator covering up to 20
Mc/s on fundamentals.
An example of the laboratory class of signal generator, providing

a wide range of facilities with specified accuracy, is the Airmec Type

4.39—Interior of AVO Type HI r.f. signal generator.
The whole apparatus is screened by the outer metal case;
the oscillator circuits are doubly screened by the mner
cylindrical cover which has been removed. (A VO, Ltd.)

204. The frequency range is 1 to 320 Mc/s, and provision is made
for c.w., a.m., f.m., external p.m. (pulse modulation), or combined
a.m. and f.m. The 1 to 20 Mc/s band is obtained by combining the
output from two higher-frequency oscillators, and the remaining
four bands by successive frequency-doubling from a 5 to 10 Mc/s
osc^tor. A buHt-m crystal calibrator provides frequency check
points on all ranges, and f.m. deviation check.
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Fig. 4.41 — Oscillogram of
modulation envelope with

modulating waveform super-

imposed, showing fidelity of
modulation even at practically

100% depth. (Marconi Instru-

ments, Ltd.)

Fig. 4.42— Opened-up rear
view of TF.867 standard-signal
generator, with one coil turret

lifted off. (Marconi Instru-

ments, Ltd.)

Of generators that provide a modulation conforming to British
television broadcasting standards, enabling all essential receiver tests

to be carried out, the Telequipment WG/44 is notable for small size
and comparatively low cost. It provides a choice of five patterns on a
carrier wave variable from 40 to 70 and 170 to 220 Mc/s.
What can properly be described as standard signal generators are

usually designed for frequencies either lower or higher than about
30 Mc/s, but not both, as the techniques differ. A particularly inter-

esting example covering the lower frequencies, from 30 Mc/s right
down to 15 kc/s—and so including most ofthe v.f. as well as communica-
tion and sound broadcasting bands—^is the Marconi TF.867. Fig.

4.40 is a skeleton diagram showing its functions. Note that the
oscillator is separated from the attenuator by two valves. The modula-
tion frequency operates on the second of these throu^ a modulation
valve, and up to 100% modulation can be obtained without frequency
modulation. Distortion of the modulation envelope is removed by
rectifying the modulated carrier wave and using the m.f. output for
negative feedback to the modulator; the oscillogram Fig. 4.41 shows
the result. Depth of modulation is measured by rectifying the actual
carrier wave—a more reliable method than deducing it from the a.f.

modulating voltage. Carrier amplitude is kept constant by a.a.c.,

and its frequency can be checked by a crystal calibrator. In such an
elaborate system the range switch is required to change over a large
number of contacts, and Fig. 4.42 shows the double-turret system.
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Output is variable over the exceptionally wide range of 0-4 (iV to 4 V
(140 dB) in fifty 2-dB steps by means of the attenuator shown in

Fig. 4.43, supplemented by two steps of 20 dB in the terminating unit.

Aspects of standard-signal generator design are reviewed from time
to time in Marconi Instrumentation {M.I.), obtainable from Marconi
Instruments, Ltd. Details of types for testing mobile receivers (a.m.

and f.m.) are given by J. F. Golding (W.IV., Feb. 1960). Three portable
transistor a.m. signal generators, also mainly for mobile receivers, are
available from R.E.E. Telecommunications Ltd. Model A covers 40
to 70 Mc/s; Model B, 100 to 150 Mc/s; and Model C, 70 to 72 and
85 to 87 Mc/s. The design of a transistor signal generator for 100 kc/s

Fig. 4.43—Front (a) and back (b) of 100-dB attenuator used in TF.867
standard-signal generator. An additional 40 dB is obtainable with the
terminating unit seen at thefoot of Fig. 4.30. (Marconi Instruments, Ltd.)

to 25 Mc/s is detailed by C. Bayley (W.W., Jan. 1961). Commercial
standard signal generators have been reviewed by R. Brown (B.C.
& E., Jan. 1961.).

4.38. SPECIAL WAVEFORM GENERATORS
The basic form of signal is the sine wave, but developments such as

television and radar have stimulated the production of other wave-
foims, which are bring adapted increasingly to laboratory uses; in
bridges, for example. The most important fonns* are the square

* The sawtooth waveform used for time bases is considered in connection with
osdllosotqiws in Sec. S.33.
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and pulse, shown as a and b respectively in Fig. 4.44. The difference

between them is of degree rather than kind—the relative duration of
the positive and negative phases of the cycle, or the raark/space ratio,

as it is more briefly termed. When this is 1 : 1, or not very far off,

it is a square wave; when the ratio is large it is a pulse.

There are two main classes of methods: in one, an existing waveform
(usually sinusoidal) is shaped into the desired form by distorting

devices; in the other, the waveform is generated directly, though the

times of its occurrence may be controlled by applied signals. Details

of both are given in almost any book on radar.

If what is required is a square wave, and a sine wave generator is

available, the first policy is simple, economical and convenient. In

Fig, 4,44—Square-wave {d)

and pulse ib) waveforms
«n_n_n_n
-J I II 0

particular, no frequency-controlling devices are needed. One common
method is to pass the sine wave—at as large an amplitude as possible

—to a valve with a very short grid base to cut off the negative peak
by bottom bend, and a high resistance in series with the grid to cut off

the positive peak by grid current. More than one “ squaring
”

stage may be needed to produce a steep enough rise and fall. Details

of a self-contained squarer for adding to an a.f. oscillator is ^ven by
A. W. Wayne {W.fV., Feb. 1955), and a miniature transistorized

squarer deriving its modest power supply as well as its signal from the

sine-wave output of the generator to which it is attached is described

by J. C. S. Richards (£.£., Nov. 1960, p. 720).

Unless special provision is made for biasing the input, the foregoing

method is likely to give unequal positive and negative “ half ” cycles.

A more symmetrical arrangement is the “ long-tailed pair ” (Fig.

4.45) using high-jj4 valves and low anode voltage. The fact that two
outputs of opposite polarity are available may be useful. And it can
be designed for frequencies up to the megacycle order.

The resulting approximation to a square wave can be turned into a
pulse of controllable width by means of a differentiating circuit—

a

capacitor and resistor in series having a time constant much less than
the period of one cycle; the output is taken from across the resistor,

and if necessary can be squared offby a limiter. The shaping technique
is simple and straightforward, but a large amount of amplification is

needed to make the wavefronts really steep.

The self-generating types are usually RC oscillators of some kind,

and may either be self-repeating (but capable of being “ locked ” to

an alternating si^al within certain limits of frequency) or “ one-shot
”

devices which have to be triggered by an applied pulse. Most modern
pulse generators consist of both; one to control the recurrence fre-

quency and the other to control the width (i.e., duration) of each pulse.
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A transitron with a resistance in place of the tuned circuit can be
used to generate very good square waves, with mark/space ratio con-
trollable in both directions; and a practical design for three fixed

frequencies—80, 800 and 8,000 c/s—^for such purposes as a.f. testing

in conjunction with an oscilloscope is given by O. C. Wells {W.W.,
Jan. 1951). The classical circuit for producing steep-fronted (though
not usually flat-topped) oscillations is the multivibrator. In its con-
ventional form it consists of two RC amplifier stages, each feeding
the other, basically as in Fig. 4.46.

A simpler and better multivibrator circuit, giving a much squarer
waveform, is a variety of the cathode-coupled oscillator described
by K. A. Pullen (Sec. 4.22) and is derivable from Fig. 4.28 by shorting

out Ri and omitting C 2. It is also known as the Schmitt circuit.

A simple and inexpensive square-wave generator based on it, variable

from 15 c/s to 160 kc/s, is described by L. F. Sinfield (W.W., July

1952). The full circuit is shown here as Fig. 4.47. With care in

minimizing stray capacitance, particularly to the capacitors, the time
of rise or fall of the waveform can be made less than 1 psec.

Designing for pulses of specified width is dealt with in:

“Cathode-Coupled Flip-Flop” by T. G. Qark, ff'.tV., Jan. 1958.
“ The Schmitt Multivibrator”, by G. L. Swaffield, fV.W., July 1958.

Transistor multivibrators are similar to Fig. 4.46 except that as
usual the “ base leaks ” are returned to the collector side of the power
supply. Design and performance are discussed , by A. E. Jackets

May 1956). F. Rozner has shown (E. A R.K, Jan. 1957) that



Fig. 4.46—Basic multivibrator circuit

20mA

Fig. 4,47—Circuit diagram of 15 c/s to 160 kcjs

square-wave generator
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pnp and npn transistors can be paired to give pulses of 0'7 (xsec at

100 kc/s with a pj^k power of 1 W. A variety of transistor multivibra-

tor especially suitable for frequency division is included in Sec. 6.15.

For rapid testing of television lines and amplifiers, a signal form
known as “ pulse and bar ” has been standardized.* It consists

of a 0'17 (jisec or 0-33 (isec sine-squared pulse, a 40 (xsec rectangular

pulse and a 10 [xsec negative pulse, as in Fig. 11.19. A commercially
available generator of this composite waveform is the Pye PTC 1201/3.

For general pulse work with oscilloscope the need is for a versatile

generator, providing a wide range of frequency, amplitude and pulse

width, and perhaps a “ pre-pulse ” leading to the main pulse with
variable delay. The Rank Cintel pulse and sweep generator has all

this, plus a sawtooth waveform.
Current commercial practice in pulse and square-wave generators

was reviewed in £. & R.E., June 1959.

One of the properties of a sharp-cornered waveform is its large

number of harmonics—theoretically an infinite series of them in a

perfectly rectangular wave. This wide frequency spectrum of signals

is sometimes the object in view; for example, in the multivibrator, used

chiefly for extending a single accurately-known frequency to a large

number of points (Sec. 6.15). For this purpose the precise waveform
is unimportant so long as the front is extremely steep and the frequency

can easily be locked to that of another signal. A convenient place for

feeding a synchronizing signal into the circuit shown in Fig. 4.47 is

the grid of Vn,.
The theory and practice of multivibrators is given in some detail in

E. K. Sandeman’s Radio Engineering (Chapman & Hall, 1947) Vol. 1,

XII: 6.2.

Another multivibrator application is as a generator that virtually

gives a signal at all frequencies simultaneously. In one (fV.1V., AprU
1939), the fundamental frequency is 400 c/s, and harmonics up to and
beyond the 50,000th (20 Mc/s) are detectable. This is particularly

useful for adjusting the oscillator padding of superhets. The circuit

given in Fig. 4.47, perhaps with slight modification to equalize the

harmonics, would be suitable. The same principle is employed in
“ pen-torch ” signal generators, which are really buzzers generating a
wide-spectrum signal for receiver checking.

4.39. “noise” generators
The type of signal just mentioned, on thousands of closely-spaced

frequencies at once, is half-way from the pure single-frequency signal

to its opposite extreme—one occupying all frequencies with no spaces

between. Being the electrical analogue of white light, it is often called
“ white noise ”. It is generated unavoidably in every circuit and valve

by the random movements of electrons, and is the ultimate limiting

* “ Waveform Responses of Television Links ”, by H. W. Lewis, Proc. I.E.E,

Part lU. Jidy 1954.





Fig. 4.49—Circuit diagram of noise generator using a diode followed by
a higk-gain aperiodic amplifier
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factor in detecting weak signals, for the greater the ampiiiication the

greater the output of noise.

The noise power produced in a circuit or valve can be calculated

(Sec. 14.32), and this is used to provide a standard low-level signal,

particularly at very high frequencies where it is difficult to do this with

a conventional signal generator. In particular, a noise generator is a
convenient instrument for measuring the most important figure of a
receiver for v.h.f. or over—^its noise factor.

A suitable standard-noise generator is a temperature-limited diode;

i.e., one in which the flow of current is limited only by the temperature
of the cathode and not by the anode voltage. This is to prevent the

formation of a space charge, which would reduce the noise level and
make it much more difficult to calculate. The Marconi Instruments
TF.1106 embodies this principle; Fig. 4.48 is its circuit diagram.
The noise-factor range switch controls both the filament voltage (and
therefore its temperature) and the anode milliammeter shunt. The
noise output is adjusted by the continuously-variable filament control

RV, and the anode current (to which the noise power is proportional)

is indicated by M. The noise output is taken from the anode via a
52-0 or 71-0 termination to which the receiving system under test is

matched.
The TF.l 106 is for r.f. tests (actually 1 to 200 Mc/s), but white noise

is of great value in a.f. testing, as it can be generated cheaply and saves

thousands of pounds that would otherwise have to be spent on an
anechoic chamber. Fig. 4.49 is a circuit diagram given by J. Moir
{S.R. & R., Feb. 1959) of a noise generator due to J. Newton. It

consists of a 85A 1 stabilizer tube as the noise source, followed by a
high-gain amplifier. To avoid hum, care is required in the layout of

the first stage. Its heater and grid leads should be screened, and the

mains transformer placed as far away as possible. A piece of metal

tube packed with cotton wool may have to be placed over the 85AI
to reduce acoustic feedback.

For carrier frequencies, Marconi Instruments have a 12 to 4188 kc/s

white noise generator—^TF1226B. (M./., March 1961).

References:

“ Theory and Measurement of Noise Factor ”, by R. J. Yates. M.I., July-

Aug. and Oct.-Nov. 1950.

“ A Generator of Electrical Noise ”, by A. P. G. Peterson. G.R.E., Dec.
1951.
“ Physical Sources of Noise ”, by J. R. Pierce. Proc. I.R.E., May 1956.

“ Methods of Solving Noise Problems ”, by W. R. Bennett. Proc. I.R.E.,

May 1956.

Noise, by Van der Ziel (Chapman & Hall, 1955).



CHAPTER 5

Indicators

Having applied some sort of signal to the apparatus under test, one
requires an indicating instrument to give a reading of the results.

The most important classes of instruments are (1)
“ meters ”, i.e. pointer

instruments, without the aid of amplification; (2) valve and transistor

voltmeters; and (3) cathode-ray equipment. These will now be con-
sidered in turn.

5.1. BASIC TYPES OF METER
In the great majority of instruments for measuring current, the

force needed to deflect the pointer is derived from the interaction of
two magnetic fields, one or both being due to the current being

measured. The logical way of measuring voltage is to make use of

the force of electric fields, and this is done in electrostatic voltmeters;

but unfortunately the counterpart of a permanent magnet is lacking,

so in practice this method is restricted to fairly high voltages, and
voltage is more often indicated by the current it ^ves through a
resistance. In thermocouple meters the current used to move the

pointer is derived even more indirectly, from the heating of a metal
junction by the cmrent being measured.

Meters using magnetically-produced force can be divided into

three main types: the permanent-magnet moving-coil (hereafter called

just “ moving-coil ”), in which qae of the fields is produced by a
fixed permanent magnet and the other by a coil moving between
its poles; the moving-iron, in which two pieces of iron, one fixed

and one moving, are magnetized by a fixed coil; and the so-called

electrodynamic or dynamometer, in which both fields are produced
by current-carrying coils, one fixed and one moving.

5.2. CHARACTERISTICS OF METER TYPES
Current meters are usually designed so that the deflection is pro-

portional to die force, and the force is inroportional to the jHroduct of
die two magnetic fields, and fields product by coils are proportional
to the current flowing. So in moving-coil meters, where one magnetic
fidd is constant, the detection is proportional to the current, which
means that the scale is linear and therefore most easy to read. If the
current varies too rajtidly for the pmntm^ to foUow, the d^ection is

98
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proportional to average current; and as the average value of each
cycle of a.c. is zero (the positive and negative halves cancelling one
another) the moving-coil type indicates only d.c. In the other two
electromagnetic types, both fields are due to the current being
measured, so the deflection is proportional to its square, giving a
square-law scale, cramped near the zero. If the current being
measured is varying rapidly, the r.m.s. value is indicated, so such
meters can be used for either d.c. or a.c. The same applies to

electrostatic voltmeters; and also to thermal meters, because heat is

proportional to power, which is proportional to current-squared.

Thermal meters have the particular advantage that the heat-developitm
resistance can easily be arranged to be reasonably constant at all

frequencies from zero to hundreds of Mc/s, so they cover a wider
range of frequency than any other. Unfortunately they are quickly
burnt out by a slight momentary overload, and are either very

expensive or power-consuming or both. The d.c. generated by the

heat is read on a sensitive moving-coil instrument, suitably scaled.

The heater and junction can be one and the same, or touching, or
spaced apart slightly. It is desirable for them to be enclosed in a
vacuum to exclude air cooling.

Ideally, a current meter should have zero resistance, so that it sub-

tracts no voltage from the circuit. And a voltmeter should have
infinite resistance, so that it subtracts no current. The actual voltage

drop across a current meter and the current taken by a voltmeter (in

both cases at full-scale deflection) should always be ascertained and, if

significant, allowed for in measurements. The voltmeter current is often

specifled—for no clear reason—^in the indirect form of ohms per full-

scale volt. Thus, if the maker says 1,000 0/V, one can deduce that

the current required to produce full deflection is 1 mA . Why not say so ?

The great majority of meters are of the moving-coil type, because

they can be adapted for measuring a very wide range of current and
voltage with good accuracy and little consumption of power, and
in cheapness are surpassed only by meters that are very- little good
in either of these respects. These qualities are due mainly to the

fact that one of the magnetic fields is very strong all the time, whereas
in the moving-iron and dynamometer types both the fields weaken
as the current is reduced, and it is difficult to get a deflection without

drawing an excessive amount of power. A Unear scale is reckoned
as being effective over a range of 1 : 10, whereas a square-law scale

is effective over only about 1 : 3, so something like twice as many
ranges are needed, though admitt^ly this disadvantage is sometimes
reduced by specially shaping the movement to give a nearly linear

scale over all except the low ^nd.

Although the moving-iron and electrodynamic types have the ad-

vantage of reading either d.c. or a.c., the inductance of the coils, and
their power consumption, limit their usefulness mainly to povrer-supply

reading. At one time moving-iron meters were notkl for inaccuracy,

and this still holds for cheap specimens, but they can now be obtain^
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with accun^y comparable to moving-coil ifone pays handsomely for it.

It should be noted that even then the d.c. readings are likely to differ

appreciably according to direction of current, and thdr mean may not
be exactly the same as the a.c. reading. The electrodynamic type is

similarly limited in frequency, but can be made very accurate, so is used
as a standard for calibrating other a.c. meters. And having two
coils, one (current coil) can be designed for connecting in series with
a load and the other (voltage coil) in parallel, the reading then being
proportional to the power taken; in other words, an electrodynamic
instrument can be designed as a wattmeter (Sec. 5.6).

An unfortunate thing about the moving-coil meter is that there is

nothing quite so good all-round for a.c. The result is that in most
popular general-purpose meters a rectifier is incorporated to turn

a.c. into d.c. so that it can be measured on the moving-coil meter
used for d.c. measurements. Except at low voltages, the a.v. scale

is practically linear, and the deflection is proportional to the average

value of the half-cycles. With a sine waveform this is ly/l/n = 0-9 of
the r.m.s. value, but with other waveforms the factor is in general

different, so if (as is usual) the instrument is scaled in r.m.s. values it

must be remembered that there may be quite large errors if the wave-
form is not sinusoidal. In J. Sci. Inst., Sept. 1948, A. Cunliffe shows
that in the worst phase conditions the percentage error caused by an
odd harmonic is approximately equal to the percentage harmonic
divided by the numter of the harmonic, but the error due to an even
harmonic is less serious, being approximately equal to the square of
the percentage harmonic divided % 200. Thus the worst error due
to 1 5% second harmonic would be about 1 • 1 %, but the same percentage

third harmonic would cause anything up to 5% error. It is possible to

combine rectifiers with resistors to make a nearly square-law voltmeter,

in which waveform error is practically eliminated; see Sec. 5.14.

The top frequency of the early types of instrument rectifiers was
about 5 kc/s, but this has been considerably raised and now includes

at least the full a.f. range. Germanium rectifiers are being used for

meters up to 100 Mc/s, and silicon rectifiers up to 10,000 Mc/s. Rectifier

meters are considered further in Sec. 5.12.

The electrostatic instrument is a true voltmeter and takes no
current, except a capacitive current that limits its usefulness at high

frequencies. The force due to low voltages is so small that an
electrostatic meter to read them is delicate and costly; but at high

voltages, such as those used in television, for which current-operated

voltmeters are least suitable, the electrostatic type comes into its own.
For further reading the following books are recommended: Electrical Instr»-

nwntsandMeaswriments, by W. Alexander (Cleaver-Hume) ; Electrical Measuring
Instruments, by C. V. Drysdale and A. C. Jolley (Chapman & Hall).

5.3. ACCURACY OF METERS

Some meters are marked “ B.S.l " or “ British Standard First

Grade”. This does not mean diat they are die highest possible
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grade of instrument, for there are better ones called “ Sub-standard
”

(which does not sound nearly so impressive!). What it does mean is

that the instrument satisfies a standard of accuracy, good enough for

most ordin^work, laid down in the early editions ofB.S. 89.* Because
these descriptions were rather misleaifing they were altered in the

1954 edition to “Industrial” (“In”) and “Precision” (“Pr”)
respectively. This publication si^dfies the construction and testing

of the various types of meters in great detail, and the limits of error

allowed in the two grades, over the effective range, measured at standard
temperature (20° C). Allowable temperature errors are additional.

The effective ranges are reckoned to be from full-scale value (i.e., the

higher of the values associated with the ends of the scale) down to of
full-scale for moving-coil, i for moving-iron, i for rectifier, and J for

electrostatic and thermal types, except that in electrostatic voltmeters

having smaller than B^-in scales it is from i to | scale-range (i.e., the
number of units between the two scale-end marks).
The limits of error, so defined, for Precision sin^e- or multi-range

voltmeters or ammeters (except self-contained multi-range ammeters)
is 0-3% of the scale range for moving-coil and 0-5% for all other
types. For self-contained multi-range ammeters it is 0-5% for all

types. Rectifier types are not regarded as accurate enough to come
within the Precision grade.

The maximum errors for Industrial instruments are specified in

Table 5.1.

There is an extra allowance of 0-25% for multi-range instruments,

and 1 % for moving-iron meters used on d.c. The allowable temperature
error per °C above or below 20° C (35° C in tropical models) is tabulated

in B.S. 89: 1954 and varies from 0-03 to 0-1 % for Precision meters and
0-10 to 0-30% for Industrial.

E.g: If a portable multi-range moving-coil volt-milliammeter with
a 4-in scale were reading 15 V on its 100-V range, the maximum
error at 20° C within the Industrial rating would be 1*5 -f 0-25% of
100 V, so the true voltage might be anything from 13 -25 to 16-75. If

used in a freezing-cold situation (0° Q the tolerance would be widened
by another 0-15 x 20 = 3 volts. So even an up-to-standard moving-
coil instrument with a reasonably large scale can be considerably in

error if used in unsuitable conditions. Although the effective range is

reckoned down to full scale, it is advisable to use the upper half or
at most two-thirds of the scale if at all possible, and not to try to make
do with a barely sufficient number of ranges. Temperature errors can
be serious; even more so with rectifier and thermal meters. And in

low-power circuits the power drawn by even the best moving-coil
meters ought not to be neglected. The voltage drop on the current
ranges (standard 0-075, but 0-1 or even, higher is common) may
occasionally have to be allowed for, especially in transistor circuits; and
the current taken during voltage readings (Sec. 10.1), especially in

* Eketrical IntScaHng Instruments (B.S.I.).

8
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valve drcuits. The latter correction is easier if one of the scales shows
the current taken by the instrument as a voltmeter.

Another kind of error can arise, especially in moments of stress, if

the factors by which the scale readings have to be multiplied are

awkward ones like 4 and 2^. The only ones permitted by B.S. 89 ; 1954

Table 5.1

LIMITS OF ERROR FOR INDUSTRIAL GRADE INSTRUMENTS
OVER THEIR EFFECTIVE RANGE, EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE

OF SCALE RANGE, AT 20° C

Type of Currjent{I)

Movement or
Voltage (V)

Scale length in inches

a VI I sfCAfc 1

if) or : 5 3i 2 H
hZd up to but not including

(S) 5 3* 2

Permanent- lorV
magnet

;
I and V

moving- I or V
coil

P 0*75 1

P 0*75 1*5

S I 1

:
i

1-5
: 2

2
2 2-5

Moving. I or V P 1 1

iron I S 1*5 1*5

V S I 1

2 —
2 2*5

2 2-5

Rectifier or
Thermo- lorV PorS 2 2 2*5 3
couple

Electro- V
static

PorS 1*5 2 2-5 —
'

1

are 1, 2 and i, combined if need be with multiples or submultiples of 10.

The present tendency is to provide two scales, which by the use of
decimal multipliers give ranges in the series 1, 3, 10, 30, etc.

For higher accuracy than is possible with pointer instruments, see

Sec. 5,10.

5.4. MULTI-RANGE METERS
For general purposes, multi-range meters are indispensable, and there

is a wide choice. Almost all read direct current and voltage; most of
them have alternating-voltage ranges; many read alternating current;

and often they have some resistance, capacitance, etc., ranges. The
nucleus is a moving-coil meter with a number of internal shunts to

extrad the basic current range (commonly 1 mA), and series resistances

(multmliers) to provide v^tage ranges. If still hi^er ranges are

needed, th^ can be obtained by external shunts and multipliers. Alter-

nating ranges necessitate a recdfier. For the alternating-voltage ranges
the same multipliers can serve, ti'the sensitivity of themeter is ino'eased

10% on those ranges fmr the reason explained in Sec. S.2. Because of
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the non-linearity of the rectifier, low-reading a.v. ranges need a spedal
scale; and for the same reason a.c. ranges cannot be provided by
shunts but need a current transformer. Resistance ranges are pro-

vided as described in Sec. 5.8.

A well-known example of this class of instrument is the Avometer
Model 7, having 50 ranges self-contained: up to 10 A and 1,000 V
(d.c. and a.c.), 40 MU, and 0-01 (iF. The “ Multiminor ” by the same
maker has fewer ranges but is more compact, takes only one tenth of
the current (0*1 mA full-scale), and achieves reasonable accuracy and
exceptional reliability at low cost by the technique of printed resistors,

as shown in Fig. 5.1.

In electronic circuits, even 0-1 mA is sometimes more than can well

be spared for a voltmeter, and there are instruments (including an
Avometer, and the Salford “ Selectest Super 50 ” and “ Minitest ”)

taking only 50 fiA. The Taylor Model 100 A goes even further, with
a full-scale current of 10 (xA, and measures up to 200 MO without an
external battery. This high sensitivity is due in part to the pennanrat
magnet being Inside the moving coil. Two features often foimd in

high-sensitivity meters are: (1) a mechanical cut-out to disconnect the

Fig. 5.1—Interior of " Multiminor ” multi-range
meter, showingprintedrange resistors. (A VO Ltd.)

instrument automatically if an excessive current is passed through the

moving coil, and (2) a reversing switch to avoid having to transpose the
external connections—^perhaps in contact with a dangerous voltage.

The foregoing instruments come, at best, into the Industrial BS
grade; the Precision grade naturally costs more. Most Precision

meters are singl^ranged, but an example of a multi-range instrument
in this grade (on its d.c. ranges) is the Electronic Instruments Model 44.

It has 43 ranges, reads up to 10A and 1,000V (d.c. and a.c.), has a 1 mA
movement and 0*2 V drop on direct current ranges. As Ae BS qiecifi-

cations do not indude a Precision grade for rectifier-type metos, the
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a.c. ranges are nominally Industrial, but with a good margin of
accuracy.

In theory, the construction of shunts and multipliers for providing

specified ranges is simple; in practice it demands more care for a given

standard of accuracy than the uninitiated mi^t suppose. The making
of a universal shunt is described by A. L. Chisholm (fV. W., Jan. 1954).

The whole subject of a.c./d.c. test meters, with instructions for making
them, is covered by a book of that name by W. H. Cazaly and T.

Roddam (Pitman). And as for buying a multi-range meter, one would
be well advised to pay less attention to the number of ranges than to

the quality and reliability of the construction.

5.5. RECTIFIER'SHUNTS
Milliammeters—and, still more, microammeters—are subject to the

occupational hazard of bent pointers, or a worse fate, as a result of
accidental excess currents. The more sensitive multi-range meters, as

just mentioned, are fitted with a re-settable mechanical cut-out. For
instruments that are not, protection can be provided by a rectifier,

which functions as an automatic shunt, its resistance falling steeply as

the current increases.

Two modes of use must be distinguished, according to whether or
not the calibration of the instrument is affected by connecting the shunt.

Protection can be combined with a very wide-range approximately
logarithmic scale (say, from 0-1 to 250 mA), and this type especially

Fig. 5.2—Essentials ofrectifier
shunt system for protecting
meters against excessive

current and/or providing them
withnon-linear wide-range scale

was discussed by the author (IF. W., 1 1th Jan. 1935 and 2nd June 1938).

There are two disadvantages: the calibration depends very largely on
the rectifier, which varies with temperature; and, in order to divert a
large proportion of the current through the rectifier at full-scale read-

ing, the resistance of the meter must be increased to bring the voltage

drop up to about 0*35 V or more. Copper oxide has the lowest
“ forward drop ”; germanium is next best; selenium and silicon need
about twice the voltage. However, for obtaining approximate readings

of currents that are liable to vary widely, the idea is useful. Fig. 5.2

shows the circuit, in which R is the added resistance. The second
rectifier diode is needed to protect the meter against reverse connec-

tion. Fig. 5.3 shows a t}rpical scale compared with the original 0 to 5

mA calibration, using a copper-oxide rectifier with the lowest voltage

rating, and R about 70O

.

The idea is even more applicable to instruments such as* null indi-

mtors, wfaidi are not needed to give actual readings but must be
sensitive near zero and not damag^ by very mudi stronger currents.
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Fig, 5.3—Scale of rectifier-shunted milliammeter compared with original to

show the great increase in range of current measurable^ and the logarithmic
scale shape

The commonly-used germanium diodes are suitable, choice of type
depending on the maximum current that can flow. An alternative

method of protecting the pointer of a moving-coil galvanometer is to

use a core shaped something like Fig. 5.4n, giving a magnetic field that

falls off steeply as the coil is deflected, instead of the usual shape {b)

designed for uniform strength at all coil positions and hence a linear

scale. This scheme does not, of course, protect the coil from being
burnt out.

If the calibration is not to be affected by the shunt, the resistance of
the meter is preferably low, and diversion through the shunt is much
less. However, as J. de Gruchy shows in an informative article on
rectifier shunts {W.W., Sept. 1953) some instruments can stand over-

loads of the order of 10,0()b%.

The risk to a sensitive instrument is especially acute in high-voltage

tests, but as there is then no

Fig. 54—Shape of flux-con-
centrating iron core for (a)

null-indicating galvanometer,
which is required to be sensi-

tive only near zero, compared
with that in (b) conventional

linear-scale instrument

(9) (b)

possible to give very good protection by means of a single Zener diode,

as in Fig. 5.5. By suitable choice of Ri the diode can be arranged to

have no effect on the calibration and yet break down completely at,

say, only 50% above full-scale current. The meter is completely pro-

tected against reverse currents, for the diode is then in its “ forward
’’

direction. R^, wldch may be wholly or partly the resistance of the
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source, protects the diode. It does not protect either the voltage source

or whatever is connected to the test terminals.

What is done about that depends on the design and maximum allow-

able current of the source. There are, for example, fuses blowing at

as little as 10 mA, and there is the device shown in Fig. 4.9.

Yet another device that can be used for instrument protection is the

transistor. Some circuits have been given by G. G. Yates (£.£.,

March 1960, p. 172).

5.6. WATTMETERS
Electrical power is the product of current and voltage, so one

method of determining it is to measure or calculate each separately

and multiply. That is all right for d.c., and for a.c. in non-reactive

circuits, but if current and voltage are not in phase an extra factor

must be included—the cosine of the phase angle, otherwise known as

Fig. 5.5—Zener diode shunt for protecting
microammeter used to test current leakage

at high voltages

the power factor. A wattmeter, which depends for its deflection on
the force between a movable and a fixed coil, one for voltage and one
for current, takes account of this and reads true watts. Although
wattmeters are very important in “ heavy ” electrical engineering, they

are not much used in electronic laboratories, because they are compara-
tively expensive, are subject to considerable error due to their own
consumption in low-power systems, and are particularly inaccurate

at the low power factors common in communication circuits. Except
perhaps for measuring the total power taken by a receiver there are

other ways (Secs. 10.6 to 10.7) of measuring pow^ factor.

The foregoing are the fundamental pointer instruments; there are

others, going under various names, in which the same meters appear
thinly (fisguised by scales calibrated in other quantities. As watt-

meters are still fresh in the mind this is perhaps a good point at which to
expose the pseudo-wattmeter, which is simply a voltmeter or milliam-

meter calibrated in watts. Such a calibration can h(rid good only
under certain conditions: for instance, an ammet^ may be connectea
in a sui^ly circuit, and assuming a certain fixed voltage andpower factor

it is legitimate to scale it in watts. But of course its readings are
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immediately invalidated if voltage or power factor alter; unlike a true

wattmeter it cannot take account of these variations.

If the circuit in which the power is to be measured consists of a
pure resistance, the power factor need not be taken into consideration

because it is equal to 1. The power is equal to E*jR or PR, so a
voltmeter or ammeter can be le^timately scaled to read watts consumed
in a particular resistance. This is the principle of the output meter,

which, being rather important in radio work, deserves more than
passing mention.

5.7. OUTPUT POWER METERS

When testing a receiver by applying a signal, the ear is an unsatis-

factory indicator because it cannot easily distinguish small changes in

intensity of sound, it gives no quantitative readings, and it cannot be
relied on even for rough comparison. So for comparative work

—

e.g., “ lining up ” a receiver—an ordinary metal-rectifier a.c. voltmeter

can be connected across primary or secondary of the output trans-

former (preferably the latter if the meter possesses a suitable range).

A valve voltmeter is sometimes recommended for this purpose, but is

much less convenient than the metal-rectifier type.

Now a loudspeaker is not a fixed pure resistance, but, if its resistance

as a load at the frequency of test is known at least approximately, some
idea of the actual power in it can be inferred from a voltage reading.

Of course it is necessary to make sure that the resistance of the volt-

meter is at least several times as great as that of the speaker!

When more accurate measurements of power are wanted, as in

determining the sensitivity or maximum piower output of a set, it is

better to replace the loudspeaker by an artificial load consisting of an
accurately known pure resistance. The voltmeter can then be scaled

in watts or milliwatts.

While the instrument is certainly capable of reading true watts in

this way, it is taken for granted in measurements of the output of
transistors or valves that the load resistance is adjusted at least approxi-

mately to the optimum value, or whatever other value may be required

for special tests. Not only is it necessary, then, to have a load resist-

ance that can be varied to cover all probable requirements, but the

milliwatt scale of the voltmeter has to be different for every value of

resistance, which is hardly practicable if a really adequate selection of
resistances is provided.

One way of avoiding this difficulty is by means of a transformer with
a secondary winding across which the voltmeter and a suitable load
resistance are connected. The primary has a considerable number of
tappings so that the fixed load resistance can be made equivalent to as

many Cerent resistances looked at from tKe primary side. To present

a resistive impedance over a wide range of values at all audio frequencies

is a difficult tran^imner design pri^lmi. The Marconi Instruments
TF893 iMxivides as many as 48 impedances from 2*5 O to 20 kO by
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combining primary tappings (a decade multiplier) with a switched

resistance network on the secondary side. There are five power
ranges, from 1 mW to 10 W full-scale and the effective frequency
range is 50 c/s to 10 kc/s, or 20 c/s to 35 kc/s with reduced accuracy.

The wider frequency range of 10 c/s to 250 kc/s is obtained in the

Heathkit Model AW-IU by using a purely resistive switched network
in place of the transformer, but the choice of load resistance is restricted

to four values: 3, 8, 15 and 6000. Owing to the loss in the network,
a two-stage amplifier Avith negative feedback is needed to operate the

voltmeter. A variable resistance meter is very valuable, for it enables

one to see quickly how the output of a stage is affected by the load
resistance. The resistance which is found to give maximum output is

not, of course, generally the optimum load; one has to take account
of distortion too.

5.8. OHMMETERS
Another popular meter scaled to read an indirect quantity is the

ohmmeter. Most multi-range test sets are provided with a direct-

reading resistance scale. The power for deflecting the pointer is

obtained from a battery—usually a small one contained in the instru-

ment, to be seen for example in Fig. 5.1—and the extent of the de-

flection is controlled by the resistance connected to the appropriate
terminals or clips. As the deflection depends also on the voltage

of the battery a preliminary adjustment is necessary to compensate
for this.

Fig. 5.6 shows the circuit of one of these simple ohmmeters. Ji is

a resistance equal to the desired mid-scale reading, and the meter is

Fig. S.6—Circuit ofsimple ohmmeter. The resistance

to be measured is connected to the “ x " terminals

adjusted by the variable shunt 5 to give its fuU (inflection when the

X terminals are short-circuited. The maximum vanation in resistance

of meter and battei^ is assumed to be ne^gible compared with R,
and their normal resistance is intruded in R for purposes of calculation.
Under these conditions /i, futt scale current, » EjR. The res^taiux.
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Rx, to be measured is then connected and the current now flowing,

It, — EUR + Rx). Eliminating E we get

from which it is seen that the result depends on R (which is fixed)

and the ratio of the two currents. As the actual values of current

therefore need not be known it is allowable to use the variable shunt, as

described, for bringing the pointer initially to full deflection (zero on

oo
I
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Fig. 5.7—Scale of the Fig. 5.6 type of ohmmeter, requiring only to be
multiplied by R to indicate the resistance connected at “ x ”

the resistance scale) whatever the battery voltage may be; the second
deflection, with Rx in circuit, is then a measure of its resistance.

The Avometer, a pioneer in this field, has two preliminary adjust-

ments—one compensating for changes in voltage and the other for

battery resistance.

Fig. 5.7 shows /j/Zg— 1 plotted along a linear 0 to /j scale, and is a
universal resistance scale for this type of instrument, the reading only
needing to be multiplied by R to give Rx. Theoretically, all values of
resistance are included on such a scale, no matter what the value of
R; but those that can be clearly read are limited to the range R/IO
to 10/{. By selecting suitable values for R and the shunt, several

overlapping ranges can be provided in one instrument. For informa-

tion on how to make multi-range ohmmeters, see F. L. Hogg {W.IV.,

Aug. and Sept 1943); Cazaly and Roddam’s A.C./D.C. Test Meters
(Pitman); and W. Tusting {W.W., July 1953).

Even with more than one range it is difficult with one instrument
to cover all the resistances encountered in electronic practice. The
conventional ohmmeter seldom has enoujgh voltage to go up into the

megohm ranges without additional batteries, or enough current for the

very low resistance ranges. It is often desirable to have some means of
measuring the latter—switch contacts, etc. A simple method is to use

the unknown resistance as a shunt to a current meter, the reduction in

deflection being a measure of the resistance. To cover a wide range of
low resistances in one instrument the author devised a multi-ran^g
extension of this scheme, which has been embodied in the Cambridge
“ Resistance Meter shown in Fig. 5.8, as dne of the many accessories

available for use with the Cambridge “ Unipivot Versatile Galvano-
meter ” to which it is attached. The same scale applies for all four

ranges, covering from 0*001 to 1,000 O with reasonable accuracy and the

scale fact^ are all multiffies of 10. There is no possibility of bumping
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Fig. 5.8—The “ Unipivot Versatile Galvanometer ” can be usedfor accurate
work in conjurfction with a great variety of accessories. A multi-range

ohmmeter manufactured to the author's design is shown. (Cambridge
Instrument Co., Ltd.)

the pointer, even if the unknown resistance fluctuates between zero and
infinity, as may approximately happen when one is joggling a switch

to test its contacts. The voltage employed (2 max.) is sufficiently low
not to give a misleading indication by breaking through surface skins.

But when testing the absence of a conducting path it is usually

desirable to apply a high voltage, to ensure that the insulation under
test is capable of withstanding it. For this the Megger, made by
Evershed & Vignoles, is the accepted instrument. As high>resistance

testing at high voltage forms a relatively small part of the work of

most radio laboratories, the cost of the full-sized Meggers puts them
out of reach of all except rather lavish establishments, but the “ Megger
Tester Series 3 ” illustrated in Fig. 5.9 and 10 is relatively inexpensive.

A typical machine generates 500 V and is scaled from 10 kl2 to 50 MO.
The reading is independent of the speed at which the generator handle

is turned, provided that the capacitance of the circuit tested does not

exceed about 4 (iF. Other models are obtainable with a choice

of scales up to 200,000 MO at 10,000 V, if need be. When it is not

necessary to be independent of an electricity supply, the testing voltage

can be generated in the usual way with a step-up transformer and
rectifier.

For the measurement of still higher resistances by means of valves,

see Sec. 5.18.

For installation testing it is very helpful to have a portable instrument

with both megohm and low ohm ran^s. The Everett Edgctunbe
“ Metrohm ”, which is energized by an internal 9-V battery, has one
range of 0*1 to lOOQ , using a 1 -3 mA meter in a Fig. 5.6 type of circuit;

throwing a switch connects the battery to a transistor voltage trans-

former yielding (in one model) 500 V in series with the meter to measure
0’15 to SO MO . A printed circuit is used.

5.9. VIBRATION GALVANOMETERS
Although not exactly a pdnler instrument, the vibration galvano-

meter may be mentioned here. It can be either of the moving-coil



Fig. 5.9—Insulation and Continuity Tester Series 3, a direct-reading

ohmmeter incorporating a hand-driven generator. High and low
resistance scales are selected by the switch on the side

A.C.
QENERATOR

Fig, 5.10—Circuit of the Series 3 Tester. With switch arms in

the positions shown it is connected for insulation testing. With

infinite resistance, current flows only through the control coil,

causing the pointer to be held in the position shown. Any current

flowing through the resistance under test traverses the deflection

coil and causes a corresponding deflection. For continuity or

lovMresisianee tests, the switch arms are to the left and the deflection

coil is inparalM; the dPpHed voltage is reducedfrom 500 to about 4
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or moving-iron type; if the former, the word “ coil ” must be inter-

preted rather broadly, as the moving element usually consists of a
fine wire through which the signal current passes between the poles

of a permanent magnet. If the current is alternating, the moving
element vibrates, and as it has a very sharp mechanical resonance the

response is highly sensitive to signals of a particular frequency. The
vibration is made visible by a lamp and lens system. . The principal

application is to bridge work at frequencies of the order of SO c/s, at

which it is extremely sensitive and has the great advantage of practically

ignoring harmonics and other currents that might tend to obscure the

null point. Vibration galvanometers are usually fairly expensive; an
alternative with a rather wider range of usefulness is a sharply tuned
amplifier with mker or other indicator (Sec. 5.23). Both the frequency
and sharpness of tuning can readily be adjustable over wide ranges.

5.10. DIGITAL METERS

The accuracy of a pointer type of meter is strictly limited. As can be
gathered from Sec. 5.3, it is only under favourable conditions that

measurements with the everyday quality of instrument can be relied

upon within 2%. The cost of higher precision increases more rapidly

than inverse proportion to the error, and tends to infinity in the region

of 0’1%. Some care and skill is needed to make precise readings.

Greater accuracy and reliability are obtained by potentiometer measure-
ments (Sec. 10.2) but they require even more skill and time. By the

use of digital computor techniques, however, measurements can be
made automatically with great accuracy and speed, and no skill at all.

Another advantage is that the readings can be fed directly into a com-
putor. An all-transistor digital voltmeter described by R. C. Bowes
and J. C. Gill {Proc. I.E.E., Vol. 106, Part B, Supp. 18, May 1959),

being intended primarily for this purpose, works in binary digits. The
methods adopted differ widely, but one thing they have in common is

complexity and high cost. In general, the accuracy depends on that of
the standards contained (usu^ly voltage reference devices and wire-

wound resistors) and on the way in which the quantity to be measured
is compared with them.

A digital voltmeter described by H. Sutcliffe {E. & R. E., May 1959)

is in effect an electronically operated potentiometer, in which the

voltage to be measured is compared with one developed in the instru-

ment. The difference between them varies the internal voltage until

it equals the external, and the answer is displayed to four figures on
“ Dekatron ” tubes. The range of measurement is O’l mV to 10 V,

the maximum error 0*02% of full scale (1 V or 10 V), the maximum
time to make a measurement 1 second, and the maximum input current

OOOl {iA.

Several types can be bought; in most of them, such as the Solartron

LM901 and LM902, the voltage is displayed in figures. The latter

measures up to 1,599 V in five ranges, to an accurst^ of 0*1 %, and is
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Operated almost entirely by transistors. The same firm produces
digital ohmmeters and bridges.

The principles and applications of digital measurements have been
expounded by P. R. Darrington (IV.W., June 1961).

5.11. CLIP-AROUND METERS
Another device which provides great convenience where the nature

of the work justifies the expense is the clip-around or clip-on meter,
enabling current to be measured without breaking the circuit. A.c.

presents no great difficulty, as the conductor carrying the current to be
measured acts as the one-turn primary of a transformer, and the
clip-on probe the core, on which a secondary is wound. Since the

voltage generated is obviously very low, an amplifier is needed between
the probe and meter, as considered in Sec. 5.22. Use of the probe
increases the error somewhat—e.g., 5%, compared with 2% for the

main instrument—and is liable to interference from stray a.c. fields,

so provision for alternative connection across a low resistance in the

circuit is usual. The Dawe Type 618 “ Milliclamp ” comprises a
probe and an adapter for enabling it to be used with a valve voltmeter

or oscilloscope. The current range is from a few hundred (xA to

10 A, at frequencies between 7 c/s and 1 Mc/s. The Hewlett-Packard
Model 456A probe has a frequency range of 25 c/s to 20 Mc/s.
For measuring d.c., its steady field around the conductor is applied

in the probe to what is virtually a small magnetic amplifier. An a.c.

signal fed to this is normally balanced out, but the magnetic field un-
balances it and allows a proportionate alternating voltage to appear
at the input to the amplifier driving the meter. Such an instrument is

particularly useful for transistor work, where current rather than volt-

age is important and the insertion of a milliammeter is liable to change
the conditions; and for computors, in which very many readings are

required. Another useful feature is that the sum or difference of
currents can be read by clipping the probe round two wires at once.

This is a help in balancing push-pull amplifiers. It is a pity that the

clip-on facility multiplies the price so many-fold.

The Hewlett-Packard Model 428A has six ranges, 3 mA to 1 A f.s.d.,

and an accuracy with 3% ± 0-1 mA. A.c. in the test circuit with a
peak value less than full-scale affects accuracy less than 2%. The
probe induces less than 15 mV a.v. and less than 0-5 [xH into the test

circuit. Fig. 5.11 shows the appearance. The Solartron AM 1002 is

a valveless instrument with similar ranges, and rather less reaction on
the circuit—^less than 0-5 fxV and 0-05 fxH.

5.12. METER RECTIFIERS

In the instruments just described, the indicators are assisted by
amplification, which is much used for increasing sensitivity without

making the meters more delicate. Those that are required to read

ax. or a.v. almost invariably use a moving-coil meter with a rectifier.
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as in Sec. 5.2. Before we go on to consider meters using amplification,

the |)rinciples of rectifiers used for measurement—with or without

ampUfication—deserve some more attention.

As we saw in Sec. 5.2, the matter is complicated by the question of
waveform and “ values ”. For many purposes one would like to

know r.m.s. values, because power is proportional to the square of

r.m.s. current or voltage, regardless of waveform. Unfortunately

Fig. 5.11—Hewlett-Packard clip-around milliammeter
Type 428A, by which d.c. can be measured without
lu'eaking the circuit. (Livingston Laboratories, Ltd.)

r.m.s. values are not shown by any simple and reliable rectifier typ of
meter. Hie tendency is to read either mean values (which are sddom
of much interest) or pak values, according to arrangement. If the

Kale is then marked in r.m.s. values, assuming ^e waveform, the

readings with other waveforms may have substantial errors (Sec. 5.2).

With the extensive use of non-sinusoidal wavdionns, cathode-ray

equipmmU has fimded to disifiaoe valve voltmeters and other rectifier
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meters, so that waveforms can be seen as well as measured; but for

many purposes a meter is more convenient.

A moving-coil meter in series with a perfect rectifier, no capacitor

being in circuit, shows mean values. If the rectifier is half-wave, the

means of positive and negative half-cycles can be read separately, by
reversing connections; if full-wave, the sum of both is shown, which-
ever way the instrument is connected. For power and audio fre-

quencies, the usual multi-range meter has a bridge-connected full-wave

copper-oxide rectifier, as in Fig. 5.12, where it is arranged as a volt-

meter, with multiplier R. Resistance should not be connected in

Fig. 5.12—Connection' of
moving-coil milliammeter
for use as an a.c. voltmeter

Fig. 5.13—Basic circuit of
diode voltmeter responsive

to nearly peak value

series with the meter itself, which should have a low resistance; the

voltage drop across it should not exceed 0.5. The reason for this, and
the bridge connection, is that the instrument type of rectifier cannot
stand much reverse voltage.

Owing to the curvature of the rectifier characteristic, the linear part

of the voltmeter scales is displaced from zero about 0-5 V. For the

same reason, current ranges cannot be obtained in the usual d.c. manner
by shunts; a current transformer is needed. Further information is

given in Westinghouse Brake & Signal Co’s Publication MR3.
Much higher frequencies can be covered by using suitable germanium

or silicon modes instead of copper-oxide, but the curvature extends to

rather higher voltages.

The mean value of sinusoidal half-cycles is Ijtr ( = 0*318) times the

peak value, and this is what is indicated by a d.c. voltmeter in series wUh
a sin^e diode. By simply connecting a sufficiently larM capacitance

across the voltmeter, the deflection is increased three-fold to nearly

the^k value. So unless there is any particular reason for preferring

readings proportional to the mean vdue, this is commonly done,
esped&y in valve voltmeters. Because the basic circuit (Fig. 5.13)

looks so simple it toids to receive little consideration. But it is less

simple than it looks, and after several decades of use is still often mis-

undNstood. The foUowtng is an outline the auftior’s attempt
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(W.W., March 1952, and June and July 1954; mathematically, in W.E.,

Feb. 1955) to clarify its working.

5.13. THE DIODE VOLTMETER

If the diode were a perfect rectifier and R were infinite (open-circuit),

C would charge up to the peak value of V (Fmax) and if there were no
leakage would remain so indefinitely. Some leakage path (R) is

necessary to enable the rectified voltage (Ka) to follow changes in V.

Va is then bound to fall somewhat between successive positive peaks,

as in Fig. 5.14, and the shortage has to be made up by the source re-

charging C at these peaks. ( If the time constant CR is long compared
with one cycle, and the resistance of the charging circuit (source of V,

plus forward resistance of diode) is much less than R, the recharging

is confined to a small fraction of the cycle near the peak, as shown.
For example, if Kmax is 10 V and R 100 kQ the discharging current

is nearly O-l mA; and if the recharging occupied one-twentieth of
the cycle the charging current /would have to average 20 x 0-1 = 2mA
over that time. So the resistance of the rectifier would be infinite for

95% of each cycle and only 10/2 = 5 ktl during the remaining 5 %.
The single constant resistance (R’) that would run away with the same
amount of power as the whole rectifier system can be calculated as

follows. On the assumption just made, practically all the power
dissipation is in R, and as the voltage across R is nearly Fmax all the

time this dissipation is V^muxIR watts, = 2 V^xmalR'- By definition

of R', this is equal to F^rms/R', so R' = R/2.

Fig. 5.13 necessitates a d.c. path throu^ the source, and as this

is often lacking in a.c. circuits the rectifier is usually rearranged as in

Fig. 5.15. What is often overlooked, however, is that R is now con-

tinuously across F, so R' is equal to R/2 in parallel with R; that is to

say, R/3.

When the source of F is a sharply resonant circuit, its flywheel

effect keeps the input waveform reasonably sinusoidal (Sec. 4.16) so

notwithstanding the extreme unsteadiness of the rectifier load its

general effect is the same as that produced by a constant resistance R'.

But when the source is a non-resonant generator, such as the output
of a valve with resistance coupling, the effect is quite different, because
it has no stored power with which to meet the brief but heavy load
during the recharging phase. Consequently the positive peak is much
more heavily cut. which means not only waveform distortion but a
corresponding drop in the indicated voltage. Fig. 5.16showshowsmall
the 80urce-plu8-{liode forward resistance (denoted by r) has to be,

compared with R, in order to avoid an appreciable drop in indicated

voltage Fd compared with peak “ signal ” voltage, Fmax. Even when
r is only one-hundredth of R it causes an error of nearly 10 %, and if it

woe equal to R the voltmeter would cut the voltage down to one-fifth 1

Hie effects of this on valve-voltmeter design are far-reaching.

Obviously in Fig. 5.13 R cannot be nmde enormously large if there is



Fig, 5,14—Rectified voltageiY^ and
current (/) in relation to input

voltage iV) in diode rectifier

Fig, 5,15—Parallelform of diode
voltmeter, which does not necessi-^

tate a conductive source

0*0001 0*0003 0*001 0*003 0*01 0*03
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R

Fig, 5,16—mfect of the ratio rjR (input and diode resistance to

load resistance) on efficiency of didde rectification

9
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to be a reasonable meter current. Even when there is an amplifier
between R and the meter, special precautions are needed to enable R
to be as much as 1 MO without appreciable error due to amplifier
input conductance.
Assuming 1 MQ, however. Fig. 5.16 shows that an r of 3 MO causes

5% error, which on a 100-V range is much greater than that due to an
ormnary 1,000 Q /V metal-i ectifier voltmeter ! And the diode type needs
an indicator 10 times as sensitive. So, for work on non-resonant circuits

c R|

Fig. 5.17—The influence of the values of the
components marked here on the performance
of the diode rectifier is discussed in the text

at least, the common assumption that almost any valve voltmeter loads
the circuit less than an ordinapr voltmeter is ill-founded. And that is

before even beginning to consider input capacitance.
In reckoning source resistance, the forward resistance of the rectifier

itself cannot be left out of account. Although with an input of several
volts it may be of the order of 500 O , at low voltages it rises to thousands
of ohms, sufficient on its own to cause an appreciable discrepancy
between output and peak input; in fact this is the cause of the well
known non-linearity of the calibration towards the zero end—the
“ bottom bend ” which cannot be got rid of, however large R is made.

It should be noted that the change from series (Fig. 5.13) to shunt
(Fig. 5.15) causes Fa to be accompanied by the full alternating voltage
V as weU; and to prevent this from overloading any following amplifier
and othermse making a nuisance of itself it is usual to put a filter

between diode and amplifier. What must not be overlooked is the
effect of this on R'. In Fig. 5.17, if the amplifier can be neglected, the
d.c. resistance remains as R, but the a.c. resistance is R in parallel with
Ri ; so R' is Rjl in parallel with R and R^.
A higher value is obtained if R is connected across Ci, but Vo is

reduced. (A v'2 : 1 reduction makes the output approximately
equal to Vrtuh assuming sinusoidal input.) Sometimes resistance is

connected across Ci wi&out removing R; this arrangement reduces
input ^stance without any advantage.
Unlike other diode rectifiers, the thermionic type gives an output

voltage with no input. In typical diodes it is roug^y proportional to
heater voltage (Vb), above h^f the rated voltage, and is iWly accurately
proportional to the logarithm of R when R is not less than about
50 ko. A tyiHcal value of this zero disifiacement voltage for rated
Vb and J? = 1 Mo is 0-5 V. There is little if anything to gained
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by under-running the heater; the best remedy is to balance the

undesired voltage out with that from another diode of the same type,

which automatically preserves the balance when Vn varies,

gjpne result of the bottom bend is that voltages much below 0-1

can hardly be measured at all. Another is that at least up to several

volts one cannot use the same linear scale for all ranges;j The only

effective remedy is pre-diode amplification, which calls for skilful

design to avoid drastic reduction in accuracy or frequency range or

both. But it gets over the still more troublesome source-resistance

difficulty. See Sec. 5.22.

A solution of the bottom-bend scale difficulty—but a very incon-

venient one—is to use calibration curves. Another is to have separate

scales for the non-linear ranges, but the poor meter may be already

overloaded with scales for current, resistance, capacitance, etc.

Perhaps the most convenient to use, though a little troublesome to

provide, is a system which varies the filter resistances of the active and
balancing diode so as to make all the linear parts of the curves pass

through zero and have the correct slope. This leaves only one non-
linear calibration, on the lowest a.v. range. The method is explained

in the March 1952 JV.JV. article mentioned, and an example is given

in Sec. 5.21.

At high frequencies the capacitance of the diode is important. For
v.h.f., particularly, it is necessary to use a miniature uncapped diode
such as the Mazda 6D1 (l-6pF), mounted in the head of a flexible

probe so that it can be brought right to the point where the voltage

is to be measured. Even more important, perhaps, is to ensure that

the input capacitance has as nearly as possible zero power factor, so that

it does not substantially increase the power loss caused by the rectifier.

C is usually a low-loss ceramic type, but at low frequencies its

capacitance would be insufficient; for these the probe is arranged to

plug into the main body of the voltmeter so that a larger C is connected

in parallel (Fig. 5.26). To keep the error due to it below about 1 %, the

time constant CR should be at least 20 times the period of the lowest

frequency; say 1 (megohm-microfarads) for 20 c/s.

5.14. PEAK-TO-PEAK AND R.M.S. METERS
Unless one wants to measure the peak values of positive and negative

half-cycles separately, a fairer single measure of (say) waveforms with
even harmonics is given by a type of instrument that measures peak-to-

peak values. This is done by the voltage-doubler rectifying circuit

shown in Fig. 5.18, known also as the diode pump circuit. The
effective input resistance R' is approximately R/4, but if /? is doubled
(as compared with Fig. 5. 13) R' is the same and since the output voltage

is also doubled the meter current is the saipe. ( In general, in order to

avoid excessive source-resistance error and loading (discussed in Sec.

5.13) R would be too high for direct operation of a meter, and amplifi-

cation is used, the voltage doubling then being directly advantageous.)

An example is the well-known “ Heathkit ” valve voltmeter, in whidi a
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double-diode valve works into a load resistance of SO M(2
. Q and

C, are O-Ol ^F.
Thermionic diodes have several disadvantages : their relatively high

forward resistance (r in Fig. 5,16, which tells the story), zero-input

current to be balanced out, heater current, and size. Crystal diodes

are more compact and convenient, have no zero-input current, and

Fig. 5.18— Voltage-doubler or

pump diode circuit, for
measuringpeak-to-peak values

can be obtained with very low forward resistance; but the advantage
of low r tends to be offset by appreciable reverse current, which limits

the possible R. Such diodes—junction types—^also have a low upper
frequency limit. But below 1 Mc/s or so they are usually to be pre-

ferred. Silicon is better than germanium for small reverse current and
its relative indifference to temperature.

If there is a need to measure r.m.s. values regardless of waveform,
the output to the moving-coil meter must be proportional to the

square of the input. ( The meter itself (aided by a capacitor) finds the

mean. YAnd the square root is extracted by its non-linear scale.) The
first of these three is the great problem. Certain valves, notably small

triodes, have a square-law characteristic over a useful range, which
can be found by plotting change in anode current against the square of
the alternating grid voltage causing it, and noting to what extent the

graph is a straight line. /The valve operates as an anode-bend detector.

Both zero setting and calibration are greatly affected by variation in

anode and grid voltages, anode-circuit resistance, and the valve itself)

so this is not a convenient or reliable type of valve voltmeter, though it

is capable of good results in skilled and patient hands. There are,

however, more refined valve-characteristic methods; see R. M.
Huey and J. E. Longfoot {E.E., July 1960).

Another technique is to build up an approximation to a parabolic

characteristic curve with a number of more or less straight sections,

brought in successively by biased crystal diodes as the input voltage

rises. Fewer of these are needed to give an acceptable approximation
than one might expect; for instance, three diodes for a maximum errot

of about ±2%. Fig. S.19 shows the type of circuit and characteristic

used in the Bruel & Kjaer A.F. Spectrometer.* In general, the

* B, A K. Tedadccd Review, July 1958.
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relatively low input impedance—as well as the demand for millivolt

ranges—necessitates prior amplification, which brings such instru-

ments into the next Section; but reference may be made here to the
Dawe Type 612 R.M.S. Valve Voltmeter which makes use of this kind
of diode curve-shaping system. See also T. Roddam (W.W., Aug.
1951) and the relevant part of a valve-voltmeter review {E.T., Mar.
I960, p. 101).

Yet another technique is to use a meter of the thermal type (which
is inherently r.m.s. responsive) preceded by a stable amplifier, as in the

Cossor Model 1453, which has nine ranges, from 31-6 mV to 316 V
f.s.d., at 50 c/s to 10 Mc/s. The Muirhead D-930-A precision r.m.s.

decade voltmeter {Muirhead Technique, Jan. 1961) uses a lamp bridge

as a null indicator, and a decade attenuator and range switch as the
indicating elements; the frequency range is 5 c/s to 100 kc/s, and the

Fig, 5.19—(a) Circuit approximation to square^Iaw characteristic

curve of rectifier meter using law^shaping diodes and resistors

instrument is in a class by itself for accuracy, the error being of
the order of 0’05 %.

5.15. AMPLIFIER-AIDED METERS
The two main reasons for using amplifiers have just been mentioned:

for increasing the sensitivity; and for reducing the eflfect of connecting
the instrument, by substituting a high input impedance for that of a
meter or rectifier. ^pThese advantages are at the cost of increased

liability to error on account of possible variations in gain; reduced
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convenience; and, of course, money! The first of these is minimized
by use of negative feedback; the second, by transistors, which help to

free instruments from bondage to the mains, and reduce the bulk;

the third seems to be left largely to the growth of prosperity.

For measuring direct voltage, obviously the meter is preceded by a
stable d.c. amplifier. For alternating voltage there is a choice of
arrangement: a d.c. amplifier following the rectifier; an a.c. amplifier

preceding it; or both. (If voltmeters and voltages are mentioned most
of the time, it is because current is usually measured by the drop in

voltage across a known impedance.) The difficulty about d.c. ampli-

fiers is that there is no very simple and effective way of distinguishing

current changes due to a small voltage being measured from those

due to other causes such as changes in valve characteristics, feeds, and
temperature. Much progress has been made in the design of stable

d.c. amplifiers, but designers still sometimes prefer to dodge the

difficulties by converting the d.c. signal to a.c. and amplifying that.

Such amplification is easy, because it is at a fixed frequency of one’s

choice.

Amplification of a.c. (i.e., before rectification) is especially attractive

in a.c. voltmeters, because the inevitable non-linearity of even the best

rectifiers causes increasing difficulty with scales as the voltage to be
measured decreases, and makes reasonable accuracy difficult much
below 1 V, and any measurement at all almost impossible at a few
millivolts. Moreover, a rectifier is not a good kind of load to connect

directly to a circuit (Secs. 5.13; 10.1). But however easy a.c. amplifi-

cation may be at a fixed frequency or over a moderate range of fre-

quency, it is difficult to keep constant from say 20 c/s to many Mc/s.
This, then, is the chief problem in pre-detector amplification.

5.16. RESISTANCE TRANSFORMERS
An amplifier is of great value to a voltmeter even if it gives no

voltage amplification at all. Ideally, a voltmeter would take no current

from the circuit under test. But the most suitable type of indicator

does take current. What is needed is an intervening unit, having
infinite input resistance, zero—or known and constant—output resist-

ance, and a constant voltage amplification ratio, even if it is only 1:1.
It is the fact that valves can readily be arranged to approximate to this

ideal that makes them so valuable for the purpose. It will be seen
that such arrangements function primarily as resistance transformers
rather than amplifiers. Though they necessarily give a large current

amplification, their precise value is not a significant parameter, so the

description “ current amplifier ” is hardly appropriate.
The disadvantages of a single valve in this role are that when working

reasonably linearly there is a large initial anode curivnt to flow through
the meter, and that this current varies with valve and feed variations.

The first trouble can be overcome by using the valve as one arm of a
resistance bridge; and, as both can be largely overcome by using a
similar valve as one of the other arms, a twin-valve arrangement, one
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variety of which is sketched in Fig. 5.20, is the basis of most valve

voltmeters.

The relative merits of this (and the alternative with load resistors and
meter on the anode side) and the corresponding single-valve volt-

meters, are discussed in a valuable article by P. Popper and G. White
(W.E., Dec. 1948). See also J. D. Clare {W.E., July 1948) on the Fig.

5.17 type. The second valve does nothing to increase the sensitivity,

Fig. 5.20—The cathode-loadedform of the twin-triode

d.v. amplifier commonly used in vaive voltmeters

reckoned as meter-current change per volt input change; in fact, it

halves it. But by automatically balancing out most of the undesired

variations it enables a more sensitive meter to be used, thereby increas-

ing sensitivity in terms of deflection. The advantage of cathode con-
nection is the much lower output resistance than with anode connection.

Working as a cathode follower, each valve has an output resistance of
about l/gm, which with a valve of, say, 5 mA/V is 200 Q . Ri and R 2

are assumed large in comparison. The resistance in series with the

meter therefore consists of its range-adjusting multiplier, R^, and
nearly twice the output resistance ofeach valve. On the high ranges the

latter is only a small proportion of the whole, so variations in it do not
substantially aflect the calibration; but if a low-reading range is used a
major part of the meter-circuit resistance is “ electronic ” rather than
the more reliable wire-wound sort. In the circuit shown, if jRj and /?*

are large, the anode current—and hence gm and the valve’s output
resistance—^is determined almost entirely by /?* and the right-hand grid

voltage with respect to supply-negative, so it is sufiicient to stabilize

that grid voltage.

Tl» need for any stabilization can be avoided if the amplifier has so

little output resistance that variations in it tiave negligible effect on the

calibration. Special types of triode such as the E88CC have gm as

hi^ as 12’5 mA/V, corresponding to less than 1600 total series valve

resistance in this circuit. But it is just the high-gm types of i^ve that
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least fulfil the other ideal—^infinite input resistance. It is not always

realized that merely applying negative bias does not necessarily make
grid current negligible. Comparison of anode current with and with*

out a high resistance—say 50 MO—between grid and bias demonstrates

this clearly. (The maker’s maximum working grid-to-cathode circuit

resistance for the E88CC valve is 1 MO !) As much as 1 ‘5-2 V nega-

tive bias is needed to cut off ordinary grid current; beyond that there

is current of opposite sign from several causes. For example, if the

anode is at 100 V, anode-to-grid leakage through 100,000 MO is

enough to make the grid 0-2 V more positive when 20 MO is in the

grid lead! Ordinary valve holders are useless in such circumstances;

materials such as PTFE are recommended.
There are special electrometer valves such as the ME1400 designed

for extremely high input resistance. Without going to the slight extra

expense of these, one can get results several orders better than usual by
choosing a type such as EF86 which is known to have exceptionally

low input conductance when run with low anode and heater voltages.*

With suitable precautions the grid current of this valve can be kept
below 0-001 tiA.

These conditions are exactly opposite to those for low output resist-

ance and a robust inexpensive meter. The answer is to use a two-stage

amplifier, with appropriate input and output valves. The greater

amplification presents the opportunity for greater negative feedback
and consequent stability. To maintain the highest standard of per-

formance a second similar pair is needed as a balance.

5.17. A HIGH-STABILITY VALVE VOLTMETER
A circuit devised by the author, very similar in appearance to certain

others of the foregoing general description, but differing in important
details, approximates very closely to the ideal by combining:

(1) Input conductance less than 10~“ mho (with under-run
EF86 valves), which could , bd' f’educed still further if necessary by
using electrometer valves;

(2) Output resistance less than 5 (1 , i.e., negligible even on a 0 to 1 -5

V range using a 0 to 3 mA movement;
(3) Output voltage equal to input voltage within a fraction of 1 %,

for any meter resistance from 300Q to infinity; so that the amplifier

can be used as a resistance transformer for any voltmeter without the

need for recalibration.

• “ H.F. Pentodes in Electrometer Circuits ”, by K. D. E. Crawford. E.E.,
July 1948.

" Receiving Valves Suitable for Electrometer Use ”, by G. A. Hay. E.E,
July 1951.

“ Pre-amplifier Pentode, Type EF86 ”, by W. A. Ferguson. M.T.C., May
1954.

There is also the unconventional solution of using die anode as the input
electrode and the grid as the output, with a transistor as current amplifier. No
h.t. is required, and d.v. ranges from 0-3 to 600 V f.s.d. are feasible:

“ Inverted Triode Voltmeto’ ”, by R. B. Rowson and A. P. Williams. IV. fV.,

Aug. 1960.
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(4) No significaat change in calibration or zero setting on varying

mains voltage 10% or output-valve characteristics 100%, without

any supply-voltage stabilization.

A full account of this type appears in W. fV., Jan. 1952, and a briefer

one in Electronics, Dec. 1951. iFig. 5.21 is the basic circuit. Each
half of the amplifier is in effect a voltage stabilizer of the Fig. 4.6 type;

the two halves are coupled by Rg. When a voltage Vi is applied to the

terminals so marked, an equal voltage Vo appears between the output
terminals. Exact equality is obtained by pre-setting Rg and Ry, winch
compensate for the slight voltage loss iathe amplifier ; R7 serves also for

zero adjustment. Fig. 5.22 is the circuit of a high-grade “ electronic

test meter ” embodying this system, which, with the values shown and
lower-limit supply voltage, handles rather more than ±50 V with
practically perfect linearity, j It was described fully in W. W., Aug.
1954. Using a 0 to 3 mA meter, ranges with full-scale readings of

± 1 -5, 5, 15 and 50 V are obtained by the usual multipliers in series with
the meter; the hi^er ranges (150, 500 and 1,500 V) by a high-resistance

input-potential divider. (This also forms part of the rectifier output
circuit for a.v. ; see Sec. 5.21.)

5.18. VALVE OHMMETERS
A valuable feature of a d.v. valve voltmeter is the ease with which

wide-range ohmmeter facilities can be incorporated. Fig. 5.22 shows
provision for mid-scale resistance ranges of 1, 10, 100 and 1,000 ko,
applicable to the scale of Fig. 5.7, giving satisfactoi^ reading from
100 O to 10 Mo and rou^ readings over an additional decade at
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each end. The resistance to be measured is connected between the

terminals marked “ R Use is made of the veiy high input

resistance of V, to include a facility for testing insulation, connected
between the terminals marked “ Ins.”, with “ (E) ” as the guard
terminal (Sec. 9.7). A special scale is needed for tUs, reading up to

1,000 Mo, with indications up to 5,000 Mo.
The Southern Instruments M1501 E.R.I.C. Universal Meter is a

versatile d.c. instrument basically similar to that just described, with
voltage, current and resistance ranges, and a “ memory ” device for

storing voltage readings. The input current is only 10““ A.
If very high resistances are to be measured it is generally better to

design a spedal instrument for the purpose. Obviously the choice of
input valve is of first importance. The author has found a selected

and under-run EF37A (the ME1400 is virtually this) satisfactory for

seven decade ranges from 0-1 Mo to at least 1 MMo with rough
indications up to 10 MMo (10“ O). The instrument is, in effect, a

0 to 5V d.v. voltmeter; its main features are shown in Fig. 5.23.

Standard test voltage for insulation is 500, but resistance usually

depends very considerably on voltage, and a lower test voltage is

provided to check voltage coefficient and for resistances that are un-

stable at the higher voltage. Stabilization of the test voltage is of the

utmost importance, especially in measuring the leakage of capacitors.

So, too, is the insulation of the input grid and the range switch—

a

ceramic type. Details of this instnunent and its use have been given

(IF. IF., Nov. 1953).

The design and use of electronic megohmmeters are discussed by
H. G. M. Spratt (fV. W., Oct. 1948), and details have been given of a
General Radio instrument reading 0-5 MO to 2 MMO (G.R.E.

Nov. 1951). For a simple low-reading megohmmeter (5 ko to

5 MO), see W. H. Cazaly (IF. IF., Sept. 1949).

5.19. D.c. AMPLIFIERS

The design of direct-coupled amplifiers functioning essentially as

resistance transformers rather than amplifiers has been considered in

Sec. 5.16. Now we come to types ^ving a large voltage and/or current

amplification, with the primary object of enabling smaller voltages or
currents to be measured. If the ideal of infinite or zero input resist-

ance respectively can be approximated, so much the better, of course.

But the massive problem in high-^n d.c. amplifiers is stability

—

absence of zero drift. (Gain stability can be achieved, as with a.c.

amplifiers, by use of negative feedback.) D.C. amplification has
developed into such a large and complex subject that there is room for

only a brief outline.

Where a high input resistance (many megohms) is necessary, valves

are indicated. Transistors are more suitable where low input resistance

is required (in current amplifiers) or can be tolerated. Although they
are inherently more subject to internal variatimis than valves, especially
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temperature effects, the absence of heaters and the generally better

ratio of signal to feed current are a help, and transistor d.c. amplifiers

can be produced with as good or better stability than valve amplifiers.

Apart from the question of valves or transistors, there are two main
classes of d.c. amplifier : those in which there is direct coupling through-

out, and various artifices are employed to minimize drift; and those in

which the problem is dodged by “ chopping ” the d.c. signal into a.c.

of a convenient frequency for amplification, and then restoring it to

d.c. for the meter. This scheme is basically similar to the superhetero-

dyne, and the “ chopper ” can be considered as a modulator or fre-

quency changer.

The latter class can be subdivided according to the type of chopper
employed : mechanical, electronic, photoelectric, Hall-efect, or ca^d-
tance modulator. The first of these is the most straightforward, but
not quite so ideally simple as might be supposed. One’s first attempt is

likely to produce a substantial signal output without any input; this

comes from thermoelectric contact effects and/or stray pick up, espe-

cially from the vibrator energizing circuit. Gold or platinum contacts

and careful screening are essential. Nor is drift entirely avoided;
slight changes in the setting of the contacts, so that the mark/space
ratio varies, are liable to affect both the zero and the overall gain.

Nevertheless, this solution has been adopted in a number of com-
mercial instruments. A good example is the Philips Type GM.6010
d.c. millivoltmeter. The d.v. to be measured is passed through a filter

to remove any a.v. components, and is then converted to a square wave
by a vibrator driven by a valve oscillator. The a.v. is amplified in a
three-stage valve amplifier and fed to the tuned primary of an output
transformer. Rectification between the secondary and the meter is

effected by another contact on the vibrator. To ensure that the gain is

correct for the calibration, it can be checked and adjusted by com-
paring the filament battery voltage direct with the same voltage after

having been passed through an attenuator and the amplifier. This

instrument is battery operated, has seven ranges from 1 mV to 300 V
f.s.d., and the maximum error is stated to be less than 5%. The same
firm has a 15-range instrument, GM.6020 (0-1 mV to 1,000 V f.s.d.).

Another instrument using a mechanical chopper, intended as a sul>

stitute for a sensitive galvanometer in d.c. bridge work, and therefore

confined to low ranges (0*3, 3 and 30 mV), also battery operated, is

made by Rivlin Instruments. An obvious advantage, as compared
with the galvanometer, is its relative immunity from mechanical and
electrical damage, for a robust type of meter is used, and the current

through it is limited by the amplifier. The Airmec Type N.855 is a
d.c. amplifier only, for general use with meters, relays, etc. The
chopper is a pair of relays energized by the 50 c/s supply, the overall

voltage gain is normally 1,000, the zero drift is given as < ± 50 pV in

10 hours, and the input impedance is 4 MQ and output 35-70Q . .The

Solartron AA.900 is a more elaborate d.c. ampUfler with multiple

feedback loops to achieve exceptional stability. The signal frequency
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range extends from zero to 40 kc/s (imusual for a chopper type),

the voltage gain is variable up to 2,000 with an accuracy of i: 1 %, the

drift < ± 2 (aV over 40 hours, and input and output impedances 100

kO and < 1 Q respectively.

The idea of substituting semiconductor devices for mechanical con-
tacts is attractive, but suffers from the disadvantage that neither open-
circuit nor closed circuit is complete. Design is treated by H.
Kemhadjian (M.T.C., Dec. 1958).

A photoelectric chopper is employed in the Hewlett-Packard Model
412A d.c. valve voltmeter, which has 13 ranges from 1 mV to 1,000 V
f.s.d., for which an accuracy of ± 1 % of f.s.d. is claimed. The instru-

ment also has 13 current ranges and 9 resistance ranges, and can be
used asa X 1 ,000 amplifier. Modulation and synchronous demodulation,
at input and output of the selective a.c. amplifier, is obtained by 50 c/s

interruption of a light beam focused on photoconductors. Model
425A, working on the same principle, is even more sensitive; the

lowest ranges are ± 10 |aV and ± 10 iajaA f.s.d.

Where an ultra-high input resistance is required (up to as much as
10^* O) the capacitance modulator is the choice. It usually takes the

form of a vibrating reed, which periodically varies the capacitance in

series with such a high resistance that the charge due to the d.v. to be
measured remains practically constant throughout the vibrator cycle.

Since V = QJC, an alternating voltage is generated across the reed

capacitance, and is amplified. The input resistance is limited only by
the quality of the insulation. Because of this, such instruments are

usually classed as electrometers. Examples are made by Electronic

Instruments, Ericsson Telephones and Ekco Electronics.

In direct-coupled or " straight ” d.c. amplifiers a favourite zero-

statalizing device is the connecting of valves or transistors in balanced
pairs, either as in Fig. 5.20 or in “ long-tailed pair ” (i.e., with a com-
mon cathode resistor of relatively high value). Stabilization of feed

voltages is another obvious means. So far as transistors are con-

cerned, the article by Kemhadjian mentioned above is an excellent

review of both strai^tand chopper design, with a comparative table

of ty|»cal performance. Most of the trouble with transistors is due
to temperature changes, affecting three parameters: (1) inverse leakage

current Ico; (2) base-emitter voltage Fbe; (3) amplification factor ote.

Unfortunately all three tend to increase collector current with tempera-

ture. (1) can be largely excluded, and (3) considerably reduced, by
usmg dlicon. (2) is minimized by a high external base resistance.

The effects of short-term temperature changes can be further reduced

by mounting the transistors in a substantial metal block, and still

more by autoihatic temperature control. The tabulated comparison
gives, as typical temperature coeffirients of zero drift, 100 t^V/^C for

germanium or silicon long-tailed-pair amfdifiers with a voltage gain of
SOO, improved to 5 |aV/°C by tonperature control. As little as 0*5

m{tV/'’C is givra for a transistor (Copper type with a gain of 10,000.

less suligect to tmnpmture effects, valves me more sutgect to
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feed fluctuations, and stabilization of heater voltage as well as h.t. is

normally necessary. There are, however, methods of automatically

appljdng drift correction, either by rapid periodical withdrawal of the

amplifler from service, or continuous comparison of two am]riiflers.

Such methods are discussed by D. J. R. Martin {E. & R.E., Jan. and
Feb. 1958). Zero stability to within 100 pV is claimed without heater

supply stabilization. Similar methods have been used very successfully

with transistors. The same writer (£. & R.E., Dec. 1957) describes a

method of balancing valves so that heater-supply effects cancel out

more exactly. And D. Allenden (£.£., Jan. 1958) shows how zero

Fig. 5.24—Simple transistor d.c. amplifier enabling

full-scale deflection of a multi-range moving-coil
voltmeter to be obtained with IpA input

drift can be countered, making use of an electrometer valve (ME 1403)
having a filament current of only 8*2 mA.

It should be noted that there is usually little difRculty in making a
straight d.c. amplifier work over a wide range of frequency from zero
upwards, but use of the choj^r technique leads to complications in

this respect.

Fig. 5.24 is the simple basis of the circuit used in a pioneer transistor-

amplifier voltmeter—^the B.P.L. “ Trans-Ranger ”—^in which R is 1 MO
per volt full-scale. The ranges are from 0*1 to 500 f.s.d. The current
drain is so small (about 0*5 mA) that the battery is permanently con-
nected—^there is no on/off switch. Because of the variableness of
current amplification, provision is made for checking and adjusting the

calibration.

Constructional details of a more sensitive instrument, intended as a
null detector (d.c. galvanometer), are given by F. Oakes and E. W.
Lawson {W.W., Dec. 1957). It comprises two push-pull transistor

stages: lon^-tailed-pair first stage, and 50tO-50 (xA meter connected
bt^een emitters in the second stage. A fifth transistor is used for
temperature compensation ofthe first stage. The transistors arehoused
in a ftiennally insulated aluminium MbcL The lowest range is 0*05 {xA

and sh(Ht-t<nTn zero drift is not more than 5% of f.s.d. in 10
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minutes. A somewhat similar instrument is marketed by Ferguson
Radio. The power supply is a mercury battery, having a life of about
six months continuous running.

5.20. SIMPLE A.c. VALVE VOLTMETERS
Before going on to combinations of high-gain d.c. amplifiers with a

rectifier for measuring a.v., brief note should be taken of three single-

valve types, the basic circuits of which are shown in Fig. S.2S.

Fig. 5.25—Basic circuits of three types of a.v. voltmeter in

each of which a single valve is used as d.c. amplifier

(1) Cumulative-Grid. This is just the old leaky-grid detector, which
can be regarded as a Fig. 5.15 diode rectifier (grid and cathode) incor-

porated in a single-stage d.c. amplifier. It is the more sensitive of the

two original Moullin valve voltmeters, and because maximum deflection

of the meter is with zero input the pointer cannot be deflected off the

scale. For the same reason, zero stability is poor and the scale is non-
linear. In the Marconi Instruments TF.899A valve millivoltmeter

(Fig. 5.26) the natural sensitivity of this type is increased, and the zero

stabilized, by using it in a bridge circuit balanced by a second valve.

In this way a bottom range of 20 to 150 mV is obtained without pre-

detector amplification. The instrument, which has a probe, is effective

from 50 c/s to 100 Mc/s.

(2) Reflex. In this type, a Fig. 5.13 diode rectifier is incorporated in

a cathode follower. It is, in fact, sometimes called a cathode follower

or auto-bias valve voltmeter. Tlie d.v. negative feedback makes it a
more stable and less sensitive type than (a). It lends itself to multi-

ranging by varying R in steps, but the supply voltage must be adequate
—of the order of three times the highest peak signal voltage. The
scale is almost perfectly linear above about 2V. High readings are

af^roximately proportional to peak values, but low readings are some-
thing between peak and mean. This rather indefinite relationship is a
disadvantage if voltages of various waveforms have to be measured.
Omitting C converts it into a true cathode follower and multiplies the

scale readings by about 3; at the same time the readings are fairly

aocuratdy proportion^ to mean values of positive half-cycles.
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modification is best restricted to a.f., owing to the effect of stray

capacitance across R.
The accuracy of this tyi» is vulnerable to supply-voltage variations;

but in an article analysing it (W. W., Oct. 1949) the author has explained

a simple modification to overcome this disadvantage—a resistance

between anode and meter, equal to fiR. The theory is, in fact, based
on the I* bridge (Fig. 7.22). Fig. 5.27 shows a practical three-range

circuit using a 0 to 1 mA meter, incorporating this modification which

renders supply-voltage stabilization unnecessaiy. In Fig. 5.28 the

curves without the modification (full line) and with (dotted) show how
effective it is, not only at zero input but at all signal levels. For high

frequencies the electrolytic capacitors earthing cathode and anode

should be supplemented by r.f. types of, say, 5 nF, connected close up.

The 5 MO resistor is to prevent the grid from being open-drcuited,

and if desired a push-switch can be fitted to open-circuit it when work-

ing on high-impedance circuits. .

(3) Slide-Back. In this type, R is first adjusted so that with no V the

anode current is reduced to zero, or rather (because the “ zero ” is

uuMnite) some very small current, indicated by G. When V is

ari>lied, R is readjusted to give the same small reading on G; the

lO
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Vb

Fig. 5.27—Circuit diagram of reflex

valve voltmeter with supply-voltage com-
pensation. It is a useful and easily-made

type for general purposes

Fig, 5.28—Thefull lines^ which apply
to a reflex valve voltmeter without
compensation^ show how the meter
deflection depends on the supply
voltage, Vb. The readings were
taken with R^55 kO., fi—30, gm
(nominal)— 3'5 mAjV, and values of
50-cls sinusoidal voltage. The dotted
lines show the effect of adding com-
pensating resistance (=/x times load
resistance) from anode to load

resistance

increase in negative bias, read on the voltmeter, is ideally equal to the
peak value of V. In practice there is an appreciable discrepancy, even
if the “ wro ” current is less than 1 (lA. So, as it calls for a sensitive
current indicator as well as a voltmeter, and an adjustment is needed
for getting a reading, the slide-back type is unpopular in spite of its

advantages—almost complete absence of error due to variations in
supply voltages and valve characteristics, measurement of peak values
using ordinary d.c. voltmeter calibration, ease ofdiscriminating ^tween
nearly equal large voltages or setting a voltage to a given level, and
low input loss.

5.21. DIOOE-PLUS-AMPLIFIER VOLTMETERS
What can almost be called the standard commercial type of valve

voltmeter comi»ises a d.v. valve voltmeto* and a diode rectifier which
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can be tacked on at the front for a.v. ranges. Because of the loss of
rectification efliciency below about 0-3 V, measurement much telow
that level is seldom attempted, so little or no voltage amplification is

required. The “ amplifier ” is therefore more correctly considered as
a resistance transformer (Sec. 5.16) for giving a low-resistance meter a
nearly infiifite input resistance. Because of the characteristics of the
diode rectifier, discussed in Sec. 5.13, this high resistance is needed not
only for d.v. measurements but for reasonably accurate a.v. measure-
ments. Since stability is needed rather than voltage gain, the amplifier

usually consists of a twin balanced cathode follower, with either a
single valve on each side or (for better performance) two, as for example
the circuit described in Sec. 5.17.

The circuit diagram. Fig. 5.22, shows how the balanced-valve tech-

nique is often extended to the a.v. portion, the working diode having
its twin counterpart on the other side. This is even more necessary
for a.v. than for d.v., because with a thermionic diode the zero is dis-

placed to an extent that depends on the cathode temperature. In
the example shown, the d.v. input potential divider is augmented for

a.v. to just the extent needed (very nearly x \/2) to reduce the rectified

peak values to r.m.s. Above 0-5 V, a.v. can be read off the linear d.v.

scale. The 500 V and 1,500 V ranges are omitted for a.v. because of
the limited voltage rating of diodes suitable for the low ranges. Tele-

vision e.h.t. diodes such as the EY51 can be used for high voltages, but
are limited in frequency by transit-time effect.

Commercial instruments of this general type are too numerous to

list in full. The author’s design shown in Fig. 5.22 is the basis for the

JasonEM 10, available as a kit or ready-made. The typical specification

shows a number of ranges from 1 V f.s.d. upwards, an input impedance
of 2-7 pF in parallel with a few megohms, and a top frequency limit

of 100-300 Mc/s, besides d.v. and resistance ranges. The Airmec
Type 217 and Marconi Instruments TF1300 come into this class. The
latter firm’s TFI041B (Fig. 5.29), which uses a circuit akin to Fig.

5.22, is exceptional in frequency coverage (20 c/s to 1,500 Mc/s) because
it uses a disk-seal diode. It should be understood that input resistance

is of the megohm order only up to a few Mc/s; it falls off at an increas-

ing rate and is only in kilohms at the top frequency. The fact that

v.h.f. circuits are usually measured in a resonant state and are com-
paratively low in impedance is a consoling thought. An input probe
is standard practice. See also Sec. 12.9.

An exception to the rule that diode-first voltmeters cannot measure
much below 50 mV is the Boonton Model 91-CA, in which a ger-

manium diode is followed by a chopper-type d.c. amplifier. It has

eight ranges, from 1 mV to 3 V f.s.d., and measures down to 0*3 mV.
Maximum error is given as 5% of f.s.d. at 200 Mc/s and 10% at

600 Mc/s. Because it works mostly on the nrarly parabolic part of the

diode characteristic, readings are r.m.s. below 0-1 V. The input

resistance is inevitably low, but the capacitance is given as 2*5 pF. In

the Airmec 301, which has similar voltage and frequency ranges,
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plus d.v. ranges, a varistor (non-linear resistor) is used to linearize the

a.v. scales. The Hewlett-Packard Model 41 lA uses an ingenious feed-

back comparison device to obtain scale linearity.

5.22. AMPLIFIER-PLUS-DIODE METERS
The ability to measure signal amplitudes of the low millivolt order

on a linear scale is very valuable, and the usual means is pre-rectifier

Fig. 5.29— Wide-frequency-range valve voltmeter (TF104JB) using a
balanced d.c. amplifier. The probe, stored in the top compartment, con-

tains a disk-seal diode, effective up to 1,500 Mcfs. (Marconi Instruments,

Ltd.)

or signal-frequency amplification. The problem is to obtain adequate

and stable amplification over the signal-frequency range one wants.

In general, amplifier gain and bandwidth are inversely proportional to

one another.

A design in which these conflicting requirements are met to an
exceptional extent is the Philips GM6014 millivoltmeter. It has 10

rmiges, from 1 mV to 30 V f.8.d., and reads down to 100 ftV. The
frequency band is 1 kc/s to 30 Mc/s. Accurate is better than 2*5% of

f.s.d., added to a frequency error of up to 5 %. Seven stages of ampli-
fication are needed. Hie first is a cathode follower, located in the
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r
robe, to give a high input impedance—7 pF in parallel with 3 MO at

kc/s, down to SO kO at 30 Mc/s. Its cathode resistance is the range
attenuator. Negative feedback and stabilization of h.t. and heater

voltages are used to stabilize and linearize the amplification, and a
stabilized 30 kc/s RC oscillator is incorporated for checking it at 30 mV
and 3 V (± 1%). The output is rectified by crystal diodes and
indicated by a moving-coil meter. For ranges above 0-3 V a capacitive

attenuator is pushed on to the probe, raising the lower frequency
limit to 10 kc/s and increasing the input impedance to 2 pF and 2 MO
at 30 Mc/s. The basis for design was explained in Philips Technical

Review, Jan. 1950. A comparable specification, but with a lower
frequency limit (30 c/s), applies to the Marconi Instruments TF1371;
see L. G. White Sept. 1960). Its amplifier valves have their gm
stabilized by z.f. negative feedback, provided by high-valued cathode
resistors.

Where high accuracy rather than high frequency is required, it can be
found in the Solartron VF252 millivoltmeter, in which the error is given

as ± 1% of f.8.d. from 15 c/s to 100 kc/s. There are nine ranges,

from 1 -5 mV to 15 V, and an attenuator to extend these to 150 V. The
amplifier comprises four “ ring-of-three ” (two pentode stages and
cathode-follower output) sub-amplifiers, each with negative feed-

back; and the h.t. is stabilized 400 ; 1. A special feature is a 2-5 V
output for an oscilloscope.

Mention of oscilloscopes, which are very soon to be considered, is a
reminder that this same problem of signal-frequency amplification is

one that has been very intensively studied in connection with those

instriunents, and extension of a.v. millivoltmeters up to 100 Mc/s or
more may be achieved by similar means; namely, distributed amplifiers

(Sec. 5.30).

For a good review of modern a.v. voltmeters, more especially the

pre-ampfifier kind, see E.T., March 1960.

Transistors are in general not so suitable as valves for this kind of
amplifier, but a design by R. R. Vierhout (£.£., July I960; see also

Oct. 1960, p. 644) is interesting for having an input resistance of
1-6 Mtl, thanks to negative feedback. Its frequency range is 1 c/s to

100 kc/s, and the lowest range 10 mV f.s.d.

Work on transistor circuits creates a demand for signal-current

meters. A.c. microammeters by Dawe (Type 618) and Quan-Tech
Laboratories (Model 301) are somewhat similar in specification. Both
em^oy transistor amplifiers and provide alternative input connections:
a clij^around probe (Sec. 5. 1 1) for moderate sensitivitywithout breaking
circuit, and an insertion probe for high sensitivity. Both have an
output connection for oscilloscope, quote ±2% accuracy for insertion

connection and ± 5% for clip-aroimd, have a top frequency limit of
100 Ix/s, and can be worked from the mains; hut the Dawe instrument
is alt^atively batt^y-driven. The ranges, u^ng the clip probe are

^awe) 3 mA to 1 A, (Q.T.L.) 0*3 mA to 0-1 A; and using insertion

(Dawe) across 0'3 O, same ranges, or, across 3()0 O, 3 to 1 mA;
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(Q.T.L.) 3 (iA to 0-1 A using a current transformer. An alternative

transformer gives ranges of 0-3 mA to 10 A. The Q.T.L. amplifier

has six stages, using transistors in pairs, each pair with negative current

feedback. Direct coupling is used throughout.

5.23. SELECTIVE METERS

There are several types of instrument that can be regarded as special

valve voltmeters (though not usually so named), in which the amplifier

is more or less selective. Some examples now follow.

(1) Null Indicators. An indicator to enable a signal to be adjusted to

zero is a necessity in all null methods (Secs. 3.10 and 7.3). A galvano-
meter for d.c. and phones for a.c. are the classical indicators, but

they have Obvious limitations. Sensitive galvanometers are mechani-
cally and electrically fragile; electronic substitutes are included in

Sec. 5.19. Although phones are remarkably sensitive they are

ineffective outside the middle audio frequencies, or in noisy situations,

or where the signal to be nullified is not alone. What is wanted is an
instrument that shows whether the signal is increasing or decreasing,

over a very wide range, and especially near zero; and preferably

tunable to the signal frequency. A visual indicator such as a meter or
“ magic eye ” (Sec. 5.42) is desirable where there is much noise, with
provision for loudst^aker and phones where there is not. Manual
gain control is a nuisance, and the shock of accidentally going right

off balance when set to maximum gain is relished neither by instrument
nor operator. Some sort of a.g.c. is desirable, but with a rather longer

time constant than usual so that bridge adjustments cause a clear

transient up or down swing to show which way to turn next for balance.

Two of the author’s designs, one with a milliammeter and the other

with a “ ma^c eye ”, have been described (fV.1V., May 1951). Both
are mains-driven, and can be either “ flat ” or tuned sharply over bands
of frequencies around 50, 400, 1,000, and 2,000 c/s by means of a feed-

back circuit, similar to that in Fig. 4.29, set just short of oscillation.

The effective range of signal is 10 fJiV to 10 V, without manual adjust-

ment.

(2) Wave Analysers. What is called a wave analyser is a highly-

selective high-gain valve voltmeter, and is a powerful aid to a.f.

investigation, enabling one to measure the individual harmonics and
intermodulation i>roducts of non-linearity distortion; to analyse

noise, hum, vibration, etc.; and to measure the frequency character-

istics of systems fed with “ white noise ”. There are two main types of
wave analyser, analogous to t.r.f. and superhet receivers. In the

first, selectivity is usually obtained by RC firequency-discriminating

feedback,* such as that used in the null indicator just mentioned. The
Muirhead-Pametrada wave analyser (Muirhead Technique, April 1950)
is of this type, which normally has a bandwidth proportional to the

* ** Some Applications of Negative Feedback with particular reference to
Laboratory Equipment ”, by F. E. Terman, R. R. Buss, W. R. Hewlett, and
F. C. OdiilL Proe. I.R.E.. OcL 1939.
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frequency tuned in. It is as if the tuned circuit had the same Q at all

frequencies.

In the other type the incoming signal is heterodyned to shift its

frequency to that of a fixed-tuned filter, usually about 50 kc/s. The
result is that the bandwidth is the same at all frequencies. In the
General Radio 736-A model it is only 4 c/s, which represents much
higher selectivity at the upper audio frequencies than is obtained with
the “ straight ” type. The heterodyne type is therefore the choice
for analysing intermodulation sidebands at these frequencies, but is

Fig’. 5.30—Block diagram ofauthor's zero-i.f. wave analyser

unsuitable if the signal frequency is not very constant. This dis-

advantage is to some extent countered in the Hewlett-Packard Model
302A heterodyne wave analyser by an a.f.c. system which keeps the

frequency difference between the heterodyne oscillator and the signal

constant at the i.f. (100 kc/s) over a range of 100 c/s. Other interesting

features are introduced in this model. It is completely transistorized

—

with the usual benefits, including mains or battery drive; the frequency
range extends from 20 c/s to 50 kc/s; there is an oscillator tracking

with the analyser voltmeter tuning over this frequency range, for use
as a source for measuring frequency/amplitude characteristics of filters,

etc.; and provision is made for the frequency of the measured signal

component to be restored so that it can be measured precisely by an
electronic counter. Its design is discussed in Hewlett-Packard Journal,
Sept.-Oct. 1959.

Apparatus of this kind is of course expensive, and is beyond the

amateur to make. To by-pass the difficulties of a 50 or 100 kc/s tuned
amplifier with a bandwidth of only 3 or 4 c/s, the author adopted zero

frequency as the i.f., since all that is required then is a simple RC low-

pass filter (Fig. 5.30). No meter rectifier is needed either, the output
frequency being low enough for the peak-to-peak amplitude to be
measured with a moving-coil milliammeler in a stable d.c. amplifier ofthe
Fig. 5.21 type. When the frequency ofthe beat oscillator is set a frac-

tion of 1 c/s different from that ofthe signal component being measured,
the phase difference between thetwo slowly alters throughout 360°, giving

successive positive and negative deflections. Details have been given

{W. W., Aug. 1955, where in Fig. 2 should be 75 kO, not 33 kQ).
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The down-to-zero i.f. idea is adopted also in the Airmec r.f. wave
analysers: Type 853 for 30 c/s to 30 Mc/s, and Type 248 for 5 Mc/s
to 300 Mc/s. Commercial wave analysers have been reviewed by R.
Brown {B.C. & E., Oct. 1960).

(3) Phase-Sensitive Voltmeters. The Fig. 5.30 wave analyser can be
regarded as a phase-sensitive voltmeter, for the deflection at any
instant is proportional to the peak amplitude of the signal multiplied

by the cosine of the phase angle between it and the local oscillation

—

which acts as a reference signal. In phase-sensitive voltmeters designed

as such, provision is made for measuring both in-phase and quadrature
components. The instrument described by R. Kitai (E. <6 R.E., April

1957) is broadly similar to Fig. 5.30 with the addition of a 90° phase
shifter that can be switched into the oscillator (reference signal) channel.

The modulator ^called a coherent detector) is a bridge containing two
thermionic diode rectifiers, compared with four selenium diodes in the

wave analyser. The frequency band is 20 c/s to 40 c/s.

In the Solartron VP 250 “Resolved Components Indicator”, in-

phase and quadrature components can be read simultaneously on two
indicators, which are of the wattmeter type. The amplified signal is

fed to both; the reference signal is fed directly to one and via a 90°

phase shifter to the other. To make the instrument effective from
20 c/s to 20 kc/s, no transformers are used and the “ wattmeters ” are

of a special thermocouple type.

(4) Loudness and Hum Meters. For measuring the intensity of
sounds as judged by ear, i.e., their loudness, it is necessary for the a.f.

amplifier to have a frequency characteristic similar to that of the ear

(Fig. 14.37). An awkward complication is that this frequency charac-
teristic varies with intensity, so sound meters which have to cover a
wde range ofintensity require some means of varying the characteristic,

either continuously or in steps. For measuring hum or other sounds
presumed to be at a level not very far above the threshold of hearing,

and where the differences in sensitivity of the ear at different frequencies

are p^cularly large, one fixed characteristic is enough. Fig. 5.31 is a
circuit of an amplifier “ weighted ” to compensate for the characteristic

of the average ear at about the 20-phon level of loudness, which may
be regarded as typical of unobjectionable hum.

Fig. 14.37 shows that the slope between 20 and 800 c/s is about 12 dB
per octave. A slope of 6 dB per octave can be obtained by taking
the {Mtentials developed across an inductance in a constant-current

circuit, such as pentode whose internal resistance is very much ^eater
than the maximum load impedance. The required characteristic can
therefore be obtained by emplo^g two stages in cascade. The
inductance is selected by considering the frequency at which no gain
is necessary. Assuming a pentode with a working mutual conductance
of 2 mA/V, an inductance of 1^ H gives a small gain at 100 c/s, which
is the lowest main component in a full-wave rectifier system, and a
slight loss at 50 c/s, Rduch is pronainent in a half-'wave system. The
resistance of die coil shouU not exceed about 200 O at the most
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To limit the gain at the upper frequencies and bring the compensation
into accord with the remainder of the aural characteristic, the coil is

shunted by 10 kQ resistance and 2 nF capacitance. The approximate
overall gain is

:

300

Gain: dB -10 8 28 42 48 42

and the resultant of this and the 20-phon aural characteristic is almost
horizontal. The output voltmeter should either have an impedance
not less than about OT Mo, or be driven from a cathode-follower

stage, and is preferably of the r.m.s. variety.

Additional complexities enter into the measurement of noises, some
ofwhich are continuous and others impulsive. It is necessary to adjust

the time-constant and waveform characteristics of the instrument to

make the readings correspond with what is judged to be the relative

loudnesses of the noises.*

5.24. RECORDING METERS
There is often a need to record meter readmgs continuously on pajper.

The result is immaiily a graph of current, voltage, etc., against time.

* “ Electrical Noise ”, by D. Maurice, O. F. Newell, and J. O. Spencer. W.E.,
Jan. 1950.
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Fig. 5.32—Interior of Fielden “ Servograph ” recording meter,

a front view of which is inset. {Fielden Electronics, Ltd.)

But if, say, the frequency of the signal causing the deflection recorded

is made to vary in a known manner with respect to time, one can obtain

a signal amplitude/frequency graph.

The most obvious way of making a recording meter is to substitute

a very light friction-free pen or stylus for the usual pointer, and arrange

it to sweep over a roll or disk of paper kept slowly moving by a clock-

work or electrio motor. The more accurate and sensitive the meter,

the less likely is it to be relied ujion to keep on writing plainly, so

alternative writing methods obviating direct contact have been tried,

such as marking the paper by sparks pasdng periodically through it

from the tip of the pointer to a metal support. However, the design of

convention writing systems is now good enough to give satisfactory
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results, with simplicity, provided that the meter part can be allowed
rather more power than is usual in electronic apparatus—say 1 mW
or more. Where this is not allowable, the tendency is to adopt servo

technique, whereby the power to move the pen is derived from a motor
and the direction in which it moves is determined by the difference

between the actual signal voltage, etc., and that indicated by the
position of the pen. Plenty of power can thus be provided for moving
a robust and reliable pen—and extra relays or controls, if needed.
An example of a servo-operated recording system of comparatively

moderate cost, applicable to any of the usual types of meter move-

Fig, 5,33—Block diagram ofpotentiometer-type recording meter

ment—down to a few microwatts for f.s.d.—^is the Fielden “ Servo-
graph ”, Fig. 5.32. In place of the usual pointer is a light metal vane
forming one plate of a variable capacitor. Moving in the same arc

is a similar vane driven—along with the pen—by the servo mechanism.
The spacing between the two is maintained constant by an electronic

capacitance relay which controls the servo motor. The pen sweeps
over a radius of a rotating disk form of paper chart.

Most other recording meters work on a potentiometer principle, in

which the only moving parts are those driven by the servo motor. The
pen, which runs along a straight track (thereby enabling conventional

squared paper to be used, instead of special curved kinds), is combined
with the moving contact of a potentiometer, across which the signal to

be recorded is connected. The portion tapped off is compared

—

usually after amplification, and, if a.v., rectification—^with a constant

reference voltage. The difference between the two is greatly amplified

and used to drive the motor in the direction which reduces the difference.

Fig. 5.33 shows only the basic principle; in practice there are compli-
cations such as velocity feedback to prevent mechanical oscillation

(“ hunting ”) of the movement.
Instruments of this kind intended for use in the communications field

usually have facilities for taking amplitude/frequency characteristics;

for instance, logarithmic potentiometer, and provision for coupling to

the frequency cohtrol of a si^oal generator. An example is the

General Ra<fio Type 1S21A, which is transistorized {G.R.E., June
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1959). Bruel & Kjaer have a wide range of co-ordinated equipment
of this kind.

Some types of recording instrument are designed to be capable of
accurately following the signals through them at much higher speeds

than ordinary meters; if necessary, up to several thousand c/s. They
are then usually known as oscillographs. Where permanent records are

ofprimary importance—especially a number of simultaneous records of
different quantities—and the frequenciesarenotimpossibly high, such in-

struments are still much used. This brief reference must be sufficient as

we press on to the vastly more important cathode-ray oscilloscope.

For further information on all types of electronically aided meters,

see Electronic Measuring Instruments (2nd ed.), by E. H. W. Banner
(Chapman & Hall, 1958).

5.25. CATHODE-RAY TUBES: ADVANTAGES
Although it is not usually considered as a voltmeter, the cathode-ray

tube is often a practical alternative to the valve voltmeter. As such,

and no more, it is perhaps not always the most convenient choice.

But whereas meters show merely the magnitude of the voltage or other

quantity measured, the cathode-ray tube is capable of showing (simul-

taneously, if necessary) the magnitude, form, phase, and frequency ofa
wave, and its relationship to other quantities. And that is only starting

on its applications. In fact, it gives vastly more information and insight

into the workings of electrical and allied apparatus than is possible

by any other means. The X-ray tube is no more indispensable to the

surgeon than the cathode-ray tube to technicians and scientists, as well

as engineers.

An admirable feature of the c.r.t. is that if the strength of the

signal applied is, say, a hundred times greater than was expected, it

does not leave one ruefully surveying the ruins of one’s best meter.

This aspect may seem to be having excessive prominence here, but
accidents do happen in the best-regulated laboratories; if by extreme
care and attention they are avoided, such care and attention are

diverted from the main business in hand.

And cathode-ray oscilloscopy is not necessarily expensive. While
it is true that ready-made oscilloscopes can cost as much as £1,250 plus

optional extras, others capable of valuable work can be obtained for

about £30. And while it would be wrong to encourage any lab. worthy
of the name to do vnthout at least one complete and versatile oscillo-

scope, it should be noted that much can be done with a bare cathode-

ray tube, no very high voltages, and even no time-base {^nerator. The
necessity for a time base is often assiuned when in fact it is not neces-

sary, or perhaps (as will appear in connection with the measurement of
distortion) not even the most satisfactory technique. And the conven-
tional setting of a c.r. tube, in an oscilloscope with much switching and
wiring between the deflection-plate terminals on the panel and the

plates thmselves, is liable to introduce undesiratde effects that can be
avoided with a separate tube.
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5.26. CHARACTERISTICS OF OSCILLOSCOPE C.R. TUBES

At least an dementary knowledge of the principles and construction

of cathode-ray tubes is assumed.* The following is a summary of the
characteristics of oscilloscope tubes as distinct from those used for

television.

They all have two pairs of plates for electric deflection (Fig. 5.34),

distinguished as the X and Y pairs (corresponding to X and Y axes of

Fig, 5.34—Typical electrode construction of
single-beam cathode-ray tube. (A. C. Cossor, Ltd.)

a graph, X being horizontal and Y vertical). But this does not exclude
the use of ma^etic deflection, alternatively or additionally, by means
of external ooUs against the neck of the tube as in Fig. S.35a. It is

not so generally useful, because appreciable power is required to cause
deflection, and the inductance of the coils is liable to create difficulty

except at very low frequencies, but it is convenient for 50 c/s deflec-

tion. A pair of coils enables a nearly uniform deflecting field to be
obtained, which is not so with one coil. Note the plane of deflection,

at right angles to the coil axis, compared with electric deflection (b).

Whereas electric deflection is inversely proportional to the anode
voltage, magnetic deflection is inversely proportional to the square root

*They are introduced in the author’s Foundatidns of Wireless (7th ed., Iliffe,

1958). A simple book on the subject is Hie Cathode Fay Oscilloscope, by Harley
Carter (2nd ed., Cleaven-Hume, 1959). For more detailed treatme^ with many
rrferences, see The Cathode-ray Thbe, 3rd ed., by O. Parr and O. H. Davie
((^pmaa ft Mall, 195$^.
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Fig. 5.35—Showing how (a) magnetic deflection and
(b) electric deflection are accomplished, and the relation-

ship between polarity of current or voltage and the

direction of deflection

of anode voltage (Sec. 14.29) so is most worth considering when the

voltage is very hi^.
Electric deflection sensitivity is usually stated in millimetres

(measured on the face of the tube) per volt applied between a pair of
plates,* and obviously depends on the length of the tube, but a typical

value is 400/ F, where V is the voltage of the final anode.
The maximum V for which the tube is rated—^usually several thous-

ands—^thus necessitates a considerable signal voltage to give a
reasonable-sized deflection. And great care must be taken not to let

the spot rest stationary, for it quickly burns it, leaving an insensitive

patch.

On the other hand, a very low anode voltage fails to give a good focus,

or sufficient brightness unless the spot is moving slowly. In fact, for

photographing high-speed transients 10 kV or more may be needed.

Tubes which may be used for such purposes, or in the better general-

purpose osdllosi^pes, are provided with what is called a post-deflection

accelerator (p.d.a.) or intensifier. This is one or more extra anodes on
the screen side of the deflection plates. The simplest consists of a
conducting band arotmd the inside of the tube near the screen, con-
nected to a high positive voltage. A larger p.d.a. ratio can be obtained
without distortion of the trace iSthe accelerating voltage is distributed

over the distance between deflectors and screen. A usual means is a

'Alternatively it is sometimdr given in an upside-dowjL P^haps more
directly useful form as volts per cm.
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potential divider of the order of 20 MO consisting of a carbon spiral

around the conical part of the tube. Some tubes have more than one
stage of p.d.a.

In the Ferranti Series S/63 tubes the high sensitivity of 4 mm/V
(2-5 V/cm) is obtained with 10 kV on a spiral p.d.a., the final pre-

deflection anode voltage being only 1 •! kV. Besides that, the Y plates

are long and close together, and there is what is called a beam lever,

being a cylindrical electron diverging lens between X and Y plates,

whereby theY sensitivitycan be controlled without affectingXdeflection.

The voltage of the final pre-deflection anode, which determines the

deflection sensitivity, is made no more than necessary for a satisfactory

focus—^usually from a half to a tenth of the p.d.a. voltage. The
voltage V is therefore now seldom above 2 kV and is often as low as

1 kV. In simple miniature tubes, used mainly as monitors in valve

circuits, it may be 40(1-800.

The usefulness of an oscilloscope pattern or trace depends not so

much on its size as on the ratio of size to spot diameter, so fineness

of focus is important. In general the focus improves with increasing

V, which tends to compensate for the decreasing deflection sensitivity.

Tubes for oscilloscopes are provided with electric focusing, obtained

by adjusting the voltage applied to one or sometimes two intermediate

anodes. In the Emitron ICPl—a miniature c.r.t. on a valve base

—

focusing is obtained automatically over the working range of anode
voltage (500-8(X)). In tubes with electric deflection and focusing, an
asymmetrical deflecting voltage—one that changes the mean voltage

of the plates by not balancing positive on one by equal negative on the

other—upsets the potential pattern and hence both deflection sensitivity

and focus, causing trapezium distortion and deflection defocusing

respectively. Provision of a push-pull deflection amplifier to avoid

these effects is not always convenient, but the plates of some tubes

are designed to render it largely unnecessary—note, for example, the

curved-slot screen between X and Y plates in Fig. 5.34, the theory

of which is explained by B. C. Fleming-Williams {W.E., Feb. 1940).

If the deflection sensitivity is, for example, 500/F mm per volt, and
the final anode is run at 1 kV, about 50 V is needed between a pair

of plates to deflect the spot 1 in. An alternating deflection voltage

draws a line on the screen; its length is a measure of the peak-to-peak
value, so if the voltage were sinusoidal a 1-in line would indicate

50/2'\/2 = 17-7 V r.m.s. It is important to realize that except in a
few tubes that make it a special feature the deflection sensitivities of X
and Y plates are unequal. In very short tubes the sensitivity of the

plates nearer the screen may be only about half that of the plates nearer

the cathode. Since there is more likely to be ample voltage for the X.
deflection, derived from a time-base ^nerator, the plates nrarer the

screen are designated the X plates, leaving the .greater sensitivity for the

Y or signal plates.

Obviously, the greats the length of tube, the greats: the deflection

sensitivity; bift fit gain the full advantage of a long tube it is neorasary
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for the focusing to be of a correspondingly high accuracy. For
accurate work, the tubes provided with flat screens are to be preferred

to those with convex ones.

Various types of screen are available, some being specially suitable

for visual work and others for photographic; usually the former give

a green light and the latter blue. The time taken for the fluorescence

of the screen to disappear after the ray has moved from it may be
an)^ng from a fraction of a microsecond to half a minute or more;
it is thus possible to obtain special screens for work involving

exceptionally fast or slow deflections. A modified tj^e of tube called

the Memotron* displays the trace continuously until it is erased by
temporarily lowering the jmtential of a “ collector ” electrode.

An important characteristic, more especially at high frequencies, is

the signal-input impedence. One of the advantages of electric

deflection, as with valve voltmeters, is that this impedance is so

high that the effect on the signal circuit may often be neglected. It is

in fact very similar to that of the negatively-biased grid of a valve : a
capacitance of 4-10 pF in parallel with an almost infinite resistance.

Tubes for use where low plate capacitance is important have their

plate connections brought straight out at the neck; otherwise, they

are led down to the base. In practice all deflection plates must be
tied to the final anode (other than p.d.a.) by resistances of not more
than about S MO

.

5.27. MULTIPLE-BEAM TUBES

The ordinary type of tube enables us to see how one quantity

—

say, voltage—^varies with another—say, time. Sometimes it is helpful

to able to see how two or more different quantities vary with another

;

for example, the signal voltages across primary and secondary coils of
an i.f. transformer with frequency, or current and voltage in a rectifier

system with time. And for testing amplifiers with waves of various

forms it is advisable to have the input signal as well as the output
shown on the screen for comparison.
The simplest device is undoubtedly that employed in the single-gun

double-beam tube originated by Cossor (Fig. S.36) and now available

in other makes—one extra plRte midway between the Y plates and
connected internally to the main anode and therefore #^ro potential

so far as the deflection system is concerned. At tl^^age the beam
is undeflected and in a (flfiuse condition, s^ in halves.

When the split beam proceeds to come undfel'ihe influence of the

X plates, both halves are equally deflected by So if, for example,
a time-base voltage is applied to the X platii^ both beams are drawn
horizontally across the screen ; but they can ha independently deflected

vertically by Y {dates. If desired, one trace can be rais^ dear of
the otl^r^ the screen by afifflying a suitable steady voltage in series

with thejil^nal voltage. Since^ horizontal displacement is the same
y,J"

* pughes Aimaft Co., Los Angeles, CaL, U.S.A.
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for both, any phase difference between the two waves is accurately

depicted. It should be noted, however, that because deflection takes
place each side of the plate, one of the pictures is inverted with respect

to the other, and this must not be mistaken for a mysterious 180° phase
shift!

This type of double-beam tube costs little, if any, more than the
corresponding type of single-beam tube, and is interchangeable with
it. There is a liability to “ cross-talk ” between the two beams, but this

Fig. 5.36—Dejflection plates

ofdouble-beam cathode-ray
tube. (A. C. Cossor, Ltd.)

is usually minimized by auxiliary electrodes. To give greater free-

dom from this complaint, and to allow independent X-deflection, etc.,

some tubes are produced with separate gims for the two beams. These
advantages of course cost substantially more. But the method can
be extended to more beams than two: an example by Twentieth
Century Electronics has as many as ei^t. In the Electronic Tubes
4LP31 c.r.t. tke split-beam type of two-trace provision is combined
with post-defldcflon acceleration.

An alternative to ft special tube, considered in Sec. S.39, is to switch
the Y plates to two ditI!)TOre signal sources in rapid succession.

5.28. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SIGNAL AND TRACE
When an alternating ngnal is applied between the ^tes of either

pair the resulting trace is merely a straight line, which t^fUcates the
peak-to-peak an^liiude of the signal; but not much dse. If. a signal

of the same flreiiuency and phase is applied also to the ofliei^^^r of
plates, the straight Bne be^mes diagonal, the angle indicati^ the

11



Fig, 5,37—Complete circuit diagram of Cossor Model 1039M



Mark II miniature oscilloscope, (Cossor Instruments Ltd,)
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relative amplitudes; or if they are applied in different phase the Hne
opens out into an ellipse or circle from which it is possible to deduce

the phase angle (Sec. 9.10). By applying the input and output signals

of an amplifier to X and Y plates respectively, it is possible to com^re
amplitude, phase, and also waveform', electric^ distortion is shown by a
visible distortion of the trace (Sec. 11.12). Again, two independrat

signals may be api^ed, and the frequencies can be compared wi&
great precision (Sec. 10.10). In this case, one of the signals will

generally be the “ unknown ” and the other from a kboratory
oscillator or other calibrated source. In other problems it may be
desired to study some si^al, or quantity that can be converted into

a signal, with respect to time; and it is for this purpose that the linear

time base is designed. It is derived from an oscillator having a

saw-tooth waveform, so that the spot is drawn across the screen at

the desired rate, and then returned as rapidly as possible, to repeat

the process with negligible loss of time. If the frequency of the time

base is equal to the frequency of a continuously rented signal wave
or group of waves, the separate transient pictures of these always

coincide and form a stationary figure which can be observed or

photographed at leisure.

A most instructive book, with many beautiful photographs of actual

traces, is Cathode Ray Tube Traces, by Hilary Moss {Electronic

Engineering, 28 Essex Street, London, W.C.2),
Althou^ all sorts of patterns or figures can be made to appear on

the screen, it must be realized that they are optical illusions caused
by the visual persistence of the eye, aided in some cases by the afterglow

of the screen itself. At any one instant only a single spot of the

screen is being touched by the ray.

5.29. POWER SUPPLIES

The one essential auxilia^ is the power source. The heaters of c.r.

tubes are similar to those in valves, but as it is usual for one of the

anodes to be earthed the cathode is at a high negative potential, and as

the potential of the heater must not be greatly different it is necessary

for the heater current to be supplied from a separate highly-insulated

winding on the power transformer.

Provition of the anode voltages is simplified by the trifling current

demand. The anodes themselves take almost negligible current,

usually a fraction of 1 mA, and the total loading is determined mainly
by the chain of resistors from which the vmious dectrode potentials

are obtained. For most tubes the current drain need not be more than
about 1 mA or so, and ordinary low-wattage components can be used.

But of course insulation must be considered; such things as live grub-
screws in control knobs must be covered up. Very simple smoothing
is sufficient, even with half-wave rectifi^tion; and as the rectified

voltage nearly equals the peak ii:^t an ofdina^ 350-0-350-V receiver

transformer (so rated at a much heavier load) in series ^th a suitable

half-wave rectifier gives marly 1,000 V ou^ut

—

ot, say, 900 V after
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resistance smoothing. In a simple oscilloscope described by the author
{W. W., Mar. 1950; reprinted as a leaflet), such a transformer is used to
supply —900 V h.t. for the tube and also +700 V for the signal

amplifier and time base. Alternatively, voltage doubling or multiply-
ing rectifier circuits can be used, as in the Cossor miniature oscilloscope.

Model 1039M Mk. II, the circuit of which is shown in Fig. 5.37. The
potential divider is made up of Rg»-Rs 2 and RVj-RVg, with R ,4 for
smoothing. Beam current, which determines brightness, is controlled
by grid bias (RV ,), and focus is controlled by the potential ofthe second

Fig. 5.38—A chemical retort stand is a convenient mounting for a
cathode-ray tube, enabling the screen to be adlusted to a convenient
angle for viewing, and the deflector-plate terminals to be brought
close to the apparatus being tested. Note the 50-cjs deflector coils

around the neck, with amplitude control at the base of the tube

anode, RV,. In most tubes its voltage is somewhere about one-fifth
that of the final anode. The tube shown has the first anode joined
internally to the third, but this is not so with all types.

The final anode, other than p.d.a., is usually earthed, and the poten-
tials of the deflection plates are reckoned relative to it. All the plates
must have conductingpaths between them and this anode, such as Rj,
and R^g in Fig. 5.37, otherwise the trace is liable to stray off the screen.

A great convenience is to be able to move the spot up and down, and
sideways, independently of the detecting signal; these facilities are
called Y shift and X shift respectively^ and are provided by RYg and
RVg. To enulfle the shifts to work both ways from centre, the negative
potential of the ends jdned to Rt« is matdied by a poative potential
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from across R^s. Double>beam tubes need separate Y shifts for the Y
plates. In the more refined oscilloscopes the shifts are directly cali-

brated in volts and seconds, enabling the voltage and duration of a
signal or of any part of it to be read off by shifting the trace past a
fixed mark. (See Secs. 5.32 and 5.36.)

In laboratories a c.r. tube is so rarely seen outside an oscilloscope

comprising (at least) a power unit, time-base generator and signal

amplifiers, t^t one can fail to reali^ that a complete oscilloscope is

not always essential nor even the best setting for c.r. oscilloscopy.

For many purposes its auxiliary circuitry is not only unnecessary but a
positive disadvantage, adding stray coupling and self-capacitance to the

deflection plates. In such cases a convenient support for the tube is a
chemical retort stand (Fig. 5.38). This enables it to be set at the most
convenient angle and its deflection plates connected to the test points

more directly than is possible with the conventional oscilloscope. The
power unit, being connected by a flexible cable, can be kept several

feet away from the tube, so that the well-focused spot is not drawn into

a line by stray magnetic field from the power transformer. If a trans-

fomermust be placedclose to the tube, it must be protected by a mumetal
shield, and other precautions taken. This by no means simple prob-
lem is discussed by W. Tusting (JV.W., Dec. 1951).

5.30. DEFLECTION AMPLIFIERS

Most c.r. tubes, even with the lowest satisfactory anode voltage,

need something of the order of 25 V (peak to peak) between the Y
plates for 1 cm deflection. Exceptional tubes have 10 or more times

greater sensitivity; for example, the Ferranti 5/63 series (Sec. 5.26)

and the Electronic Tubes 5CLP31. This is most commendable,
because amplification is a thing to be avoided if at all possible. The
reason is not so much the extra apparatus needed as the risk of intro-

dudng imdesired effects—^variation of gain and phase-shift with fre-

quency, and non-linearity, for example. To maintain the gain down
to zero frequency invites drift, as we saw in Sec. 5.19. To extend it

up to very high frequencies the shunting effects of stray capacitances
must be evaded by using low-resistance couplings, and doing that

restricts the output voltage that can be obtain^ with satisfactory

linearity, unless an inordinate amount of power is consumed. Modern
wide-band oscilloscopes usually have to incorporate an electric fan to
carry away the heat. And it is futile to use a c.r.o. to study distortion

if the amplifier is putting in distortion of its own.
For a restricted frequency range—say the a.f. band and perhaps low

r.f.—^these difficulties are less acute, so a common device is to provide
high gain for this range and a lower gain effective up to much hi^r
frequencies and perhaps down to z^o. Using eonvmtional video
technique, the top frequency can be pushed up to about 40 Mc/s.
Above that, distributed amplification—in wiiich a number of valves

are operated in parallel but separated by sections of transmission line

so that their ^unt capacitances do not add up—is used to extend the
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top liioit to about 100 Mc/s. Using special wide-band valves, such as

the Mullard E810F with a gm of 50 mA/Y, similar performance can be
obtained with conventional amplifier circuits. A gain of 2 or more
per stage is possible with load resistance of the order of 50-70 Q ;

e.g., directly across coaxial cables.

Ihe frequency limits in amplifiers are usually defined as the fre-

quencies at which the response has fallen 3 dB from the main “ plat-

OVERSHOOT

~T»isf^
TIME

Fig. 5.39—Amplitudeltime graph of a pulse, as seen on an oscillo-

scope, defining the quantitative meanings of standard terms

eau that is to say, by nearly 30% in voltage. Since the object of
having a wide frequency band in oscilloscopes is often to preserve

pulse waveforms from distortion, the information is more helpfully

given in the form of “ rise time ”, which is the time taken for the spot

to be deflected from 10% to 90% of its amplitude when the pulse fed

in has an instantaneous rise (Fig. 5.39). Thus in the Tektronix Types
581 and 585 oscilloscopes, which employ distributed amplifiers, the

speed ofY deflection is stated alternatively as 100 Mc/s and 3 -5 m(x sec

(or n sec) rise time.

In the efibrt to increase deflection speed another difficulty arises.

If the electron beam spends an appreciable fraction of a signal cycle

between the Y plates the signal voltage will have varied appreciably

during that interval, and may even have begun to reverse. The treat-

ment is to speed up the electrons by higher anode voltage, and to

reduce the len^ of the Y plates, but both these measures reduce the

deflection sensitivity and necessitate more amplification.

If identical waveforms are repeated at short intervals, the high-

speed problem can be dodged and the equivalent of a bandwidth of
several hundred Mc/s obtained by the sampling technique. An example
(in the four-figure price bracket) is the Hewlett-Packard Model 185A/
187B: 0 to 1,0(X) Mc/s. The wav^orm seen*on the screen actually

consists ofperhaps 100 fragments extracted from that number of succes-
sive signal waveforms. Ihe prindple is baskaUy the same as that used
in^ stroboscope for viewing high-speed machinery in slow-motion.
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If the sigoal pulses themselves are used to trigger the time-base sweeps,
and are delayed by short but precisely equal times before being applied
to the V plates, there is no need even for the intervds between pulses
to be equal. The Mullard Type L362 oscilloscope, which is operated
by transistors, works on this principle.*

The same frequency range (0 to 1,000 Mc/s) can now be covered
directly, without sampling, so that it is available for “ one-shot ” wave-
forms. This is accomplished by the technique of distributed deflection,

in the Tektronic Type 519 oscilloscope. The Y plates are divided into

Fig. 5M-r^A commonly-used
type of circuit for applying
balanced push-pull signals to

deflection plates

a number of sections in the direction of the beam, linked by small

inductors. The signal is introduced at the end nearest the cathode and
travels to the other end—^which is terminated by resistance to prevent

reflection—at the same speed as the electrons in the beam, so that

deflection is in phase and cumulative. The same idea is the basis of
the traveUing-wave c.r. tubes by 20th Century Electronics and G.E.C.

Deflection amplifier circuitry is too varied to describe here in detail;

but direct coupling and anti-drift precautions are obviously needed
for z.f. amplification, and low shunt capacitances and coupling resist-

ances and high mutual conductances for high frequencies. Design
information on how to achieve a top frequency of 30 Mc/s is given by
G. H. Leonard (W.W., Aug. 1958). If, in order to avoid the z.f.

drift problem, stages are connected through series capacitors, their

capacitances have to be large in order to avoid phase shift and sag

(Fig. 5.39) at low frequencies, and then there are irritatingly long waits

for the trace to take up its poriticm while they charge or discharge

following a change'in the d.v. conmonent, to say nothing ofthe inalnlity

to measiure sudi components. For the same reason, shift controls

also ^uld preferably be arranged so that blocking capadtors (as in

Fig. 5.37) are not needed. Push-pull ouput is used in all but the

* Dendbed nane faHy by G. B, Chaplk, A. R. Owatu and A. 3. Cole in a
paper in Proe. I£,E., Vd. 106, Part B, Si^. 16, May 1959.
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cheapest oscilloscopes, for the sake of its linearity and doubled ampli-

tude and because most tubes benefit by symmetrical deflection. Both
features are combined in the popular arrangement shown in Fig. 5.40.

If direct coupling is used throughout, for frequencies down to zero

—

and that is most desirable—^push-pull is usually used throughout, to

minimize drift.

It must be remembered that deflection is caused by a difference of
potential between a pair of plates, not by their potential relative to

anything else. But even in tubes designed for asymmetric deflection it

is a good thing to have as little average p.d. as possible between either

pair of plates as a whole and the final pre-deflection anode, otherwise
the plates act as unauthorized anodes, distorting the field pattern and
causing the form of defocusing known as astigmatism.

Gain control requires more thought than one mi^t expect. It is

needed not only to fit signals of widely different amplitudes to the size

of the screen but (in some oscilloscopes) to adjust the calibration of
fixed voltage scales. Adjustment ought not to introduce or alter a
d.v. component, even in capacitor coupled systems, where transient

disturbances of the trace may last too long for one’s patience! One of
a number of devices for continuous gain control is to substitute for the

single cathode resistor in Fig. 5.40 separate double-resistance ones for

each valve, and have a gain-control variable resistor between cathodes.

Stepped controls usually consist of potential dividers, as discussed in

the following sections. In general it is undesirable for the gain control

to affect the bandwidth and hence the waveform seen on the screen.

In some circumstances, however, one may be glad to trade gain for

bandwidth. For example, control of negative feedback does just that.

And in some oscilloscopes there is one wide-band low-gain amplifier

(perhaps direct-coupled) always in circuit, preceded by one ofnarrower
bandwidth when high gain is necessary.

Because such varied needs have to be met by an oscilloscope, and
good ones are expensive enough without one’s having to acquire a whole
battery of them for different purposes, some are made adaptable by
plug-in units, especially Y amplifiers.

In the simplest models no X amplifier is provided, but one or both X
plates are switchable to terminals for external access. An X amplifier is

very desirable, however, not only for such externally connected signals

but also for providing sjmmetrical deflection, for facilitating X shift,

and for improving time-base linearity as described in Sec. 5.33.

5.31. INPUT ARRANGEMENTS
Provision is usually made for switching the amplifier out when the

si^al is strong enough to give adequate deflection direct. To cope
with signals that are too strong, an attenuatqjr is needed. In some
models the amplifier is in circuit^ the time, and by means ofa switched

attenuator the overall gain is varied in ste|>s.

Attenuators consist basically ofhigh-reristance fwtential dividers . At
hi^ frequencies, stray capacitance shunts the resistances by rractancx,
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SO to ensure that the attentuation is not affected it is necessary to

supplement these strays by fixed or pre-set capacitors to ensure that

the time constant ( — RC) of every resistor is the same, including the

input of the amplifier (or c.r.t.)- That is usually a few MO shxmt^ by
a few pF. Any comparatively low resistances in the attenuator have to

be shunted by proportionately higher capacitance. Fortunately these

are not the ones that would appear directly across the input, but by

Fig. 5,41—Attenuating probe, which gives the same attenua-
tion at all frequencies if Cp is chosen so that Cpk— CgRg,

Cg being stray capacitance

the time the capacitance of wiring, attenuator switch and connecting

cable have been added in, the input admittance amounts to a formidable

load at high frequencies. To reduce it, a probe is often supplied. One
form consists simply of a high resistance {Rp in Fig. 5.41) shunted by
just enough capacitance (Cp) to equalize the time constant to RgCg.
Rp would be chosen to give a known attenuation, say 10 : 1, in which
case the input capacitance would be reduced to one tenth. This is

often worth while, even if it means having to increase the amplification.

An alternative is to use a cathode follower in the probe; it causes

hardly any attenuation, but ifan extra valve is being used in the interests

of low input capacitance it is more convenient to put it in the body of
the oscilloscope, as an amplifier to compensate for the loss in a simple

attenuator probe. However, a cathode-follower probe, using an electro-

meter valve in a special stabilizing circuit to give a phenomenally high
input resistance (current input 2 x 10“^* A) is described by G. O.
Crowther (E.E., June 1955). It is, of course, equally applicable to a
valve voltmeter.

Although voltage is the usual si^al parameter observed by c.r.o.,

current waveforms can also be studied by precisely the same methods
as with meters. In particular, clip-around probes are obtainable for

observing currjent waveforms without breaking the circuit (Sec. 5.11).

5.32. VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT
The tendency is for at least the better-dass oscilloscopes to provide

for the signal voltage to be indicated. One policy is to regard the
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c.r.o. as a variety of electronic meter and provide the screen with a
voltage scale (graticule) and the Y amplifier with an attenuator switch,

varying its gain in steps of (say) 1-3-10, etc. The shift control enables

any point on the waveform to be aligned with zero on the scale. This

system is most convenient in use, but also liable to considerable error,

b^use it assumes that the gain of the amplifier on each range is always
the same, at all frequencies, and that the deflection sensitivity of
the c.r.t. is always the same (which necessitates anode voltage

stabilization) and that amplifier and tube together have a linear deflec-

tion/input-voltage law. Even with appropriate precautions no better

than 10% error is claimed for one example of this type (Solartron

CD.523.5).
The alternative is to apply some kind of calibrating voltage to the

input of the amplifier; this allows for any gain variations other than
those rapid enough to occur between calibration and reading. Ideally,

the calibrating voltage would always have to be of the same frequency
as the signal, but that is rather a lot to expect of a built-in calibrator!

Provided that the gain of the amplifier is reasonably level down to z.f..

the most suitable calibrating “ signal ” is a known shift voltage applied

to the input. The part of the waveform to be measured is compared
with the amount of shift voltage giving an equal vertical movement
on the graticule. A popular method is that seen in Fig. 5.40. (There

may of course be other stages between input and c.r.t.).

5.33. TIME BASES

For examining the variation of a voltage with respect to time, a
voltage representing time is applied to theX plates. For most pulses
it is convenient if this voltage varies lineariy with time; i.e., is directly
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proportional to it. But occasionally it may be sufficient to use themuch
more easily provided sinusoidal voltage, derived from the SO-c/s nuuns
if that frequency gives a suitable rate of change. This is the purpose of
the pair of coils seen in Fig. S.38, energized from a heater winding on
the power transformer and controlled by a potentiometer of, say, 10O

.

Dimensions of suitable coils are given in Fig. 5.42, but there is no need
to keep strictly to these.

This deflector is used at the start, during focusing and brilliance

adjustment, because a stationary spot is very bad for the screen and
does not give a Mr idea of visibility. Then it constitutes a 50-c/s

frequency standard, when the mains are time controlled, and can be
used for calibrating frequency. And it serves as a time base whenever
a strictly linear law'is not essential. It can sometimes be used even

when a linear deflection is wanted, because the “ middle cut ” of an
extended sine-wave trace is quite a reasonably good approximation
to it. It is necessary merely to increase the size of the base Une so

that the ends are well off the screen (if the coils are not powerful enough
it can be done by applying perhaps 350 V a.v. to the X plates) and
then to arrange that the Y-plate signal, which is to be observed, occurs

near the centre. In this manner, waves of the order of 1,000 c/s can

be examined on a 50-c/s base.

More generally useful is a sawtooth time-base waveform, in which the

voltage increases linearly at a desired rate, deflecting the spot hori-

zontally across the screen, and then returns as rapidly as possible to the

starting point. During the return (“ flyback ”) the beam should be
cut off by negative grid bias. For many purposes these sawtooth
cycles are required to repeat continuously, so that successive signal

cycles (or groups of cycles) are superimposed on the screen to form a

single steady trace. For examining non-repetitive or random forms,

however, time base cycles must be triggered only when required. A
vast variety of linear time-base circuits have been devised, and in fact

a book about the same size as this is devoted wholly to them—O. S.

Puckle’s Time Bases, 2nd edn. (Chapman & Hall, 1951).

The basic principle of nearly all of them is to charge a capacitor

through some constant-current device, and then when it reaches a

certain voltage to discharge it, the faster the better. By controlling

the capacitance or the charging current, or both, the velocity of the

spot across the screen can be varied as desired. If the flyback time is

made negligible and the next sweep starts without delay, the velocity

of the spot, or the time of its worUng sweep, is simply related to the

frequency of the time-base generator; but, as these conditions do not
always apply, the tendency in specifications is to state the available

ranges of time per'cm or per screen width.

IliyTatrons were once much used for time bases, because they pass

negli^ble current until a certain voltage (easily adjustable) is reached,

when th^ suddenly conduct very freely indero, discharging the

capacitor quickly and so provid^ a rapid flybadc. But the time of
recovery from tltis coodition be^hs to be a serious fraction the cyde
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Fig. 5.43—Simple practical time-base circuit for a.f. and low r.f.

at a few tens of kc/s and restricts the top frequency. In length of life

and constancy of characteristics, thyratrons are less good than hard
valves. So they have gone out of use in commercial oscilloscopes.

But if one wishes to make a simple time base for a.f. and low r.f. the

thyratron is the best single-valve choice of all for ease of control and
speed of flyback. Fig. S.43 shows a practical circuit. The ranges of

frequency given by to C, are apiwoximately as in Table 5.2. The

Table 5.2

Capacitance, nF Frequency, cjs

c, 300 (== 0-3 jiF) 12-53
c. 100 35-160
C, 30 120-530

C4 10 350-1,600
c. 3 1,200-5,000

c. 1 3,600-14,000

C, 0-3 13,000-40,000

rate of charging is approximately constant even though an ordinary

resistance (R^) is used instead of a pentode valve or other constant-

current device, because only about one sixth of the available charging

voltage is actually needed for deflection in a typical c.r.t. with moderate
anode voltage. R« is for passin| a Oon^iensating current through R7

(controlling the bias) so as to mminiize variations in amplitude whm
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the frequency is controlled by Rs. R 2 is to enable a small controllable

fraction of the “ work”—the Y signal— to be impressed on the grid

of the thyratron for synchronizing the time sweeps so as to keep an
exact whole number of work cycles on the screen.

This (and other time-base circuits) can be improved by push-pull

output, as in Fig. 5.40. The amplification enables a still smaller pro-

portion of the charging voltage to be used, giving better linearity, even
with a lower voltage than in Fig. 5.43.

Too many different hard-valve time-base circuits are now in common
use to describe fully here, and compared with thyratron circuits they
are more complicated—some ofthem much more complicated—because
special devices are required to initiate the flyback discharge and to

force it throu^ at high speed.

The Puckle circuit was the first and for some years almost the only
one in use, but has been generally superseded by others capable of
greater speed, linearity, etc. It charges the capacitor through a pentode
(as a controllable hi^ resistance), and discharges it through a triode

coupled to a third valve to obtain a trigger effect. The cathode of the

triode is unfortunately at sawtooth potential.

The basis for many modern time-basis circuits is a linearizing circuit

usually called the Miller integrator—^inappropriately since it was not
invented by Miller but by A. D. Blumlein, who also developed it into

a time-base generator. Fig. 5.44 shows the essentials. R is large

Fig, 5,44—Miller—or Blumlein—
integrator circuity in which a
closely constant rate of charging
C is obtained. This is the basis

.’‘i for much^used time^base and
time^delay circuits

comjpared with Ri. Assume that C is charged to the full h.t. voltage.

It will then begin to discharge through R^ and R, and owing to the drop
across R^ the grid will be negative. As anode current starts to flow

it increases the drop across R^, making up for the falling voltage across

C. The voltage across R is there^ kept very nearly constant, which
means that the current through it and hence the rate of charge is

constant. Directly grid current flows, however, the action ceases.

With a suitable pentode a large anode voltage sweqp is obtained for a
very small grid voltage change.
What is needed to develop this device into a time base is some means

for periodically redtar^mg C. Tlie simiflest m^od is to make the
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same valve perform as a transitron oscillator, as in Fig. 5.37, where V3

is the valve concerned. Most of the time the suppressor grid g, is

near zero potential, but as C (one of C,j-Ci«) nears the end of its dis-

charge, the pentode “ bottoms ” and current is diverted from anode to

g2, causing a sharp fall in its potential. This is passed on to gg by Cg,

making it negative enough to cut off anode current and allowing C to

recharge through R17 + R^g and the grid-to-cathode path. Mean-
while Cg is charging and gg is becoming less negative, allowing anode
current to flow once more and reduce gg current. This accelerates the

positive movement of gg potential, and the initial state is restored.

Note that the X sweep is taken from across Rj 7 , and beam suppres-

sion during flyback is obtained by applying the pulse across Rg to the

c.r.t. grid.

With a fixed value of gg-gg capacitance, as in Fig. 5.37, the flyback

time is more or less constant, which means that it is unduly long for the

higher-frequency sweeps. So its value is often changed along with that

of the main C by another wafer on the frequency switch. Even then

it is not a really fast flyback. For improved performance in that and
other respects, a variety of circuits have been evolved by the addition of
one or more valves and diodes. Similar circuits are also sometimes
used for obtaining a precise and adjustable time delay. A circuit com-
bining the exceptional linearity of the Blumlein integrator with the

flyback system of the Puckle time base has been described by C. S.

Speight (fV.IV., Jan. 1959).

Another basic linear circuit is that known as the bootstrap. Unlike
Blumlein’s, in which the load is in the anode circuit, it is a cathode
follower, and C is joined to earth instead of anode. The rising grid

voltage, as C charges, pulls up the cathode potential and offsets the rise

across C so far as the charging voltage is concerned. In the Marconi
Instruments TF.1330, which is a high-performance oscilloscope, a
combination of Blumlein and bootstrap circuits is used. Transistor

versions of both are discussed (though mainly with a view to tele-

vision) by K. P. P. Nambiar (E.£., Feb. 1958).

Other more or less linear time-base circuits, found mostly in the

simpler oscilloscopes, are multivibrator or blocking oscillator types,

similar to those in television receivers except that they are designed for

voltage instead of current deflection.

A circuit which, although using three valves, is particularly suited

to the amateur constructor and gives a good general performance, is the
“ grid-diode ” type described by T. A. Mendes (fV.W., Dec. 1957).

5.34. SYNCHRONIZATION
In its commonest role an oscilloscope displays signal waveforms

repetitively on a linear time base as an apparently stationary trace. It

is not practicable to adjust the frequency of a free-running sawtooth
generator to achieve this condition and maintain it vrithout some form
of cottpli^ between the signal and the gmerator to synchronize the

latter. Simply connectii^ an active Y plate throu^ a hi^ r^tance
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and/or small capacitance to the grid or other sensitive point in the time-

base circuit usually succeeds after a fashion, and has been much used
in the simpler oscilloscopes. But there are certain disadvantages.

Even a small amount of coupling may load the signal source enough
to distort the waveform appreciably. The coupling has to be adjusted

whenever signal amplitude or frequency are changed, or the trace will

go out of synchronism or close up at one end. And there is no choice
of the part of waveform at which triggering takes place.

In the interests of convenience and versatility the synchronizinjg

system is now often quite elaborate. Even the simiile Fig. 5.37 circuit

has one of its three valves (Vg) allocated wholly to this duty, in which it

acts as a buffer amplifier. To improve the precision of triggering

—

very necessary, when time is measured in millimicroseconds, to prevent

jitter—a pulse-shaping stage is sometimes included. Choice of positive

or negative going parts of the waveform may be provided, for example,
by switching to either Y plate with symmetrical deflection. Choice
can be further extended by means of a variable trig^r bias. Such
facilities are particularly valuable in examining television and other

pulse waveforms. Where signal cycles follow one another without
breaks, it is usual to synchronize to a submultiple of the si^al fre-

quency to ensure that the whole of at least one cycle is fully displayed

in any phase.

The foregoing descriptions assume that the time base would continue
running even if there were no signal—as in a television receiver. To
enable single waveforms to be displayed, provision is sometimes made
for the sawtooth generator to be put into a “ one-shot ” condition, in

which sweeps take place only when triggered. This state could of
course be used for examining repetitive waveforms too, but would
conceal any signals too small in amplitude to trigger the time base. To
enable the whole of a transient waveform to be seen, it is necessary

to delay it between the point at which it does the triggering and the Y
plate. An artificial delay line is used for the purpose, and 0-25 [xsec is

a typical delay, allowing a high-speed time base to be under way by
the time deflection takes place. The trace is preserved for examination
by a long-afterglow screen phosphor or by photography (Sec. 5.41).

5.35. TRACE EXPANSION

Even in such everyday work as television receiver servidng there is

need to examine parts of the signal waveform too small to show up
clearly when the whole is displayed, llie most straightforward solu-

tion is to increase the amplitude of the time base beyond the width
ofAe screen if necessary, using X shift to bring the desired portion into

view. This is of course only possible if there is a substantial excess cf
amplitude available, and is one more reason for having an X amplifier.

The Fig. 5.40 circuit is suitaUe. An intermediate stage may be
required if the time-base ouQ>ut is small. Fortunatefy there is no need
fx lineiuity to be pms«rved beyond the bounds or the scteoi; the
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circuit just mentioned in fact cuts off fairly sharply beyond a certain

input voltage. Ample X shift voltage must be providra.

That method is workable up to perhaps a hvdbld expansion and is

simple and effective. Where much greater expansion is needed—e.g.,

picking out a single line from a television raster—the usual means is a
precise and adjustable time delay circuit, commonly based on the

Blumlein integrator. The sequence of operations is that this circuit

is triggered by a suitable feature of the signal waveform and starts to
“ run down after an interval sufficient for the signal waveform to

approach the desired section is reached a level, set by the delay control,

at which it tii^ers a one-shot time base, which has been set to an
appropriately high speed to cover only the desired section, at the end
of which the beam flies back to the start and awaits the next triggering

pulse. Obviously the whole of this circuitry must be highly stable and
precise if the trace is to be steady.

5.36. TIME MEASUREMENT

At any one setting of a truly linear time-base generator the distance

travelled horizontally by the spot is directly proportional to time, so

the screen could be fitted with a linear time scale, enabling the duration
of a whole cycle (and hence the frequency) or any part thereof to be
measured. Suitable arrangements for chan^ng the scales to fit the

signal to the size of the screen and for ensuring their accuracy might
seem to be the same as those for vertical deflection (Sec. 5.32), but
there is an important difference in the problem, apart from the usually

wider range to be covered. Whereas the precise vertical amplitude is

unimportant, the horizontal amplitude occupied by a cycle of a repeti-

tive signal must be a submultiple of the time-base amplitude. So
if fixed time scales are used the time-base velocity must be varied only
in fixed steps to fit them, and synchronism obtained solely by varying
time-base amplitude, which is rather untidy unless a large number of
velocity steps are provided. Modem time-base circuits can be made
sufficiently stable and linear for time calibration, but there must of
course be the usual precautions to keep the deflection sensitivity con-
stant, including any amplification that may be used.

An alternative—or additional—^scheme is to provide a time calibrat-

ing signal from what is essentially a standard-frequency generator. An
ordinary external frequency-calibrated sine-wave oscillator can be used
at a pinch, the distance between each pair of successive peaks on the

screen representing a time equal to one period of osdllation. Time
comparison is more precise and convenient if pulse-shaping circuits

are used to charge the waveform into something like Fig. 5.45. An
alternative presentation is by means of brightness moduktion of the

trace, produced by appl^g Aese “ pips ” to the c.r.t. grid.

If the calibration oscillator ran continuously, its markers would not,

in goieral, synchronize with the signal. It is therefore necessary to

stop and restart them for eadi time-base cyde. This practicafly rules

12
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out the obvious choice ofa crystal oscillator as a reliable time calibrator.

A commonly chosen one is the “ ringing ” oscillator, which comprises a
high-6 stable oscillatory circuit and means for shock-exdting it by
(or coincident with) the bright-up pulse that makes the spot visible

M il (

Fig. 5,45—Fdr a time-calibrating scale, pulses of some such form
as this are more convenient and precise than plain sine waves

during the sweep. Fig. 5.46 shows a common arrangement in which
the LC circuit is excited by the valve current being suddenly cut off at

the start of the sweep. At the end, current is restored and the low
cathode impedance of the valve quickly damps out the tail of the

oscillations.

5.37. THE POLAR TIME BASE
Although the straight horizontal time base so far described, ^ving

screen pattmis based on the cartesian co-ordinates of mathematics, is

o+

X PLATE OR
PULSE SHAPER

Fig. 5.46—Simple form of ringing oscillator for
producing synchronized trains of oscillations

much the commonest, it is limited in extent by the diameter of the

screen. By adopting polar co-ordinates, the base takes the form of a
drcle and is continuous. It is generated by applying to both X and
Y plates alternating voltages of the same frequency but in phase
quadrature (90° different), which can be done very simply as in Fig. 5.47.

R and C should be such as to give equalX andY deflections. To make
the signal produce radial deflection it is applied in series with the anode.
An exaix^le of this tedinique is given in Sec. 10.10.

A parM use of this method is sometimes hd^E^ in overcoming
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one disadvantage of the ordinary sinusoidal time base—that the go
and return traces are superimposed, so that it is difficult to count the

number of cycles. If a relatively small quadrature comfwnent of
the X-plate voltage is applied to the Y plates along with the signal, the

traces are more easily ffistinguished, as in Fig. 5.48.

A special tube, described by von Ardenne (fV.£., Jan. 1937), enabled

a spiral time base 160 in. long to be displayed on a 4-in. screen! Similar

Figr. 5.47 — Phase-splitting

circuitfor generating a circular

time base

results can be contrived with ordinary tubes by modulating the a.v.

shown in Fig. 5.47 with a saw-tooth waveform.
There are problems in which the base should be some quantity

other than time. There is no end to what can be done by translating

various quantities into deflecting voltages, and so reproducing
performance curves on the screen. Valve characteristic curves, for

Fig. 5.48—Signal display on sinusoidal

time base, “opened out” by addition

to signal voltage of 90° displaced
time-base voltage

instance, can be shown instantly on the screen instead of tracing

them out laboriously by meters. Not only is there the saving in time
but it is possible to investigate portions of the characteristics at which
the valve could not safely be held long enough to take a meter reading.

Such apparatus is described in Sec. 9.37.

5.38. THE FREQUENCY BASE

One non-time base outstanding in importance is the frequency base,

used for observing a.f. or r.f. frequency characteristics of transformers,

amplifiers, tuners, filters, or complete receivers, as an alternative to

the laborious process of plotting them point by point with a variable-

frequency signal generator and a valve voltmeter. What is needed
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is a proportionate relationship between X deflection and the frequency
of the signal generator.

In practiceX deflection is assumed proportional to time-base voltage,

so a usual approach is to control the frequency of the generator by the
time-base output, as shown in Fig. 5.49, where the scheme is applied to
the overall r.f. selectivity of a receiver. Several devices for making
frequency propo^onal to voltage are mentioned in Sec. 4.36. It may
be noted that time-base linearity is quite unimportant; in fact, in
equipment made for this specific purpose, plain 50 c/s from the mains
has sometimes teen used instead of a time-base generator, and the
deflecting agent in Fig. 5.49 is only labelled a time base because it is

convenient to use if it is available, and gives the most uniform bright-
ness of trace. The same 50 c/s supply can be used to vary the fre-

quency by a mechanical device, or a mechanically rotated linear tuning

Fig. 5.49—Block diagram ofapparatus for frequency-modulating a
r.f, signal generator by the time-base voltage, for displaying a

continuous selectivity curve of the receiver on the c.r. tube

capacitor can be arranged to trigger the usual linear time base once per
revolution by a contact on the shaft. Mechanical methods are some-
times useful as a temporary lash-up, but generally electrical methods of
“ wobbulation ” are preferred.

Whatever the method, care must be taken that the wobbulation is

not so rapid that the apparatus under test is unable to respond quickly
enough. Using an ordinary fast c.r.t. screen, a frequracy of about 10
sweeps per second is needed for the eye to take in me response; with
a.f. tests, and r.f. sets containing v^ sharply tuned circuits, a sweep
time of 1 to 10 seconds is needed, using a long-afterglow soreen or a
camera.

5.39. MULTIPLE TRACE DISPLAYS

The ability to display two traces simultaneously for comparison is

very often most hdpfifl, and for some purpose a larger number is
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needed. One solution is a modification of the tulw itself; split-beam

and multiple-beam tubes have already been considered in Sec. 5.27.

Another is to use several separate tubes, which would normally be run

from a common power supply and perhaps a common time base. If

many tubes are used, small ones are naturally preferr^, sometimes with

1-in. screens. In the compact Airmec Type 1A9 oscilloscope there are

four, each a little over 2 in. in diameter. The Mullard D-16-22 tube,

Fig. 5.50—Principle of beam-
switching device for enabling

two traces to be displayed on
an ordinary single-beam tube

having a screen S^in. x l^in., is particularly suitable for grouping.

The other main alternative is to use a single ordinary tube with a
single beam and share it in quick succession among as many signals

as are required to be displayed. Some oscilloscopes with single-

beam tubes are (or can be) provided with electronic switches for per-

forming this service. The general scheme for a double trace is shown
in Fig. S.SO. Although this looks simple, it has to be carefully designed

if it is to give satisfaction. The square-wave generator is usually a
multivibrator or similar circuit. Its outputs are applied to the sup-

pressor grids of the amplifiers, or in some other way made to cut off one
amplifier with the negative half-cycle while the positive half-cycle is

holding the other amplifier in the active state. Clearly it is necessary

to ensure that the gain remains constant during this period, and that no
stray coupling prevents cut-off of the other being complete. Provision

must be made either for switching Y shifts too, or for introducing a
trace-separating voltage between the two outputs.

The switching frequency needs to be considered. If the time-base

frequency is hi^ one may decide to allow a whole sweep—or even
several—belonging to one channel to occur during each switching half-

cycle. Synchronizing the switch with the time base is not essential,

but is likely to give a better result, because switching occurs during fly-

back. On the other hand, for low t.b. frequencies, with whidi the

E
revious system would accentuate flicker, the switching frequency can
e comparatively high, breaking up the traces ^pto dashes (or dots, if

very hi^), but if the frequency is random these may not show. Some
design information has bron given by K. R. Sturley (W. W., Jan. 1953).

Usiag a 10-cathode neon counter tube, K. £. Wood and T. C.

Keenan have ext^ded the beam switching pruu^le to give nine traces
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{E.E., Mar. 1956) but the maximum input frequency is only 100 c/s.

As many as 24 traces have been presented—^with the ability to expand
any section of the sweep—on a 21-in. television tube (£.£., Jan. 1956,

p. 38), up to 500 c/s on each.

An entirely different Y-deflection technique which is capable of dis-

playing two or more traces simultaneously has been shown by R. J. D.
Reeves (W.W., Feb. 1956; “Voltage Coincidence Oscilloscope”).

Y-deflection is not by the signals at all, but by a continuously running
oscillator which sweeps the beam rapidly up and down across the screen.

Fig. 5.51— Voltage^coincidence system of displaying more than one
trace at a time on a single-beam tube. The continuous raster is

normally made invisible by adjustment of c.r.t. bias so that only the

dots outlining the traces can be seen. The gaps between the dots are
filled in by rapid succession of unsynchronized rasters

If it were visible it would look like the continuous sine waveform in

Fig. 5.51, but actually it is blacked out except where its voltage coincides

with that of any of the signals. Such coincidences are made to reduce
the c.r.t. grid bias and display the signals as a series of dots. Since the

X and Y frequencies are unrelated, the dots due to successive sweeps
tend to fill in the gaps and (if the sweep frequency is not too low and the

afterglow too short) build up a continuous trace of each signal wave-
form.

5.40. COMPLETE OSCILLOSCOPES

Some idea will have already been gathered of the wideness of the price

and facility range of commercial oscilloscope. The G>ssor Model
1039M Mk. II, whose circuit diagram is Fig. 5.37, is a miniature
oscilloscope with only three valve, intended primarily for servicing

dometic receivers. A design by the author (W.W., Mar. 1950;
reprinted as a leaflet with the wobbulator mentioned in Sec. 4.36) has
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only two valves, yet is capable ofmuch useful work up to a few hundred
kc/s, At the other extreme are models with nearly 100 valves and four-

figure prices. The era of these highly sophisticated instruments may
be said to have begun with the first Tektronix oscilloscope, which set

a new standard of workmanship and performance. Wide frequency

range of Y amplification, direct reading of voltage and time, and
precision and versatility of control, are among the features of this

class of instrument. The Tektronix layout, with the tube screen in

the top left-hand corner, tube controls on the right, and plug-in

amplifiers below the tube, has become almost standard for expensive

oscilloscopes. For details of instruments at both these extremes and
all between, the makers’ literature should be consulted, and also a

valuable review, “ Modern Oscillosope Practice ” [E. & R E., June
1958). A most interesting review of the considerations behind the

design of a versatile general-purpose oscilloscope (Marconi Instru-

ments TF1330) appears in M.I., June 1959, supplemented in Dec.
1959 to include the dual-trace (switched beam) version, TF1331.

Because it contains many desirable features usually found only in

much more expensive instruments, the Telequipment S.31 (previously

the Serviscope) deserves mention. The specification includes: Y
bandwidth, 0 to 6 Mc/s; maximum sensitivity, lOOmm/V at all fre-

quencies; rise time, 0-06 (xsec; 9-step attenuator direct-reading in

V/cm; 18-speed time base direct-reading in msec/cm and (xsec/cm; x 10

X expansion symmetrical about centre of screen; automatic triggering

up to about 1 Mc/s; trigger level control selects any point on signal

slope for repetitive, random or one-shot triggering, by positive, negative,

or TY line or frame ; voltage calibrator; flat-faced c.r.t. TheY amplifier

has two push-pull stages (the first a long-tailed pair) each working into

a pair of cathode followers. The 2*7 kt2 anode loads are built out to

6 Mc/s by series inductors. Z.f. feedback is used to minimize astigma-

tism by keeping mean Y-plate potential constant. The time base is

very similar to that described by Speight (p. 163)—a Blumlein integra-

tor with something like a Puclde flyback system. Although intended
primarily for television servicing and priced accordingly (£75) it is a
good general-purpose easily portable oscilloscope. A double-beam
version (D.31) is available, and also one with a higher performance
(S.42). Model D.33 is similar in general specification, but alternative

plug-in amplifiers enable it to cope with a range of applications for

which heavier and much more expensive instruments have usually been
required. One of the amplifiers gives the exceptional sensitivity of
0*1 mV/cm from 5c/s to 150kc/s.

Although the performance of all-transistor oscilloscopes does not
compare with that of the best valve types, it is sometimes convenient
to be independent of the mains. Microcell T^ 165 has a 3iin. tube
and the by no means contemptible Y-ampUner bandwidth of 0 to

10 Mc/s.
There are, of course, kits; notably a Heathkit and the Cossor 1045K,

which are remarkably similar in external appearance, and both indude
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printed circuits. Extremely full instructions are provided for making
them up.

5.41. PHOTOGRAPHING OSCILLOGRAMS
Besides the obvious purpose of photography for making a per-

manent record of a trace—and making it easier to measure—^it is

needed for observing non-repetitive waveforms, either isolated tran-

sients or continuous but varying forms. Transients, and also very

slow waveforms, can be made visible by a long-afterglow phosphor, or

even better by means of the Memotron (p. 148), but these facilities may
not be available.

The procedure with repetitive waveforms, which can be made to

appear motionless on the screen, is straightforward: the camera is

focused on the screen and ah appropriate exposure given. For “ one-
shot ” transient waveforms some device is needed to synchronize the

shutter with the start of the sweep, or alternatively (tf light can be
sufficiently excluded) the shutter is opened for as long as is necessary

to catch one sweep. To record continuously varj^g quantities the

time base must be stopped (care being taken to avoid excessive bright-

ness, which might “ bum ” the phosphor) and a long roll of film or
paper drawn steadily along the X axis. Electric motor drives are

obtainable for this purpose. Where still higher speeds are required,

the film is mounted on a drum and rapidly rotated. Contacts are pro-
vided on the drum for starting and stopping the exposure.

Wherever possible, bromide paper is used for cheapness and con-
venience of handling, but in general film is needed for transients, and
if they are high-speed a high e.h.t. is also needed. Blue phosphors,
being the most actinic, are preferred for photography, especially at

high c.r.o. writing speeds.

Many oscilloscopes are fitted for attaching the special cameras
designed for the purpose, and available in considerable variety to

enable one or more of the foregoing methods to be used. Footage
indicators, synchronizing contacts, and drive motors are other features

that can be obtained. The Langham Thompson Series 410 camera,
for example, has a safe-light hood to allow the trace to be viewed
during exposure, and a built-in developing unit, yielding prints 1 minute
later. For occasional recording of “ stills ”, an ordinary camera with
a close-up lens can be used in a not-too-bright room. A. J. Key
(W.W., June 1959) shows how to make an oscilloscope camera from a
single lens and a few pieces of aluminium.

5.42. INEXPENSIVE ELECTRONIC INDICATORS

There are some purposes for which one would like to have the

advantages of the cathode ray as an indicator, but wha% a quantitative

indication is not essential. A diminutive and inexpensive tube is

available for this purpose—^none other than the “ magic eye ” tuning

indicator. Being compa^ cheap, inertialess, “unbumpabto”, and
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negligible as a load, it may well be considered as a substitute for meters
and other indicators. Certain types require only 3-4 V for the full

range of movement, and give a visible response on quite a small

fraction of a volt. In view of the very large input impedance, this

represents a high degree of sensitiveness, which, of course, may be
still further increased by amplification.

It is possible to make it sensitive to as little as 0-005 V z.f. by the

simple expedient of connecting in series with the cathode a resistor of
a few kilohms, preferably variable. This introduces positive feed-

Fig. 5.52—Method ofusing the EM34 as a voltage indicator

with controllablefeedback to increase its sensitivity

back; but it does not work with all types of tube. The EM34 (which
has the additional advantage of two “ scales ” with difierent sensitivi-

ties) is suitable, and Fig. 5.52 shows the makers’ recommendation
(lf'.lf^.,Ai)rill947,p. 150).

Tuning indicators are ^pular as balance indicators in bridges (for

example, Sec. 7. 14), and are useful for indicating maximum in resonance
methods. In slide-back methods they may even be used as substitutes

for meters.

The Mullard DM160, being a sub-miniature measuring less than
l^in. X ^in., IS of especial interest where space is limited.

Another interesting and useful type is the Philips E82M, with a push-
pull deflection system, enabling voltages to be balanced (E. & R.E.,

July 1957, p. 257).

Ordinary neon lamps are most useful in the laboratory as indicators

and voltage stabilizers. It should be known that they are sold with or

without a resistance in the cap: for laboratory purposes they are more
us^ without the resistance, but as the current then rises indefinit^y
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at the striking voltage care should be taken to limit it in some way
to a reasonable amount.
The photo-electric cell may be classed as an electronic indicator,

responsive to light. At present it is finding application mainly in

industrial fields, but although it is not a general-purpose laboratory
instrument its existence should be borne in mind for possible special

apparatus.

5.43, AUDIBLE INDICATORS

The indicating instruments described so far deliver their information
through the eye, which is far more sensitive to changes of magnitude
or form than the ear. They are therefore much better than acoustic

indicators for such 'purposes as indicating maximum output from an
amplifier. On the other hand, the ear is extremely sensitive to changes
in frequency, and although the cathode-ray tube may be used for

synchronizing frequencies with precision, so may phones or loud-

speakers.

A pair of phones, especially of the adjustable type made by S. G.
Brown, Ltd., is a remarkably sensitive instrument for detecting

alternating currents of the order of 1,000 c/s. An audible signal is

given by power of the order of 10”* microwatt! So it is a usual
choice for indicating balance in a.c. bridges working at the middle
audio frequencies. The sensitivity both of ear and phones falls off

so rapidly at the very low frequencies, however, that the same system
is quite unsuitable for, say, SO c/s.

Phones have the advantage of high sensitivity and of keeping out
other noises and so improving concentration, but are tiring to wear
for long periods and make one feel like a dog on a chain. So an
amplifier and loudspeaker is sometimes preferable. An obsolete

broadcast receiver, or one that is faulty on the r.f. side, may be used.

An important advantage of aural indication is that the ear can
discriminate between signal and noise, or between fundamental and
harmonic. And whatever progress is made in exact visual measure-
ment, the ear remains the ultimate judge of much that our work is

concerned with.



CHAPTER 6

Standards

6.1. PURPOSE AND BASIS OF STANDARDS
It was emphasized in Sec. 3.8 that in general it is better to measure a

thing by direct comparison with a standard of the same sort than to

deduce it from other quantities. Measuring a length, supposed to be

1 yard, by comparing it with a standard yardstick, is a sound and
reliable method; measurement by observing the time taken by a

standard snail to traverse the distance is likely to give the result to a

substantially lower order of accuracy, for it is subject to various

indeterminate influences. So among the most valuable equipment
of a laboratory—particularly where accurate measurements are

to be performed—are standards of the various quantities concerned.

At the chief standardizing laboratory in this country—^the N.P.L.
(National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Middlesex)—extreme
precautions are taken to produce and maintain standards of the

highest accuracy.

At one time the fundamental electrical standards of resistance and
current were carefully defined material “ yardsticks ”—the resistance of

a specified amount of mercury in a glass tube of specified dimensions,

and the current that electroplated silver at a specified rate—and were
the international ohm and ampere. But when it became possible

to compare these more accurately with the absolute electrical units

derived from the still more fundamental units of length, mass, and
time, it was found that they were appreciably out. So from 1948

international units have been superseded by absolute units; and as

standards of both sizes are likely to be still in circulation it is necessary

in really accurate work to note that

1 00000 international ohm = 1 00049 absolute ohms
„ „ ampere = 0-99985 „ ampere

„ „ volt = 1-00034 „ volts

„ „ henry = 1-00049 „ henries

„ „ farad = 0-99951 „ farad.

Although direct comparison with a 8taDdar4 is theoretically sound
it is not always practically simple. However sa^factory our yardstick

may be to check a length of ribbon, it mi^iht not be instantly obvious
how best to use it for measuring the height of Mount Everest. In

standardizing laboratories the standard of voltage is a special kind of

175
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cell. This rarely finds a place in a practical radio laboratory, which
de^nds instead on indirect measurement by means of a voltmeter,

calibrated by the makers from a sub-standard instrument, which in

turn may have been compared with a standard cell. Although measure-
ment by voltmeter is an indirect method (it not only does not compare
the unknown with a standard voltage, but actually measures current!),

the dh^ comparison method is inconvenient for ordinary purposes.

It should perhaps be emphasized that most of what are called standards

in this chapter would more properly be described as sub-standards,

because they are instruments designed to retain with as great constancy

as possible a calibrafion imparted to them from some primary standard.

The question of what the accuracy of an instrument means is, as

mentioned in Sec. 3.6, not a simple one, and is discussed by W. H. F.

Griffiths March 1943), with particular reference to standards

of the quantities considered in the next few sections. For further

information on the theory and construction of these standards, see

B. Hague’s A.C. Bridge Methods (Pitman) and L. Hartshorn’s R.F.

Measurements (Chapman & Hall). Standards for a.c. measurements
were received by G. H. Rayner and A. Felton of the N. P. L. in J.I.E,E.,

March 1961.

6.2. RESIDUALS
The first three standards to be considered are those of resistance,

capacitance and inductance

—

R, C and L. The purpose of such

standards is to provide an accurately known quantity of one of these

parameters; preferably a wide range of values. To deserve the name
of standard, or even sub-standard, the instrument must be so con-
structed as to retain its calibration against the ravages of time, tem-
perature, humidity and reasonable use. Unfortunately it is not possible

to provide any one of these parameters entirely without the others. The
unwanted quantities are called residuals. So another important
object in the design of a standard is to make the residuals n^gible
over the working range of frequency, or, failing that, to see that they
can readily be allowed for. What one is entitled to re^rd as negligible

depends of course on the degree of accuracy aimed at in any particular

use of the instruments.

In an ordinary circuit diagram a single symbol is used to represent,

say, a capacitor. But in considering standards at all carefully one
must represent the residuals too. They cannot be completely repre-

sented by circuit symbols, because they are distributed throughout the

component; but the resd apparatus can generally be imitated well

enough by quite a simple arrangement of lumped quantities—the

equivalent circuit or network. For instance, a capacitor behaves very

much as ifit consisted ofa pure capacitance shunted by a high resistance

(to r^resent the leakage between the plates), both in series with a low
re^tance (to represent the resistance of the plates and leads and the
loss in the dielectric) and a small inductance (to represent ffie in-

diKtance distributed throughout these condmffing parts). If the
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imitation is a good one, the equivalence will hold over quite a wide
range of frequency. But at any one frequency any network, however
complicated, can be exactly represented by no more than two para-
meters—a resistance and a reactance (either capacitive or inductive).

These can be either in series or parallel with one another. In this book
they are denoted by R» and Xt for the series pair and ilp and Xp for the
parallel pair—though logically one ought to convert die parallel ones
into conductance and susceptance {G and B). The reducing of more

Fig. 6.1— Vectorial representation of (a) resistance R,
reactance X, and impedance Z, and (b) conductance G,
susceptance B, and admittance T, to illustrate the numerous
alternative methods of specifying their phase relationship

complicated systems to the equivalent pair is explained in Sec. 14.12.

The important bearing of this on any precise R-C-L work is that it is

not enough just to say, for example, that the inductance is 16S p.H.

Which inductance? The inductance shown in the equivalent network?
If so, which of the several recognized networks? Or is it the inductance
corresponding to the reactive component in the reduced one-frequency
equivalent ? And, if so, is it the series or parallel value ? Some methods
of measurement give one and some another, so in comparing results

it is necessary to be able to translate them to a common basis. All this

sounds very alarming, but the less the impurities the more nearly equal
are the various values of the main quantity. In a good standard
capacitor, for example, the difference between Cp and Ct is negligible

even in quite precise work. This is not always so with inductors, but a
comforting fact is that unless there is reason for the contrary it is cus-

tomary to work in series equivalents. The main thing to remember at

this stage is that there are (Cerent values of any L, C or R, depending
on where the residuals are assumed to be in ^e equivalent network.

The quMtion crops up not only in connection with standards but in the
next chapter on bridges, and in Chapter 9 on measmement.
Some re^uals, espec^y stray cat^tance, de^d not only on the

ai^mratus itsdf but on its surroundings. If re^uals are not small
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enough to neglect, then it is important that at least they should be

definite and not liable to vary according to where the apparatus is used.

That is why standards are usually screened—to ensure that all the

capacitances concerned are always the same. This point is discussed

in Secs. 6.6 and 7.6.

One more thing it may be as well to clear up before going on to the

details ofX, C, R, and their measurement: the variety of terms used to

specify the ratio of resistance to reactance. It is easy to get confused

with them all, especially as sometimes they are spoken of as if they

were different and at other times as if they were the same. They can

best be explained with a simple vector diagram. Fig. 6.1a, which shows
how the series resistance and reactance, R and X, by which any network

can be specified, add up vectorially to give its impedance, Z. The
phase angle between Z and R is usually denoted by

<f>,
and the “ loss

angle ” between Z and X, which is 90° —
<f>,

by 8. The parallel equiva-

lent, made up of conductance G and susceptance B, add up similarly

to give the admittance Y; the values of these in any particular circuit

are of course different, but the angles are the same. The following

are the things that are equal, whatever the values:

(l) cos ^ = 2 =

(ii) cot ^ ^ =

(iii) tan ^ ^ =

y. = sin 8 = power factor

(j 1

^ =tan8 = dissipation factor (or loss tangent)

B
^
= cot 8 = g = magnification factor

When i? << Z, as it should be in a good capacitor or inductor, the

first two lines are practically equal to one another and to the angle 8 in

radians, and are small.

Some writers, not content with this choice of alternatives, use

another—the time constant. This is CR or LjR, depending on the

kind of reactance. The advantage is that although C and L are not
entirely independent of frequency they are approximately so over a
wide range of frequency, whereas X obviously is not. In a resistor

that is supposed to be non-reactive, the time constant ought to be
a small fraction of a microsecond.

6.3. STANDARDS OF RESISTANCE

One kind of standard even the most modest laboratory can hardly
do without is resistance. The most generally useful form is the decade
box, consisting of a number of groups of ten equal-valued resistors

(units, tens, hundreds, etc.) each group controlled by an 11-stud switch
(0 to 10). For example, a three-bank box would provide a total of
1,1100 in steps of 1 O, or 11,1000 in steps of 10 O (Fig. 6.2). The
usual type, made by the well-known instrument firms, has an inaccuracy
within 0'l-0‘2% and is reliable at all audio frequencies and well into
the radio frequencies. For some purposes it is helpful to have a very
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wide range of resistance without unreasonable cost or bulk. The
Dawe Type 201 box contains resistors from 100 O to 100 Mn in the

roughly logarithmic 1-2-5-10 sequence of values.

To preserve these valuable instruments from damage it is worth
making a table ofmaximum permissible current for each range, and the

Fig, 6.2—Connections of a triple^decade resistance box,
providing J,JI0Q in steps of J Cl

corresponding voltages, to be pasted on the box; for it is very easy,

in concenteating on an experiment, to exceed the limits and per*
manentiy impair the accuracy. Another way of preserving precision

reastance boxes is to use less valuable ones when such high accuracy is

not really needed. For example, there are Nash & Thompson “ pre-
ferred value” resistance boxes, from 1*20 to 10 kO, and 1*2 kO to
10 MO. R. E.' Thompson & Co. make combined R and C decade
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boxes at very reasonable prices. S^arate db 1 % resistor and ± S%
capacitor boxes are produced by Winston Electronics.

“ Bargain ” resistance boxes ought to be accepted with caution,

because their cheapness might be due to their belonging to the d.c. era,

when an ohm was an ohm and nobody asked awkward questions about
reactance. The plug connector system, once universal for resistance

boxes, is extremely trying to anyb(^y who has once used dial switches.

Whether incorporated in decade boxes or not, resistors to be relied

upon to better than 1 % have to be carefuUy constructed. For good-
quality laboratory apparatus, manganin wire is favoured, because it

has a high resistivity which is almoiit unaffected by temperature, and
there is very little uermoelectric effect at a junction between it and
copper. But it is rather tricky to use (Sec. 14.40). A more recent

alloy is Karma,* made by the British Driver Harris Co. of Cheadle
Heath, Stockport, from whom details are obtainable. It is similar to

manganin as regards low temperature coefficient and thermoelectric

e.m.f , but has nearly three times the resistivity and can be drawn into

very fine wire, so much so (0*0006 in. dia) that 6*6 kO per yard is

obtainable! This helps in reducing skin effect at high frequencies (Sec.

14.S). It is however more difficult to solder even than manganin.
The American equivalent is Evanohm.
For making resistors oneself, Eureka (or Constantan) is more readily

obtainable, is much easier to solder (an important point with very fine

wires), has 29 times the resistance of copper, and for most purposes the

effect of temperature is negligible—0*002% per °C (Sec. 14.5). But a
copper-Eureka joint generates a very appreciable e.m.f. when heated, so

when a soldered connection has been made it is essential to wait

until it is quite cool before checking the resistance. And to avoid

being misled by thermoelectric currents it is advisable to run Eureka
resistors at a very conservative current rating.

It is not always realized that winding a resistor and adjusting it to

within, say, 1 in several thousands does not produce a permanent
standard of that order of accuracy. The process of winding inevitably

sets up strains in the wire, and a resettling which goes on for a consider-

able time afterwards causes the resistance to change by an amount
which may be as much as 1 %. To avoid this, any resistors which are

intended to remain highly accurate must be “ aged ” by annealing

—

baking them for up to 24 horn's at 13S°C. See also Sec. 14.40. Final

calibration must be made after this process. One reason for keeping
the subsequent working temperature moderate is to prevent change of
resistance by further annealing. Excessive humidity, too, should be
avoided; it can alter the resistance by 0*04 %.

Witii low values it is important to consider the resistance of the

switch contacts and leads. The method of use, wherever possible,

should eliminate these from the calculation, by workinjg in differences

as explained in Sec. 3.9. But even so, these undesired resistances

* *' The Electrical Characteristks of a Nidcel-Chromiom-Aluniinium-Copper
Reristaace Wire ”, by D. Starr and T. P. Wang. Proc, I.E.E., Part B, S<^t. 19S7.
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should be minimized; in particular, a reliable switch should be used.

Type 6001 switch by W. G. Pye has been specially designed for instru-

ment work and is available with a variety of poles and ways. The
overall switch resistance is about 0-7 mO and the variability db 20 jxO

.

Thermal e.m.f. is 0*025 (i.V/°C with temi^rature gradient across the
switch. These properties have been retained after about 20 million
operations.

For less precise purposes the comparatively cheap wafer types used in

receivers are generally satisfactory.

Thetemperaturecoefflcientofcopperisabout0*4 %/“€, so its resistance

changes very noticeably with ambient temperature, and still more
when heated by current. Although nobody is likely to try to make
a standard resistor of copper wire, there is the possibility of over-

looking the fact that shunting a copper-wound milliammeter coil

with Eureka is just about as bad. It is necessary for the moving coil

to have a swamping resistance of low-temperature-coeflBcient wire in

series with it, preferably many times the resistance of the coil itself.

6.4. NON-REACTIVE WINDING
Next to the accuracy and constancy of resistance, the most im-

portant thing is reactance, or rather the absence of it. Except for

L R. t*
(a) »— -gutip w

c

Fig. 6.3—Diagram (a) represents with good approximation a resistor,

L and C being the residual inductance and capacitance. At any one
frequency, L and C can be represented as an equivalent series in-
ductance L„asat (b) ; but the resistance R, is in general differentfrom R

resistors incorporated in purely d.c. instruments such as moving-coil
meters, it is hardly worth while buying or making resistors that are not
wound so as to be usable over as wide a range of frequency as prac-
ticable. The equivalent shown in Fig. 6.3a represents any reasonably
non-reactive resistor satisfactorily wi3i fixed values of R, L and C, at

all frequencies well below the resonance of L with C. WitWn this

frequency limit, £« in the simple series equivalent b is almost constant:

L, Si L-R*C
Since the effects of L and C are of opposite sign, cunning p^ons
devise methods of winding by which they cancel one another out.
E.g., if a SOO-Q resistor has an inductance of 2*5 (aH its self-capacitance
should be 10 pF. L. is then zero. The apparent or measurable
resistance, R,, differs from the true value, R, as a^ult of the residuals,

and within the s^e frequen<^ limit

R, 2- i? [1 -f- a.*C (2E -
So in this mcanq^e it would be 0*1 % high at 1 Mc/s. For minimuin

13
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Fig. 6.4—Three of the many methods of minimizing reactance in resistance

elements. The “ twisted-hairpin ” type (a) is suitable for low resistance;

(b) consists offine wire wound on a thin mica card, which is stiffened by the

tmck wire connecting leads. In (c) {the Ayrton-Perry method) there are
two windings in parallel, in opposite rotation to neutralize seff-inductance

variation in Ra one would aim at making R^C equal to twice L, instead

of L as for minimum La. L tends to be greater with large resistances

than small, because of the greater length of wire; but relative to the

resistance (which is what matters) it is more troublesome the lower the

resistance. C, naturally, is more troublesome the higher the resistance.

The easiest values of resistance to make accurately and non-reactively

are the medium ones, say 10 to 1,0000.
Low-resistance elements, of only a few inches of wire, can be made

like twisted hairpins, as in Fig. 6.4a. Hi^er values, up to thousands
of ohms, can be wound with very thin wire on the thinnest sheets of
mica capable of supporting them firmly. The object of these con-
structions is to minimize the sectional area of the coil, and hence its

inductance. The capacitance is quite low, too, if the wire is wound in

a single layer from end to end along a small strip. Such construction,

especially if with finer than about 40 s.w.g., is satisfactory at quite

hijgh r.f. and is sometimes adopted in signal generator attenuators. The
wire must not be allowed to bulge out from the sides, but should lie

Sat on the strip, and it is a good thing to give it a coat or two of very
thin shellac varnish. The current-carrying capacity is low; and for

the medium resistances—1 to 100 or possibly 1,000 O—the Ayrton-
Perry winding is more satisfactory. The proc^ure at first is the same
as just described—

a

single layer from end to end on a strip of in-

sulating material—but the resistance must be just double that required.

Th<m another winding is j>ut on, exactly rimilar except that it is in the
^qiosite rotation. The inductance of these two windings are in
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opposition to each other, and therefore it is allowable for them to be
supported on material of appreciable thickness, and hence for the

wire to be of a substantial gauge. In addition to more care being

needed in winding, this system is a little more complicated to adjust,

because both wires have to be shortened equally.

When it comes to resistances of the order of a megohm, it becomes
expensive to wind them of wire, and almost impossible if strict non-
reactive methods are adopted. Generally such values are used as

multipliers for d.c. voltmeters and may be wound anyhow; or possibly

for a.c. of SO c/s, in which case it is enough to wind on a multi-groove

former, reversing every alternate section to give a fairly non-inductive

result. But for high frequencies or for very high values one can
hardly do other than use non-wire-wound resistors. Ordinary receiver

resistors are not good enough for measuring apparatus, for, apart from
their tolerances (they can always be made up to desired values some-
how), they are usually affected considerably by temperature, voltage

applied, and the lapse of time. But great advances have been made
during recent years in the production of high-stability resistors, some
of carbon and some of deposited metal or metal oxide films; and one
need no longer look on them as fit for rough work only. They are

seen as multipliers in some of the most reputable makes of voltmeter;

and, as for tugh frequencies. Fig. 4.35 shows an example of use in a
calibrated attenuator up to over 300 Mc/s. It is fortunate that r.f.

attenuators usually have a resistance of the order of 70 Q , because it

is in that region that such resistors have minimum variation with
frequency. Lower values increase with frequency; higher values fall

—

perhaps catastrophically, as for example from 100 kO at l.f. to 30 kO at

200 Mc/s.
At frequencies of more than a few Mc/s, or even lower, there is

trouble not only with reactance but with an increase in resistance due
to skin effect. Low values, say 1 to 100 O , are usually made of short

lengths of wire sufficiently thin to keep the skin effect within tolerable

limits. The gauges for a 1 % rise are given in Table 14.8. However,
these figures strictly apply only to strai^t wire. When it is wound into

a coil the rise in resistance is increased by what is called proximity
effect, due to the distribution of current in each turn being influenced

by the magnetic field of adjacent turns. In general this is not calcul-

able.

The inductance of resistors at r.f. is not usually negligible, but it can
be excluded from the result by seeing that the length and shape of the

circuit is kept the same for all readings, variation of resistance being
obtained by substituting wires of different gauge and material.

The characteristics of resistors, with special reference to noise and to

r.f., are discussed by G. W. A. Dummer in June 1956.

6.5. ADJUSTMENT OF RESISTORS

A good deal oftime and patience are required for making reasonably

accurate resistors, but it is often useful to be able to do so when making
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up special apparatus. The approximate length of wire is calculated

(Table 14.26), and slightly more than this taken for measurement.
The length of wire brtween the terminals of the bridge or other

measuring instrument is gradually reduced until correct; then it is

bent at the edges of the terminals to mark the exact length, and enough
extra for soldering to its own terminals. Remember to let the joint

cool before checking the resistance. If it is too high, it can be reduced
by building up the solder a little way along the wire; iftoo low, and the

wire is thick, by filing. The file is used also in adjusting shunts and
other low resistances made of strip metal. If the wire is very thin, it

may be better to make the final adjustments on an auxiliary section

in series wound With a thicker gauge. Thick wire resistors can be
adjusted by a thin wire section in parallel.

6.6. STANDARDS OF CAPACITANCE
Standard capacitors are important not only for their known

capacitance as such, but as pure forms of reactance. So absence of

Fig. 6.5—To represent the behaviour

of a capacitor over a range of
frequency it is necessary to include

parallelas wellasseriesresistance (a).

At any one frequency, resistance and
reactance can be represented either

in series or parallel (b). Except at

such high frequency that the reacts

ance of L is appreciable compared
with that ofC,the differences between
C, Cs and Cp in a good capacitor are

very small

resistance may be quite as important as correctness of capacitance.

This side of the matter has been so well attended to by the leading

instrument makers that in their best capacitors the series resistance is

only a few millionths of the reactance. Another important thing at

the higher frequencies is absence of the opposite kind of reactance

—

inductance. It is this that limits the frequency at which the capacitor

is accurate. As explained in Sec. 6.2, the usually>aocepted equivalent

of a capacitor is Fig. 6.Sa. Normally L and r are ve^ small and R
very large. At any one frequency r and R can be represented as a
sin^e series or parallel resistance (6) and L can be combined with C to

give the apparent or measurable capacitance:

C. 2: Cp 2i C(1 + <»*CL).

So the g^ter C is, the more important it is to keep L small and the
dOTect ofL increases as the square of the frequent^. Rg in any reason-
ably good capacitor is insuffic^t to make Cg and Cp differ appreciably.

But that does not mean that no qu^tion need arise as to the value of a
capacitor. The two conductors not only have capacitance between
them but also to their surrounding^ and unless properly screened these

stray capacitances all vary according to the placing the capacitor

o L r

(b) —aWSAA—
Cs 0

Rt>
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and its use. In Fig. 6.6, Cj and C, represent capadtances to earth,

and Cs and C4 to an unearthed body. Since changes of a hundredth
of 1 pF can easily be detected with simple apparatus, these strays make
a very noticeable difference, especially when C is very small; and one
wonders what the calibration of a capacitor means.

In some methods of measurement (Sec. 9.16) all capacitances to
earth are lumped in with the measuring apparatus, which reads only
what is called the direct capacitance. In Fig. 6.6 this would involve

C*, Cl and C* as well as C; so standard capacitors are provided with a
screen which is normally earthed. This shuts off C» and Ci altogether,

and leaves only a fixed Ci and C*. Usually one terminal is earthed

Figi 6.6—The stray capacitances of an
unscreened capacitor can be represented
as shown, Ci and Cj being to earth and
C3 and C4 to non^earthed surroundings.
By the use of screening, these variable

capacitances can be reduced to one fixed
capacitance included in the calibration

too, say the right-hand one, thus shorting out C2, so that the capacitance

is C -
1
- Cl.

Even then, the unearthed terminal must poke out of the screen so

that connection can be made with it; and what about its connecting

lead? The most recent General Ra^o variable and fixed capacitors

are provided with standard connectors to minimize errors here. They
are also available in either two-terminal form (one terminal being

earthed to case) or three-terminal, in which only the direct capacitance

between terminals coimts. The latter must be used in drcuits where
the relatively large and varying capacitances from terminals to earth

do not affect the measurement. Standards of as little as 0-01 pF are

available in this form, in which one plate “ looks at ” the other through

a hole in an earthed screen.

However, die difference between any two readings on the scale of a

variable capacitor is unaffected by whatever external capacitances may
diance to be in circuit, so the difference method of reckoning (Sec.

3.9) is to be preferred, at least if 1 pF more or less matters in the

reading.

Unlike resistance, capadtance is easier to vary smoothly and
continuously than in small steps. So the most important laboratory

types are variable air capadtors, seldom much more than 1,000 pF
maximum. Isolated fixed caradtors are sometimes used, but more
often a number are assembled in boxes and controlled by switches; in

fact, one can obtain decade capadtance boxes uniform in appearance
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with resistance boxes; and very useful they are, if one can afford them.
Where high accuracy is not essential, the price can be much lower, as

noted in Sec. 6.3.

6.7. VARIABLE STANDARD CAPACITORS
The slightest movement, other than the desired rotation, of any of

the parts of a variable capacitor is liable to upset the calibration very

seriously. In the axial direction a shift equal to one inter-vane gap

—

which itself may be only a fraction of a millimetre—raises the

capacitance to infinity! So the mechanical design and construction

have to be of a very high order. Variable capacitors of the highest

class are in fact among the most beautiful examples of scientific

craftsmanship. Extreme rigidity as regards the constant dimensions is

combined with smooth rotation. It is often assumed that a capacitor

cannot easily be adjusted very precisely without a geared drive, but the

gearing introduces mechanical problems of its own if it is not to cause

errors. It is interesting to note that the extremely precise variables

made by H. W. Sullivan, Ltd. have direct drive. Although offering

considerable resistance to rapid rotation, the bearings are so beautifully

made and adjusted as to give the feeling that if a fly leaned against the

handle it would move steadily at an imperceptible rate. At least,

there is no difficulty in making the most delicate adjustment by hand.

Even the relatively cheap capacitors made by this firm are characterized

by smoothness of rotation that surprises anybody whose experience is

Fig, 6,7—Precision laboratory
capacitor {Type D-14) designed to

have an extremely small loss angle.

The inner screen {shown mostly cut
away) is connected to the rotor or
low-potentialterminal; there isasepa-
rate earthed screen, not shown except
for the base plate. Note the earthed
guard disks mounted between quartz
insulators supporting the stator or
high-potential system, {Muirhead &

Co,, Ltd,)

limited to ordinary “ commercial ” types. For information on the

techmque of making direct-reading scales to an accuracy of 0*01 %, see

W. H. F. Griffiths (W.W., Nov. and Dec. 1943). A more recent

Sullivan development is a capacitor continuously variable over 100 pF
(small enough to give a very open scale) and associated with ten steps
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Fig. 6.8—Two types of variable capacitor bearing. Type (b), in which the end
plates are not under a separating stress, is to be preferred for permanence

of calibration

of 100 pF each, giving a total of 1,100 pF with the same low-loss

characteristics as the variable air section.

In the General Radio, Muirhead and Marconi Instruments precision

capacitors there is a gearing system in which the fast-speed drive is

htted with a separate scale for interpolating the divisions on the main
scale. Naturally the mechanical precision of the gearing has to be
exceptional. For the highest accuracy the errors of the gear can be
measured and taken into account. For measurements on low-loss

insulating materials, Muirhead have a double-screened model (Fig. 6.7)

in which even the small loss due to the fused quartz insulators is

excluded, and the vanes are mirror-polished, so the few remaining

millionths of a radian of loss angle are due mainly to water vapour
in the air. The capacitance is appreciably affected by the temperature
and humidity of the air dielectric, and for long-term stability it would
be necessary to seal the capacitor along with a desiccant. Design of
capacitors for minimum temperature coefficient is discussed by D. A.
Bell in E.T., Sept. 1960.

Such instruments are not likely to be within the means of small

laboratories. Even the home lab. ought to have at least one variable

of sufficiently good construction to be worth accurate calibration.

The vanes must have been treated to prevent warping, and rather

more widely spaced than ordinarily. Bearings must give smooth rota-

tion, freedom from side-play, undue wear, and slackening-off. The
common practice of supporting the spindle by compressing it between
the end plates is open to criticism, b^use even stout material subject

to this stress is liable to acquire a set and so cause slackness and loss

of calibration. It is better for the spindle to have free axial motion
through one bearing, thus relieving both plates from stress, and for the

other to determine the plate spacing (Fig. 6.8). Mechanical rigidity is

achieved in the General Radio Type 1420 capacitors by milling them
out of solid aluminium. Backlash or whip anywhere between the

vanes and the scale must of course be negligible. A good geared
drive is a great asset. Fig. 6.9 shows a 9:1 reduction type suitable

for laboratory instruments. As regards vane shape, althou^ fancy

shapes—square-law, log, etc.—are used for special purposes, it is more
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usual for laboratory types to be of the old-fashioned straight-line-

capadtance semi-drcular shape.

The author finds it very useful to have a capacitor in which the fixed

vanes are divided electrically into two or more groups, so that the range
of capacitance is variable. In the lowest range, extra spacing or a
smaller vane may be used to bring the variation down to perhaps
IS'pF, [for measurements such as valve capacitances. Two unequal

Fig. 6.9—Muirhead D~83-E slow-motion-drive dial with vernier.

The scale plate is 4 in. in diameter. The drive, which can transmit
a torque of 3 kg-cm, comprises a planetary reduction gear of the

friction ball type. {Muirhead & Co., Ltd.)

groups of fixed vanes can be arranged by supporting them from
opposite end plates; and this gives three ranges. The unused group,
if any, is shorted to the moving vanes.

A simpler construction, substituting insulating fixed-vane supporting
spindles and one set of insulating spacing washers, may be ^opted
if the somewhat higher losses can be tolerated.

The Sullivan capadtors are available in multi-range patterns, even
down to the least expensive grades (Fig. 6. 10).

For some purposes a very small variable is required—say 1 pF.
Instruments in this range are available with micrometer drive (Fig. 7.20)

;

or an actual micrometer can be adapted to provide an extemporizdl
capadtor, by mounting it so that its moving plung» works indde an
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Fig. 6.10—Dual~range variable air

capacitor (Type C853A) with screen-

ing cover removed; maximum inac-

curacy 0-03% (H. W. Sullivan, Ltd.)

insulated and screened cylinder. Or a miniature plate type can be
made. They can be calibrated (preferably in situ) by a method such

as that given in Sec. 9.34.

6.8. FIXED CAPACITORS
As it is mechanically impracticable to build continuously variable

capacitors of large value, the range must be extended upwards by means
of fixed capacitors. Complete variation up to, say, 1 [xF, is obtainable

by a three-switch decade box and a variable of 1,500 pF maximum
(to give a working overlap). Such boxes, of first-class laboratory

standard, are extremely expensive. Fortunately they are not in-

TOTAL IN CIRCUIT23456789 lO

Fig. 6.11—Switching diagramfor obtaining up to 10 capacitance units in steps

of 1 unit, using four fixed capacitors. The shaded squares indicate switch

contacts made

dispensable in a radio laboratory. But it is very useful to have a box
^ving at least a good approximation to values up to several micro-
farads. Even a box of rough standards is not so very cheap if it is on
the straightforward decade plan, because special^switches, progressively

connecting the units in parallel, and a large number of units, are needed.
However, a decade (0 to 10) can be obtained with four capacitors in

the ratio 1-2-2-S, u^g a standard four-pole elevoi-way switdi con-
nected as in Fig. 6.11. With a special Oak switdi it can be done with
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Fig. 6.12—Alternative decade capacitor switching using double'
sided single-wafer switch. It is shownfrom the rear in the position

corresponding to “ O Each clockwise step (as seen from the

front) introduces I unit of capacitance

one double-sided wafer (Fig. 6.12) as shown by C. D. Lindsay (W.W.,
Oct. 1956). And if even this is too elaborate, a useful instrument is a
single-pole eleven-way switch giving a choice of the following values:

1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1,000 and 2,000 nF. Lastly, a triple

decade box giving 0-111 (jiF in steps of 100 pF, using ±1% silvered

mica capacitors, is obtainable in kit form at a moderate price (Heathkit
DCl).

It must be remembered that the ordinary moulded-in broadcast-
receiver types, even though they may be of mica, are not to be relied

upon to maintain their originally measured capacitance, nor even
to be particularly low-loss. It is a chastening thought that even pre-

cision capacitors at the N.P.L. have been found to drift as much as 350
parts in a million over a period of years; this for 0-01 (aF, but the

average drift for those of 0-1 [xF and over was 60 and the greatest 120.

Because some of the highest-quaiity capacitors are of mica it does not
follow that use of this material is a guarantee. Those made by deposit-

ing metal on high-permittivity ceramic material are likely to be more
constant than cheap mica types. Polystyrene is superseding mica for

some puiposes, as it is freer from polarization effects and has an even
higher resistivity. . Most of the established manufacturers can supply
types coming between the mass-produced sort and the best laboratory

^ades. Sullivan offer a range of high-permanence mica capacitors at

quite moderate prices, so long as they are not required to be accurately

adjusted to specified values. For moderate laboratory requirements
a power-factor of 1 % is bad; 0-2% is fair; and 0-05% is good. Above
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0*01 (xF, mica capacitors are costly, and for ordinary purposes good-
quidity paper types are usually substituted.

For building up fixed capacitors to an exact required value, Johnson,
Matthey & Co. supply silvered mica plates, including a “ grid ” type

by means of which the final adjustment is made by scraping.

6.9. STANDARDS OF INDUCTANCE
Last of the “ Big Three ” is inductance, subdivided into self-in'

ductance (L) and mutual inductance (Af). Standards of self-inductance
are handicapped by not being even approximately pure reactance

—

the resistive component cannot be made negligible. And their

capacitance is more serious than the inductance of a standard capacitor.

The usual simple equivalent is the same as in Fig. 6.3 except for the

reversed relative magnitudes of L and R. The validity of tlus equiva-

lent, even for high precision, is shown by L. Hartshorn and J. J.

Denton (Proc. I.E.E., Part B, July 1956).

Mutual inductance, on the other hand, can be provided with a phase
angle as small as in good capacitors, with the advantage over capacitors

thatM can be continuously varied ri^t down to zero and even negative

values. Unfortunately stray capacitances limit these very good and
useful qualities to fairly low audio frequencies. But for bridge measure-
ments at not more than about 1 kc/s a mutual inductometer is the most
versatile and accurate kind of standard. Without it, measurement of
inductance usually involves comparison with capacitance; and at a.f.

the impedances of tuning coils, for example, are so extremely small com-
pared with that of a variable capacitor that it is difficult to get accurate

results.

With any type of inductor one has to beware of the external field.

It is liable to introduce unauthorized mutual inductance with other

parts of the circuit. And even if the things it embraces are not parts

of the circuit they increase the resistance, and if they are metal they

either reduce or increase the inductance. So standard inductors, self

or mutual, ought to have the minimum of metal in their construction,

and certainly no iron or steel. Eureka screws are available, however,
and are relatively harmless. Ordinary iron cores are never used, so

a large number of turns—and hence high resistance—are inevitable in

high-valued inductors. Even special dust cores, sometimes used,

cause a slight change of inductance with current which therefore must
be strictly limited. Metal is needed for the coil itself, of course, and
the thicker the gauge (to reduce its ordinary resistance) the greater the

eddy-current loss therein. By using litz wire, consisting of a number
of separately insulated strands, thu loss can be reduced, espedally

at hi^ audio and low radio frequencies; but it must be used both in-

telligently and carefully, because improper application and im^rfect
insulation and jointing may more than of^ its advantage. It is also

more easily damaged^n solid wire.

Screening standard inductors is inadvisable, because it increases

resistance and reduces inductance to an extent that varies widi
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frequency. The only sure way to reduce the external field to a very

snudl amount is to make the coil toroidal (Fig. 6.13). This is awk-
ward for the amateur to wind but the General Radio Type 1481

standard inductors are of this form. Otherwise, coils that are not to

couple must be kept well apart—say 10 times their diameter—or placed

at right angles to one another, or both. Connection errors are

discussed by J. F. Hersh {G.R.E., Oct. 1960).

6.10. INDUCTOMETERS
The well-known Campbell variable mutual inductometer is shown

in Fig. 6.14. The primary consists of a pair of fixed coils, with
a small secondary swinging between them in a parallel plane to

vary the mutual inductance from a small negative value to over

100 (xH. The scale can easily be read to a fraction of 1 (iH. Fixed
secondary coils, in groups of ten, coupled to both primal coils, are

brought out to decade switches extending the range to 11,110 (xH.

Other features can be used to extend the range both upward and
downward. An inductometer is the nucleus of several types of
bridge for self and mutual inductance and capacitance. Although
usable only at a.f. it need not be regarded merely as an a.f. instrument,

for the inductance of r.f. coils is usually measured at a.f. to render
the effect of self-capacitance negligible. While such an instrument is

expensive, it is not more so than the best standard capacitors, and is

much more useful. It is surprising that cheaper types of inductometer.

Fig. 6.13—Toroidal winding is

an effective way of reducing the
external field of inductors. A
toroid is in effect a long solenoid

bent round into a circle

Fig. 6.14--One of the types of
Campbell inductometer^ for use
in some of the most accurate
methods of inductance measure'*
ment. Note the clear, open scale.

(Cambridge Instrument Co., Ltd.)
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4(l.-M) TO 4(L + W) L-W TO U + W

Fig. 6.IS— Various methods of connecting a four-coil inductometer, giving
approxinmtely the mutual and self-inductances shown, where L is the self-

inductance ofone coil andM the maximum mutual between one pair ofcoils

retaining the same advantages in some de^ee, have not been put on
the market, for the basic principle is simple enough. The chief

difficulty, no doubt, is the time required to adjust to exact values.

Simple inductometers without tappings, for approximate measure-
ments over a limited range, are quite easy. One method is to wind four
identical coils, two fixed, and two moving on an arm pivoted midway,
so that a 180° movement carries the coils from maximum coupling
in one direction to maximum in the other. The two coils in each
connected pair are wound in opposite rotation, which incidentally

minimizes stray coupling to external coils. The coils can be connected
in various ways (Fig. 6.15): (a) as a mutual inductometer, with
balanced centre-tapp^ primary and secondary windings; (6) ei^er or
both pairs of coils in parallel for lower range; (c) as a self-inductance,

all coils in series; (d) coils in parallel. IfL is the inductance of any
one coil by itself, and M is the mutual inductance between any two
when they are closest, the respective ranges are: {a) — 2M to -f- 2Af;
(h) - iM to -f iJlf ;

(c) 4(L-M) to 4 (L-hM); (if) L-M to

L-i- M. These are approximate, because they neglect coupling
between coils that are not adjacent, but give some idea of the

possible ran^.
M is inevitably less than L, and, if adequate'clearances are allowed

to prevmt small unavoidable sideplay from causing large variations

in the inductance, will be mudi less. So the ratio of maximum to

minimum setfdnductance is much smalto than in a variable capacitor.
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However, a capacitor has nothing to compare with mutual inductance,

which can be swung through zero to negative values.

The effect of mechanical imperfections on the calibration can be
very greatly reduced by providing four primary coils, one on each side

of each moving coil; this arrangement produces a nearly uniform field

between them, and small axial displacements can take place without
serious change in the mutual inductance.

6.11. FIXED INDUCTORS
A number of separate fixed coils of known inductance are useful in the

laboratory, and as a set of them is probably required for r.f. measure-
ments it is a good thing to have their inductances accurately measured
so that they serve as ’standards. Obviously they should be as mechanic-
ally rigid as possible, and preferably with the lowest practicable r.f.

resistance. Such a set of coils is almost essential in connection with a
0-meter and is obtainable as an accessory thereof (Sec. 7.20).

There are definite methods for designing coils with low r.f. resistance,

and those who care to study them are referred to articles by R. G.

Fig. 6.16—SuHivan-Griffiths standard inductors, constructed on a com-
pensating principle to ensure freedom from charges due to temperature.
On the left is shown the first grade, for the highest precision. On the
right is the second grade, giving excellent characteristics at low cost.

IH. W. Sullivan, Ltd.)

Medhurst (W.W., Feb. and March 1947) and a book, TTte Theory and
Design of Inductance Coils, 2nd edn., by V. G. Welsby (Macdondd,
I960). One is not -likely to go very batfiy wrong in using single-layer

coils, wound with about one-wire spacing, on formers having a ^meter
3 times the winding length, up to a few himdred (iH; dien multi-layer

coils, so long as the layers are not too few and are properly spaced.
Standard coils in which the inductance is practically unaffected by

temperature and age, made by Sullivan, have been designed on a
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compensating principle by W. H. F. Griffiths (fV.E., of Oct. 1929 and
June 1934). They are marketed in two grades (Fig. 6.16), covering

all requirements, from the home experimenter to the N.P.L. The
accuraqr of even the second grade is of the order of 0*1 %. Design of
inductors for minimum temperature coefficient is discussed by D. A.
Bell (E.T., Sept. 1960).

6.12. STANDARDS OF VOLTAGE
As mentioned in Sec. 6.1, standard cells are not commonly used in

radio laboratories, as they are expensive and must be looked after

carefully. Comparison of the unknown is made by means of a

7-sk io<ak

Fif. 6.17—Practical circuit for providing a precisely calibratable

voltage, variable from zero up to about 85 V

potentiometer as explained in Sec. 10.2, so that no current is drawn
from the cell. The e.m.f. of cells of the type used by the N.P.L., when
a number are checked one against another, can be stable to d= 2 in 10*

over a period of 20 years, so clearly they are among the most precise

and reliable standards of any quantity at all.

The Mallory mercury reference-voltage type, obtainable from
laboratory suppliers in single 1*35 V cells or 8-cell tapped batteries,

though less precise is more practical and inexpensive. It is shock-

proof, can be used in any position, and is capable of maintaining its

voltage within close limits over a period of years, even when called

upon to supply appreciable current, such as 100 (jiA.

Electronic voltage-stabilizing devices, notably neon tubes and Zener
diodes (Sec. 4.3), if suitably selected and applied, can be relied upon to

maintain constant voltages within very close limits. In this role they

are sometimes referred to as voltage standards, but this is hardly

correct, for they differ in two ways from standard cells. The voltage

is not self-generated but has to be applied from a source, and it is not

precisely known until it has been measured against a primary standard.

So such devices are, at best, sub-standards. Ou the other hand, unlike

standard cells they may be capable of maintaining thdr fixed voltage

while supplying appreciable current.

Among neon tubes the Mullard 85A2 is an example; the voltage

acuDss a tube of this type may be anything from 83 to 87, but provided
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that the current through it is kept reasonably steady, preferably at

about 6 mA, whatever 5ie voltage for the particular specimen may be
it remains constant within 0*5% throughout life, within 0*2% after the

first 300 hours, and within 0*1 % for any period not exceeding 100 hours
after the first 300 hours. The temperature coefficient is only —0*003%
per ®C. The variation with current is about 0*35% per mA, so for the

highest obtainable constancy it is necessary to stabilize the current,

and Fig. 6.17 shows one method of doing so. In a circuit similar to

ioofi 4ioCl

Fig. 6.18—Source of very constant low voltage, using Zener diodes

as stabilizers, with thermal compensation coils around the output one

this the average increase in output voltage when the input was raised

from 240 V to 300 V was found to be only 30 mV. In use, the output

is balanced against the voltage to be measured, so that no current

flows. Once an exactly-known potentiometer setting has been ascer-

tained by balancing against a standard cell, the remainder can be

calibrated directly in volts, since the open circuit voltage is proportional

to potentiometer resistance below the tapping.

^ner diodes have the advantages of a much wider range of voltages

(espedaUy low values) and absence of extra striking voltage, and when
properly used their constancy is comparable with that of standard

cells; perhaps even better—see the design article by Chandler referred

to in 4.3. Fig. 6.18 shows a typical circuit for output voltages

up to 5 or so. Diodes with terminal voltages about 6-7 V have lowest

and most easily compensated temperature coefficients, so are preferred

for this purpose.

6.13. STANDARDS OF FREQUENCY

Frequency is undoubtedly the firmest foundation of all in the

laboratory. It is unique in that one’s own sub-standards can be

checked at almost any time against worid standards to within about

0*0000001%, which should be good enough for most peoi>le-^d
aU at no <marge for the information. Unique too is the precision wiffi

which one fr^uency can be compared with another, losing practically

no accuracy in the jHrocess. It ^tdd not be for^tten that a standard

of fineqtien^ is idso a standard of time; the time interval betivera
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successive cycles is the reciprocal of the frequency. Constancy of fre-

quency standards, based on atomic resonance, is now so great as to

show up relatively large irregularities in the turning of the great earth

itself. Clearly, then, an aim in devising laboratory measurements
should be to obtain results in terms of frequency.

Details of broadcast standard-frequency transmissions are given in

Sec. 14.37, and methods of frequency measurement and comparison in

Secs. 10.9 to 10.15. In discussing oscillators (Chapter 4), frequency
stability was kept prominently in view, because a reliable frequency
calibration adds enormously to the value of any laboratory oscillator.

So much progress has been made in this direction that well-designed

signal generators can be regarded as sources of known frequency in

addition to their primary function. It is desirable, however, to be able

to check the calibration from time to time, especially when more than
usual frequency accuracy is needed.
By processes of multiplication and division a single accurately-

known frequency can be used to establish a succession of known points

at as close intervals as one pleases. To cover the whole gamut of a.f.

and r.f. in this way necessitates either fairly elaborate equipment or
plenty of time and patience; for routine purposes it is more con-
venient to have continuously variable oscillators covering the required

ranges. Even though their possible errors may be hundreds of times

greater, their accuracy may still compare favourably with standards of
capacitance, etc. And it is comparatively easy to check the calibration

at one or more points by a really accurate standard, greatly reducing

the risk of substantial error.

Frequency equipment can be summarized as follows, then. Where
fairly rapid determination of frequency over a wide range with accuracy
of the order of 1 in 10* is essential, even at high cost, the usual plant

is a rack-mounted assembly containing a thermostatically-controlled

quartz crystal of the highest grade, with a series of multivibrators and
interpolating oscillators for relating its accurately-known frequency

to any other frequency, and provision for checking against broadcast
standards. This very refined equipment is too limited in appeal to

come within the scope of this book, and information is readily available

from the manufacturers and from the literature. But some account
is given in the following pages of the simpler forms of frequency

calibrator. Finally, at the higher frequencies esprcially, non-generating

or absorption wavemeters are often very convenient.

^6.14. QUARTZ CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS
The most commonly used frequency sub-standard is a plate or bar

cut from a quartz crystal. Such a slice has a number of natural modes
of mechanical vibration, the frequencies of ^hich depend on shape,

size and mode, and range from a few hundred c/s to 100 Mc/s. Quartz
being piezo-electric, its vibrations generate corresponding differences of

potential between opposite parts of the crystal, and vice versa; so by
electrical feedback me vibration can be maintained continuously.

H
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Although the vibration is mechanical, the piezo-electric effect renders

the crystal equivalent to the electrical circuit of Fig. 6. 1 9, in which the ter-

minals represent the metal plates between which the crystal is supported
—the only points of access to this “ circuit The crystal is usually

held at its nodes—lines or points of zero vibration amplitude. In

some types, contacts are plated on to faces; in others, espraially static

installations where the maximum Q factor is wanted, a thin gap is left

between crystal and plate. Q is also increased by evacuating the

container, which is often a valve-type glass bulb and holder.

Although crystal-controlled oscillators ore used as standards of very

high accuracy, it should not be assumed that any oscillator which is

Fig. 6.19—Equivalent circuit ofquartz
crystal, showing typical values

crystal-controlled is necessarily a reliable standard. Much depends on
how the crystal has been cut and how it is used. Inferior specimens
have a nasty trick ofjumping from one frequency to another near it, and
the temperature coefficient is so high that unless the crystal is thermo-
statically controlled it may show little or no advantage over the best

LC circuits. Then, as Fig. 6.19 shows, at one frequency it is a series

tuned circuit (with a phenomenally high L/C ratio) shunted by a capaci-

tance, and at another it is a parallel tuned circuit very loosely coupled
by tapping down on the capacitance side (compare Fig. 4. 1 7). Although
these two resonant frequencies are very close together, they are obviously
not identical, but confusion would be caused if a crystal calibrated by
the maker in a series oscillator circuit were used in a parallel circuit or
vice versa. In either case, the frequency depends appreciably on the

circuit capacitance across the crystal—a fact which is very useful for

fine adjustment, but if the frequency is to be as engraved on the case
the capacitance has to be as specified by the maker.

Crystals vary considerably in their “ activity ”, i.e., readiness to

oscillate, and instruments are available for measuring this property.

From the data given in Fig. 6. 19 (which apply to operation with a 0’6mm
gap in vacuo) one finds that the Q of this specimen is 300,000. It

would be substantially less in air and without a gap, and contamination
\vith grease from handling, etc., would reduce it severely. It is only
by reason of hi^ Q that oscillation is possible in ordinary circuits with
such unavoidably ^nd desirably) loose coupling.

Some oscillator circuits need conventional tuning as well as the
crystal; Fig. 6.20, which relies on Millor-effiBct feedback from the
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tuned anode circuit, is an example. This reduces the risk of oscillation

in an undesired mode, by confining effective feedback to a narrow range
of frequency. In Colpitts-type circuits, oscillation is obtained without
extra tuning circuits, as we shall see in Fig. 6.21. Low-activity crystals

may do better in series circuits (H. B. Dent, fV. IV., July 1952). Crystal

activity can be defined by the largeness of the effective parallel resist-

ance (/?p) or the smallness of the effective series resistance (/?g). If

Co is the effective capacitance of the circuit, in parallel with Cq in Fig.

6.19:

D 1

LC(Co + CcVR

R. = r(i + g)‘

Above about 20 Mc/s it is difficult to make a crystal oscillate in any
fundamental mode, but by means of suitable mounting and circuit it

may be persuaded to vibrate at a harmonic frequency—so-called over-
tone operation. This must be clearly distinguished from electrical

frequency multiplication by selecting harmonics of the crystal fre-

quency.

A bad crystal may have a temperature coefficient of the order of 100
parts in 10* per °C; the best, only about 1 in 10*. For standards of

Fig. 6.20—Simple crystal oscillator for
frequency checking

the highest precision, temperature control is needed anyway; but the

ordinary lab. is likely to be interested in the best that can be done with-

out going to the trouble. A good crystal is obviously the first necessity.

That will ensure that the frequency will never differ widely from the

nominal. For highly accurate determinations, one corrects the crystal

by a broadcast standard, so what is needed is constancy during the time
of a measurement. This is promoted by insulating the crystal from
its surroxmdings, especially any heat-generating parts of the equipment.
But it may not always be realized that the temperature of the crystal

its^ rises considerably if it is made to vibrate vigorously. It can even
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be shattered or (short of that) permanently damaged. So it is wise to

restrict its amplitude to the least that will do. The power into the

crystal, which can be calculated as PRc or E^/Rc (where Rc is Rj, or i?g

as appropriate) should not be more than a few milliwatts at most.

A convenient alternative to the temperature-controlled oven for

stabilizing crystal frequency has been developed by the Automatic
Telephone & Electric Co. Ltd. {W.W., Sept. 1958, and E. & R. E., Aug.
1958). The essential is a thermistor, and in one example the frequency

drift was restricted to about 2 in 10* from — 5° C to 45° C.

A comprehensive reference book is Quartz Vibrators and their Applica-

tions, by P. Vigoureux and C. F. Booth (H.M.S.O., 1950). A small

practical guide to the specification and use of quartz crystals is pub-
lished by the Electronic Engineering Association, 11 Green Street,

London, W.l, at 5s.

6.15. EXTENDING FREQUENCY RANGE
For checking the frequency scales of signal generators, receivers,

etc., one wants a signal of accurately known frequency at fairly fre-

quent intervals over the whole vast range from a.f. to v.h.f. and perhaps
beyond. The crystal oscillator itself inevitably generates harmonics,
which can be encouraged in suitable ways to provide adequate signals

at exact multiples of the crystal frequency, up to perhaps x 50 or more.
If that is not enough, another oscillator can be locked to any one of
these and a new starting point established. Sub-multiples of the crystal

frequency can likewise be established by special types of oscillator.

This could be avoided by using a sufficiently low-frequency crystal, but
that is expensive. The commonest choice is 1 Mc/s or 0-1 Mc/s. It

is obviously very convenient to have a nice round number like this.

One should realize, however, that a crystal ground to a specified fre-

quency within close limits costs a good deal more than one which
may be every bit as constant (and that is the important thing) but a little

odd in frequency. The latter can often be obtained quite cheaply
second-hand. In any case, as we have seen, the frequency depends
slightly on the external capacitance.

The problem in designing a crystal-controlled frequency calibrator

(usually abbreviated to “ crystal calibrator ”) is to provide ample spot

frequencies for checking apparatus, but not so many that there is un-
certainty in identifying them. Some kind of identifying and/or inter-

polation system is often included.* To distinguish the calibrator

sisals as a whole from other signals in a receiver with which it is

being used, F. G. Rayer uses a neon tube to break them up into pulses

(W.W., Dec. 1960).

For maximum frequency stability the crystal oscillator stage itself

should be run at low amplitude, with as little harmonic generation as

possible. One of the most effective harmonic' generators, which can
easily be locked to the crystal oscillator, preferably through a buffer

* A practical self-interpolating crystal calibrator is described by O. Cooke
(£.£., Jan. 1952).
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Stage, is the multivibrator (Sec. 4.38). Besides being in this way a
frequency multiplier it can also be used as a frequency divider, locking

to every nth cycle of the primary osdilator.

The Jason CC.IO crystal calibrator (Fig. 6.21) is a good illustration,

because it not only includes most of the features that have been men-
tioned but is obtainable inexpensively in kit form. V, is the crystal

oscillator, of the Colpitts type, with TCj for adjusting the frequency
to exactly 1 Mc/s. It is coupled through Cm and C4 to a multivibrator

Vg, which it holds in step at one tenth of its frequency. This multi-

vibrator is of the symmetrical type shown in Fig. 4.46, in which the

frequency is determined by CjRg and by CbRj + VRg as a fine control.

In turn, via C3, it holds another multivibrator Vj to one tenth of its

frequency. The second multivibrator is of the cathode-coupled type
described in Sec. 4.38; its frequency being determined mainly by
CjRi +VRj. Oscillations at all three frequencies, including many har-

monics from Vi and Vg, reach the grid ofV4, which by limiting amplitude
develops harmonics, especially of 1 Mc/s, and passes them to both the

control grids of Vg. Via C^g, the tenth harmonic from Vg locks the

triode LC oscillator to 10 Mc/s. This frequency, along with all the

others, reaches the heptode section, together with the signal to be
calibrated (via C14). The output of this section goes to a two-stage
a.f. amplifier, V,. The 10 kc/s from Vj is filtered out, so any a.f. note
heard is due to the input signal beating with one of the internal funda-
mentals or harmonics. By bringing the oscillators successively into

action by Sj, the multivibrator and LC oscillators can (with the aid of
an approximately calibrated r.f. signal generator connected to input)
be set to the correct fractions and multiple of the crystal. At this stage

the frequency uncertainty will be within about ± 0-01 %. Much closer

adjustment can then be made by comparison with a broadcast standard,

such as the B.B.C. 200-kc/s transmitter at Droitwich, the frequency of
which is constant within 1 in 10’.

When, as in this example, a frequency division by 10 is done in one
step, care must be taken that the multivibrator has not slipped into the
wrong submultiple. This should be checked from time to time. The
design of decade multivibrators for reliable operation is dealt with by
J. E. Attew iW.W., March 1952).

Thrifty experimenters within range of Droitwich could—if they do
not insist on having standard frequency laid on during the small hours
—adiieve phenomenal accuracy without the cost of a crystal by using

the 200 kc/s carrier, suitably amplified, to control their multivibrators.

Apparatus for doing this is available commercially—^the Elliott Bros.

Standard Frequency Receiver Unit Type 75D1547.
A simpler calibrator, battery-driven and portable, using a 1 Mc/s crys-

tal and only two double triodes, is described by G. de Visme (tV.1V.,

Dec. 1959). One valve works as crystal oscillator and a.f. modulator;
the other as 100 kc/s multivibrator. Spot checks at these intervals are

possible up to at least 30 Mc/s, and, by calibrating the lock control to

divide the 1 Mc/s by numbers from 6 to 1 1 instead of only 10, other
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controlled signals within a.f. beat of any frequency from 91 to 909

kc/s are available for lining up i.f. stages, etc.

An example of a professional frequency standard, using a 100 kc/s

crystal in a controlled oven to give 100 kc/s and 1 Mc/s sine-wave out-

puts with short-term stability of 1 in 10®-10’, but lacking elaborate

harmonic and comparison gear and so obtainable at a comparatively

moderate price, is the Airmec Type 213. The same firm’s Type 761

provides additional frequencies—10 kc/s, 1 k/c and 100 c/s—and includes

a cathode-ray oscilloscope for Lissajous comparison (Sec. 10.10) and a

synchronous clock driven from half the standard 100 c/s frequency,

for time-signal checking.

The General Radio Type 1213-D (G.R.E., Oct. 1959) claims a

remarkably high frequency stability (short-term, of the order of 1 in

10’) without temperature control, hy using a crystal of such a cut and

frequency (5 Mc/s) as to work on a nearly flat part of its frequency/

temperature curve over the ambient range 0° to 40° C, and by protecting

it from rapid changes by thermal insulation. The fundamental output

frequencies are 10 and 1 Mc/s and 100 and 10 kc/s, with usable

10 Mc/s harmonics up to 1,000 Mc/s.

The foregoing crystal oscillator and frequency (Uvider circuits have

their transistor analogues, of course. The low impedance of tran-

sistors is most likely to be matched by the series resonance of crystals.

The transistor multivibrator circuit shown in Fig. 6.22 appears to be

particularly suitable for frequency division, among other things.* It

is simple and “ designable ”, with a free-running frequency close to

1/3 *60/?. RV is used to adjust its natural frequency to fall in with the

frequency of the synchronizing pulses. On test this multivibrator was

found to divide by 10 reliably over an ambient temperature range of

* “ A New Linear Delay Circuit Based on an Emitter-Coupled Multivibrator ”,

by R. C. Bowes, Froc. LE.E., Vol. 106, Part B, Supp. 16, May 1959.
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20® C to 60° C, and with 25% changes in supply voltage. If the “ flips
”

are synchronized, the “ flops ” should be arranged not to coincide with

input pulses.

6.16. PASSIVE FREQUENCY STANDARDS

Although an oscillator is the most generally useful embodiment of
known frequency, especially for work with receivers, and can be com-
pared with other oscillators by beat-frequency and other methods, there

are some purpose^ better served by the simpler non-generating or

absorption types.*', Use is made of the- very rapid changes in resistance

and reactance of iThigh-Q circuit when it is tuned through resonance.

The impedance of a series-resonant circuit, for instance, drops sharply

to a very low value, so that it absorbs power from coupled circuits, and
this can be read on some kind of indicator connected with either the

coupled circuits or the resonant circuit itself.

)
The well-known absorption wavemeter consists simply of an isolated

LC pair tuning over the desired band, sometimes with the addition of
an indicator—a flash lamp or thermocouple in series (current-operated)

or a neon tube or diode detector in parallel (voltage-operated). The
lamp and neon tube give visual indication, and are useful in connection
with senders and other oscillators that can provide the necessary power
with the loose coupling needed for accuracy; the thermocouple is

very easily burnt out; and both it and the diode necessitate suitable

meters. An indicator on the wavemeter is not necessary if the oscillator

being checked has a milliammeter reading anode current, merely
tuning the wavemeter near the oscillator's tuning coil produces a flicker

on the meter at resonance. A small tubular neon lamp in parallel with

the wavemeter is the best idea, because it does not damp the wavemeter
tuning when used below striking voltage with an indicator in the

system under test, yet is ready to give its own indication from a powerful
oscillator. The most accurate results are obtained when the coupling
is reduced until the indication (neon glow or milliammeter kick) is

only just perceptible, ' i

__
Besides its simplicity and absence of feeding requirements(advantages

of the absorption wavemeter are: fewer factors to upset the calibration

;

no wondering whether or not it has stopped oscillating; indication

usually a simpler matter; no harmonics to cause confusion or un-
certainty. It is particularly useful for the higher frequencies, more
especially very hi^ frequencies, at which it is difficult to “ find the

place ” quickly with the heterodyne wavemeter when the frequency of
the oscillator to be checked is quite unknown.*^
Apart from the obvious requirements that the coil or coils and

variable capacitor should be constant and reliable and also low-loss,

there is not much to be said about the design. To keep the operator’s

hands well out of the field of both wavemeter and “ unknown ” circuit

it is usual for the tuner to be mounted at the end of a stick, with an
extension control. At frequencies of hundreds of Mc^s (decimetre
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wavelengths) the absorption wavemeter may consist of a tiny capacitor

with a little loop of wire connecting the terminals. Fig. 6.23 shows an
example of this rigged up in a few moments, but adequate for rough
comparisons: and also one covering all frequencies from 2 to 100 Mc/s
with four coils. Note the comparatively large diameter of the coils, for

easy coupling to the circuit under test.

If the oscillator to be tested is neither powerful enough to give an

indication on this simple type of absoiption wavemeter without exces-

sively close coupling—or at all—nor is itself fitted with an indicator

Fig. 6.23—Simple absorption wavemeters and coils; the larger covers

2 to 100 Mels and the smaller is for quick checking of decimetre waves

which could respond to the absorption, the sensitivity of the wave-

meter needs to be increased by amplification. So as not to sacrifice

the virtues of compactness and portability, transistors are preferred to

valves. Their application here is not free from pitfalls, however,

which have been explored by G. W. Short (W.W., April 1959). In

particular, it is only too easy to increase the response to relatively strong

signals while not greatly improving the sensitivity to weak ones. Of
several varieties, he recommends that in which a second transistor is

used to modulate the r.f. input to the diode detector, so that the

amplifier transistor works at a.f. and gives an audible as well as visible

output. A li-V cell is sufficient power unit.

Although not a passive instrument, the grid-dip oscillator may be

mentioned here because it is akin to the absorption wavemeter. It is

simply a frequency-calibrated valve oscillator with a microammeter

in the grid circuit. An alternative to the microammeter for monitoring

grid rectified voltage is a “ magic eye ” tuning Indicator. The instru-

ment is used for finding the resonant frequencies of non-oscillating

circuits. Some variations on this theme are provided by H. B. Dent

(W.W., March 1957). The Cossor Model 1461, with seven plug-in
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coUs to cover 1-3 Mc/s to 300 Mc/s, can be used either as an absorption

wavemeter or a grid-dip oscillator as required.

6.17. STANDARDS OF WAVELENGTH
Wavelength and frequency are fundamentally quite different

quantities, as different as the length of a journey and the time spent on
it; they are only interchangeable on the assumption that the speed of
travel is the same in each case. While this is not even approximately
true for journeys in general, it is true for electromagnetic waves in

free space, and so a standard of wavdength is also a standard of
frequency, and vice versa; either is calculable by dividing 300,000,000
(more correctly, 299,792,500) by the other, assuming wavelength to

be in metres and frequency in cycles per second. But the assumption
“ in free space ” must not be overlooked; in certain practical cases,

to be referred to later, it does not apply.

Frequency is a more important quantity than wavelength in nearly

all electrical communication work, because communication channels
must be allocated on a frequency basis to allow for their sidebands.

By the use of harmonics it is possible to calibrate in frequency well up
into the v.h.f. bands; and L. Essen and A. C. Gordon-Smith have
shown how to extend the principle to 10,000 Mc/s, using a 1-Mc/s crystal

oscillator as the standard (J.I.E.E., Part HI, Dec. 1945). But at

frequencies above about 30 Mc/s it is difficult to ignore wavelength
altogether, because it appears as a directly-observed quantity in such
things as aerials and feeders. And for approximate measurements
with very simple apparatus, wavelength calibration is easier.

Use is made of the principles of standing waves along parallel wires.

There are several variants of the method; the most compact is the

quarter-wave resonator, which is only a little over 8 ft long for a

10-metre wavelength. For wavelengths of 1 metre and less the method
is particularly convenient. A pair of parallel bare wires is strung

across the room or mounted on a wooden frame. As the presence of
material (other than air) between the wires is a source of error, it is

best to do without any spacers, stretching the wires tightly between
supports and taking very ^eat care to get them exactly parallel. The
farther apart, the less the probable error in parallelism, but the greater

the distance that material—conducting or otherwise—^must be kept
away. About 2 in. separation is suitable for waves of the order of
5 metres, and 1 in. for shorter waves. Except for the insulators at the

ends there should be nothing but air within at least several inches of
the wires.

One pair of ends is left unconnected, and the other is short-circuited.

If an oscillator coil is brought near the short-circuited end in such a
position as to couple magnetically (see Fig. 6.24) there is the usual
meter kick at resonance, which takes place when the oscillator wave-
length is four times the length of wire from the short-circuit to the
open end. It also takes place if it is four-thirds, four-fifths, four-

sevenths, etc., of the wire length. Actudly waves do not D’avel quite
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Fig. 6.24—Position of an oscillator coil for coupling to a parallel-wire
resonator in wavelength measurement

SO fast along such lines as in free space and the wavelengths thus

measured are less by a small amount, but if the suggested precautions

are taken the error should not be more than about 1 %.
Unless the oscillator frequency is approximately known beforehand,

it may be difficult to find the indication of resonance within the tuning
range of the oscillator. If it is found, it should be confirmed that it is

due to the wire and not to an internal absorption, by bringing the

oscillator away from the wire. Alternatively the oscillator frequency

can be left alone, and the resonator tuned to it by shifting the bridge

piece along. The awkward thing about this is that the oscillator coil

must be shifted along with it. It is quicker to adopt the half-wave

resonator by leaving the oscillator and the bridge at one end, and
moving another bridge, made of a short piece of stiff wire pushed
through the end of an insulating handle to form a T piece, away from
it along the wire. At certain points the oscillator meter will probably
jump about a bit; these points are half-wavelengths apart.

Further information on wavelength measurements, especially at higher

frequencies—450 to 750 Mc/s—is given by H. B. Dent (IF. W., July 1 958).

6.18. STANDARDS OF AMPLIFICATION: ATTENUATORS
It is possible, by such techniques as negative feedback and voltage

stabilization, to construct amplifiers giving a known gain within fairly

close limits. In fact, the previous chapter includes many examples of
such amplifiers as necessary parts of indicators to read small currents

and voltages. But amplification can be measured at least as con-

veniently by offsetting it against a known attenuation (Sec. 11.6) as

by comparison with known amplification, and as a passive attenuator

is simpler and more reliable than a standard amplifier it is clearly

preferable. So a standard of amplification is, in practice, an attenuator.

6.19. THE POTENTIAL DIVIDER

If an attenuator works into a circuit that can be reckoned to be
of infinite impedance—a voltage-operated device, such as a valve

—
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it can take the simple form of a potential divider or so-called potentio-

meter. The latter name is commonly but wrongly applied to the

ordinary three-terminal rheostat or volume control, which, however,

can earn some right to the name by being calibrated. But to be more
definite the step-by-step type is preferred. The total resistance is

made large enough not to be overheated by the current due to any

Fig. 6.25— Within certain restrictions^ the simple potential

divider can be used as an attenuator

voltage likely to exist across the input terminals, nor to load the

input circuit excessively. With these conditions Ailfilled, the lower
the resistance the better, in order to minimize the effect of any finite

impedance it may work into, and also to reduce the chance of inter-

ference from stray fields. On the assumption of infinite load imped-
ance, the voltage attenuation is determined solely by the ratio R^IRi
(Fig. 6.25). It is often convenient to divide the resistance so as to give

an equal number of decibels loss per stud. The value of R^ for a given

numW of dB loss is given by multiplying the corresponding fractional

voltage ratio in Table 14.17 by Ri. E. W. Berth-Jones has shown
(W.W., Feb. 1950) that provided moderate accuracy is sufficient it is

possible to use preferred-value resistors, thus saving the expense or

trouble of resistors specially adjusted to the odd values calculated as

above. Fig. 6.26 is one of his examples—a potential-divider type of
attenuator totalling just over 56 kO and giving 0 to 20 dB in steps of

2 dB. The errors shown are in addition to those due to resistor

tolerances. These should therefore preferably be ± 1-2%, or wider-

tolerance types adjusted by series or shunt resistors. The range of
control can be extended to 40 dB by making up the lowest (5-6 kQ)
element with eleven resistors having the values given for the first 20 dB,
divided by 10. Or the whole lot can be divided by 10 or 100 if a lower-
resistance attenuator is wanted. Multiplying by 10 is not advised if

stray capacitances are likely to be comparable in impedance at the

highest working frequency.

The Dawe Type 202 is an accurate (± 0-2%) wire-wound 10 kO
potentiometer, and as it has three decades the ratio is adjustable from
0-001 to 1-000 in steps of 0-001. Each switch controls two decade
reustances such that as resistance is added on one side of the output
tap it is subtracted on the other. With capacitance loading less tmin
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20 pF, the box is reasonably accurate up to 100 kc/s, and it will safely
accept up to 230V input.

6.26^loaded attenuators
The potential divider is a particular case of what is sometimes called

the L-type (or ~1 or [”") attenuator, in which there are two arms as in
Fig. 6.27, its peculiarity being that is constant. Hence its

attenuation can be varied by a simple tapping switch or slider. But it

has the serious limitation that if the impedance into which it works (the
load) is not infinite the attenuation is altered, and so is its input imped-

Fig. 6.26 {right) —
Potential-divider
attenuator utilizing

preferred-value resis-

tors. The 5-6-kCl re-

sistor at the foot can
be replaced by a similar

set of 11 resistors

having one-tenth the

values shown, to in-

crease the range to

40 dB

Fig. 6.27 {below)—The
L-type attenuator,
shown here, is the

generalform ofattenua-
tor of which the poten-
tial divider is a variety

distinguished by
Ri \ being constant

ATTENUATION ERROR
D8 OB

ance. To make the attenuation independent of load is clearly imprac-

ticable, so a loaded attenuator must be designed to feed a specified load

impedance, and in practice that means a specified load resistance. To
ensure constant source voltage it is desirable that inserting the atten-

uator or adjusting it should not alter the resis^nce seen by the source,

i.e., the input resistance of the attenuator. And ideally this should not

alter the resistance seen by the load (the output resistance) either.

If the attenuation is varied by transferring conductance from position

Ri to R,, instead of resistance, decade division of voltage and current
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into a load can be accomplished. In one example there are nine

10-kQ resistors, nine lOO-ktl resistors, and ten 1-MO resistors,which

with the three decade switches all at minimum attenuation are all con-

nected in parallel in position in Fig. 6.27, so Rj = 1 kO . R2 i®

then infinite, and the specified load (1 kO) connected across it receives

one half of the input voltage. Each lO-kO resistor transferred from Jti

to R2 reduces this ratio from i to i x 0*9, i x 0-8, and so on. Similarly

the lOO-kO resistors provide 0-01 steps and the 1-MQ resistors 0-001

steps. The input resistance obviously rises meanwhile, which may
afiect the input voltage, but the input/output ratio remains as shown
on the dials. The output resistance also varies with switch settings,

unless the source impedance is negligible. In an instrument of this

kind designed by E. R. Wigan (E.E., Sept. 1960) the switches also control

a shunt across the input terminals in such a way as to keep the input
resistance constant at 1 kO

.

With this addition it amounts to a three-arm attenuator of the n type

one of the two basic configurations (the other is the T) which can be
designed so that when inserted between source and load each con-
tinues to see the same resistance as before. These two resistances are

not necessarily equal, but we shall consider only those that are. In

Fig. 14.27 these two forms are shown, together with three others

developed from them, with formulae for calculating the values of the

resistors needed for any required input/output voltage (or current)

ratio. Table 14.10 shows the values required to give the listed amounts
of attenuation in dB when working between resistances of 1 ohm ; when
working between resistances ofR ohms, multiply all r values by R.
The attenuation can be controlled either by simultaneously varying all

the resistances by ganged switches or by using a set of change-over

Fig. 6.28— Worked-out exan^le of a three-stage T attenuator giving

a maximum of 7 dB in steps of I dB

key switches to cut in, or out, the desired number of stages of fixed

attenuation; the latter meth(^ is slightly less rapid to manipulate
but is easier to construct and more suitable for high-frequency use
because sections can be separately screened and points of widely
different potential kept apart.

To illustrate this a three-stage attenuator is shown in Fig. 6.28.

When all the switches are in the upper position there is obviously no
attenuation, and the rraistance of the far end, looked at from eithn
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end, is 6 ko . When the left-hand pair of switch arms—^which form
one switch—^is depressed, there is no change in the resistance, but
1 dB attenuation is in^oduced. Similarly with the other stages. A
total of 7 dB, variable in steps of 1 dB, can be inserted. Using seven
separately screened sections in this way, up to 127 dB can be obtained.
The bridged-T type has the practical advantage ^at only two

resistances, and /?« (Fig. 14.27) have to be adjusted for each step.

The other two are permanently connected and equal to the input and
output resistance R. The switching can be done bya two-pole wafer type.

6.21. LADDER ATTENUATORS
For systems which must be balanced with respect to earth, the more

complex H attenuator is used, and requires a set of four-pole switches.
In radio equipment, for both a.f. and r.f., something more simple,
compact, and quickly manipulated is wanted, and, although it does
not maintain perfectly constant resistance with the switch near one of
its ends, the ladder attenuator (Figs. 6.29 and 4.35) is much used.

Fig. 6.29—Ladder form of attenuator, commonly used in r.f. signal generators

especially in signal generators and audio amplifiers. It can be regarded
as developed from a series of 11 sections, as in Fig. 6.30a. The atten-

uations of the sections are not necessarily equal, but this type of
attenuator is usually required to give equal steps, so for simplicity

assume the sections are identical. They can be designed in the usual
way to work between equal resistances /?o shown, the formulae
being

a*-l
2a

a + 1

in which a is the input/output voltage ratio per section. The resistance

between the terminals tt, when the termination R^ is connected to the
other end of the section, is therefore R^\ and similarly for any number
of sections, looking either right or left. When they are all per-
manently joined together as at (b), pairs of resistances P can obviously
be replac^ by single ones P/2.

The ladder differs from ^e basic multi-section n type in that the
load is not the same thing as the termination but (as it were) gate-
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Fig. 6.30—Showing how the ladder attenuator of Fig. 6.29, repeated here at c,

can be regarded ps a development of the 11 type

crashes into an already complete and matched party. To whichever

stud it is connected (as in Fig. 6.29), it finds two resistances in

parallel, one to the left and the other to the right, making RJ2. If this

output resistance is to match its own (R), then Rq must have been made
equal to 2R. Substituting these values, and merging the termination

with the last P, we get (c), in whichP and S have the values shown.
Although the load matches the network as a whole between the

points to which it is connected, the source and effective part of the

attenuator (output resistance 2R) are mismatched by looking into the

tail of the attenuator in parallel with the load, i.e., 2R in parallel with

R, which is 2/?/3. The total power received is therefore less than with

perfect matching, and one third of it is wasted in the tail of the atten-

uator. The combined power loss, as compared with what would be
received by a matching load 2R connected in the regular manner, works
out at 50% or 3 dB. However, this loss is the same at every point of

the switch, so the changes of attenuation between points are as designed.

The resistance seen by the load is also the same at every point, and
equal to R, at least in theory. In practice the source is an oscillator.
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and its impedance is likely to be a resistance 2R at all frequencies. If

the load is switched directly across it, the impedance the load looks
into may thus be appreciably unequal to R. But at other points the
influence of the source impedance, being separated by attenuator
sections, becomes negligible.

There is a continuously variable variety of the ladder attenuator, in

which all the resistors S together take the form of the circular element
of a “ potentiometer e.g.. Fig. 12.6. Ideally, the parallel elements
should then also be merged into a uniformly distributed resistance,

but matching is reasonably well preserved if they are tapped across at

intervals of one or two dB.
At very high frequencies it is necessary to guard against reactances

that would increase or reduce the nominal attenuation. Besides the

usual methods for standard resistances, screening must be used between
points at widely different power levels. For further information, see

M.L, Sept. 1954.

6.22. OTHER ATTENUATORS
For more detailed treatment of attenuators, including the effects of

incorrect, unequal or reactive terminal impedances, an advanced
work such as A. T. Starr’s Electric Circuits and fVave Filters (Pitman)
should be referred to. And there is a very valuable paper by McElroy
in Proc. I.R.E., March 1935, giving more extended data than in

Sec. 14.24. It is possible, for example, to match unequal input and
output resistances by an attenuator, but there is then a minimum
insertion loss; the greater the inequality the greater this loss.

Quite a different type is the waveguide attenuator. It was devised

principally for use at frequencies of thousands of Mc/s, for which
attenuators using circuit elements such as resistors are unsuitable.

One of the features of a waveguide as a means of conveying power is

that above a certain critical frequency it is very efficient. That is to

say, its attenuation is very small. Below that frequency the attenuation

is very rapid, and the number of decibels is proportional to the length.

So all that is required is a length of metal tubing, sufficiently narrow for

the critical frequency to be well above the working frequency, and
suitable electrodes at each end.

If the highest working frequency is not more than about one-
seventh of the critical frequency, the attenuation does not depend
more than 1 % on frequency, and is kjd dB per cm length, where d is the

diameter of the tube in cm and k is 41 -8 for concentric plate electrodes

(Eoi waves) and 32-0 for loops (Hu waves).
The disadvantage of this attenuator, which explains why it is not

generally used for low radio frequencies, is that when the electrodes are

close together the law is complicated, and it cannot conveniently be
adjusted to less than about 20 dB.

»5



CHAPTER 7

Composite Apparatus

7.1. WHAT THIS CHAPTER INCLUDES

For most investigations one uses combinations of the instruments

discussed in the last three chapters, assembled and connected up for

the purpose. Except for specialized work it would not be economic
to have them made up permanently into single pieces of equipment.
There are however some combinations so usefhl that they form distinct

classes of their own, and these are the subject of this chapter. Bridges

are the most important class. Althou^ some are now made for

use up to hundreds of Mc/s, bridges are more often used at frequencies

lower than r.f. For high frequencies there is another important class

of instrument, typified by the Q meter, employing resonance methods.
Valve and transistor testing is often sufficiently important to justify

a special equipment for the purpose. A number of other composite
instruments, such as distortion meters, modulation meters, frequency

meters, phase meters, etc., appear in manufacturers’ catalogues, but
seldom in the not-very-large general lab., so here they are described

briefly, if at all.

7.2.

“ BRIDGES IN GENERAL
Bridges are mainly for measuring R, C and L, either as such or as

impedance or reactance; there are also bridges for measuring frequency
and for valve and transistor parameters. One of the advantages of
bridges is that they are null systems; i.e., the indicator has to do no
more than indicate zero, which enables measurements to be made
with high precision (Sec. 3.10). And as the results are in terms of
passive standards they can be made with accuracy.

There is another, and for general purposes even more attractive,

feature of bridges. The quantities quite ordinarily measured in a
radio laboratory cover an enormous range. Tal^g capacitance:

there is 0*001 pF as one extreme (the anode-grid capacitance of a r.f.

valve), and 1,000 pF as the other (d.c. blocking in a transistor circuit).

These enclose a range of a British billion to one (10^* : 1). Resistance

is encoimtered over a rather wider range; inductance rather less.

The idea of having to provide accurate stan^ds for direct comparison
covering all of these enormous ranges is alarming to contemplate.
That is who’e bridges come in. It is not practicable to measure

the (hameter of the sun against a standard yardstick with a pair of

214
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outside calipers, but by holding the yardstick a little distance away
from the eye the sun can be measured if one knows the ratio of the
distance from the eye to the stick and to the sun. A bridge is, firstly, a
convenient system for comparing two electrical quantities with great
precision, and secondly a means of introducing a multiplying ratio

into the comparison. Comparisons can be further extended to
different kinds, such as ineasuring L against a standard of C or R.
The Wayne Kerr B.521 bridge, for example, which contains everything
in a box about the size of a table radio set, covers 0 001 Q to 1,000 MO

,

1 pF to 5 F and 1 ttH to 500 kH. Stan^rds of equal accuracy, con-
tinuously variable between those limits, if practicable at all, would
be excessively costly and occupy the whole laboratory.
The original Wheatstone bridge for measuring resistance with d.c.

(Fig. 7.1), from which so many varieties have evolved, is a symmetrical
network of six “ arms ”, one containing a source of current such as a

.,B

Fig. 7.1 — Simple
Wheatstone bridge^ on
which all other forms
of bridge are based

battery, and another a detector such as a galvanometer. When the

resistances of the remaining four are in proportion, i.e.,

Ri R*
R% Rt

(which of course is the same as RiRt — RtRt and Ri = /?* Rt/R*)
then the two points between which the detector is connected are at

the same potential, so the indication is zero. The bridge is balanced.

If any three of the resistances are known, the fourth can be calculated.

It is not necessary to know the actual values of three; the value of one
and the ratio of two are enough. So Rt and Rt (say) are called the

ratio arms. If Ri is the unknown, to be measured, then Rt should
be a variable standard resistance. Supposing first that Rt = Rt‘,

then at balance Ri — Rt. By varying the ratio Rt : Rt, measurements
can be made beyond the range of Rf

In theory there is no limit to the range of bridge measurement,
but in practice the sensitiveness ofindication, whidi is greatest when the

resistances of all six arms are equal, falls off the more unequal they are.

The bridge network being symmetrical, the condition for balance

is not affected by interchimging the M>urce and detector. The
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sensitivity may be substantially affected, however; especially if the gal-

vanometer resistance is high and the ratio large.

The same balance condition holds with a.c., but it must be inter-

preted more generally: instead of RJRi = Ra/Rt it is Zj/Zg = Zg/Zg,

the bold type si^ifying that these are vector quantities, in which phase
as well as magnitude must be taken into account. To get a balance,

in other words, the potentials at the detector terminals must not only
be equal in voltage but also in phase. The bridge must be balanced
for reactance as well as for resistance. In practice it is unlikely that

it would balance for both simultaneously unless special provision

were made for adjusting these quantities independently. In certain

types of bridge, more especially those including self-inductance, these

adjustments are not independent, and one may work away at them,
first one and then the other, for a considerable while before reaching
a balance. Avoidance of this is an important aim when choosing a
bridge.

If all four arms are devoid of reactance there is no complication,

and with a.c. source and detector the bridge shown in Fig. 7.1 can
be used for measuring resistance. In the radio laboratory an ex-

clusively d.c. bridge is not usually justifiable. But measurement of
resistance by a.c. is not always a satisfactory substitute for d.c., because
a.c. resistance often differs appreciably or even largely from the d.c.

value, and it cannot be measured at all with a resistance bridge if it is

shunted by capacitance or is wound inductively. What is often done,
therefore, is to provide for switching over to d.c. source and detector.

There are so many varieties of a.c. bridge that it is perplexing to

decide which to use. The chief difficulty is choosing between bridges

that can do a Umited range of measurements very well and those that

do almost everything not very well. What follows is an attempt to

bring out the most important practical points concerning the types

most likely to be useful in the unspecialized laboratory. Readers
who want to know more, especially about the high-precision specialized

types, should turn to Hague’s A.C. Bridge Methods (Pitman). There
is also an excellent chapter on bridges in F. K. Harris’s Electrical

Measurements (Chapman & Hall).

1.x COMPONENTS OF BRIDGES

Source.—For d.c. the source is usually a battery, though there is

no reason why a mains unit should not be used. In either case it is

advisable to have some form of control, such as a rheostat in series, to

limit the current throu^ the bridge to a safe value. For a.c. the

source is a fixed-or variable-frequency oscillator, such as described in

Chapter 4. Although a variable frequency is necessary for some
pur^ses, a fixed fr^uency is sufiSdent for the majority of measure-
ments, and 1,000 c/s is a common choice. In calculations it is ut, equal
to 2nf, that is usually required; and if the frequency is nearly^ c/s

(actually 796) w works out at 5,000, which is a more convenient figure
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than 6,283. Either is easily audible in phones, but if 50 c/s is used
(as may be necessary to measure large inductances without being
overmuch troubled by self-capacitance) phones are almost useless.

Detector .—For d.c. the usual detector is a sensitive centre-zero

galvanometer with a variable shunt to reduce its sensitivity during the

early stages of finding balance and a tapping-key type of switch to

keep it out of circuit except when the key is pressed. A rectifier shunt
(Sec. 5.5) is useful as a protection in case of accidents. The Sullivan

portable refiecting galvanometer provides very great sensitivity at an
exceptionally low cost for this type of instrument, and it is proof
against damage by up to 100 times full-scale current. Nevertheless, a

really sensitive galvanometer cannot be described as foolproof.

For a.c. only, phones are simple and sensitive indicators for the

middle audio frequencies, though except for rough work one usually

finds in the end that some amplification is necessary, especially when
the surroundings are not dead quiet (Sec. 5.43). A “ magic eye

”

without additional amplification makes a suitable detector where
extreme sensitivity is not required (Sec. 5.42). In certain kinds of

bridge the balance depends on frequency and so is obscured by the

presence of harmonics from the source if a non-selective visual detector

is used. Mental selectivity, aided by practice, comes to the rescue

with audible detection, provided that the fundamental frequency

is not too low. A vibration galvanometer is a very selective and
sensitive detector for low frequencies, where phones fail, but is rather

an expensive instrument for occasional use (Sec. 5.9).

For general purposes over a wide range of frequencies, a selective

amplifier and visual indicator, such as that described in Sec. 5.23 (1),

is suitable. A further refinement, facilitating balance of reactive and
resistive components of impedance, is a phase-sensitive detector. In

the Cossor 1446, this is used with a c.r. tube as the indicator.

Ratio Arms.—^An essential part of many bridges is a pair of ratio

arms; and if the bridge is to be used for d.c. as well as a.c. they must be
resistances. These may conveniently be controlled by switches, of the

low-contact-resistance type used for decade boxes, to give values of

1, 10, 100, 1,000, and 10,000 Q. More important even than getting

these values correct is the accuracy of ratio. And as the most accurate

measurements are those made with equal ratio arms, it is especially

important that corresponding resistances on each side should be equal.

Fortunately it is possible to check equality by getting a balance with a
pair of equal resistances—preferably of approximately the same values

as the ratio arms—^in the other two arms, and then reversing one pair

of arms. For a.c. the ratio arms should also be as symmetrical as

possible—to equalize residuals (Sec. 6.2)—^and enclosed in screened

boxes, as indicated in Fig. 7.2. If preferred, the resistances can be
multiples of 10, one end of every one being connected to the centre

terminal. This arrangement has the advantage of enabling them to be
adjusted independently of one another. For methods of winding and
adjustment, see Secs. 6.4 and 6.5. A typical commercial ratio-arm



Fig. 7.2—A pair of switched ratio arms suitable as the nucleus of a
general-purpose bridge

Fig. 7.3—General-purpose a.c. bridge: also suitable for d.c., if battery
and galvanometer substituted for oscillator and phones. For a.c.

a standard of reactance is connected at S
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box is the Dawe Type 300, providing twin arms of 1, 3, 10., etc., up
to 1,00012.

7.4. A GENERAL-PURPOSE BRIDGE

The foregoing components—ratio arms, with source and detector

for a.c. or d.c. or both—can be connected up as in Fig. 7.3 to form a
general-purpose bridge that needs only the addition of standards
appropriate to whatever is to be measured. In this and later diagrams
the a.c. generator and phones represent any type of source and
detector, not excluding battery and galvanometer where appropriate.

P and Q are the ratio arms; x the terminals for the “ unknown ”, and
S for the standard. R is a decade box, which can be used as the standard
of resistance. Thus, for plain resistance measurement the switch is

put over towards x and the S terminals shorted. For capacitance the

standard capacitor is connected to S, and R is used to balance the

resistance of the capacitor connected to the x terminals. Theoretically,

the same system can be used for inductance, but in practice it seldom
works very well because standard inductors in which L is variable over a
wide range without altering resistance are not readily obtainable, and
a bridge in which reactance and resistance adjustments affect one
another wastes time and temper.

Before studying the various other types of a.c. bridge, however, one
ought to consider stray admittances and residuals.

7.5. STRAY ADMITTANCES
It is easy enough to draw a diagram of an a.c. bridge, but if it shows

only the intentional items of resistance and reactance it may be very

misleading. The matter of residuals—the unwanted resistance and
reactance that inevitably exist in every resistor, inductor and capacitor

—has been examined in Chapter 6, and must not be forgotten when
considering bridges as a whole; in accurate work they must be
allowed for.

Another common source of error is the existence of unauthorized
paths—^admittances—^to earth and other surroundings and between
parts of the bridge itself. Assuming that the insulation is adequate,

these consist of stray capacitances—but it must be remembered that

they may be far from pure capacitances. Strictly speaking, there is

stray capacitance from every point on the bridge to every other point

on the bridge and its surroundings that is not screened off, but that is

hardly a practical basis for reckoning. Since it is only the current that

goes past the terminals of the arms that counts, the situation can be
represented well enough by lumped capacitances between the terminals

and from them to the surrounding, including earth. The problem
is how to prevent them from affecting the results beyond the limits of
tolerance.

There are several ways of tackling it. One method is to make sure

diat the undesired ad^ttances are all very much smaller than the



Fig. 7.4—On the left are shown various screening conditions ofa bridge

arm, and on the right the corresponding stray capacitances. Those
whose values depend on the surroundings (5) are shown as variable
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legitimate admittances of the arms. In other words, to make the

impedan^ of the arms very much smaller than those of stray paths.

If the things to be measured are inductances, one has only to use a
sufBciently low frequency. E.g., at 1 kc/s a coil of 2,000 (xH has a
reactance of 12-6 Q , so a shunt capacitance as large as 100 pF, which is

1 -6 Mo at the same frequency, would be quite negligible. Even
10 kc/s would be low enough for ordinary accuracy. But if the thing

to be measured is a high resistance it might be necessary to use a much
lower frequency to make the shunting negligible. And if it were a
small capacitancethere would be no advantage in loweringthe frequency.
But the effect of the stray capacitance might then be dodged by using a
difference method (Sec. 3.9).

7.6. SCREENING

Where stray admittances cannot be ignored, they can be brought
somewhat under control by screening. The object of screening is

twofold: to replace indefinite and varying strays with fixed ones, and
to transfer them where they will do least harm. The particular case

of a capacitor was explained in Sec. 6.6 . In Fig. 7.4 the same idea is

presented in greater detail. The resistance symbol is meant to repre-

sent any kind of impedance forming an arm of a bridge. In the

left-hand column are shown various conditions of screening and un-
screening, and on their right the corresponding networks representing

the stray capacitances. The variable ones are those affected by the

position of the arm relative to the surroundings, denoted by S in the

first case (a), which shows the situation with no screening at all. In

this, all the strays vary with position, so not only are there variable

capacitances from each terminal to earth but the impedance of the

arm itself varies due to the indefinite capacitance across it. And ail

of these capacitances are liable to have large and variable loss angles.

The remaining diagrams show the effects of enclosing the arm in a
fixed metal screen, which then forms the only immediate surrounding.

In b, where the screen is “ floating ”, its variable capacitance to earth

causes a small liability to variable shunt capacitance, as shown more
clearly in the second equivalent, arrived at by the star-delta trans-

formation (Sec. 14.14). In all the others the shunt capacitance,

although inevitably present, is at least fixed, so can be incorporated

in the calibration of the arm, especially if it be a capacitor. By con-
necting the screen to one terminal of the arm (c), the earth capacitance

can be localized at that end. The double screen
(J)

is needed when the

advantages ofe are required without actually earthing the arm anywhere.

The principles of Fig. 7.4 can be applied to a whole bridge, and by
drawing a diagram showing the strays it can be seen whether they

will be unobjectionable. Fig. 7.56 shows the result of the partial

screening of a bridge as at a. Ci to C4 represent the fixed shunt
capacitances of each arm to its screen, and can be regarded as per-

manent parts of the arms. Ct, the cai»citance between the two
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Fig. 7.5—(a) Partial screening of a bridge, with (b) the corresponding
stray capacitances

Fig. 7.6—Full screening of a
bridge having one point
earthed. The arm that cannot
be brought to earth potential
at either end {in this case the

source) is screened on the

Fig. 7.4f plan: the outer
earthed screen is shown in

unbroken linCt to distinguish

it from the other screens,

shown dotted

pairs of screens, does not affect the readings, because it comes
across the detector; nor does C« across the source. But the earth

capacitances from'Unscreened source and detector are bad. Cu can be
eliminated by shorting it to earth, and that virtually eliminates C,
too by bringing it across the detector; C-, and C, are merged with Ci
and C» respectively, but they are liable to vary. If the whole source
and its leads are enclosed in a double screen of the Fig. 7.4/ type,

as in Fig. 7.6, Ct, Ci and C« are reduced to a single fixed shunt across
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either Zi or —^in this case Zi. In practice the whole source is not
usually screened, only the secondary winding of a transformer between
source and bridge.

There are several objections to this scheme, quite apart from the

trouble of carrying it out. In some measurements it may not be
allowable to earth and screen the item being measured. For example,
one may want to measure what is called the direct impedance
between two points that have other impedances (which must not be
allowed to atect the reading) to earth. And if unequal-resistance

ratio arms are used, and one ofthem is a high resistance or the frequency

is high, the capacitance shunts across them may appreciably upset the

ratio. And there is the interscreen capacitance across Zj or Z*.

7.7. THE WAGNER EARTH
Matters can be considerably improved by bringing the detector to

earth potential without actually earthing it. Suppose for the moment

Fig. 7.

7

—Simplestform ofWagner
circuit, by which the detector can
be brought to earth potential

without actual earthing, thereby
eliminating the bad effects ofmost

of the stray capacitances

that a 1 : 1 ratio is being used, so that Zj = Z4 . Then at balance,

when Zi = Z*, the potential of the whole of the detector is midway
between the terminals of the source, so all one has to do to bring it to

earth potential is to earth the source midway between its terminals,

as in Fig. 7.7. By using a sliding contact, as shown, the detector can
be brought to earth potential with any arm ratio: a convenient method
of doing so is to switch one terminal of the detector to earth and then

adjust the potentiometer, or Wagner earth as it is called, until

there is zero or minimum signal; then switch. back and balance the

bridge. In accurate work it may be necessary to repeat the adjust-

ments several times, especially with unequal-ratio Inidges, and uose
with reactive ratio arms. For perfect balance, in fact, the two earthing

arms should have die same phase angles as Zi and Zt (or Zs and Z4);
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their actual impedance is preferably as low as the source can stand.

Where there are large admittances to earth from the terminals of the

unknown, as for example a component being measured in situ, a
simple potential divider is inadequate.

Referring to Fig. 7.5b, the result of Wagner earthing is to eliminate

the effects of C» and Cto, because there is no potential across them,
and also C, and Cg, because these are merged with the Wagner arms.

Fig. 7.8 — Automatic
Wagner earth system due

to C. G. Mayo

There is then often no need to do much screening, except for very-high-

impedance bridge arms such as variable capacitors, and for elementary

precautions to keep the detector from being directly influenced by the

source.

A disadvantage of the scheme is the extra adjustment. C. G. Mayo*
has described a system, used in the Muirhead Impedance Bridge,

in which a valve amplifier is made to do the adjustment automatically.

The effect of the capacitance between the earthed screens and the

lower end of the detector in Fig. 7.8, for which 50 pF is a typical figure,

is reduced approximately in the ratio of the voltage amplification, say

100, to an amount that is negligible. An alternative, applicable where
resistive ratio arms are used and the stray admittances are relatively

small, is to provide identical arms for the Wagner earth, the switches

for the two pairs of arms being ganged.
The use of a cathode follower to reduce earth admittances is de-

scribed by G. H. Rayner and R. W. Willmer in J. Sci. Inst., April 1950.

7.8. SYMMETRICAL BRIDGES
The more difficult cases, such as very-high-impedance arms or hi^

frequendes—especially r.f.—are greatly eased by using equal ratio

arms and making everything symmetrical. Referring again to Fig. 7.5,

* “ An Electronic Wagner Earthing Device.” Muirhead Technique, Jan. 1947.
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if the ratio arms Zg and Z«, with their screens, are identical, C» and
Cl are equal and their effects cancel out because the phase angles of
these two ams are the same. Similarly with Ci and Cg. The arms
Zi to Zi, being screened, contribute nothing to C, and Cg, which can be
equalized by connecting the source through a screened and balanced
transformer; i.e., one with an earthed layer of copper sheet between
the windings, the overlap being insulated to prevent it from acting

as a short-circuited single-turn winding, and the two halves of the

secondary wound in two halves side by side and symmetrically with
reference to this screen, so that both halves have equal capacitances

(C, and Cg) to it and hence to earth. Since C7 and Cg are equal, they

act as a Wagner earth, bringing the whole of the detector to earth

potential, even if it is not actually earthed. If it is earthed (across Cw),
C7 and Cg are brought across Zi and Zg, but this may be allowable

provided that C, and Cg are kept small, equal, and constant, especially

if Zi and Z, are made the ratio arms. An earthed bridge is desirable

for measuring items one terminal of which has a low impedance to

earth. If the bridge is not earthed, either intentionally or through the

item to be measured, it should be run as a Wagner system. C^ and Cg
themselves, when equalized, act as Wagner arms, bringing the detector

to earth potential, and their equality can be tested in the Wagner
manner. But it is as well to reinforce them by lower impedances, or,

even more conveniently, by using a source with an accurately balanced

push-pull output, eartW at the centre, and thereby acting as its own
Wagner earth. If its output impedance is low it is very tolerant of

extra stray admittances and the bridge can be used to measure items,

such as components in situ, with considerable admittances to earth

from both terminals, these admittances occupying positions C7 (or Cg)

and Cio (or C*). But in any cases where the admittance of Cio or Cg
becomes low it is advisable to make sure that the low impedance through

the source is not “ forcing ” a balance independently of the bridge arms.

7.9. COMMON input/output bridges

A major difficulty in dealing with stray admittances in any bridge

based on Fig. 7.1 is that source and detector must not both be earthed.

Usually the detector has considerable admittance to earth; if a pair of
phones is used, it is also variable. It can be rendered harmless by
earthing one of the detector terminals. If the source is a miniature

battery-driven transistor osdllator, its admittance to earth can be
made very small and (with the aid of simple screening) constant. But
if it is a mains-driven variable-frequency signal generator, the admit-
tance problem is mudi more serious.

An ingenious scdution that can be useful in some circumstances has
been devised by G. W. Short {E.T., Dec. 1960). In what he calls a
two-signal bridge, the usual detector position is occupied by a rectifier,

which acts as a frequency changer. Because the detector itself is

designed to respond only to frequencies different from those supplied



Fig. 7.9—Two-signat bridge^ in

which a rectifier acts as a virtual

detector’"', allowing the sources
and actual detector to have a

common earth terminal

Fig. 7.JO—The parallel-T (a) and
bridged-T (b) networks also allow both
source and detector to be earthed* and
are similar in many respects to bridges

Fig. J.Jl-^Principfe of bridge ba^
on transformer rath arms* wkidt
give the benefits of Wagnar earthing

withoidmty adiustnmd
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(fi and ft in Fig. 7.9) it can be connected in series with die source as
shown, with one of its terminals common and earthable. The sum
and difference frequencies are generated only when fi and ft currents

pass through the rectifier; i.e., when the bridge is unbalanced to them
both. The scheme can be operated with a sin^e source, the sum and
difference then being 2/and zero, but that obviously limits the possibil*

ities.

In Fig. 7.9 the rectifier acts as a “ virtual detector ”, but in a modified
form of circuit it is a “ virtual oscillator ”. In another circuit varia-

tion, input and output signals can be carried by a single line—a facility

that offers possibilities in telemetry. Details ofthese and other arrange-

ments are given in the article cited.

Although not strictly bridges, the parallel-T and bridged-T (Fig.

7.10) are null measuring networks with a wide range of usefulness

combined with the advantage that source and detector have a common
terminal, which can be earthed. The principles were explained by
W. N. Tuttle {Proc. I.R.E., Jan. 1940) and their application in a Genersd
Radio instrument was detailed by D. B. Sinclair {Proc. I.R.E., July

1940). More recently the advantages of the bridged-T network were
considered by J. K. Choudhury and P. C. Sen (£. & R.E., Nov. 1959)
with particular reference to magnetic measurements. Besides the

common earth point, the advantages are that no multiple screening

is needed, even at radio frequencies, and at balance the entire supply
voltage appears across the impedance being measured, so that measure-
ments can be made on iron-cored coils with a sinusoidal flux waveform.

7.10. TRANSFORMER RATIO ARMS
Finally, the following method, due to A. D. Blumlein, of coping

with stray admittances is in some ways the best, and has enabled
hitherto impossible measurements to be made—such as capacitances

as low as O'OOOOOl pF at a.f.,* without disconnecting them from
relatively low impedances to earth; and bridge measurements at

200 Mc/s.
Fig. 7.11 shows the delightfully simple principle. ABC is a coil

in which the coupling between sections AB and BC is as near 100%
as possible. In Blumlein’s original design they were bifUar windings;

that is to say, the two wires were wound on together like one. Then
when Zi and Zt are in the same ratio as the turns in AB and BC (i.e.,

at balance) the core is subjected to equal ampere-turns of opposite

sign, so is unmagnetized and no voltage is generated aoxiss any part

of the coil. In fact, the only voltage across the coil is due to the cur-

rents flowing throu^ its resistance and leakage inductance, and these

are delib^ately ma^ very small. Virtually, then, A and C as well as

B are at eardi potential, and admittances to eardi from &ose ends of

Zi and Zt and from both ends of the detector Imve n^fligiMe effect,

even when quite large. Admittances from their D ends merely shunt

* “ A Direct Capadtance Aircraft Altiineter ”, by W. L. Watton and M. £,
Pemberton. Proe. /.£.£., Part in, May 1949.
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the source. Such a bridge can therefore be used for measuring quite

small capacitances without disconnecting the component from its

circuit, if that is earthed. Besides that great advantage, ratio-arm

residuals are absent, and the ratio is determined exactly by the num^r
of turns, so is more quickly and precisely obtained than by winding

and adjusting resistive arms. And it is obviously constant. On the

other hand, the coil has to be rather specially made if it is to approxi-

mate the ideal sufficiently. The subject has been treated by F. Butler

Fig, 7.12—Showing how a second
transformer can be used in the

detector arm to increase the

overall ratio—in this example,
10,000 : 1. Inductance {L) is

measured on the same side as
the standard capacitance C, its

resistance being balanced by the

conductance G

(E.T., Aug. 1960). By taking great care, the N.P.L. claims to have
constructed transformers with ratios correct to 1 in 10’.

As with other bridges, the source and detector can be interchanged.

An advantage of doing so is that the ratio arms and source-impedance-
matching transformer can be combined, by putting an extra winding
on the ratio-arm core. Since points A and C are then clearly not
“ earthy ”, the beneficial principle as regards admittances from them
to earth is less obvious. But an admittance across any part of a
perfect transformer loads the whole, so the ratio is unaffected. In
practice, with careful design, ratios as high as 1,000 : 1 can be pro-
vided with good accuracy. * The design ofa bridge for low capacitances

(<1,111 pF) has been dealt with by J. F. Golffing and L. G. White
(MJ., June 1960).

A number of tapping-points can be provided on the transformer, to

give various multiplying ratios. And L can be measured against C,
reckoned as negative L, by tapping both on the same side of B. To
extend the range of measurement beyond the ratio that is practicable

with a single transformer, the detector also can be connected through
a multi-ratio transformer. Fig. 7.12 shows an example, in which an
unknown L is balanced by a standard variable C; and as both source
and detector are tapped in the ratio 100 : 1 the overall ratio is 10,000 : 1

.

The detector can be tapped across any proportion of the transformer
that suits its impedance. This kind of bridge is really an admittance
bridge, so balance in this example means that the admittance of L
is — 10,000 times that of C. In order to find L it is necessary to know

* “ Double-Ratio A.C. Bridges with Inductively-Coupled Ratio Arms ”, by
H. A. M. Clark and P. B. Vanderlyn. Proc. I.E.E., Part III, May 1949.
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the frequency, and for convenience this should be chosen so that

w, = Ittf, is a round number such as 10,000 (/ = 1,592). Then
1/10,000 L = 10,000 X 10,000 C, &o L = I/IO^* C, or 1/C if C is

in pF. IfC were 200 pF, L would be 0*005 H. Since C and especially

L would not be pure reactance, their phases would be less than 180°

apart, and perfect balance would be impossible without some con-
ductance G on the other side of the bridge. This is considered as
conductance rather than resistance, because it represents the in-phase

path in parallel with L. The higher the Q of the coil, the higher the

resistance.

Although so simple in principle, this kind of bridge calls for a good
deal of thought in its details; for example, in the design of the trans-

formers, and the means for balancing conductive and susceptive parts

of admittance over wide ranges. Principles and practical details have
been discussed by J. F. Golding (W.fV., June 1961). The bridge can
be earthed or not, according to requirements; generally it will need
screens, connected to point B.

7.11. RESISTANCE AND CAPACITANCE BRIDGES

Having studied the stray admittance problem one can more in-

telligently consider the diverse merits of what a gardener would call

the named varieties of bridges. The most important are laid

out for comparison in Fig. 7.13, with their equations for balance.

There is no need to show source and detector; these are connected
across the diagonals, and it is optional which goes where. Except in

a, the unknown is represented by its equivalent series resistance r* and
capacitance Cx or inductance Lx, enclosed by a dotted line to show
that they are inseparable. They can always be converted to parallel

equivalents if desired (Sec. 14.12).

The simple bridge described in Sec. 7.4 (Fig. 7.3) can be used either

as a, which requires no comment, or b, which is a very useful type. If

there is no need to provide for d.c. as well as a.c., it could be improved
upon by substituting inductive ratio arms. Without much difficulty

it can be made to read to a fraction of 1 pF. For capacitances up to

the limits of a variable air capacitor it is helpful to use equal ratio arms,

Wagner earthing, and substitution or difference method of measure-
ment; and of course a screened standard. For larger capacitances

these precautions are less necessary, and R is in general smaller.

The same bridge can be used fbr comparing inductances, but in

practice seldom is, for the reasons given in Sec. 7.4.

When Cx is very large, rx may be very small and it may be more con-

venient to balance with a comparatively large resistance in parallel,

as in c. The equations are more complicated because they incorporate

the series-parallel transformation, but if the unknown is reckoned
in terms of its parallel equivalents the equations are the same as for b.

If parallel R and C are balanced against an actual pair in series, balance

is (as the equations show) obtainable at only one frequency, and the

i6
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Wien bridge is more often used with known capacitance and resistance

to measure frequency than vice versa (Sec. 7.19).

The most generally favoured bridge for accurate measurements of
capacitance and phase angle, and properties of dielectrics, especially

at very high voltage, is the Schering {d). The difference between it and
6 or c is the method of balancing rx, by a variable capacitor across the
opposite arm Q instead of by resistance in series or parallel with the
adjacent standard, C. The advantage is that, if necessary, all adjust-

ments can be carried out on the P and Q arms, earthed at theirjunction,

so that if the junction of the other two is connected to a very high
voltage nearly all this voltage comes across those arms and there is no
danger to the operator.

7.12. INDUCTANCE BRIDGES

Reactances of opposite kinds can be balanced against one another

if they are in opposite arms. So a standard of capacitance (which
in general is better than a standard of inductance) can be used for

measuring both capacitance and inductance. All that is needed to

convert type b or c into an inductance bridge is to transpose the Q
and standard arms, giving types e and / respectively. But note that

it is now the parallel-standards type (/) that has the simpler equations.

Type e is better for measuring large inductances, particularly iron-cored

;

and for the parallel equivalents of the unknown the balance equations

are the same as Maxwell’s.

The Maxwell equations show that ideally Lx ought to be balanced
by adjusting C, and rx by R. It is not practicable to vary C con-

tinuously much above 1,000 pF, which at a.f. is a very high imp^ance
(and therefore vulnerable to strays) and necessitates extreme ratios for

measuring low Lx (or large Cx). Also it leads to awkwardly high

values of R. On the other hand, adjusting P or g affects both Lx and
rx balances at once, which is apt to be frustrating. These disadvantages

can be mitigated by thoughtful design.

The Hay bridge is particularly suitable for measuring the inductance

of iron-cored coils with d.c. flowing, because the d.c. source can be
connected in series with the coil.

The Owen bridge (g) differs from Maxwell in balancing rx by capaci-

tance in series with P instead of resistance in parallel with C. Ideally,

Cr and P are the balancing controls. C can conveniently be quite a
large fixed capacitance, and Q varied in steps for range changing.

P can be varied continuously for Lx balance, and the ^fiiculties of
varying Cr can be reduced by loading up the x arm with extra resistance.

Possibly the best bridges for inductance at frequencies not above
about 1 kc/s are those based on mutual inductance as the standard.

Mutual inductance has the advantage over self-inductance that it

is pure reactance, provided that the frequency is low enough for

self-capacitances not to introduce an appreciable in-phase compo-
nent; and it can be varied down to zero and beyond, into negative
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values. So it can be used for measuring capacitance too. The arms
have such low impedance that stray admittances can usually be ignored,

but reasonable care is needed to see that the various coils are placed

so that they do not couple inductively. This difficulty is sometimes
reduced to a minimum by the use of toroidal windings. The only

serious drawback is the high cost of mutual inductometers.

The Campbell standard mutual inductometer, made by the Cam-
bridge Instrument Co., shown in Fig. 6.14 and described in Sec. 6.10,

is a high-precision instrument and is provided with facilities enabling

it to be used for measuring mutual inductance, self-inductance from
fractions of 1 piH to thousands of henries, with superimposed d.c. if

necessary, and capacitance over a wide range. In the Heaviside-

Campbell bridge (Fig. 7.13/i) the ratio resistances P and Q are equal,

and this is preferred for high accuracy. The inductometer fixed

coils are connected in the other two arms, and having equal self-

inductance they balance. Lx is balanced by mutual inductance M,
injected by adjusting the moving coil, which is in series with the

source. Up to rather more than an ohm, the rx balancer R is pro-

vided in the inductometer by a slide wire at the junction of the coils, so

additional R, where shown, need not be varied in smaller steps. Coils

are provided for ratios of 10 : 1 and 100 : 1, and to suit these P and Q
should include the values 10, 90, and 990 O . With unequal ratios the

slide wire is out of action and the external R must be continuously

variable.

7.13. COMMERCIAL BRIDGES

For ordinary component checking over a wide range of C and R,

a basically De Sauty bridge in which balance is obtained by con-

tinuously variable ratio arms consisting simply of an ordinary ” poten-

tiometer ”, with 50-c/s mains as source and “ magic eye ” as detector,

is obtainable in a number of different makes (e.g., Hunts) and also as

a Heathkit (Model C-3U). Fixed standards of C and R are selected

by a range switch, and a position is often provided for comparison
with an external standard. At such a low frequency there is little

trouble with stray admittances, and little or no screening is needed.

And except where substantial reactance is present, one can measure
what is virtually the d.c. value of a resistor. The Heathkit costs less

than £8, has two ranges of resistance covering 100 O to 5 Mt2, and
four of capacitance from 10 pF to 1,000 (xF, and measures leakage and
power factor of electrolytic capacitors at five polarizing voltages from
S to 430. Constructional details of another instrument in this category

are given in the next Section.

Most of the leading makers also offer a “ universal ” bridge, measur-
ing a wide range of L, C and d.c. R with an accuracy of the order of

1 %, and also tan 8 or Q, Typical examples are the Marconi Instru-

ments TF868B, the General Radio 1650A, the Cossor 1446 and the

Avo Type 1. All of these use the ordinary Wheatstone network for

d.c. resistance, but the d.c. detectors differ. Only the G.R. bridge
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uses the traditional unaided pointer instrument. The Avo uses a
d.c. amplifier, and the two other makes get round the problem by
converting the out-of-balance d.c. to a.c. with a chopper, thereby
utilizing the a.c. amplifier-detector. All four have visual indicators

instead of (or in addition to) phones. G.R. and Avo a.c. sources

are 1 kc/s; Cossor, 2 kc/s; M.I., 1 kc/s and 10 kc/s. For capacitance,

Cossor use De Sauty ; Avo, Wien ; and the other two use both, accord-
ing to whether Q or tan S are measured. Alt four use the Maxwell
circuit for inductance, but the M.L and G.R. provide also for the Hay.
Because versatile bridges are almost bound to make the main measuring
control a variable resistance, one looks with interest to see how the

chief snag of the Maxwell bridge—interdependent inductance and
resistance balances—is avoided. M.I. and Avo measure Q or tan 8

rather than rx. As the formulae in Fig. 7.13 show, this does not
involve or R*, either of which can accordingly be used for indepen-

dent determination of L. The Cossor indicator is a small c.r. tube,

the X deflection of which is derived straight from the source and the Y
deflection from the bridge. It is therefore phase-sensitive as well as

amplitude-sensitive, facilitating adjustment of the phase balance

(uncalibrated). The G.R. bridge is calibrated in Q, and for enabling

balance to be reached quickly even with fractional-Q components it

incorporates the “ Orthonull ” device, whereby adjustment of Rg
carries R along with it, but this ganging does not work in reverse. A
full explanation is given in G.R.E., April 1959.

Marconi Instruments also offer a similar bridge with higher precision

Q%) and wider ranges—the TF1313.

The Cambridge universal bridge, not surprisingly, uses a decade
mutual inductometer, which is of toroidal construction, and is accurate

to within ±0-1 %.
For the measurement of inductance only there is a lot to be said for

the Owen network, and this was the General Radio choice in a recent

introduction. Type 1632-A, described in G.R.E., Nov. 1959. The
accuracy over most of the wide range is given as 0-1 %.
Wayne Kerr have made good use of the advantages of the Blumlein

bridge. Their Type B.521 already mentioned has Fig. 7.12 as its

basis, and uses the 50 c/s mains as source and a selective amplifier and
“ magic eye ” as detector. The accuracy is 2 % for general in situ

component measurement. Type B.221, with a 10 kiloradians/sec

source, gives higher accuracy—}%. Type B.321, 10 kc/s, with similar

accuracy, is specialized for low inductance and resistance, 0-002 jxH

to 0-1 H and 0-02 mQ to 1 kO. It uses a modified circuit, similar

to Fig. 7.12 on the detector side, but with the source connected across

the unknown in series with a standard resistance, the voltages across

these being balanced against one another respectively through a fixed

resistance and decade resistances and cajiacitances in parallel.

Lastly, wide-band iron-cored 1 : 1 r.f. transformers used in Type
B.801 enable admittances to be measured at frequencies from 1 to

100 Mc/s. The source and detector are separate units connected by
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coaxial cables. A monograph on the principles of the transformer

ratio-arm bridge, by R. Calvert, is obtainable from this firm.

Cintel have two transistorized transformer-ratio bridges; one for

capacitance over a wide range, the other for self and mutual inductance.

A good example of the use of the Hay network for incremental

inductance (with d.c. flowing) is the one by Furzehill.

7.14. CONSTRUCTION OF A MAINS-FREQUENCY BRIDGE

One advantage of bridge operation at 50 c/s is that a very adequate

oscillator is maintained by the electricity supply authority. Another

is that the influence of stray capacitances is much less than at 1 kc/s or

more, and for most purposes the precautions discussed in Secs. 7.5

to 7.8 are almost or entirely unnecessary. But unfortunately the

reactance of r.f. coils is too low to be easily measurable. If low-

inductance measurements are abandoned, a very useful method is to

use an ordinary “ potentiometer ” as variable ratio arms for comparing

the unknown with one of a number of fixed standards. Fig. 7.14

shows a circuit suitable for amateur construction, and Fig. 7.15 a

complete instrument. The scale of the potentiomet^, Ri in Fig. 7.14,

is calibrated to read ratios directly, as in Fig. 7.16. The scale reading

at balance, multiplied by the value of the standard selected by the

switch S, gives the value of the component connected to the Cor R ”
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Fig. 7.15 (right)—Example of
embodiment of bridge circuit

shown in Fig. 7.14

terminals; and as in this instrument all the standards are multiples

of 10 the mental arithmetic demanded is not severe. For example, if

the reading when balance is obtained is 0-65, and the range switch is

set to 10 k, the answer is 6'5 ka . Balance is shown by a (athode-ray

tuning indicator (magic eye), and the EM34 has one sensitive shadow
for use near balance and another, less sensitive, for initial adjustment.

When made as specified, the instrument measures resistance from
10 Q to 10 MO, and capacitance from 10 pF to 10 (tF, including

electrolytics; and gives rough checks over considerably wider ranges.

It measures power factors up to 60% of capacitors from 0-1 t*F up-

wards. It compares components, including large inductances, with

any standard of similar sort, detects leakages from about 100 MO
downwards, and gives a continuously variable SO-c/s signal up to 25 V.
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It is portable, self-contained (except for mains connection), direct-

reading, and requires no earth.

The signal voltage applied to the component under test should be
graduated to suit its impedance, and this is done automatically by R,.

For high impedances such as grid leaks and small capacitors, which
would be difficult to balance sharply without adequate signal voltage,

25 V is available; but for impedances through which this voltage

would pass too much current for themselves and the transformer, the

voltage falls to a suitable value. R 3 has been chosen so that even if

the test terminals are shorted no harm will follow. And electrolytic

capacitors rated at low voltages will not be damaged.
Rx should be a reliable component with a smooth and uniform

linear resistance element, and preferably larger in diameter than the

ordinary volume-control type. Since it is only the ratio that is cali-

brated, the exact total resistance is not important.

The accuracy of measurement is of course no better than that of the

standards used. A suitable tolerance for them in this instrument is

± 1%. The 100 fl should be wire-wound; the 10 kl2 may well

be, if non-inductive, but the 1 Ma would be a high-stability carbon
resistor. A csramic capacitor is suitable for the 100 pF, and a good-
quality mica for 10 nF; but the cost of mica is prohibitive for 1 pF so

the best obtainable paper may be used. If not “ spot-on ”, the capacitors

selected should be slightly low, so that they can be brought up to the

exact value by small ones across them. With the standards specified,

the scale is used from 0-1 to 10. If balance falls outside these limits

a better result will be obtained on another range. Near the limits, the

readings are rather cramped, and the most worth-while improvement
one can make is to add standards of 1 ko, 100 ktj, 1 nF, and 01 pF.
With this augmented selection, the standards can be checked against

one another.

No provision is made for balancing the resistance of the smaller

capacitances. It is generally enough to notice whether the sample
under test gives a reasonably sharp balance; if not, it is a bad one.

But most of the largest sizes are electrolytic, and a power factor of,

say, 5% is not necessarily a ground for rejection. Rj is used to

measure power factor on the 1-pF range. A sharp balance should
be sought, by alternate adjustment of Rj and Rj. Strictly, a polarizing

voltage should be applied to electrolytic capacitors when they are

being measured, but readings taken without agree well with those

obtained under more orthodox conditions.

When using the 100-pF range the same sharpness cannot be expected

as on the others. It is not that balance is blurred ; assuming the power
factor is satisfactory, balance is quite clear, but a larger movement of
R, is needed to show appreciable change in the indicator illumination.

The best way is to swing the knob to and fro between positions each
side of balance until the exact centre point can be judged. If care is

taken with the layout on this range, and possible displacement of
zero allowed for, a capacitance as low as 5 pF can be observed.
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and readings around 100 pF are surprisingly good. The 100-pF
and 1-Mo standards should be joined close to S and have minimum
capacitance to other parts. All a.c. leads must be kept as far as

possible from the grid of the valve.

A useful feature is a spare position on the range switch, for con-
necting an external standard to the “ Match ” terminals. For example,
it might be necessary to adjust a number of components to match a
pattern. This facility is usable for inductances, if not less than about

Table 7.1

Rt (ohms)
Scale reading
{per cent) Power factor Dissipation factor

5 160 160
10 320 320
15 485 480

20 650 640
25 820 800
30 1,000 950

35 1,190 1,110
40 1,400 1,270

45 1,610 1,430

50 1,830 1,590
55 2,080 1,750
60 2,370 1,910

1 H. Push-pull transformer windings can be tested for equality.

And other uses will readily occur.

For calibrating Ri it is a great help if one can use a laboratory

resistance box and at least one accurately-known resistance. These
are connected to “ C or /? ” and “ Match ”, and their ratios set to

various values. The C scale, which is the reciprocal of the R scale,

can be obtained by repeating the process with the two resistances

interchanged. Alternatively, the same scale can be used, if provision

is made on the range switch to reverse the potentiometer on C ranges.

If no resistance box is available, a variable resistance can be equalized

to a fixed one by adjusting until the same setting (to be calibrated
“

1 ”) of Ri gives balance when the two are interchanged. If a number
of variables are available, this process can be repeated and the equal

resistors thus obtained connected in series to give points 2, 3, etc.

To calibrate R» in power factor, the 1 (jiF is temporarily shorted and
Rt is balanced against known resistance in the “ C or R ” arm. Table

7.1 gives the required values of /?* in series with 1 {xF at 50 c/s for a

power-factor scale, and also for a dissipation factor scale (Sec. 6.2),

in case it is preferred.

The leakage test is an optional extra, requiring only a neon lamp.

A suitable type of lamp is that supplied for indicator purposes. The
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lowest voltage rating should be chosen, but it may be noted that a
230-V lamp lights up on the voltage available. Though it can be used
for detecting d.c. leakage anywhere, its main use is for capacitors.

When one is connected, the lamp flashes momentarily due to charging,

and in a dim light this is perceptible with capacitances down to 5 nF
or even lower. If the capacitor is a good one it may be necessary to

wait quite a long time for the next flash. But a poor one flashes like

a police beacon, while a downright bad one shows a continuous light.

This judgment must not be applied too literally to electrolytic capacitors

(which must always be connected the right way round), because they

always leak to some extent, but whether or not that extent is reasonable

can 1» gauged by watching the lamp. A light that remains bright after

an electrolytic capacitor has been connected for a minute or so shows
excessive leakage. Frequency of flashing depends not on megohms
alone, but on megohm-microfhrads, a quantity that is a truer measure
of merit; 50 Mo leakage in 1 (xF is equivalent to 200 Mo in 0'25 ^xF.

The variable 50-c/s signal mentioned is obtainable between “ Leak-
age— ” and one of either of the other pairs. And of course a 25-V
signal with a variable tapping is available by using all three terminals.

Crocodile clips are quicker to use and generally more convenient

than screw terminals; the advantages of both are obtainable by having
the clip leads attached to terminals. Matt ivorine sheet is suitable for

covering the panel, as it looks good and takes pencil calibration which
can afterwards be made permanent with Indian ink. But remember
it is inflammable!

7.15. ADAPTOR FOR IRON-CORED INDUCTORS
With a few additional components the C-and-/{ bridge just described

can be adapted to deal with inductance from about 1 to 1,000 H,
provided that the power factor is small. Air-cored coils are therefore

practically ruled out. Measurement can be made with d.c. flowing,

up to 100 mA if not kept on too long. The scale can be calibrated

from the main bridge. The addition can either be incorporated, with

a switch for disconnection, or connected externally as an adaptor.

Assuming the latter, Fig. 7.17 shows the circuit and mode of
connection.

The transformer is a Bulgin LF.45 or other miniature 1 : 25 ratio, for

increasing sensitivity of indication. Ct is to reduce harmonics that

would blur the balance. The 0‘25-(xF capacitor Ci is the standard,

so ought to be of reasonably good quality. The total resistance

is not critical (nor is but it must not vary more than 1 O as

the slider is moved. A Morganite carbon potentiometer has been
found the best solution. Cg is to prevent current from the polarizing

battery from passing through the transformer.

R 4 is first set to short-drcuit Ci and the main bridge is then balanced
(at approximately 1 on its scak). The coil to be measured is then
connected to the terminals “L,” in series with a battery and milliammeter
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Fig. 7.17—Adaptor for measuring iron-cored inductors,

showing how it is connected to the bridge shown in Fig. 7.14

if polarizing d.c. is required. (The + terminal of the battery must
go to the L terminal so marked.) is then adjusted to rebalance.

To obtain it sharply it may be necessary to adjust the main bridge

potentiometer, but if such adjustment exceeds 2 or 3% it is a sign

that the resistance of the coil is higher than normal for iron-core

types, and the reading cannot be relied upon.

At balance the inductance L in henries is
{alby

where/ is 50 c/s, Q
is in this case 0*25 [xF, and ajb is the ratio of the resistance across L to

that across C and can be calibrated from the main bridge, which, of

course, is itself scaled in ratios. The formula simplifies toL — 40 (a/A)*,

Table 7.2

Ratio on main
bridge R scale

016 0-22 0-32 0-50 0-71 too 1-58 2*74
1

3-16 500

Corresponding
calibration in

henries

1 2 4 10 20 40 100 200

1

400 1,000

so the SOO-a potentiometer can be calibrated in henries by connecting

its slider to the red ’’ terminal (grid ofEM34) on the main bridge and
its ends to the '' black terminals (ends of main potentiometer) and
applying Table 7.2.



Fig, 7,18—Owen bridgefor inductance, incorporating improvements
by L, B, Turner, The lettering corresponds to Fig, 7,13g

7.16. CONSTRUCTION OF AN INDUCTANCE BRIDGE

The two preceding sections cover most values of resistance and
capacitance, and the iron-core or a.f. range of inductance. There only
remain inductances below 1 H. The 50-c/s bridge fails here, chiefly

because the reactance of a few (xH at that frequency is so minute as
to be negligible in comparison with its resistance. The inductometer
bridge is good but expensive. So the Owen, in which the standard is

a fixed capacitor, deserves consideration.
An adaptation of the Owen bridge, due to L. B. Turner, is easily

and inexpensively made. The circuit (which should be compared
with Fig. 7.13g) is shown in Fig. 7.18. R and Q are varied simul-
taneously by what is in effect a range switch. If the L terminals are
shorted, then for balance the variable Cr must be made equal to the
fixed C, and P set to zero. Connecting inductance between the L
terminals makes it necessary to introduce a proportionate value of
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P\ and to balance the resistance (r) of the coil the reactance of Cr
must be increased, and therefore its capacitance reduced.
C is the standard and must have a low loss, but its opposite number,

Cr, need not be particularly good and may consist of an ordinary
variable of at least 1 nF, supplemented by switched capacitors (which
may be ordinary receiver type) to total 10 nF. Fig. 6.11 shows how
a four-pole 11 -way wafer switch can be used to obtain this in 1-nF
steps using only 4 capacitors. P is also not necessarily very pure;
ordinary winding with periodical reversal will do. Reactive residuals

merely affect the setting of Cr slightly. R and Q, however, ought to be
non-inductively wound, as described in Sec. 6.4.

Since the balance condition is L = PQC, the maximum values in the

four ranges are 01, 1, 10, and 100 mH; so the total range covered is

from a few (iH to 0-1 H. The arrangement is not so well adapted for

measuring r; it is QCjCi — /?, or (since R — Q), Q{CICt — 1). To
provide accurate measurement, P would have to be non-reactive and
Ct known.
A special feature is the method of connecting the battery, enabling

a current of the order of 1 A to be passed through Lx on the lowest

range. A power transistor oscillator would be even better. The
impedance of the bridge being low, that of the phones should be likewise.

The author has made a successful bridge on similar lines but using

a valve oscillator of about 2,000 c/s, with range arms 5, 50, and 500 O

,

and P consisting of a good 500-0 “ potentiometer ” and 10 steps of

500 O each. It gives the useful ranges of 0*25, 2-5, and 25 mH, and
a coil of 1 fiH is measurable.

Constructional details of a Hay bridge for measuring iron-cored

coils, if necessary with a known amount of d.c. flowing, are given by
F. E. Terman in Measurements in Radio Engineering, pp. 53-57, and
by Terman and Pettit in Electronic Measurements, 2nd edn. (McGraw-
Hill), p. 111.

7.17. R.F. BRIDGES

There is, of course, no difference in principle between r.f. bridges

and a.f. bridges, but the higher frequency accentuates the difficulties

discussed in Secs. 7.5 to 7.8, and also calls for appropriate source and
detector, which can conveniently be a r.f. signal generator and a

receiver respectively. Thorough screening of the bridge and its con-
nections is essential and must be carefully thought out. Transformer

ratio arms have been found particularly valuable; the Wayne Kerr
v.h.f. bridge of this type (B.801) has been mentioned in Sec. 7.13. The
techniques are outside the scope of this book, and the following

selection of references may be helpful:

Radio Frequency Measurements, by L. Hartshorn (Qiapman & Hall).

Radio Engineering, Vol. 2, Ch. XX, by E. K. Sandeman (Chapman & Hall).
“ A New Technique in Bridge Measurements ”, R. Calvert. E.E., Jan.

1948.
*• Experimenters’ R.F. Bridge ”, by H. V. Sims. W.W., May 1952.
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7 . 18. INFLUENCE OF SOURCE FREQUENCY
' Looking at the bridge balance conditions set out in Fig. 7.13 we
see that most of them contain no reference to frequency. Provided
that the bridge arms are as shown, in fact as well as in theory, and
that the values of their components are unaffected by frequency, the

frequency of the source makes no difference to the balance. This is

convenient, because it means that there is no need for the frequency
of the source to be known, nor need its waveform be perfectly pure.

In practice, however, the values ofcomponents, especially the resistance

of coils, may vary somewhat with frequMicy, and arms that seem to have
the same form in the diagrams may differ—e.g., coils are complicated
by self-capacitance—so that they may not be exactly equivalent at

more than one frequency. When the bridge is balanced for the

fundamental frequency, therefore, it is more or less out of balance
for the harmonics. Unless the source waveform is pure, or the detec-

tor is able to reject the unwanted frequencies, it may be difficult to

find exact balance. An untuned visual detector is upset by even a
small amount of these. With practice the ear can discriminate between
fundamental and harmonics, but is never so sensitive in such con-
ditions.

In bridges where the arms compared have different frequency
characteristics, such as the Wien (Fig. 7.13c) and Hay (c), the frequency
must be accurately known and the source waveform very pure or the

detector sharply tuned. This difficulty can be exploited for exploring

the nature of the item under test, instead of finding its simple series or
parallel equivalent, effective at only one frequency. The method,
described by Thomas Roddam in “ New Bridge Technique ” (fV.W.,

Jan. 1950), consists in using a square-wave signal—comprising a
wide range of frequency—and adjusting not only the values of the

standard arm but also its network form until balance, indicated by
a c.r. oscilloscope, is complete. He made use of the transformer

type of bridge, as did K. Lament (£.£., Aug. 1955) in developing this

method for the measurement of iron-cored inductors.

Other uses made of frequency-discriminating bridges include

frequency measurement, and the filtering out of one particular

frequency, as in the measurement of distortion.

7.19 FREQUENCY BRIDGES AND METERS

The most-used frequency bridge is the Wien (Fig. 7.13c). The
signal whose frequency is to be measured is applied as the source, and
“ C% ” and “ r* ” are incorporated in the bridge. If they are varied

simultaneously with C and R to obtain balance, frequency is inversely

proportional to C or R. Frequency bridges of this type are made by
General Radio and Muirhead. The chief disadvantage of a bridge

for measuring frequency is the need for a detector suffldently sensitive

over the whote range of frequency covered and capmble of rejecting any
harmonics in the signal. For selective null indicators, see Sec. 5.23 (1).
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Mention should be made of direct-indicating frequency meters.

Several different types are available for accurately covering a small

range, such as 45 to 55 c/s for giving warning of irregularities in mains
fr^uency—very necessary in sound-recording etc. There are also

wide-range valve-operated types in which the signal to be measured
controls the generation of unidirectional pulses of the same frequency
but constant duration. Their mean value, which can be read on a
meter, is therefore proportional to frequency. The Airmec Type
265 works on this principle, covering 10 c/s to 100 kc/s in eight ranges.

It is a portable all-transistor instrument, driven either by internal

batteries or a.c. The pulse counter developed by the author pri-

marily as a low-distortion f.m. receiver discriminator (IV. fV., April

1956; also June 1956 and April 1958) could be used as a direct-reading

frequency meter for 0 to 300 kc/s and could readily be adapted for

other ranges.

The present trend, influenced by computer technique, is to measure
both frequency and time by means of a digital counter. Frequency
is indicated by counting the number of signal cycles in, say, 1 second.

Time (such as the period of a low frequency) is indicated by counting
the number of cycles of an internal oscillator occurring therein. High
precision of the gating circuit that admits the signal for a specified

time, and of the internal oscillator, is ensured by crystal control.

The Marconi Instruments TF1345 valve-operated counter measures
frequency from 10 c/s to 10 Mc/s, and the standard is a 100 kc/s

crystal oscillator varying not more than i 2 in 10* per week. Eight-

decade display is by back-lighting numbered windows with miniature

neon lamps. Using transistors and printed circuits, the Advance
TCI is limited to 1 Mc/s, but is only one-seventh the weight and one-

thirteenth the bulk of the foregoing. When mains-oj^rated, its

accuracy is of the same order, but when battery-operated is consider-

ably less because the crystal oven is out of action. The display is by
six edgewise meters. A helpful feature of these counter-type instru-

ments is that they can be used to test themselves. Although admirably
versatile and accurate, their price range restricts their use to the more
opulent establishments. The subject has been reviewed by P. R.
Darrington (W.W., June 1961).

Where frequencies to be measured are steady for at least a few
seconds, one can make do with equipment available in almost every

laboratory—calibrated signal generators and oscilloscope—as des-

cribed in Sec. 10.10.

7.20. Q METERS

Owing to the difiiculties of constructing bridges to give accurate

results at r.f., resonance methods are often adopted instead. -For some
of these methods the necessary apparatus is assembled from instruments

available, or extemporized to suit the particular requirements. But
one important composite instrument must certainly be mentioned
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here—the Q meter. Although primarily designed for direct and rapid

measurement of Q—this being perhaps the most generally useful

figure of merit for tuning-circuit components—a Q meter can also

be used for measuring r.f. inductance, capacitance, dielectric loss,

transmission line parameters, etc.

For the meaning of Q, see Sec. 14.17, and for methods of use.

Sec. 9.26. The principle of most Q meters, at least for frequencies

lower than v.h.f., is shown in Fig. 7.19. A known r.f. voltage is

provided by passing a standard current (monitored by the thermo-
junction meter) through a low resistance r. This constant r.f. voltage

is injected in series with the circuit being tested, which is adjusted to

resonance, and the voltage across it is read by a valve voltmeter. A
coil to be tested is tuned by a low-loss variable capacitor forming part

of the instrument; a capacitor to be tested is connected in parallel

with this standard and the resonant circuit completed by a low-loss

inductor. On the assumption that Q is equal to the voltmeter voltage

CAfVVCITOR
UNDER TEST

Fig. 7.19—Outline circuit of resistance-coupled Q meter. Instruments for
higher frequencies use inductance in place of the low resistance r, or

alternatively a capacitance-coupling system

divided by the injected voltage, the voltmeter is scaled to read Q
directly. In practice, however, any coil has self-capacitance, and if

this is an appreciable part of the whole tuning capacitance it is neces-

sary to make a correction in order to arrive at the true Q. The
accuracy of the direct readings is also affected by the series resistance r,

the shunt resistance of the valve voltmeter, and series inductance of

the instrument. If they are known, the readings can be corrected for

them, but as this is a nuisance it is desirable that the instrument should

be so constructed as to make the corrections negligible as often as

possible. A typical value for r is 0 04 o , which can usually be neglected

except in very high-g circuits or above say 20 Mc/s. The loss due to

the valve voltmeter should be less still. Instrument shunt capacitances

can be incorporated in the calibration of the variable capacitor, which
is preferably two capacitors—one main and another for reading

difierences of a few pF.

At very high frequencies, the smallest practicable r is likely to add
appreciably to the resistance of the circuit being measured. In Q
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meters for such frequencies it is therefore usually replaced by a react-

ance. Another questionable feature of the original instrument is the
thermo-junction meter, which is fairly expensive and easily burnt
out.

The Marconi Instruments TF1245 covers the remarkably wide
frequency range of 1 kc/s to 200 Mc/s, but on the reasonable assump-

Fig, 7,20--Jig for adapting a Q
meter {or other resonant measure
ing system) for tests on di-

electric samples^ which are placed
between the disks on the right-

hand micrometer. The left-hand
micrometer controls a small
increment capacitor. The system
allows correction for edge effect.

{Marconi Instruments Ltd.)

tion that not everyone will want to use it over the whole of this range
the oscillator is not incorporated. Two oscillators, 40 kc/s to 50 Mc/s
and 20 to 300 Mc/s respectively, have been designed for use with it;

below 40 kc/s the lab's audio oscillator should do. For the v.h.

frequencies a 20 mV input is developed across a 0-1 nH section of an
inductive potential divider; for the lower frequencies, across a 0-02 Cl

section of a resistive potential divider. The input across these dividers

is measured at 0-5 V level with a crystal-rectifier voltmeter, in which
special precautions have to be taken to avoid waveform errors

—

not a failing of the thermocouple type. A special low-inductance
variable capacitor is used, and a disk-seal v.h.f. diode for the output
voltmeter. Ancillary equipment includes the jig shown in Fig. 7.20,

which facilitates use of the Q meter for permittivity and loss tests on
dielectrics, and a set of inductors. For details of the TF124S see

M.I., March 1959, and also the booklet Measurements by Q Meter
(4th edn.), obtainable from the makers on request. It contains much
general information on r.f. measurements and equipment, and also

(like its previous editions) on the earlier model TF329G.
A relatively inexpensive Q meter by Advance (Model T2) neverthe-

less covers the useful frequency range O-l to 100 Mc/s. It follows

the basic pattern of Fig. 7.19, exc^t that the coupling is by reactance
instead of resistance. A set of 12 individually calibrated coils, 0‘1 (xH
to 30 mH, is obtainable for use with this instrument and as general

laboratory standards of inductance.
A capacitive potential divider is used in a cheap and simple Q

meter making use of a valve voltmeter (not necessai^y low-loss) and
an oscillator capable of an output of IV. It is due to J. Luijckx, who

»7
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described it in E.E., June 1957, p. 298. As Fig. 7.21 shows, it consists

mainly of a double triode used as a pair of cathode followers, one for

reading the input across the 100 ; 1 divider and the other the output

across the circuit being measured. If the former is set to 1 V, the

latter multiplied by 100 is the Q. The cathode followers are first

equalized by joining both their inputs to the oscillator. The success

Fig. 7.21—Easily-made type of Q meter due to J. Luijckx, making
use of an external r.f. oscillator. Cj arui Ct form a 100 :

1

capacitive potential divider for feeding the resonant circuit

of this scheme would depend largely on the arrangement and quality

of the components in the measurement circuit.

7.21. VALVE-TESTING EQUIPMENT
The number of valve types and the range of characteristics possessed

by them are so enormous that any single valve tester is either very

limited in its capabilities or extremely elaborate. Unless much
money is availaUe for comprehensive equipment it will probably be
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necessary to rig up for oneself something to suit the particular tests

required, and information on such apparatus is included under Methods
(Secs. 9.36 to 9.39). There is room here for no more than a brief

survey of the different types of valve-testing equipment.
They may be divided broadly into two classes: those for laboratory

measurement of characteristics, especially gm, n and n, under any
desired conditions ; and those for checking freedom from faults, such
as short or open circuits, low emission and slope, softness of vacuum,
etc. Although these latter are designed for ra^o servicing rather than

measurement, there is surely no place where it is more desirable for

valves to be free from faults than in the laboratory. Several makers
produce valve testers in this class, and a question to ask when con-

sidering one is: Does it provide for connecting and feeding every

type of valve liable to be used now and in the foreseeable future?

It is usual to incorporate a vast selection of different valve sockets for

coping with all the types our enterprising valve industry has produced,

plus some device for connecting valves not yet imagined. One
compromise is to have a single commonly-used type of socket on
the tester, and adaptors for the rest. The provision of power supplies

covering all possible combinations of requirements demands con-
siderable ingenuity and is necessarily fairly elaborate, and moreover
is liable to give rise to unwanted complications such as parasitic

oscillation in the leads attached to high*slope valves.* Some of the

problems (including that of expense) in providing power supplies are

reduced in the Avo valve-characteristic meter by using a.c. only.

Valve-testing equipment, unless either used or designed with in-

telligence, provides exceptional opportunities for doing the wrong
thing, to the detriment of valve, indicator or power source. In the

Mullard tester these problems are dealt with by use of a cathode-ray

indicator and a punched-card system to make the connections appro-
priate to the type under test.

Laboratory equipment proper includes at least three main types:

(1) for plotting characteristic curves and deriving slope parameters
from static or d.c. meter readings; (2) for a.c. measurement of slope

characteristics, usually by a bridge or similar method; and (3) for

displaying curves visually on a cathode-ray tube. To obtain anything
like comprehensive valve data it is necessary to have both (1) and (2);

(3) is more in the nature of a most desirable and useful luxury. The
one necessity common to all is, of course, provision for feeding the

valve electrodes at the desired voltages. A laboratory instrument has
to have at least the adaptability of a servicing tester, plus means for

measuring currents and voltages, especially in the static type, where
high-quahty meters are needed to obtain reliable results.

The VT 10 test set by A.P.T. Electronic industries comprises (1)

and (2), with stabilized power supplies and six meters (some of them
multi-range). A useful feature is that the metered power supplies are

available for external purposes. The same applies to another

Testing Steep-slope Valves”, by J. C. Finlay. FF.FF.. March 1951.
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instrument in the laboratory class—Metrix Type U-61B—^in which
parts (1) and (2) are obtainable separately.

Although cathode-ray equipment can hardly be expected to yield

highly accurate quantitative results, it yields results in a minute fraction

of the time, and enables one to see at once how the shapes of the

curves change as adjustments are made. It also enables one to study

the operation of the valve under dynamic conditions (e.g., oscillation),

and to explore parts of valve characteristics where damage would be
caused by static tests. An account of an elaborate equipment, is

given by F. L. Hill and C. W. Brown of Cinema-Television (£.£.,

Nov. 1949). A less complicated design is described by B. C. Foster

(£.£., May 1952). Still simpler apparatus that can be made up as

required is shown in Sec. 9.37.

7.22. BRIDGES FOR VALVE CHARACTERISTICS
It is quite easy to work out balanced-signal methods for measuring

the three basic parameters—amplification factor, /it; anode resistance,

ra; and mutual conductance, gm—but even more than with circuit-

impedance bridges a good deal of thought is needed to arrange the

system so as to give the required results conveniently and with reason-

able accuracy. There are of course the inevitable complications of

feeding the valve electrodes and adjusting their voltages to the points

at which the measurements are to be made—for although these para-

meters are sometimes called “ constants ” they are far from constant,

and unless the precise working point is specified the figures have little

meaning. In bridge circuits there is the additional complication of the

stray a^ittances that the power sources may introduce. Means
must be provided for balancing out valve interelectrode capacitances

and other unavoidable reactance that would obscure balance. So
equipment under this heading, too, is inclined to become rather

elaborate.

If a signal voltage in the anode circuit is balanced against a voltage

in the grid circuit, the ratio of the two voltages is fi. Fig. 7.22 shows in

principle a very simple method of supplying and adjusting the two
opposing voltages. When the tapping (or the resistance each side

of it) has been adjusted to give silence in the phones, n is given by £/r.

Fig. 7.23 is an elaboration of this circuit to include an adjustment (C)
for balancing out reactance. A convenient £ is 1 kO ; with r, say
0 to 500 O, calibrated to read directly. To avoid excessive crowd-
ing of the high values the rheostat should be “ tapered ” to give

relatively slow variation near the zero end.
By switching in the resistance Ri the same circuit can be used for

measuring ra. \yhen balance is again achieved,

ra=£i -l).

It will be noticed that if r and R are the correct values to balance for

n, it is impossible to balance u. But if, when r and R are right for n
balance, a resistance Rt == £/101 is switched in at the same time as Ri,
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measuring ta for measuring gm

the formula simplifies to ra = 100/? i, and this is very convenient for

making Ri a direct-reading control.

When fi and ra have been obtained in this way, gm follows from

gm = flirt,. But it is advisable to have means of measuringgm directly,

as a cross-check, and because it is the most important of the three

as a guide to the condition of the valve. Fig. 7.24 shows a circuit

for doing this, and the calculation is simple: gm = 1//?. It would be
possible, without unduly complicated switching, to combine this

apparatus with Fig. 7.23.

in all these arrangements, both signal voltages are obtained by
potential-dividing a single source, but this simplification creates

difficulties in the arrangement of power supjflies. E.g., in Fig. 7.24

three separate batteries are needed, and it would be impracticable to

use mains power units because of stray admittance. Details of a pair

of bridges (one for y. and ra; the other, which can be combined with it.
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for gm) suitable for mains drive (except for grid bias) are given by
G. Smith {E.E., March 1952).

The most flexible method, giving freedom to use conventional power
feeds, and avoiding errors due to signal-source resistance, is to inject

the required signal voltages wherever required, from separate trans-

former windings. It was developed by W. N. Tuttle {Proc. I.R.E.,

June 1933), as a basis for the General Radio valve bridge. A recent

design for very high accuracy—of the order of 0-1 %—was described

by M. R. Child and D. J. Sargent (Proc. I.E.E., May 1959). Such
accuracy is much beyond what is ne^ed for ordinary tests, and calls

for very precise adjustment of supply Voltages; in this case the accuracy

was needed for detecting deterioration on life test. The circuit used
for gm is basically Fig. 7.24, and for anode conductance (1/ra) the

input signal is transferred from grid to anode. Measurement of gj
ampliflcation factor is also provided.

7.23. TRANSISTOR TESTERS

Although transistors do not run to so many electrode combinations
as valves, they are inherently more complicated because the action

between input and output is both-way. So four parameters are needed
instead of two. Moreover these are more frequency-dependent than
in valves. And the testing of both pnp and npn types has to be pro-

vided for. But the innumerable holder problem is absent!

As with valves, transistor testers can be divided broadly into two
classes: those for checking that a transistor is not faulty and for getting

a general idea of its more important properties, and those for precise

and comprehensive measurements. Since manufacturing tolerances

are so wide, the latter are seldom needed outside the laboratories of
transistor producers. It is not difficult to make up a simple instru-

ment in the former class, but some of those available commercially
are so cheap that it is hardly worth while doing so.

An example is the Ediswan R.2285 “ Beta Tester ”. The transistor

under test is connected as an oscillator, and a gain control is adjusted

to the threshold point of oscillation, indicated audibly. The gain

control is calibrated directly in current ampliflcation factor in the

common-emitter configuration, usually denoted by )3 or a.', though
ofe is a more logical symbol. A meter reads collector current for the

)3 test on a 0 to 5 mA range, and on a 0 to 0-5 mA range the “ leakage

current ” /'oo (or Icoe) which flows when the base is open-circuited.

This is a good clue to the quality of the transistor, and normally
should be not more than a few microamps. Three quick-release

terminals are provided for connecting the transistor.

The Advance Type TT.l provides similar facilities, with the con-
siderable advantage that the transistors can be tested in situ.

The Cossor Model 1325 is a little more elaborate. The power
supplies are drived from a.c. mains, and, besides /coe and the

coll^or turnover voltage—the voltage at which the current with
opm-circuited base begins to rise steely—can be measured, and
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npn as well as pnp transistors are provided for. The measurements
are purely d.c., by the method shown in Fig. 7.25. With the switch

open, /coe is read.

Closing the switch enables /coe to be balanced out; a known base

current is then supplied and the reading again noted. It represents

the increase due to the base current, and the ratio of the one to the

Fig. 7.25—Basis of d.c.

method of measuring ae and
tcoe employed in the Cossor

1325 transistor tester

other is the large-signal value of ae. The turnover voltage is measured
directly between collector and emitter terminals with base open-
circuited and a known high voltage (65 or 85) applied through a known
resistance (50 kt2 or 10 kfi). The meter is protected from overload
by the rectifier shunt described in Sec. 5.5.

Hatfield Instruments recognize that many experimenters do not
care to tie up a lot of money in a transistor tester, so they have worked
out a scheme to enable the hybrid or h parameters to be measured by
means of their 15 c/s to 1 Mc/s millivoltmeter, an a.f. oscillator, and
suitable power supplies. (The four h parameters specify the transistor

as a “ black box ” or quadripole. They are, of course, complex
quantities when measured with a.c. ; that is, they have both magnitude
and phase.) Fig. 7.26 shows their recommended circuit, which as
one can see, is simple and inexpensive. Even more so is a ready-made
instrument by Grundy & Partners, arranged for clipping directly on
to an Avometer or similar multi-range meter. Both pnp and npn
transistors can be tested for oe, /coe and /cob, and there is also

provision for testing diodes up to 10mA forward current and 9V
reverse potential.

Where transistors are used for r.f. or pulse work it is most desirable

to be able to measure their performance at high frequencies; at least

which is the frequency at which a is reduced by 3 dB, and preferably

the four admittance parameters. This can be done with the Wayne
Kerr r.f. bridge B.601 already mentioned, in conjunction with a control

box and a set of adapters, ofwhich one set is available forpnp transistors

and another for npn.

For fairly deuced examination of transistprs in a wide range of
types, the Avo transistor analyser is convenient. It is battery operated,

and covers pnp and npn types of low and high power. D.c. diaracter-

istics, turnover voltage, /coe down to 2 (xA, ae at 1 kc/s and 0-5 (xA

input, and noise are all measurable. Provision is made for testing
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4- Ajj

Fig. 7.26—Hatfield Instruments circuit for measuring
transistor hybrid (“ h ”) parameters

transistors in situ; the meter, oscillator and x 5,000 transistor amplifier

being available for external use.

The following articles describe methods and apparatus for the various

kinds of tests and measurements just outlined. A simple test set for

measuring Icoe and ate with d.c., somewhat as in the Cossor instrument,

is due to J. N. Prewctt {W.W., Aug. 1958). An OC76 transistor

emitter-follower is used as a low-resistance variable-voltage tapping

in the manner explained for the analogous cathode-follower in Sec.

4.8. A test set by G. G. Yates (E.E., Oct. 1959) also measures hoe
and ote with d.c., but is provided with a transistor amplifier so that

with the aid of the signal generator and valve voltmeter that even a
modest laboratoiy possesses it measures and a.c. input resistance

with short-circuited output (A'u, one of the “ hybrid ” parameters).

R. Hutchins and J. D. Martin {E. & R.E., Oct. 1959) explain how to

measure all four hybrid parameters, using simple bridge methods.
An alternative to these or other sets of input, output and transfer

parameters is the specification of a transistor in terms of an equivalent

circuit, of which the T form is probably the most used.

A set for measuring the elements of this circuit at 1 kc/s is fully

described by R. A. Hall (JE.E., Feb. 1958). The ability of the trans-

former ratio-arm bridge to measure the direct impedance between two
points while ignoring the admittances between them and a third point
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(such as earth) is applied to transistors in a good practical article by
M. J. Gay (B.C. & E., June 1959). The same author contributed a
paper on the measurement of small-signal transistor parameters to

Proc. I.E.E., Vol. 106, Part B., Supp. 15, May 1959, where also H. G.
Bassett described apparatus for ae and ab over the wide frequency

range 1 to 300 Mc/s by signal injection and measurement via wide-

band transformers. C. Bayley gives particulars of equipment that can
be made up for measuring most of the useful transistor parameters

(W.W., Aug. 1961).

Lastly, J. F. Young {E.E., June 1959) describes in some detail a set

for displaying transistor or diode curves on a separate oscilloscope.

A Dekatron is used to develop a stepped voltage controlling the base

current. At each step a half-sinusoidal voltage is applied to the

transistor and the resulting collector current is plotted against voltage.

7.24. RECEIVER ALIGNMENT TEST SETS

For aligning the tuning circuits of receivers an almost indispensable

aid is a “wobbulator” or frequency-swept signal generator in con-

junction with an oscilloscope—see Secs. 4.36 and 5.38. Although the

equipment can be assembled from separate units, sufficiently constant

use would justify one of the composite sets designed for the purpose.

In the “ lab ” class there is the Marconi Instruments TF1104, which
comprises a signal generator covering the v.f., i.f. and v.h.f. bands used

for television and f.m. broadcasting, an oscilloscope with time base

synchronized with the signal frequency sweep, and a crystal-controlled

oscillator for providing accurate frequency calibration marks on the

trace. The sweep width is adjustable from 0-5 to 10 Mc/s.

Designed mainly for servicing receivers, and therefore less expensive

and less precise but even more versatile, the Airmec “ Radivet ” and
“ Televet ” have many obvious uses in the laboratory too. The
Radivet comprises an a.m./f.m. signal generator with crystal calibra-

tion, an a.f. oscillator and an oscilloscope, which can be used separately

or in conjunction. Besides alignment of tuning circuits and f.m.

discriminators, a.f. distortion can be studied, and frequencies and
voltages measured, to mention only a few uses. The Televet performs

similar services especially on the television frequencies, and in addition

includes a pattern generator and e.h.t. voltmeter (using the c.r.t. as

indicator).

7.25. DISTORTION METERS
A considerable choice of equipment is available for measuring

distortion, but because its design is very much bound up with the

nature of distortion and the principles of its measurement, the

question of equipment is discussed along with these other aspects,

in Secs. 11.15-16. Commercial wave analysers and distortion-factor

meters have been reviewed by R. Brown (B.C. & E., Oct. 1960).



CHAPTER 8

Choice and Care of Equipment

8.1. GENERAL POLICY IN CHOOSING EQUIPMENT
The four previous chapters, if read straight off, may have had a
slightly bewildering effect on anyone faced with the task of equipping
a laboratory with limited means, in spite of the fact that elaborate

and expensive apparatus has either been omitted or, if of general

importance, described quite briefly. There is a vast amount of
equipment that might have been mentioned, but has been left out
as too highly specialized or likely to be available only in lavishly

appointed laboratories. Even so, much more has been included than
most people are likely to be able to acquire personally.

Of course, it is no good publishing a list and saying: “ This is what
you should have ”, without knowing what it is needed for and how
much can be spent on it. Nevertheless it is possible to offer some
general advice and suggestions for particular items that should be
included in any laboratory intended to carry out measurements and
experiments in radio, electronics, etc. Some of the general advice

was included in Chapter 1 ; now, in the light of the intervening chapters,

we can take up the subject again.

One method is to make a list of all the kinds and ranges of
measurements that are likely to be required, and then decide on the

equipment needed to cover these most economically. Like J. K.
Jerome’s three men planning to spend their holiday in a rowing boat,

who made a list of the equipment that was absolutely essential and
then found that the Thames was not navigable by a vessel sufficiently

large to contain it, one may have to tear up the first list and start

again with a fresh interpretation of the word ” essential ”. Few, if

any, investigators can afford to obtain the most suitable equipment for

every job they undertake. The advantages of having exactly the right

equipment are that it enables the work to be done accurately in the

shortest possible time, and it does not demand ingenuity and thought
to extemporize a method using something less suitable. But if one
did have everything needed, it would all have to be housed and looked
after, and the more there was of it the less often each instrument
would be used and the less familiar one would be with its operation

and condition. Such an imaginary “ ideal ” laboratory would not then

be an unmixed blessing. There is a good deal to be said for having

2S4
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a few reliable and well-understood instruments and a sound basic

theoretical knowledge (tempered by practical sense) to enable one to

devise methods making use of what there is, supplemented by
apparatus that can be rigged up for particular needs. The following

quotation from F. E. Terman can hardly be over-emphasized: “ Success

in making measurements in radio work is primarily a matter of having
available a satisfactory technique that is thoroughly understood
rather than of having available innumerable alternatives.”

It is wise, then, when equipping one’s laboratory to give preference

to instruments of lasting value and wide application.

8.2. A SHORT LIST

To get down to something definite, the following are recommended
as worthy of first consideration in a laboratory aiming at tackling

as much as possible in the most economical way.

(1) Stabilizedpower unit (Secs. 4.3 to 4.7) to give up to not less than
100 mA at voltage variable over the range of interest (e.g., 150 to

450), with at least one cathode-follower tapping (Sec. 4.8) and the

usual a.c. supplies for valve heaters. Where stabilization is not
essential, but variable output voltage is, the cathode-follower rectifier

type of unit referred to on p 35 is recommended. For transistors, if

the fixed voltages of batteries are not sufficient, a vaiiable-voltage

stabilized unit will be needed, with current output up to at least 1 A.

(2) A.f. signal generator, such as the type described in Sec. 4.28. It

should certainly be calibrated in frequency, as it can then be used for

frequency measurement as well as a signal source. A calibrated

attenuator is a most valuable facility.

(3) R.f. signal generator (Sec. 4.30), with a specification to cover as

many of one’s needs as can be afforded. For the same reason as (2)

a reasonably accurate frequency calibration is the first requirement,

even if it is only a home-made oscillator or inexpensive “ servicing
”

signal generator. Output control and calibration are the next

priorities.

(4) A good mu/li-rangemeler, including phmmeter; and by “good”
is meant not only the number of ranges the maker can advertise but
its reliability (Secs. 5.1 to 5.8). This instrument is so much used that

it is worth getting one that gives ample facilities and will stand up to

years of hard work.

(5) A cathode-ray oscilloscope (Secs. 5.25 to 5.41). Something under
this heading is a necessity, even if one can only afford a second-hand
tube with a home-made power unit. Choice of an oscilloscope needs
careful consideration, for the more expensive of two is not necessarily

the better for the purpose. With suitable amplitude control and pro-

vision for comparison with a known signal, a c.r.o. may render a valve

voltmeter unnecessary.
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(6) Valve voltmeter. This is put down here for consideration, not
necessarily for acquisition. Although certainly an important and
useful class of instrument, it is not so indispensable as sometimes
believed. Much of the work it used to do can be done by a cathode-ray

tube, espwially a flat-screen type with associated calibrating facilities.

And choice from among the different types of valve voltmeter is so

complicated that it can hardly be made apart from a knowledge of the

work in view. It is possible to combine (4) and (6) by getting an
“ electronic test meter ”, but this usually necessitates a mains con-

nection (which may not always be available) and a warming-up delay,

so although it provides more facilities it is not always to convenient

to use.

(7) Decade resistance box (Sec. 6.3). At least one, up to 11,110 O
in steps of 1 O , is practically indispensable where anytMng like accurate

measurements are to be made. In fact, both for measurement and
general experimental work there can never be too many! But for the

less exact purposes one generally has to make do with calibrated

rheostats and switched selections of “ preferred value ” resistors,

which should be provided on a generous scale.

(8) Calibrated variable air capacitor (Sec. 6.7). This is needed as a

standard of reactance, in bridges and for r.f. measurements among other

things. A 1-nF (1,000 pF) model, of as high quality as can be afforded,

supplemented by one for low capacitance, say 1 to 20 pF, which can be
calibrated from it (Sec. 9.34), covers most requirements.

(9) A C-and-R bridge in the class described in Sec. 7.14 is the most
convenient and economical instrument for checking component values

within a few per cent.

(10) Apparattds for more accurate measurement of R, C, L, Q, etc.

Tim is another of the departments where recommendation without
knowledge of needs becomes diflicult. Bridges to cover all possible

ranges of everything with high accuracy are outside moderate means,
but a “ imiversal ” bridge in the 1 % class may be considered; failing

which it is a case of seeing whether one can make do with (9) (possibly

in a higher-quality version) plus something like the Turner-Owen
bridge (Sec. 7.16) for inductance. R.f. coils are the chief problem,
because they usually have to be measured rather accurately. Measure-
ment at r.f. by resonance methods can be done quite accurately and
cheaply if one is prepared to take time and trouble over it (Secs. 7.20

and 9.25 to 9.35). A set of plug-in inductors, preferably measured
for L and Q, is a necessary adjunct for some measurements.

In addition to anything of a more specialized nature that should
come into the first-priority list because of one’s own special line of
work, there will be of course a few single-range meters, rough resistance

and capacitance boxes, heater transformers, and miscellaneous

componoits.
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No valve tester has been included in the list. The difficulty is that

either the latest sort of valve that one wants to test seems somehow
to be outside the scope of the instrument, or else, to avoid this

possibility, the designer has made the apparatus so flexible that it is

almost as much trouble to make all the appropriate connections and
switchings as to rig up a test for oneself from the appropriate valve

socket and nieters. This being so, the author’s practice when setting

up an experimental circuit involving valves is to check the valves

in their own circuits, and, on the comparatively rare occasions when
a valve is being investigated as such, to hook up a suitable circuit.

Much the same holds good for transistors. Admittedly this is not
likely to suit workers handling very many valves or transistors, for

whom proper equipment (Secs. 7.21-23) may be justifiable.

8.3. DEVISING SPECIAL APPARATUS
That completes our present review of the sort of equipment that

is most practical for general purposes; there is endless scope for

individual ingenuity in adapting such means as are available to meet
the task in hand. The more one follows the line of original research

the more it becomes necessary to devise special instruments for

carrying it on. The keen experimenter should take every opportunity

of studying the scientific papers and experiments of experienced

workers, noting the ways in which investigations of great beauty and
precision are sometimes made with very simple means. Many of the

fundamental laws of electricity were established in this way. The
work has become so highly developed that nowadays very great

instrumental resources are necessary to carry on much of it, but simple

methods directed by genius are still powerful.

If the available instruments cannot be adapted to the job, it may be
that the job can be adapted to the instruments. Measurements on
the radiation patterns of aerials, that might be impracticable or at

least inconvenient, can be managed by reducing all dimensions (includ-

ing of course the wavelengths of the signals) on a suitable scale. And
if the frequency range of an oscillator fails to cover the whole band
over which one wants to test a filter design, the test can perhaps be
performed on a filter in which, say, all the capacitances have been
halved or doubled and the input and output resistances altered to suit.

8.4. PREPARATION FOR AN EXPERIMENT

Except for routine work, and particularly before starting an
investigation that may absorb much time, it is a good idea to run
through E.T. (late W.E) annual indexes of abstracts and references

or Science Abstracts for some years back and make a note of any
publications that might have a bearing on the matter, and then look
these up. They mi^t save a lot of time. But while it is a good thing

not to duiflicate other people’s work unnecessarily, it is also a good
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thing not to take the correctness of their results too much for granted,

nor to be deterred by any lack of success they may have experienced.

Then in setting up v/hat may perhaps be an elaborate assembly of

apparatus, the result of hurrying over the preparations to get down
to the work itself is likely to be the same as that of rushing straight

into an examination paper without calmly pausing to study the

questions—misdirected effort and irrelevant answers. The business

of thinking out and arranging the apparatus should be separate from
the business of using it, so that one can concentrate on each in turn.

Do the readings it is proposed to take really supply the required

information? Has the method bKrt designed so that the results are

given in terms of data that are the most reliable available? (Sec. 3.1 1.)

Are any instrument calibrations that are to be used dependable, and
the instruments themselves in good order, with clean contacts and
firm connections? Is it possible to check the results, by arriving at

them by at least one other independent route? Is the apparatus

arranged so that readings can be taken with the minimum of alterations

and adjustments, such as might introduce errors? When many
different readings have to be taken, it may be worth while running a
“ pilot ” test—covering the whole ground quite quickly, with readings

perhaps more widely spaced and taken without regard for accuracy,

and plotted roughly as a graph. If instead one starts taking very

carefully the full complement of readings, it may be found that an
instrument reaches the limit of its range before they are complete, or

some other snag may arise to necessitate a modification of the procedure
and a fresh start.

In spite of the most careful planning, things sometimes go wrong;
for example, a result obtained on one occasion fails to repeat itself

on another occasion when the conditions are apparently similar. It

may happen in the course ofa single experiment, especially with compli-
cated apparatus. It often happens when a system has been worked
out experimentally, and is then put into proper shape for permanent
use. Ibis sort of difficulty is much more easily cleared up if the original

apparatus has been left intact, although even then it may be very
puzzling. Without it, the secret may be lost for ever. It is necessary
gradually to eliminate the differences between the two, until the one
responsible for the unexpected divergence in results is revealed. Often,
as in detective fiction, the offender turns out to be the least suspicious

character. A method of minimizing this problem is to transfer from
breadboard to final form in stages, checking the performance of the
whole as each stage is completed. For the question of dealing with
results after they have been obtained, see Chapter 13.

8.5. IMPORTANCE OF HANDINESS OF INSTRUMENTS
Ifmuch work or thought is required to bring certain ai^aratus into

use there is a tendency not to bother to make the measuremrat at all.

Inconvenient instruments are Mmply not used. On the contrary, if
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instruments are chosen and arranged to be really handy, it is easy to
develop the habit of checking everything and thus avoiding much
subsequent loss of time and perplexity. The author found that he
was getting into a habit of using one particular meter in preference to
others, not entirely because it included a particularly us^ul selection

of ranges but just because it happened to be fitted with clip lea^, thus
requiring less effort to pick up and apply than those other instruments
for which one had to look about for a pair of leads and connect to
terminals. Incidentally, it is easier to see what one is doing and harder
to make mistakes with a plug-in system of range-changing than with
switches. Too much emphasis cannot be laid on the value of a good
stock of crocodile-clip leads, preferably painted with; some sort of
enamel to minimize risk of short circuits. In some laboratories one
knows, whenever anything is taken in to be examined there is a search

for wretched bits of wire to twist around soldering tags, giving

thoroughly unreliable connections everywhere.

8.6. LAYOUT OF APPARATUS
Then the layout of the apparatus is often important. There are

some connecting leads that could be taken round the town and back
without impairing results, and others where every inch is vital. In

v.h,f. work, the standard of impedance may be an inch or so of wire.

By giving thought to the placing of the instruments, the leads likely to

cause stray couplings or undesired distributed impedances are reduced
to a minimum, and so are couplings between such coils as it may not
be possible to screen effectively. Some parts of the circuit ought,

perhaps, to be kept as far away from material substances as possible,

or from other parts in which currents of the same frequency but a very

different power level are flowing.

Particular care is necessapr to avoid trouble due to stray fields.

Readings taken with moving-iron meters are easily vitiated by
magnetic fields. Hum from the mains readily intrudes by way of
either magnetic or electric field, and occasionally by conducive
leakage. Thought must be given to earthing and screening, in order

to minimize electric fields and to bring stray capacitances across

parts of the circuit where they do not matter (Sec. 7.6). Magnetic
fields of radio frequency can generally be excluded by copper or

aluminium screens (not necessarily earthed) with good conductive

paths around the magnetic flux; but for power frequencies mumetal
is the suitable material.

8.7. NEED FOR OBSERVING RESTRICTIONS

It is vei^ important to be fully aware of what is inside each built-up

unit. Failure to do this may result in short-drcuits (because tnminals
thought to be unconnected are “ commoned ” or eai^bed), (»' onussion

of connections (because terminals thought to be linked are actually
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unconnected), or overloading some instrument, or exceeding the

conditions within which calibration holds good. For example, an
output meter, sold as accurate within a certain limit of error, may
be subject to much larger errors if an excessive standing current is

passed through the transformer. Or a circuit may be effectively by-

passed only for a certain range of frequency, and error caused by using

it outside this range; or the stray reactances may be greater than is

allowable for the work intended. These risks are greatest with

apparatus of neat “ commercial ” appearance, in which the convenience
of operation and the engraved wording may deceive one into thinking

it must give the correct results regardless of the many assumptions that

are tadt unless a detailed book of conditions and exceptions is provided

and consulted. A breadboard is at least easy to follow, and a sizzling

coil is spotted sooner than if it is in a substantial teak cabinet. All

apparatus, particularly of the more specialized types, should have a
circuit diagram and a summary of conditions of use pasted in or on
it, or at least readily available in the loose-leaf instrument book recom-
mended in Sec. 8.11. An idea that should be more widely used is

that adopted by Cossor in their instruction books—one circuit diagram
permanently attached, and a duplicate for tearing out to keep with the

instrument.

8.8. PERSONAL RISKS

Some technicians seem to consider it clever to affect a contempt for

electric shock. One wonders how many of the fatalities are pure
accidents and how many arise from carelessness. Sometimes a shock
of thousands of volts causes only minor discomfort, and sometimes a
hundred volts or even less is fatal. While most modern television-

receiver e.h.t. generators are not lethal, it is wise not to take chances.

In any case, almost any ordinary a.c. domestic receiver gives 1,000
V peak across the transformer secondary supplying the valve h.t.

It is difficult to get a dangerous shock when standing on an insulating

mat with one hand in the pocket, even when poking about among high-

tension apparatus; not that it is wise to do so in any circumstances,

but acquiring a one-hand habit might save your life. Of course, one
ought never to touch conductors for the purpose of ascertaining

whether or not they are “ live ”, but in an emergency when no
instrument is available the rule goes by the board. When it does,

at least make sure that you use the back of your finger, so that any
resulting muscular twitch breaks the circuit instead of increasing the

contact pressure. If contact is made very lightly it is not only relatively

safe but is extrentely sensitive (to A.V.).

8.9. AVOIDING DAMAGE TO INSTRUMENTS
Serious personal harm is fortunately rare, but the involuntary jerk

resulting from even a slight “packet” often damages some delicate

insteument or causes short-circuits. This is only one of very many
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possible causes of damage to apparatus. It is so very easy to ruin a

valuable instrument by a moment’s inattention or lack of foresight;

and when a whole assembly of them is being used in one experiment
the risk is so much greater. It is possible to do damage without being
aware of it; for example, in the preoccupation of carrying out a series

of readings one may not realize that the current passing through a
decade resistance box has risen so high as to produce a permanent
loss of accuracy. It is therefore particularly important that the
standards which are ultimately relied upon and which there may be
no means of checking are exposed as little as possible to such risks.

Though an instrument may appear to have recovered from an overload,

one always has uncomfortable doubts about the accuracy. Thermo-
couple meters are the most vulnerable to comparatively small overloads,

and replacement and recalibration is expensive. Protective devices

for meters have been given a good deal of attention lately, but the

presence of fuses or cut-outs should not be made an excuse for careless-

ness. In this book strong preference is given to instruments and
methods that relieve one of all anxiety concerning safety. An example
of a method that is not recommended is the measurement of capacitor

leakage by connecting the capacitor in series with a delicate micro-
ammeter and a high voltage. Even if one takes the elementary pre-

caution of short-circuiting the microammeter until the charing
current has passed, the certainty of disaster in the event of capacitor

breakdown puts the method out of consideration. Sometimes
accidental short-circuits do the damage; sometimes open-circuits, as

when the bias comes off the grid of a valve, in the anode circuit of

which is a delicate instrument with the standing current carefully

balanced out. These balances are especially risky. The method of
resistance measurement recommended in Sec. 9. 1 has the great merit that

although a sensitive instrument is used, no resistance from zero to

infinity inclusive can drive it off the scale on any of its ranges.

When such fool-proof devices cannot be used, make a calculation

beforehand of the maximum current that can flow anywhere it

might do harm (Fig. 14.2 helps with this); make all connections

secure; avoid exposed leads or connections that might fall or be
drawn into contact; and before operating switches make quite certain

that they are going to do what you expect. It is an excellent habit

to leave all multi-range meters connected for the highest volt range
when they are not otherwise being used. This should be done
immediately after a reading is taken, even if it is wanted again in

half a minute. It might happen to be wanted to read volts instead

of milliamps!

Another good habit is to short-circuit the terminals of meters,

especially the more delicate types, before moving them. The heavy
damping caused by the generated current cu^ons the moving parts.

And avoid shock to the instrument, for its jewelled bearings are more
easily damaged than is generally realized. The more precise the

instrument, the greater the risk, for to reduce friction to a minimum
i8
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the size of the bearing surface is made so small as to impose nearly

the safe limit of stress on even steel and jewel.

It is not only during actual use that harm can befall instruments.

Many of them are liable to be affected by damp, fumes, extremes of

temperature, dust, and bright sunlight—roughly in that order of

importance. Modern design and materials are tending to reduce

trouble from these causes, but in any case it is desirable to keep as

even a temperature and humidity as possible where accurate work is

to be done, to preserve calibrations. Unless the temperature is kept

above the surroundings in cold damp weather there is almost bound
to be trouble from condensation pf moisture, drastically reducing

insulation resistance and corroding fine wires. The lab. heating should

not itself produce water vapour, and ventilation is desirable to carry

off moisture (Sec. 2.3).

8.10. maintenance: contacts
It is easy to advise other people to carry out regular maintenance

of equipment, but quite another matter to do it oneself. Provided

that it is kept clean and dry and is not misused, most electronic lab.

equipment needs very little maintenance. Exceptions to this rule

should be avoided!

But switches and other contacts need occasional attention if their

resistance is to be kept low and constant. There are two main types

of contact: those between metals such as brass, copper, and bronze,

which quickly tarnish, and need fairly heavy contact pressure to break
through it; and precious metals, which give low-resistance contacts

with comparatively light pressure and (being very thin) would be
injured by heavy pressure. Silver occupies an intermediate position.

If the contacts are hermetically sealed in dust-free compartments,
precious metal contacts should keep good indefinitely, and base metals

need only an occasional operation to clean them when they have been
out of use. But if dust is allowed to accumulate they become rough
and their resistance fluctuates. Provided that this stage is not
allowed to develop far, it should be enough to wash away dirt-retaining

grease with a suitable solvent such as trichlorethylene, used sparingly.

Carbon tetrachloride is often used, but the commercial fluid is likely

to contain traces of free acid, bringing risk of corrosion. If liquid

cleaning by itself is not sufflcient, a slip of rouge paper folded to

present an active surface on both sides should first be carefully drawn
between the closed switch contacts. On no account should even
fine emery be used, unless the contacts are seriously rou^ or pitted,

and then care must be taken to keep flat surfaces from being rounded
off or misaligned (back the paper with a steel rule and work in parallel

strokes) and to remove all traces of abrasive by cleaning. If contacts

plated with silver or gold are cleaned harshly they will be ruined.

After cleaning, the contacts should not be left dry but be given a
trace of lubricant.* This can conveniently be applied by dissolving

• “ Cleaning Switch Contacts ”, by J. J. Payne, ty.ff'., Feb. 1948.
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a sDiall proportion of Vaseline in the cleaning fluid, to provide a
thin film on the contacts after the solvent has evaporated. When
used, care must be taken not to slop it all over the apparatus, where
it might reduce insulation by attracting dust, etc. And of course never
use fluffy material for cleaning. The sliding contacts of rheostats, etc.,

can be similarly treated.

A proprietary switch-cleaning fluid is prepared by Servisol Ltd.,

14, North John Street, Liverpool, 2.

8.11. CALIBRATIONS

The other thing that should be attended to is occasional checking of
calibrations. The frequency with which this should be done increases

steeply with the number of people who use the instrument. Results

of all calibrations, modifications, etc., should be recorded. No amount
of personal inertia or pressure of business must be allowed to delay

the instituting and maintaining of a handy loose-leaf book containing

a record of every significant instrument. Each should have a serial

number painted on it in a distinctive colour, corresponding to its

number in the book. Incidentally, these serial numbers greatly reduce
the task of writing up experiments, being briefer than a description and
more easily referred to than the makers’ numbers. The book record

should include in concise form a specification, circuit diagram,
calibration curves, operating details, precautions, and a history of the

instrument from its source, including recalibrations, modifications,

and in fact any data likely to be ne^ed during use or that might
concern results obtained. Voluminous data not of general use should
be kept elsewhere, with a reference in the book. The time spent on
keeping the book up to date is well worth while, and might be exceeded
by time spent in tracing the necessary information without it, or

obtaining wrong results through ignorance. It is very satisfactory,

when one comes to use an instrument (having forgotten nearly all

about it) to note its number, turn it up in the book, and find everything

one wants to know. Although it is a good principle to have at least

the circuit diagram attached to the instrument (just in case the precious

book should ever be mislaid) this is not always practicable. The results

of recalibrating instruments must usually be recorded as error curves.

The inconvenience and possibility of slips in using these can be mini-

mized by putting them into a suitable form. Tius art has been dis-

cussed elsewhere by the author {W.fV., May 1954).

Before an attempt is made to calibrate or recalibrate an instrument,

it is worth while checking that it is in a fit state. If a meter has

excessively loose or tight bearings, or invisible hairs on the scale plate

to impedb the pointer, or a capacitor is mechanically unable to retain

a calibration, or anything has loose connections or high-resistance

switch contacts, then something should be doneabout it before spending
time on calibration. Meters should be tested by raising and lowering

their current slowly and steatfily between zsxo and full-scale, watching
carefully for any signs of stickiness. Another test is to use a rheostat
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that is variable in small steps to note whether the pointer returns

to exactly the same reading from ^sitions slightly below and above.

Few instruments are perfect in this resprat; the others need gentle

tapping before taking a reading. If ever it is necessary to uncover a
meter, it should be done in as clean an atmosphere as possible, and
great care taken not to allow any dust or fluff (still less iron filings!)

to gain admittance. If when in normal use a meter has a metal case

or is mounted on a metal pj^nel, its readings may be appreciably

different when these are not in position—a possibiUty that must be
kept in mind when adjusting shunts or multipliers. Beware of stray

fields! The author once wasted the best part of a day tracing the

cause of erratic readings (which turned out to be the magnetic field

due to a tubular rheostat affecting moving-iron meters) and repeating

a long set of calibrations that had been invalidated thereby. And
remember that when even a good moving-iron meter is used on d.c.

the readings may differ slightly according to the direction of current.

Although moving-coil meters usually have linear scales, in accurate

work it is not safe to assume perfect linearity.

Finally, in any calibration make sure that the data on which it is

based are reliable and that there are no abnormal conditions to

vitiate results. Once errors have crept in where they are least likely

to be expected, there is no knowing where they will end.

Ref: “ A R.A.F. Calibration Centre”, by W. H. Ward and others. Proc.
I.E.E., Part III, Jan. 1950.



CHAPTER 9

Measurement of Circuit Parameters

(a) measurement at zero and audio
FREQUENCIES

9.1. resistance; medium values

For accuracy within a few per cent at z.f., the direct-reading ohmmeters
described in Sec. 5.8 and included among the facilities of multi-range
test sets are the most convenient. They have the advantage over
bridges that they can be used even when the resistance being measured
is varying. The general method of use, given in Sec. 5.8, consists

of a preliminary zero adjustment witti the terminals shorted, and
then a reading with the resistance to be measured (call it Rx) connected.

If no ohmmeter is available, a voltmeter can be used. The nearer

the resistance of the voltmeter (Rm) is to Rx the better the accuracy.

The meter is first used to measure the voltage Vi of a suitable source,

whose resistance must be negligible compared with that of the volt-

meter. Fj is preferably at or near full-scale. Next, the measurement
is repeated with Rx in series, as in Fig. 9.1, the reading now being Fj.

Then

Rm is equal to the ohms-per-volt for the meter, multiplied by the

full-scale reading on the range used. The ohms-per-volt is usually

specified, but before using it for measuring purposes one should make
sure that it is not merely a nominal figure.

A mains-frequency bridge of the type described in Sec. 7.14 covers

a wider range than most ohmmeters and is nearly as convenient, but
cannot be used if the thing being measured is reactive, i.e., has much
capacitance or inductance. If it has, no clear balance is possible,

unless of course it is being compared with a standard component of
the same kind connected to the “ Match ” terminals. And it must be
remembered that some resistances are distinctly different from the

z.f. values, even at as low a frequency as 50 c/s. Another limitation

of a bridge is that it cannot be used when the quantity being measured
is drifting or fluctuating.

265
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9,2. THE WHEATSTONE BRIDGE

The most suitable instrument for accurate measurement of z.f.

resistance—provided that it is not varying—^is the Wheatstone bridge

(Sec, 7.2). Fig. 9.2 shows a practical form, either as a permanent self-

contained combination, or as one of the adaptations of a general-

purpose bridge (Sec. 7.4), or made up as required. If temporarily

connected—especially when measuring low resistance—care must be
taken to reduce the resistances of connections to a minimum.

In principle the measurement is simple: Rx is connected to the

appropriate terminals, and P, Q and R are adjusted until the galvano-

meter G indicates balance (no current); then Rx = RPIQ- Until
balance is approached, it is essential for the well-being of G to have
Rg small or Rb large, or both. Si is closed first, to give time for any
“ kick ” due to reactance in the Rx arm to subside before S^ is closed.

As the reading on G is reduced by arm adjustment, Rg (and perhaps the
voltage of B) can be increased and Rb reduced to increase the sensitive-

ness of the indication, but of course Rb must never be reduced to the
point where B would pass enough current to overheat any of the arms.
The last drop of sensitiveness can be squeezed out by tapping Si in

time with the natural swing of G; in this way a smaller current can be
detected than if it is kept steady. It need hardly be mentioned that

immediately balance is achieved, or whenever it is necessary to switch
to a different ratio, the bridge should be restored to an insensitive

condition.

Although G is not primarily intended as a measuring instrument, but
merely to show the presence or absence of current, it can be used for

interpolation to make up for the absence of a continuously variable

resistance standard. Having found, for example, that with JR = 127 O
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the galvanometer reads 3 divisions to the left and with 128 Q it reads

2 to the right, one can call the resistance 127*612.

Assuming the ratio arms P and Q are as described in Sec. 7.3, each
switchable to 1, 10, 100, 1,000, and 10,000 O, and R is a four-dial

decade box (Sec. 6.3), variable up to 11,110 Q in steps of 1 11, one
appears to have a bridge for measuring from about 0*0001 Q to 100

M 12 . But the decade box does not provide adjustment to 1 % below
about 0*01 12, and apart from that it will be found in practice that the

extreme values are not measurable, or at least not accurately, because

of connection resistances and insufficient detector sensitiveness. If

P and Q are in the ratio 10,000 : 1 the minimum observable deflection

requires a much larger percentage unbalance than with a 1 : 1 ratio.

Moreover, the ratio itself is not likely to be known to great accuracy

when it is large, because low values of resistance are more affected by
connection resistances.

9.3. AVOIDING ERROR IN BRIDGE MEASUREMENTS
Errors, especially those due to inferior equipment, can be largely

avoided by using the substitution method (Sec. 3.8), the difference

method (Sec. 3.9), or preferably both. With substitution, R* and R
are inserted in turn into the same arm. First Rx is balanced by
adjusting a suitable precisely-variable resistance forming what is

normally the R arm—or by adjusting the ratio, if that is variable.

R is then substituted for Rx and adjusted until balance is restored;

whereupon Rx=R. It is not necessary to know anything except R,

so that is the only part of the bridge that need be good; even the

ratio makes no difference except in so far as it affects the sensitivity of

indication and the balancing resistance that can be used. But of course
the range of measurement is restricted to that of the standard, R. In

the difference method both R and Rx are kept in circuit all the time.

Any increase (or decrease) in Rx is balanced by a decrease (or increase)

in R. If both are in the same arm, this is just a variety of substitution,

having the advantage that any incidental resistances such as leads are

the same in both balances and so are eliminated by taking the difference

between the “ before and after ” values of R. If they are in different

arms this difference has to be multiplied by the bridge ratio, so the field

of error is greater, but so also is the range of measurement. The
advantages of the difference method may not be so very conspicuous
when measuring z.f. resistance; they are much more so in r.f. measure-
ments of all kinds, where there is otherwise great difficulty in excluding

undesired influences.

9.4. LOW RESISTANCE
The ordinary form ofWheatstone bridge is not suitable for measuring

very low resistances with accuracy, for which special forms are described
in the large books, such as F. K. Harris’s Electrical Measurements
(Chapman & Hall).

The multi-range ohmmeter shown in Fig. 5.8 and described in
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Sec. 5.8 is convenient for the low values for which the ordinary test

set does not cater; but just as a voltmeter can be used for measuring
the higher resistances a milliammeter or ammeter <»n be used in an
analogous manner for low resistances, as shown in Fig. 9.3. The
differences are that Rx is connected in parallel, and that the resistance

Fig. 9.3—Measurement oflow resistance by shunted-meter method.
Note arrangement ofconnecting leads to avoid displacement ofzero

of the supply must be large compared with that of the meter so that the

amount of current is not materially altered by inserting the meter.

Then, if h and /j are the readings before and after connecting Rx,

As with the voltmeter method, /?* is preferably not many times

greater or less than Rm. Infinite Rx is indicated at the initial deflec-

tion, whatever R^, and zero at zero deflection, provided that the resis-

tance of the leads is eliminated by using twin flex joined only at the

Rx end, as in Fig. 9.3. So the method is particularly good for testing

uncertain resistances such as switch contacts, because the pointer can
never be driven off the scale. And since the test is made at low voltage

it shows up contact resistance that might be broken down by a higher

potential. Rxa (if not in the instrument’s specification) can be found
by connecting a known low resistance. For comparing switches it is

not essential to know Rm-

9.5. VERY HIGH RESISTANCE

A convenient instrument for testing insulation resistance, especially

for “ field ” use, is the Megger or one of its variants, described in

Sec. 5.8 and needing no further reference.

Essentially the same method as that in Fig. 9.1 can be adapted for

very high resistances by substituting for the voltmeter a sensitive
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galvanometer or microammeter in series with a source of known
voltage and sufficient resistance to limit the deflection to full>scale when
the Rx terminals are shorted. As before, only the ratio of meter
readings need be known, but if the meter is calibrated in current it can
first be used to measure the series resistance, if that is not known.
E.g., a meter reading 1 yA full-scale from a 250-V source is thereby

shown to have 250 MQ in series. This is preferably a high-stability

resistor, and above all must be free from risk of short-circuit. The
effective range of this combination would be at least 25 to 2,500 M Q,
and shorting the Rx terminals would do no harm.
As an alternative to the delicate meter, or for carrying the range of

measurement higher still, valve instruments are used. If a valve volt-

meter with a high-resistance input is available, it can be adapted as a
valve ohmmeter, along the lines explained in Sec. 5.18. In most valve

ohmmeters Rx is connected in series with a standard resistance (usually

one of several, providing as many ranges), with a valve voltmeter across

one or the other. Some are similar to the ohmmeters previously

described, in that the pointer remains on the scale for all values of Rx,
but there are others that can be driven violently off the scale by
connecting too low an Rx.

Full circuit details of the English Electric Co.’s instrument for testing

insulation up to 10 kV are given by L. R. Hulls and K. A. Mackenzie
(E.E., Nov. 1952).

Instruments for measurir.g very high resistance can be checked by
the method described at the end of the next section.

Bridges are not very often used for resistances of the many-megohm
order, for the accuracy associated with them is difficult to achieve in

these ranges, and is rarely required. But bridges described by A. B.

Boff (£.£., July 1950) and G. France (£.£., Jan. 1957) me.Tsure resis-

tances up to 100 million megohms. They use special electrometer

valve voltmeters, and of course every precaution against leakage

(Sec. 9.7).

An important thing to remember in high-resistance measurement is

that most insulators and semiconductors fail to obey Ohm's law;

their resistance depends on the voltage applied. Unless there are

reasons for a different choice, 500 V should be used, and the reading

taken after it has been applied for 1 minute, these being British

Standard conditions. Their resistance also depends very much on
temperature and humidity. Information on the properties of resistors

up to 10*® SI is given by G. France in the above reference. Measuring
resistances as low as 100 M O is liable to considerable error, as shown
by J. K. Wood in comparative tests (£.£., June 1958).

9.6. CAPACITOR LEAKAGE
One of the commonest kinds of high resistance to be measured is the

leakage resistance of capacitors. For this purpose a steady voltage is

essential, as otherwise the indication is obscured by charging and
discharging currents. And with low-leakage specimens much time is
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saved if there is provision for charging them to the measurement
voltage through a reasonably low resistance.

Very high leakage resistance can be measured with simple apparatus
by timing self-discharge through it from one voltage to another. The
discharge formula (Sec. 14.6) is

^^ = 2-3 logliVilV,)

where t is the time in seconds for C microfarads to discharge through
R megohms front Vi to Kj. If C is known, R follows; but actually

RC is the real measure of the capacitor’s goodness.
The apparatus needed is cWefly a valve with a very high input

resistance, especially from grid to anode. If this is available as a d.v.

valve voltmeter (Secs. 5.16-17), so much the better, as it will be already
calibrated in volts; but since extreme absence of leakage in the grid

circuit is more important than accuracy and stability of calibration

it will probably be better to rig up a specially selected valve (Sec. 5.18)

as in Fig. 9.4. The anode voltage should be kept down to about 50 V,

Fig. 9.4— Valve circuit for measuring
capacitor leakage and other high

resistance

or even less, to minimize grid current due to ionization, and as this is

hardly enough for the leakage test voltage a separate h.t. connection is

shown; the parts drawn in heavy line must of course be very highly

insulated, being supported by a material such as polythene and having
as little contact as possible with that. The grid bias is chosen so that

when the switch is closed the pointer is not much above zero. The
capacitor under test is charged by both anode and grid voltages

(total Vi) through the safety resistance, which may be about 50 ko.
When the switch is opened the capacitor discharges through its own
leakage, the grid potential rises, and so does the anode current. The
time taken for the pointer to reach a second mark, at which the

capacitor voltage is Vt, is noted, and when divided by 2*3 logio (Vi/Va)
gives RC in megohm-microfarads. The difference in ^d voltage

between the two marks (Ki— K*) should be chosen so that this multiplier

is a convenient whole number. Vi—Vt should also be a small fraction

of the initial voltage Vi, not only to save time but to avoid complica-

tions due to the voltage—and so possibly the resistance—^vai^ing

substantially during the measurement. It is also necessary that it be
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small enough not to reduce the negative bias below at least 2 V, which
is about where grid current begins to increase rapidly. In Table 9.1

the fraction (Vi—Va)/Vi is worked out for a few suitable values of the

factor RCjt by which t has to be multiplied to give RC. E.g., if the

initial charging voltage Vi is 200 V, 10 of this being negative grid bias.

Table 9.1

RC
t

V, - Vi

F,

500 0 0020

200 00050
100 00100

50 00198
20

i

0*488

and the factor 100 is chosen, the second mark on the meter scale must
correspond to the anode current when the bias is reduced by 2 V. Then,

if when testing a capacitor the time taken for the pointer to move from

one mark to the other is 6 seconds, the MO-(jiF figure is 6 x 100 ==600;

and if the capacitance is 0-1 |j.F its leakage is 6,000 Mo

.

For most purposes it is enough to see whether the pointer flicks

rapidly across the scale, moves at a pace that is easily followed, or

crawls almost imperceptibly, corresponding to bad, average, and
exceptionally good capacitors respectively. Some idea of the leakage

of the apparatus can be obtained by opening the switch very momen-
tarily with nothing connected. If the pointer is at all sluggish in

getting off the mark, the capacitance of valve electrodes and connections

being of the order of 10 pF, leakage can be considered satisfactory.

Non-capacitive high resistance can be measured by connecting it in

parallel with as perfect a capacitor as possible and comparing the

resistance of this combination (say Ri) with the resistance of the

capacitor alone (Ri). If Rx denotes the resistance to be found.

It should be realized that the measured leakage of most capacitors

varies for some time after applying a charging voltage, so the test

should be repeated until consistent results are obtained. There is also

a “ soaking ” effect, due to redistribution of charge within a capacitor,

which reduces the accuracy of discharge methods.

9.7. GUARD-RING TECHNIQUE

When measuring very high resistance, it is necessary to make sure

that the result is not going to be affected by other leakage. Fig. 9.5
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represents a t^ical apparatus, with its source of test voltage, and an
indicator, which in this case is shown as a valve voltmeter reading
the drop caused by leakage current through a known resistance but
it might be a sensitive galvanometer. Rx is the resistance to be
measured, connected between the test terminals 1 and 2. Ry^ represents

unavoidable internal leakage, and R^ is external leakage. Without
special precautions, the indicator would read current through these

leakages as well as through Rx. But if terminal 2 is surrounded by a

Fig. 9.5—The dotted lines show guard
arrangements to intercept leakage by
paths it is not desired to measure. Rt
represents internal leakage and Rv.

external leakage

metal ring connected to 3, current from 1 passes straight to 3 and is

not indicated. Similarly current through Rx can be intercepted

by an externally connected guard ring. One must take care, however,

that the leakage resistances between the guard rings and terminal 2

are not low enough to shunt Rb appreciably. This is hardly likely

to happen if Rb is the resistance of a galvanometer, but care may be

necessary with a high-resistance valve voltmeter, wWch can give very

misleading results from this cause.

For a fuller exposition, see “ Measuring High Resistance” (W.W.,
June 1952) and the references given in Sec. 9.5. A good example of
guard-ring technique is the English Electric insulation tester mentioned
in Sec. 9.5.

9.8. RESISTIVITY OF LIQUIDS

The resistivity, p, of a material can easily be derived from the resis-

tance of a sample of known and uniform length (/) and cross-sectional

area (A)

:

When the material is a liquid, two complications arise: (1) avoiding

polarization effects, and (2) making contact with a suitable sample.

The first is easily solved by using a.c., preferably not very low in fre-

quency; e.g., 1,000 c/s rather than 50 c/s. The second depends on
the order of resistivity; if low, as for example battery add or mercury,

an appropriate arrangement would be a glass tube of uniform bore.
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with electrodes of some metal that is not attacked by the liquid. With
liquids of higher resistivity, to bring the resistance to be measured
within a favourable range it may be necessary to use relatively large-

area plate electrodes close together. The problem of accurately

determining the effective length and cross-sectional area of such a
sample can be neatly dodged by making use of the fact that the ratio

AH is equal to C/c, where C is the capacitance between the same elec-

trodes in a medium of absolute permittivity e. By measuring C with
the plates in air, for which e is very nearly l/(367r x 10*), p can be
found even though A and / are non-uniform and subject to “ edge

effect”:

P = 367c/?C X 10® ohm-metre [O ; F]

It is necessary, of course, for the electrodes to be rigidly mounted
on one or more insulators, and in fact the system may conveniently be
a small air capacitor. But when measuring R the insulation contributes

negligible conductance, whereas during the measurement of C it

contributes more than its share of capacitance. This cause of error

can be substantially removed by using a variable capacitor, measuring
capacitance and conductance at, say, maximum and minimum settings

and taking the differences. Conductance is the relevant quantity,

because it is the analogue of capacitance, but most instruments are

calibrated in resistance, from which conductance is derived by taking

the reciprocal. So if and are readings taken at maximum inter-

leaving of the plates, and R^ and at minimum.

p = 3671 X 10*(Ci — ohm-metre [12 ;
F]

01.3(C,
/<2

ll-3(Ci - Ca)/?,/?a .

'o - -ohm-cm.
Ka

[12; pF]

The plates must obviously be of a metal not attacked by the liquid,

and if any of the insulation is immersed its properties must be
considered too; e.g., polystyrene would be unsuitable in a liquid

plasticizer.

9.9. capacitance: measurement by voltmeter
The voltmeter method shown in Fig. 9.1 for measuring resistance

can be used for capacitance if an a.c. source and meter are substituted

for the d.c. types. An ordinary rectifier type of a.c. voltmeter is

suitable, if used on one of the higher ranges where its multiplier

resistance is large enough to swamp the uncertain rectifier resistance;

and the mains are a suitable source. The measuring procedure is the

same as for resistance, Vi being the voltmeter reading direct from
the source, and Vt with Cx in series. The calculation has to allow for the
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phase difference between the voltages across Cx and across the meter

(resistance ^m), and as Cx is assumed to be pure reactance, Xs, this is

taken as 90°

-1

159 V
from which Cx =

Ify is always the same, say 50 c/s, this method can be used to provide

a multi-range test set with a scale reading capacitance directly. With a

typical meter, having about 100 ko resistance on a 250-V range, the best

part of the capacitance range is about 0-002 to 0-1 [aF (2 to 100 nF).

9.10. CATHODE-RAY-TUBE METHOD
The voltages across Cx and a known resistance can be compared by a

cathode-ray tube, and the advantage of this over using the voltmeter as

just described is that it shows not only the impedance of the capacitor

but also its phase angle. So besides being applicable to ordinary

Fig. 9.6—Method of measuring
capacitance^ phase angle, and leakage

of electrolytic capacitors by cathode-
ray tube, with polarizing voltage applied

mica and paper types which normally have a phase angle of almost
90°—^power factor or dissipation factor or loss tangent (Sec. 6.2)

nearly zero—it is useful for electrolytic capacitors whose phase angle

may be substantially less than 90°, which rules them out from the

voltmeter method. It is also easier to apply a polarizing voltage, and
Fig. 9.6 shows the c.r.t. method with the elaborations n^ed for this:

B to supply a polarizing voltage exceeding the peak a.v. across Cx: a
milliammeter to measure the leakage current, with switch for short-

circuiting it to prevent damage by the surge when B is first applied;

and Cl and Ri to block the polarizing voltage from the c.r.t. For non-
electrolytics, all these can be omitt^. In either case, R is adjusted
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until the deflection due to it is equal to that due to Cx. Final adjust-

ment of R can be done more precisely by observing the deflections one
at a time, the plate not in use being connected to anode. Assuming the
a.c. source is free from harmonics, a perfect capacitor will show a
perfect circle on the screen, and as resistance and reactance are dien
equal

Cx = llwR
— 159IfR [c/s; kO

; fiF]

Unequal deflection sensitivities of X and Y plates can be allowed for

by taking a second reading with the X and Y connections changed
over. With Ri and denoting these two readings, R = \/RiRt.
Assuming the frequency is SO c/s, and neglecting the series resistance

of the capacitor. Table 9.2 gives a few representative values. For
smaller values of Cx, it is better to use a higher frequency. And for

Table 9.2

Cx
(/tF)

R
cm

01 31*8

1 318
8 0-398

25 0-127

100 0-0318

Fig. 9.7—Dimensions of c.r.t.

ellipse from which phase angle
can be calculated

the largest values it may be necessary to amplify the deflections, so as

not to exceed the voltage ratings; and then amplifier phase shift must
be considered.

If the phase angle between the voltages across R and Cx is less than
90° the figure is a diagonal ellipse, as shown in Fig. 9.7, and tf> can be

found from the relationship

tan^
^

2-5 (tv. tv., Oct. 1952, p. 432)

A and B being the minor and major axes respectively. It is absolutely

necessary for the X and Y deflections to be equal, but for this purpose
the relative deflection sensitivity is unimportant. If, as is usual, ^ is

nearly 90°, it is better to measure the angle S (= 90°

—

<l>) directly by
substituting for R a variable capacitor having negUgible loss angle;

the formula is the same except for 8 taking the place of This method
is better also for measuring Cx, but was not prescribed above because
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it was taken for granted that a continuously-variable negligible-loss

capacitor up to many [xF would not be available. If it is, of course one

would not use R. There is an alternative method of arriving at 8 which

does not necessitate equality of deflection, so any negligible-loss

capacitor of the same order of capacitance can be used for the com-
parison. The phase angle (8) between the two capacitors is calculated

from the dimensions shown in Fig. 9.8

:

sin8 = CjD

C and D are difiicult to measure when only a single ellipse is produced

on the tube screen, but G. N. Patchett has shown {E.E., April 1944)

how this can be overcome by using a double-beam c.r. tube, with the

two Y plates connected together. The result is the double ellipse.

Fig. 9.8—Double-beam c.r.t. trace, more
convenient than Fig. 9.7 for measuring

enabling C and i) to be measured straight off the tube with great ease.

Capacitance and phase angle can also be measured using a valve

voltmeter instead of a c.r. tube, as described in Sec. 9.19.

9.11. BRIDGE METHODS FOR CAPACITANCE
The three most important basic types of bridge for measuring

capacitance are shown in Fig. 7.13 : b,c, and d. Types b and c can be
understood to include those in which P and Q are replaced by trans-

former ratio arms fSec. 7.10). (In addition type h, being reversible,

can be used to measure capacitance as negative inductance; see end of
Sec. 9.22.) No capacitor is pure capacitance, so the one being
measured is shown as a dotted ring containing resistance rx as well as

Cx. Actually the losses represented by rx are distributed, and it is for

the sake of uniformity that in every case it is shown in series. This is

the most convenient representation in t)rpes b and d, but in c it results

in equations that are awkward* so is not used. If the unknown
is represented in c by Cx with parallel resistance Rx, the equations for

these are the same simple ones as for b. Actually it is the ratio of
resistance to reactance, or loss tangent (tan 8),t that is the more useful

* For measuring capacitance, but not for frequency; see Sec. 7.19.

t See end of Sec. 6.2. Loss tan^t is the same thing as dissipation factor but
briefer, and practically the same tiung as power factor when it is small. S is the
loss angle, is 90° — where 4 is the phase angle between voltage and current.
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expression, and this remains as shown in the equations in Fig. 7.13

regardless of how capacitance (or inductance) and resistance are mixed
in the dotted circles.

In capacitors that are any good at all (except electrolytics), tan 8 is

less than 0-01, so the less refined capacitance bridges hopefully ignore

it. If this is done, types bio d all reduce to the same thing (Fig. 9.9).

The mains-frequency bridge described in Sec. 7.14 is an example of

Fig. 9.9—If capacitor resis-

tance can be neglected, the
three bridges in Fig. 7.13 b-d

ail reduce to this

this, on its lower ranges. But the 1 (xF range, being used for measuring
electrolytics with their comparatively high series resistance, of necessity

includes a resistance balance (type b). Instructions for using this

bridge are included in Sec. 7. 14. Although capable (if carefully made)
of checking components on its lOO-pF range, it is not at its best for

small capacitances.

For precise measurements it is necessary to allow for resistance, even
in “ good ” capacitors, if only to get a sharp balance. Sometimes
tan8 is of greater interest even than the capacitance.

9.12. THE pF RANGE
If a permanent set-up is required for precise measurements, with

emphasis on tan8, the Sobering bridge (Fig. 7.13d) is the usual choice.

Cr can be directly calibrated in tan 8 (for a given frequency), and Cx
can be balanced either by fixed P and variable C or vice versa, the latter

being especially convenient for high-voltage tests. For accuracy,

however, it is better to have equal fixed-ratio arms; then the zero-

reading capacitance ofCr can be balanced by a small pre-set capacitance

across P.

The general-purpose bridge of Sec. 7.4 (Fig. 7.3) can be used to

make type b by connecting a standard capacitor to the S terminals to

act as C, and with the switch toward x the resistance box serves as r.

To avoid complications, the standard should be good enough for its

losses to be negligible, and if the ratio arms are switched in steps it

must be continuously variable; both conditions call for an air capacitor,

which is usually limited in range to about 1,000 pF. For measuring
capacitances smaller than this, the ratio can be ^ed at 1 : 1, which
simplifies guarding against stray admittances (Sec. 7.8). Even so, if

the normal bridge use is adopted, fairiy comprehensive screening such

19
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as Fig. 7.6 is necessary for accurate work. But difference substitution

is even more advantageous than with resistance (Sw. 9.3), for in

conjunction with a simple Wagner earth (Sec. 7.7) it removes the

necessity for elaborate screening. Fig. 9.10 shows the whole arrange-

ment. Cb is any ordinary variable capacitor of about the same
maximum as C. First the switch is set to position 1 so that the Wagner
earth tapping T can be adjusted to exact centre, or at any rate to match
P and Q. If there is any difference between the stray capacitances

across the two halves of the bridge, a small amount of capacitance

across one half or the other of the Wagner earth resistance will be

needed for exact balance, but for ordinary purposes such a refinement

is hardly necessary. On the assumption that the standard, C, has less

resistance than Cb, the switch is then moved to 2, and, with Cx
disconnected as shown, C is set at or near maximum (reading C,) and
balanced by adjusting Cb and r (reading ri). Cx is then connected,

and C and r readjusted to balance (readings Ca and /-«), switching over

to 3 if necessary. It may be as well to check Wagner again before

finally adjusting. Denote C, — Cj by AC, and r, — r, (or r, + rj if

the switch has had to be moved) by Ar. The exact formulae for the

results are rather complicated, but provided that the square of tan S is

negligible compared with 1 (which is usually the case) they simplify to

;

C* AC
rx ~ Ar (Cx/AC)'

.-. tan 8 c; 27t/Ar C?/AC

If/is always 1 kc/s and Cx is 1 ,260 pF, and Ar is in ohms and AC in pF,
tan 8 further simplifies to Ar/AC%. This method has the great

advantage that defects in all other arms are eliminated, and so is even
the imperfection of the standard capacitor, if, as is justified with any
reasonably good type, it can be represented at a given frequency by a

constant and very high resistance in parallel.

The main possible cause of error to be guarded against is the capaci-

tance of the connecting leads. This problem is fully discussed in a
valuable article in G.R.E., July 1959. It refers to the method by R. F.

Field in the May 1947 issue, which is suitable for general purposes
where an uncertainty of the order of 0-2 pF can be tolerated. Accord-
ing to it, while the first reading is being taken Cx ought to be in position

as in Fig. 9.10, connected at the earth end, and with a thin but rigid

lead ready attached to the other end of C, and well spaced from
everything except the corresponding Cx terminal, which it should
approach to within about i in. For the second reading Cx is connected
by closing this gap. The capacitance of this lead then affects both
readings of C almost exactly dually, so is diminated in the difference.

When measuring a two-terminal capacitor, some slight uncertainty in

its capacitance is inevitable, so for precision better than 0^2 pF it is

necessary to use a three-terminal capacitor, as in Fig. 9.11. Its

capacitance is defined as the direct capacitance between the terminals.
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Fig, 9,10 (right)—Arrangement
of bridge for difference-substitu^

tion method of measuring capaci-

tance and loss angle up to about
l^OOOpF

Fig, 9,11 (below)—Three-terminal
capacitor^ which must be used in

measurement circuits in which
capacitances to earth are rejected

9 9 9
—

i

r h II—

HH

and is measured with a transformer bridge or any other in which the

capacitances from terminals to screen are excluded from the result;

see Sec. 9.16.

9.13. TESTING DIELECTRIC MATERIALS

The methods just described are suitable for measuring the loss

tangent (tan 8) and dielectric constant or specific permittivity (€«) of
materials. The test is made on a sample in the form of a sheet of
uniform and preferably fairly small thickness—say not more than about
01 in—which is made into a capacitor by means of an electrode on
each side. Perhaps the most convenient method (if wetting the

sample is allowed) is to paint colloidal graphite disks on to the sheet

and back them up with brass or copper plates. An alternative to the

graphite is tinfoil stuck on with the least trace of Vaseline and pressed

into close contact. It is important to have perfect contact with the

sample, so that the measured tan 8 and cs are the true properties of
the material. Detailed procedure for ensuring high accuracy is

given in B.S. 903 and in Hartshorn’s R,F, Measurements, p. 192.

The formula for cg is

€8 = 11-3 CjitjA

where Cx is the capacitance of the sample in pF, t the dielectric thick-

ness in cm and A the effective area of dielectric between the electrodes

in sq cm, = 7c£)*/4 if it is circular with diameter D,
A complication is that the effective area A is greater than the area of

the electrodes, because of the stray field around the edges. Elaborate

formulae have been produced for calculating this, but one must make
sure that the conditions which have been assumed apply in one’s own
work. The Kirchhoff formula quoted by Hartshorn implies that the

dielectric fills all the space around the electrodes, so applies only to
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measurements on liquids. The formula is then unnecessary, because

€g is equal to the ratio of capacitance with liquid to that with air (which

in this case can be measured, as the electrodes must be fixed). Other

formulae assume that the dielectric (solid) ends at the edges of the

electrodes, so that the whole of the extra field is in air. In practice

it may be inconvenient to cut the sample exactly to this size, and

a third condition, not readily calculable, is with the sample extending

at least several times its own thickness all round beyond the electrodes.

Provided that the diameter is more than about 30 times the thickness,

the edge correction is quite small, and the error in approximating to

A

B

SAMPLE

j
Fig. 9.12—Section of electrode

y system for measuring permittivity of
a sheet sample of solid material

Fig. 9.13—Application of trans-

former ratio-arm bridge to elec-

trode system shown in Fig. 9.12

for measuring permittivity

it by defining D as the actual diameter of the electrodes plus t is likely

to be less than that of measuring r, especially if it is not perfectly

uniform.

If the ratio Djt is unavoidably less, a guard ring should be used; G
in Fig. 9.12. There is still an edge correction, but provided the gap g
between A and G is small it is sufficient for all ordinaiy work to take

D as the actual diameter of A, plus g. The capacitance must be

measured between A and B, with G at the same potential as A but

not included in the measurement. The Blumlein bridge is particularly

convenient for this, and Fig. 9.13 shows one scheme. At balance

there is no detector voltage, so A and G are at the same potential, as

required. For low-loss materials the balancing resistance R would be

very large if in parallel with C, so it is reduced by tapping down as

shown. Alternatively a small resistance can be us^ in series with C.

A rather elaborate set-up for precise measurements of permittivity

is described by A. M. Thompson in Proc, I.E.E., Part B, Nov. 1956.

Another method of allowing for edge capacitance, suggested by
G. W. Short, is based on the assumption that it is proportional to

peripheral length, whereas the capacitance directly between the elec-

trodes is of course proportional to the square of their diameter. So a
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first capacitance reading, Cj, is taken with the lar^st practicable

electrodes that leave a several-times-thickness margin of dielectric

sample all round. A second reading, Q, is then taken with electrodes

one nth the area. The true capacitance with the large electrodes (i.e..

Cl — Cedge) is then n(Ci — nC^/(l — n). If the small electrodes have
half the area of the large (n = 2), this simplifies to 2Cj — 40^. Most
of the edge field being in the dielectric, tan S can be regarded as that

measured in conjunction with either Ci or C^; comparison of these

two values, which should be equal, gives a check on the work.
Although tan 8 varies much less with frequency than r*, and tests

made at a.f. usually give some idea of how the same materials compare
at r.f., it is best to test at the working frequency. Very small capaci-

tance is easier to measure at r.f. For r.f. methods see Secs. 9.25 to

9.35.

9.14. LARGER CAPACITANCES
As a continuously variable capacitance standard is not usually

available much above 1 nF, the 1:1 ratio bridge methods in Sec. 9.12

may not be practicable for the higher ranges, and it is necessary either

lo use the variable air standard with higher ratios or a fixed standard

with continuously variable ratio (e.g.. Fig. 7.14). The disadvantage of
the first is that whereas the difference in capacitance between two
settings of a variable standard can be known very accurately, the actual

capacitance at any setting is uncertain when it is connected in a bridge,

because an unknown amount of stray capacitance is added, and this is

multiplied on the higher ranges by the bridge ratio. So it is usually

better to have a relatively large fixed standard capacitance so that

strays are negligible—peferably a capacitance of the same order as

Cx—and to balance with a variable ratio arm. This is satisfactory

so long as tan 8 does not approach 0-5.

One method of measuring a capacitance that is above the range of

the bridge is to connect it in series with some capacitance that is

within the range. If Ci is this capacitance by itself, and C* when it

has Cx in series, then

f, CiC*
- c, - c,

Apart from errors due to stray capacitances (which can be minimized

by connecting the relatively large Cx on the low-potential side of Ci) it

must be realized that errors in the readings are likely to be magnified

in the result.

9.15. ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
Fig. 9.14 shows modifications for applying a polarizing voltage to an

electrolytic capacitor while it is being measured. Incidentally the

standard, C, must be capable ofwithstanding the same voltage. Phones,

if used, had better be kept from the polarizing voltage by transformer

coupling. If a milliammeter is used for measuring leakage it must be



Fig. 9.14—Modifications of capacitance bridge to allow a
known polarizing voltage to be applied to the capacitor

under test

a

Fig. 9.15—Nomenclature of
the three interelectrode

capacitances ofa Mode

Fig. 9.16—Use ofa transformer
ratiO’-arm bridge for measuring
direct capacitance (Cx) of a
component that has capacitances
(Cl and C2) or other admittances

to earth
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short-circuited during charging. In other respects operation is the

same as for the Sec. 7. 14 bridge. See also Sec. 9. 10.

9.16. DIRECT CAPACITANCE
Sometimes the points between which capacitance is to be measured

have capacitance to some third party or parties; for example, valve

electrodes, or wires in a cable with a conducting sheath. Consider a
triode, where there are three interelectrode capacitances, shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 9.15. It might be supposed that all one has
to do is to connect the two electrodes concerned to the measuring
apparatus and leave the other unconnected. But this would not give

the correct result. One procedure is to measure in turn the capacitance

from each electrode to the other two joined together. For instance,

grid and anode are tied together and the capacitance Ci from them to

cathode is measured

:

Cl = Cgk “f“ Cak

Similarly == cag + Cak

Ca ” Cgk Cag

The required capacitances are found by solving these simultaneous

equations, thus:

Cfch — (Cl “F Cs Ct)l2

Cag == (Ca -|- Ca Ci)/2

Cak ” (Cl “I" Ca C^I2

These are called the direct capacitances between the electrodes.

With a suitable bridge, it is possible to eliminate undesired capaci-

tances—or in fact any sort of admittances—and measure the direct

capacitance at one go. The most effective bridges for this have
transformer ratio arms (Sec. 7.10). In Fig. 9.16, Cx is the direct

capacitance and Ci and Cg are capacitances to somewhere else. These
should be tied to the earth point on the bridge. Ci is thereby brought

across the detector, which may reduce its sensitivity but cannot affect

the balance; and C% comes across part of the transformer, which, being

very closely coupled, is effectively across the source and again has no
effect on balance. This is true if Ci and €% are any kinds of admittance

;

some bridges on the market will tolerate admittances hundreds of

times greater than that of Cx, so that quite small capacitances can be
measured without disconnecting them from their circuit. But this

demands very careful design, as explained in Proc. LE.E., Part HI,

May 1949, p. 189.

If, as often happens, one terminal of Cx is earthed, the earth shown
in Fig. 9.16 should be moved to the other end of the detector, leaving

any “ third parties ’’ connected as shown.
For an example of a guard-ring connection, see Fig. 9.13.
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9.17. DIRECT-READING CAPACITANCE METERS

For rapid component checking, even the small amount of adjust-

ment needed to get a reading on a bridge of the kind described in Sec.

7.14 becomes tedious, and the “ohmmeter” method (end of Sec.

9.9) is limited in range. For pF values, 50 c/s is really too low. One
solution, adopted in the “ Picomat ”, is to use a relatively high-fre-

quency transistor oscillator, with a step-up transformer to give a direct

reading on a crystal-rectifier meter (0 to 50 (xA) in an “ ohmmeter ”

type of circuit, using an all-capacitor potential divider. Two ranges

cover 0 to 500 pF and 10 pF to lOnF. The power source is a small

6 V accumulator, with provision for itickle-charging it from the mains.

In Sec. 7.19 reference was made to direct-reading frequency meters

working on the pulse-counting principle. The ranges are obtained by
switching known capacitances. The same principle can be used to

measure capacitance directly, the ranges being obtained by switching

known frequencies.

Basically similar is the method used in the Heathkit CM-IU capaci-

tance meter, which has four direct-reading scales reading from O-l

(xF down to about 2 pF. Square waves are generated by a cathode-

coupled multivibrator, the frequency of which is controlled in four

steps by the range switch. The capacitance to be measured is con-

nected in series with the rectifier meter and a 10 kO resistor across the

square-wave output to form a differentiating circuit. The pulse width,

and hence the average meter current, is directly proportional to Cx.
The design and construction of a rather more specialized apparatus,

for measuring circuit stray capacitances in the range 0 to 300 pF, is

given by J. C. S. Richards {E.E., March 1957). Advantages are that

they can be measured in parallel with comparable resistance, and up
to 3 ft of coaxial cable can be used for connecting to the unknown in

situ. The heart of the instrument is a hexode valve, to the third grid

of which an r.f. signal is applied directly. It is also applied across the

test circuit to the first grid, and the principle is the rapid phase change
(indicated on an anode-current meter) as the test circuit is swung
through resonance.

9.18. inductance: difficulties of measurement

Measurement of inductance presents more difficulties and complica-

tions than capacitance. (For how these affect the production of
standards, see Sec. 6.9.) Inductors to be measured can be roughly

divided into two groups: air cored (and iron-dust or ferrite cored)

coils of the microhenry order, mainly for r.f. tuning; and iron-cored

coils of the henry order, for a.f. and power frequencies. Measurement
of r.f. coils at r.f. is complicated by their self-capacitance; at a.f. this is

negligible, but unfortunately the inductive reactance also is small,

usually less than the resistance of the wire. At 1 kc/s an ordinary

medium-frequency coil has a reactance of about 1 (2, and at 50 c/s only
0-05 0. Television and other v.h.f. coils are worse still, and they
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have so few turns of wire that each half-inch of connecting lead makes a
difference.

The chief difficulty with iron-cored coils is that an inductance figure

means very little unless supplemented by details of the amplitude of a.c.

used for measuring, the amount of d.c. flowing at the same time, and
the method of measurement. The inductance varies not only with the
amount of a.c. and d.c. but even during each cycle of a.c. This raises

both theoretical and practical problems. What is the inductance, when
it is varying all the time? The matter can be simplified, at least in

theory, by passing through the coil a sine-wave current 7, measuring
the value V and phase difference if> of the fundamental of the resulting

voltage across it, and reckoning the inductance as V sin ^jwl. In
practice, unless there is relatively infinite linear impedance in series

with the coil, the non-linearity of the inductance causes the current

waveform to be distorted, and in general the current harmonics that

accompany the fundamental alter the inductance. Moreover, unless a

sharply tuned detector is used the presence of the harmonics makes it

difficult or impossible to obtain a clear indication of balance.

9.19. THE THREE-VOLTAGES METHOD
The fact that practical inductors are not even approximately pure

reactance rules out the simple voltmeter method used for capacitance

(Sec. 9.9), in which a 90° phase angle could reasonably be assumed.

The c.r. tube method (Sec. 9.10) is inconvenient unless about 20 V
or more can be set up across the coil under test, and the resulting iron-

core distortion is usually sufficient to prevent the trace from being used

as a basis for measurement. But a similar method using a valve

voltmeter is more generally useful for iron-cored coils and even air-

cored coils down to a few millihenries—and incidentally is also very

suitable for measuring capacitors that cannot be assumed to have
nearly 90° phase angle. See Fig. 9.17. R, a known non-reactive

resistance, is preferably of the same order as the impedance of the coil,

and must be capable of carrying any d.c. it may be desired to pass

through the coil. When the a.c. and d.c. are adjusted, the voltmeter is

connected in turn across R, across the coil, and across both. Call the

readings Vi, Vt, and Ka respectively. The quickest way of finding the

result is to draw the imi»dance diagram, of which Fig. 9.18 is an

example. Horizontal distance represents resistance and vertical

distance reactance. R, being a pure resistance, can be represented to

any convenient scale by the line AB. The imp^ances of the coil, with

and without R in series, are known in magnitude but not phase. With
centre B and radius RVtjVu and with centre A and radius RVi/Vi,
draw arcs cutting at C. The vertical CD represents to the same scale

the reactance of the coil, and DB its resistance, while
<f>

is the angle of

lag. L, = XtllT^f
The advantage of making R about equal to the impedance of the

coil is that then the valve-voltmeter calibration does not have to be
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Fig. 9.18—Diagram used for deriving reactance {Xl) and
phase (4>) from voltmeter readings in Fig. 9.17

accurate over a wide range. If it is, however, can be found more
accurately by making R considerably greater. It should never be less.

If an iron-cored coil is run under conditions that tend to distort the

current waveform, the distortion can be reduced as much as one likes

by making the resistance in series (not necessarily all in the position R)
sufficiently large. One way of doing this is to put the coil and R in the

anode circuit of a pentode. But then the voltage waveform of V* will

be very distorted, so to give correct results it is necessary to put a
sharply tuned filter, or at least some harmonic-reducing shunt capaci-

tance, in front of the voltmeter. The effect on the calibration does not

matter, as all readings will be affected in the same ratio. With this

precaution the method fulfils the requirements stated in Sec. 9.18.

Frequency should be low enough for the effect of self-capacitance to be
negligible; 50 c/s is usually safe in this respect.

One is sometimes told that r* can either be neglected altogether when
measuring l.f. inductors, or assumed to be the same as the z.f. resistance,

or not much more. Even at SO c/s this is seldom true, rx usually being

many times greater than the z.f. value.
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9.20. CAPACITANCE-COMPARISON METHOD
Another method of measuring inductance, due to H. M. Turner

(Proc. I.R.E., Nov. 1928), convenient if one has capacitance variable
from O'Ol (iF to 1 (xF or more, and suitable for inductances from
about 1 H upwards, is shown in Fig. 9.19, again with provision for

Fig. 9.19—H. M. Turner's method of measuring inductance,

using large variable capacitance

superimposing a known d.c. C is adjusted until the a.c. is the same
whether the coil is switched in or not. When this is done,

Xi = Xcl2,

so Lx = l/87ry*C rein farads]

At 50 c/s this simplifies to Lx oi 5/C [C in |jlF]

This result is unaffected by r* (which is not revealed by this method),
but it is necessary for the voltage across C to remain constant—

a

condition that can be met by seeing that the impedance of the measuring
circuit is small compared with that of C. For high values of L this is

usually easy to arrange, even if (as in Fig. 9.19) the equality of a.c. is

observed in terms of the voltage drop across a suitable resistance R,

either because an a.c. milliammeter is not available, or because it

would be affected by the d.c. if used. A valve or metal-rectifier

voltmeter can be used, provided that any d.c. is blocked by a capacitor.

Alternatively, if the circuit impedance is made very large compared
with that of C it keeps the current constant, and adjustment of C must
be such as will lead to no change of voltage across C when the switch is

operated.

In neither case is it necessary actually to measure any current or

voltage in order to determine Lx, but because the inductance of an
iron-cored coil depends on the current through it (a.c. and d.c.) it is

desirable to adjust this to a known amount dming the measurement.

This method is not recommended when the current is such as to

result in much iron-core distortion.
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9.21. BRIDGE METHODS FOR INDUCTANCE
For reasons already mentioned (Sec. 9.18) there is seldom much

point in attempting high accuracy in measuring iron-core inductance,

and one of the foregoing methods, or a bridge of moderate accuracy, is

sufficient. For iron-cored coils of low resistance, the 50-c/s bridge

described in Sec. 7.15 is, if rather rough, at least ready. Most of the

recognized inductance bridges, such as Maxwell, Owen, and inducto-

meter, can, if provided with sufficiently high ranges, be used for iron-

cored coils, and can usually be arranged for superimposing d.c. if

required. The Hay bridge is perhaps the most suitable for the par-

ticular duty of measuring iron-cored coils with some precision, and a

reference to constructional details is given in Sec. 7.16. In all bridges

used for iron-cored coils a tuned detector (Sec. 5.23) is almost essential.

The more accurate equipment can be used not only for measuring the

inductance of iron-cored coils but also for tests on core materials. This

work is too specialized to describe in detail here, and reference should

be made to B.S. 933. Some notes on an Owen bridge for the purpose
are contained in Muirhead Technique, July 1949; and N. H. Crowhurst
{E.E., Oct. 1951) deals with the analysis of iron-core losses using a

Maxwell bridge and oscilloscope. The use of a bridged-T network is

discussed by J. K. Choudhury and P. C. Sen (£. & R.E., Nov. 1959).

Coming now to air-cored (including iron-dust cored) coils, usually

quite a standard of accuracy is wanted, because they are used for tuning

or filtering specific frequencies. The Maxwell and Owen bridges are the

most often chosen ; the Maxwell chiefly because it can be used also for

capacitance, but although simple it has to be carefully designed (Sec.

7.12). For high accuracy there is probably nothing to equal a bridge

built around the standard mutual inductometer (Sec. 6.10 and 7.12).

The formulae for these various bridges are given in Fig. 7.13, e to h.

Detailed instructions for the use of bought bridges are provided by the

makers. The following are some general points on inductance-bridge

operation.

Obviously it is necessary to avoid magnetic coupling to or from the

coil under test. This is especially so when a Campbell inductometer is

used, because of its large unscreened coils. Fortunately coupling falls

off very rapidly with distance, and 2-3 ft of spacing is generally enough
even for precise work. The leads should be rigid and about an inch

apart. Residual impedance in the Lx arm, including these leads, is

eliminated by taking the difference between readings with the coil in

circuit and with its own terminals short-circuited. If there is any
doubt about magnetic coupling to the bridge being negligible, the
connections to the coil should be reversed. Any difference between the

readings should be very slight, and their average taken as the answer.

The subject of connection errors in inductance measurement is treated

by J. F. Hersh {G.R.E., Oct. 1960).

A more troublesome sort of coupling is to neighbouring metal, in

which eddy currents are induced. In fact, a.f. measurements on r.f.

coils in cans are misleading, unless the coUs are toroidally wound, or
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have closed magnetic cores, because the effect of the screens on induc-
tance as well as on resistance varies with frequency. The inductance
of a coil also varies with frequency owing to eddy currents induced in

its own wire (skin effect), but this need only he considered in excep-
tionally precise work.
The effects of self-capacitance, and of stray capacitance generally,

are usually negligible when measuring r.f. coils at a.f., but may not be
when measuring large inductances. If the natural frequency of Lx
tuned by its own self-capacitance plus the shunt capacitance of the Lx
arm of the bridge is /i-, then the apparent inductance, as measured at a

frequency /, is Lx/[1 — (///r)']. So if the measurement is made at

one-tenth of the self-resonant frequency, the effect of capacitance is to

make the measured results 1 % higher than the true Lx- At one-

twentieth /r, the correction is 0-25%, which is usually negligible.

While measured inductance, corrected for self-capacitance if

necessary, varies little with frequency from zero almost up to the

frequency of resonance (except when eddy currents in surrounding
metal are a major influence), resistance varies greatly. In general, it

increases in some sort of proportion to frequency, so that Q tends to be

fairly constant; but this is not to say that Q measured at a.f. can be

taken as a guide to the r.f. value. At a.f., the Q of r.f. coils is likely to

be very low. This has an important practical bearing on the operation

of a.f. inductance bridges, for if the series resistance rx is greater than

the reactance of the coil under test, and the controls used to obtain

balance are not independent as regards rx and Lx, it is necessary to make
frequent successive adjustments, and what may seem to be a fair

balance may in fact be nearly correct for rx but well olf for Lx. The
notorious example is the type of Maxwell bridge (Fig. 7.13/) in which

P and/or Q resistances are varied. If R and C are varied, they balance

rx and Lx independently and the difficulty does not arise.

As Fig. 7.13 shows, what we have been calling Lx is the series value

of inductance, all causes of loss being represented by resistance rx in

series. If for any reason one wants the parallel equivalents, Rx and
Lx(Pj, they can be calculated from the formulae in Sec. 14.12. With
the Hay bridge, their equations are much simpler than the series

versions (Fig. 7.13e). If the Q of the coil is greater than 10, the

difference between the series and parallel values of inductance is less

than 1%; and the parallel resistance is practically as many times

greater than the reactance as the reactance is greater than the series

resistance. On the other hand, if resistance is the dominating partner,

Q being, say ^ or less, its series and parallel values are practically the

same, and it is the reactance (and inductance) values that dffer

widely. This fact is exploited in what is called Dye’s shunt method for

measuring inductances much higher than the ordinary range of a bridge.

9.22. HIGH INDUCTANCE BY DYE’S SHUNT METHOD
This is illustrated in connection with a Heaviside-Campbell inducto-

meter bridge (Fig. 9.20), to which, since it is a very accurate low-
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Fig. 9.20—Dyer's method of using inductometer or other bridge to measure
inductances much higher than its calibrated range. The same method can

be usedfor capacitances

reading inductance bridge, it is especially applicable; but the scheme
is in fact quite general, being based on the series-parallel transformation

just referred to. The coil under test is shunted by a resistance Ru much
less than the reactance of the coil. The arm so formed is equivalent

to nearly the same resistance in series with a reactance, and as this

reactance is small compared with its inductance is within the range
of a low-reading bridge. That being so, the bridge can be worked
in its most accurate condition, withP = 6, and Rz is made equal to Pi.

Preliminary zero adjustment having been made with the coil un-

connected, balance is obtained with it in position. Then

j ^ 2 RIM
* r^+(2wMy

and rx = R2 f,

-Ry.

where M and r are the differences in the two readings of mutual
inductance and resistance respectively. If resistance balance is

adjusted by the slide-wire S, twice the resistance traversed by the

slider in making the second balance must be counted, because what is

removed from one arm is added to the other. The calibration of the

Cambrid^ instrument includes this factor of 2. If there is no slide

wire, or it is inadequate, r denotes the reduction in Rt needed to

re-balance.

Since balance depends on the square of the frequency, a pure wave-
form must be used and the frequency must be accurately known. If
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the reading M turns out to be too small to be made accurately, the

measurement should be reputed with a higher /?i ; and vice versa.

This method, being applicable to high inductances, includes iron-

cored coils, and if it is desired to measure the inductance with a known
d.c. passing the arrangement can easily be made by including d.c.

source and milliammeter in series. The resistance of these has to be

Mx

Fig. 9.21—Measurement ofmutual induc-

tance by direct balancing against mutual
inductometer

deducted from the measured tx if that is required accurately. Most of

the current returns through Ri, which should be capable of standing it;

but part flows through the other arms, and if it is sufficient to be
objectionable in die a.c. source or detector it can be blocked from them
by large series capacitances.

A wide range of capacitance can be measured by the same method,
if it is connected across instead of Rj. Any resistance adjustment

apart from S is of course made by Ri.

Cx
2M
~Rl

r*

)

Unless the capacitance is large, or has a large loss tangent, the

second term in the bracket can be neglected. The method is not ideal

for accurate measurement of loss tangent, but here is the formula

:

tan 8
r(l- rlR,)
‘ 2wM

2wM
R»

All the above formulae can be adapted for other types of bridge by
substituting L for 2M, L being the measured series inductance.

9.23. MUTUAL INDUCTANCE
Mutual inductance is, of course, measurable directly by an inducto-

meter in the simple manner shown in Fig. 9.21, which needs no com-
ment. Or it can be found by measuring the self-inductance of

the primary and secondary coils connected in smes, (i) when the

mutual inductance between them increases the self-inductances of the
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whole, and (ii) with one coil reversed. Then, if these two values are

Lx and respectively,

M = (L, - L.)/4

and the coefficient of coupling is

M/ViLvLs)

where Lv and Lh are the primary and secondary coil inductances.

9.24. IMPEDANCE

Most of the preceding sections in this chapter can be said to deal with

the measurement of impedance as resistance (R) and reactance (X).

These are expressed graphically as right-angle co-ordinates; e.g., in

Fig. 9.18, BD represents the resistance of a coil, and DC at right angles

to it represents its reactance; then BC at the angle^ with the horizontal

or resistance axis represents its impedance, Z. Given R and X, one
can easily calculate Z and

<f>
(Sec. 14.12). Alternatively, however, one

can measure Z and ^ (the polar co-ordinates), from which R and X can

be calculated. This is really what is done in the voltage methods
described in Secs. 9.10 and 9.19, but some kinds of apparatus giveZ and

<f>
more directly. Constructional details of a simple example are given

by N. H. Crowhurst (£.£., Jan. 1949). The ranges covered are 0-2

to 0*2 MO and — 63° to -f 63°, and rough indications to 0-05 O and
1 MO. The circuit is shown in Fig. 9.22. After preliminary scale

adjustments, the impedance to be measured is connected and the phase
control adjusted until maximum impedance is indicated by the meter.

At this setting, the phase control indicates the phase angle of the

Fig. 9.22—Crowhurst's direct-reading impedance and phase-angle meter

impedance, and the meter reading (multiplied by 0-01, 1, or 100

according to the setting of the range switch) the impedance in ohms.
The frequency (5,QOO/2ir) is suggested by the present author to facilitate

calculation. Unfortunately ffie method is tied to the frequency at

which the phase-control circuit resonates. Another method, using

even simpler apparatus, has been described by N. P. Scholes and J. E.

Macfarlane (£.£., March 1961).

All the methods mentioned so far reduce any system being measured
to its simple series or parallel equivalent resistance and reactance—or

.mpedance and phase angle—^at the frequency of test, and make no
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attempt to find out the act^ structure of more complicated networks.
This can be done, within limits, by using the square-wave and oscillo-

scope bridge method referred to at the end of Sec. 7.18. To balance a
bridge at all the frequencies provided by the square wave, the unknown
must be matched by the standard in structure and not just in single-

frequency equivalents; and the oscilloscope pictures of the unbalance
provide the clues.

For the testing of transformers, loudspeaker windings, etc., see

Secs. 1 1 .3 and 1 1 .4.

(b) measurement at radio frequencies

9.25. R.F. METHODS CLASSIFIED

There are two main classes of r.f. methods; bridge and tuned-
circuit. Bridge methods, being null, are better in principle (Sec. 3.10),

but although diey are now being used increasingly at r.f. the difficulties

are considerable (Sec. 7.17) and their technique is not included in this

book. Tuned-circuit methods are comparatively simple, but never-

theless success depends very much on careful attention to detail. The
best guide to this is a firm grasp of tuned-circuit theory. The necessary

theory is lucidly presented, together with practical instructions, by
L. Hartshorn in his Radio-frequency Measurements (Chapman &
Hall), which is strongly recommended. It covers both tuned-circuit

and bridge methods.
In all circuit and component measurements it is necessary to be clear

about the relationships between resistance, capacitance, inductance,

reactance, impedance, admittance, Q, phase angle, etc., but especially

so at r.f. because the possibility of considering any of them separately

is so much less. That being so, the following sections are grouped
according to apparatus used rather than parameter measured. To
avoid excessive repetition it will be assumed that if, for example,

a method gives the Q and the inductance of a coil at a known frequency

there is no need to explain how this information is sufficient to give also

the resistance (either series or parallel), reactance, impedance, power
factor, etc. This sort of thing is summarized in Secs. 14.12 to 14.17.

All the methods to be described centre on a tuned circuit. The thing

to be tested is usually either the whole or part of this tuned circuit, and
is measured either by substitution, using a standard of the same thing,

or is deduced from other data such as voltage and frequency. The
second essential element is a source of r.f. signal. The third is some
sort of indicator, to enable the circuit to be tuned to resonance or to

equality of frequency, and in some cases to measure the signal strength.

Combinations of these essentials can be classified as three main types,

according to the way in which the signal is brought into the tuned

circuit (Fig. 9.23):

{a) In the jg-meter type, the distinguishing feature is the definiteness

of the coupling from signal source to tuned circuit, whereby the amount

20
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(o>

Fig. 9.23—Outline of three classes of r.f. measurement methods using a
tuned circuit, shown in heavy line: (a) direct-reading Q meter; (b) loose-

coupled oscillator: and (c) negative resistance

of signal injected is known, and one has only to measure the voltage

developed across it at resonance to know its magnification and hence Q.
The advantages of this are that the scale of the output voltmeter can be

marked to read Q directly, and the whole apparatus can be made up as a

self-contained instrument (Sec. 7.20), which is available commercially,

is quick and easy to operate, and can also be used for most other tuned-

circuit measurements. The disadvantages are that means must be

provided to set the signal input precisely to a particular level, and that

the coupling is liable to introduce appreciable error, especially at very

high frequencies. The Q meter ties up a signal generator, standard
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variable capacitor, and valve voltmeter, all of which are very useful as

independent instruments. And the ease of obtaining readings may
blind one to the fact that they may differ appreciably and even sub-
stantially from the Q one wants to know.

(b) By sacrificing the direct-reading facility, the need for a known
input signal level is avoided, and any suitable oscillator can be loosely

coupled to the tuned circuit, and any valve voltmeter used as an
indicator. Although there is no reason why these units should not all

be permanently linked together in a self-contained system, there is also

no necessity for them to be, and so they can be available for general use.

This arrangement is therefore more economical but less convenient
and speedy than (a). Obtaining results takes more time and trouble,

but by taking sufficient trouble the accuracy can be very good.

(c) In this class of set-up, the signal source and tuned circuit are

combined by making the tuned circuit the frequency-controlling part

of a valve oscillator, preferably of the two-terminal type (Secs. 4.20

to 4.22). It can be set to the required frequency by comparison with a
separate frequency-calibrated oscillator. An ordinary radio recover
can be used as the indicator. The advantage of this system is the

excreme precision with which frequencies can be compared by the

beat-note method, so it is particularly suitable for comparing
very small capacitances or other measurements involving small fre-

quency changes. It is equally precise for large frequency changes, but

a little less convenient than (a) and {b) with their visual indicators

because there is no indication until the frequency difference is reduced

to a few kc/s.

The three foregoing types of equipment will be briefly distinguished

in the following sections as: (a) Q meter; (b) loose-coupled; and
(c) oscillating. Some kinds of measurement can be performed with

two or all of these; to avoid repetition each kind will be described

under one equipment and mentioned under any others that will do.

It is highly instructive to make the same measurement by all three

methods and compare results.

Whereas the tendency in bridge methods is to express the resistance

and reiictance of an impedance as series values (e.g., rx and Lx), the

parallel connection of the resonant circuits in all the foregoing systems

makes it more natural to express them as parallel values. Since the

parallel resistance of a tuned circuit, unlike its series ^uivalent, is large

compared with the reactance, it is convenient to distinguish it as Rx.

9.26. MEASUREMENTS BY Q METER

Although the type dia^am (Fig. 9.23a) shows signal injection across

a very low resistance, this is not the only method ; the essential thing is

that a known signal voltage is introduce by some means that does not

alter the tuned circuit apiwcciably. Before taking any g-meter reading

it is necessary to adjust the input signal to the standard level as shown
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9.24—Symbols used to denote the parts ofthe tuned circuit in place in a Q meter,

of which r is the coupling impedance. The dotted circles enclose the alternative

equivalents—series and parallel—of the inductor being measured; C is the calibrated

tuning capacitor: and R the equivalent parallel resistance of the voltmeter, etc.

on the input meter, after the oscillator has been set to the desired

frequency.

Inductors .—If the component to be measured is a coil, it is connected

to the inductor terminals and tuned to resonance (indicated by a maxi-

mum on the Q scale) at the desired frequency. The scale reading is the

apparent Q, which will be denoted by Q\ It differs from the true Q
because of the items marked Co, r, and R in the equivalent circuit.

Fig. 9.24a, and also one or two other items such as the inductance of

the internal part of the tuning circuit. C is the tuning capacitance,

read on the instrument’s capacitance scale, and should include the

capacitance of the valve voltmeter, etc. R is the equivalent parallel

resistance of the valve voltmeter and tuning capacitor. Usually the

most important correction is for Co, the self-capacitance of the coil,

and if r, R, etc., are neglected

If in this and any of the following measurements r and the series

equivalent of R are appreciable compared with rx (
= ojLxIQxX

they can be deducted from the apparent rx and the indicated Q increased

accordingly.

The next thing is to measure Lx and Co. A good method is to set C
somewhere near its maximum reading (caU it CO and note the frequency

fi at which the coil resonates (Fig. 9.25a). Then find the frequency

fo at which the coil resonates with its own Cq alone; that is to say,

the frequency at,which the coil behaves as a high resistance, being
neither inductive nor capacitive. As Ci is probably somewhere around
400 pF and Co of the order of 8 pF,/® is probably about seven times/i,
So ^t a coil, preferably screened, that will tune to say 7fi with C near
mid-scale and substitute it for the coil under test. Adjust the oscillator

to resonate it. Now connect the coil under test across C (capacitor
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(Lx and Cq constant^ . variable, with f)

y
(<=) (b)

Fig, 9,25—Two stages in measuring self-capacitance (C©) and inductance

(Lx) by Q meter

terminals) as in Fig. 9.256 and note whether C has to be increased or
decreased to restore resonance. If it has to be increased, increase

the oscillator frequency; and vice versa. In either case try again

until a frequency is found at which connecting the coil does not
shift the tuning at all (Fig. 9.25b), This frequency is /o.

and Lx - \H(Ci + Co)

= 25,330//]f (Cx + Co) [fiH; pF; Mc/s]

If Lx is small, the residual inductance of the instrument (if known)
should be deducted. It is assumed that the tuning capacitor has been
calibrated to include the capacitance of the valve voltmeter and the

rest of the circuit; all except Co. If this is not so, then the circuit

capacitance must be measured, as described in Sec. 9.28. C© is assumed
to be constant, but actually it varies slightly with frequency, and of

course it depends on the coil’s surroundings. Details of methods for

correcting the indicated Q for errors due to the instrument’s residuals

are given by J. P. Newsome (E.E., Sept. 1954; see also Feb. 1955,

p. 92). The measurement of Cq by Q meter is discussed in E,E,,

Aug. 1956, p. 350 and Nov. 1956, p. 504.

Although connecting the self-tuned coil in parallel with the resonant

circuit does not shift the tuning, its dynamic resistance Rx reduces the

overall Q from Cx to g,. From these readings

fix
CoQtQt

C^{Q^ - 00
and
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These results are at the frequency of natural resonance of the coil on
its own,/o. The Q of the coil at any other frequency can be directly

measured as already described, and its series resistance rx and parallel

resistance Rx at that frequency calculated as shown in Fig. 9.24a and b
respectively. (Strictly, Lx is not exactly the same in these two equiva-

lents, but unless Q is excessively small the difference is negligible.)

Tuned C/rc«to.—The method just described for measuring the 0 of a
coil at its natural frequency /o can be adopted for any complete tuned
circuit; for example, an i.f. transformer. It is measured at its resonant

frequency in exactly the same way as the self-tuned coil (Fig. 9.25b),

and the above formulae used for finding its Q and/or dynamic
resistance. The higher Qi, the smaller the error of observation, so the

coil connected to the inductor terminals should be a good one. An
indispensable accessory to & Q meter (or either of its alternatives) is a

set of inductors of known and stable characteristics, to cover the whole
effective frequency range of the apparatus.

Resistors.—Of course it makes no difference to the Q meter whether
the resistance connected to its capacitor terminals is the dynamic
resistance of a resonant circuit or any other sort of resistance, as long
as it is not so low as to make the second Q reading too low for

accuracy. Consequently the same method and the same Rx formula
can be used for measuring any resistance of about 0-02 to 2 MO at

any r.f. If the resistor has any reactance it will shift the tuning as well

as reducing the Q reading, and therefore when it has been connected C
should be rotated. If resonance occurs at a new reading Ct (the

previous setting being called Ci) the parallel capacitance of the resistor

is of course Ci — C*. If this turns out to be negative, then the resistor

is inductive, its parallel inductance being \jw\Ct — Ci) or

25,330//*(C* - C.) [(iH; pF; Mc/s]

The reason why this simple method was not prescribed for measuring
the inductance of a coil is that the value so obtained is not the true

inductance but the apparent inductance, the resultant of the true

inductance and any capacitance in the component.
For low resistances, see under Capacitors.

R.F. Chokes.

—
^The same method is suitable for testing r.f. chokes.

Ideally, these components should have an infinitely high impedance over

their working ran^ of frequency. In practice they are equivalent to a
capacitance—positive at frequencies above resonance and negative

below—in parallel with a high resistance. A good specimen’s capaci-

tance should not exceed about ±4 pF nor should its resistance fall

below about 0-S MO. But some makes average less than 0-25 Mo
and over 8 pF, and at certain frequencies may be more like 10 ko
and 25 pF, seriously darning and mistuning any tuned circuit in

parallel with which the choke is used. The resistance and capacitance

of a prospective type should therefore be measured at close intervals of
frequency—dose enough not to let any crevasses go unnoticed—^and the
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results plotted. Some examples are given in iV.fV., Nov. 1951, p.

494.

Capacitors.
—^The substitution method just described obviously

serves for measuring any capacitance >vithin the range of the variable

in the Q meter, supplemented if necessary by known capacitances

connected in parallel.

If the capacitor being measured is a very good one, that is to say its

(o) (b)

Fig. 9.26—Two .stages in the series method of
measuring low impedance, here typified by a large

capacitance C, with its los.ses represented by r.

Q is vastly greater than that of the tuning coil and comparable perhaps

with that of the tuning capacitor, its Q cannot be measured reliably;

but if its loss is appreciable its equivalent parallel resistance (/7x) and
its Q are indicated in the same way as for inductors

:

Rx __ QtQ±. _
2ttfCjQ,-Q,) <2*

CxQiQt
tan Sx

1

0X

For capacitor-quality measurement it is particularly desirable for the Q
of the tuning coil to be high. Larger capacitances can be measured,

though with less accuracy, by connecting Cx in series with the tuning

coil, taking care that the connections do not appreciably alter the

inductance (Fig. 9.26). Then

.
C.C,

(C* - Cl)
and

Series resistance is

f\ _2i6«(Cg Cl)~
0xCi-0,C.

r = CtQl—CiQ%
oiCjC2Q iQ't

The accuracy of all these results tends to be poor if Cx is many times

greater than Ci. The method applies to low resistances, low
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inductances such as the inductance of capacitors, and low impedances
generally. Inductance is

Lti — (Cl

—

For measurement of capacitor inductance, see Very Low Impedances,

below.
Dielectric Materials.—A sample is prepared as described in Sec. 9.13,

except that it can be smaller, and even greater care is needed to ensure

low resistance of the electrodes. The most suitable electrodes are

tinfoil stuck to each side of the material with the least possible trace of

Vaseline. Instructions are given in B.S. 903 and also in Measurements
by Q Meter (Sec. 7.20), which includes details of a special micrometer
test jig (Fig. 7.20) and edge-effect corrections. The sample is measured
as a capacitor by the substitution method, and the formulae already

given apply:

C, - Cl - C, tan 8x =

The specific permittivity or dielectric constant is

£g = 11-3 Cx tjA [pF; cm]

where t is the thickness and A the effective area of the sample between
the electrodes.

Very Low Impedances.—J. P. Newsome {E.E., Nov. 1955) has shown
how the range of a 0 meter can be extended downward to 0-003 fxH

at 1 Mc/s by interposing a transformer between the usual inductance

terminals and the item being measured. Constructional details of a
transformer with a frequency range of about 3 : 1 are given.

One example of low inductance is that of high-C capacitors. It is

necessary to make the measurement well above the self-resonant fre-

quency of the capacitor, which normally means measuring in the

v.h.f. band. In a method described by J. F. Golding {M.L, Dec.
1957) the capacitor is connected by means of a simple jig straight to the

terminals of a 0 meter working at 50 Mc/s. The reading is compared
with that of the calculated inductance of a short straight wire.

Transmission Lines.—See Sec. 11.2.

The alternative methods of measuring 0 by capacitance variation

and by frequency variation, described in the next section, can also be
performed with a 0 meter if means are provided for precise reading of
small changes of capacitance or frequency. Most models include the

former but not the latter, so the capacitance method would be preferred.

For all measurements in which a small change in the capacitance

required to tune to a given frequency has to be read, the methods given

in Sec. 9.31 are preferable, because zero beat note can be located much
nmre precisely than the exact peak of resonance.

9.21. “ loose-coupled” measurements
The difficulty about the type of instrument just considered is that the

accuracy of 0 measurement depends directly on maintaining the input
signal at a known voltage and reading the output voltage. So two
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calibrations are required, and as they are quite independent (except in

the “ do-it-yourself ” type by J. Luijckx referred to in Sec. 7.20) their

errors are just as likely to add up as to counteract. So both must have
good long-term stability. Calibrating and checking the valve volt-

meter may not present any great difficulty, but the input signal does.

And the coupling introduces an error that may be substantial enough to

need correction. So unless one is fortunate enough to have a reliable

professionally-made Q meter, the scheme indicated in Fig. 9.236
is more feasible. The input voltage must be maintained constant, but

does not have to be known. Consequently, the actual voltage across

the tuned circuit has no significance, and there is no need for the valve

voltmeter to be calibrated in volts, but it must show voltage ratios

accurately over at least a 1:0-7 range. Since there is no fixed

connection from the oscillator, there is no need for the apparatus to be
permanently assembled, and the oscillator, valve voltmeter, and tuning

capacitor can be independent instruments. So the system is more
flexible than the ready-made Q meter and can be rigged up to suit

particular requirements—such as frequencies higher than those the

Q meter can tackle satisfactorily. In fact, with drastic mechanical

modifications it can be used right up to microwave frequencies

(Sec. l2.10.) On the other hand, if it is to be used very often, and
especially for measurements within a fairly limited range, there is a lot

to be said for a permanent or semi-permanent set-up. Control of

coupling by pushing the oscillator along the bench can be replaced by
something one can do with a knob. And the residual capacitance of

the tuned circuit can be kept constant. Although the calibration of the
voltmeter is unimportant, it is most desirable that it should impose as

little resistance on the tuned circuit as possible, as in the direct-reading

Q meter, and for the same reasons. In an instrument suitable for

amateur construction, due to W. R. Hinton (£..£., Oct. 1951), for the

capacitance-variation method of Q measurement described in the next

Section, the valve voltmeter is connected via a cathode follower.

Fig. 9.27 shows the circuit. Ct is a special capacitor with a constant
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capacitance from the oscillator’s point of view, but as a coupling capaci-

tance it is variable from 0-02 to 0-5 pF. C* is the main tuning capacitor,

and C3 a small one for detuning. The coil under test is connected at
“ L To avoid the necessity for the valve voltmeter to be calibrated,

Ri and are so chosen that Ri = 0’707 (/?, + /?,); the only calibra-

tions required, besides the ratio RJRp are Cg and Cg.

Simple though such apparatus is in principle, certain requirements
have to be met if the results are to be reasonably accurate. These will

be better appreciated after the methods of use have been described.

Direct reading of Q not being possible, one is obliged to arrive at it

in some other way, usually by introducing a known variation of signal

frequency, tuning capacitance, or series resistance, to reduce the voltage

at resonance in a known ratio. The other readings, for example
capacitance in substitution measurements, are taken in the same way as

described in the previous section.

9.28. CAPACITANCE VARIATION

In all these methods the circuit is first tuned to resonance at the

desired frequency, to which the oscillator has been set. The coupling
to the oscillator should be adjusted to give a deflection well up the

voltmeter scale. Let Ct denote the total tuning capacitance of the

circuit at resonance. Now adjust the capacitance each side of Cr to

divide the voltage by \/2; i.e. to reduce it to 0-707 times its amount at

resonance. (In Fig. 9.27, moving the switch from A to B enables this

to be done at the same voltmeter reading as before.) Let AC denote
the difference in capacitance between these two settings. Then

Qx = 2Cr/AC

The delightful simplicity of this result is due to taking the

divisor. If for some reason, such as AC being too small to observe
accurately, or the desire to take the average of several readings at

different points on the resonance curve, AC is observed at the two
points where the resonant voltage is reduced by any divisor S, the

formula is

^ _2CrVS*-l
AC

Note that AC is reckoned between the two points of reduced voltage,

shown in Fig. 9.28. Although it is true that taking the capacitance

difference between either of these points and the resonance peak would
get rid of the factor 2 in the equation, this is not done, because the exact

setting is much easier to locate on the slopes of the resonance curve
than at the peak..

A vital assumption is that the frequency of the signal, and the
voltage picked up by the tuned circuit (in series) or the current passed
through it from the source (in parallel), are the same during both
reading^. To ensure that this is so, the oscillator must be stable

enough for ndther amplitude nor frequency to drift appreciably during
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the period of test. And as it must not be appreciably affected by
tuning the test circuit through resonance, the coupling must be very

loose. That necessitates a fairly powerful oscillator and sensitive valve

voltmeter. Fortunately, circuits of lowest Q, needing closest coupling

to give sufficient reading, have least effect on the oscUlator and are

themselves least affected. To ensure that signal amplitude is not
altered by any change in the circuit or its surroundings, the coupling
should be confined to a definite channel. Unauthorized coupling
should be eliminated by enclosing the oscillator, the valve voltmeter and

VOLTAGE I

Fig. 9.28—Showing the values

measured in the capacitance-
variation method of measuring

Q, etc.

Cr

CAMCITANCE

its leads, and the tuning capacitor in earthed screens. Of course if the

coupling is to be inductive the oscillator coil must not be totally

enclosed, but for very precise work it should be inside a wire cage in

which every wire is earthed but none makes a completely closed

circuit. The coil being tested must be placed far enough from the

capacitor and voltmeter screens to avoid influence therefrom, and the

connections must be rigid. One should take care to occupy the same
position oneself during both readings. Inductive coupling is not

readily workable if either the oscillator or the coil being tested is

totally enclosed, and it is not very easily controlled. The alternative is

an extremely small “ top-end ” variable capacitance, as in Fig. 9.27.

Next, it is clear that there must be at least two capacitance controls

:

one to set Cr to anything up to about 500 pF, and another to observe

AC. With high-0 v.h.f. tuning circuits, AC may be as low as 0-3 pF,

so would have to be readable within about 0-01 pF. It is not

difficult to make a low-reading capacitor, using a small unconnected
moving plate overlapping two fixed ones, and well screened from the

hand. A method ofcalibration is given in Sec. 9.34.

Details of suitable apparatus and how to set it up so as to minimize
error are given more fully in Hartshorn’s R.F. Measurements.
Assuming the apparatus is available, the only complication is in

arriving at Cr correctly. It comprises the total capacitance of the main
variable (which is not necessarily exactly the same as its scale reading—
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see Sec. 6.6), the capacitance of the low-reading variable when set to its

zero mark (preferably at mid-scale), the capacitance contributed by the

voltmeter and general circuit stray, and the self-capacitance of the

coil, Co. What one wants to know is how much to add to the main
capacitor reading to give Cr. Let us call it Ca (Fig. 9.29). This
information is needed also for finding the inductance of the coil. Lx.

Set the main capacitor to a reading Q, near its minimum (but pre-

ferably not too near, for the calibration may not be at its best over the

top and bottom 5 % of the scale) and adjust the oscillator frequency
to resonate. Next, halve the frequency of the oscillator. This can
be done most precisely by tuning in to its first frequency on a simple
oscillating receiver (or one with a b.f. oscillator); then the second
frequency is reached when its second harmonic is exactly tuned in.

Note the reading Cj where the tuned circuit resonates to the half-

\
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Fig. 9.29—Analy.m of capacitances in capaci^
tance^variation method of measurement

frequency (and where, incidentally, the total circuit capacitance is

four times its original amount). Then

Ca = {C^ - 4Ci)/3

The measurement can be made with any frequency ratio ; the reason
for choosing 2 : 1 is that it can be established exactly by the harmonic
method, without having to measure any actual frequency. The
general formula, if /, =/i/«, is

Ca = (C, - /l*Ci)/(/I* - 1)

If desired (and especially if the capacitor calibration is not good
enough for the readings Ci and C* to be highly reliable) a number of
re^ngs can be taken at any frequencies, harmonically related or other-
wise, and plotted against IjP as in Fig. 9.30. Irregular errors in the
readings, shown up as departures from exact alignment, tend to average
out if one draws the straight line that most nearly passes through all

the plotted points. Ca is given by the negative reading of C where
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VP = 0- If ^ is capacitor reading when any frequency /is tuned
in,

L, = 25,330//* (C + C.) [fiH; pF; Mc/s]

If the graph Fig. 9.30 has been drawn, I If* and C can best be obtained
from any point near the top end of the straight line.

The use of what is basically this method, for measurements of the

highest precision, is described by L. Hartshorn and J. J. Denton {Proc.

Cq

Fig, 9,30—Derivation of coil and circuit

capacitance (Ca) from readings of resonant

frequencies at a number of values ofadded
capacitance C

LE.E,^ Part B, July 1956) in a paper that should be studied by all

concerned with accurate measurements of inductance. Crystal control

is used to ensure precisely harmonic frequencies, and the capacitances

are determined by switching over to a Sobering bridge.

It is of course possible to derive Lx directly, without stopping at Ca
on the way. The general equation is

J — uji

where Ci and are the capacitor readings corresponding to the

frequencies (Ui/27c and <uz/27c respectively. In any case. Lx includes the

inductance of the leads connecting the coil to the capacitor.

If the self-capacitance Co of any coil is measured, it can be deducted
from Co to give the stray capacitance (Ca) of the tuning circuit with the

valve voltmeter, and if this can be relied upon to be the same in sub-

sequent use then the Co of any other coil measured will be known by
deducting Co from Co measured with that coil. But it should be
mentioned that the formula for Co is a particular case of the one
given in Sec. 13.3 as an example of a type to beware of. The
errors in frequency can be eliminated by the harmonic method recom-
mended, but for the capacitance reading one has to rely on the

capacitor calibrations, and it must be realized that what is, say, only

an error of 0*5% in a reading of several hundred pF results in a very
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much larger percentage error in Ca and still more in Co. So careful

measurement, using a very accurate capacitance standard, is needed to

give even moderately reliable measurements of Co*. In any case the

underlying assumption that Lx and Co are the same at all frequencies

concerned is not perfectly true, especially as regards Co. This point

is considered in Hartshorn’s R.F. Measurements.
The foregoing procedure necessitates measuring at least one Co

before Co can be found; this can be done on the same lines as in

Sec. 9.26, finding the frequency at which connecting the test coil in

parallel with a resonant circuit makes no difference to the tuning. The
methods described in that section for rpeasuring capacitor and dielectric

properties and impedances generally can also be used, subject to the

Afferent procedure for determining Q*. There is no need, however,

actually to calculate the Q before and after connecting the item to be
tested across the tuning capacitor; it is sufficient to observe the values

of AC before and after—call them ACi and ACj. The formula
simplifies to

tan 8x

_ 2CxV*S* - 1

ACb ” ACi

Cx is measured in the usual way, by substitution ; and as usual — 1)

disappears if the l/\/2 points on the resonance curve are used. Note
that Cr, being the same for both readings, cancels out, removing the

main objection to the capacitance-variation method. The apparatus
and procedure for measuring dielectric properties in the frequency range
10 kc/s to 100 Mc/s are described by Hartshorn in his R.F. Measure-
ments, and more fully with W. H. Ward in a paperf that is a model of
its kind. The same formula applies to complete tuned circuits or any
other impedances tested by connecting them across a resonant circuit,

and in all cases the parallel resistance is given by

I

Rx=
nf(ACt—ACt)

The before-and-after voltage readings at resonance, Vi and Ka, can
be used as a check, for the corresponding dynamic resistances, Ri and
Ri, are proportional to them, and KiACi=KaACa.

9.29. FREQUENCY VARIATION
If, instead of keeping/ constant and shifting C to the slopes of the

resonance curve in the capacitance-variation method of measuring Q,
the tuning capacitance is kept constant and the frequency of the

* See “ A Method of Measuring the Self-capacitance of Coils ”, by M. G.
Scroggie. ff'.E, Sept. 1933.

^J.l.E.E., Nov., 1936; also Wireless Section I.E.E., March 1937.
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oscillator varied to find a point each side of the peak where the voltage

across the circuit is divided by S (Fig. 9.31) the equation is

<2x ~/rv/(S*-l)/A/

and in the particular case ofS—\/2 this reduces to

0* =^/r/A/

The “ approximately equal ” sign is to show that the equation is

not mathematically exact, but the discrepancy is quite negligible

VOLTAGE
V

V
?

Fig. 9.31— Values measured in

the frequency-variation method

tf

FREQUENCY

imless Qx is very low—say below 4—and in that case the assumption
that it is constant over the range A/would also break down.
The advantages of this method are that it is applicable to resonant

systems with distributed capacitance, that no correction is needed for

Co, and that measuring ft is free from the uncertainties and com-
plications of Cr. A number of frequencies are known to 1 in 10* at

least (Sec. 14.37)—precision enough and to spare—and one of these

can either be used directly for the measurement or as a check on the

oscillator calibration. For methods, see Secs. 10.9 to 10.14. As A/
is generally within the audible range, or not many times greater, the

standard can be a calibrated a.f. oscillator—checked, again, by the

very accurate broadcast emissions.

When the test tuned circuit is adjusted to resonance at ft, a simple

oscillating receiver is timed to zero beat (Sec. 10.13) on the same signal.

Then when frequency is shifted to the VjS points, the difference in

frequency each side of ft becomes audible as a beat note, whose fre-

quency can be measured by comparison with the a.f. oscillator. A/
is of course the sum of the beat notes each side. E.g., if the circuit

response at 1 Mc/s is reduced to 0-707 when the beat note has risen to

5,300 c/s one side and 5,100 c/s the other, Qx is l,000/(5-3-f5-l)—96.

(All fr^uendes must of course be expressed in the same units, here

kc/s.)

Ifft is so high in relation to Qx that A^/2 is above audibility. A/can be
measured in a series of steps, by adjusting the receiver periodically to

shift the beat note to zero. Ifft is so high that the cumulative error due
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to these successive adjustments tends to be excessive, and the process

tedious, a v.f. (or low r.f.) oscillator can be used to beat with the super-

sonic beat note and make it audible. To avoid confusing beat notes,

the receiver should not be a superhet; in fact for this sort of work a
single-valve receiver with self-oscillation by feedback and a pair of
phones is all that is needed. For other measurements, the procedure
with this apparatus is the same as described in the previous section.

The last equations in that section become

0*
C,(A7«-A7i)

and Rx =
A7i I

9.30. RESISTANCE VARIATION
This method has generally been superseded by the two foregoing, but

is briefly included here because it might claim to be the classic method

Fig. 9.32—Connections for the resis-

tance-variation method of measuring

r.f. resistance r^; r is the resistance

varied

Fig. 9.33—Derivation of apparent
inductor resistance (rx') from read-

ings of resonant voltage at a number
of values of added resistance r in

Fig. 9.32

for measuring r.f. resistance, and since it arrives at Q by an entirely

different route it can be used as a cross-check. Fig. 9.32 shows the

now familiar tuned-circuit assembly, with the coil represented inside the

dotted ring by its equivalent series inductance and resistance and
parallel self-capacitance, and loosely coupled to the oscillator. The
only difference is the resistance r, placed in series with coil and tuning

capacitor. At first it is made zero; the coil is then tuned precisely

to resonance at the desired frequency and the voltmeter reading noted.

With all other adjustments untouched, r is varied by inserting in

turn several resistors, the r.f. resistances of which are known, and the

corresponding voltages are read. It is necessary for the reactances of
these resistors to be either negligible or small and equal, so they usually

take the form of a short lengdi of resistance wire, a copper wire of the

same length being used as “ zero ” resistance. If the resistance wire is

sufiSciently fine the r.f. resistance can be taken as practically equal to

the z.f. resistance (Table 14.8). By plotting reciprocals of voltage

against resistance (Fig. 9.33) the apparent resistance of the coil, rx', at
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the frequency of the test, fz, is shown in the same manner as Ca in

Fig. 9.30. Drawing the best straight line helps in the same way to

average out the errors of the readings, and there is all the more need in

this case, for the data are usually less accurate. Slight differences in

the choice of straight line that best represents the plots make relatively

large differences in rx', and one cannot expect the result to be highly

accurate, rx is called the apparent resistance of the coil, because in

the test r does not carry all the current that passes through rx. Con-
sequently this method shares with the g-meter and capacitance-

o "T J~1
Fig. 9.34—Circuit for simple
comparison method ofmeasur-^

ing r.f. resistance

oo

oooo

6
VALVE

VOLTMETER

9
e>

„ T . f J

variation (but not the frequency-variation) methods the need for a Co
correction to give the true result:

rx = rx {
c+a

\,c-fC.-HCoj

C» and Cb can be measured, and Lx calculated, as described in Sec. 9.28,

and Q% follows, being Infz Lxlrx- So altogether one must have a good
deal of time and patience to employ this method in r.f. measurements.

A method of measuring the r.f. resistance of resistors, described by
G. W. A. Dummer {fV.W., June 1956), could also be used for the

dynamic resistance of resonant circuits. Rg in Fig. 9.34 is a low-value

standard resistor. When the same resonance voltage reading is

obtained whichever of Rg or Rx is connected

9.31. OSCILLATOR OR DYNATRON MEASUREMENTS

In the third type of r.f. test equipment (Fig. 9.23c) there is no valve

voltmeter; the only indicator is a receiver for (1) detecting the existence

of oscillation set up in the tuned test circuit by a valve arranged to act

as a controllable negative resistance; and (2) measuring its frequency by

comparison with a frequency-calibrated oscillator, by the l^t-note

method described in Sec. 10.13. This method, and especi^y the

variety of it known as the double-beat method, enables ^e t^t circuit to

be tuned to the frequency of the oscillator with a precision limited only

by the constancy and adjustability of the timing comfionents and the

constancy of the oscillator frequency. It is an extraordinarily sensitive

device, quite easily capable of detecting a change of one part in a

million of capacitance, yet there is nothing delicate or expensive about

21
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the equipment. As far as frequency adjustment is concerned, it greatly

surpasses either of the other systems*, so is to be preferred for such

uses as measuring small capacitances.

The same apparatus can be used for measuring the dynamic resistant

of the tuned circuit, and hence its Q, etc. The underlying principle is

that continuous oscillation occurs when the resistance of the tuned

circuit is exactly balanced or cancelled out by the negative resistance

provided in the device connected to it (Fig. 9.23c). Since this device

is connected in parallel, it is convenient to reckon in terms of parallel

resistance, and tlierefore the resistance of the tuned circuit means its

parallel or “ dynamic ” resistance, Rx, to which it is equivalent at

resonance. The negative resistance of the device is of course also

parallel resistance. If the negative resistance control is—or can be

—

calibrated, all one has to do is to adjust it to the point at which oscilla-

tion is just maintained (detected by the receiver) and the reading, less

the minus sign, is Rx.
This is where confusion is possible. If asked which would be more

effective for starting oscillation, —lOkO or — lOOko, one might be
inclined to say “ — lOOkO ”, and perhaps add “of course! ” But
bearing in mind that a parallel resistance of 10 kQ represents much
heavier losses than 100 k{2, one can see that —lOkO must be a

correspondingly more effective negative resistance to neutralize it.

This follows, too, from the rule for adding resistances in parallel

(Sec. 14.12), by which a combination of +10 ko and — lOOkQ is

-Fll •! ko—still a long way off oscillation. This rather upside-down
kind of addition when using parallel connections can be avoided by
reckoning in conductance, as in Sec. 4.20, instead of resistance.

However, the main thing is that the apparatus under consideration

can be used to measure both reactance and resistance (or susceptance

and conductance) and so to specify the unknown impedance (or

admittance) completely.

9.32. THE NEGATIVE RESISTOR

The only item in Fig. 9.23c that calls for comment is the “ device
”

indicated so vaguely by a box. Theoretically, it is a pure variable

negative resistance. Practically, it is a valve oscillator, less the

frequency-determining tuned circuit. Although almost any type of
oscillator circuit can be used, those that need only two connections to

the tuner obviously have a great advantage over those that need
tappings or coupled coils. Of these types, described in Secs. 4.20 to

4.22, one would tend to prefer whichever has least capacitance and
positive conductance between its terminals (for these come across the

standard variable capacitor) and the smoothest and most stable control
of negative resistance over the widest range. The dynatron and
transitron are very similar in these respects; the dynatron is a little

* Actually there is a method, described in Sec. 10.15, by which the frequency of
a non-oscillating tuned circuit can be determined more precisely dian by observing
Um resonant peak, but it is slower and less convenient than beat-note methods.
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Fig. 9.35—Practical circuit dyrmtron as usedfor measuring dynamic resistance, etc.

simpler and usually throws slightly less unwanted admittance across the

test circuit, but suitable types of valve are not very readily obtainable.

Although exceptional valves provide resistance down to about —5 kQ,
(conductance —200 (lO) others are limited to about —50 ko (—20 pij).

Two-valve circuits (Sec. 4.22) can be devised to give a wide range
with certainty, but control is generally less satisfactory. In all the

types mentioned, the negative-resistance control is usually by negative

bias on the control grid, and an advantage of the dynatron and
transitron is that this grid forms no part of the oscillatory circuit.

When the valve has such a large negative bias that current through it is

almost cut off, its negative resistance is nearly infinity, and only a tuned
circuit with exceptionally high Rx can be made to oscillate. At the

other extreme, if Rx is very low care must be taken that reducing the

bias does not make the current rise so high as to damage the valve. This

is especially so with the dynatron, whose properties tend to be lost if the

screen current is allowed to remain above about 7 mA for more than a
second or two at a time. At ve|7 high frequencies even a high-Q
circuit has relatively low Rx, so it is at these frequencies that difficulty

arises.

Fig. 9.35 shows a practical dynatron circuit for measurement
purposes. No particular valve is specified, as it depends on what is

available (Sec. 4.20), and the tetrode symbol is intended to include

pentodes with g, and g,
“ commoned ”. One of the most important

requirements is smooth control of grid bias and provision for indicating

small changes in its voltage. A reliable voltmeter with a long scale is

desirable, and the source of voltage ought to be very steady. Battery

h.t. is shown, but a power unit can be used, provided that its resistance

in the anode circuit is very low—^not more than a few hundred ohms.
The cathode-follower system (Sec. 4.8) is very suitable. Low resistance

is needed because the negative resistance of a dynatron, unlike that of
the transitron and other valve systems, is effective at z.f., and if the

z.f. resistance of the source were equal to the negative resistance of the

dynatron the working-point would fly to one end of the negative slope

and stay there. Whatever type of negative resistance is used, obviously

the source must be by-pass^ for the working frequency by a low-
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impedance capacitor connected from the low-potential x terminal by
the shortest possible path to cathode. The other electrodes should

have similar by-passes. It is convenient, though not compulsory, to

earth this x terminal, but take care not to earth the cathode too!

The other x terminal should be as close as possible to the valve. Anode
voltage should be adjusted to give greatest negative conductance,

consistent with smooth control—the working-point on the valve curve

should be such that when oscillation starts the slope should tend to

decrease; if not, oscillation, once started, jumps to a larger amplitude

and the exact tlireshold of oscillation on the grid-bias control is not

clear. At a suitable anode voltage, there is no sudden change in

anode current to mark the start of oscillation; hence the need for a

receiver. The fact that anode current is zero or even negative is no
evidence of anything wrong. There is really no need for an anode
milliammeter, but one is shown in the gj circuit, to warn against

excessive current there. If the frequencies are suitable, broadcasting

stations are economical substitutes for the beat-note oscillator, and
their frequencies are known and very constant. It is usually best

to use only a short length of wire as an aerial, or even stray pick-up.

To check whether the dynatron oscillation is the fundamental or a

harmonic, move the grid control round from the threshold point in

the direction of increasing negative conductance; if the beat note
continually becomes much louder it is a harmonic. The fundamental
increases little for quite large movement of the ^d control.

With a few obvious modifications, the foregoing remarks apply also

to the transitron (E. d R.E., Oct. 1958, p. 292). Suitable circuit values

for conductance control are shown in Fig. 4.23. In the following

sections, " dynatron ” includes transitron or any other negative resis-

tance device.

9.33. MEASUREMENT OF DYNAMIC RESISTANCE

As with the other systems dealt with in Secs. 9.26 and 9.27, the item
under test is connected to the x terminals as part or whole of the tuned
circuit. The tuning capacitor and the grid-bias (negative conductance)
controls are adjusted so that a beat note is heard between the dynatron
oscillation and the broadcast carrier or laboratory oscillator. Final
adjustment of frequency should always be made when the dynatron is

onlyjust oscillating. The precise threshold of oscillation, which has to

be observed for resistance measurement, cannot be found unless the

frequency of the dynatron is made sufficiently different from that of the

standard oscillator to give an audible beat note; but for resistance

measurement the exact fre(][uency is usually not very important and the

frequency of the test circuit can be taken as that of the oscillator. If

for any reason this is not good enough, the exact frequency can of
course be measured separateljr by tuning the oscillator to zero beat
frequency. Given a smooth bias control, it is of course very easy to

make the negative resistance of the dynatron eqiud to the parallel
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resistance of the tuned circuit, Rx. The problem is to measure the
negative resistance at the setting found.

One method, applicable only to the dynatron proper and the
transitron with z.f. coupling, is to plot the anode-voltage/anode-current
curve, the slope of which gives conductance in [aA/V (micromhos) or
resistance in V/mA (kilohms); but this is both tedious and of doubtful
accuracy.

Another method is to calibrate the bias control by clipping known
non-reactive resistors across the test tuned circuit and plotting a curve
of resistance against bias-control setting. The r.f. values of such
resistors are lower than the z.f., but for rough tests the z.f. values can

RESISTANCE

Fig. 9.36—Bridge circuit for measuring the negative

resistance of a dynatron at any adjustment

be assumed up to, say, 1 Mc/s for 100 kO and 10 Mc/s for 10 kO

.

Of course the calibration holds good only for that particular tuned
circuit at that particular frequency, and is upset by any change in any
valve voltages, so it ought to be done afresh each time. However, it

it is quite a useful substitution method for roughly measuring the

resistance of tuned circuits, r.f. chokes, capacitors, etc. It is not

directly suitable for measuring the Q of coils as such, because any coil

being tested must be additional to the coil with which the system was
calibrated; but it can be used for measuring the Rx of a coil at its

natural frequency or as part of a complete resonant circuit. If two
coils have to be connected at the same time, they should be arranged so

that they do not couple with one another. If neither can be screened

they must be set mutually at right angles and preferably not less than

about a foot apart. The connecting leads, which should not be
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unnecessarily long, ought to be in position all the time, so that their

capacitance is included both before and after.

The most generally useful method is by negative-resistance bridge.

A simple type the author has found satisfactory is shown in Fig. 9.36

connected to a dynatron. The same method is applicable to the

transitron. The two resistors form the ratio arms, so ought to be

accurate and non-reactive; they can be made up as in Sec. 6.4. The

Fig. 9.37—Suitable dimensions for
the phasing coils .shown in Fig. 9.36

resistance box is conveniently of the decade type. A suitable fre-

quency for the a.f. oscillator is 1 kc/s. The coupled coils are for

balancing out valve capacitance, etc., and Fig. 9.37 gives suitable

dimensions; the connection giving mutual inductance of the right sign

is found by experiment, llie switch is for shorting out the whole
bridge when it is not needed, and the flying clip lead is for shorting it

through the by-pass capacitor (to keep the z.f. resistance—and hence
the anode voltage—constant) and alternatively shorting out the

oscillatory circuit when using the bridge.

When measuring a coil, for example, it is connected to the x terminals

and tuned by the standard air capacitor, assumed loss-free. The bridge

switch is open and the flying lead clipped to the by-pass while the

coil is being tuned and the threshold of oscillation found. When the

bias control has been set right on the division between oscillation and
no-oscillation, the clip is moved over to the anode terminal, shorting

out the tuned circuit, and the resistance box adjusted to give exact

balance. By adjusting the coupling of the bridge coils at the same time,

a very sharp balance can be obtain^.
For two reasons it is advisable to use an ampMer for the phones.

The first is diat the whole of the oscillator signal comes across the

valve, and to measure the slope of (as nearly as possible) a tangent to

the valve characteristic curve, the signal voltage should be kept as
small as i»ssible—at most about 1 V. As the reastance of the bridge
to the osdllator is not more than 100 Q, a step-down transformer from
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the oscillator is indicated. The second reason for a sensitive detector
is that the resistance of the ratio arms of the bridge is necessarily

low and the ratio itself is high, in order to avoid complications owing
to an unduly high resistance in the anode circuit of the valve. In
measuring “ good ” coils and circuits, the negative resistance of the
valve may be several hundred kilohms, and amplification before the
phones is almost essential. A step-up transformer such as a fairly

high-impedance microphone-to-valve transformer, ratio between
1 ; 40 and 1 ; 100, may be used to advantage, and arranged so that
the stray capacitance to earth is as little as possible.

Although the resistance of the bridge to anode current is small, for

the utmost precision the process of setting the grid bias to the exact
threshold of oscillation, and then balancing the bridge, should be
repeated one or more times, in case adjustment of the resistance box
has slightly shifted the critical bias adjustment. All this may sound a
long business, but actually can be done very easily and quickly. Then,
if R denotes the resistance of the box at balance, the negative resistance

of the valve is 100 /?+99, and numerically is a measure of Rx.
If the experiment has been done carefully there is only one correction

to make; the damping caused by the terminal and anode of the valve

may not be the same at the radio frequency of oscillation as it is at the

audio frequency used for measuring the negative resistance of the valve.

Generally the a.f. loss is completely negligible, and the r.f. loss can be
measured by means of a second dynatron, the one measured being of
course “ dead ”, with heater current off or sufficient bias to reduce nega-

tive conductahce to zero. Then, if its positive conductance so measured
is denoted by G^, and Gx’ denotes the measured conductance of the coil,

etc., the net Gx IRx)—Gx'— G^. If worked in resistances, the usual

reciprocal formula must be used: Rx— RiRx'l(Ri— Rx). This same
procedure can be used for arriving at the figure for losses that cannot be
measured individually but only as differences.

There is a possible error in assuming that the negative resistance of

the valve is the same at all frequencies. The assumption is probably

quite justifiable at any workable frequency. Care is necessary at very

high frequences, however, to prevent irregularity due to circuit

resonance or absorption (Sec. 4.20).

Q, tan 8, etc., follow from Rx if Lx is known. The methods of

measuring it and Co are so much the same as those already described in

Sec. 9.28 that there should be no need to go into detail again; but the

place of the valve voltmeter as a contributor of stray capacitance is

taken by the dynatron. It can be measured by another dynatron as

just suggested, or as part of the total circuit capacitance as described

earlier. The chief practical difference is the greater ease and precision

of tuning the circuit to a set frequency. One should always remember,
however, to adjust the bias so that oscillation is only just maintained.

Measurement ofreactance by substitution, measurement ofproperties

of dielectric materials, and ail the other measurements, can also be

made by obvious adaptations of the previous methods. If and Cx
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are the measured values of a capacitor, Qx— RxwCx. Rx is found in

the same way as above, by measuring the dynamic resistance of the

whole circuit, Ri and /?», before and after connecting the unknown;
then Rx^^RiR%/(Ri—R*)*

9.34. MEASUREMENT OF SMALL CAPACITANCES
One thing that does call for special attention, however, is the measure-

ment of small capacitances, and particularly the calibration of very

small variable capacitors such as those required for top-end coupling

and AC measurement in Sec. 9.28, because this can be done so much
better with the class of apparatus noW being considered than with the

other two.

Suppose a variable capacitor to be calibrated is of the order of

10 pF. With sueh a small maximum, the calibration will normally
be used only for differences, so any convenient point on the scale can
be marked as the starting-point or zero ; usually either the middle or

the minimum end. This capacitor is connected to the x terminals in

parallel with a coil of known inductance L and with another variable

capacitance Cj, which need not be known but which must be very

finely adjustable. Unless the capacitor is to be calibrated in very
small steps, it is advisable to bring the total circuit capacitance up to

several hundred pF, if necessary by an additional fixed or variable

capacitor. With the test capacitor set to its zero mark (Cx — 0) and
C] somewhere near its maximum, adjust this tuned circuit to zero beat

note at some convenient frequency /. Now reduce Ci slightly to give

an audible beat note of a frequency A/that can be compared with some
standard, such as a calibrated a.f. oscillator or a broadcast standard
note (Sec. 14.37). Now increase Cx, passing through zero beat and
up the other side to A/ again, shifting the frequency by a total amount
2A/. The corresponding capacitance shift is

~
7t* L (/-f A/)*(/-A/)*

As A/is usually less than 1 % of/, and is therefore practically negligible

compared with it, the formula can be simplified to

ACx 12 [A/ in kc/s; /in Mc/s; L in [iH; ACx in pF]

A/,/, or L can be chosen so as to make ACx a round number; e.g. if

A/ were 1 kc/s, L 160 (jiH, and/ 859 kc/s, ACx would be 1 pF, which
would be very convenient for directly marking a scale of Cx. When
the first step has been marked, Ci is reduced through zero beat to the

same beat note and the process repeated as often as desired.

The capadtor so calibrated can then be used to measure small

capacitances by substitution; the tuned circuit is first adjusted to zero

beat, the unknown is then introduced, and zero beat is restored by an
adjustment of the calibrated variable. The same method is employed
in Hunt’s “ Puff Box ”, which contains two transistor oscillators driven

by an internal battery, and has ranges of 0 to 55 and 0 to 550
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pF. Measurement is at 1 -5 Mc/s. The method is also convenient for
measuring the capacitance (positive or negative) of a r.f. choke. If

however no calibrated capacitor is available and only a few small
capacitances are to be measured, they can be found directly in terms
of beat frequency, in the same manner as for calibration.

The method is effective for considerably smaller capacitances,
but the ordinary zero-l»at idea may have to be modified. The reason
is that the beating oscillators tend to pull into complete synchronism
when there is still a frequency difference between them, so that what
ought to be a silent point spreads out into a silent space, and equality

of frequency is difficult to locate precisely. One variation is the
double-beat method (Sec. 10.13); another is to observe a change of
beat note from, say, 250 to 300 c/s, as may very precisely be done by a
cathode-ray tube with one ptair of plates connect^ to the 50-c/s mains.
E.g., if/ is 5 Mc/s and L is 30 (iH, this 50-c/s A/ corresponds to a
ACx of only 0-00135 pF. Of course the oscillators concerned would
have to be exceptionally stable and well screened for attempting actual

measurement of such a small increment.

For measuring fairly small capacitances shunted by resistance of
the same order of impedance, the Richards equipment (Sec. 9.17) is

convenient.

9.35. GANG-CAPACITOR MATCHING
No unusual precautions are needed for another application of the

foregoing technique, namely matching the sections of a gang capacitor.

Each section in turn is used to tune a suitable coil, and even very small

differences in capacitance can be detected by the change in beat note.

At the first (minimum-capacitance) setting the sections are equalized

by means of the trimmers. Some idea of the seriousness or otherwise

of mismatching at other settings can be judged without actual measure-

ment; a beat note of a few hundred c/s, compared with zero for the

section taken as the standard of reference, would generally be accept-

able; but if the note goes beyond audibility altogether the mistuning

effect in a receiver can be judged. The only precaution to be observed

is to see that the clip lead or other means of switching from one section

of the gang to another inserts the same amount of stray each time it is

moved to a given section. Actual calibration can, of course, be done
at the same time if desired.

(C) VALVE AND TRANSISTOR MEASUREMENT

9.36. D.C. TESTS

As mentioned in the sections on valve-testing equipment (7.21

and 7.22) there are two main techniques—d.c. meter (or static) and
a.c. (or dynamic)—and these are not exactly alternatives. Both of
them tell one the usual valve parameters

—

ft, n and gm—but although

a.c. tests reveal them more quickly and directly than meter tests they

fail to provide characteristic curves, and when designing equipment
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using valves these curves are indispensable. They enable the proper-

ties of the valve to be visualized as a whole, and provide essential d.c.

data. So if it is decided to use only one sort of equipment the choice

must fall on d.c., which can give the whole story, though slowly.

Valve a.c. bridges, on the other hand, must include meters to enable the

parameters to be measured at known working-points. These para-

meters are sometimes called constants, but they are far from constant,

and unless the working-points are specified the figures are almost

meaningless. So if, in the interests of speed, a valve bridge is proposed
it might as well be metered in such a way as to enable d.c. tests to be
made too.

Obtaining the data for plotting characteristic curves is a straight-

forward process, given a sufficient number of power supplies and
meters covering the appropriate ranges. The subject of power supplies

is dealt with in Chapter 4. It is a great advantage if the d.c. supplies

are stabilized, because otherwise an adjustment of current alters the

associated voltage, and perhaps the current and voltage to other

electrodes.

As there will probably not be enough meters to read the current and
voltage of every electrode at once, it may be necessary either to switch

a meter from one place to another, or to assume that the voltages

applied to electrodes not immediately concerned are constant. Care
must then be taken to avoid error due to putting meters in and out of
circuit.

The voltage dropped in milliammeters or the current taken by
voltmeters must be allowed for, and it is a good idea for the meters
to be calibrated in this allowance as well as in their primary quantities.

If, as is usual, a.c. is used for heaters, the voltmeter has to be carefully

chosen, for Kh tolerances are small. Unfortunately rectifier meters
are usually at their worst on this range, and other types take an
inordinate amount of current. A valve voltmeter is not reliable if the

heater transformer is worked under conditions that distort the wave-
form even slightly; for example, resistance in series with primary.
A high standard of accuracy is required in the other meters too; to

find the ra of a pentode it may be necessary to measure a change of a
few microamps in an anode current averaging several milliamps.

Any readings that are above the normal safe working conditions,

such as those with positive grid bias, must be taken cautiously. If the

power is kept on for more than a second or so the characteristics may be
observed to drift and perhaps to alter permanently. When the anode
current in a directly-heated valve is very heavy it alters the current

distribution in the ffiament and results ffiffer appreciably from those
taken under working conditions, which do not allow the filament time
to cool during the peaks of anode current.

A thing to beware of whenever testing valves, especially hi^-gm
types, is parasitic oscillation. The valve electrodes and the leads to

them inevitably have capacitance and inductance, and there is always a
risk of self-osc^lation, usually at some very high frequency. Readings
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taken under such conditions are naturally highly misleading and
contradictory. Oscillation can usually be detected by changes in anode
current when a finger is moved to and from the grid. The risk can be
minimized by not using long or closely spaced leads, and by inserting
physically small resistors in series with them, close up to the valve;
perhaps 1 ko for grid and 100 Q for anode, provided they do not
interfere with the accuracy of the tests. A reference is given in

Sec. 7.21.

The valve parameters are given by the slopes of tangents to the

curves at the points concerned, gm is the slope of the anode-current/
grid-voltage curve, and ra the reciprocal of the slope of the anode-
current/anode-voltage curve, ft is got by multiplying these, or by
noting on the curve the ratio of the change in anode voltage to the grid

voltage required to keep the anode current constant.

It is not always realized that these three are only a few of many that

might be taken. For instance, in a pentode there are the gj/g» mutual
conductance, and (igm—the change in Va required to neutralize unit

change in — Fgi so far as h is concerned. By the way, the standard
letter symbols for valves are given in B.S. 1409.

Quite often, of course, there is no need to have any very special

apparatus; the gm of a valve can be measured—perhaps in situ—by
applying a known increment of grid bias and noting the resulting anode
current increment. Obviously the voltage actually at the anode—and
in fact at all electrodes except the control grid—must be kept constant,

which constitutes the main difficulty if there is appreciable resistance in

the anode circuit (including the current source). The smaller the

increments, the more closely the result approximates to the true slope

at the point chosen, but of course the more difficult it is to read them
accurately.

9.37. CATHODE-RAY TESTS

The difficulty about taking readings that would over-run the valve

can be got over by projecting curves on the cathode-ray tube. The
50-c/s supply is very suitable for the purpose, as it is plentiful, is high

enough in frequency to prevent the valve from being damaged in the

diu'atidn of a half-cycle, and low enough not to complicate matters by
capacitance currents. Fig. 9.38 shows a circuit arranged for taking

anode-current/grid-voltage curves. The modifications needed for

taking anode-current/anode-voltage curves are fairly obvious. Vx
is the valve under test. A suitable 50-c/s voltage is applied to

the grid, and also to the X plates of the cathode-ray tube. It

is very likely that the voltage sweep required for the valve is not

the same as is needed to produce a well-proportioned trace on
the screen; so in practice a potential divider would be us^ and,

preferably, adjusted to give a convenient scale of volts per inch or

centimetre. It is not practicable to produce a vertical deflection by
means of coils directly in the anode drcuit, because if the number of
turns were sufficient to give an adequate deflection the impedance of



Fig, 9,39—Scheme of Fig, 9,38 modifiedfor study-
ing the oscillation characteristics of a dynatron
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the coils would constitute a very appreciable anode circuit load. The
same is true of a resistance large enough to set up a deflecting potential.

So it is necessary to use amplification. The resistance R is as small as
possible—not enough to affect the anode voltage to a serious extent

—

and is followed by an amplifier that is practically distortionless at

50 c/s. It should therefore be worked well within its power, and
with adequate coupling capacitors— 1 (xF or so. It is very easy to

check it by removing the input lead from R and taking it to a point on
the 50-c/s potential divider that gives approximately the same signal

amplitudes. If the resulting figure is a straight diagonal line, with no
tendency to form a loop, there is no appreciable distortion. A similar

method serves for calibration, if R is known.
It is possible to elaborate the scheme so as to show several curves

simultaneously, by using a rapidly rotating switch, preferably

Va

Fig. 9.40—Example ofresults obtained with the system of Fig. 9.39^

showing over-oscillation due to insufficient negative grid bias

synchronized with the mains, to connect the anode to a number of
appropriate anode voltages.

Although all this is quite interesting, the most valuable purpose of

the cathode-ray apparatus is to show the behaviour of the valve under
dynamic conditions. IfR in Fig. 9.38 is replaced by an actual amplifier

coupling, then the dynamic characteristic curves can be displayed, and
the effects of altering the frequency or the nature of the coupling

studied. Probably there will be enough signal developed across the

coupling to make an amplifier unnecessary. A still more interesting

study is self-oscillation. Suppose it is desired to see what part of the

characteristic curve is swept over during oscillation; the anode current

deflection is obtained as in Fig. 9.38, and either anode or grid voltage is

applied to the other pair of plates. The anode oscillatory circuit is of

course connected tetween the anode and R. Fig. 9.39 shows a circuit

used for finding out the extent of the anode-current/anode-voltoge curve

of a dynatron over which oscillation takes place as the grid bias is

adjusted, and Fig. 9.40 shows an example oftl^ results when the bias is

very much less tlmn the oscillation threshold value.

A double-beam cathode-ray tube can be used very effectively to show
two dependent variables; for example, screen current as well as anode
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currwit. R. G. Christian (W.fV., June 1959) uses it to superimpose

X and Y axes.

References to more elaborate c.r.t. valve equipment are given at the

end of Sec. 7.21

.

9.38. A.C. TESTS

Deriving valve parameters such as ta, by plotting the results of meter
tests as characteristic curves and measuring the slopes of those curves

at the appropriate points is not only intolerably slow when many such
parameters have to be measured, but is often difficult to do accurately.

True, there may not be much point in achieving high accuracy in

measuring items having such wide tolerances as valves, but apart

altogether from instrumental errors the uncertainty in deciding which
straight line has best claim to be the tangent to a curve at a given point

commonly precludes even moderate accuracy. And sometimes there

is a need for measuring valve parameters fairly accurately as part of
some larger experiment.

Some types of valve bridge are described in Sec. 7.22, and the need
for suitable power sources and metering facilities has just been
mentioned. The risk of parasitic oscillation has still to be kept in

mind. The standard resistors used in the bridge should be designed to

be well within their ratings at the maximum current they will be
required to carry.

As with the d.c. increment method, the values obtained from a

valve bridge vary to some extent with the amount of valve curve swept
over. No valve characteristic is perfectly straight, and the average
slope for a large signal is not generally the same as for a small one.

The smaller the signal the nearer the answer is to the true slope, but
whereas a small d.c. signal is difficult to read accurately on a meter,

in an a.c. bridge it is only a matter of using sufficient amplification

before the detector. Quite a lot of amplification may be needed, not

only to enable the signal amplitude to be kept small, but because some
rather extreme values may have to be measured, especially with pentodes
—perhaps u several megohms and fi several thousands. The more
curved the characteristic, the less the signal that should be used. Some
idea of when the signal is excessive can be judged by the amount of

harmonics heard at balance. It is advisable to check the screening,

etc., of the bridge by attempting to measure parameters with the

cathode cold, to make sure that the measured results actually do
correspond closely to infinite ra and zero gm.

For a bridge to measure negative resistance, see Sec. 9.33, and for

detector measurements Sec. 11.24.

A very simple a.c. method of measuring ra and n without a bridge is

describe by F. £. Planer (W.W., June 1945). It is analogous to the

shunted'Voltmeter method of measuring resistance (Sec. 9.1). Fig.

9.41a shows the equivalent circuit of a valve (Sec. 14.21) with an alter-

nating voltage Kg applied to the control grid. The resulting output
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voltage measured across a load resistance Jtt in the anode circuit is

denoted by Kj. If now Rt is shunted by a capacitance C (as at b)

the output voltage is reduced to K,/S. From these readings r» can be
calculated:

1 ^ 2k/ C _ 1

ra V(S*-ij ~Rl

If, as in Secs. 9.28 and 9.29, / or C is adjusted so that S — \/2, this

simplifies to

ra = 1/(27:/C-1 //?l)

The equations would be simpler still if expressed in conductances and
susceptances. In any case

C should be large enough—say not less than 3 nF—to swamp any

Fv. 9.4!—Equivalent circuit of valve with input

voltage Vg and load consisting of(a) resistance Ru
and (b) /?l shunted by capacitance C. Prom the 'q

output readings Vi and r^ can be found

Table 9.3

yi

ra

kQ
/
c/s

00 159
1,000 161

500 162

200 167
100 175
50 191

20 239
10 318
5 478

3 690
2 955

(o)

I
V|

1
cw

stray capacitance across R^. The method is at its best when ra is not

many times greater than /?i„ and is not very satisfactory for r.f.

pentodes. Table 9.3 gives the frequencies at which S =\/2 with the

values of ra tabulated, and Ri, = 10 ki2 and C = 0-1 |xF. It should

be noted that if negative feedback is in use the ra indicated is the value

as modified thereby.

9.39. INPUT AND OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

Apart from the usual characteristics already disciused, one of the

most important is the effect of the valve on the circuits to which it is
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connected. An intervalve coupling, for example, is shunted by the

output impedance of the preceding valve and the input impedance of
the succeeding valve. At low frequencies the former consists mainly of

rtt in parallel with the capacitance of the anode to other electrodes

(cout), and the latter should be a practically infinite resistance in

parallel with the capacitance of the grid to other electrodes (cin). At
high frequencies these capacitances may cause appreciable loss, which
can be represented as a parallel resistance. As regards the input,

the famous Miller effect (Sec. 14.19) may introduce additional capaci-

tance and either positive or negative resistance, all varying in magnitude
with frequency and the nature of the impedance in the anode circuit of
the following valve. Even at a.f. this effect may be substantial. There
are various other effects'" which cause the input impedance to fall off

steeply at v.h.f. and are the limiting factor in amplification.

The net equivalent resistance and capacitance of input, output or

both, can be measured at the desired frequency by the methods
described in Secs. 9.26 to 9.34,t but as the capacitances are usually

small the oscillator methods (Sec. 9.31) have a special advantage,

except that care is necessary to ensure that the amplitude of oscillation

is kept down to what is allowable at the input of the valve being tested.

Working conditions should of course be reproduced as far as possible,

and it is helpful in analysing the various components of impedance to

measure both with valves cold and with valves working under various

conditions. Input capacitance varies somewhat, and this has an
important practical bearing on constancy of tuning, particularly when
a.g.c. is used.

Incidentally, all this work is clearer and simpler if the reckoning is

in admittance rather than impedance.
The foregoing sections only scratch the surface of valve testing;

much more information and an extensive bibliography are given in

Chapter 3 of F. Langford-Smith’s Radio Designer’s Handbook, 4th

edn. (Iliffe).

9.40. TRANSISTORS COMPARED WITH VALVES

Much of the four previous sections, on valve testing, applies with

appropriate modifications to transistor testing. Some of the differences

may now be noted.

The impedances are, in general, lower. The input impedance of a
transistor, especially with common base, is particularly low—sometimes
only a few ohms—^in contrast with the nearly-infinite low-frequency
input impedance of a valve. And instead of grid bias voltage there

is base bias current. Consequently stray shunt capacitances are

usually less significant than stray series inductances. As little as

* See, for example, “ The Causes for the Increase of the Admittances of Modem
High-frequency Amplifier Tubes on Short Waves ”, by M. J. O. Strutt and
A. van der Ziel. Proc. Aug., 1938.

+ For details of measurement at 1 -5 to 300 Mc/s, see M. J. O. Strutt ( W.E. Sept.,

1937).
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0<X)1 txH has been shown to cause 1 % eirw in test gear. And although
output impedances are comparatively high, bung of the same order as
in pentode valves, the collector resistance to d.c. may be as little as a
fraction of an ohm, and the output signal measurable in amps, so the
impedances ofpower sources and decoupling circuits must be extremely
low. The complexities of designing apparatus for accurate measure-
ments on transistors are expounded by M. J. Gay in Proc. I.E.E., Vol.
106, Part B, Supp. 15, May 1959.

Fortimately, for general laboratory purposes as distinct from tran-
sistor manufacturers’ establishments or specialized research, high
accuracy is seldom required. Manufacturing tolerances are so wide
that it would be wasted effort. To take an example at random, the
rated oe for a certain well-established type of transistor is 40-225.

Another important difference is that input and output of a transistor

have some resistance in common, so that their impedances are inter-

dependent. In specifying transistor input impedance, for example, it

is necessary to say whether the output is short- or open-circuited, and
vice versa. This is especially so in the common-collector configuration.

Then transistors are much more temperature dependent than valves.

ho more than doubles with every 10° C rise in temperature. For this

reason, and the necessarily low test circuit resistances, a transistor can
very quickly be ruined. Great care must be taken never to overload

it, even momentarily.
Transistors are also more frequency dependent, to such an extent

v/ith a.f. types that even 1 kc/s may be too high a test frequency at

which to assume absence of hi^-frequency effects—at least phase shift.

Finally, provision must be made for both pnp and npn types.

9.41. TRANSISTOR MEASUREMENTS
Measurements on transistors can be divided into two classes:

(1) Sets of four parameters needed to specify them as active circuit

components, for design. The so-called hybrid parameters are

one such set.

(2) Separate parameters such as a, ho and fa.

Because of the very wide spread of manufacturing tolerances, the

main purpose of class (1)—by a user of transistors, not a maker—is for

picking out samples representing minimum, average and maximum
ratings. Being small-signal parameters, they are usually measured
on a special type of a.c. bridge. The purpose of class (2) may be the

same, but in the smaller establishments which this book has mainly

in view the object is most likely to be a check on whether a transistor is

or is not in working order. For this, a fairly simple equipment is

suflBdent. Even more than with valves, anything like an accurate and
comprehensive transistor test-gear is bound to be elaborate and
correspondingly expensive, and full instructions are supplied by the

makers. Only the simpler measurements wUl be consider^ here.

Probably the two most informative data for general purposes are

current amiffification factor (oee) and collector leakage current (/coe).

22
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These conunon-emitter values are chosen not so much because that

configuration is the most used, but because aib is difficult to measure
since it differs so little from 1, and /cob is inconvenient to measure since

it is about oe times smaller than /coe. Next, to give some idea of the

possible uses for the transistor, might come/ac, the frequency at which
Oe is 3 dB less than at very low (or zero) frequency. This obviously

calls for a.c. operation; but if one can make do with the first two data

they can be measured more simply by d.c. increment. Fig. 9.42 shows
a test circuit for Iqw-power transistors.

The power source is a two-cell lead accumulator, which is low in

resistance and maintains a voltage close enough to 4 provided it is not
used when just taken off a full charge or nearly due to go on again. A

Fig. 9.42—Simple method ofmeasuring ae and /coe of
transistors

Venner two-cell silver-zinc accumulator, giving 3 V, has an even more
constant discharge over its middle section; see maker’s data. In

calculating the resistances to pass multiples of 10 (xA base current, only

a few per cent error would result if the transistor input voltage were
neglected, but the values shown reduce such error by allowing for

typical voltages at the currents marked.
The open-circuit position of the switch ^ves a reading of /coe, and

the increments of Ic in mA as the switch is moved to the next three

positions give (by multiplying them by 100) values of ote at the corres-

ponding mean values of Ic. Some idea of how oe varies with /c is

thus given. The last switch position gives an approximation to /cob

;

if it can be read on the meter there is something wrong with the tran-

sistor.

This simple arrangement can be elaborated in obvious ways, such as

by using a multi-range meter and more switch positions, to test a wider
range of transistor types. Slightly more elaborate instruments, but
still cheaply and easily made, are those by J. N. Prewett and G. G.
Yates cit^ in Sec. 7.23.

A.C. measurement of a and other parameters to within less than S%
calls for the carefully designed and somewhat costly equipment
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already referred to, based on a null method such as a brid^, or at least

one in which two readings are adjusted to equality, so tlmt the result

depends on passive standards. Methods depending on the calibra-

tions of a signal generator and a detector of some kind are generally
much less accurate. However, for fa there is only a comparison
between a at some low audio frequency and at the frequency at which
it is 29% less. Because of the very wide frequency range for this, it is

difficult to ensure that signal generation and measurement is uniformly

Fig. 9.43—Basis of simple
method of measuring fat

effective over the whole of it. So again it is better not to depend on
calibrations, even relative ones. Iffat is measured, the low-frequency

ab can be assumed without serious error to be 1, so only the frequency
at which k is equal to te/v'2 need be measured. This is done in the

method recommended by M. J. Gay in the paper cited, which is there-

fore basically as simple as Fig. 9.43. The frequency is adjusted until

the detector reading is the same in both switch positions. Practical

requirements add considerably to the set-up, however. And the

advantage of not having to make a comparison with a lower frequency

is to some extent offset by the frequency at which measurement is

made (fat) being about oe times as high as fae. This may be a serious

consideration with v.h.f. transistors. The generator is modulated at

1 kc/s, and the detector is a diode followed by a.f. amplification and
a rectifier meter, simplifying the system but limiting its sensitivity.

Given a suitable signal generator and a sensitive wide-band indicator,

they can be used for measuring transistor performance at different

frequencies in conventional ways, but in connecting them it should be
remembered that the voltage output of the generator should be used to

drive signal input current throu^ a relatively high resistance (so as to

approach the constant-current condition) and the output load should

be relatively small (so as to approach the short-circuit condition).

For accurate measurement of three-terminal transistor parameters up
to high frequencies—at which they are complex—^there is much to be
said for the Blumlein bridge (Sec. 7.10), because it responds to the

direct admittance between one pair of terminals and ignores the

admittances between the other two pairs. There are several commonly
used sets offour parameters (Sec. 14.2); any one set completely specifies

the transistor as a “ black box ” at the frequency used. M. J. Gay
(B.C. d E., Jime 1959) shows how the admittance parameters can be
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measured at frequencies from 15 kc/s to 30 Mc/s, using the Wayne-Kerr
B.801 bridge (Sec. 7.13). The chief problem is to arrange the d.c.

feeds and decouplings without adding to the impedances of the tran-

sistor itself. Fig. 9.44 shows Gay’s circuit for measuring —the
common-base output admittance with input a.c. short-circuit^. For
high frequencies, the inductances of the leads must be minimized by
making them of copper tape spaced 0*01 in. from a metal plate con-
nected to the “ neutral ” or earthy terminal. The 0*1 mA meter,

in conjunction with R*, is for measuring the collector-to-base

voltage.

J. R. James and D. J. Bradley (ji.T., March 1961) emphasize the
usefulness of/r plotted as a function of the d.c. working point,/t being
approximately /i, the frequency at which the small-signal short-circuit

current gain in the common-emitter configuration (i.e., ofe) is 1 . They

Fig. 9.44—Details of transformer bridge circuit for
measuring y„

show an accepted method of measuring it, employing a set-up for oe
u^g a r.f. signal generator at the input and a sensitive detector at the
output. There is no need to go as high asfr itself; on the basis that
b^ond a certain frequency oie is inversely proportional to frequency,

ft — fate, where/is the frequency at which oe is measured.

For practical amplifier design, knowledge of power gain and noise
factor are required. B. N. Harden and R. W. Smith describe the
nwasurement of these at frequmicies from 0-S to 100 Mc/s {is.T., Feb.
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1961). The equipment consists of signal and noise generators and
detector, connect^ to the transistor through special tapped input and
output coils. There is a good article by C. Bayley on the theory
and practice of transistor measurements (W.W., July and Aug. 1961).

9.42. THERMAL PROPERTIES OF TRANSISTORS AND DIODES

One of the less obvious problems, but an important one, is to find

the maximum powder that a transistor or diode can safely dissipate

under any particular working conditions when the maximum junction
temperature is specified. A related problem is to find the thermal

Fig. 9.45—Graph of temperature difference,

between semiconductor junction and its surround-

ings, against power dissipatedfrom the Junction

resistance from the junction to its surroundings. This thermal resis-

tance, denoted by 6, is the ratio of the difference in temperature between
these locations to the power being dissipated;

a _Ti—Tse- p

where 7j is the temperature of the junction and T% that of the surround-

ings—heat sink or ambient air, for example. 6 is therefore represented

by the slope of a graph of 7j — T» against P, such as Fig. 9.45. The
accurate measurement of Tj when a known power is being dissipated

presents difiiculties, but since 6 is normally linear it is possible to

eliminate 7j by measuring Tg and P under two different conditions.

For example, if 6 is to be measured between junction and mounting
stud, condition 1 could be with the transistor in free air (at temperature

Tgi) and condition 2 with it mounted on a large metal cooling plate at

temperature Tgj when dissipating power Pf, long enough to have reached
a steady state. If the transistor is an air-cooled type, then the two
different air tenqieratures—^both, of course, below the maximum
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Fig. 9.46—Circuit of Texas Instruments method of measuring thermal

resistance between semiconductor junction and its surroundings. The
essentials are shown in heavy line; the remaining parts are refinements

allowable junction temperature!—must be got by using a controlled

oven.

Jj is eliminated by taking the increment between the two conditions,

as shown in Fig. 9.45:

n 7j — Tbi
e

Ti - T,,

P,

Although it is not necessary actually to measure Tj, it is essential

that it should be the same under both conditions. This is ascertained

by measuring k)me temperature-sensitive parameter, such as Kbe at

constant emitter current in a transistor, or forward voltage at constant

current in a diode. The main difficulty is to measure it so soon after

applying or P* that the junction has not had time to cool appreciably

—say within 50 (*sec. This haste tends to introduce errors through

transient effects.
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Fig. 9.46 shows the circuit used in a method due to Texas Instru-

ments Ltd., which they have found to give results reproduceable to

within 3%. The essential components are drawn in heavier line; the

others are needed to ensure correct timing of the switching cycle and to

eliminate undesired transients.

VTg is a transistor under test, and during 90% of the time it is

passing a current adjusted by R, to dissipate the desired power P-i or
(equal to IcVce). This condition occurs between pulses from the

pulse generator, when VTj is saturated and VTg is cut off. The
positive pulses, about 2,000 per second, account for the remaining

10% of each cycle; they cut off VT, so that only a small “ metering
”

current defined by Rg passes through VTg, and at the same time open
VTg, allowing Ci to charge to the Vbe of VTg, which is measured by
the voltmeter V. This instrument must take negligible current, which
means that it should be of the electrometer type (Sec. 5.16-17). The
voltage so read depends on the temperature of the VTg base-emitter

junction, which can therefore be adjusted by Rj to be the same for

both conditions.

If the actual junction temperature must be found, it can be done by
open-circuiting Rj so that only the metering current flows (and that

for only 10% of the time) and the junction temperature is brought up
to give the same reading on V as under load by heating the whole
transistor VT* in a temperature-controlled oven. The power received

by VTg due to the metering current should be compared with that

needed to achieve the same Tj without the oven, to check that it is

relatively negligible.



CHAPTER 10

Signal Measurements

The word “ signal ” in the title of this chapter is to be taken in a

very broad sense, to include anything of which one can measure such

quantities as voltage, power, frequency, or waveform—in contrast to

the passive quantities considered in the preceding chapter.

10.1. DISTURBING EFFECTS OF METERS
In measuring current and voltage there are usually two outstandingly

important considerations: the disturbing effect of the meter on
whatever is being measured, and (except at z.f.) the question of wave-
form. It is taken for granted that the meter it is proposed to use is

of a suitable type and range to indicate to the required accuracy;

this has already been discussed in Chapter 5. What is now to be
considered is the extent to which applying the meter actually alters

the value of what is to be measured. This is mainly a matter of
the impedance between the meter terminals, but sometimes there are

other effects. For instance, a mains-powered valve voltmeter is

likely to have a considerable capacitance between one of its terminals

and earth, and if both points between which a r.f. voltage is to be
measured are “ live ” this capacitance may upset the working
considerably, even with only one terminal of the meter connected.

Connecting a bulky instrument to even an a.f. amplifier may introduce

feedback or hum. Avoiding such effects is mainly a matter ofcommon
sense and reasonable care, aided by experience.

Disturbance due to meter impedance most often concerns volt-

meters, but sometimes has to be allowed for when measuring current,

especially in low-voltage circuits such as transistor circuits. With d.c.

the allowance is relatively simple, because the meter usually has a known
full-scale voltage drop on all ranges. A standard value is 75 mV, but
100 mV is not uncommon in radio test-sets. The actual voltage drop
in the meter at any particular reading is ^ven by simple proportion,

and if necessary can be allowed for. With a.c. it is more difficult,

because the drop is in general greater and there is the awkward question
of phase. Measuring heater current is a case in point; see Fig. 10.1.

Even good moving-iron ammeters have a very appreciable impedance,
and it would be wise to meaure the voltage on the load side of the

current meter, since the extra current reading due to the voltmeter is

likely to be small and easily allowed for. The accuracy required for

332
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measuring heater current or voltage is one ofthe highest ofany measure-
ment on valve equipment. A common tolerance on heater voltage is

7%, and on current 5% or even 3 -5%, so the meter should be rather
better—say accurate within 1 or 2% at worst. It should be remembered
that in valves intended for parallel-connected heaters the heater current
may vary appreciably among valves of the same type with the same
heater voltage. And heaters for series connection should be run at

the rated current, the voltages being regarded as only nominal.
At r.f. the impedance of the source may be large enough to swamp

that of a current meter, but it should be checked. There are two
common methods of measuring r.f. current: by thermal instrument,
which demands most of one’s attention to see that it is not accidentally

burnt out; and by measuring the voltage drop across a known small

Fig, 10. 1—Which method of con- (o)

nection is preferred depends on whether

it is easier to allow for (a) the voltage

drop in the ammeter^ or (b) the current

taken by the voltmeter. In low voltage

a.c. circuits like this^ b is usually

the better

(b)

impedance by valve voltmeter, in which case the voltage taken from the

circuit is known directly. The latter method is useful also for measur-

ing very small d.c. (Sec. 9.5).

In measuring voltage, the impedance of the voltmeter is ideally

infinite, and in practice ought to be many times greater than that of

the source. If it is known to be n times greater, the error due to the

presence of the meter can be corrected by multiplying the reading

by (n + l)/«. In simple cases, such as in Fig. 10.2a, n =
when the source is more complicated its impedance can usually be

calculated by Th^venin’s theorem (Sec. 14.23); for instance, in

Fig. 10.2b the source impedance is equal to Rk and Rm in parallel.

An alternative method, due to Bainbridge-Bell, can be used if the

voltmeter has two ranges on which the unknown gives an accurate

reading, and the ratio (higher to lower) of the voltmeter resistances on
these two ranges (m) is known. In most instruments m is the same as

the ratio of full-scale readings. Then if Vi and K, are the readings on

the upper and lower ranges respectively, the corrected voltage is

y_(m- l)VtV,
^ ~ mVt - Vi

This method works best when m =2. It assumes that the circuit as
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a whole obeys Ohm’s law, so may not be satisfactory for measuring

voltages in valve circuits. For the same reason it is unsuitable for use

with an a.c. valve or a metal-rectifier voltmeter anywhere near the non-
linear part of its characteristic, where its impedance varies rapidly with

voltage. However, in the special case of a pentode resistance-coupled

stage the anode voltage Va can be measured by connecting the volt-

meter first across the valve, to read Kj, and then across the load resis-

tance, to read V^. Provided that the h.t. voltage ( V) is constant and
that K, is above the knee of the curve, it has been shown by D. Chaplin

{W.W., Jan. 1954, p. 19) that

1/ _
Vi +

The error due to the admittance of a diode voltmeter when measuring
low voltages depends on whether or not the source impedance is

resonant, and it is likely to be larger than most people expect (Sec. 5.13).

With a.c. one must beware of the effects of meters not only on ampli-

tude but also waveform. The problem arises in metering the out-

puts of pure waveform a.f. oscillators, for which the bridge-connected

Fig. 10.2—The reduction in voltage

between two points caused by con-
necting a voltmeter (resistance Fm)
can easily be calculated if the source

of voltage is equivalent (a) to an e.m.f.

in series with a known resistance Rg.

In the slightly more complicated case b,

Thevenin's theorem shows the source
to be equivalent to an e.m.f.

ERgpKRaa + Rap) in series with a
resistance equal to Raa and Rap in

parallel

copper-oxide rectifier type of meter is usual. C. G. Balmain {S.R. & R.

Feb. 1960) has given the approximate formula.

50 /?o

Ra J^o)

for the percentage distortion when Rp is the output resistance seen by
the meter and Ra is the total series meter resistance at f.s.d.

When using an ohmmeter (or any other source of current) on tran-

sistor circuits, one must remember t^t transistors have a low resistance

in one direction between base and either of the other electrodes.

Before in situ measurements are made, then, the circuit must be studied

to ensure that the ohmmeter is not applied with such polarity that

low-resistance shunt paths exist to give mideading readings or even to

damage the transistors. In the reverse polarity the current passed is

usually oidy a few microamps and unlikely to upset the readings on the
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lower resistance ranges, but on the upper ranges might do so, and
moreover the higher test voltages used on such ranges might well

exceed the maximum reverse emitter/base rating, which in some types

is as low as 7 V. This applies especially to mains-driven instruments,

but some battery ohmmeters use 9 V or more. The dangers of using

mains-voltage soldering irons on earthed transistor equipment have
been mentioned in Sec. 2.8.

10.2. POTENTIOMETER MEASUREMENTS

A method of measuring voltage without drawing any current is by
potentiometer. This is not what the radio dealer understands by a

potentiometer; it is usually quite an elaborate and expensive instru-

Fig. 10.3—Diagram showing principle of
potentiometer, used to compare an un-

known voltage at x with the standard Eb

I

ment, for which reason—and also the manipulation needed to obtain a
reading—it is seldom used in radio laboratories. However, the

principle is one that should be known, and it is quite simple.

One of the commonest uses of the potentiometer is to measure a
voltage in terms of that given by a standard cell (Sec. 6.12) while it

is carrying no current. In Fig. 10.3, R is the potentiometer proper;

essentially it is a resistor that can be tapped at any known fraction of
its whole resistance. When a steady current is passed through it,

the potential between the tapping and one end is proportional to the

resistance tapped off. It is not necessary to know the value of either

the current or the resistance. In one method of use, a standard cell

with a galvanometer in series is set to the point on the potentiometer

scale marked with the standard cell voltage E», and the current is

adjusted by Ri until the galvanometer reads zero. The potentiometer

scale then reads volts directly; an unknown voltage can be substituted

for the standard cell and the tapping readjusted to bring the galvano-

meter reading again to zero. Ra is to limit the current when the

tapping is far off the correct adjustment, and is reduced when nearing

it. Obviously it is of first importance that the current through R be
constant during the measurement. The Venner silver-zinc accumulator
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has good characteristics for this purpose, if properly operated. In

some models there is a separate tapping for the unknown, so that the

standard-potential tapping can be continually monitored. And if

full advantage is to be taken of the precision of a good standard cell it

is clearly necessary for R to be quite an elaborate system of accurately

proportioned resistors and instrument switches. For the refinements

of accurate potentiometry the appropriate books (such as F. K.
Harris’s Electrical Measurements) should be consulted. Useful work
can be done, however, with a simple slide wire.

The potentiometer principle can be used for comparing any voltages;

e.g., for using the constant voltage across a voltage-reference tube

(Sec. 6.12) to set another voltage to a desired level, without drawing
current from either source. .

It can also be used for a.c., but provision must be made for balancing

the voltages in phase as well as amplitude, and there is no a.c. equivalent

of the standard cell. Nevertheless, potentiometers are used for a

wide variety of a.c. measurements; a good introduction to types

and methods is given by David Owen in A.C. Measurements
(Methuen).

10.3. OTHER NO-CURRENT VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS
The special merit of the potentiometer is that it enables any one

accurately known voltage to be used for measuring voltages over as

Fig. 10.4—Example of how to use a
current-operated voltmeter V to

measure a voltage without drawing
any current

wide a range as that for which precise resistance ratios can be provided.
The advantage that they are measured under no-current conditions is

not exclusive, however; it can be obtained without a calibrated

potentiometer. For example, suppose one has an ordinary moving-
coil voltmeter with which to measure the bias voltage actually reaching
the grid of a valve. It would be no good applying the voltmeter direct

(Sec. 3.13). But if a source of variable voltage measured by the volt-

meter is tapped on, as in Fig. 10.4, and adjusts until the anode current
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is the same as it was without it, Kgk is directly indicated. If the voltage

to be measured is not already associated with a valve and milliammeter,
these can be ri^ed up for the purpose.

TTie desirability of drawing no current when measuring the voltage
applies to modem television e.h.t. sources, but there is some difficulty

in adapting the same procedure to such high voltages. If one did
happen to have a variable source of known voltage—^read, say, by a
current-taking voltmeter—^then it would be possible to connect it in

parallel with the unknown and adjust it until a galvanometer connected
between it and the unknown read zero; but it would be necessary to

take great care to avoid damage to the galvanometer or to oneself.

If the e.h.t. were being measur^ under working conditions, equality

of voltage could be judged without a galvanometer, by switching over
from internal to measured source and adjusting the latter until the

picture was the same size. But the most satisfactory solution is an
electrostatic voltmeter.

10.4. SMALL VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS

Much progress has been made recently in the production of instru-

ments for measuring small voltages and currents, especially d.c.; for

information on them see Chapter 5. But choice of instrument or
method should perhaps be briefly considered.

For signal voltages, meters using a thermionic diode directly applied

are most useful, but in general are restricted to voltages above about
O’l and to frequencies lower than say 300 Mc/s. In the millivolt

ranges a silicon crystal rectifler working into a microammeter is usually

preferred because it lacks the “ splash ” current which in a valve has to

be balanced out and is so variable with cathode temperature. Its

rectiflcation efficiency is better at these small inputs, and its frequency

range extends into Gc/s. But its long-term stability is poor, and
periodic calibration checks are advisable. Alternatively, if a reliable

and accurate signal generator in the same frequency band is available,

the crystal detector can be used merely as a transfer instrument to

compare the unknown with the known.
Within their inevitably limited frequency ranges, indicators with

stabilized amplifiers are convenient, but of course the stability needed
to maintain good accuracy is expensive. It may be better to sink one’s

capital in the aforementioned signal generator, in which case measure-

ment down to the limits of noise can be made by using a suitable radio

receiver, preferably one of the “ communications ” type, as the indicator

for comparison. It may be necessary to alter the input connection to

the receiver so that it presents a suitably high impedance to the sources

of standard and unknown signals.

Sometimes it may be necessary to measure small changes in a
relatively very large voltage; e.g., 0-1 V in 300 V. A simple method
is to use a valve voltmeter with a very high input resistance (Sec. 5.16)

with a grid blocking capacitor having negli^ble leakage—^preferably

one with polystyrene film dielectric. The time constant of the grid
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circuit can then be extremely long, so that quite slow changes can be
measured. No intentional grid leak is used, and until the measure-

ment is to be made the grid is shorted to earth by a switch. The
technique is described by J. P. Salter (W. W., Sept. 1954).

There is a commercial instrument available for this type of measure-

ment—the Marconi Instruments TF1377—sensitive to changes as

low as 1 mV in up to 500 V d.c.

In transistor circuits the need is for measuring small currents

rather than voltages. This is where the clip-around milliammeter

(Sec. 5.11) is so valuable, for the unsoldering of wires to insert a

milliammeter is likely to do the transistor and other components no
good, besides the possibility of affecting the normal functioning of the

circuit. In the absence of this regrettably rather expensive instrument,

one just has to do as well as one can by conventional methods, taking

care to avoid overheating sensitive parts.

10.5. EFFECTS OF WAVEFORM ON METER READINGS

When measuring alternating currents and voltages one has to

consider which value (peak, r.m.s., or mean) one wants to measure,
and which the meter actually measures—and that is not necessarily

the one in which it is calibrated. If they do happen to be the same,
no difficulty arises. Nor does it even if they differ, so long as the

unknown is sinusoidal, because then the three values are in known
ratio (Sec. 14.11). Nearly all except special meters are calibrated in

r.m.s. values. If the meter is actually a square-law type, responding
naturally to r.m.s. values, this calibration holds good for all waveforms,
but of course cannot be converted to peak or mean unless the factor

for the particular waveform is known. The majority respond to mean
or peak or some nondescript value, and the r.m.s. calibration cannot
be relied upon with waveforms other than sinusoidal. If the peak or

mean value of a non-sinusoidal unknown is what is actually wanted,
the obvious solution is to use a type of meter responding to—and
preferably calibrated in—that value (Secs. 5.2 and 5.14). But it may
not be available. In such a case, and in fact in almost all work that

is not confined to sine waves, it is very helpful to use an oscilloscope,

which not only shows the actual waveform but enables the whole or
any part of it to be measured, either by the use ofcalibrated shift controls

if provided, or by comparison with a known voltage if they are not.

The advantage of using a meter with a true r.m.s. response is that it

is the only kind that always correctly indicates the sum of two or
more currents or voltages of different frequencies present together.*

(If their frequency is ffie same the result depends on their relative

phase.) “ Noise ”t is made up of innumerable currents, so it is

normally reckoned in r.m.s. values, but there is the additional

• “ Total Power.” fV. W.. March 1952.

t
“ Noise.” tv. fV.. May and June 1952.
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complication that because the currents are random the r.m.s. value
(like any other) is continually fluctuating. If the noise is of the
fundamental kind caused by movement of electrons, the value tends
to become constant if averaged over a sufficiently long period. All
meters with mechanical movements have a certain amount of inertia

which slows down theh response and averages the reading over an
appreciable period of time; the heavier the movement the larger the
time and the easier it is to read noise amplitude. The time aspect of
the matter comes right to the front when the signal ^ing measured is

an irregularly fluctuating one such as speech or music. In the so-called

programme meters, volume indicators and speech voltmeters, it is usual
to adjust the response to the required characteristics electrically, by
rectifying the signal and using circuits having suitable time constants.

In this way it is possible to provide quick response to peaks, combined
with a slow die-away.

10.6. MEASUREMENT OF POWER
The measurement of d.c. power, and a.c. in purely resistive loads,

is covered in Secs. 5.6 and 5.7. When it is not safe to assume that

the phase angle (^) between voltage and current is zero, it is necessary

to multiply their product by cos ^ (the power factor); so one method
is to measure the voltage and current and phase angle. This incon-

venience is avoided if a suitable wattmeter is available. It seldom is,

because the power to be measured in radio laboratories may be at

almost any frequency, and is usually so small that the consumption of

the instrument seriously complicates matters. The power consumption
of equipment working off the mains, however, can be measured by
means of the instrument thoughtfully supplied by the Electricity

Board. The supply meter actually measures kilowatt-hours, integrating

the power with time. If the apparatus under test is switched on for a

definite time, everything else served by the meter being off, the average

power consumed is found. It is not necessary to run the test for a

long period, even though the power be small. A.c. supply meters

usually contain a revolving disk visible throu^ a window; and the

number of revolutions per kWh may be specified, or if not can be
derived by observing how a revolution is related to the movement
of the Yoo JO revolutions of which indicate 1 kWh. To make
sure that decimal points are not put in the wrong places, and to

establish confidence generally, the consumption of a lamp of known
wattage should be tested as a preliminapr experiment.

Signal power is usually arrived at indirectly, by measuring resistance

and voltage (Sec. 5.7).

10.7. PHASE DIFFERENCE
Measurement of phase difference has grown in importance with the

use of amplifiers having negative feedback, and especially those for

servo control. There are other applications for phase meters, such as

measurement of impedances in polar co-ordinates; and although one
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nught hardly go to the trouble or expense of acquiring one solely as an
a.c. bridge detector, there is no doubt that operation of most bridges

is much more pleasant if the detector is phase sensitive.

There are many methods of phase measurement, some quite simple

and others extremely elaborate; a good review of them, pointing out

the pros and cons of each, has been written by D. J. Collins and J. E.

Smith (E.E., April 1958). Comparison is usually between a reference

signal, such as that applied to the input of an amplifier or bridge, and
the unknown, which is the output therefrom. Some equipment
enables the amplitudes to be compared too, but in others the first process

is to eliminate any difference in atoplitude. Most methods do not in

themselves show whether the unknown leads or lags, and some device

(such as provision to shift the phase slightly in a known direction) is

needed. Other points to consider are the frequency range, and how
much the readings are affected by waveform distortion.

The cathode-ray method, described in Sec. 9.10 in connection with

capacitors, requires little besides an oscilloscope. If the angle to be
measured is between two voltages, and their magnitudes are sufficient

to give a good-sized ellipse on the screen, the method is quite con-

venient. Even so, however, it cannot be claimed as a high-precision

method. Owing to the thickness of the trace, the dimensions of the

ellipse cannot be measured very accurately. There is ambiguity as to

which signal leads the other. And unless the waveform is pure there

are liable to be errors due to harmonics, especially odd ones. The
liability to error from both these causes has been examined and the

results written up by F. A. Benson and A. O. Carter (£.£., June 1950).

Of course a double-beam oscilloscope can be used straightforwardly

to indicate phase differences, by displaying both waveforms on a linear

time base. A modern oscilloscope, with its fine trace and measuring
facilities, is capable of fair accuracy.

To show the phase angle of a current, it is necessary to use the voltage

drop across a series resistance; and usually only a small voltage can
be obtained if the working conditions are not to be upset. For small

voltages, amplification is needed, and it is then advisable to check

—

by a test on a known phase angle, such as zero with a pure resistance

load—^that there is no appreciable phase shift in the amplifier.

Among the simplest schemes, both in principle and practice, are those

based on the fact that the sum of two alternating voltages of the same
frequency depends on their phase relationship. G. de Visme
{W.W., Dec. 1957), after reviewing the shortcomings of other methods,
descrit^ a two-valve summing circuit for use in conjunction with a
valve voltmeter, and an anti-ambiguity accessory circuit If two
sisals with a phase difference exceeding 180° are added together, a
minimum reading can be obtained by varying the amplitude of one of
them; the amplitude ratio at this minimum is equal to sin If the

phase difference is not greater than 180° it can be made so by revers-

ing one signal. A more straightforward kind of addition, but with
a less simple derivation of phase difference, is shown by H. H. Ogilvy
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Fig, 10,5—Method cf measuring the phase dijference between two
signals, which are both squared and applied to afrequency^changer valve

(fV, fV,, Nov. 1954), also with anti-ambiguity. Both these methods are

subject to error with non-sinusoidal waveforms.
Several arrangements have been described in which the two signals

are squared and applied to different grids of a mixer valve; the output
is a measure of the phase difference. One such circuit was described

by F. P. Moss (£,£,, Aug. 1954), who claimed readings independent of
amplitude differences up to 20 dB and up to 20% even-harmonic
distortion. Fig. 10.5 shows a simple practical circuit of German origin,

using a heptode mixer. The milliammeter reading varies from zero

for 5° up to 2*5 mA for 180°, and the scale is linear from 10° upwards.
Another, but without squaring and therefore non-linear, is due to

P. Kundu (£,£„ Aug. 1958).

A phase-sensitive valve voltmeter described by R. Kitai (£,£,, April

1957) is a complete instrument including indicator (100-0-100 (xA) and
variable gain, covering 20 c/s to 40 kc/s, and the phase readings are

unambiguous. It is fairly elaborate, using eight double valves exclu-

sive of stabilized power supply.

Commercially available phase meters are for the most part expensive

and outside the scope of this book.

10.8. WAVEFORM EXAMINATION
One ofthe most valuable capabilities of an oscilloscope is for showing

waveforms. The normal method of use is to apply the voltage whose

23
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waveform is to be examined to the Y plates, and a linear time base

to the X plates, the time-base frequency being adjusted to a suitable

fraction of the signal frequency. One-third frequency is very suitable,

because it enables a complete signal cycle to be seen in any phase.

The fraction must be exact if the picture is to appear stationary, and this

is usually achieved by connecting the “ live ” Y plate to the “ Sync.”
terminal of the time-base generator so that its sweep always begins

at the same phase of the signal and each trace is an exact duplicate of
the previous one. Usually one terminal of the signal source and one
of the time base are “ earthy ”, in which case they are joined together.

Fig. 10.6—Normal method of con-
necting a cathode-ray tube for
examining signal waveform from a
source having one terminal earthy

Fig. 10.7—Modification of Fig. 10.6 to

suit a balanced source which has no centre
or earth terminal

with the respective Y and X plates, to the c.r.t. anode, and preferably

also to earth. These connections are shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 10.6. Usually shift voltages are introduced between anode and
the plates X 2 and Yj. With the split beam tube, the extra plate

between Yi and Y^ is earthed, and both Y plates are then available

for independent signals. Sometimes the signal or the time-base
source is balanced to earth; i.e., both terminals are live, in opposite

phase with respect to earth. If so, then of course neither plate in the

pair must be connected to anode or earth; the connection must be
made to the centre point of the signal source. If none is provided
then one must be made, say by using a centre-tapped resistance,

sufficiently high not to affect the waveform appreciably, as in Fig. 10.7.

In practice, amplifiers are usually interposed between signal sources

and c.r.t. plates, and in most modem instruments they have push-pull
output. Their linearity is obviously of first importance in this applica-

tion.

Special care must be taken with waveforms that contain very high

frequencies, or these will be reduced by the shunt capacitance of the

connecting leads and c.r.t. plates or of the amplifier, and the waveform
thereby altered. The line-synchronizing signals in television are an
example; although their fimdamental frequency (in a 405-line SO-c/s

system) is only 10*25 kc/s, their .dear-cut shape depends on the inclusion

of harmonics up to about 1 Mc/s, at whidi even the input capadtance
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of the oscilloscope alone my be an impedance of only about 10 kQ.
So it is n^essary to work it from a source with a lower impedance still,

and if tWs is not true of the actual source it is advisable to use an
attenuating probe as in Fig. 5.40, followed by a wide-band amplifier to
make up for the lost amplitude. This is usually a more effective use
for a valve than as a cathode follower.

If an amplifier is used, the sync connection should be from its

output, not only to ensure sufficient amplitude for synchronizing but
also to preventthe time-basevoltage fromreachingandperhapsdistorting
the signal. In fact, even ifno amplification is ne^ed a buffer stage may
have to be used for this reason; a cathode follower is very suitable.

It may be possible to do without amplification for many television

waveforms, but picking out the particular section one wants is likely

to be more difficult than might be expected. Suppose, for example,
it is desired to examine the first odd-frame synchronizing signals.

This means selecting and displaying one line out of the 405 making
up one complete television waveform, and keeping it steady. Clearly

all the unwanted lines must be suppressed in some way; and a phase
control of exceptional precision is needed for picking out the desired

line. One example of apparatus for this purpose is described by
K. R. Sturley (W.E., Sept. 1951), and a more elaborate one by R.
Anderson and J. R. Smith in Proc. J.E.E., Part IIIA, No. 19, 1952.

For analysis of waveform and measurement of distortion, see the

next chapter, from Sec. 11.12.

10.9. FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
Of all parameters, frequency is unique in the extreme accuracy of

standards constantly available to all without extra charge, and the

precision with which comparisons can be made. A particularly

valuable feature is that one frequency can be set to a fraction or

multiple of another as precisely as to equality. Information on
frequency standards and associated apparatus is given in Secs. 6.13

and 14.37, and frequency meters in Sec. 7.19.

Some instruments merely have to be connected to a signal to indicate

its frequency, all the work being done for one internally. There are

two main kinds of these (Sec. 7.19): the frequency-discriminator type,

which gives a continuous direct reading on a meter, so that varying

frequency can be followed, but the accuracy is only of the few-per cent

order; and the digital counter type, which shows the number of cycles

occurring within an accurately measured short period of time, and can
be highly accurate but is expensive. In both cases the mode of use is

obvious, so we now consider only methods of comparison with some
kind of frequency standard. Although not strictly within the scope
of this chapter, frequency of circuit resonance will be consider^,
including the use of non-generating or pasave standards of frequency.

The very highly accurate stand^ds, with errors of one or less in a

million, are available as radio or radio-borne signals on a few spot

frequencies. Given even only one of these, it is possible to fix as
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many other frequencies as one likes, but it takes much too long to do
so whenever a particular frequency is to be measured. To avoid
this, there are methods employing apparatus generating fixed spot
frequencies at more or less close intervals over the whole useful range
and held in synchronism by the standard, so that all are known to the

same degrjre of accuracy (Sec. 6.15). For general purposes, however,
it is sufficient to calibrate the a.f. and r.f. oscillators that are needed
in any laboratory, and check the calibration against the standard
whenever necessary. This, then, will be the object chiefly in mind in

the following sections.

10.10. FREQUENCY COMPARISON BY CATHODE-RAY TUBE
The simplest method is to connect the signal of known frequency

{fi) to the X plates and the unknown (/») to the Y plates. If f% is

exactly equal to fa, and in phase with it, the trace is stationary and
takes the form of a diagonal straight line. Forms corresponding to

a number of other phase relationships are shown in Fig. 10.8a; see

also Sec. 9.10. Throughout Fig. 10.8 the two signals are sinusoidal

and equal in amplitude, these being the ideal conditions. With signals

of other waveforms the traces are distorted; but provided the per-

centages of harmonics are moderate they should not unrecognizable.

Unequal amplitude makes the traces appear either flatter or narrower.

If /x is nearly but not quite equal to fa, there will be a constantly

increasing phase difference between the two, making the trace go
through all the forms shown at a continuously. The time taken to

go through the whole lot is the time of one cycle of the frequency

difference-, e.g., if fx is decreased and the trace moves more slowly,

fx>fa.
If, now,/x is twice fa, patterns such as Fig. 10.86 are produced; if

three times, c; and so on. They are all examples of what are called

Lissajous figures, discussed in detail by Hilary Moss in a series of
articles in Electronic Engineering, beginning June 1944; also in book
form under the title Cathode Ray Tube Traces. The phase angles

specified refer to the phase of the fx signal at the instant when the fa

signal -is at 0° (i.e., zero X deflection). The ratio fxjfa is found by
counting the number of loops touching a horizontal tangent (shown
dotted in Fig. 10.8/) and dividing by the number of loops touching

a vertical tangent; but beware of phase angles, such as 45° and 135°

in this case, that give traces with “ loose ends ”, for in these there are

loops superimposed so that their full number is not seen.

Unless the pattern can be halted at the right phase, even a small

number of loops is diflScult to count, and a better method is to connect
the signal of lower frequency to both pairs of plates as in Fig. 10.9.

C should be chosen so that its reactance at that frequency is about
R ohms; e.g., for 50 c/s, O'l (xF and 30 ko would do. If the other

signal is connected in series with the anode supply the result is a toothed-

wheel pattern, in which Uie number of teeth indicates the frequency

ratio, and a slight departure from exact ratio makes the wheel rotate.
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Fig. 10,9—Method of connecting two signal
sources f and F so as to obtain traces such as
Fig. 10.10, in which there are Fjf teeth to the

wheel. The reactance of C at frequency f should
be approximately equal to R

Fig. 10.10—Two traces obtained by the method
shown in Fig. 10.9 Example a shows F — 20f:

b, F - 13fl2

If the lower frequency is denoted by /, the higher by F, the time for

one complete revolution by F, and the number of teeth by N,

E.g., in checking the mains frequency by a standard 1,000-c/s signal,

a stationary 20-tooth wheel (Fig. 10.10a) would indicate exactly 50 c/s.

But if the wheel moved one tooth’s pitch in one second, T would be

20 sec, and the mains frequency 50 ± 0 05 c/s. Once it has been
found by experiment, as in the previous method, whether a clockwise

rotation means frequency “ fast ” or “ slow ”, it is very easy to see

whether the correction is + or

The method can be used for simple fractional ratios, as in Fig. 10.106,

where the ratio is 13 : 2.

If the available/ signal voltage is insufficient to show teeth, it may
be connected to c.r.t. grid instead of anode, and the bias adjusted to

give a dotted-line effect. But beware of ambiguity; it is possible, for

example, to obtain similar patterns with a frequency ratio of either

3 : 1 or 3 : 2.

10.11. USE OF AUXILIARY OSCILLATOR

With a known 50 c/s only (for example), it is possible to calibrate

an oscillator at fractions of this frequency—25, 16f, 12^, etc.—and
multiples—100, 150, 200, etc. As about 20 teeth can readily be
distinguished for each centimetre of circle diameter, the whole a.f.

band can be included with a tube of moderate size; but unless the

frequencies are phenomenally steady at the exact multiple the only
way of counting the highest numbers is to increase the frequency very

gradually from some easily countable number and note every time the

pattern ” pulls in Even this requires some care, and a more reliable

method is to have an auxiliary oscillator tuned to, say, 1,000 c/s by
the 50 c/s; and then use this to form the circular base for the higher
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frequencies. Another advantage is that many new points are obtain-
able: from 1,000 c/s—333^, 166^, 142f, lll:^-, and so on. Then the
auxiliary oscillator can be shifted up another 50 c/s by the standard,
and still another series obtained. There is no limit, except patience,

to the number of points that can be derived from one fixed standard
frequency for drawing a curve and so obtaining a continuous
calibration.

The foregoing numbers are merely an example to illustrate the
general principle, and should not be taken to imply that the frequency
of the mains is an accurate standard. Although it has a very high

Fig. 10.11—Circuit of indicator for showing when fi is equal to f or a multiple

thereof up to about 10

long-term-average accuracy, suitable for electric clocks, appreciable

fluctuations are possible. However, when the system is not overloaded

it is usually well within 1 % and so can be used for rough purposes.

10.12. FREQUENCY COMPARISON BY TUNING INDICATOR

Where it is not necessary to discover the frequency ratio but only

to adjust frequencies to equality, there is no need for a large and
expensive oscilloscope: the smaller and cheaper type of cathode-ray

tube known popularly as the magic eye can serve the purpose.

It is particularly useful for building into a calibrated oscillator to

enable the calibration to be brought into exact agreement with some
external standard by means of a pre-set control. There are many
possible arrangements; the one shown in Fig. 10.11 is due to K. G.
Beauchamp.* When fi is nearly equal to /* the indicator can be swn
to flicker, at a frequency equal to the difference. There is a similar

but less clear indication when one frequency is a whole multiple of

the other, up to about 10 times.

10.13. AURAL COMPARISON
Although radio frequencies can be compared visually, the higher

the frequency the more difficult it is to find and maintain a fixed or

• E.E., May 1951. Another circuit, by H. V. Beck, appears in the Oct. 1951

issue.
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slowly moving pattern, whereas aural comparison is actually easier

when the frequencies to be compared are above audibility. Moreover
their harmonics can be examined separately, without interference from
even far stronger fundamentals. Audio frequencies too can be
compared aurally, but success depends somewhat on one’s sense of

pitch; a musical ear is a great help. The pitch of a sound containing

harmonics appears to the ear to be the frequency of the fundamental,

though that be relatively weak, or even entirely absent! But some
people have difficulty in telling whether a note rich in harmonics is

higher or lower than another. If, however, both are reasonably pure,

most individuals can adjust one frequency towards the other until

first the characteristic trill and then slow beating is heard as

equality is closely approached. The frequency of beating is the

difference between the component frequencies. Here again, if there are

strong harmonics a person with a poor sense of pitch maybe unable to

decide whether the beating is due to the fundamental or a harmonic.

If both signal frequencies are audible, there is no need for the

signals to be combined; they can be listened to from separate

loudspeakers or earpieces. If both are above audibility but
their difference is within the a.f. band, the beat note can be heard,

provided that the two r.f. signals are combined non-linearly. There
is no need to do anything very special about this, because in practice

the signals come to the phones or loudspeaker through a valve, and
valves are always non-linear enough to yield some signal at the beat

frequency.

A great deal of variety is possible in the arrangements for obtaining

the beat note. For calibrating an oscillator against a broadcast

frequency, for example, one would obviously use a suitable receiver

to bring in the standard, and there would usually be no difficulty in

arranging for a signal from the oscillator also to be picked up; when
the oscillator frequency comes within a few kc/s of the standard

frequency the beat note can be heard and one can then adjust the

oscillator frequency until the beat frequency goes down to zero
(“ tuning to zero l^t ”). It is best if neither signal is modulated

;

then neither is separately audible and there is no sound to confuse

the beat note. The amount of pick-up from the oscillator should

be adjusted so that it is adequate but not so strong as to swamp the

receiver and desensitize it for the standard signal.

Much depends on whether the frequency to be checked is already

approximately known or not. If not, it is unwise to risk confusing

the issue by using a superhet. Unless the signal is very weak a single-

valve receiver with retroaction is satisfactory; it can be made to

osdllate for preliminary searching, and then self-oscillation can be
stopped when the inter-signal beat is obtained.

l^edsion of frequenejr comparison by the simple zero-beat method
is limited, because there is a range of frequency each side which cannot
be distinguished from zero. Using tte double-beat or slow-beat

modification, the precision with which two frequencies can be
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equalized is limited only by their steadiness; a difference of a small

fraction of 1 c/s can be measured. The method is to obtain an audible
beat between the standard and a third oscillation; the signal to be
compared is then tuned to give the same beat frequency with this third
oscillator. For example, if the standard were 1,000 kc/s, and the
receiver were made to oscillate—or a separate oscillator provided—at
1,001 kc/s there would be an audible beat note of 1 kc/s. If now the
signal to be compared were tuned nearly to 1,000 kc/s there would be
a slow beat. One beat per second would indicate a frequency difference

of one in a million. It is necessary to make sure that both the
frequencies being compared are on the same side of the third frequency

;

in this example, 1,002 kc/s would give the same beat frequency with
1,001 kc/s as 1,000 kc/s. It is easy to settle the matter by slightly

altering the third frequency; if correct, the slow beats will continue
around a different audible note; if wrong, the two beat notes will

diverge and destroy the slow beat.

Sometimes, as in the frequency-variation method of Q measurement
(Sec. 9.29), it is desired to determine a relatively small difference between
two high frequencies. If the difference is small enough to be audible,

it can be measured by comparison with a calibrated a.f. oscillator.

This principle is very important when the standard is an array of
accurately-known frequencies, such as is produced by a multivibrator

system (Sec. 6.15). Suppose a series of harmonics of 10 kc/s, locked

to a standard frequency, is available. Then any frequency to be
measured, not higher than the highest detectable harmonic, is within

5 kc/s of a harmonic, so there is always a beat note that is audible.

E.g., if a frequency, known to be between 670 and 680 kc/s, beats with

the next lower harmonic (670 kc/s) at a frequency which by comparison
with the a.f. oscillator is found to be 1,565 c/s, the exact frequency is

671 -565 kc/s. Even if the a.f. calibration is not better than within

5%, that would represent an uncertainty of only a little over 0-01 % in

this example.
For measuring frequencies that are not already known to the

nearest harmonic, it is necessary to be able to identify the number of

the harmonic. In the fixed-frequency type of standard, this may be

done by having successions of harmonics at every 100 kc/s and every

1 Mc/s, as described in Sec. 6.15. If, however, the standard is variable,

but much lower in frequency than the one to be measured (fx), it is

first adjusted so that one of its harmonics gives zero beat with fx, the

frequency of the standard then being /,. The standard frequency is

then increased until its next harmonic is heard beating with/c. At
zero beat letft denote the new reading: then

With this method* there is some risk of hearing notes caused by

* “ The Identification of Harmonically Related Frequencies ”, by L. H. Moore.
April 1947.
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harmonics of the unknown frequency beating with higher harmonics

of the standard, but these can usually be distinguished by their relative

weakness, or else the error caused by using them is so large as to be

obvious. To make sure, it is a good thing to check the result with

another pair of standard frequencies.

10.14. CALIBRATING A R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR

A r.f. oscillator can be calibrated from a single accurately known
frequency by the use of harmonics, on the principle described in

Sec. 10.1 1 for a.f. If the standard is a broadcast wave, its harmonics

Fig, 10.12—Method of calibrating the frequency scale of a
signal generator from a single known radio frequency

are not available, so it is necessary to synchronize a stable oscillator

with it, as suggested in Sec. 6.14. As an example, let us suppose that

the frequency scale of a signal generator is to be calibrated, using the

200-kc/s Droitwich carrier wave as the standard. Fig. 10.12 shows
the essential apparatus. The main requirements of the oscillator O
are that it should be precisely adjustable and constant during the time
it is in use. The harmonics can be obtained by working the oscillator

valve—or amplifier valve if any—so that the waveform is distorted.

Stability of frequency is considered in Chapter 4.

First the Droitwich signal is tuned in on the receiver and the

frequency of O set to 200 kc/s. If R can be made to oscillate, or
there is an internal or external oscillator, the double-beat method can
be used. Ideally, R should be left tuned in this way so as to monitor
the frequency of O continuously, and a second receiver should be
used for calibrating the generator G; but if this is not available tiie

constancy of O must be reliable while R is tuned in turn to the

harmonics of O (its own tuning scale should help in this); tiie settings

of G’s frequmicy control are noted when its fundamental gives zmo
beat with O’s harmonics. That gives calibration points at 200, 400,
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600, 800, 1,000, 1,200, etc., kc/s. Next, if closer points are needed
at the low-frequency end of this range, R should be retuned to 200 kc/s
(incidentally, checking that O has not drifted), and O’s frequency
reduced until one of its harmonics hits 200 kc/s. At the fourth
harmonic, for example, there would be calibration points every 50 kc/s.
Alternatively, if higher frequencies are needed, with O still at
200 kc/s R should be tuned to one of its harmonics, and O then
retuned to bring its fundamental, or a lower harmonic, to that
frequency. By successively shifting the frequency of O to known
points and using its harmonics, a sufficient number of points can be
found for plotting a curve of frequency against G’s frequency-control
settings.

An elaboration of this method, for enabling particular frequencies

—

not necessarily harmonically related to the standard— to be established,

is to tune O to a frequency that differs from 200 kc/s by an amount
that is measured by comparing the beat note with a calibrated a.f.

oscillator. E.g., 1,770 kc/s can be established as the ninth harmonic
of O when its fundamental is less than 200 kc/s by 3*33 kc/s.

A slide-rule is often useful for identifying the fundamental when
a number of high-order harmonics are heard; if one harmonic comes
in at 4,400 kc/s, and the next at 4,950, the moving scale is slid along
until two consecutive whole numbers bridge the gap between these

two numbers on the fixed scale. The only numbers that do so arc

8 and 9, so these are the harmonics, and the fundamental (read

below “ 1 ”) is 550 kc/s.

For application to v.h.f., see Sec. 12.8.

10.15. SYNTONIZING PASSIVE TUNED CIRCUITS

An absorption frequency meter (Sec. 6.16) obviously cannot be
calibrated by any of the foregoing methods, which all assume the

generation of a signal. If it incorporates a resonance indicator, then

the method is obvious—it is tuned to resonate with a suitable signal

source at a succession of known frequencies. Even if the indicator

is sensitive, the signal source has to be quite powerful if the coupling

is to be loose enough not to cause perceptible error. An alternative

method, which does not necessitate an indicator connected to the

circuit to be calibrated, is to make use of the reaction on the signal

source; a milliammeter in the oscillator anode circuit gives a lack

when a loosely coupled passive circuit is tuned through resonance.

An oscillator with a grid-leak of rather high resistance is best for

showing such an indication, which should be reduced to a minimum
by malang the coupling no closer than necessary.

A much more predse method of adjusting a tuned circuit to

resonance is to listen to a beat note product between the fundamental
or harmonic of the oscillator to which it is coupled and some other

oscillator (not coupled). Even when the coupling is much too loose

to show any meter kick, the beat note can be heard to rise gradually,

then fall suddenly, and then rise again, as shown in Fig. 10.13. Exact
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TUNING

Fig. 10.13—“ N curve " of the dis-

turbing effect ofa loosely-coupled circuit

tuned through resonance—aphenomenon
that is helpful in syntonizing circuits

very precisely

resonance is at the point on the steep slope where the beat note is

unaffected by removing the coupled circuit entirely or short-circuiting

it. This point can be located much more precisely by using a third

oscillator to produce slow beats when the frequency of the oscillator

to which the tuned circuit is coupled alters even very slightly. This

method, by which a non-generating circuit can be adjusted with the

same order of precision as an oscillator, is described in detail by
F. M. Colebrook (W.E., Dec. 1931).

10.16. wow AND FLUTTER

Undesirable fluctuations of frequency are caused in recording and
reproducing systems, mainly by mechanical imperfections. The most
obvious example is the disk record with a hole that is not exactly in the

centre, making the pitch of the sound deviate at the frequency of the

turntable revolutions. Frequency modulation of this kind is called

wow if it occurs at frequencies between 0-1 and 20 c/s, and flutter if it is

20 to 200 c/s. A common cause of wow is eccentricity of the capstan
in tape recorders. Variations below 0*1 c/s are called drift, and are

not likely to be noticeable unless unusually large—except perhaps by
listeners gifted with absolute pitch. Frequency variations of these

kinds are almost inevitably accompanied by amplitude variations, but
these usually cause only a minor part of the unpleasantness, so it is

sufficient to measure the frequency modulation. (It should be men-
tioned, however, that amplitude modulation alone may be produced in

a.f. systems, especially by 50 c/s from the mains or by sub-audible

osdllation in amplifiers, with extremely unpleasant results.)

The unpleasantness of wow (using that term now to include flutter)

depends of course on the depth of modulation, expressed as a percen-

tage of the frequency modulated. It also d^nds on the frequency
with which it occurs, and to some extent on its waveform. And to a
vei^ large extent on the kind of programme affected; wow which is

quite imi^ceptible on speech may be intolerable on piano music.

The relationship between percentage wow and the subjective effects

was uivestigated in detail by the B.B.C. engineers, A. Stott and P. E.

Axon {Proc. I.E.E., Part B, Sept. 1955). Their residts ^ow that wow
not ^(ceeding 0*1 % is acceptaUe, but 0*5% is not. Incidentally, it is

not always dear whether percentages refer to peak, peak-to-peak, or
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r.m.s. values. E.g., fluctuation from 2,970 to 3,030 c/s could be 1 %,
2% or 0’7%. Where not stated, r.m.s. is assumed (B.S. 1998 : 1953).

Simulation of wow cannot readily be done electronically, because
(unlike the action of frequency changers) it is the same percentage of all

frequencies in the programme; not the same frequency shift for all.

Measurement is usually done on a “ programme ” consisting of a
pure tone, the standard frequency for which is 3 kc/s (B.S. 1998:
1953). The apparatus is virtually an f.m. receiver, modified con-
siderably because of the low frequency of the carrier and the smallness
of the deviation. A method is described, with details of circuitry by
O. E. Dzierzynski (fV.lV., Nov. 1955). Equipment is also available

commercially from Kalee G.B. Ltd.

10.17. MAGNETIC FLUX
In view of the scale on which magnets are used in the radio industry

—

in loudspeakers, gramophone pickups, microphones, television

focusing, and microwave generators, for example—some reference to

practical magnetic measurements should not be omitted from even a
book like this. An account of the established methods and equipment
is given in F. G. Spreadbury’s Permanent Magnets, Ch. VII
(Pitman).

The classical instrument for measuring flux is the Grassot fluxmeter.

Althou^ portable, it is fairly delicate and not very cheap, so the

alternative described by P. L. Taylor (W.W., April 1951), which is no
more than a special type of valve voltmeter, readily made from parts

likely to be found in the laboratory, is interesting. The first stage is a

conventional coupled cathode balanced pair of EF37 valves, by which
an amplification of the voltage induced in a search coil by moving it out

of the field to be measured is set up between the anodes. The coupling

to the output stage—

a

pair of SP61 valves with a 0 to 1 mA meter
between the anodes—is a simple RC circuit that integrates the voltage

with respect to time, so that the output reading is proportional to the

change of flux linking the search coil, irrespective of the time taken to

make the change, provided it is reasonably small. If the search coil

can bemade to embrace the total flux in question, then that is measured
directly. Flux density can be measured by using a search coil small

enough in turn area for the linking flux to be uniform, and dividing

the flux by that area.

Modem fiuxmeters usually make use of the Hall effect in a small strip

of semiconductor mounted at the end of a probe, with which quite

narrow magnetic gaps can be explored (Fig. 10.14). This type has the

great advantage of ^ving a continuous direct reading of flux density.

A battery in the main part of the instrument passes a known current

lengthwise throt^ the strip, and a millivoltmeter measures the dif-

ference of potential between two contacts at the sides of the strip, as in

Fig. lO.lS. In the absence of a magnetic field there is of course no
p.d. between them, but a field passing throu^ the strip (at right angles

both to the current and to a line drawn between the contacts) pushes.
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Fig. 10.14—A.E.l. direct-reading flux-meter, employing the Hall
effect in germanium. The point of the probe is heid in the magnetic

field to be measured. (Associated Electrical Industries Ltd.)

as it were, the current to one side, producing a p.d. directly propor-
tional to the current and t© the field.* The millivoltmeter can there-

fore be directly calibrated in flux density.

Hall effect is very small in metals, owing to the slow onward speed of
electrons constituting the test current; it is much more easily measur-
able in germanium, and better still in certain semiconductor com-
pounds, notably indium antimonide.

The A.E.L instrument shown, which uses a germanium probe, has
three ranges, with full-scale readings 1, S and 25 kilogauss; in m.k.s.

units, O-l, 0*5 and 2-5 Wb/m®.
One other and quite different method should be mentioned. The

fact that it is based on somewhat esoteric phenomena in atomic physics

may scare off some of the “ practical ” workers, but the more
adventurous can hardly fail to be excited by a visual demonstration of
resonances in the component parts of atoms. To reassure the timid,

For a fuller explanaUon see “ Hall and Holes ”, W.W., Doc. 1958.
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one can point out that ordinary electric currents depend on atomic
phenomena which are subjects for most abstruse scientific theories,

but that does not prevent infants from using them quite successfully.

Skipping the theory, one can say that certain paramagnetic sub-

stances, such as diphenyl picryl hydrazyl, are equivalent to absorption

wavemeters having the exceptional feature that their frequencies of

resonance depend not on the substance but are proportional to the

Fig. 10.15—Essentials of magnetic-field in-

dicator making use of Halt effect

Strength of the magnetic field in which it is placed. Such a frequency is

found by noting the absorption from an oscillator connected to a coil

wound around a sample of the substance in the magnetic field to be

measured and tuned through the frequency somewhat as in Sec. 10.15.

One absorption frequency is caused by proton resonance:

/p = 42-6fi [Mc/s; Wb/m*]

Another is due to electron spin resonance:

/e = 28,000iS [Mc/s; Wb/m*]

The latter can be detected in quite weak magnetic fields, such as

0-001 Wb/m* (10 gauss), corresponding to 28 Mc/s.

The modern theory of particle magnetism and resonance is given at

length in Electricity and Magnetism by Bleaney and Bleaney (Clarendon

Press, 1957). “ Paramagnetism ” (fV.fV., July/Aug. 1959) is a simple

introduction. A more comprehensive treatment with particular

reference to proton resonance and measurement of magnetic fields was

given by “Quantum” (£. & R.E., June 1957)*. G. B. Clayton

(fV. W., Feb. I960)* has given an outline of theory and details of actual

apparatus, supplemented by A. G. A. Rae {W.W., July 1960, p. 347).

• In these articles some confusion occurs in the use of the term “ gyromag-

netic ratio ”, for which read “ magnetogyric ratio ”. Note that

magnetic imoment of particle

y = magnetogyric ratio — angularmbmentumofparticle

= . . . . .
^ ^ 2w X the constant connecting /p and fe

gyromagnetic ratio

with B in the above equations.



CHAPTER 11

Measurement of Equipment Characteristics

The subject matter of this chapter is almost unlimited, and no more
can be included than a selection of the more important and frequently

required measurements. Information on instruments and methods
mentioned is given in earlier chapters. For information on fault-

finding and adjustment of equipment, see Cocking’s Wireless Servicing

Manual (nifie).

11.1. AERIAL IMPEDANCE
Although the capacitance, inductance and resistance of an aerial-

earth system are distributed throughout itself, like any other impedance
it is equivalent at any one frequency to a resistance and a reactance,

in series or in parallel as one may prefer (Sec. 14.12). So it can be
measured by the substitution methods described in Secs. 9.2.5 to 9.33,

except that owing to the rapid change of impedance with frequency the

frequency-variation method should not be used.

The tuned circuit used for the measurement is normally connected

to earth at one end, so all that has to be done is to connect the aerial

to the other and note the change of capacitance and parallel resistance,

and, if desired, convert to equivalent series values. Most ordinary

outdoor broadcast receiving aerials are equivalent (at low and medium
r.f.) to rather “ lossy ” capacitors of the order of 200 pF. But if con-

nected, as some are, through a r.f. transformer and feeder, the

impedance at the feeder terminals may be too low to measure by sub-

stitution across a tuned circuit and may have to be connected in series,

as explained in the sections just mentioned. Since one terminal will

be eardied, it is necessary to connect to the earthy side of the measuring
apparatus.

For measurement purposes, frame and ferrite aerials can be regarded

as inductors.

11.2. TRANSMISSION LINES OR R.F. CABLES

A coaxial or parallel-wire line is like an aerial in that its parameters
are distributed, but because its radiation resistance is deliberately made
small its Q is much hi^er, and owing to its regular geometrical form
its imi^ance varies in a more regular manner with frequency. When
in use it should be ihatched by connecting it at both ends to impedances

356
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(ideally, resistances) of a certain value called the characteristic
impedance (Z|^, such that the impedance measured from either end
does not vary with frequen^ but is equal to Z*. This Z# can be
regarded as the value of load impedance that absorbs the whole of the
power sent along the line; with any other value, part of the power is
reflected back to the source. Going to extremes, if the far end is either
open- or short-circuited the line behaves as a resonant circuit of high Q,

Fig. II. 1—Showing how the reactance of short-circuited and open-circuited
lines varies with length

alternately series- and parallel-resonant as frequency is varied. At
intermediate frequencies it is equivalent to a positive or negative

reactance. A similar cyclical sequence of resistances and reactances is

obtained at a fixed frequency if the length of the line is varied. Fig. 11.1

shows how the reactance of a resonant line varies with its length,

expressed in units of wavelength corresponding to the frequency em-
ployed. Where reactance is zero, the impedance is a low resistance

(ideally zero) and where it is infinite the impedance is a high resistance

(ideally infinite). Short lengths of line are often used as efficient tuning

circuits or reactors, especially at frequencies so high that lumped
circuit$ are unsatisfactory.

The resistance and reactance of a length of open or shorted line at a

specified frequency can be measured by any of the methods suitable

for an impedance of that order of magnitude at that frequency. As the

frequency is often high, this may present some difficulty (Sec. 12.10),

but if the dimensions are regular the impedance can be calculated

(Sec. 14.27).

Zo, too, can often be more easily calculated than measured, at least

if the conductors are air-spaced. In that case the attenuation or loss

of signal is small, and its velocity along the line (phase velocity) is

very nearly as great as through space. But cables having solid di-

electric are a difierent matter. The phase velocity may be less than half

that in space and the loss per 100 ft is often several dB. As Fig. 11.1

shows, there are points (midway between the vertical lines) where the

24
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reactance of a line with the far end open is equal and opposite to the

reactance of the same line at the same frequency with the end closed. It

is also equal in magnitude to Zo, so one method of measuring Zo is to

connect the line for measuring its capacitance by some substitution

method suited to the desired frequency, and then adjust either the length

of the sample or the frequency so that the capacitance with the end
shorted (Cg) is equal to minus the same capacitance with the end open
(Cp). Actually there is no need to get them exactly equal; if they are

approximately equal there is negligible error in assuming that

Zo = l/27r/v/- CeCp

As a guide, at frequencies in British television Band I and Zq about
75 (2 , the capacitances to be measured are of the order of40 pF. Since

Zo changes little with frequency, the exact frequency is usually un-
important and a suitable measuring-point can be obtained by frequency
adjustment. The longer the cable the less the frequency shift to cover

the whole gamut of line capacitance.

Loss can be measured by adjusting the frequency to bring the

sample (either shorted or open at the far end) to “ parallel ” resonance,

at which it behaves like a high resistance Rx, which can be measured
as for dynamic resistance. Then the loss is

a = Zo//?* nepers,

= 8 -686 Zo//?* dB (Sec. 1 4.34)

An alternative method is to measure /?* as above, and then reverse

the condition at the far end and again measure the resistance, which
IS now a low value (/•*) corresponding to “ series ” resonance;

Zo = v”/*/?*

and the loss is

V('’x//?*) nepers

or 8-686V(rx//?*) dB.

A disadvantage of the second method is that rx is too low to be
measured with the same substitution connection; it has to be measured
in series.

The phase velocity is

V — Ifjn

where / is the length of the line and n the number of wavelengths
therein. These wavelengths, marked in Fig. 11.1, are not what is

usually understood as " the ” wavelength, equal to cjf, where c is the

velocity of waves through space; they are wavelengths along the line,

as would be indicated by twice the distance between successive maxima
or minima of standing waves. These can be detected on parallel-wire

lines by a suitable indicator, but on coaxial cables n has to be deduced
by varying the frequency. Fig. 11.1 shows that a maximum input
resistance occurs whenever the length ofa shorted line is an odd number
of quarter-wavelengths. It follows that if one such maximum occurs
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at frequency /i and the nearest higher frequency for another is/„ and
V is assumed to be the same at both,

n =/i/2(/, -/O
and » = 2/(/* -/O
The parameter/? is often used, the phase shift per unit length;

ft —^ - X ~ V

The method for Zo and phase velocity described by L. B. D’Alton
(£.£., Jan. 1958) is worth noting because the apparatus required
comprises only a signal generator, radio receiver with metered output.

STANDARD
SIGNAL

GENERATOR

AW
^

hsk

/

Fig. tl.2—Easily assembled apparatus for measuring
characteristic impedance andphase velocity ofa sample ofcable

and calibrated variable capacitor. An open-circuited sample of cable

is used, preferably about 2 metres long. Provided this is less than
A/4, and loss is negligible, it is equivalent to a capacitance C, measured
by simple comparison as shown in Fig. 11.2, which is self-explanatory.

/?i is for increasing the effect of a small change in capacitance on the

meter reading, and £2 as a buffer between the capacitance and the

receiver. Zq is derived from

Zo = tan
hf!
V

InfC

the symbols having the same meanings as before. For best accuracy

/ should be about 23// Mc/s. If v is not known, repeat the measure-

ment at double the frequency, obtaining a new reading C. Then

tan ^;^^(=tan^/) = J\
- §

A method for computing Zo, v and « from readings taken on a half-

wave sample of cable with a Q meter is fully described by J. Shekel

(£.£., Dec. 1954).

A useful series on cable characteristics and their measurement
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appeared in G.R.E., May-Aug. 1957. The graphs of Z© and e against

frequency are level except for a “ step ” caused by the onset of skin effect.

11.3. A.F. TRANSFORMERS
The effective frequency band of an a.f. transformer is limited at Ae

low end by shunt inductance and at the high end by leakage or series

inductance. Shunt inductance, so called because it acts as a by-pass to

the transformer load impedance, is simply the inductance ofthe primary.

It should be measured at a low frequency, to ensure that the effect of

stray capacitance is negligible; 50 c/s is usually suitable. Working
conditions should be reproduce nearly as possible during measure-

ment, as regards amplitude of a.c. and d.c. (if any). Suitable methods
are described in Secs. 9.18 to 9.22.

Leakage inductance is relatively small, and is a measure of the extent

to which the primary is not completely coupled to the secondary. The
equivalent total leakage inductance referred to the primary is the

inductance measured on the primary side when the secondary is short-

circuited. Although it affects the high frequency end, there is no reason

why it should not be measured at the same low frequency as the

shunt inductance, except perhaps that its reactance is then rather small.

Self-capacitance is an important parameter ofintervalve transformers,
but these are now rarely used; in output transformers it often plays

only a minor part. But it may have to be considered when the output

transformer is in a negative-feedback loop, especially since it is increased

by the means adopted in the better transformers to reduce leakage

inductance—the interleaving ofprimary and secondary windings. With
this arrangement one may not be safe in assuming that the stray

capacitance is equivalent to a constant capacitance in shunt with the

primary and independent of frequency, and instead oftrying to measure
it as such it is better to measure the phase shift (Sec. 10.7).

The efficiency of an output transformer can be measured by means
of an output meter and a.f. signal source. The source should be
adjusted to give a suitable amount of power, measured first by the

output meter connected directly to it, and then through the transformer.

If the transformer ratio is n : 1 and its optimum load resistance R, the

resistance of the output meter should be as near as possible to n*R
for the first reading and R for the second. The efficiency, is the ratio

of the second reading to the first, and should be measured at the

lowest, highest, and one or more intermediate frequencies. Alter-

natively this power ratio can be expressed in dB (Table 14.17) and is

then called the transformer loss. For this method it is necessary for

the output-meter transformer not only to have the appropriate pair of
ratios but also reasonably equal efficiencies at these ratios, at all fre-

quencies concerned. If there is any doubt about this—or if an output
power meter is lacking—the measurement can be made, by a valve

voltmeter or even c.r.o. across the apt>ropriate resistances.

An imi^rtant characteristk is non-linearity, reckoned as the amount
of distortion caused under specified conditions by a specified si^al
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amplitude, or alternatively the maximum signal power for a specified

amount of distortion. Perhaps the most useful information, covering
both of these, is a curve of distortion against amplitude or power.
Methods are the same as for a.f. amplifiers; see Secs. 11.12 to 11.16.

It is of course most essential that working conditions or their equiva-
lents are reproduced—^the same amount of d.c. and the same impedances
connected to the windings.

Ref: “ Harmonic Distortion in A.F. Transformers ”, by N. Partridge. IF.E.,

Sept, to Nov. 1942.

11.4. LOUDSPEAKERS
For many purposes a loudspeaker and its transformer can be con-

sidered as a single unit, and measurements of its impedance referred

to the primary of the transformer. Theoretically, with a perfect

transformer of ratio n : 1 the impedance regarded from the primary
side is n* times the impedance of the speaker itself, but in practice there

are slight divergences due to transformer characteristics, such as

leakage inductance; and often there is considerable power loss in the

transformer.

A distinction must be drawn between the purely electrical impedance
of the speaker and the working impedance, which includes what
is known as the motional impedance, due to the back-voltage

induced by the movement of the coil in the magnetic field. The
difference is hardly noticeable in the upper parts of the frequency

scale, but at the mechanical resonance of the cone and coil the motional
impedance is the main part. It can be determined by measuring the

total impedance firstly with the coil free and then with it firmly clamped
in the normal position in the gap, and taking the vectorial difference

(Sec. 14.12). The methods of measurement are exactly the same as

those described in Secs. 9.18 to 9.22 for reactance and resistance of
coils; particularly those with iron cores. D. E. L. Shorter has shown
{W.W., Nov. 1950) how a simple resistance bridge with a valve volt-

meter as detector can be made to give readings directly proportional to

coil velocity. These can be used to investigate the performance of the

loadspeaker and its cabinet below 500 c/s, which is especially important,

since it includes the main resonance, commonly in the region of 80

c/s, and the greatest amplitude of movement.
The severity of the resonance itself; the amplitude of coil move-

ment at which it goes outside the uniform magnetic field, causing

modulation of the upper frequencies simultaneously present; the

possibility of mechanical rattle at the large amplitudes associated with

low frequencies; and the production of sub-harmonic tones due to

flexing of the cone at certain fr^uencies—all these can be investigated

by an oscillator capable of ^ving a practically undistorted output of
several watts. The mechanical movements of the coil and cone can

be seen in slow motion by examining it by the light of a neon lamp fed

from another oscillator (uffering from half the frequency of die first by
only about 1 c/s, or alt^natively by an oscillator working at nearly the
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same frequency and with d.c. superimposed so as to provide a pulsating

instead of an alternating supply.

The modulation effect mentioned above can be investigated by the

same methods as for amplifiers (Sec. 11.16), the only difference being

the need for a linear microphone to translate the acoustical output
into electrical form.

The acoustic characteristics of a loudspeaker are much more im-

portant than the electrical ones, but unfortunately much more difficult

to measure. Not only does one need a calibrated high-quality micro-

phone covering the whole a.f. band; the tests cannot be carried out in

an ordinary room, because they would be vitiated by its complex
resonance pattern. An anechoic chamber is required, which is one
lined to a depth of several feet with special acoustic materials arranged
in irregular wedge formations, and if properly constructed is very costly.

Open-air testing suggests itself, but by the time a large field has been
purchased, on a site far from such noise sources as road, rail or air

transport, and towers erected for supporting loudspeaker and micro-

phone 3(M0 ft above the ground, it is not likely to show much saving

and is even less convenient. So “ white noise ” tests are very attrac-

tive. A noise generator can easily be made at low cost (e.g.. Fig. 4.49),

and produces a signal whose power (or the square of its voltage)

between any two frequencies is directly proportional to the frequency
difference. The output from the loudspeaker under test, fed from this

signal (with or without its own amplifier) is modified by the frequency

clmracteristic of the speaker and amplifier. So if a set of band-pass
filters, each selecting the same bandwidth at different frequencies in the

a.f. band, is used in the amplifier following the microphone, the output
readings therefrom indicate the relative loudspeaker response at those

frequencies. In practice the filters are more likely to select an octave

or other frequency ratio, in which case the readings would have to be
divided by the mean frequency of the band. The subject is dealt with
by J. Moir in S.R. & R., Feb. 1959.

The following are some references to information, especially on
anechoic tests:

B.S. 2498 (Recommendations for Ascertaining and Expressing the Performance
of Loudspeakers by Objective Measurements).

Acoustic Measurements, by L. L. Beranek (Chapman & Hall, 1949).

See also Loudspeaker Response Curves ”, W. W., Feb. 1952, for a method of
recording frequency response curves so as to show non-linearity.

11.5. input/output measurements: standard terms

Most of the'remainder of this chapter deals with receivers and parts

thereof such as amplifiers, for which the most usual type of measure-
ment is that shown in broadest outline in Fig. 3.16. Certain terms
have been standardized (8.8.2065 : 1954) and these are shown in

Fig. 1 1.3, where the previous outline is filled, though still only generally.

The circuits shown inside the “ boxes ” are of course not the actud
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circuits of any particular apparatus, but only their simplest electrical
equivalents as viewed from the terminals (Sec. 14.21).
Where the full meaning is clear from the context, “ input ” is some-

times used to mean input terminals, input impedance, input voltage,
or input power; and similarly for “ output ”, etc.

Except where otherwise stated, it is generally assumed that the
source and load impedances are equal to those for which the item
under test was designed. To make this so, various matching devices

oemnoN cmeuT WIPONK CIRCUIT

Fig. 11.3—Diagram showing standard terms and symbols used in con-
nection with tests on amplifiers, receivers, etc.

such as transformers and dummy aerials are commonly used. The
greatest power is received from a given output when (1) the load
resistance is equal to the output resistance and (2) any output reactance
is neutralized by equal load reactance of opposite sign; this amount
of power is called the available power, and is equal to E^I^Rq.
Similarly for the source. The designed load is not always the load
that would receive maximum power; where the load is a loud-
speaker it is usually more important to design for minimum distortion,

for the output voltage can easily be increased to make good any power
loss. And in a.f. amplifiers the input impedance may be practically

infinite, for voltage rather than power is the main consideration.

The amplification or gain of an amplifier is the ratio of load power
(or voltage) to input power (or voltage). Strictly, “ gain ” refers to

power ratio. If there is any room for doubt, the basis of reckoning
should be specified—e.g.,

“ voltage amplification ”, or “ power gain ”.

Power ratios are commonly expressed in decibels, as explained in

Sec. 14.34. Only one thing need perhaps be re-emphasized here—^that

a voltage (or current) ratio cannot correctly be expressed in dB unless

account is taken of the impedances across which the voltages exist

(or through which the currents flow). For the matter of that, a voltage

ratio itself is not very informative unless the impedances are specified.

11.6. A.F. amplifiers: gain
The obvious way to measure gain is to apply a suitable signal to the

input and observe its strength there and at the output. There are,

however, diverse methods of observing. The best, probably, is to

insert a calibrated attenuator and adjust it until the voltages at input

and output of the combination are equal. The gain due to the amplifier
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Fig. 11.4—Block diagram of the arrangement of apparatus when measuring

the gain of any amplifier by comparing it with the loss introduced by a
calibrated attenuator. If the attenuator is continuously variedtie over the

range concerned, the only purpose of the meter is to adjust the signal level

to equality at the two points shown by the stars in the signal-strength

diagram: no meter calibration is needed. Note that both source and meter

are at relatively low .signal levels

is then equah^ the loss in the attenuator. This makes it easy to use

one indicator mstead of two for observing the signal levels; moreover,

it need be only a simple indicator, for it has to do no more than enable

two signal voltages to be equalized, which is easier and more accurate

than measuring the ratio between two that are likely to be of quite

different orders of magnitude.

The attenuator can be inserted either ahead of, or following, the

amplifier. Fig. 11.4 shows the latter arrangement. The terminations

of the units must be considered: the input impedance of the attenuator

should be appropriate to the output of the amplifier, and the output of

the attenuator should be properly terminated. In this respect the

alternative order—attenuator first—^is usually more convenient; the

amplifier can be used with its normal load, such as a loudspeaker, and

the am|riifier input impedance may well be high enough for a simple

potential-divider type of attenuator to be used (Sec. 6.19). Inci-

dentally, although the use of negative feedback may greatly reduce

the output imp^ance of an amplifier, its optimum load impedance

is hardly affected thereby.

The order of connecting also affects the types of signal source and

indicator. As the upper part of Fig. 11.4 shows, the amplifier-first

order results in low level of signal voltage at the indicator, and would
be suited to a low-output source, but not to an insensitive indicator

such as an unampUfied cathode-ray tube. With the amplifier and

attenuator interchanged, the signal level reaching the amplifier from a

weak source mig^t not be clear of noise, hum, etc., but would be

satisfactory if the source output were comparable with the normal

output ofAe amplifier.

A single indicator can be switched from end to end, as shown, in

which case it need not be calibrated, nor even be particularly free from

d^ or frequency, error, provided it does not take enough current to

alter the ugnal when it is switched in. A valve voltmeter, even if only
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extemporized, is an obvious type. A metal-rectifier meter, or even a
pair of headphones, may be used if their impedance is high enough
relative to the signal circuits. It is merely a matter of adjusting to
equality, not of actual measurement. It need hardly be mentioned
that a sensitive v^ve voltmeter must not be switched in such a manner
as to open-circuit its grid between the two positions, and that pre-
cautions must be taken to exclude non-signal potentials such as h.t.

voltages. Both objects are achieved by using a grid capacitor and leak,

but even then there is a possibility of momentary violent surges on
switching over, which may injure a sensitive instrument unless it is

temporarily desensitized.

The simple switching shown assumes that the earthy side of each
instrument is common ; if not, a double-pole switch is ofcourse needed.
The alternative is to use two indicators and no switching, so that

their imp^ance does not matter so much; but it is necessary to check
their readings one against the other at all frequencies if the actual gain
is to be measured accurately. Neither meter need be calibrated, unless

the signal level is to be measured at the same time. At least some

Fig. 11.5—It may be better in some cases for the amplifier and attenuator
to be at low signal levels, source and meter being high. This is done by
putting the attenuator ahead. This diagram also shows the use of a simple

fixed or semi-variable attenuator to bring the meter points to approximate
equality. A meter calibration is then needed as well as the attenuator

calibration, but the needfor wide range is avoided

idea of the signal level ought to be known in order to avoid overloading

the amplifier or perhaps even the attenuator.

There are of course other variations of the method. If the indicator

is confined strictly to the job of showing equality, the attenuator has

to be continuously variable. A step-adjusted attenuator can be used,

however, by setting it to give the nearest approach to signal equality,

and interpolating with the indicator. For example, if the attenuator

reads 25 dB and the ratio of output to input overall is I -15 (that is,

1 *2 dB) the gain is 26-2 dB.
In fact, lacking any proper attenuator, one can use a simple potential-

divider (R,Rt in Fig. 1 1 .5) to attenuate the signal by a known amount,
bringing the signals to be indicated at least to the same order of
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magnitude. There is then less risk of feedback due to switching,

and the input signal can be read on the same meter range as the output.

This, incidentally, is an example of having the attenuator first.

Such a step-down is almost certain to be needed if the indicator is a

c.r. tube. Ri can then be a fairly high fixed resistance and R* a low
variable. In one method the tube is used simply as a kind of valve

voltmeter, one pair of plates being out of use and the other switched

alternately to input and output; the attenuator is adjusted until the

deflections are the same. The time base can be switched on to the idle

plates for checking the signal waveform. In the other method the

input is connected to one pair and the output to the other. The
result is a trace of the type shown in Fig. lO.Sn. This is helpful for

showing phase difference between input and output, or—as in Sec. 11.12

—for indicating distortion, but only at 0° and 180“ is it convenient for

indicating the relative magnitudes, by the slope of the line. If the

deflection sensitivities of the pairs of plates were the same, equality

would be shown by a 45“ slope, but as in general they are different it is

necessary to allow for this by first connecting the one signal to both
pairs and marking the slope of the line on the face of the tube.

For measuring separate stages of an amplifier there is a risk of

working conditions being upset by the connecting of the indicator at

intermediate points, and it is better to adapt the method described

for r.f. amplifiers in Sec. 11.22 (Fig. 11.20), in which an indicator is

kept connected at the output and the source is connected through an
attenuator in turn to various input points. If at any of these the signal

is liable to be appreciably short-circuited by the output impedance of
the previous stage, this impedance should be open-circuited while the

reading is being taken.

11.7. ATTENUATION OR LOSS
If the unit to be measured introduces a loss, the attenuator with

which it is compared must be connected in parallel with it, instead of
in cascade; otherwise the procedure is the same. Fig. 11.6 illustrates

the connections when the known attenuator is a simple potential-

divider. For example, suppose the voltmeter reading in position 1 is

1-3 and in position 2 is l-S, and that Ri and Ri are 900 Q and 100 Q
respectively. Then, assuming the load is also 100 Q , the “ gain ” is

rlxswoTioo”""’-

11.8. FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS

Obtaining the frequency characteristic of an amplifi^, filter, etc.,

is just an extension of the procedure already describe^ the gain or loss

being measured at a sufficient number of frequencies to provide data

for a frequency curve. This is plotted on curve sheets having a loga-

rithmic horizontal scale for frequency and a linear vertical scale for

A standard kind has three decades of frequency, which can be marked
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Fig. 1J.6—Here two attenuators are being compared, and the only difference
in method is that they are connected in parallel instead of series. Ifpossible

the standard is adjusted to make the two stars coincide

to run say from 20 c/s to 20 kc/s. If the frequency of the signal source
is continuously variable, it should be swept through the whole range
while an eye is kept on the output indicator to make sure that no
significant feature escapes unplotted.

It is when taking a frequency characteristic that one realizes the im-
mense advantage of having a constant-output source. If the input
can be relied upon to be constant at all frequencies, all that one has to

do on shifting to a new fiequency is to adjust the attenuator to keep the

output meter reading constant and then to read the attenuator. Switch-

ing and input adjustment are avoided. Care must be taken, however,
that overloading does not happen at any frequency.

If much work is to be done on the testing and design of a.f. equip-

ment, the continual plotting of frequency curves becomes very tedious.

It may pay to have special apparatus for tracing curves automatically

or semi-automatically. Various methods have been devised, some
depending on mechanical operation of the oscillator frequency control

linked with the frequency base of the recorder or oscilloscope, and
some entirely electrical in action. It is important that the frequency

sweep is not too rapid for the apparatus under test to follow. The
firm of Bruel & Kjaer specializes in equipment of this t3q)e, which is

provided also by General Radio (see G.R.E., June 1959). The use of
“ white noise ” for measuring frequency characteristics has already

been mentioned in Sec. 1 1.4.

11.9. AVOIDANCE OF OVERLOADING
In the foregoing descriptions of gain and frequency characteristic

measurements, the only references to signal amplitude have been
warnings to keep it well within the handling capacity of the apparatus.

Up to a point, the output of a normal amplifier is almost exactly pro-

portional to the input—in other words, the amplifier has a linear

amplitude characteristic—but beyond that point the characteristic

bends over in some such way as is shown in Fig. 11.7. It is evident
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that if curve 1 is the characteristic of an amplifier it does not matter

what input is used to measure its gain so long as it does not exceed A'

(or the output exceed A"). The need for caution occurs when the

gain is measured at other frequencies or conditions, because if at

some other frequency the gain is higher, as shown by curve 2, the

original maximum allowable input A' might go beyond the new

Fig. 11.7—Showing how signal level that is

within the capabilities of an amplifier in one
set of conditions may overload it in another

overload i^int B. It happens that a constant output would have
avoided this error, but it is possible for the characteristic to change to

curve 3, when neither input nor output voltages previously certified as

safe could be allowed.

11.10. DETERMINATION OF OVERLOAD POINT

The position of the overload point is not absolutely definite, because
if an apparently straight portion of characteristic is accurately plotted

on a sufficiently large scale it is found to be not quite straight. Any
curvature at all is evidence of some distortion, and it is just a question
of how much is allowable. It is desirable to be able to give an actual

figure, so that exact comparisons can be made. However, if the

apparatus for doing this is lacking, one can judge fairly well, after a
little experience, how much visible curvature of an input/output graph
represents appredable audible distortion. A gain-measuring set-up

such as Fig. ll.S is used, and the excitation increased untU the gain
shows definite signs of change. A much quicker method, suitable for

production tests, is to use a pair of ganged attenuators, one iffiead of
the amplifier and the oth^ behind, designed to keep the total attenua-

tion the same at all settings. So long as the ampMer is linear, there-

fore, the final output is constant at all attoiuator settings, btit beyond
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the overload point it changes. A specified change can be chosen as
marking the overload point and if the source is always the same the
attenuator setting at that point is a measure of the power-handling
capacity of the amplifier.

An input/output curve can be plotted in terms of voltage or power
but not a mixture of both. If the input is measured in volts, the
readings should be squared if they are to be plotted against output
readings in watts, as in Fig. 11.8. This curve appears to be quite linear

only as far as 1, but that is a rather conservative overload point.
Reasonably good quality may be expected with the very moderate
curvature up to 2, but an output corresponding to the third point
would probably be marred by very noticeable distortion. Use of
negative feedback in amplifiers tends to straighten the lower or working
part of the curve and accentuate the overload point.

Instruments for measuring output power are discussed in Sec. 5.7;

Fig. 11.8—Typical inputloutput charac-

teristic of an amplifier or other unit, show-
ing how estimation of the overload point

is a matter for judgment

see also P. E. Dyson (Af./., March 1957). The usual methods involve

measuring the voltage across a known resistance—the load resistance.

If the voltage is measured across a loudspeaker or similar load, it must
be remembered that the load impedance is neither constant in magni-

tude at all frequencies nor non-reactive, and the nominal resistance

of the loudspeaker multiplied by the square of the voltage may differ

considerably from the actual watts.

11.11. LOAD-RESISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS

It is often instructive to take a load-resistance characteristic, which
is a curve of load watts against load resistance. There are two varieties,

which must not be confused. In each case the load resistance is varied
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and the corresponding watts in it observed, but in one the excitation

is kept constant at some level comfortably below the overload point,

and in the other it is adjusted for each load resistance until a specified

limit of distortion is reached. In the first case the maximum power is

obtained when the load resistance equals the effective output resistance

of the valve feeding it (and is a convenient method of measuring
that quantity) ; in the other, the load resistance receiving the greatest

useful power, and the amount of that power, are found; the optimum
resistance depends on a number of conditions, but is usually at least

twice a triode-valve resistance and only a fraction of a pentode resis-

tance. Note the effective output resistance is mentioned above; if

negative feedback is used, such resistance may be quite different from
the actual valve resistance.

11.12. OBSERVATION OF NON-LINEARITY BY C.R. TUBE
Not only is estimating non-linearity by looking at a curve of the type

shown in Fig. 11.8 rather indefinite; the curve is unsuitable as a basis

for more precise analysis of non-linearity. The points on it do

Fig. 1 1.9~~Representalive c.r. tube traces when input signal is applied to X
plates and output to Y, showing the appearance of (b and c) non-linearity,

(d) phase shift and (e) parasitic oscillation

not refer to actual moment-by-moment signal strength; they are r.m.s.

or other values depending on the type of indicator used, in which the

whole cycle is lumped together without distinguishing between positive

and negative halves. To get the “ shape ” of the non-linearity—which
often affects positive and negative half-cycles dififerently—^it is necessary

to plot instantaneous values. This can be done by using positive and
negative peak-reading voltmeters, but much more quicldy and easily

by connecting the input signal to the X plates of a cathode-ray tube

and the output to the Y plates—the second method of connection
described in Sec. 11.6. To make the X and Y deflections about equal.
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the potential divider shown in Fig. 1 1.5 will probably have to be used.
This kind of input/output characteristic is sometimes distinguished

from the previous one by the name transfer characteristic. If it is a
perfectly straight line, as in Fig. 11.9a, the unit under test is perfectly
linear and the phase difference between input and output is cither 0®

or 180°—which one it is can be ascertained by taking the Y-plate
connection away from the amplifier output and attaching it to the
X plate; this shows the 0° direction of slope. Of course 0° and 180°

can always be interchanged by reversing one pair of connections. In
general, amplifiers, transformers, etc., have zero phase shift at some
middle frequency, and the line opens out into an ellipse at low and high
frequencies. Shunt inductance and series capacitance cause a phase
lead at low frequencies; shunt capacitance and series inductance a
phase lag at high frequencies. The actual phase angle can be deter-

mined from the ellipse as in Sec. 9.10.

Phase shift makes no audible difference to continuous tones, but is

important in television and in negative-feedback amplifiers, and if

excessive it has some audible effect on transients. Even when not
important in itself it is a symptom of frequency distortion. Phase
shift can more easily be detected on the c.r.t. than the accompanying
reduction in gain.

When there is no phase difference between X and Y signals, the

transfer trace is a line enclosing no area and shows up any non-linearity

\ery clearly—^more so than displaying the waveform of the output on
a linear time base. Also it is easier to carry out, because no time base

is needed, nor is it so important for the input waveform to be perfectly

sinusoidal. Fig. 11.96 and c are examples of how non-linearity

appears. But when phase shift makes the trace an ellipse it is not so

easy to detect a small amount of non-linearity. In Fig. 1

1

.9d the non-
linearity combined with phase shift is unmistakable, but a small amount
of distortion might go unnoticed, so for this test it is advisable to close

the ellipse up by introducing a suitable amount of phase shift into the

X deflection. The best system for doing this depends on the circum-

stances, but the network and values shown in Fig. 11.10 are likely to

cover most requirements.

Fig. 11.9e shows up another amplifier defect—^parasitic oscillation

occurring at one part only of the signal cycle. This would cause an
unpleasant buzz or blast in sound reproduction, but as the oscillation

would not occur when the amplifier was at rest the trouble would be
very difficult to diagnose and locate without a c.r.t. This type of test,

calling for very little apparatus in addition to an a.f. oscillator and the

tube itself, gives more information on an amplifier in a few minutes

than hours of testing with meters.

Non-linearity can be examined under the-microscope, as it were, by
deducting the fundamental from the output, leaving only the distortion

products to be applied to the Y plates. These may be amplified until

even a very small percentage can be seen clearly and visually analysed.

An elaborate equipment for doing this, enabling much information
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to be extracted, is described by E. R. Wigain (W.W., June 1953); and
a simple arrangement consisting mainly of a parallel-T filter made up
from ordinary components, by V. J. Tyler (W.W., Sept. 1953). D. C.

Pressey (W.fV., Feb. 1954, corrected in March 1954, p. 128), shows
still another system, based on computor technique, in wWch the

distorted output is added to the input in opposite phase and equal

amplitude. All these methods are (or can be made) more or less

quantitative, so might perhaps be included in one of the later Sections,

on measurement. But before going on to them one will do well to

consider what exactly should be measured.

11.13. BASIS OF NON-LINEARITY MEASUREMENTS
If the purpose of the amplifier is sound reproduction, the result of

non-linearity is audible unpleasantness. But one cannot measure
unpleasantness as such. The thing to do is to find some measurable
feature about non-linearity that is proportional to the resulting un-
pleasantness. The Unk-up between objective measurement and sub-

jective hearing can never be precise, because people have different ideas

about how unpleasant a thing sounds, and their impressions vary with

the kinds of sound being reproduced (Sec. 3.3). However, if a basis

for measurement is worked out that lines up with most people’s

impressions most of the time, then it is reasonable to expect that an
amplifier which on that basis—which can be precise—shows less non-
linearity than another will on the whole be the better amplifier when
judged by ear (other things, of course, being equal). If such expecta-

tions are often disappointed it shows that the basis for measurement is

wrong. But fot ordinary purposes it must be practical—not something
that necessitates equipment too elaborate for ordinary use, or a volum-
inous expression of results.

A commonly employed basis is the percentage of harmonics intro-

duce by the non-linearity when a pure sin^e-frequency signal is

applied. It is necessary, of course, to specffy the frequency and
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amplitude of the signal. For ease of comparison one would like to
be able to express the amount of distortion as a single number. It is

possible to specify the total of all the harmonics in the output as a
percentage of the fundamental, but that fails altogether to line up with
the audible results. For example, 1 % ninth harmonic sounds worse
than 10% second harmonic. So various attempts have been made to
bring them into line by “ weighting ” the harmonics according to then-

relative unpleasantness. In one of these attempts, made by the
British Ra^o Manufacturers’ Association (as it then was),* the
amplitude of the nth harmonic is multiplied by n/2 before squaring it,

adding the result to those for the other harmonics, taking the square
root as the total, and dividing by the unweighted r.m.s. total output
(harmonics plus fundamental) to give the so-called distortion factor.

According to experiments carried out by D. E. L. Shorter of the

B.B.C.,t it appears that a heavier weighting factor—n*/4—gives better

agreement with listening tests, but the resulting figure depends on
unmeasurably small high harmonics.
The single-frequency test signal does not adequately represent any

type of programme that would hold the public interest for long; in

real programmes there are many frequencies simultaneously, and non-
linearity not only adds harmonics of them all but also whole ranges of
intermodulation tones. The lower harmonics at least harmonize, but
the corresponding modulation products are generally discordant. It

can quite easily be demonstrated} that the unpleasantness of non-
linearity distortion in typical conditions is due almost entirely to inter-

modulation, not to harmonics. Except that two signals are required

at once, measuring total intermodulation is not very much more com-
plicated than measuring total harmonic distortion. But the fact that

most of the unpleasantness is due to intermodulation does not neces-

sarily mean that the figure for total intermodulation is a more reliable

guide than the already discredited figure for total harmonics, or that

because harmonics contribute little to the unpleasantness they cannot
be used as a measure of it,§ for indeed harmonics can be regarded as

intermodulation products between one frequency and itself. A great

deal has been published on this subject, but it is difficult to arrive at

generally accepted conclusions because so much depends on the

conditions assumed. There is a need for more research.
|j
As a rough

sort of summary it is perhaps fair to say that total harmonic distortion

(unweighted) is a very unreliable guide to audible distortion and is

useful only for comparing amounts of non-linearity of the same type.

• Proc. Wireless Section I,E,E., Sept. 1937.

t “ The Influence of High-order Products in Non-linear Distortion.” E.E,
April 1950.

t W.W., April 1955, p. 192.

§
” Relations Between Amplitudes of Harmonics and Intermodulation Fre-

quencies”, by M. V. Callendar and S. Matthews. E.E., June 1951, corrected

in the issue of July 1951, p. 277.

II Such as that carried out by E. R. Wigan and recorded in E.T., Apr. and May
1961 ('* New Distortion Criterion ”).

25
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Total intermodulation is a more sensitive test of non-linearity, but there

is doubt whether it is much better as a measure of audible distortion,

except where the harmonics are outside the frequency band of the unit

under test. To investigate non-linearity properly it is necessaiy to

measure separately the different harmonics and the different inter-

modulation products. A strong 100-c/s signal is liable to produce
harmonics at 200, 300, 400, etc., c/s, and if accompanied by another
signal at frequency/there will be intermodulation tones at/± 100, 200,

300, etc., c/s, and perhaps 2/± 100, 200, etc., c/s. Their relative

strengths are an indication of the type of non-linearity. For example, if

the second harmonic predominates, that indicates a ^adual curvature

all the same way, as in Fig. 1

1

.9c, typical of a single triode; if there is a

strong third harmonic there must be a double curvature as at b, typical

of a single pentode. Even if the distortion is to be expressed finally

as a single number, it is necessary to find the values of the separate

distortion tones in order to weight them so that the figure gives at

least a fair idea of relative unpleasantness.

The subject is discussed more fully by the author (W.fV., July 1955),

with 26 references to further literature, and a suggested form of dis-

tortion test to give results indicative of unpleasantness yet with reason-

able brevity. The main idea is to adopt a fixed frequency of inter-

modulation product somewhere in the most audible part of the fre-

quency band : 1-2 kc/s. Several fixed frequencies could be used for

the stronger of the two input tones, at representative points in the a.f.

band; say 65, 800, 3,000 and 12,000 c/s. At each of these frequencies

a second tone of quarter the amplitude is then swept over the band
and the amplitude of the fixed product tone measured at every occur-

rence. An inexpensive wave analyser, using nearly zero i.f. instead of
the conventional supersonic frequency, and a twin a.f. signal generator,

were described in the following issue (Aug. 1955).

11.14. CALCULATION OF HARMONICS
If an accurate transfer characteristic is available (Sec. 11.12) the

corresponding harmonics can be calculated. It is necessary for the

characteristic to be a line enclosing no area; consequently there is a
temptation to obtain it at a frequency giving no phase shift through the

amplifier—usually a middle frequency. But ^rmonic distortion is

much more likely to be severe at low fr^uencies such as 50 c/s, and the
resulting distortion comes at frequencies where it is most likely to be
troublesome. So the phase-shift should be balanced out by means such
as Fig. 11.10. Owing to different shifts at the harmonic frequencies,

success cannot be guaranteed.

The following method is adapted from that described by J. A.
Hutcheson (Electronics, Jan. 1936)who demonstrated it for allharmonics
up to and including the seventh ; and it involves only simple arithmetic.

Fig. 11.11 shows how the requisite data are derived from the cathode-
ray trace. The total output swing, a, is measured, which can most con-
veniently be done by cutting oif the input (horizontal) deflection. The
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Other quantities, b to g, are the distances measured vertically (in the
direction of the output deflection) from a straight line drawn between
the ends of the curve to selected points on the curve. The relative

horizontal distribution of these points is shown. Distances measured
downwards from the straight line are called negative; those upwards,
positive. These signs must be carefully observed throughout the
calculation, but the signs ofthe final answers are ofno great significance.

The distances can either be measured in volts, if the screen is calibrated.

in which case the amplitudes of the harmonics are given in volts; or
in any arbitrary units such as millimetres, for the units make no difference

to the harmonic percentages.

If the amplitudes of the various harmonics are denoted by Vt, Vt,

etc., they are given by

3

g

^4 =
d-b-g

V,

y f f lb g
* 3 ^ 2-828

v. = i-y.
(e -l -SlVt-l •092K, + O-fiSSK. - 0 699Vt - 0-751 K,).

1146

The seventh is the only one that takes more than a moment or two to
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work out, and it can be omitted unless there is reason to believe that

the upper odd harmonics are appreciable.

The amplitude of the fundamental, Vj, differs from the amplitude
of deflection only by the odd harmonics:

F, = 5 + K, - K, + K,

The percentage of any harmonic is and the percentage of the
' 1

100
total harmonics is -w 4̂ - •

1

If weighted by half the harmonic number it is

50 V (2K,)* + (3K.)* + (4^0*

(In an alternative method of reckoning, the total r.m.s. output is

substituted for Vi in these two expressions.)

As an example, suppose that in Fig. 11.11

a = 120
h = -10 e = -2
c = -12 / = 2
d=-7 g=3

Then _ 2-12
I

-7 + 10-3 ^ _ 3-33

14
K, =-7=4-67

K4=0

K, = 4-67 -f
- 10

2-828
= 4-67 - 4-60 = 0-07

K, = 3-33 = -0-17

-2+(1 -82 X 3 -33)- (1 -092 X 4 -67)- (0-699 X 0 -07)+

(

0-75

1

x 0 -
1

7

)

1-146V, =

_ - 2 + 6-07 - 5 -10 - 0-05 -f 0 -13 _
1-146

K, = 60 + 4-67 - 0-07 - 0-83 = 63-77

percentage 2nd harmonic = 5-2

0 83

weighted

3rd

4th
5th

6th

7th

total

= 7-3

= 0
= 0-1

= 0-3

= 1-3

= 9-1

= 20-2
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It is essential to measure the trace accurately and to avoid distortion

of it, for unless the electrical distortion is very bad the harmonics are
relatively small. Also, because they are calculated as differences

between probably larger quantities, the working must be done to at

least one more significant figure than is expected in the answers.
Generally two si^ificant figures are satisfactory in the answers, and
only the first is likely to be at all reliable even if the work has been
done very carefully. For this reason c.r.t. traces have to be focused
very sharply to be worth using. The same analysis can however be
applied to calculated or plotted dynamic valve curves; i.c., valve transfer

characteristics inclusive of load impedance. And more accurate

results might be obtained by combining this type of calculation with
the fundamental-removing technique described at the end of Sec. 11.12.

Calculation of harmonics from waveforms is explained in some of the
larger books on a.c., and by R. C. de Holzer (E.E., June and July 1945)

and D. R. Turner (E.E., Jan. 1953).

11.15. MEASUREMENT OF HARMONICS
Total harmonic distortion is usually measured by comparing the

signal output voltage with and without the removal of the fundamental
by a sharp filter or otherwise. In the Marconi TF 142F Distortion

Factor Meter, a bridged-T is used for suppressing the fundamental and
is then replai^ by an attenuator, the setting of which when the meter
reading is equalized shows the percentage distortion directly. In this

instrument the fundamental can be varied over the range 100 c/s to

8 kc/s. Obviously a great simplification can be made by working at a
fixed fundamental frequency, commonly 400 or 1,000 c/s, but this

greatly restricts the utility of the instrument, because it is the increase

in distortion at the extremes of frequency that is usually of most
significance. Details of a simple design of this type, with an added
facility for measuring third harmonic only, are given by T. D. Conway
(W.W., March 1954).

Although measurements confined to total distortion are easy to make
and are expressed by a single number, their correlation with subjective

impressions is poor unless something is known or can safely be assumed
of how the total is made up. It is therefore a good idea to combine
this kind of measurement with the visual observation described at the

end of Sec. 11.12.

The ideal in harmonic distortion measurement is to be able to find

the amplitudes of all significant harmonics—bearing in mind that small

fractions of 1 % are significant where high harmonics are concerned.

The proper equipment for this is a signal source that does not itself

contribute appreciable harmonics—or from which harmonics are tuned
out by a filter—and a wave analyser (Sec. 5.23). The test should be
made at various amplitudes and frequencies, especially at the lowest

frequencies the equipment under test is su]>posed to handle.

A good wave analyser of the hi^y selective valve-voltmeter type is a

most versatile instrument, enabUng intermodulation products, hum,
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and even random noise to be measured. The snag is that it is expensive

and not readily constructed by an amateur. An exception is the
“ zero-beat ” type developed by the author (W. W., Aug. 1955).

Though less convenient in use, a method of wave analysis described

by D. Martineau Tombs {fV.E., July 1950), is inexpensive, for it can
be carried out by means of apparatus that is available in most labora-

tories or can easily be made up. The scheme is to use a negative

resistor such as a dynatron to adjust the Q of a. resonant circuit tuned
to each harmonic in turn. The voltaj^ of any harmonic is inversely

proportional to the Q needed to bring it up to a uniform level, so it is

directly proportional to AC in the capacitance-variation method of Q
measurement (Sec. 9.28). The formula is

en AC LEI2

where en is the voltage of the nth harmonic, wn is 2n times its frequency,

L the tuning inductance, and E the standard level, observed on an
oscilloscope. It is a particularly interesting experimental method.
A survey of commercial wave analysers and distortion-factor meters

has been made by R. Brown (B.C. & E., Oct. 1960).

11.16. MEASUREMENT OF INTERMODULATION
Here again there are methods for measuring total distortion and

others that distinguish between the various intermodulation products.

The latter are much to be preferred, for experience shows that equal

amounts of total intermodulation differ widely in unpleasantness

according to how the total is made up (J. H. O. Harries, W.E., Feb.

1937). For instance, if an amplifier carries a strong 50-c/s signal and
a weaker one at 1,000 c/s, a given amount of second-order inter-

modulation (950 and 1,050 c/s)* is less objectionable than the same
amount of third-order (900 and 1,100 c/s). These generally correspond
to prominent second and third harmonics respectively.

Because of the insensitiveness of the ear (and perhaps the loud-
speaker) to low frequencies, a very low frequency, while not itself

conspicuous, may be strong enough at some stage to cause serious

mutilation of higher frequencies; this is one of the commonest causes

of bad reproduction. Moreover, non-linearity is likely to occur at a
smaller amplitude at low frequencies than at medium. So it is most
often recommended that the two signals applied shall consist ofa strong

low frequency and a weaker medium or high frequency. But there is

an alternative scheme (explained by A. P. G. Peterson in G.R.E.,

March 1951), in which variable frequencies of equal amplitude and
differing by a fixed frequency such as 1,100 c/s are used. For general

purposes, howeVer, the former is more revealing and less likely to cause
difficulty.

Some care is needed in bringing the two signals to the input, to ensure
that the signal sources do not intermodulate one another. A con-
venient source of the low frequency is the ever-useful SO-c/s mains, and

* This is sometimes called first-order intermodulation.
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Fig. JI.I2—Method of connecting two a.f, signal generators for inter-

modulation tests. The R bridge is used to prevent the generators from
affecting one another

this is hardly likely to be seriously affected by a weak 3,000-c/s (say)

signal. If the source of the latter has a large amount of attenuation

in its output, it too may be safe even if the two signals are simply
applied in series. To be quite sure, the bridge method shown in

Fig. 11.12 can be used. At least one of the signal sources should be
connected through a transformer to avoid earthing difficulties. It is

usual to arrange that the high-frequency si^al is 12 dB below the low
(i.e., one-quarter of its voltage); the combined input level can then be
adjusted as shown. The amplifier should of course be working into its

usual load.

If a wave analyser is available, the rest is easy: this instrument is

Itself sufficiently selective to measure the various output components
separately in turn. The amplitudes of the modulation products

—

second-order, 2,950 and 3,050; third-order, 2,900 and 3,100; etc.,

in this example—are expressed as percentages of the 3,000-c/s signal

output. Components at 6,050 c/s, etc., should also be looked for.

See Sec. 11.13 for references to the author’s inexpensive wave analyser

and recommended intermodulation test scheme.
When a wave analyser is not available it is necessary to use a high-

pass filter (Sec. 14.26) to remove the low-frequency signal and its

harmonics. In the present case a cut-off at about 1,000 c/s would be
suitable. The greater the ratio between the two input frequencies,

obviously the easier it is to effect a clean separation without endangering
any of the significant modulation frequencies.

What is done next depends on how the distortion is to be observed.

Removal of the strong signal enables the damage to the weak one to be
examined on an enlarged scale by amplification, as with harmonics in

Sec. 11.12. Fig. 11.13 shows the simple requirements for visual and/or
aural observation. If the amplifier under test is linear within the

peak-to-peak limits of the strong signal, the output appears at uniform
amplitude, as at Fig. 11.14a. If there is non-linearity, its nature is

revealed by the envelope of the high-frequency signal. Typical single-

triode or second-harmonic or second-order modulation distortion is

shown at h; the “ carrier wave ” goes through one cycle of amplitude
variation per cycle of the low frequency. Trace c shows Mmilar
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1J.14—Intermodulation traces

showing (a) linearity {no inter-

modulation)^ (b) second-order inter-

modulationy (c) same with phase
shifty and (d) third-order inter-

modulation

distortion with phase shift. At d, characteristic of pentode distortion,

there are two cycles of modulation per low-frequency cycle, indicating a

pronounced third-order modulation. The distortion can be expressed

numerically as the percentage depth of modulation (Sec. 11.23) for a

stated low-frequency input.

Alternatively, the output from the high-pass filter—amplified if

necessary—^may be applied to a diode rectifier, the high frequency

removed by a low-pass filter, and the amplitude of the low-frequency

output, which represents the distortion, measured by a valve voltmeter.

Either the same meter switched, or a separate one, is used to measure
the input to the rectifier, and the ratio of one to the other, multiplied

by 100, is the percentage modulation. To give a true rea^ng of the

total, the meter ought to read r.m.s. values. Some care is needed with
this method to avoid errors due to the rectifier, and for accurate results

allowance must be made for its efficiency being less than 100%. Fuller

informa.tion is given by E. W. Berth-Jones {W.W., June 1951), and
design data for a simple intermodulation meter are given by J. M. van
Beuren (Audio Engineering, Nov. 1950). This total intermodulation

figure is obviously less informative than the s^arate values obtainable

with a wave andlyser.

11.17. A.F. MODULATION HUM
In certain circumstances, such as push-pull operation, the modulating

tone may be the riiqrie left over as a result of inadequate smoothing.

In a strai^t amplifier this ripple would show up as excessive hum, but
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in push-pull the hum is cancelled out. If too much advantage is

taken of this to reduce smoothing components, the ripple, tiiiough

sufficiently balanced out to be inoffensive with no signal, may neverthe-
Iws swing e^h valve over so much of its characteristic as to modulate a
Mgnal. This modulation hum can be identified by examining the
output of the amplifier with the cathode-ray tube on a base of the a.c.

supply feeding the amplifier power unit. A single test signal, of a
relatively high frequency, is applied; and a filter is not essential, so
the apparatus is very simple. Modulation hum shows up as an irregu-

larity in theenvelope of the signalwave, and its seriousness can be gauged
by comparison with the mean amplitude of the signal (Sec. 1 1 .23).

11.18. MEASUREMENT OF HUM
The measurement of straight hum might seem quite simple, but

it is not. The results of using an output power meter or an a.c. volt-

meter across the output of the amplifier are almost entirely useless.

Owing to the fact that the sensitivity of the ear depends enormously
on frequency, and owing also to such complications as speaker reson-

ances, a barely audible low-pitched hum may give a pronounced
reading on a meter which fails to show any response at all to a high-

pitched ripple only too obvious to the listener.

One solution is to interpose a weighted network—a filter designed

to attentuate frequencies in proportion to the sensitivity of the ear

—

followed by or combined with an amplifier. Details of a hum volt-

meter are given in Sec. 5.23 (3). When connected across the load,

Rl, of an amplifier under test, the voltmeter reading divided by
gives a comparative indication of the sound that would be produced
by a perfect loudspeaker substituted for Rl. Note that the weighting

amplifier gives a nearly level aural characteristic over the whole
audible frequency band, and any hiss or other noise present is also

indicated; if only hum is to be included, a filter cutting off above
about 1,000 c/s should be interposed. It should be noted, however,
that if the hum is being introduced via stray capitance, an appreciable

proportion of the audible result may be due to harmonics at

frequencies above even 1,000 c/s.

11.19. SQUARE-WAVE TESTS

In the type of amplifier test described in Sec. 11.8, resulting in a
response graph on a frequency base, each point is observed after

a si^al having a single frequency has been applied for a practically

infinite time (say a second or two !) so that the response has reached its

steady-state value. There is an alternative, in which the signal com-
prises a very wide range of frequency within a very short space of time,

and the response is shown on a time base; Tlus is clearly a closer

approach to most real types of audio programime than the other. The
agnal shown in Fig. 11.15 (called the Heaviside unit function, or stq)

voltage) includes all frequencies, ifthe transition from one constant level

to another takes place instantaneously, but of course this is CMily a
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theoretical form. A practical approximation is a periodic square wave
with a fundamental frequency near the lower end of the amplifier band,

and a sufficiently steep wave front to include frequencies up to the top

end of the band. For square-wave generators see Sec. 4.38.

The output of the amplifier or other unit under test is observed by
an oscilloscope with its linear time base synchronized to about one-

third of the square-wave frequency so that at least one unbroken cycle

of the output can be seen. A perfect amplifier would of course show a

replica of the input waveform, which should be as nearly as possible

VOLTAGE

TIME

Fig. 11.15 {above)—Step
voltage^ which is the basis

of transient tests

Fig. 11.16 {left)--Charac-
teristic traces obtained in

square^wave tests^ from
which the performance of
the amplifier under test can

be inferred

a perfect square wave (Fig. U.l6a). Drooping tops, as at b, are

caused by the phase advance that is the usual sign of a falling-off in

response at the low frequency.

Suppose for example that it is caused by one capacitance coupling

of the usual type, in which a constant voltage input is applied to C and
R in series and the output taken from across R. Assuming that the

droop, measured by p/q, is not more than about 0-3, and denoting the

square-wave frequency by /», the cut-off frequency (at which the

coupling attenuates to the extent of 3 dB) by /©, and the phase shift

at/gby^:

tan ^ 0-64^^ fa irq q

If the c.r.o. trace is narrowed by reducing the time-base frequency, a

pjq ratio as small as 1/30 can quite easily be observed, so that a cut-off

frequency of, say, 30 c/s can be found with fa as high as 700 c/s. It

has been pointed out that strictly one cannot infer anything about the

performance of an amjdifier at miy frequency lower than that of the

(o)

(b)

(O

(d)

ixm
N“ h
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square wave, and of course that is perfectly true if there is no knowledge
of the circuit causing the low-frequency fall-oflF. If there were several
capacitive couplings and perhaps inductive shunts the law would be
different. But the relationship sin ^ = 1*27 pjq holds good so long
as the sloping top is straight, and is useful for measuring phase shifts

up to about 12°, which are accompanied by attenuation less than
01 dB.
The phase lag due to falling-off at the high frequencies shows up

as at c. Assuming the cause is one shunt capacitance (or series induct-
ance), and that the half-cycle of lasts long enough for the output
to reach practically the full amplitude, the — 3 dB frequency,/e, can be
found by measuring the initial rate of rise, as shown:

-'h

For g to be measurable, without conflicting with the assumption, /s

for this test ought to be about 0-3-1 times /e—say 5 kc/s for typical

a.f amplifiers. In both these tests it is necessary for the positive and
negative half-cycles to be equal.

A good idea of the bandwidth and phase shift of a system can there-

fore obtained by inspecting the output waveforms at two frequencies.

But these waveforms show a good deal more, notably certain types of
transient distortion. A picture such as d indicates a pronounced
resonance and its frequency—^in this example lO/^, for there are ten

cycles of lightly damped oscillation per square-wave cycle. To detect

such a resonance with a frequency test it would be necessary to sweep
over the whole frequency band, looking for a sharp peak; and even
when found it would not give such a good idea of the distortion. If

the circuit responsible is so heavily damped as to be almost non-
osdllatory, the appearance is as at e.

There are very many other possible shapes, and their interpretation

is a fascinating and instructive study, which can be pursued by trying

different types of circuit, preferably with variable components.

If negative-feedback amplifiers are subjected to square-wave tests,

care must be taken that the wave-front does not rise faster than the

amplifier can respond. If it does, the amplifier may be overloaded

and the feedback put out of action at a signal amplitude that could

easily be handled at the fundamental frequency. This danger has been
pointed out and explained by W. T. Cocking (W.W., March 1946)

with particular reference to the cathode follower (Fig. 11.17). (See

also “Cathode Follower Distortion”, W.W., May 1961.) It is

generally supposed that one of the advantages of the cathode follower

is its very low output impedance, by virtue of which it can work into a
relatively large capacitance without serious attenuation or distortion.

And this is true so long as the input voltage does not change too fast.

If it does, the capacitance C—even if it is only unintentional stray

—

prevents the cathode potential from following that of the grid
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quickly enough, and if the signal is negative-going the valve may be
momentarily cut off, with resulting distortion.

Amplifiers that are to be used for steep-fronted waveforms, as in

television, should be tested with such waveforms or their equivalents,

but it would be unfair to use much steeper test signals. Still more so

would it be to test a.f. amplifiers with such signals; square waves, if

nearly perfect, should be smoothed off somewhat; say by a top-cut

Fig. 11.17—Cathode follower, showing capacitance C which
is always present whether intentional or not and which
restricts the frequency or amplitude of the applied signal

CR Circuit in which 1/C/? is about 30 times the highest frequency for

which the amplifier is required.

11.20. GRAMOPHONE PICKUPS

Most of the methods already described for testing amplifiers can
be adapted for pickups by using special test records, listed in Table 14.23.

These provide single-frequency signals, both as constant spot

frequencies and continuously varjdng, for frequency characteristics,

and two-frequency signals for intermodulation. Triangular-wave
records, which ideally would produce a square-wave output, have
been produced experimentally but at the time of writing do not appear
to be on sale, presumably because of excessive wear.

For most tests the output of the pickup is unlikely to be sufficient,

and if the characteristics of the pickup itself are required it is necessary

to use an amplifier without appreciable distortion of the kind being
investigated. The alternative is to test the pickup with its own
amplifier; the characteristics of the amplifier alone can be measured
and those of the pickup deduced from the two sets of results.

Intermodulation tests are described by S. Kelly {IV.W., July 1951)
and ^scussed by L. J. Elliott {W. W., Sept. 1951).

11.21. V.F. AMPLIFIERS

The testing of v.f. amplifiers is an extension of a.f. amplifier-testing

technique, to cope with frequencies up to several Mc/s. Because of
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the place of pulse signals in television, and the visual nature of the
final presentetion, there is a greater emphasis on square-wave methods.

It is possible, of cour^, to take conventional frequency character-
istics, and there are special oscillators designed to cover the whole v.f.

band (Sec. 4.27). Care is needed to ensure that there is no undesired
loss of signal at the high-frequency end. Everything is done at as
low an impedance as possible, to minimize the effects of unavoidable
shunt capacitance. The cathode follower is a much used device for
obtaining a low-impedance output from a high-impedance source. If
it is necessary to use a screened input lead, the extra capacitance intro*

duced thereby can be very greatly reduced by using the double-sheath
system due to A. D. Blumlein shown in Fig. 11.18 and described by
V. H. Attree (£.£., March 1949). But the added capacitance across the

Fig. 11.18—Cathode-follower device for re-

ducing the input capacitance ofa screened lead

output accentuates the risk of overloading referred to in Sec. 11.19,

and it is necessary to use a low load resistance and not too steep a
wavefront.

Square-wave generators for v.f. must be capable of giving a good
waveform at both ends of the frequency scale; this necessitates full

use of the usual wide-band techniques. For equipment, procedure

and interpretation of results, see T. B. Tomlinson (E.E., June 1949);

for more detailed analysis of the v.f. amplifier by this method, see P. M

.

Seal (Proc. I.R.E., Jan. 1949); and for general television receiver

testing, see M. V. Callendar {W.W., Feb. 1952).

For testing television v.f. lines and equipment the standard instru*

ment is a “ pulse and bar ” generator (Pye PTC 1201) which yields the

waveform shown in Fig. 11.19. The imperfections of the channel

are judged by the extent to which the waveform seen at the far end on
an oscilloscope differs from the known input form from the generator.

The bar and sine-sjiuared pulse show up low-fr^uency and high-

frequency imperfections respectively, as wdl as ringing and echoes.

The pulse can be switched to a width (at half-peak amplitude) of either

0'17 microsecond, which provides a spectrum well maintain^ up to 3
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Fig. 11.19—Standardpuhe^and-bar waveform usedfor testing tele-

vision channels and equipment

Mc/s and cutting off rapidly thereafter, or of 0*33 microsecond. There
is a standard code for expressing the visual distortion in K numbers,
measured with a special graticule on the oscilloscope screen. For
instance, reduction in amplitude of the pulse as compared with the

bar indicates deficiency of top-frequency response at 3 Mc/s or 1-5

Mc/s, according to the pulse-width used. The subject is treated fully,

with numerous oscillograms of actual responses, by N. W. Lewis
{Proc. LE.E., Part III, July 1954). A brief survey of waveform testing

methods for television links is given by A. R. A. Rendall (£. & R.E.,

Dec. 1957).

11.22. R.F. amplifiers: gain
In this section and the next, “ r.f.” should be understood to include

“ i.f.” When measuring r.f. amplifiers it is inadvisable—unless the

frequency and gain are quite low—to switch a meter from input to

output, or to bring the signal at the high-level end of the attenuator

out into the open. The attenuator is almost invariably ahead of the

amplifier and incorporated in the source, which thus becomes a
standard-signal generator. Its output impedance is made as small as

possible—usually about 10 O—so when it is connected in parallel with

a coupling tuned to the signal frequency it effectively short-circuits

the coupling, and the signal voltage is not appreciably affected. It

should be remembered that whereas for valve amplifiers a constant-

voltage signal source is right, transistors normally require a constant-

current source. The usual type of signal generator is converted thereto

by inserting series resistance large compared with the input impedance
of the transistor. Remember too that transistor r.f. amplifiers can
easily be overloaded by a signal generator, so the signal level must be
considered carefully.

It is seldom that one can assume that the impedance of even a
valve voltmeter is high enough, and its stray admittance low enough,
not to affect the signal where it is connected. But the ampUner
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being tested is almost certain to work into either a detector or another
amplifier followed by a detector, and if there is not already some sort
of signal-level indicator it is usually quite easy to extemporize one; for
instance, by putting a microammeter in series with the load resistor

of the detector. The rectified current in a diode detector is only a
few microamps, but if a low-reading microammeter is not available
an alternative is to observe the anode current in an added valve used
as a z.f. amplifier. The popular double-diode-triode can usually be
slightly modified to respond to the z.f. component of the diode’s
output. Or, if the signal is modulated to a constant depth, the output
level can be measured at a.f. by an ordinary rectifier voltmeter.
Output indicating is simplified, and possible non-linearity between

Fig, ] 1,20—Method of measuring the gain of an r,f, stage, by applying a
signal generator in turn to aa and bb

the output of the part under test and the indicator is kept out of the
results, if the indicator is used merely to show equality, the gain being
read on the attenuator. Fig. 11.20 shows a typical case: to measure
the gain of an r.f. stage between aa and bb the signal source is first

connected to aa and its output adjusted to give a suitable indication.

It is then transferred to bb and its output increased to give the same
indication. The ratio of increase is the required gain, for the level at

bb must have been the same both times. The gain as measured
includes the influence of any feedback from parts of the apparatus
following bb.

11.23. R.F. NON-LINEARITY DISTORTION

Non-linearity distortion of a carrier wave as such is of less importance
than distortion of the modulated envelope. The severity of envelope
distortion normally increases with the depth of modulation. For
observing it a modulated oscillator is of course needed, and the

modulating signal should be accessible for Connecting to the X plates

of a cathode-ray tube. The depth and linearity of modulation of the

oscillator can be seen by connecting the modulated output to the Y
plates, if necessary through an amplifier known to be reasonably

distortionless. The result is a trace such as Fig. 1 1 .2 In. The depth of
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Fig. 11.21—C.r.t. traces from which the purity and depth of modulation can
be determined

modulation is 100 (A — B)I(A + S) %, and absence of distortion

is indicated by the straightness of the slopes. These are, in fact,

modulation transfer curves (Sec. 11.12). An example of distorted

modulation is shown at b, and over-modulation at c. Having ascer-

tained that the oscillator itself is beyond reproach, one can then apply
its output to the amplifier under test and examine the r.f. output of
the latter similarly. Note that it is not essential for the waveform of
the modulation to be purely sinusoidal in this test.

The c.r. trace has to be exceptionally finely drawn to enable the

non-linearity to be measured as in Sec. 11.15. If a detector is used to

obtain a m.f. output, this can be analysed for non-linearity by the

other methods already described. Such tests of course include any
distortion due to the detector.

For measurement of r.f. selectivity, etc., see Secs. 11.27 to 11.40 on
receiver tests.

11.24. DETECTORS
The following are the characteristics most likely to be of interest:

Loading. The effective load resistance imposed by the detector on
the preceding tuned circuit can be measured by the resonance methods
for parallel resistance described in Secs. 9.26 to 9.33 ; but it should be
borne in mind that the loading varies with r.f. amplitude, and that

normal working conditions should be reproduced accurately for the

test. These considerations both apply especially to the double-diode
arrangement for detection and a.g.c., in which the loading resistance falls

when the r.f. ami>litude exceeds the a.g.c. bias.

Efficiency. Tms is the ratio of the actual modulation-frequency
response to the response of a perfect detector. With a diode detector,

for example, this ideal output is equal to the r.f. input voltage multiplied

by the depth of modulation; 5 V modulated 30% applied to a perfect

detector would ^ve 5 x 0-3 = 1 *5 V m.f. The depth of modidation
can be measurra as described in Sec. 11.23; and, provided that the
selectivity between the source and the detector is not sufficient to
dter the depth by discriminating against the sidebands, there is no
objection to measuring it at tne generator, where the voltage is

conveniently high. The actual m.f. output and r.f. input voltages can
be measured by a suitable valve voltmeto*. Detector efficiency varies
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with input voltage and to some extent with carrier and modulation
frequencies. There is normally a loss of efficiency at the highest
modulation frequencies (owing to RC time constant), and at very low
carrier frequencies towing to insufficient capacitance), and at very high
carrier frequencies (owing to stray capacitance, etc.). To investigate

the falling-off in efficiency as the input is reduced much below 1 V, a
valve voltmeter with pre-detector amplification is desirable.

Non-linearity. A static input/output curve, plotted point by point,

is not a safe guide to non-linearity, because the reduced load resistance

to a.c. is a possible cause of distortion (though less than is sometimes
supposed*). Curves of z.f. output against r.f. input voltage (modulated
and unmodulated) are, however, instructive as regards a.g.c. Non-
linearity can be observed or measured by the same methods as for

amplifiers, with varying r.f. amplitude and modulation depth, but of
course it is necessary to check the signal generator for absence of
distortion, especially at the maximum depth of modulation. In
measuring the m.f. output it is necessary to make sure that the r.f.

component has been thoroughly filtered away or it will upset the
readings. This can easily be checked by shutting off the modulation
and seeing whether the reading is zero.

11.25. FREQUENCY CHANGERS
The problem of the frequency changer is very similar to that of the

detector, but is complicated by the presence ofthe heterodyne oscillator,

adjustment of which influences the performance. The most practical

test is to measure the heterodyne voltage over the whole of its frequency

range to make sure that it nowhere departs too drastically from that

recommended for the type of valve. The valve voltmeter ought to

cover a range of, say, 2 to 50 V. And of course it is essential that

connecting it to the appropriate electrode should not affect the voltage

seriously. Conversion conductance can be determined in the straight-

forward way by applying a known signal voltage to the control grid

and measuring the i.f. output current under actual working conditions,

but the latter part of it presents some difficulties. The i.f. must be
separated as well as possible from the components of other frequencies,

by choosing an i.f. widely different from the others and measuring
the output voltage with a low-loss valve voltmeter across a sharirfy-

tuned resonant circuit, but the result is still not known unless the

resonant impedance of this circuit is known.
Although it is open to the objection that it does not represent

working conditions, a method described by Benjamin, Cosgrove and
Warren (Proc. Wireless Section J.E.E., June 1937) is delightfully

simple to carry out, as both signal and oscillator voltage can be
derived from the 50-c/s supply and the indicator is a d.c. milliammeter.

Fig. 11.22 shows the arrangement applied to a heptode valve. The
electrodes are fed with their appropriate voltages, and the oscillator

• “ Diode-detector Distortion ”, by W. T. Cocking. fV.W., May 1951.

26
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grid recdves a signal at the normal oscillator voltage—say 10 V—^from

the low-frequency source through a grid capacitor appropriate to the

very low frequency; 0-1 (iF or over would do. Tlie control grid

receives a relatively small signal, say 0-35 V, from the same source. The
z.f. anode current is read first with this si^al in one phase and then

with the phase reversed by means of the switch shown. The difference

in mA between the two readings, divided by twice the peak signal

voltage, is the conversion conductance in mA/V. For further informa-

tion see Radio Designer’s Handbook, 4th edn. (Iliffe), pp. 109-111.

For a complete stage, from the grid of the frequency-changer valve

to the grid of the i.f amplifier valve following, the most important

Fig. 11.22—Circuit usedfor measuring the conversion conductance
ofafrequency-changer valve, employingone low-frequencysourceonly

characteristic is conversion gain. In B.S. 2065 : 1954 this term is

restricted to a power ratio, but it is commonly measured as a voltage

ratio. This can conveniently be done by the method shown in

Fig. 11.20 for r.f. amplifiers, modified by shifting the signal-generator

frequency from the chosen r.f. when connected to aa to the appropriate
i.f. when connected to bb. Obviously the depth of modulation must
be the same for both readings. To take into account the lowered
input resistance of the frequency changer at v.h.f., the measurement
should be taken to a point that includes the preceding tuned circuit,

and comparison made with the gain at lower r.f.

11.26. POWER UNITS
It will hardly be necessary to remind the reader of the need, when

measuring output voltage, to allow for the current taken by the
voltmeter, if that is appreciable. This is especially important with
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e.h.t. supplies for cathode-ray tubes, etc. The subject is dealt with in

Sec. 10.1,

If the output voltage is measured at several currents, it is possible

to draw a curve connecting output current and voltage, known as a
regulation curve. There is no need for many points, because the
“ curve ” is usually indistinguishable from a straight line. Voltages at

full, half, and no load are generally enough, except with choke-input
smoothing systems, whose characteristic curves take a sharp upward
turn near zero load.

When a number of outputs are available in one unit it may be
desirable to obtain cross-regulation data, to show the effect of varying
load across one output on the voltage supplied to another. If there

are numerous outputs one can amuse oneself for quite a long time
over this.

11.27. RECEIVERS: SCOPE OF TESTS

The remainder of this chapter, devoted to receiver measurements,
in spite of its importance need not extend to great length, because
much has already been covered by the preceding sections devoted to

the various divisions of receivers.

The nature and extent of tests performed on a receiver naturally

depend on whether they constitute a routine check or a detailed

analysis; whether, in other words, they are service or production

tests, or laboratory measurements. The latter are mainly in view here.

Standard schedules of receiver tests have been drawn up from time

to time,* and some conditions and methods have become generally

accepted. While for the sake of comparison with results obtained at

other times or places it is desirable that one’s tests should conform to

standards whenever they are appropriate, it is a mistake to bind

oneself too rigidly to them. The most important question is: Does
the proposed test tell me what I want to know? There is no point

in going through a prescribed procedure if it does not. Admittedly,

the tests that can be done are limited by the equipment available, so it

may not be possible to obtain exactly the required information, but
the ultimate purpose of laboratory tests should always be kept well to

the fore.

* “ Proposed Test Procedure for F.M. Broadcast Receivers ”, by D. Maurice,
G. F. Newell and J. D. Spencer. E.E., March 1952.

Recommended Method ofMeasurement on Receivers for Amplitude-modulation
Broadcast Transmissions (Publication 69), Recommended Methods of Measure-
ment on Receivers for Frequency-modulation Broadcast Transmissions (Publication

91), Recommended Methods of Measurement of Radiation from Receivers for
A.M., F.M. and Television Broadcast Transmissions (Publication 106), and Recom-
mended Methods of Measurement on Receivers for Television Broadcast Trans-

missions (Publication 107), Central Office of the 'International Electrotechnical

Commission, Geneva, Switzerland (1954). Obtainable through B.S.I. (see p.

x).

See also “ The Testing of Communication-type Radio Receivers ”, by W. J.

Bray and W. R. M. Lowry. J.I.E.E., Part IIIA, 1947. Discussion: J.I.E.E.,

Part III, 1948.
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Fig, 11.23—Series resistance^ reactance^ and magnitude of impedance of
standard dummy aerial {Fig. 4.36) as a function offrequency

The output of sound receivers should ideally be measured as sound,
but it is very difficult to do this under conditions that give results

indicating the true standard of performance. Not only is the equip-
ment very elaborate, but even when it is all available there is no general
agreement on the measurement procedure or the interpretation of the
results. Reluctantly, then, the loudspeaker is here excluded and the
output assumed to ^ measured in electrical form. When interpreting

the measured characteristics it must never be forgotten that they are
subject to this omitted factor, which is liable to make the a.f. charac-
teristics either worse or better than they appear, and upset comparisons
of sensitivity.

The performance of television receivers can be assessed more
reliably, for the catho<te-ray tube is not only the normal presentation
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Fig. 11.24—Method of connecting two r.f. signal generators for selectivity

measurements. Note that the dummy aerials have twice the

desired microvoltage

of the receiver but is also (in an oscilloscope) a reasonably precise

measuring instrument.

11.28. STANDARD CONDITIONS FOR RECEIVER TESTS

The following conditions have for the most part become generally

accepted and will be assumed unless otherwise stated. Fig. 4.36

shows the specification of the standard dummy aerial connected
between signal generator and aerial terminal when testing broadcast
sound receivers, and Fig. 11.23 shows its series impedance. It can
easily be made up in compact form, and represents tolerably well

the characteristics of typical broadcast receiving aerials. For some
tests it is necessary to provide signals from two generators simul-

taneously, and assuming one terminal of each is earthy they should be

connected as shown in Fig. 11.24, with double-impedance dummy
aerials, and each generator set to give double the required output.

Television and other v.h.f. receivers are usually designed to operate

from a 75-12 feeder. The signal generator should then be connected

SIGNAL
GENERATOR^

O-

IOa
OUTPUT

RECEIVER

-O—3 "T'

37'5a

Fig. 11.25—Method of connecting unbalanced signal-generator output to

balanced input

through a resistance, sufficient to make up its output resistance to 75 O

,

straight to the receiver r.f. input socket, via a length of 75-12 coaxial

cable if necessary. If the receiver has a balanced input, the source

output should also be balanced, as for example in Fig. 11.25.

Injection of the signal into an inductor aerial is possible by connecting
the generator directly in series with the aerial; but this has the dis-

advantage of necessitating a break into the aerial wire, and of putting

probably 10 12 or more into the aerial and so altering its characteristics
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materially. The alternative is to couple it inductively by means of a

coil connected straight to the signal generator (Fig. 1 1 .26). If this coil

has N turns of radius R cm and an inductive reactance X ohms, and
is situated on the same axis as the receiver aerial and D cm away from
it along that axis, then the field strength in microvolts i»r metre at the

receiver aerial when the signal generator output is V microvolts is

18,850 A^/?> V
[/>» -f (///2)«] X [D < double H, W or 2R\

A suitable coil is 10 cm in diameter and 6 cm long, wound
20 turns to an inductance of 40 pH and shielded by a wire

with

cage

N TURKS

Fig, 11.26—Preferred method of introducing a known signal into a frame
aerial. The signal strength is calculatedfrom the quantities shown

arranged so that there are no closed conducting loops in planes at right

angles to the axis of the coil. The connecting leads are also to be
screened, but the shunt capacitive reactance should be large compared
with the inductive reactance, which itself should be so large compared
with the impedance of the source that its output should not be seriously

lowered by the load imposed by the coil. If the distance, D, between
centres of this coil and the receiver aerial is 2 metres, as recommended,
the above equation reduces to

4*67 V
field strength — y

- microvolts per metre,

where/is the frequency of the signal in kc/s.

If it is desired to know the actual voltage induced in the receiver

aerial, the field strength obtained as above must be multiplied by the
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effective height of the aerial, for which formulae for both frame and
ferrite aerials are given in Sec. 14.28.

The voltage developed across the aerial at resonance is, of course,

Q times the voltage induced as described.

Standard modulation frequency and depth are 400 or 1,000 c/s and
30% respectively. The author’s custom is to make all measure-
ments on sound receivers at a signal frequency of 1 Mc/s unless

otherwise required. Suitable frequencies for measuring sensitivity

and selectivity in the medium-frequency broadcast band are 600,
I,000 and 1,400 kc/s, supplemented if necessary by 800 and 1,200 kc/s;

and in the low-frequency band 175, 225 and 275 kc/s. As for the

high-frequency broadcast bands, these are comparatively narrow, and
a single frequency in each should be enough; the standard points are

61, 7-2, 9-6, 11-8, 15-3, 17-8, 21-6 and 25-8 Mc/s.
A standard output for sound is 50 mW in a resistive load equal to

the magnitude of the loudspeaker impedance at 400 c/s or alternatively

the load resistance for which the receiver was designed. This output is

low compared with the maximum usually available, but an advantage is

that it is usually small enough not to bring the a.g.c. into action.

For receivers with an output of 1 W or over, 0-5 W is sometimes
specified as the standard output, and, for low-power receivers, 5 mW

;

so it is necessary to mention which has been adopted.
A standard output for vision is 10 V peak at the control electrode

of the c.r. tube, with a carrier wave modulated 30% by 100 kc/s.

For measurements the output meter (Sec. 5.7) should be connected
in place of the loudspeaker. Whether the output transformer is

regarded as part of the receiver or part of the load (loudspeaker) is a

matter for discretion—generally the former is preferable—but the

distinction should be drawn, for commercial output transformer

efficiency is sometimes rather low. If there is no convenient means of

disconnecting the speaker, or it is desired to retain it for monitoring,

the output readings will be lower than with the meter alone. Assuming
that the meter impedance is equal to that of the speaker, an output

of 50 mW gives a reading of about 22 mW if the output valve is a

triode and 15 mW if it is a tetrode or pentode; but if negative feedback

is in use the reduction is less. Both loads should not be used together

when taking a.f. characteristics, for the loudspeaker impedance varies

with frequency and the load is not optimum. For monitoring purposes

it may be enough to connect the Sj^aker through a sufficiently high

resistance to make its loading negli^ble.

II.29. SENSITIVITY

Unavoidable noise generated within the receiver is not the limiting

factor in the sensitivity of most sound broadcast types, which can
therefore be measmed simply as the number of miaovolts (with frame
aerials, microvolts per metre) from the ^nerator required to produce

standard output. The greater the senativity, the smaller the number,

which is radier unfortunate as it tends to ambiguity of statement
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unless when mentioning that the sensitivity is, say, greater, it is made
clear whether it is sensitivity in its verbal or its numeric^ sense that

is meant. One way ofdoing this is to describe the sensitivity as better,

which is understood to mean greater sensitivity and fewer microvolts.

The procedure is simple: the generator, dummy-aerial, and output-

meter connections are as described in the preceding section, and the

receiver is tuned accurately to the signal. Either the signal level

should be low enough not to operate the a.g.c. or the latter

should be put out of action without altering the initial sensitivity.

Unless otherwise recorded, manual volume and tone controls are set

to give maximum gain.

Novices are sometimes perturbed by the thought that the micro-

voltage actually ; across aerial and earth terminals is less than that

delivered at the output of the generator, the balance being lost in the

dummy aerial; and that the net signal depends on the impedance
between aerial and earth terminals. But it must be realised that this

condition is less artificial than would be the measurement of the

microvoltage at the A and E terminals. The receiver designer may,
if he likes, use a low-impedance aerial coupling coil which gets only

a small proportion of the generator output ; but as it presumably
gives a Ifigh step-up ratio to the tuned coil the signal at the grid of

the first valve may be just as high as if a high-impedance coupling coil

were used. For the same reason, receivers must never be compared by
connecting their A and E inputs in parallel.

11.30. signal/noise ratio

The foregoing simple concept of sensitivity suffices only when, under
the conditions specified, the amount of self-generated noise (Sec. 14.32)

in the output is negligible. If the gain of the receiver is very high, it

may even happen that the noise output alone is 50 mW or more, in

which case the maximum-gain 50-mW output standard for sensitivity

measurement obviously breaks down completely. Therefore any
definition of sensitivity capable of general application must specify a
signal/noise ratio. For communication, IS dB has been proposed, and
for sound broadcasting 40 dB. What is called the noise-limited input
signal is the minimum input at which any chosen value of signal/noise

ratio is obtained.

Suppose that for the purpose in view sensitivity is defined as the

minimum r.f. input voltage modulated 30% at 400 c/s to give SO mW
output with a signal/noise ratio of 15 dB, which is a 31*6 : 1 power
ratio. Therefore the standard noise output in this case is 1-6 mW.
According to one method of combined sensitivity that has been pro-

posed,* the volume control would be set to give a noise output of 1 *6

mW with no signal, and then sufficient signal provided to give 50 mW,
this signal being regarded as spedfying the sensitivity. But if the

modulation were then switched off, leaving the carrier wave, the noise

* J. M. Pettit in Proc. I.R.E., March 1947.
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would in general be ^eater than 1-6 mW, so the intended signal/

noise ratio would not in fact be obtained. But by making successive
adjustments of volume control and signal-generator output until the
output with modulation on is 50mW and with it off is 1 -6mW (or what-
ever conditions may have been laid down), the final signal input can
fairly be taken as a measure of the sensitivity. It may be that a.g.c.,

if any, is brought into action; this is quite in order. To complete
the information, the reduction in a.f. gain needed to achieve the
desired result is recorded. It can be measured either by a test using an
a.f. signal injected between detector and volume control (e.g., at

gramophone pickup terminals), or by turning the volume to maximum
at the end of the previous test and noting the output. E.g., if 630
mW, the a.f. loss must have been 630/50, or 11 dB. Care must be
taken not to exceed the linear range of the receiver; to bring a large

power-ratio within it one may have to reduce the pre-detector gain.

Other methods are given in an article on measurement of sensitivity

of a.m. communications receivers (M./., Sept. 1956).

Strictly, the output power meter ought to be square-law, so as to

measure the noise on a mean-square basis, but the error due to using

the more usual type (which has a response closer to mean values)

seems to be generally tolerated. The error due to measuring signal

output with noise present, as just described, can also be tolerated when
noise is not less than about 15 dB below. But measurement of low
noise levels is likely to be complicated by hum output, which gives a

meter reading out of all proportion to its audibility (Sec. 11.18), and it

may be necessary to use the weighting amplifier (if all noise is to be
included) or a filter cutting off at about 300 c/s (if hum and fluctuation

noise are to be measured separately). If the standard noise output

cannot be obtained even at maximum gain, the situation is covered

by the previous section, the signal for standard output being read

with gain at maximum.

11.31. NOISE FACTOR
At the lower radio frequencies, self-generated noise is not usually

the limiting factor in a receiver provided with ample gain; instead, this

factor is external noise and interference, which of course defend on the

reception site rather than on the receiver. But at very high r.f. the

amplification that can usefully be employed is limited by fluctuation

noise. Some of this is due to the resistance of the signal source, so

for a prescribed signal/noise ratio there is a minimum signal that

would be acceptable even if the receiver were noiseless. But some
fluctuation noise is inevitably generated in the receiver itself and
further reduces the possible srasitivity. This kind of noise, too, is

taken account of in signal/noise ratio, but the expression of sensitivity

in terms of this ratio depends on bandwidth, modulation depth, etc.,

and either input voltage or signal/noise ratio must be specified

arbitrarily, A more fundamental quantity is noise factor (or noise

figure), de&ned in B.S. 2065 : 1954 as“ the ratio ofthe total mean-square
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noise output to that part of it which is due to the thermal noise of
the source circuit treated as a passive network at 290° K over the

frequency range which can be considered to limit the signal channel

of the receiver In practice it is most easily measured by means
of a noise generator (Sec. 4.39), the maker’s instructions for which
should be followed. Information can also be found in the paper by
Bray and Lowry (footnote on p. 391) and in “ The Theory and Measure-
ment of Noise Factor ”, by R. J. Yates (M./., July to Nov. 1950).

See also M.I., Sept. 1956, from which the following is quoted.
” To test the noise factor of a receiver, connect a noise generator

to its aerial terminal, and connect an output power meter to the a.f.

output terminals. With the noise generator connected but generating

no output, turn the receiver gain to maximum; switch off or dis-

connect the a.g.c.; and measure the output power due to internal noise.

Switch on the noise generator and adjust its output until the a.f. output
power from the receiver is doubled. The noise output from the

generator is then equal to iVeq*. The noise generator, being calibrated in

decibels relative to thermal noise, then indicates the noise factor directly.
” This measurement is of great value because the noise factor obtained

is independent of gain and bandwidth. And, providing the controls

of the receiver are not altered during the test, their setting has little

effect on the results of the measurement. The noise factor can there-

fore be regarded as an absolute measure of sensitivity, whereas signal/

noise ratio is obviously a relative one. In addition to the definitions

of noise factor that have been given already, iu can be regarded as the

relationship between the signal/noise ratio at the input of the receiver

and the signal/noise ratio at its output. So the final signal/noise ratio

can be calculated for any specified conditions by determining the

signal/noise ratio at the aerial for the bandwidth of the receiver and
multiplying by the noise factor ”.

11.32. SELECTIVITY

Selectivity is the ability to discriminate, by frequency-dependent
selection, between the desired signal and signals at other frequencies.

To measure this correctly it is essential to have more than one signal

at the same time, for some of the ingredients of selectivity depend on
interaction between the signal to which the receiver is tuned and the

interfering signal on a different frequency. But for simplicity, to

enable measurement to be made with one signal ^nerator, or for

analysis, these effects are sometimes excluded. The procedure is at first

the same as for measuring sensitivity: the receiver is tuned accurately

to the modulate signal, takmg care that a.g.c. is either not operated

by it or is put out of action. The output is not very important so long
as the noise part of it is insignificant. The carrier frequency is then

varied each side of resonance, and the corresponding signal voltages to

* The sum of the noise generated in the receiver and amplified thermal noise,

equivalent to a noise input whose level is given by dividing the noise output by the
gain of the recover. Noise factor is taken as the ratio of Yeq to thermal noise.
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maintain the same output are noted. The results can be expressed as
the bandwidth between frequencies at which the signal input is a
specified number of dB above that on-tune, but a more informative
presentation is as a selectivity curve (Fig. 11.27).*

Most of the selectivity in a superhet receiver is provided by the i.f.

amplifier, so the differences between selectivity curves taken with
different r.fs are likely to be slight. If there is a selectivity control,

curves should be taken for several settings of it—say maximum,
minimum, and half-way.

A ratio of, say, 20 dB at ± 9 kc/s, obtained as just described, would
profess to mean that an adjacent-channel signal 20 dB stronger than
the wanted signal would compete with it on level terms (which would
be intolerable interference), or that the interference from an equally
strong adjacent-channel signal would be 20 dB weaker, or that for

an interference ratio of 30 dB the adjacent-channel signal

would have to be at least 10 dB weaker than the wanted signal;

and so on.

In practice, both wanted and interfering signals are present together,

and this causes several effects that modify the selectivity as measured
by a single generator. One effect, modulation suppression, is due to

the detector, which responds less to the modulation of both signals

when they are together than when they are received separately.f If

one is considerably weaker at that point than the other (as interference

has to be, for tolerable reception) the response to it is considerably

reduced, while the stronger signal is hardly affected at all. The result

is an improvement in selectivity, which depends on the relative

magnitudes of the signals at the detector, and also on their absolute

magnitudes, for the effect is greater when the detector is operated
linearly than at the bottom bend, so it is necessary to mention the

signal strengths.

Another effect, cross-modulation, tends to reduce the selectivity.

The earlier stages of a receiver have little preceding selectivity to

protect them from strong interference, and if they are appreciably

non-linear the modulation of the interference is thereby impressed

on the wanted carrier wave, so that even if the interfering signal is

completely removed by subsequent tuned circuits its modulation will

be present in the output. There is also an effect called blocking,

which is the reduction in sensitivity to the wanted signal, caused by the

presence of a carrier wave on another frequency; so it too tends to

reduce the overall selectivity.

If the object is to find out the capabilities of a given receiver, the

appropriate test is one devised to indicate overall selectivity under
working conditions. If on the other hand the object is to provide

design information, it is more informative to measure the various

effects separately.

* Measurement of bandwidth is considered in MJ., Dec. 19S6,

t “ The Mutual Interference of Wireless Signals in Simultaneous Detection ”,

by E. V. Appleton and D. Boohariwalla. W.E., March 1932.
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11.33. TWO-SIGNAL TESTS

The two signal generators are connected as in Fig. 11.24 (remember
to use double-impedance dummy aerials and double the desired signal

voltages !). Their modulation frequencies should be different, to enable

the signids to be distingmshed. For measuring overall selectivity, one
generator is first set to give the required frequency, input microvoltage,

and modulation; and the receiver is tuned to it, the output being

adjusted by the volume control to a suitable level—say one-quarter the

tpOO kcA

Fig, 11.27—One method of presenting the results of a
single-generator selectivity test. Reckoning the input at
resonance as zero dB facilitates comparison with other

results. The sensitivity is also shown, on the left

rated maximum. The modulation is then switched off, and the second
generator set to the required interference frequency and the signal input
from it adjusted until its modulation gives an a.f. output reading
(representing the tolerable limit of interference) which is the prescribed
number of dB below the wanted output previously obtained with the
first generator. The ratio of second- to first-generator r.f. outputs is a
measure of overall selectivity with the exception of blocking. To
determine this, switch off the second generator modulation and switch
on the first. Blocking, if appreciable, is indicated by the reduction in

a.f. output below its original level. (It is advisable to switch the
second ^nerator’s carrier off for a moment to check that the original

level has not drifted.) Then readjust the volume control and
interference al^nately until the original want^ level is obtained
simultaneously with an interfering carrier wave of the strength which,
when modulated, gives the prescribed interference. The ratio of micro-
voltages is then the overall selectivity ratio.

The selectivity of tuning is measuraUe separately, as has been
described (Fig. 1 1.27), and Mocking has already been measured. The
combined effect of modulation supinession and cross-modulation
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(which work in opposite directions) can be found at the end of the

above two-signal test by noting the change in interference output
when the unmodulated wanted carrier is switched off. If the interference

decreases, the decrease is due to the removal of cross-modulation; if

it increases, the increase is due to the removal of modulation
suppression. Althou^ this test shows which effect prevails, and the

net result of both, it is not easy to find how much there is of each,

except under conditions which 3deld no interference output when the

wanted carrier is absent. Then if, when it is switched on, interference

is brought in, it must be due wholly to cross-modulation.

It has been assumed so far that the two carrier waves are sufficiently

different in frequency for the beat frequency to be removed between
detector and output meter. If this is not so, the beat frequency should
be removed by a filter; unless, of course, one wants to measure the

amount of disturbance caused by adjacent-channel whistle.

In an officially approved test* for mobile a.m. and f.m. receivers,

which are required to have an adjacent-channel selectivity of 70 dB at

25 kc/s spacing, the wanted-signal generator is tuned in and set to give

a signal/noise ratio of 10 dB. The unwanted-signal generator, tuned

to an adjacent channel, is meanwhile giving zero output. Its signal is

then brought up until its interference (regarded as noise) reduces the

signal/noise ratio to 7 dB. The adjacent-channel selectivity is then

given by the signal-strength ratio of the two generators. For this

rather stringent test, the generators must have excellent short-term fre-

quency stability and absence of unwanted output signal components.
The development of suitable instruments is described by J. F. Golding
(just cited) and also by L. R. Head Dec. 1958).

11.34. R.F. MODULATION HUM
When measuring small amounts of interference, care must be taken

that the output readings are not being affected by hum, which is apt

to show up on a meter even when it is not noticeably audible. If

necessary, this too may have to be removed by a filter cutting off below
about 300 c/s, in which case it may be advisable to use a higher m.f.

than 400 c/s.

The measurement of hum itself is described in Sec. 11.18, but faulty

design may give rise to an increase when a carrier wave is present, due
to modulation of the carrier at hum frequency. So when testing a

whole receiver the hum output should be measured with an un-

modulated carrier wave tuned in, at say 10 [xV, 100 jiV, and so on up
to the maximum available. It should be noted that this effect may
be greater at some radio frequencies than others.

11.35. CONTINUOUS SELECTIVITY-CURVE TRACING
When investigating or aligning selective circuits, especially those

intended to give a broad flat top and steep sides, the plotting of

• “ Mobile-Receiver Alignment Equipment”, by J. F. Colding.; W.H',, Feb.

1960.
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Fig. 11.28—Haw selectivity curves appear on the c.r.t. screen when (a) the

r.f. or i.f. signal, and (b) the rectified and filtered output are used for Y
defteiition

selectivity curves such as Fig. 11.27 becomes intolerably tedious.

What is needed is an instantaneous display of the curve, so that the

results of adjustments can be seen at once. The apparatus has been
described in Secs. 4.36 and S.38. It consists of a signal generator

continuously swept over the required band of frequency, synchronously

with the time base of an oscilloscope. The input connection, between
signal generator and receiver, is perfectly standard, but the output

connection depends on the type of receiver. Although it is sometimes
possible to use the final i.f. output, which produces a filled-in trace such
as Fig. 11.28a, the connection is liable to produce de-tuning or r.f.

feedback. If the amplitude is not enough for a reasonable size of
diagram, wide-band amplification is needed; at 470-kc/s i.f. this is

possible, but not always convenient; at television i.fs it is generally

impracticable. The more usual connection is from the detector out-

put, which (if the carrier filtration is effective) yields a line trace as in

Fig. 1 1.286. If the detector carrier filter is not effective enough to give

a clear line, it may be necessary to supplement it by some external low-

pass filtration; but care must be taken that this does not appreciably

affect the shape of the trace. The sweep frequency must in any case

be quite low, not only to get through the filter, but to hvoid distortion

of the curve when the r.f. circuits are higlily selective. About 10 c/s

is suitable in most circumstances, but receivers with crystal filters may
have to be traced out at 1 c/s or even less, using a long-afterglow c.r.

tube. As a low sweep frequency may allow time for a.g.c. bias to

fluctuate, it may be necessary to put the a.g.c. out of action.
Unless exceptionally high-level detection is a feature of the receiver,

a stage of amplification at z.f. or very low a.f. will be needed between
the detector and the Y plates.

The use of wobbulators is expounded in detail by R. Brown (W.W.,
Feb., March and May 1961), including (in the March issue) information

on differential 'and derivative techniques, which greatly extend the

possibilities.

11 .36. SPURIOUS RESPONSES

As any treatise on the superheterodyne explains, there are several

kinds of undesired responses to which it is Uable. These, which
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should be measured as part of any complete test of this type of
receiver, can be placed in the following categories:

Image frequency (sometimes called second-channel). This is

measured as the image-frequency rejection ratio, which is the number
of times greater a signal has to be at the image frequency than at the

proper frequency to produce a given output. Suppose the sensitivity

of a receiver at 1,000 kc/s is 25p.V, and the i.f. is 470kc/s. The
oscillator will then be working at 1,470 kc/s, the image frequency being
I,470 -f 470 = 1,940 kc/s. If now the signal generator is adjusted to

this frequency, without altering the receiver, and the sensitivity to it

is 60,000 (iV, the rejection ratio is 60,000/25 = 2,400, or nearly 68 dB.
The higher the frequency, the lower the ratio is likely to be. Some
broadcast receivers provide very little protection indeed against image
interference on short waves, and everything comes in at two positions

on the tuning scale. It is usual to measure image ratio at the same
time as sensitivity and to plot both against carrier frequency.

Intermediate frequency. The same procedure is followed for

measuring the i.f. rejection ratio, except that the generator is tuned
to the receiver’s intermediate frequency for the second reading. The
ratio is likely to be least when the receiver is tuned to the frequencies

nearest the i.f.

I.f harmonics. When the i.f. signal reaches the detector it is

distorted thereby and strong harmonics are produced. If these can

work round to the receiver input when it is tuned to those frequencies,

they will interfere. They should therefore be looked for by tuning

the receiver to a signal at multiples of the i.f.—e.g., 940 and 1,410 kc/s

if the i.f. is 470 kc/s.

Other undesired responses. There are many other conditions that

may give whistles, some requiring only one incoming signal for their

formation and others two, and complete data on them involve a

large amount of work. Detailed instructions are given in the paper
by Bray and Lowry (reference at foot of p. 391).

II.37. AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL

To plot a.g.c. action it is desirable that the output stage should not

be overloaded, so it is necessary to use the volume control to

restrict the output to, say, a quarter of the rated maximum. The
method of beginning with the stron^st input (1 V), controlled to ^ve
this output power, and then reducing it, is subject to the objection

that it entirely fails to give an important item of information—the
output level to which the a.g.c. tends to bring signals that overcome
the initial bias. If that level is too high, r large proportion of the

volume-control range, corresponding to gross overloading, is wasted,

and the remainder is consequently Overcrowded. Also the method
involves measurement of very small output powers towards the lower

part of the a.g.c. curve. And it is not possible to conform universally
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to the standard specified, because many signal generators are incapable

of an output of 1 V.
The author’s procedure avoids all these disadvantages. The volume

control is set at its maximum. If with no signal there is appreciable

receiver noise output, its amount is noted. Then a standard signal

of increasing strength is applied and the corresponding output
observed. A convenient series of points is 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, etc., mW;
3 is near enough to y/iO to be placed half-way between 1 and 10

on a logarithmic scale without serious error. When a stage is reached

such that the next step would canse the receiver output to exceed

about a quarter of the rated maximum, the volume control is adjusted

until the output is reduced to one-tenth (in watts), and the next two
output meter readings are multiplied by ten. If necessary this process

is repeated, until the maximum generator signal is reached.

Table 11.1

Output
measured
(mW)

Output
plotted

(mm
Input

2 2 0
3 3 0-6

10 10 1*3

30 30 2-5

100 100 4-2

300\
30/

300 7’7

100 1,000 12-5

300\
* 30/

3,000 44

100 10,000 1,130

300\
* 30/

30,000 33,000

100 100,000 400,000

• Volume control adjusted

Table 11.1 is an example (Fig. 1 1.29a) for a receiver with a nominal
output of 3-i W.
The a.g.c. curve is plotted as extrapolated output watts against r.f.

microvolts, and shows the output that would be given if the audio
stages were unlimited in f>ower-handling capacity. A receiver with

an excessive delay voltage or too much audio gain can produce
theoretical kilowatts in this way! Faulty design is thus revealed.

If a briefer test is required, the extrapolated output watts at 10* [tV

is perhaps the most useful single datum. Experience shows that with

30% modulation this should normally be slightly greater than the

rated maximum output. In Fig. 1 1.29a, for example, it is excessive.

When a muting system is incorporated, the lower readies of the

curve are espedally interesting, u an appreciable range of signal

strength is occupied in overcoming the suppression, so that the first
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1 10 10 * 10 * 10^ 10* 10*

INPUT : ft V

Fig. 11.29—Example of a.g.c. characteristics. Curve a is taken with no
muting system in operation. At the extreme left a noise output of 1 mW
with no signal is shown; then there is a steep rise during which a.g.c. is

inoperative because the bias voltage has not been overcome. When it is,

a.g.c. restricts further rise. Owing to excessive bias, the flat top is too high.

With muting in use, curve b results

part of the curve is similar to that of ordinary biased a.g.c. but steeper,

one result is more-or-less noticeable distortion of signals in this region

of strength. To make sure that this does not take place, designers

usually try to obtain a slight backlash effect, so that by however small

a margin the suppression bias is exceeded, it is completely thrown off

with a jerk (take care of the output meter!) and the signal can be

carried appreciably below this critical value before suppression again

takes charge. The increasing and decreasing characteristics should be

distinguished by arrows (Fig. 11.29*).

11.38. OVERALL DISTORTION

Although most of the distortion of the a.f. output from a sound
receiver is usually due to the a.f. amplifier, and the testing of that has

been covered in Secs. 11.8 to 11.19, the preceding stages are liable to

cause additional distortion in various ways, and complete receiver

tests would certainly include data on overall distortion. In a vision

channel these stages may account for most of the distortion.

The methods are fairly obvious extensions of those for a.f. and v.f.

amplifiers respectively; the fact that between the a.f. source and the

a.f. amplifier there are stages where the original signal form exists

only as the modulation of a carrier wave need not complicate the

procedure very much. It is necessary, however, to consider whether

a.g.c. would upset the results, and if so to take appropriate action.

Excessive selectivity and unsuitable dptector constants may consider-

ably reduce the bandwidth provided by the m.f. (a.f. or v.f.) amplifier

27
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alone. Fig. 11.30 shows typical overall curves, which are usually

plotted with the response at 400 c/s (or the maximum resi^nse) as

zeroes level. The signal generator is modulated by an oscillator of
variable frequency, and the output noted over the whole m.f. band.
The signal strength, depth of modulation, and output power, within
reasonable limits, have little or no bearing on the results, and standard
conditions can conveniently be assumed. On the other hand, carrier-

wave frequency may have a pronounced effect; the settings of tone

Fig. 11.30—Typical overall modulation-frequency response
curve ofa receiver

control and selectivity control obviously have, and separate tests are
necessary to show them.
The need for intelligent interpretation of results must be re-

emphasized in connection with these frequency-characteristic curves.
The loudspeaker characteristics may alter the overall result very
greatly. A severe falling-oif in response at the upper frequencies may
be largely filled up by sf^ker resonance. The impedance of the
speaker rises, too, and with a pentode output stage this tends to
increase acoustical output, whereas with a triode the opposite obtains.
If this is fully kept in mind, however, frequency characteristics can be
valuably informative.

Non-linearity, although affected—perhaps considerably—by the
modulation frequency, depends mainly on signal amplitude. It can
be examined in any of the ways already described. One can obtain
a dynamic transfer characteristic by comparing (on the c.r. tube) the
modulating signal in the generator with Ae output from the receiver.
If distortion-measuring equipment is available, the non-linearity can
be measured harmonics or intermodulation and plotted against
m.f. output power. Note that, on account of the detector, non-
linearity increases at low signal levels as well as at hi^. Although itd^ not show up all possible non-linearity, a static test can be done
with less equipment and trouble and gives a good idea of the overload
point of the receiver. A signal modulated 5 or 10% is adjusted to
give an output comfortably within the capalalities of the receiver.
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The modulation depth is then increased in suitable steps to the
maximum possible, and the output watts are plotted against the square
of the modulation percentage. In a i»rfect amplifier the result is

a straight line passing through the origin. The output power at

which a serious departure from perfection is made can be seen. Of
course the modulation system of the generator must be above
reproach, or the test will be vitiated. To test it, the whole modulation
range should be run through within the capabilities of an amplifier.

Unless it is desired to include possible a.g.c. effects it may be desirable

to cut out the a.g.c. action, as some systems are affected by the depth
of modulation.

11.39. TUNING DRIFT
The extent to which receiver tuning shifts with temperature, mains

or battery voltage, signal amplitude, etc., mainly as a result of variations
in the frequency-changer oscillator, is important. (Incidentally, such
changes may cause errors in other measurements if not noticed. To
minimize temperature variations the set should be run for not less than
about 15 minutes before testing.) Tuning drift is observed by using the

receiver’s beat-frequency oscillator, if any, or a constant external i.f.

oscillator coupled to the i.f. amplifier, to produce an audible beat

frequency with an incoming constant-frequency signal, derived from
a crystal-controlled oscillator or broadcasting station. To measure
the drift precisely in c/s this beat note may be compared with a
calibrated a.f. oscillator, starting from zero.

When plotting drift against time after switching on from cold, it is

usual to allow a period of from 1 to 5 minutes—the actual amount
must be recorded—before readings are taken. As the drift is usually

about the same percentage of oscillator frequency at all frequencies,

in c/s it is likely to be roughly proportional to the frequency to which
the set is tuned; but this is not necessarily so if compensation is used.

During this test, supply voltage and other conditions should be kept
constant, and the ambient temperature should be noted.

Frequency change may be plotted against mains voltage over the

range'of voltages at which the set is rated to work on any one mains-

voltage tapping, or against the range of voltage in the working life of
the battery.

Any change resulting from variation of signal input, from the lowest

needed to give standard output up to the highest the generator can
give, should be measured. It is obviously necessary to make sure that

the generator frequency itself is not affected by adjustment of its

attenuator.

11.40. VISION-CHANNEL TESTING

Although testing of the vision channel has been included (either

directly or by implication) in the foregoing sections, a summary may
be useful.

Measurement of sensitivity is similar to that for sound, except that
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Fig. 11.31—Method of connecting a vahe voltmeter to read the output of a
vision channel. The voltmeter must be provided with a low-capacitance probe

the output is read as voltage at the control electrode of the c.r.t.

Fig. 11.31 shows the conventional arrangement of this part of the

receiver, and where to connect the valve voltmeter. Note that there

is a z.f. potential to be excluded; if the circuit is live to mains
this must be borne in mind. The receiver should be connected with

the live wire of the mains to -f-. and even then the voltmeter ou^t to

be well insulated from earth. The amount of connection capacitance

that can be tolerated depends on the modulation frequency used: if it

is low, say 1 kc/s, no special care is needed; in fact even at 10 kc/s

about 50 pF can be tolerated, but if the full v.f. band is to be measured
it is necessary to restrict stray to about 2 pF, which calls for a special

probe (Sec. 5.13).

The most important class of test is for assessing distortion of the

v.f. waveform. As with a.f., there are two ways of tackling this.

One is to obtain a frequency characteristic, which ideally should be
flat from 25 c/s to about 3 Mc/s (for the British system). While
observed departures from this give a good deal of information both
on the resulting shortcomings of the picture and on the faults in design

or adjustment causing them, more and better information can be
obtained by pulse or square-wave testing.

A curve of overall response against v.f. necessitates a signal

generator capable of being modulated over the whole v.f. band, at

least from 25 c/s to 3 Mc/s, and an output voltmeter with the low-

capacitance input just mentioned. Plotting the curve takes some time,

because even si slight resonance before cut-off causes sufficient transient

distortion to affect the picture. For adjusting receiver circuits, this

procedure is far too slow. Continuous curve-tracing ^uipment is

possible, but rather elaborate, and the sweep speed is restricted.

Since faulty adjustment is more likely to occur in the pre-v.f. circuits,

and wobbulator equipment is simpler and can be run faster, it is more
often used. The carrier wave, unmodulated in amiflitude, is swept over
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a band up to about 10 Mc/s wide covering the channel to which the

receiver is tuned. A convenient sweep speed is 50 c/s. The output
of the detector is amplified and applied to the Y plate; the amplifier

should be effective from a few c/s up to several hundreds. Various
arrangements have been devised to provide a frequency scale; one is

a tunable absorption frequency meter that causes a dip in the trace at

the frequency to which it is set; another is a calibration oscillator

producing a “ pip ” at every Mc/s. A wobbulator is useful for checking
the decoupling of a vision i.f. amplifier. If the receiver chassis is not
live, this can be done quite simply by putting a finger on a supposedly
decoupled point and seeing ifany change occurs in the displayed response

curve.

Although complete frequency-response and phase data theoretically

Fig. 11.32—Block diagram of apparatus for overall pulse testing of a
television receiver

are sufficient to enable the time response to any shape of signal to be
predicted, for television purposes it is more generally helpful to use a
time-response form of test, as already considered in Secs. 11.19 and
11.21, except that of course for overall testing the pulses are used to

modulate a r.f. signal generator. Fig. 1 1 .32 shows the general arrange-

ment. The whole of the signal-generating equipment must be designed
to provide a close approach to a perfect pulse, say 10 p.sec duration

with a rise time not longer than 0*02 psec and negligible overshoot or
sag. Better still is the pulse-and-bar signal of Sec. 11.21. At the

output end the connection should impose a capacitance not exceeding

2 pF and be followed by an amplifier with an output up to about 50 V
over a band up to at least 5 Mc/s and preferably more. A description
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of such equipment, and a discussion of results, is given by M. V.
CaUendar (W.W., Feb. 1952).

11.41. F.M. RECEIVERS

Although the preceding Sections on receiver measurements refer

particularly to amplitude-modulated receivers, most of the instructions

apply also to frequency-modulated receivers. The differences will now
be considered. They arise mainly, of course, from the different

function of the detector, which embodies a frequency discriminator.

Then, although there are such things as narrow-band f.m. receivers,

better noise suppression is obtained with wide frequency deviation,

which necessitates a correspondingly wide acceptance band. The
standard frequency deviation for broadcast receivers is 75 kc/s each
side of the nominal carrier frequency, and for communication receivers

15 kc/s. The sidebands extend somewhat wider, and for.± 75 kc/s

deviation a total band or channel of 240 kc/s may be assumed. This

is too much for medium or high frequencies, so f.m. necessitates v.h.f.

—for broadcasting, 87'5 to 95 to 100 Mc/s, with 10-7 Mc/s i.f.

Another characteristic of f.m. that must be allowed for in receiver

testing is the pre-emphasis of high a.f. in broadcast emissions.

11.42. THE DISCRIMINATOR

The commonly used ratio discriminator has an inherent limiting

action, so a preceding limiter, though desirable (to reduce liability

to multipath distortion), is often omitted. The Foster-Seeley dis-

criminator differs more in principle than the close similarity of circuit

(Fig. 11.33) might suggest, and a separate limiter is essential. The
pulse-counter discriminator* is quite different both in circuit and
principle, and requires a limiter. The main purpose of Fig. 1 1 .33 is to

show where instruments should be connected to measure the a.f. and/or
z.f. outputs. In (a) the diodes are connected so that with an unmodu-
lated carrier they give nominally equal z.f. potentials across Ri<and Rg
which add, and the total is kept free from a.f. by the large capacitor C.

The aif. output is developed between the terminals so marked. In

(b) the diodes are connected to give z.f. potentials across Ri and R^ in

opposition, so again the a.f. output is free from z.f., except any due to

imperfect balance. In (c) both z.f. and a.f. are developed across R.
One of the most important characteristics ofa f.m. receiver is linearity

of the discriminator over the whole channel bandwidth. Typical

correct examples are shown in Fig. 11.33, the central or unmodulated
frequency in each case being the i.f. An input si^al of this frequency,

variable to the extent of 150 kc/s or so each side, and of sufficient

am]}litude to be effectively limited, is applied to the grid of the last i.f.

or limiter stage.

In the simplest method it is varied by hand and the output is plotted

point by point from the readings of a valve voltmeter connected acroK

* See " Low-distortion F.M. Discriminator ”, W. W., April 1956.
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the a.f. tenninals. Disadvantages of this method are that it is tedious,

and that being a static test it does not necessarily give exactly the same
results as under working conditions. In the case of the ratio detector

(a) it certainly would not unless the voltage across C were artificially

maintained constant. This can be done by measuring the voltage at the

frequency giving zero output, and connecting a low-resistance source

of equal voltage across it.

Adequacy of input can be ensured by a preliminary test in which the

signal is increased well beyond the point at which the z.f. output ceases

to rise steeply.

A quicker and trucr-to-life method is to use a wobbulator, sub-

stantially as described in Sec. 11.35 for a.m. receivers. But the input

and output connecting points are as just specified, and there is of course
no need to stabilize the voltage across C in Fig. 11.33(a). Instead of
the comparatively low sweep frequency recommended for a.m. receivers,

the frequency should be within the a.f. band; in fact, if the apparatus
permits, several representative a.f. frequencies should be used, to detect

any dependence of discriminator characteristic on modulation fre-

quency. For this work a f.m. signal generator with provision for

modulation from an external source, and an oscilloscope with the X
voltage accessible for that purpose, are likely to be more useful than
the usual a.m. wobbulator equipment which may be limited as regards

sweep frequency. The most important thing, however, is linearity of

the oscilloscope.

11.43. SENSITIVITY

In a.m. receivers the a.f. output power is, or should be, linearly

proportionate to the square of the r.f. input voltage, up to the maximum
“ undistorted ” output—apart from the effects of a.g.c., which would
be put out of action for such a test. So the choice ofSOmW as standard
output is fairly arbitrary. But a f.m. receiver does not acMeve its

main purpose—noise and interference suppression—unless the signal

is sufficient to bring the limiter into action. The least input of which
this is true is therefore a measure of the effective sensitivity of the

receiver.

It can be found by connecting a v.h.f. signal generator to the aerial

socket of the receiver, and injecting several millivolts of unmodulated
signal. Even with the volume control turned well up the noise level

should then be very small. Next, the input is reduced until a sudden
increase in noise takes place, and the signal microvoltage at the noise

rise point is noted.

11.44. SIONAt/NOISE RATIO

The definition of sensitivity as the minimum modulated input to

achieve a prescribed signal/noise ratio, apifiicable to sensitive a.m.
receivers, is not normally appropriate to f.m., for the reason given in

the previous Section. But it may sometimes be interesting to measure
the signal/noise ratio, above or below the limiting level. The simplest
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method is to inject a signal having the frequency, amplitude and modula-
tion at which the s/n ratio is required, and measure thea.f. output power.
Call it Pi. The modulation is then switched off, leaving only noise.
The reading is then and the s/n ratio is {Pi — P^jP^. If the signal
is above limiting level a very sensitive output meter will be needed to
measure the noise.

Ideally the output meter ought to read mean-square values, but such
an instrument is seldom available. The error due to using the usual
mean-voltage-squared types would be negligible above limiting level,

but might be substantial at small s/n ratios.

11.45. DISTORTION

Non-linearity of the discriminator curves obtained as in Sec. 1 1 .42

can be analysed in the ways described from Sec. 11.13 onwards.
Additional non-linearity is liable to be caused by excessive peakiness
or inadequate bandwidth of the r.f. and i.f. tuning, especially if the
limiting is poor or the signal level low. Such distortion can be deter-

mined by moving the generator connection from the limiter grid to an
appropriate point nearer to or at the aerial socket. Distortion due to

a.f. circuits is similarly included by moving the indicator connection
from the discriminator output to the loudspeaker terminals.

When observing the overall a.f. amplitude/frequency characteristics

of f.m, receivers there is a complication owing to the de-emphasis
circuit immediately following the detector. This is included to offset

the pre-emphasis at the transmitter, thereby effecting a useful reduction
in noise. There are difficulties in pre-emphasizing the upper fre-

quencies to the required extent at the signal generator, and it is simpler

to augment the output readings at the upper frequencies in accordance
with Table 11.2, which is appropriate to the standard 50-(isec de-

emphasis used for broadcast reception.

Table 1 1.2

Frequency,
kc/s

dB
to add

Frequency,
kc/s

dB
to add

0*50 0*11 5 5*40
0-75 0*24 6 6*58

100 0*41 7 7*66

1-25 0-63 8 8*65
1*50 0*87 9 9*54
1-75 1*14 10 10*36

20 1*44 12 11*83

2*5 2*09 14 13*09

3 2*76 16 14*20

4 4*12 20 16*07



CHAPTER 12

Very High Frequencies

12.1. BOUNDS OF V.H.F.

Although references to the suitability or unsuitability of methods or

apparatus at very high frequencies have been included in the preceding

chapters, some notes devoted specifically to such work may be helpful

to readers who are unaccustomed to it. Generally there is no sharply

defined frequency at which a particular form of technique becomes
inapplicable. It is necessary to use judgment based on common sense,

experience, and estimation of the relative quantities affected by
frequency. Effects negligible at, say, 1 Mc/s become appreciable in

accurate work at 10 Mc/s, and dominant at 100 Mc/s. Most of the

methods described in this book for radio frequencies present no special

difficulty due to frequency as far as one or two Mc/s, and with

perhaps a little extra care can be used satisfactorily up to 10-20 Mc/s.

Above 30 Mc/s one enters the field of “ very high ” frequencies (defined

as those between 30 and 300 Mc/s, corresponding to wavelengths

between 10 metres and 1 metre) and in it a fairly large number of modi-
fications have to be made to the ordinary technique. Above 300 Mc/s
still more drastic changes in method are necessary. Such technique

requires a book to itself; this chapter is confined mainly to v.h.f.

12.2. HOW CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS CAN MISLEAD

One thing that the experimenter has to get used to, even at moderately

high frequencies, is not thinking too much in terms of circuit diagrams,

with their localized inductances and capacitances. Whereas the

quantities not shown on the diagram are “ strays ” at moderate radio

frequencies, they often usurp control at very high frequencies and
become more important in the operation of the circuit than the legiti-

mate components. For example, the action of the oscillator circuit

of Fig. 12.1a is not at all clear if account is taken only of the com-
ponents shown.. But when the interelectrode capacitances of the valve

are marked in as capacitors, the circuit is immediately recognizable

as the Colpitts (Fig. 12.16). Incidentally, this circuit is quite a good
one for gmeral use in the v.h.f. band.

Capacitors themselves must be recognized as series resonant circuits,

with inductance that is aj^redable at v.h.f., even when they are classed

as non-inductive. So selecting by-pass capacitors is not simj^y a

414
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matter of the more capacitance the better; what is wanted is the least

possible impedance, and if more capacitance is used than is needed to

tune its own inductance to the frequency to be by-passed, the impedance
is greater than it need be. As the author showed (fV.W., 29th Sept.

1933) there is an optimum capacitance for every frequency. The
inductance of most present-day capacitors is about equal to that of a
piece of wire joining the terminal points; assuming this distance to be

Fig. 12.J—The oscillator circuit which, according to the components
actually vtsihie, would be drawn as at (a), is better understood when

valve interelectrode capacitances are shown (b)

about an inch the optimum capacitance is given in Fig. 12.2. This is

confirmed in greater detail by R. Davidson (W.1V., Aug. 1952). But
the less the inductance can be made to be, the greater the optimum
capacitance and the more effective the by-pass over a wide range of
frequency. Modern ceramic disk capacitors are produced with this

in mind. And the short-circuit effected by a capacitor connected as in

Fig. 12.3a can be improved by connecting as at b. In bush capacitors,

which can be bought, or made up as required with metal and mica
washers (Fig. 12.4), the inductance is only a small fraction of that

assumed in Fig. 12.2. On the other hand, most coils (except the very

small ones used for tuning) behave as capacitors at v.h.f., since they are

used above their resonant frequency.

12.3. IMPEDANCE LIMITATIONS

The fact that every inch of wire represents an appreciable inductance

means that it is difficult to get a very low imp^ance between two
separated points, and this necessitates much thought when laying

out and wiring v.h.f. equipment. At the 6^e time, it is difficult to

achieve a very high impedance anywhere, because of the stray capaci-

tance in parallel with everything.

Because the distinction between inductance and capacitance is so

blurred, it is often easier to acc^t that fact completely and, instead of
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Fig. 12.2— Optimum capacitance of by-pass capacitors.,

assuming the total length ofconnections (including the capacitor

itself) is one inch
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Fig. 12.3— When a hy-pass capacitor

is connected as at (a) its impedance is

increased by the common connecting
leads; this is obviated by connecting as

at (b)

Fig. 12.4—Section of low-inductance
by-pass to screen, formed by bushing

a lead passing through

INSULATING METAL

attempting to continue with the lumped-component technique suitable

for lower frequencies, to use completely distributed reactance of simple
forms such as parallel wires or tubes, or coaxial cylinders, whose
electrical characteristics can easily be calculated from their dimensions
(Sec. 14.27). A required amount of reactance, or a complete resonant
circuit, can be provided in this way, usually with less calculation and
Higher Q than any lumped combination. The resonant frequency is

known in terms of the corresponding wavelength ; e.g., a parallel or
coaxial line quarter of a wavelength long and short-circuited at one
end forms a simple resonant system. There is no need to calculate

inductance or capacitance or have doubts about the frequency; the

only measuring instrument needed is a centimetre scale. And it is

usually possible to dodge the difficulties due to the impedance of con-
necting leads by making lead and tuned circuits one and the same.

12.4. VALVES AT V.H.F.

At some frequency in the v.h.f. region the behaviour of conventional

types of valves begins to alter rapidly with frequency. There are

various causes, but they add up to a drastic reduction in input im-

pedance. An increasing capacitive admittance, proportional to the

capacitance of the control ^id to other electrodes, is only to be ex-

pected; but a less obvious effect is a great increase in conductance.

Whereas at low or even moderately high radio frequencies the input

resistance of a negatively biased valve is for practical purposes almost
infinite, at v.h.f. it is usually only a few thousands of ohms (Fig. 13.6).

This is partly the result of a phase shift due to transit time—^the time
taken by the electrons to cross the interelectrode space—and partly to

the inductance between the electrodes and the nearest points at which
connections can be made to them. When the input resistance falls

below a certain amount, the valve is no longer capable of amplifying—
and therefore of oscillating—no matter how well-designed the circuits.
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To meet the demand for television, f.m. broadcasting, and v.h.f.

communication, the frequencies at which valves continue to be effective

have been pushed hi^er and higher. But to derive full benefit from
their characteristics it is necessary to desi^ the circiuts to fit. The
makers’ data for valves suitable for v.h.f. include the input resistance

at a specified frequency, and the resistance at other frequencies can be

estimated on the assuniption that it is inversely proportional to

frequency squared. If, for example, the input resistance is SkO,
there is no point in striving to provide coupling circuits with a dynamic
resistance many times greater.

12.5. NOISE

Man-made noise and atmospherics decline with increasing frequency,

and the limiting factor becomes what is called fluctuation noise

(Sec. 14.32), caused by random movement of electrons in circuits and
valves. The power of such noise is proportional to the absolute tem-
perature of the circuit, and the accepted frequency band (fV.JV., May
1956, p. 235, and June, p. 266). In valves it is proportional to anode
current, but also depends on various features of valve design; e.g., it is

greater in multi-electrode valves than in triodes (JV.fV., Dec. 19^60, p.

623). For that reason, cascode-connected double triodes are preferr^
to pentodes as first-stage valves.

The object in v.h.f. design is to increase signal/noise ratio, so a
change that would increase noise could be justified if it increased signal

more. Obviously the most important noise producers are the resist-

ance at the input of an amplifier or receiver, and the first valve,

because these are followed by the greatest amplification. In general, a
frequency changer contributes several times as much noise as a straight

amplifier. The amount of noise contributed by a valve working under
specified conditions can be expressed as the input resistance which
would produce the same amount of noise if the valve itself were noise-

less; this is the equivalent noise resistance which is included among
the valve data. The noise factor (Sec. 11.31) of the first stage is the
most significant information about a v.h.f. receiver, because it discloses

its potential sensitivity. It can be defined as the ratio of the output
and input signal/noise ratios, and is usually expressed in dB.
Where the greatest possible sensitivity is nested (e.g., radio tele-

scopes and some kinds of radar) use is made of masers and mavars
(often called, not very wisely, parametric amplifiers). As they are
rather specialized types of equipment, and are most often used at still

higher frequencies than v.h.f., they are not included here, but for

general information see W.W., April and May 1959.

12.6. OSCILLATORS
As a simple example of how the use of ordinary valves and com-

ponents should be modified at a moderate frequency in this band,
consider an oscillator to work at, say, about 90 Mc/s. To get the close

coupling necessary to ensure oscillation when the impedance of the
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circuit is unavoidably so low and is further lowered by the shunting
effect of the valve, and to make the system as rigid as possible so as to
prevent vibration affecting the frequency of oscillation, single-coil

circuits such as the Hartley or Colpitts are preferred to coupled-coil

arrangements. To ensure ready oscillation over the whole of the

band, the effective position of the tapping must be considered. At
lower frequencies the cathode can be tapped near one end (usually the
grid end) of the coil with complete success. But at v.h.f. the tap should
be near the centre. If stray capacitance comes across a portion of the

Fig. 12.5—Typical oscillator circuit for v.h.f.

coil the effective tapping-point may thereby be shifted along to an
unfavourable position.

For rigidity and low capacitance the coil should be wound of thick

bare wire—^say about 16 s.w.g.—shaped on a rod | in. in diameter and
mounted as directly as possible to the valve holder, which should
be of special low-capacitance shape and material and mounted an
inch or so clear of the baseboard. The variable capacitor, also of
compact design and with maximum and minimum capacitances of
perha^ 25 and 3 pF respectively, is mounted so as to make wiring

practically non-existent, and especially so as to avoid what are, in

effect, unauthorized turns or half-turns of coil; and of course it

should be rotated by a slow-motion control at the other side of an
earthed screen. The grid-leak resistance can be quite low—^25 ko
for example—because the input resistance of the valve is in any case

low, and with a high resistance there is a risk of squegging.

The oscillation can be controlled by a small trimmer slung in the

wiring. Three chokes are shown (Fig. 12.5) for isolating the batteries

or power unit in case it is desired to put them at some distance. In

any case it is a good thing to keep the r.f. currents in dieir own quarters.

The filament chokes must be of reasonably low resistance, and, assum-
ing a filament consumption of about OT A, they can be made by wind-
ing 50 turns of 26 s.w.g. wire on a jrin tube. Where the resistance
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Fig. 12.6—(a) Rotary attenuator, suitablefor v.h.f. It is equivalent

to the ladder form shown at (b)

restriction does not apply, about twice the number of turns of fine wire

on a i-in former is to be preferred.

Towards the highest frequency in the band (300 Mc/s), it is necessary

to use a type of valve designed for v.h.f. For example, the EC71 is a

subminiature triode for use as an oscillator up to 500 Mc/s. And
there are many types—some comprising a balanced pair of valves for

push-pull oscillators—suitable for generating a substantial amount of

power up to several hundred Mc/s for standing-wave tests, etc. It is

usual for the tuning circuits to be parallel or coaxial lines. Detailed

information on such an oscillator covering 150 to 500 Mc/s has been
given by J. H. Andreae and P. L. Joyce {W.W., April 1958).

With standard-signal generators the chief difficulty is to get the

signal where one wants it and nowhere else. Attenuators of the

conventional types become difficult and the waveguide type comes into

its own (Sec. 6.22).

But an unconventionally constructed form of the conventional ladder

type, described by B. G. Martindill {W.W.y April 1957), would seem to

maintain its characteristics from zero up to the highest v.h.f. and be
simpler and cheaper to produce. The elements consist of carbon
coating on a thin sheet of insulating material, suitably stamped out.

Fig. 12.6a shows one convenient form, which is obviously equivalent

to the conventional Fig. 12.66 (Secs. 4.32 and 6.21).

12.7. TRANSISTORS AT V.H.F.

Even more than valves, transistors tend to fall off in performance at

v.h,f.—or much lower frequencies—and, although methods of manu-
facture have been devised which give good working characteristics at

v.h.f., these methods involve extremely close tolerances, so in general

are more costly and would not be justified for general-purpose tran-

sistors. In short, si^ial types are required.

One of the main limiting effects is the transit time of carriers (holes

or electrons) across the base layer. The conditions are quite different
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from transit time in valves. In transistors the carriers travel relatively

slowly, by diffusion, instead of rapidly under the influence of a strong
electric field. This introduces not only delay but dispersion. The
results are phase shift and reduction in current gain. The extent of the
latter is usually denoted by/*, which is the frcquemgr at which « is less

by 3 dB than at low frequencies (i.e., is reduced in the ratio -v/2 : 1. An
alternative parameter /t is the frequency at which oe = 1. Again in

contrast to valves, whose transit-time effects occur at frequencies much
higher than those at which interelectrode capacitances are significant,

transistors are affected at comparatively low frequencies. Since fa is

approximately inversely proportional to the square of the base thick-

ness, the most effective policy in producing transistors for v.h.f. is to

make this thickness very small (of the order of millionths of an inch).

Another expedient, in the so-called drift transistors, is to graduate the

base impurity so as to set up an electric field therein, to speed the carriers

on their journey.

Both junctions in a transistor have electrical capacitances, which
shunt the emitter and collector resistances in the T equivalent circuit

(Sec. 14.22) and introduce phase shifts and feedbacks impossible to

summarize briefly. The collector junction capacitance, though the

smaller of the two, is the more significant. One effect it can introduce

is similar to that of Cag in a triode valve—tendency to oscillate in

amplifier circuits. Up to a point it can be reduced by higher collector

voltage, which draws the “ plates ” of the capacitor apart, but usually

neutralization is necessary.

12.8. FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
The heterodyne frequency meters, so useful at medium frequencies,

become increasingly unworkable as the frequency is increased. When
a change of frequency of 0-0005% sends the beat note completely

beyond audibility, the effort to find a beat note, and having found it

to hold it, is too great except with relatively elaborate apparatus.*

So the absorption wavemeter (Sec. 6.16) is the usual device for finding

the frequency. Actual measurement of frequency, or rather wave-
length, by means of parallel wires is described in Sec. 6.17. As for

receivers, a useful type for v.h.f., by reason of its flat tuning and great

sensitivity, is the super-regenerative. The higher the frequency the

more workable it is.

Fig. 12.7 shows a simple receiver which, with appropriate tuning

inductance, can be used at any frequency in the v.h.f. band. The
aerial, if required, is simply a piece of stiffcopper wire half a wavelength
long, with a U-shaped kink in the middle for coupling to the timing

coil. Super-regeneration is obtained by increasing the grid-leak

resistance until the characteristic rushing sound is heard. Such a
receiver, with an anode milliammeter, can be used as a sendtive

* Such as is described by Essen and Gordon-Smitfa in “ The Measurement of
Frequencies in the Range 100 Mc/s to 10,000 Mc/s ”. J.LE.E., Part III, Dec.
1945.

28
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Fig. 12.7—Typical super-regenerative circuit, in which the variable

resistor is adjusted to obtain interruption at supersonic frequency

of the v.h.f. oscillation

indicator for comparing an unknown signal with a standard signal

generator.

12.9. INDICATORS
Many of the commercially available valve voltmeters are designed

to cover part or even the whole of the v.h.f. band, by virtue of the

carefully designed probe bringing the diode rectifier right up to the
“ work ” (Sec. 5.13). Miniature diodes with small clearances, such

as the 6D1, are suitable. The maximum useful frequency depends
chiefly on two sources of error. Oqp is series resonance of the head

—

inductance of connecting spike with capacitance of diode. As the

resonant frequency is approached, the voltage actually at the diode
becomes ^eater than that at the point of contact, causing the meter

to read high. The actual resonant frequency of a well-designed head
may be as much as 1,000 Mc/s, but the error becomes excessive at a

few hundred Mc/s. The other error is transit time, which causes the

meter to read low, and therefore tends to offset the first, but un-
fortunately it depends very largely on voltage, as shown in Fig. 12.8.

See also the summary of ^ode-voltmeter errors in general referred to

in Sec. 5.13. Even under conditions where the actual voltage is

uncertain, a valve voltmeter can be very useful for those measurements
in which only comparison is necessary.

Crystal (semiconductor) diodes of suitable types can be used at higher

frequencies than the the^onic kind, need no cathode heating ^d
consequently are free from risk of bringing in hum), have lower forward
resistance, are smaller and more robust, and pass no current without

input. On the other hand, the types suitable for v.h.f. have com-
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pRrativcIy low backward resistance, low maximum backward voltase,
and their characteristics are not sufficiently stable for use in measuring
instruments without periodical check. Their lower input impedance
matters less at v.h.f., because impedances generally tend to be low.

Junction diodes are unsuitable because of their capacitance. In
point-contact types, I pF is a typical figure.
For the highest frequencies, up to 10,000 Mc/s and even beyond,

great numbers of silicon diodes have been produced as frequency
changers in radar and other microwave equipment. They are put up
in coaxial capsule form, which may be inconvenient at the lower
(v.h.f.) frequencies (if one has in mind the use of Government surplus
diodes) but not p insuperable difficulty. Another point is that they
are easily and quickly ruined by excessive forward current or backward

voltage. With their indifferent stability, use for comparison of signals
is preferable to measurement by once-for-all calibration.

Some, but by no means all, point-contact germanium diodes are
suitable for v.h.f. working. They have a lower voltage drop than
silicon, and are usually produced with wire connections, which must be
soldered with care, using pliers as a heat shunt between the sddering
iron and the diode. -

For v.h.f. purposes, use has been made of the supremdy simple
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arrangement shown in Fig. 12.9, in which the rectifier serves as its own
load resistance and the capacitance of the screened lead is the capacitor,

which may be augmented for lower frequencies as shown dotted.

Obviously this method of use is unsuitable where there is a d.c, com-
ponent in the input, or where it has no d.c. path. If the dotted capaci-

tor is used, the length of the screened lead must not approach an odd
number of quarter-wavelengths, as it would then present a high im-

pedance at the diode.

The cathode-ray tube can be used up to very high frequencies, but it

may be necessary to use rather more anode voltage. The reason is

SCREENED LEAD

TO AMPLIFIER

Fig. 12.9—Simple germanium rectifier head for v.h.f. voltmeter

that if the time taken by the beam electrons to pass between the deflec-

tion plates is an appreciable fraction of one cycle of the deflecting

voltage, there will be a loss of deflection sensitivity (Sec. 14.29). This

loss reaches its maximum when the time spent under the influence of a
pair of plates is equal to one whole cycle (or any whole number of
cycles), for then the deflection due to one half-cycle is neutralized by
the opposite deflection due to the other and the sensitivity is nil. And
the time taken in passing from Y to X plates introduces a phase shift

that might be misleading if the cause were not known.
Travelling-wave c.r. tubes are made (by 20th Century Electronics)

for use up to about 1,000 Mc/s and even higher.

12.10. IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT
The frequency limit of impedance bridges has been pushed so far as

to include most of the v.h.f. band. Notable examples are those de-

veloped by the B.B.C. and manufactured by Wayne Kerr. They are

based on transformer ratio arms (Sec. 7. 10). What at lower frequencies

is a detail becomes one of the main preoccupations—the design of the

terminals so as to define clearly the points between which the impedance
is measured. The General Radio Type 1606-A r.f. bridge, though not
of the transformer ratio arm type, relies on a special wide-band
generator-to-bridge transformer to cover the frequency range 0*4 to

60 Mc/s (G./^.£., June 1955). The Marconi Instruments Type TF978
v.h.f. admittance bridge is a capacitance ratio type covering 30 to 300
Mc/s, in which a thermistor is used as a conductance transfer standard.

This bridge and its accessories are described in M L, Dec. 1959.

A somewhat different system, not commercially available, which was
described by J. E. Houldin on behalf of the G.E.C. Research Labora-
tories in Proc. Part III, Nov. 1952, covers the range 1 0 to 100
kO at 50 to 500 Mc/s by comparison with a standard lOC^O resistor.

Measurements at fr^uencies at which lumped-circuit technique
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Fig, 12.10—Circuit diagram of triode substitute for dynatron in

impedance measurements at v.h.f

ceases to be practicable—about 150 Mc/s—are discussed in Hartshorn’s
R.F. Measurements, Ch. XII.

At the lower v.h.f., however, some of the methods described in

Secs. 9.25 to 9.34 can be used, if sufficient care is taken with circuit

layout and components. The Hartshorn and Ward apparatus (Sec.

9.28), for example, is effective up to 100 Mc/s. Generally speaking,

miniature components should be used, and leads eliminated from
r.f. circuits as much as possible. The resonance-curve methods
of measuring Q and r.f. resistance, especially that described at the end
of Sec. 9.28, avoid some of the difficulties.

The frequency limit of the dynatron is discussed by G. A. Hay (W.E.,

Nov. 1946). He shows that it does not fail as an impedance-measuring
device because of transit time below 100 Mc/s, but that care is needed
in minimizing the effects of external leads. When this has been done,

the limit of accurate use is determined by internal reactances; with

ordinary valves, around 75 Mc/s. There is also difficulty in bringing

any but low-loss circuits to the point of oscillation. If the dynatron
fails on this account, the alternatives in Secs. 4.21 and 4.22 may be
tried; or, sacrificing two-terminal connection, most of the measure-

ments for which the dynatron has been specified can be performed with

a triode oscillator.

Fig. 12.10 is the circuit of an oscillator that has been used successfully

for substitution measurements in Band I. The coil consists of six turns

of 16 s.w.g. bare copper, wound as a self-supporting solenoid ^ in. in

diameter and tapped at two and five turns. The grid bias at which
oscillation starts—vindicated by a sudden change in anode current—is

read on a voltmeter having a large open scale. The anode voltage

must be kept very constant.

For measurements on v.h.f. cables, see Sec. 11.2.



CHAPTER 13

Dealing With Results

13.1. REARRANGING FORMULAE
The ultimate value of laboratory work on the bench often depends
largely on what is done with it at the desk. Instrument readings

may say too much or not enough if they are improperly or inadequately

handled. And it is remarkable how apparently scanty data can
sometimes be made to yield information of great value if put through
a scientific “ third degree ” examination.

One of the considerations when devising a method of measurement
should be, if possible, the direct presentation of the results; but
notwithstanding this it is often necessary to derive them by computa-
tion, and sometimes this may be very laborious. The more results

there are to be worked out, the more trouble is justified in prearranging
the formula.

Take a simple example. The equation connecting the inductance,

capacitance and resonant frequency of a tuned circuit can be written

in many ways. Of these,

to^LC = 1

is the tidiest-looking. But it is the least well adapted for practical

purposes. Suppose one is working out the capacitances in a circuit

of known inductance that is found to resonate at certain frequencies.

Suppose, too, that the inductance happens to be 16(jiH, that the

frequency is measured in Mc/s, and it is desired to have the capacitance

in pF. Unless the contrary is stated, it is assumed that formulae are in

basic units. So far as any branch of electrical engineering is concerned
—and that includes us—basic units are, by international agreement,

the m.k.s. system of units (Sec. 14.1). These include what used to

be called the practical electrical units—ampere, henry, farad, etc. For
working out results, however, they are sometimes very far from
practical! Who would choose to substitute 0'000016 H and 7,500,000

c/s in a’formula to get 0000000000028 F?
Taking first L, which stands for the number of henries, we shall

obviously find it more convenient to work in a smaller unit. We
could devise a symbol, say L^m, to stand for the number of micro-
henries. As there are one million (10*) miorohenries in a henry,

s 10*L, so Z, s 10“*I,„H- (= means “identically equal to”;

426
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that is to say, the equality does not depend on circumstances). There-
fore we do not affect the truth of the original formula by writing

107 ‘ Z/„H in place of L. Similarly with any other factors whose basic

units are not convenient. But it would be almost as inconvenient to

have to use symbols like L„h every time, so provided we remember
(or better still make a note of) the fact that L is in microhenries we
can use it unadorned. Inserting the appropriate conversion factors

in the original equation, thus:

(27t/ X 10»)» X 10-«L X 10-i*C = 1

and rearranging in terms of C, we get

10* _ 25,330 .p. V.^
47ry®L f^L

tpF» H-H, Mc/s]

This form is suitable if there are various values of inductance, but
if many readings are taken for one value of L, say 16 jxH, the work is

facilitated still more by reducing the equation to

C = [pF; Mc/s; L = 16 (iH]

When formulae are adapted for special units this should be made
clear by a note to that effect, as illustrated above. There is likely to

be confusion if the limitations of a formula are not made clear.

13.2. WHAT MAY BE NEGLECTED
Often a formula can be greatly simplified by neglecting something

that is too small to be serious within the scope of the work. Suppose
the capacitance C of a circuit that oscillates at a frequency/is increased

by the small amount AC, causing a corresponding small reduction A/
in frequency. Then

, ^ _ CA/(2/-A/)
(/-A/)»

This can be used as a method for measuring small capacitance

changes (Sec. 9.34). The formula is a most awkward one to calculate,

however, for subtractions cannot be done on a slide-rule but have to

be worked out beforehand. But if A/ is very small compared with

fit can be neglected in terms containing both, so

AC ICAflf [A/«/|
—a delightfully easy piece of work.
Very often these approximate formulae are written with the sign

of equality (=), and no doubt it is sometimes pedantic to use the sign

of approximate equality as above, but it is another of the little things

that help to prevent mistakes; and so is the note seen on the right,

signifying that to justify the approximation A/ must be much less

than /.

The above example illustrates another point, that elimination of

n^ligible ” terms must not be done indiscriminately. Because A/
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is small it is not to be taken as ground for simplifying the equation

still further to

AC ~ 0//

It is only as part of a much larger quantity that it can be neglected.

Before dismissing a quantity as negligible one must always ask oneself
“ Negligible in comparison with what?

*’

13.3. DECEPTIVE FORMULAE
There is a rather more subtle pitfall. It can be illustrated by a

somewhat similar example. Suppose one possesses an accurately

calibrated capacitor, but no suitable standard inductor. As there are

inevitably certain unknown capacitances (such as that of the coil) in

shunt with the standard capacitor, the total circuit capacitance is

unknown in spite of the calibration, and one is not much farther

forward. But if the capacitor readings, Ci and Ct, required to tune

to two known frequencies, /j and ft respectively, are noted, the

extra circuit capacitance, Cq, can be calculated without a knowledge
of the inductance:

r - Cl/? - C/i
n -n

This looks quite harmless, and is perfectly correct, but it is a type of
formula to beware of. It involves the differences between relatively

far larger quantities. Consequently, unless these quantities are known
and calculated with extreme accuracy, the answer is not accurately

given. The small error due to slide-rule calculation of the large

quantities might exceed the final answer! In other formulae there is

sometimes a temptation to eliminate a “ negligible ” term, only to

find that, because the formula involves relatively small differences

between larger quantities, the despised term was vital after all.

Subject to these precautions, it is usually worth while doing some-
thing to adapt a formula to the particular work in hand. It is a
good thing to keep a notebook of pet formulae that have proved their

value. Their origins and limitations should always be clearly indicated.

13.4. AIDS TO CALCULATION
It is not always necessary to work out results from formulae; many

can be derived quickly with moderate accuracy from nomograms
(also called alignment diagrams or abacs). A useful collection of
these charts for radio work is available as a book."* By laying a
straight-edge or stretched thread across the diagram to intersect scales

of the known quantities at the appropriate points, the desired quantity
can be read off another scale.

The two most generally useful abacs of ffiis type are given here as

* Radio Data Charts, by R. T. Beatty and J. McG. Sowerby (Iliffe).
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Figs. 14,2 and 14.9. The first, connecting volts, milliamps, ohms,
mhos and watts, enables the remaining quantities to be read off when
any two are known. Besides covering applications of Ohm’s law, it

shows whether a proposed resistor is likely to be overheated, the least

resistance that is safe for a resistor of given wattage rating and voltage
drop, and many other everyday problems. The other diagram connects
reactance, inductance, ^pacitance, frequency and wavelength. Among
its many uses are the indicating of reactances, resonance frequencies,

required tuning components, and amplifier frequency bands. Even
when not accurate enough for the work in hand, the charts are
valuable for rough checking of calculations.

The ordinary graph is another form of diagram that can be very
useful as an aid to calculation. Ordinarily a single curve serves to

relate only two quantities; a “ family ” of curves is needed for three,

and then one of the quantities is represented only by a series of isolated

values. Sometimes a single curve can be made more general by
scaling the ordinates in quantities that include two or more factors.

Some examples of this are given in Chapter 14.

Graphs are almost the only practical way of dealing with problems
involving quantities, such as valve characteristics, that cannot be
expressed algebraically. There is a whole book on graphical valve

calculation.'" But even algebraic work is sometimes more easily done
—and certainly more easily visualized—graphically, especially if use

is made of special kinds of graph paper such as logarithmic paper
(Sec. 13,10).

Whatever is available in the form of quick-reckoning diagrams,

there are always plenty of things to be worked out; and for this

purpose no engineer could possibly go through life without a slide-rule.

It was with slide-rule working in mind that the first formula given for

AC a few paragraphs earlier was viewed with distaste. The simplified

formula, on the other hand, can be worked out with one setting.

There are a number of publications giving instructions on the multi-

tudinous uses of the slide-rule. For radio purposes one provided
with a uniformly divided scale (usually marked “ l ” or “ log ”) is very

helpful for converting ratios to decibels and vice versa (see Sec. 14.34),

esproially if this scale is on the front.

A “ log-log ” scale is useful for dealing with formulae embodying
logarithms.

The commonly-occurring vector type of calculation (-v/(A'*-l-i?*)

)

unless modified as explained in 14.12, is awkward on the

slide-rule.

The accuracy (assuming adequate workmanship) depends on the

length of scale, and there are various devices for getting a long scale

in compact form. The ordinary straight rule still retains its popularity,

but a circular rule has certain advantages, one being that the scales are

continuous.

* Grmhical Construction of Vacuum Tube Circuits, by A. Preisman (McGraw-
Hill).
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13.5. FALSE ACCURACY
Even quite experienced students or technical assistants are

sometimes guilty of recording readings of ordinary meters (full-scale,

say 100) such as 86 '75 and using them as if the instrument really were

accurate to 0 0 1 % instead of perhaps 1 %. Or, having performed a
measurement of r.f. resistance by a method that can be de^nded upon
within perhaps 5 %, they state the result as 34*22 O.

These are examples of false accuracy. The manner in which a

value is presented ought to Indicate its probable accuracy. For
example, although “ 1 *4 ” dnd “

1 *400 ” are numerically equal, they

convey a different meaning. The first means anything from 1*35 to

1*45; theo second, being much more precise, implies correspondingly

greater accuracy, between the narrower limits 1*3995 and 1*4005.

Similarly a value stated as “ 572,000 ” implies an inaccuracy of only

±0*5. If in fact only three figures are reliable, it should be written

as “ 5*72 X 10® ”. An alternative method that has been used by the

N.P.L. is to drop to a slightly lower level the first figure that is not
known with certainty, as for example “ 10,250 ”, which indicates

that the greatest possible error to which this result is subject would
not affect the first three figures but might affect the fourth. When it

is necessary to pve a more definite indication of the probable error

it should be written, for example, “ 10,250 ± 25 ”. In assessing the

error it should be remembered that relative values are often more
accurate than absolute values, so it may be justifiable to take down
readings more precisely than their absolute accuracy warrants, in case

constant errors cancel out in the final result.

If several factors are multiplied in the ordinary long arithmetical

manner, the answer appears with a great many more figures than
any of the factors. To the unthinking, it might appear that the answer
is known to more decimal places than any of the data used to find it.

This, of course, is absurd; and to avoid implying greater accuracy
than is justified the surplus figures should be cut off or replaced by
noughts, or the shortened methods of multiplication that waste no
time finding these meaningless figures should be used. That is not to

say that during the calculation it is never necessary to work to more
places than will be justified in the answer; an example to the contrary
was given in Sec. 13.3. The important thing is to discard misleading
digits in the final answer.

In rounding off final figures, there is no doubt that the three-figure

value of, say, 2*648 is 2*65; but what about 2*645? The rule with 5

is to ropnd off to an even number, which in this case would be 2*64.*

The slide-rule automatically gives a uniform degree of precision. If

it can be read accurately to three figures, then the answer is given with
that number, no matter how many factors compose it. For most
en^eering purposes, the precirion of properly effected slide-rule

calculations is rather better than the aocuraQr of the data, or the
* B.S. 1957 : 1953, The Presentation of Numerical Values (B.S.I.).
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accuracy with which the answer need be known. Where this is not so,

and ^ta of high accuracy are available for giving an answer that must
be known to the same order of accuracy, either the calculation must be
done laboriously by arithmetic, or tables of the appropriate number of
figures must be used. Incidentally, a book of seven-figure tables is

quicker to use to five figures than a book of five-figure tables.

A very large choice of mathematical tables exists—there is, in fact, a
comprehensive index of them, by Fletcher, Miller and Rosenhead (Scientific
Computing Service, Ltd., 23, Bedford Square, London, W.C.l). Perhaps the
best cheap four-figure set is Chambers’s Four-Figure Mathematical Tables, by
L. J. Comrie (Chambers). An exceptionally comprehensive set, with the
advantage of having all six trigonometrical functions side-by-side, is Standard
Four-Figure Mathematical Tables, by L. M. Milne-Thomson and L. J. Comrie
(Macmillan). An aid to vector calculations is Tables for Converting Rectangular
to Polar Co-Ordinates, by J. C. P. Miller (Scientific Computing Service, as above).

13.6. ELIMINATING ERRORS
There is inevitably some error due to the instruments used for

making a measurement, and mathematical methods have been devised

for combining data in such a way as to indicate the most probably
accurate result. For these, a book dealing with the theory of errors

should be consulted. Some instrumental error, as has just been said, is

inevitable. But there is no excuse for increasing it by faulty working
out. One cannot take too much care about this. It is at least an
immense waste of time to spoil good work by mistakes in recording or

computing. And if one intends to earn a living by technical work it

is important to know that in the long run reliability is more valuable

than careless brilliance. To this end, columns of figures should be

inspected for obvious inconsistencies, rough checks should be made
of calculations to ensure that the decimal point is right, and cross-

checks devised to arrive at the same results by other routes.

Ref: Electrical Measurements and the Calculation of the Errors Involved, by
D. Karo (Macdonald, 19S0).

13.7. TABULAR WORKING
In general, the soundest method of recording and working out

results is in tabular form. By taking the calculation a step at a time

the chance of mistakes is reduced, tracing miscalculations is much
easier and quicker, and the intermediate steps may show up useful

and perhaps unexpected relationships. The alternative of writing

down only the final answers, or of working them out on odd scraps

of paper that are lost or destroyed, is most exasperating when it is

found or suspected that something has gone wrong. Moreover, when
work is being referred to by somebbdy else, or at a much later date,

it can be accepted more confidently if the details of how the results

have been arrived at are clearly shown.
As an example of tabulation, suppose that a number of measure-

ments have been made, by the method described in Sec. 9.22, of the
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effect of z.f. current on the inductance and resistance of an iron-cored

coil. The formulae are:

_ 2T^M » ^ rv

where to = lizf as usual. Suppose T = 1,000, to = 5,000, and the

readings, M, of the inductances are in (aH. Then first the formulae

are simplified on these assumptions to

r 2M

The working-out of the readings is then arranged thus

:

henries and Ri,
loy

.2,1 I M/* +
(4)'

1,000 ohms.

READINGS
I M r r* (My 2M 10«r Rl

(mA) (mH) (0) UOOj A A (0)
=L(H) = + 1,000

0 4,740 2-8 7-8 2,245 2,253 4-2 1,242 242
10 5,120 3-2 10*2 2,630 2,640 3*9 1,210 210
20 5,680 3-9 15-2 3,220 3,235 3-5 1,205 205

30 6,400 4-9 24 4,100 4,124 31 1,188 188
40 8,550 8*6 74 7,300 7,374 2-3 1,180 180
50 12,200 17-2 296 14,900 15,196 1-6 1,132 132

The next thing is to draw a graph of L and Rl against z.f. current,

I (Fig. 13.1). The convention is to make the independent variable (7

in this case) the abscissa. Any points shown on a graph should
represent experimental results, not purely mathematical values.

The points referring to the a.c. resistance of the coil are rather

irregular, and it will have been noticed in the working-out that a small

error in ^ta or calculation causes a relatively large error in the derived

value of Rl. If it is im^rtant to know with accuracy the variation of

Rl with z.f. current it will be necessary to repeat the observations of r

and the calculations more carefully.

In the above tabulation use has been made of an abbreviation “ A ”

for one part of the formula. This method is especially helpful in a
complicated formula where the same “ sub-assembly ’’ occurs more
than once, or where it has to be repeated frequently in some working.

13.8. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

The whole of any work coming within the scope of this book is in

vain if it does not enable some conclusion to be drawn. Generally
a measurement is not an end in itself, but is made with the object of
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deducing something from it about the object tested, and has to be
interpreted.

Looking at the example just given, it seems clear that the inductance
falls off considerably as the z.f. current is increased. As it happens,
that is such a well-authenticated phenomenon that it causes no

Fig. 13.1—E.xampk ofexperimental results

plotted to aid interpretation

surprise and there is no reason to doubt the validity of the conclusion.

But in general one should be extremely cautious in coming even to

such a simple conclusion as this. What about the 800-c/s signal

current? Was its strength measured, or arrangements made to keep
it constant or governed by some simple relationship ? If the inductance
depended very critically on the a.c., an indehniteness in this factor

might lead to very wrong conclusions quantitatively, and perhaps even
qualitatively, about the relationship between inductance and z.f.

current. Has the experiment been carried out in such a way as to

introduce no other factor into the results ? What about the resistance

of the battery used for supplying the z.f. current, and the impedance
of the milliammeter used for measuring it? Was the frequency of
the a.c. quite steady throughout? (The results depend on the square

of the frequency, so this is important.) Such questions as these have
to be consider^ and answered satisfactorily before conclusions can
safely be drawn. Suspect everything. The genuine experimenter has

a permanently suspicious mind.
He has already suspected that the curious wavelike distribution of

the Rl readings may not represent a physical phenomenon but merely
insufiScient accuracy; and on this assumption a smooth curve has
been drawn through them. If the exj^riment is repeated more
accurately and the curve found to droop in a manner similar to that

for inductance, the interpreter at once looks for a connection between
the two. Obviously the coil’s impedance must also droop in the

same way. The ratio of resistance to impedance is the power
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factor: is that constant? If so, it is a more interesting result than

just to know that inductance and resistance decline in the manner
shown by a pair of curves. If it could be established for coils in

general (which, as it happens, it cannot) it would mean that if the

resistance were known for one inductance and frequency it would be
known for all inductances at that frequency. So the next thing is to

draw a curve of power factor against z.f. current, to see if it is constant.

If not, and no obvious relationship can be perceived, perhaps a curve

of power factor against inductance might show one? And so on.

13.9. LAWS
What has just been described is an attempt to derive from some

experimental results a general law. This is one of the most important
and valuable objects of experiments, so it will be as well to realize

what it means. Science assumes that everything in nature works
consistently. That is to say, anything that ever happens always
happens, given the same conditions. Whenever a current of 2 A is

passed through 10012, heat is given off, and always the same amount of
heat per second. Furthermore, different happenings are not all com-
pletely independent; they are related by fixed principles or laws. The
law of electrical heating having been discovered, it is no longer necessary

to do a special experiment to find how much heat would be given off if

4 A were passed through 50 O ; it is known that it would be exactly

twice as much as with 2 A through 100 Q,

.

Obviously a knowledge of
natural laws saves an enormous amount of time and expense. Without
it, every detail of every new engineering work would have to be arrived

at by laborious trial and error.

So there is no doubt about the value of discovering such laws. But
in attempting to do so one must beware of jumping to unjustifiable

conclusions. Do not enunciate a law that All Negroes Have Curly
Hair, when the only basis for such a statement is that all the negroes
one can remember seeing had curly hair. Reasoning from the

particular to the general in this way is legitimate only when the cause
of the curliness has been discovered. If careful study of the ne^oes
at one’s disposal showed conclusively that the condition of being a
negro necessarily caused the hair to curl, then it could be regarded
as a natural or scientific law, true of all the millions of negroes one
had not seen.

Establishing a scientific law is usually enough to make one’s

reputation, and few of us can ho^ to achieve even a minor success at

it. The difficulty is making quite sure of identifj^g the necessary

and sufficient cause of the observed effect. That is not to say that

nothing worth while can be done short of conclusive proof. If one
had observed large numbers of negroes without ever seeing a single

exception, the coinddaice might be considered suffidently striking to
be imt forward as a sort of provisional law—called a h^^thesis or an
empiiical law. A hypothesis is some theory whidi mi^t eventually

turn out to be a natural law. But its provisional status would have
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to be remembered so long as one could not tell why the two things
wrat together. Coming across a single negro with naturally straight

hair would overthrow the hypothesis. The term “ empirical law
”

often mrans soinething that is not really a law at all, or even a
hypothesis, but just an approximate generalization of experimental
resulte or observations. According to what is called Bode’s law
the distances ofthe planets from the sun are approximately proportional
to the sequence of numbers obtained by adding 4 to 3 times 0, 1, 2,

2“, 2*, etc. Nobody suggests that this has anything to do with a
law of nature, or is more than an interesting coincidence, helpful

perhaps in aiding the memory. Coming to something more in our

Fig. 13.2—^ the electrodes of a
diode are joined through a resistance

R a voltage V appears across it.

The relationship between R and V in

a typical sample is plotted in Fig. 13.3

line: if the anode of a thermionic diode is connected through a

variable resistance R to the cathode, as in Fig. 13.2, a voltage V
appears across it; and if V is plotted against log R the graph is found
to be almost exactly a straight line over a wide range of R—say 0-1 to

100 MO. This is useful to know when designing valve voltmeters,

even though it may be only an empirical law. (There is reason to

believe it is more than that.)

13.10. ESTABLISHING LAWS
Plotting graphs is one of the most effective methods of discovering

laws, empirical or natural. A graph of V against R in the experiment

just mentioned, plotted on ordinary uniformly-squared paper as in

Fig. 13.3, might not suggest any simple connection between the two
variables. The object is to find some equation that the observed

results fit. If various equations are plotted as graphs, they are found
to have characteristic shapes. The equation

y = ax -\-b

for example, in which a and b are constants, when plotted for various

values of x gives points that all lie on a straight line, the slope of
which is equal to a and the starting-point on the y axis is b. The
equation y* x* — a gives a circle; and so on, as explained in

school mathematics, x conventionally stands for the quantity that

is deliberately varied in the experimmt and y for the resulting elBTect

measured. So if the graph of experimental results is a straight line,

such as in Fig. 13.4, the values of a and b in the general linear equation

follow, and the particular equation thus arrived at is the law of the
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R

Fig. 13.3— Voltage across a typical diode with normal cathode temperature
{Fig. 13.2) plotted against anode-to-cathode resistance, using linear scales

relationship observed, at least over the measured range. In Fig. 13.4,

for instance, b is —2, and a. obtained as shown by finding the slope
of the line over any convenient section, is 6-5/2 or 3-25. So the
particular equation is

y = 3-25;c - 2

Whether this is part of some natural law or is only of the empirical
kind has to be decided by further investigation.

A straight line is of course by far the easiest shape to recognize and
check, so if the “ curve ” really is curved it is usual to try various dodges
such as replotting it on paper ruled logarithmically dong one or both
axes; if that reduces it to a strai^t line then its law can be deduced.
For example, if the results of the diode experiment are plotted with a log
SMle for R and a linear (uniform) scale for V, as in Fig. 13.5, an equa-
tion can be fitted to it at once. For it is the same thing as plotting
log R on a linear scale (which of course is an alternative way of doing
it, especially if no suitable log paper is available) and can be solved in
the same way as Fig. 13.4, x being log R in this case. The result, very
nearly true over the straight-line range, is;

V = 016 logioR + 0-50 [MO]

The figure 0-50 is found to vary rapidly, but 0-16 only slightly, with
cathode temperature.

When some experimental data on the effect of frequency on the
input resistance of a certain type of valve were plott^ with linear
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Fig. 13.6—Another example of deriving a law from experimental

results ; here the input resistance of a valve is plotted against

frequency, both with logarithmic scales; and the slope of the line

shows that R is inversely proportional to the square ofthe frequency

scales the result was an unrecognizable curve. But replotted with

log scales, as in Fig. 13.6, the points could reasonably be regarded as

lying on a straight line. In a log/log graph, the slope denotes the

powo* or index of x. Here the slope is —2, so it can be deduced that

Ri varies as/**; i.e., is inversely proportional to the square of the

hvquency. lliis conclusion can be checked by plotting IjRi against

p, w^ch enables the constants to be found. One can say, therefore,

that widiin the limits of accuracy of the eiqieriment, and within the

limits of frequency covered, this relationship applies to this particular

valve. The constants are likely to be different for difioent valves

or experimental conditions, but if it is found that the main result

—

HRiCcP—hoUa $006. in many different experiments with many
difiEn'ent vdves, urai one may perhaps vmture to work on the
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hypothecs it holds for all valves, until evidence to the contrary
is forthcoming. Someone meanwhile may have been considering it

likely for A^retical reasons that such a relationship should exist.

Either empirical law or theoretical proof mi^t come first, and neither
alone might be considered quite convincing, but if both agreed
(and not because one had been forced or coaxed to fit the other) the
case would be secure enough for most people.

13.11. NEED FOR CAUTION
The general warning about not jumping to conclusions can be

Fig. 13.7—Two ways of drawing a curve through
a series ofplotted points. Which is right ?

Fig. 13.8—If it were not for one point, a straight

line could be drawn through them all. Is the odd
reading an error, or does it point out a fact ?

extended to details such as plotting graphs. Refrain from the

temptation to extend a curve beyond the known points (extrapolation),

however surely it may seem to tend in a certain Section. The
straight line in Fig. 13.5, for example, does not continue the same
slope indefinitely towards the left, but tends to flatten out. Even
filling in the curve between the known pi^ts (interpolation) is not
always safe. The curve shown in Fig. 13.7a may seem the obvious
one to draw though the points gi^^n, but closer investigation mi^t
show it to be of the form b. How about Fig. 13.8 ? Is Ae odd point

an error in reading, or is it a genuine irregularity in die relationship

between the two quantities graphed? The answo^ must be sought

by repeating that particular reamng, and preferably also by taking a
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few extra readings in its neighbourhood. One of the values of a

graph is the way it discloses errors, or (alternatively) unexpected

phenomena. As F. K. Harris says,* “The mere fact that a result

differs by more than one wishes from the others in a set is almost

never a sufficient reason for discarding it unless some real explanation

can be found for the difference.”

13.12. RECORDING RESULTS

Last of all, even if the conclusions or deductions are for immediate
consumption it is wise to make a permanent and accessible record of

them. This is true even if the answer is, so to speak, a lemon.

Negative results are as important as positive, however unsatisfactory

they may seem at the time. Results that do not turn out as predicted

by theory or previous experiment may show the way to new discovei^.

If a thing “ doesn’t work ” there is a temptation to throw the job up in

disgust; but perseverance, with the object of finding the cause of the

failure, is nearly always worth it, if the time can possibly be spared.

But however disappointing the result, it is worth recording with full

particulars, if only to show at some future date how not to attempt it.

There is often a tendency to suppose that work can be remembered
and that there is no need to go to the trouble of recording it minutely;

or, if it is recorded at all, that rough abbreviated notes will be under*
stood when referred to later. Of course, some people may have
entirely different memories, but the author has often looked up notes

of work done several years ago and found them either unintelligible

altogether or demanding a good deal of study before the threads

could be sorted out and the results and the conditions under which
they were obtained made clear. Graphs there may be, but without
explanations; symbols, with no definitions ; and so on.

The best way is to write out an unabbreviated fair copy of the

original work; but if that is too much, a few marginal notes explaining

what it is all about, and picking out the results prominently so that

one has not to wade through a lot of working to make sure which
really are the results, is worth while. Unless an experiment is very
brief, it must be recorded as it proceeds, and very often some of the

earlier parts are later found to be wrong. In such cases a marginal
note to that effect should be made, so that when coming to it a long
time later the mind does not take on board material only to have to

throw it away again when the later results are disclosed.

Another thing: make a careful note of the condition of the experi-

ment—circuits and instruments used. Though some detail among
these' may seem unimportant at the time, later on it may be realized

to have been vital. This part of the work is greatly reduced by
adopting the instrument book and serial-number system (Sec. 8.10).

Each instrument used can then be referred to by a simple

number.

* Eleeirtcdl Measmvments, p. 8 (Qiapmao A Hall, 1952).
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Not only is it necessary to record results; one should also make a
full note of any ideas that cannot be pursued at the time but that should
not be let slip.

13.13. FILING INFORMATION
The actual form of the records depends on individual circumstances.

Loose-leaf books, preferably large enough to take graphs without
folding, are generally better than plain notebooks, and enable leaflets

and data from various sources to be filed in appropriate places. For
large quantities of material, foolscap folders in cabinets may be more
suitable. There are various more or less elaborate systems of filing

by subject, of which by far the most widely used is the Universal

Decimal Classification. It has become customary for technical

journals to give the U.D.C. numbers of their articles. For one’s own
filing an elaborate system may tend to become a master instead of a

servant, and the entirely unscientific alphabetical arrangement can be
more ^ective for limited purposes. The difficulty about subject

filing is that subjects overlap and much mental eflbrt is expended
firstly in deciding what subject certain notes should be filed under, and
later what part of the system should be searched for those notes.

Information on what other people have been doing is a problem.
Much time is certain to be wasted in “ discovering ” what has already

been published, or In preliminary work that woiSd be unnecessary if

one were informed about the methods and results of others; on the

other hand, it is impossible to read all the world’s technical publications,

and time is wasted in searching through even a small portion of them.

One of the most helpful contributions to the solution of this problem
is the Abstracts and References section of Electronic Technology
(formerly Wireless Engineer), and especially the indexes to them
published annually.

13.14. COMMUNICATING RESULTS

Sooner or later one’s work will have to be communicated to others,

in the form of a book, article, paper, report, letter, etc. Some tech-

nical workers have supposed—and perhaps some still do—that so

long as the information communicated is correct they have done as

much as should be expected. The enormous and growing volume of
technical information has however made it more than ever necessary

that it should be so presented as not to waste reader’s time, still less to

mislead. This is an art. which calls for extra effort by the writer, but

it is better that he make it than that possibly thousands of readers be
obliged to do so in order to take the matter in. After all, even authors

usually have to spend much more time reading than writing.

Fortunately there is now quite a good selection of books to help one
acquire skill in technical writing, and at least one society.* There are

* Presentation of Te^nical Information Group, University CoUege, London,
W.C.I.
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also classes at many of the technical colleges. The subject is too big

to summarize here, but a few ofthe commonest faults may be mentioned

:

(1) Writers, with the subject matter fully in their minds, often fail to

realize that even intelligent readers cannot learn it without being told

everything. In particular, they want to know as quickly as possible

the purpose, scope and background of the work, so that they can
decide whether it is worth their while to read on. Don’t plunge into

details before making these tlmgs clear.

(2) The more inexperienced the writer, the more afraid he is of using

a simple, direct, conversational style. He imagines he is under an
obligation to be dignified, which means that he tends to be stilted and
abstract. So “ I made a pinhole in a piece of cardboard and allowed
the sunlight to shine through it ” fas he might have said in telling some-
one about it) is transferred to paper as “ A parallel beam of light was
allowed to pass through a minute aperture in an opaque sheet ”—the

same number of words, but they give less information and the action

is not nearly so easily visualized.

(3) Failure to go through the manuscript again—preferably after a
lapse of time, so as to allow the mind to approach it like that of a
reader—looking out for ambiguities, misplaced emphasis, unneces-
sary repetition, omissions, and illogical sequence, non-standard or
undefined symbols and units, as well as actual errors.

(4) Causing needless inconvenience and loss of time (and therefore

expense) to editor and printer by failing to conform to standard practice

in such matters as double spacing, one side of paper only, adequate
margins, separate diagrams, standard proof correction practice, etc.

This knowledge can be acquired from the books listed below.

Refs:
The Presentation of Technical Information, by R. O. Kapp. (Constable, 1948).

Technical Literature, by G. E. Williams. (Allen & Unwin, 1948).

The Technical Writer, by J. W. Godfrey and G. Parr. (Chapman & Hall, 1959).

Technical Publications, by C. Baker. (Chapman & Hall, 1955).

B.S. 1291 : 1945. Printers' and Authors' Proof Corrections. (B.S.I., 1945).



CHAPTER 14

For Reference

14.1. UNITS

For a long time students of all branches of electrical engineering were
plagued by the fact that there was one system of units—the so-called

practical system—for some things, such as e.m.f., current, capacitance
and inductance; and two more—^varieties of the c.g.s. system—for
others, such as m.m.f., magnetic flux and field strength. This mixture
has been internationally superseded by the m.k.s. system, based on
the metre, kilogram and second, in contrast to the centimetre, gram
and second in the c.g.s. system. All the well-known “ practical units

”

—volt, ampere, etc.—^fit into this system without change, but new units

were necessary to bring into line those quantities that had been reckoned
in c.g.s. units.

A disadvantage of the old mixture was that many basic relationships

could not be stated without arbitrary constants—powers of 10, and tc

where it did not correspond with the geometry of the situation. To
banish these completely it would have been necessary to alter the size

of the ampere and other common units, and make the unit of length

the distance travelled by electromagnetic waves through space in one
second. As both of these conditions would have been inconvenient,

to say the least, the next best thing was done and all illogical constants
were incorporated in the values of /to and co—the permeability and
permittivity of space, or magnetic and electric space constants as

they should perhaps be called. Of course they reappear in numerical
working wherever /to or e, occur, but it is worth while remembering
the odd values of these if all equations are otherwise completely clear

of illogical constants. (E.g., Sec. 14.8.) The change can be made most
simply by regarding the v«dues of /t and e for various materials, based
on 1 for empty space, as relative or specific quantities, to be multiplied

by /to and eo when evaluating equations. (See Table 14.2.)

Disposal of TC in this way is called rationalization, and was adopted
by the International Electrotechnical Commission in 1950, together
with the ampere as the fourth basic unit, making the m.k.s.A. system.

In Octobe* I960, the international General Conference of Weights
and Measures re-ddined the metre as 1,650,763 *73 wavelengths of the
radiation in a vacuum corresponding to transition betwem the energy
levels 2pio and 5d{ofthekrypton 86 atom. The second was tmporarily

443
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confinned as 1/31,556,925-9747 of the tropical year from 0 January

1900 at 12 hours ephemeris time.

This book uses m.k.s. units basically ; but where other units such as

centimetres are more practical or are still commonly used an alternative

formula having the appropriate constants is given, with a note of the

units. In the next section the m.k.s. units that differ from those

previously used are listed separately for comparison.

Ref- Symposium of Papers on the M.K.S. System of Units, Proc. I.E.E.,

Part I, Sept. 1950.

14.2. SYMBOLS, ABBREVIATIONS AND UNIT EQUIVALENTS
As far as possible the symbols used in this book are British Standard.*

The list that follows includes most of those in common use. To bring

out the important distinction between the symbol for a quantity, such

as inductance (L), and the abbreviation for the unit in which a quantity

is reckoned, such as the henry (H), the former is printed in italics. The
latter is correctly used only after a number specifying a particular

amount, as 160 p.H (standing for 160 microhenries).

Quantities and Units

Table 14.1

Abbreviation
Quantity Symbol Unit for Unit

Time t second s or sec

Wavelength A metre m
Frequency / cycle per second c/s

Electromotive force (e,m,f.) 1
^volt V

Potential difference (p.d.) V j

Quantity of electric charge Q coulomb C
Current / ampere A
Power P watt W
Self-inductance L 1

^
henry H

Mutual inductance M J

Capacitance C farad F

Resistance R
Reactance

-^capacitive ^\Xc
1

. ohm a

Impedance z
J

Conductance ( »» l/R) G
»>»««»»«( - »{&

I

mho O (proposed)

Admittance ( IIZ) Y
1

* B.S. 1991 : Part 1 : 1954. Letter Symbois, Signs and Abbreviations (B.S.I.).
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The symbols for qiuntities such as current, voltage, flux density, etc.,

may be modified as in the following example to indicate the basis of
reckoning:

/ r.in.s. value of current

I (or A) instantaneous value

Anu (or 0 peak value

/p_» peak-to>peak value

Av mean value

I vector notation

The following are among the units affected by adoption of the
rationalized m.k.s. system:

Table 14.2

Quantity Symbol
Rationalized
M.K.S. Unit

Relationship to
“ C.GS. cum

Practicar'" Unit

Mass m kilogram = 10* gm
Length 1 metre ~ 10* cm
Force F newton = 10* dynes

Work and energy W joule = watt-sec ==

newton-metre = 10’ ergs

Electric held strength & volt per metre = 10' * volts per cm
Magnetic held strength H amp-tum per metre == 4Tr/10® oersteds

Magnetomotive force F ampere-turn « 47r/10 gilberts

Magnetic hux 0 weber = 10* maxwells or
“ lines

”

Magnetic hux density B weber per sq. metre — 10* gauss or
“ lines ’Vsq. cm.

Resistivity P ohm-metre (or ohm
per metre cube)

Rationalized
M.K,S. Value

= 10*ohm-cm

C.G.5. Value

Absolute permittivity € €q€» same as e.

Electric space constant €o \l(3€nx 10*) approx. 1

Relative or specihc same as c in c.g.s. same as c

permittivity

Absolute permeability P' PofH same as /a.

Magnetic space con- Po 4W10’ 1

stant

Relative or specihc same as ^ in c.g.s. same as p
permeability
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The foUowing word endings should be noted:

Ending Denotes

—ion a property or quality

—ance a quantity of the property

—or a component providing a desired quantity of the property

—ive the adjective corresponding to —ion

—ivity the —ance possessed by unit quantity of a material.

E.g. Conduction is the property of passing current

Conductance is the quantity of conduction

Conductor is a compc<nent or part of equipment designed to conduct
Conductive: having conduction

Conductivity is the relative or specific conductance of a material: the
. conductivity of copper at 20® C is about 58 megamhos per metre cube
{not per cubic metre!)

Not all names are fully inflected in this way; and what might have
been called “ capacitivity ” is actually “ permittivity ”, and instead of
” inductivity ” there is ” permeability

Unit Multiple and Submultiple Prefixes

Table 14.3

Abbreviation Read as : Multiplies unit by:

G giga- lO*
M mega-

i

10*

k kilo- 10»

m milli- io-»

V- micro- io-«
n nano- 10-*

P (or tJi(jt) pico- 10-“

It is not uncommon, in circuit diagrams, for the symbol 12, F (or
even pF), and H to be omitted from the values of components, leaving
only the prefixes as above, where applicable. Thus ” 100 ” alongside
the symbol for a resistor would signify ” 100 O ” 160 a ” alongside
acoil,”160[jLH”; and so on.

Miscellaneous Units and Equivalents

Length
1 kilometre (km)

\ metre (m)

Table 14.4

~ 0*6214 mile
= 1,094 yards
= 1,000 metres

=» 1*094 yards
- 3*28 feet
« 39*37 inches
~ 100 centi-

metres
10* microns

=« 10“ ang-
stroms

1 mile

1 yard (yd)

1 foot (ft)

1 inch (in)

L609 km
= U60 yards
« 5,280 feet

= 0*9144 metre
« 3 feet

36 inches

— 30*48 cm
12 inches

sa 2*540 cm
» 1,000 mils
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Table 14.4 {continued)

Length
\ centimetre (cm)

1 millimetre (mm)

1 micron (fi)

I angstrom (A)

Area
1 square metre (m^)

1 square centimetre
(cm*)

Volume
1 litre (1)

1 cubic centimetre
(c.c. or cm*)

Angle

1 radian

Mass
1 kilogram (kg)

1 gram (gm)

Force
1 newton

1 gram weight

Energy and Work
1 kilowatt-hour
(kWh)

1 joule
(or watt-second)

1 electron-volt (eV)

Power
1 kilowatt (kW)

at

« 0-3937 inches 1 mil « 0-001 inch
= 10 millimetres « 25 *4 microns
= 39-37 mils
= 1,000 microns
=* 10’ angstroms
=* 0-001 mm
= 10* angstrom
— 10~*® metre

— 10-76 square
feet

= 0-155 square
inches

1 square foot « 929 cm*
(sq ft or ft*)

1 square inch =» 6-452 cm*
(sq in or in*)

= 61 -02 cubic
inches

“ 1,000 cubic
centimetres

~ 0-06102 cubic
nches

1 cubic foot 28-32 litres

(cu ft or ft*)

1 cubic inch »= 16-39 cm*
(cu in or in*)

= 2̂
57-29

degrees

1 revolution ~ 29r radians
— 360 degrees

1 degree (®) = 60 minutes

1 minute (') = 60 sccondsCO

= 2-205 pounds
== 35-27 ounces
= 1,000 grams
— 0-0353 ounce

1 pound (lb) = 0-4536 kg
(avoirdupois) - 16 ounces

1 ounce (oz) — 28-35 gm

= 0-2248 pounds
weight*

« 10* dynes

= 981 dynes

1 pound
weight*

1 ounce
weight*

= 4-448 new-
tons

= 27,800 dynes

= 860 kg. 1 foot-pound = 1 -356 joules

calories (ft lb)

= 3 -6 X 10*

joules

« 0-7376 ft lb
= 10’ ergs
= l‘602xl0~«

joule

= 1-341 horse- 1 horse-

power power (hp)
»* 737-6 ft Ib/scc

sea level at 45* latitude

= 0-7457 kW

« 550ftlb/8cc
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Temperature

Table 14.5

Degrees:

Kelvin (^K) Centigrade (^’C) Fahrenheit (®F)

Absolute zero 0 ~ 273 460
Freezing water 273 0 32
Boiling water 373 100 212

j4f normal pressure
i,

- °C + 273 - g “C + 32

Light See Sec. 14.30.

Greek Alphabet

A a alpha H V eta 1 N V nu T T tau

B P beta 0 d theta S ^ xi T V upsilon

r Y gamma I L iota O 0 omicron 0 <!> phi

A 8 delta K K kappa U n pi X X chi

E € epsilon A A lambda P p rho T <!> psi

z C zeta M mu S a or 9 sigma Q at omega

Mathematical Symbols and Abbreviations (see Sec. 14.33)

~ equal to

identically equal to (i.e., for any
values of variables)

approximately equal to

< less than

<<much less than

not less than

< equal to or less than

> greater than

oc proportional to

00 infinity

1 I
magnitude or numerical value
of term enclosed (i.e., regardless
of sign or vectorial direction)

e base of natural logarithms
(«2-71828 . . .).

In natural logarithm
(or loge)

j complex vector operator (see
Sec, 14.12)

if!lx2x3x...x/i

V square root of

^ root of

Note: 10*= 1,000 10® 10*
10»-100 l0- i«01 10 4= 1/^10
10 ^=== 10 10~*=001 10» == vio *

etc.

f(jr) or F(Ar) function of x

f'ix) or {(x) or Darf(jf)

differential coefficient, or slope, of
f (x) with respect to x

/ f(x’)dx integral of ffx*) with respect to x

sin^^jr angle whose sine is x

S a small difference or increment

A a difference or increment, not necess-
arily small

n product (of all terms of type specified)

S sum (of all terms of type specified)
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Graphical Symbols

A full list is not given here; it is available asB.S. 530: Graphical Symbobfor
Telecommunications (B.S.I.)*

Most of those commonly used are well known, but a key to the following

may be helpful:

—^)— indicating instrument (particular type specified by
letter enclosed; e.g. V for voltmeter)

-o- microphone

electrolytic capacitor (white plate positive)

piezo crystal

cell (long stroke positive)

—0— indicator lamp

connection to chassis

dust core

coaxial cable

/
/

lead with earthed screen

variable

pre-set

adjusted in steps, the number ofwhichmaybe specified
as shown. This last is proposed by the author and

is particularly useful for showing range switching of

measuring instruments.

thermistor

black spot denotes tube is gas-filled

pnp transistor, npn transistor is the same except for

arrow reversed

Note: The first symbol is appropriate for point-

contact and the second for Junction types.

Zener diode

tunnel diode
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— dx.
^ ax. in general

dx. or a.c.

XiL undulating or rectified current

a a.f.

S above a.f. in frequency

Miscellaneous Symbols

A voltage gain or amplification (alternative to a)

B feedback factor (alternative to P)
c speed of light, = 299,792
e charge on electron, — 1*602 x 10 coulomb
/o frequency of oscillation

fr frequency of resonance
A/ frequency difference
/' frequency off-tune

g acceleration due to gravity (at earth's surface), = 9*81 metres/sec®

k Planck’s constant, = 6-625 x 10 joule-sec

hfi effective height of aerial

k coefficient of coupling
k Boltzmann’s constant, - 1 -380 x 10"®* joule/deg.

m mass of electron at rest, 9*1083 x 10"*^ kg
Q circuit storage factor, or ratio of reactance to resistance

Rq characteristic resistance

Zo characteristic impedance
Rx unknown resistance, to be measured (and similarly for other quantities)

(X attenuation coefficient

P phase-change coefficient

8 (1) loss angle, = 90° — (2) logarithmic decrement, cs n/Q ; (3) a
small difference or increment

tan 8 dissipation factor or loss tangent, — cot^, — RjX, *= 1/C?

When 8 < about 10°, tan 8 ir sin 8 8 (in radians)

B (1) an angle; (2) temperature; (3) thermal resistance
TT circumference/diameter of circle, ^ 3*1415926535 . . .

r time period
4^ phase angle (between vectors representing alternating current and voltage)

cos power factor, R/Z, = sin 8

Valve Symbols and Abbreviations

The following are the most important conventions set out fully in

B.S. 1409: Letter Symbols for Electronic Valves (B.S.I.):

Electrodes
k cathode
h heater
f filament

g grid

gi first grid (nearest cathode)

g2 second grid; and so on
a anode
m internal metal coating
M external metal coating

Parameters
fi amplification factor from g, to anode

gi-gs amplification from gi to gg
ra anode ax. resistance or slope

resistance

ga anode conductance^ = l/ra

gm mutual conductance
gc conversion conductance (of fre-

quency changer)
Req equivalent noise resistance

Symbols are frequently comlrined, thus:

/a anodexuitent
voltage at second grid

Ra resistance connects externally to anode
cgk internal capadtanoe from grid to cathode
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Capital letters are used for associated items outside the valve; small
letters for items inside the valve itself.

When it is necessary to specify a valve interelectrode capacitance in
such a way as to indicate precisely how the electrodes are to be con-
nected when measuring it, a system has been standardized in which
electrodes to be connected to reference earth (and thereby excluded
from the measurement) are mentioned in brackets. Two abbrevia-
tions are used:

R remaining elements of the same unit(s), shields, metal parts

(e.g., external shields, base sleeves, unused pins or leads)

u inactive units of multiple valves.

For example, “Cin” is more precisely denoted by “ Cgi_R(a) ”, which
means the capacitance measured between the control grid and all other

electrodes except the anode. And ” Cgt_R(atu) ” in a triode-pentode

means the capacitance between triode grid and cathode plus heater, the

triode anode and all pentode electrodes being earthed.

Transistor Symbols and Abbreviations

A great many transistor parameters have been defined, but unfor-

tunately there is at the time of writing no general agreement either on
which to prefer or on their symbols. The most unsatisfactory feature

is that whereas all valve parameters, such as /x, are understood to

refer to the common-cathode configuration, transistor parameters,

such as 01, refer to the common-base configuration, so that those for

the common-emitter (analogous to common-cathode and, like it, most
commonly used) are denot^ by such arbitrary modifications as «' or
jS. The former device (') is at least of universal application, and " can
be used to denote common-collector parameters. Until transistors can

be brought into line with valves by agreement that unmodified symbols
refer to common-emitter, a sound practice is to use a subscript e, b or

c, to show which electrode is common to input and output.

In the list below, configuration distinctions are omitted. The only

symbol which cannot be used for any of the three, by modification

according to one of the alternative systems just mentioned, is the very

oddjS.

a small-signal current amplification factor

oo ditto, at z.f.

a large-signal current amplification factor

P current amplification factor with common emitter,= ai' = ate

/go Collector current with open-circuited input junction

fa frequency at which a is 3dB lower than oo

/i „ „ „ the common-emitter a («', or «« or /J) = 1

Typical symbolism fc« internal elements of transistors is shown in Fig. 14.1—
an example of the many equivalent circuits (see also Sec. 14.22).
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Fig, 14,1—The equivalent lumped internal parameters of a
transistor are denoted by symbols as shown here

The following alternative sets of “ black-box ” small-signal low-
frequency parameters are commonly used:

Hybrid Parameters

hii input impedance with output short-circuited to a.c.

hii current amplification factor with output short-circuited to a.c.

output admittance with input open-circuited to a.c.

/fit voltage feedback ratio with input open-circuited to a.c.

Impedance Parameters

Zii input impedance with output open-circuited to a.c.

Zfi forward transfer impedance with output open-circuited to a.c.

^28 output impedance with input open-circuited to a.c.

2i2 reverse transfer impedance with input open-circuited to a.c.

Admittance Parameters

y%iy y%%* yi%i same as above with “ admittance ” substituted for
“ impedance

Modified Impedance Parameters

Consist of OK, Zii and z^f with
Tin input impedance with output short-circuited to a.c.

zout output impedance with input short-circuited to a.c.

Miscellaneous Abbreviations

a.a.c. automatic amplitude control
a.c. alternating current
a.f. audio frequency
a.f.c. automatic frequency control
a.g.c. automatic gain control
a.m. amplitude modulation
a.v. alternating voltage
b.f. beat frequency
c.r. cathode ray
dB dedbds
dB(mW)
or dBm decibels with reference to 1 mW
d.c. direct current
d.v. direct voltage
e.h.t. extra-high tension

e.m.f. electromotive force
f.m. frequency modulation
f.s.d. full-scale deflection
h.t. high tension
i.f. intermediate frequency
l. t. low tension
m.f. modulation frequency
m.m.f. magnetomotive force
p.d. potential difference

p-p peak to peak (value)
r.f. radio fr^uency
r.m.s. root-mean-square
s.f. signal frequenpy
vX video frequNicy
zS. zero frequenpy
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The use of “ l.f. ” and “ h,f. ” to mean audio frequency and radio
frequency is obsolete; it would be liable to be confused with the
following nomenclature for radio frequencies, agreed at Geneva in 1959:

Table 14.6

Frequency
band

Adjectival

abbreviation
Frequency
range*

Corresponding
wavelengths^

4 v.l.f. 3-30 kc/s 100-10 km
5 I.f. 30-300 kc/s 10-1 km
6 m.f. 300-3.000 kc/s 1,000-100 m
7 h.f. 3-30 Mc/s 100-10 m
8 v.h.f. 30-300 Mc/s 10-1 m
9 u.h.f. 300-3,000 Mc/s 100-10 cm

s.h.f. 3-30 Gc/s 10-1 cm
11 e.h.f. 30-300 Gc/s 10-1 mm

* Lower limit exclusive; upper limit inclusive

t Lower limit inclusive; upper limit exclusive

The above band numbers should not be confused with the roman band
numbers given on p. 505.

Although “ r.f.” includes “ i.f.”, where both are used together
“ r.f.” is understood to refer particularly to the frequency of the

received carrier wave. This is sometimes called “ s.f.” (signal

frequency), but this term has also been used to mean “ modulation
frequency ”. Although “ v.f.” primarily refers to the wide range of

frequency with which a television sender is modulated, the term is

extended to include analogous frequencies in radar, etc.

Terms that are much misused are “ d.c.” and “ a.c.” Where “ d.c.”

is intended to mean “ not alternating ”, and especially where the

reference is not really to current, it makes better sense to substitute

“ z.f.” And “ d.v.” is surely preferable to “ d.c. voltage ”, which is a

contradiction in terms and leads to absurdities such as “ d.c. current ”.

There is no need, either, to write (as some do) “ i.f. frequency ”

;

“ i.f.” is sufficient.

14.3 Ohm’s Law
Although Ohm’s law is supposed to be well known, it is often

misunderstood. What Ohm said can be expressed as

JR
I (xE or

j
— constant

and this is not always true (e.g., of thermistors, rectifiers and valves)

The familiar expression

/ = ^ or E^IR or /? = f
is U'ue only if a suitable system of units is used (e.g., V, A and O, or V,

mA and kO). Jt is then universally Uue, if J! is not assumed to be

30



Fig, 14,2—This chart {adapted from No, 42 in Radio Charts, 5th ed,)

is used by connecting any two known quantities by a ruler or a stretched

thready whereupon the intersections indicate the other three quantities,

E,g,, a lO^kCi resistor rated at \W is seen to be limited to 7 mA and 70 V.

Its conductance is also shown as lOOyeo (O being the proposed symbol for
“ mho For an alternative charts with a preferred vame scale of resist

tance, see Wireless World, Jan, 1957, p, 19
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necessarily constant. Since non-linear resistances are now common-
place, and suitable units are universal, it is the latter repression that
has come to be called Ohm’s law. Though this practice is convenient
it is not strictly correct.

An alternative form (Sec. 14.13) is

I ^ EG
This is convenient for parallel circuits, for the total conductance, G,

Fig. 14.3—Example of resistance-

reactance potential divider

is the sum of the separate conductances in parallel. For relating E,

I, R, G and P, see Fig. 14.2.

Ref: “ Ohm's Law ”, fV. IV., Aug., 1953.

14.4. kirchhoff’s laws
(1) The sum of the currentsflowing to any point in a network is zero.

If it were not so, a charge of electricity would accumulate at a

point, which has no magnitude and so cannot hold a charge. Any
currents flowing to the point (positively) must be balanced by nega-

tive current (i.e., away from the point).

(2) The sum ofthe voltages roundany closedpath is zero.

If it were not so, some point would have to be at more than one
potential at the same time, which is impossible.

The value of these laws is in solving electrical networks. For
example, in the bridge network (Fig. 14.3) one can write down
Kirchhofl* equations, such as;

/. - A - /, = 0

/,/?» -f hRi - ItRt = 0

The three loops and four junctions give seven simultaneous equations

for solving ri»rixunknown currents. Solving them by ordinary alg^Ma
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is excessively tedious; for such work determinants are used. See also

Sec. 14.23.

14.5. RESISTANCE

Resistance of conductor having uniform cross-section area A,
length I, and resistivity p ;

R, I and A in same units as p\ e.g., if p is in ohm-cm (ohms per cm.
cube), / and A must be in cm and sq cm, and R in ohms.
For standard annealed copper, p at 20°C is 1-7241 [xO-cm, = 0-0172

pO -metre, increasing 0-4% per °C.

The comparative resistances of other metals (at z.f.), compiled from
various sources, are given in Table 14.7. Some values are liable to

differ considerably, depending on the exact composition of the metal.

T<Ak 14.7

Metal

Cow-
parative
resis"

tance

Temp.
Coefft. Metal

Compara-
tive re-

sistance

Temp.
Coefft.

Advance 28*4 0001 Manganin 27 0001
Aluminium, hard-
drawn 1-63 0-39 Mercury 56 009

Brass 41 0-2 Nichrome 58 004

Concordin 60 017 Nickel 6-3 0-6

Constantan 28-29 0 0008 Nickel-chromium 66 0 0048
Copper, annealed 1 04 (80/20)

Nickel-copper 32 0 0014

„ .hard- (44/56)
drawn 103 0-38

Phosphor bronze 4-4 018
Duralumin 20 —
Evanohm 77 0002 Platinoid 20 003
Eureka 28-29 00008 Platinum 5-6 0-36

Nickel silver 20 0 04 Silver 0*94 0*38

Gold 1-4 0-34

Iron, soft 61 0-5 Tin 6-7 0-42

Karma 77 0002 Tungsten 3-3 0*5

Lead 12-8 0-4 Zinc 3-7 0*4

Temperature coefficients are in percentage rise in resistance per °C from 20° C.

Thermoelectric e.m.f., copper-Burekajunction : approx. 0 -04 mV/®C.

Skin Effect

The maximum gauge of straight wire of which r.f. resistance does
not exceed a.f, resistance by more than 1% is shoira in Table 14.8.
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Table 14.8

457

Frequency Copper Eureka* Frequency Copper Eureka^

kc/s s.w.g. S.w.g. Mc/s s.w.g. s.w.g.
100 30 15 5 47 33
200 34 18 10 49 37
300 36 19 20 50 40

500 38 21 30 42
1,000 42 24 50 44
2,000 45 28 100 — 47
3,000 46 30

Sufficiently correct for manganin.

14.6. CAPACITANCE
Parallelplates

Basic m.k.s. equation:

e= €o €s, where €« = 10V4t:c*

C in farads

A in sq metres

t in metres
= 8 '854 X farad/metre.

In other words, a pair of plates, each 1 sq metre spaced 1 metre apart,
with uniform parallel field (i.e., no edge effect) has a capacitance of
8-854 pF. With dimensions in centimetres:

C ~ picofarads

If edge effect is neglected, A is the total dielectric cross-section, equal
in a two-plate capacitor to the plate area; in a three-plate capacitor,

to twice the plate area, etc. Values of eg, the specific permittivity, or
dielectric constant, are given in Table 14.9.

Capacitance where more than two conductors are involved—sec Sec. 9.16.

Coaxial cylinders^ or screened wire—see Sec. 14.27.

Capacitor charge or discharge

If a capacitance of C microfarads, initially charged to Vq volts, is

connected to a source of E volts in series with R megohms, the voltage

o
Fig, 14,4

TIME
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ofC after t seconds will be

Vt = E-iE- Fo)e-‘'*cr

(e = base of natural logarithms = 2-718 . . .)

Vt t

RCAlternatively 2-30 logic -s
—-r?

IL V Q

When charging from zero, Ko = 0; when discharging to zero, E = 0.

The quantity RC is the time constant, equal to the time occupied

by the first 63-2% ( = 1 — l/e) of the voltage change from \\ to E.

Energy stored

The energy stored in C farads charged to V volts =iV*C joules.

14.7. PROPERTIES OF INSULANTS AND DIELECTRICS
€»
— dielectric constant or specific permittivity

tan 8 — dissipation factor (nearly the same as power factor; see

Sec. 6.2).

p = volume resistivity, in megohms per cm cube.

Tabk 14.9

Material (Trade names in brackets) u tan S X 10« p

c/s Mo -cm
Air, at 0°C and 760 mm 1 0006 practically 0 practicallym
Casein (Erinoid) 6-2 500 10*

Cellulose-acetate film 4-5*5 400 10* 10*

Ebonite, unloaded 2 *8-2*9 60-80 10«
„ , magnesium - carbonate-

filled (Keramot) 3*8-41 100 10*
1

Epoxy resins (Araldite)
Glass, plate

Methyl methacrylate (Perspex)

3-4
6-7

150-800
40

1

10* 10’

2*6-34 60
600
2-3

10*

50
10*

10*

Mica 4*5-7 10‘-10“
ParafiSn wax

Phenol formaldehyde (Bakelite),

2*2 1-2 10* 10“

mouldings
Phenol formaldehyde (Bakelite),

5 30(M00 lO* 10*

paper 4*5 300 10» 10*

Polyamides (Nylon)
Polyethylene (Polythene, Alka-

thene, Telcothene)

3-4 200 10’

2*3 1-3 10“
Polystyrene (Distrene, Trolitul) 2*6 1-5 10“
Polytetrafluorethylene (Fluon) 2*2 2 10“

Polyvinylchloride (PVC)
Porcelain

2*8-5
5-7

100-500
50 lO*

10’

10*

Quartz, fused 3*9 2 10* 10*

Rutile (Faradex) 80 3 10* 10“
SheUac 3*5 300 10* 10“
Silica, fused 3*5 2 10* 10*

Steatite (Frequentite, etc.)

Urea formaldehyde (Beetle)

6 2-20 10« 1(P*

6 300 10* 10*

Some con^unds of titanium have « up to 3,000 or man.
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The values are liable to differ considerably, depending on the exact
composition of the material, and its temperature. Where a frequency
is not stated for tan 8, the values given cover a wide range of frequency.

14 .8 . ELECTROMAGNETISM
In m.k.s. units:

F ^ IN

H -= IN
r

B fiH
AtT

M.in.f. in amp-tums due to I amps flowing through N
turns.

Magnetic field strength in amp*turns per metre due to IN
amp-turns acting over / metres of uniform magnetic path.

Flux density in webers per sq metre in medium of absolute
permeability /t, or ms relative to vacuum as 1.

<P ^ BA

, _ ON fiAN^^ '
I

""
I

e

E = 4-44 OmMxNf

Total magnetic flux in webers due to uniform flux density B
in magnetic path A sq metres cross-sectional area.

Inductance in henries of a coil of N turns in which a
current of I amps produces a flux of O webers linked with
all the turns.

Instantaneous e.m.f. generated in N turns linked by flux

varying at a rate of dO/dt webers per sec.

R.m.s. e.m.f. generated in N turns linked by O webers
varying sinusoidally at/ c/$.

Corresponding relationships in “ mixed ” units:

F = ^10^“ 1-257 /AT
F in gilberts

I in amps

„ 1-257/iVH =
1

H in oersteds

B =
O ^ BA

/ in cm

^ “ / X 10*

B in gauss

0 in maxwells ("* lines **)

1*257 M AN*
Tvrw' A in sq cm

. - ij/ L in henries

E = 4-44 «mK Nf X 10-* e and E in volts

14.9. TRANSFORMERS

Turns per volt, ^ = 4.-44 ^ (cPmftx in webers)

10*

4*44%.,/ in maxwells)

Impedance Zl in secondary circuit of ideal transformer is equivalent

to #1% in the primary circuit, whwe n is the transformer ratio.
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I
S’

Fig. 14.5—Chart compiledfrom standardformulae by F. Charman, by which

the selfinductance of coils of most shapes can be easily found

So where Zt, — load impedance

Zp = desired impedance from primary side

the appropriate n is s/Zrl-iZ. Strictly, n is equal to '\/Lp]^, where
Lp and Lb are the primary and secondary inductances, but in practice

it is taken as the turns ratio.

Leakage inductance == (1 — k*) Lp

where k = coefficient of coupling = Mf-^/LpLa.

14.10. INDUCTANCE
The universal curve sheet, Fig. 14.5, covers the approximate calcula-

tion of single-layer solenoids and multi-layer coils of most shapes,

including fiat “ pies ”, and even toroids. From the curve and ordinate

corresponding most closely to the dimensions of the particular coil,

read off the factor L\ which is then to be substituted in the formula

9ven. A spraal curve is included for toroids, for which the dimen-
sions have diffiarmt meanings, as shown; and it should be noted

that the formula differs by a factor of 0-01. The curve sheet enables
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the correct number of turns of wire on a former of given shape for a
required inductance to be calculated. The tables in Sec. 14.40 then
enable a suitable gauge of wire to be selected.

The following formula* for single-layer coils, which is accurate to
within 1% when IfD > about 0-4, fills in where the tJD — 0 curve
leaves off, at l/D = 1

:

r _^ ~ iOWID + 0-45) ~ 40(110 + 0-45)

Dorn — dia. in cm.

Din — dia. in in.

Coil Screening

The inductance of a coil screened by a non-magnetic cylindrical can

Fig. 14.6

is given approximately by multiplying the unscreened inductance by the

following factor,t in which the dimensions are as shown in Fig. 14.6.

Mutual Inductance

The total inductance of two coils having self-inductance Li and
and mutual inductanceM is

L — Li -f- L% -)“ 1M

Due to H. A. Wheeler, Proc. I.R.E., Oct., 1928.

t Due to W. O. Haytiuui, W.E., April. 1934.

Hence
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This can be applied for calculatingM when L, Li, and Lt are known
or can be calculated; for example, two coaxial coils of equal diameter

and turns per unit length:

M == \ {LtA “f* Tbo — — ibd)

Lad is the inductance between a and d if the winding were con-

a b c d

tinuous between those points; and similarly for the others.

For more comprehensive data for calculation of L, M, and C, refer

to F. Langford-Smith’s Radio Designer's Handbook (Iliffe).

Inductive Transients

IfL henries, carrying an initial current ofL amperes, is connected to

CURRENT

a source of E volts in series with R ohms, the current after t seconds

will be

Alternatively 2-30 logi#

The quantity LjR is the time cmtstant, equal to the time occupied

by the first 63*2% ( » i — i/e) the carrmt diange from to E/R.
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Energy stored

The energy stored in L henries carrying I amps = i PL joules.

14.11. ALTERNATING QUANTITIES
Values (for symbols, see p. 445).

When varying sinusoidally (i.e., with a sine waveform), the relative

values, taking current as an example, are

i — /mu sin cot (co = 27^)

or, if the starting-point is the phase angle cf> radians, /ma* sin {wt + cf>)

(Note: sin (cot -}- n/2) = cos cot)

/ =1 0-707... /ma,
v2

So Im^x ” 1'414... /

and /p_p = 2-828... I

/av =0-637... /max

So / =2^^/.x = Ml... /av

The ratio I/hx, the form factor, varies with waveform. So metal-
rectifier meters, which are usually calibrated in r.m.s. values though
their readings are proportional to mean value, cannot be relied upon
for accuracy unless the waveform is sinusoidal (Sec. 5.2). The same
applies to most valve voltmeters, which depend on peak value or

something between peak and mean (Sec. 5.14).

The mean value of any exclusively alternating quantity, taken over

one or more whole cycles, is necessarily zero, but such statements

as above are understood to refer to half cycles of rectified waveform.

Ref: “ Values ”, W.W., Oct., 1946.

Addition

When more than one e.m.f. (alternating or direct) is acting in the

same circuit, provided that the circuit is linear (i.e., current propor-

tional to e.m.f.) the total current is equal to the sum of the currents

due to each e.m.f. separately (Superposition theorem). This is true

of instantaneous values, and also of r.m.s. values and peak values if

the waveforms are identical and directly in phase or opposition. If not,

the total power is equal to the sum of the separate powers, from whidi
it follows that the total r.m.s. current (or e.m.f.) is equal to the square

root of the sum of the squares, e.g.

:

/= V7! + r| + /|etc.

Ref: “ Total Power ”, W. W., March 1952.
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must be RjQ = SOOil; connecting this with 500 kefs shows L and C to be IbOpH

and 640pF respectively
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14.12. CALCULATION OF IMPEDANCES
Impedance, Z, is made up of resistance, R, and reactance, X, the

latter being either positive (inductive), Xl, or negative (capacitive), Xc-

So X ^Xl + Xc
where Xi. — coL and Xc = — 1/«C (see Fig. 14.9)

and to — 2‘Kf

Any system of resistances and reactances, however complicated, can
be replacedby one resistance andone reactance, either in series or parallel

as desired—but the values vary with frequency, and of course the series

values differ from the parallel values. And the equivalence holds good
only for steady-state currents—not transients. Most systems can be
reduced to this simplest equivalent by successive use of the processes

described below. It is easiest to work in reactances throughout,

changing back to L and C if necessary by using the above formulae
in reverse:

L and

Incidentally, any capacitance can be expressed as a negative inductance,

and vice versa.

Separate resistances or reactances in series can be combined by simple

addition (remembering that Xc is negative). And so can inductances

in series or capacitances in parallel.

X cannot be simply added to series R to give the impedance, for

geometrically they are at right angles, as shown in Fig. 6.1, for example.

One method is to use the ^hagorean relationship, thus:

Z* = /?•
-f- X*, from which Z = ^/R}

The phase angle,
<f>,

can be calculated from

tan ^ = XIR

The reciprocals of resistances, reactances or inductances in parallel

(or of capacitances in series) can likewise be added. If they are

turned round again into resistances, etc., it is convenient to remember
that

1 _ aft

\,\~a+b
0 + 6

and
1 <d)

\ -a
a b

But it is often simpler and clearer to reckon parallel circuits entirely

in the reciprocal quantities G and B:*

G ^IjR Rnd B = -1/Z
B =^Bc-\-Bl

where Be = <oC and Bl — —IjtoL

Y =>IIZ = y/G* -I- B*

• " Admittance,” W.W., Jan. 1949.
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To translate parallel circuit elements into thdr series equivalents,

and vice versa, these relationships are very useful:

— y Rp ATp jRp y n -^p -^p- ^P == gpipi A. - AP -
1 + 1/g*

= --^7^ == (2*+ 1) ^ + ve*)

Calculations can sometirnes be shortened by direct transfers from
series R and X to parallel G and B, and vice versa:

A still more direct way is to use the following omnibus equivalent,

which includes many oft-recurring combinations in which one or more
of the values is zero, with consequent simplification

:

_ y _ XtX,(Xr+X,)+m*+BiXx
(Ri+Rty+(Xt+Xtr (Ri+R»y+(Xt+x,r

y__i_

Slide-rule Assistance

The most troublesome part of these calculations is the combination
R* -t- X*. There is, however, a simple method of doing it on a slide-

rule. The four main scales of the rule will be referred to by the

usual code, as A to D from top to bottom. Set the smaller of the

two squared quantities on C against “ 1 ” on D. Set the cursor to

the larger squared quantity on C. (If it is beyond “ 10 ” on C, set

the snowier quantity to “ 10 ” on D instead of to “ 1 ”.) Note the
cursor reading on A, and move the cursor to the right sufiSdently to
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add 1 to that reading. The required value is then given by the cursor
position on B.

Exactly the same procedure can be used to calculate Z (or Y) from
R and X (or G and B), except that the answer is read oflf C, that being
of course the square root of the figure on B. With a little practice
either kind of calculation can be done very quickly indeed, but of
course one must be careful to get the decimal point right, by a rough
mental check.

Refs :
“ Impedance and Admittance Calculations,” by F. Oakes and E. W.

Lawson. IF. IT., July, 1955.
The Modern Slide Rule, 3rd edn., by R. Stender and K. K. McKelvey.

(Cleaver-Hume, 1960.)

The j Method

Where it is necessary to calculate the impedance of a circuit in

general, using letter symbols, doing so by means of the foregoing
formulae would soon bwome very involved. For this and much other
work it is simpler to use the operator j.

The subject is covered in many books,* but briefly the symbol j

means that a vector representing the quantity to which it is prefixed

Fig. 14.11

is to be turned anticlockwise through a right angle. So the complex
impedance operator

Z^R + iX

can be interpreted as an instruction to move R steps to the right and
X steps upward, the distance from the starting point then beingZ steps,

as in Fig. 14.11. The phase angle is given by tan ^ = X/R.'f The
usefulness of j appears when a number of impedances have to be
combined. If this is done in the form the algebra soon

* E.g., Basic Mathematics for Radio and Electronics Students, by F. M. Cole-
brook and J. W. Head (Iliffe); A Mathematiad Tool Kitfor Engineers, 2nd edn.,

by H. A. Webb and D. E. Ashwdl (Longmans, 1959); and A,C. Network
Analysis by Symbolic Algebra, by W. H. Miller (Classifax Publications). See also

IF. Fcb..» 1948.

t it is necessary, of course, to have regard for the sign of X, and possibly of H,
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becomes very cumbersome; the j form, with j — y/ — I, is much
simpler. (The word “ complex ”, which is the name for this kind of
algebra, should not be taken in its usual sense; it means quantities

which include both ordinary (“ real ”) and V — 1 (“ ima^ary ”)

numbers. An important peculiarity is that all terms with j can be
added together, as can those without j, but the two kinds must be kept

separate. Thus

(/»+ W) + C'" -f- j^) = (/> + /•)+ j(9 + «)

Here p and r represent' resistances (or conductances), and q and s

represent reactances (or susceptances). In multiplication, j* = —1, so

ip + k)ir + j^) = ipr - qs) + }iqr + ps)

The first term {pr — qs) represents the resistance, and the second
{qr + ps) the reactance. Also

1__ ^ -}q

P+^ ^ipr-^- ^s)-\-l(qr - ps)

r -f r* +

y/ip + j?) = /y/i (V>® + ?* + p) + j (Vp* + 9* — p)

Ref: “ The Complex Number ”. W. W., Feb. 1953.

14.13. DUALS
It may have been noticed that of the two pairs of equations halfway

down p. 466 each pair is exactly the same as the other, except that the

following have changed places:

R and G
X2in<iB

series and parallel

G, B, and parallel are said to be duals ofR, X, and series respectively;

and vice versa. A relationship between one set having been established,

the corresponding relationship for the other set can be written down
by substituting the duals. Other duals are:

/and V
Zand Y
C andL

Ther^ore, given that X = <uL, one knows at once that B toC; and
so on. This is a useful means of extending a list of standard formulae.

Ref: “Duab”. IF.. April 1952.

14.14. Y-A OR T-n Transformation
A very common circuit formation is the star, Y, or T; and

another is the ddta (A) or n. Filters and attenuators (Secs. 14.24 to
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(•) (0)

Fig. 14.12—{A) Star (A) or T. (b) Delta (A) or 11

14.26) are examples. The impedance values for a A equivalent to a
given A (or vice versa) can be calculated from the following equations,

in which the impedances are complex (i.e., R + j2f).

A <0 A A to A

BC A ab+bc+ca
A-rB+C A

a

CA B ab+bc-\-ca

A -j-B-l-C T
AB C _ ab+bc+ca

A-^B+C ““
c

Ref.: “Pie Tea,” IP. M'.. Oct. 1956.

14.15. FREQUENCY CUT-OFF CURVES

One of the commonest circuit calculations is finding (for example)

the proportion of the input voltage reaching the valve in Fig. 14.13.

Fig. 14.13—Example ofre-
sistance-reactance poten-

tial divider

Here C and R form a potential divider across the supply, and what is

required is the ratio of R to the impedance comprising C and R. The
required ratio is Rly/{R^ + A'*), and calculating points for plotting

numerous frequency curves is tedious. But putting this expression in

31
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the fonn \ly/[{XIRy + 1] makes dear that the voltage ratio is a function
of XI

R

only, so if plotted with suitable scales, as in Fig. 14.14, a single
curve suffices.

E.g: /?=0-25MO, C = 5 nF (=0 005iiF); find loss at
100 c/s.

From Fig. 14.9. X at 100 c/s = 0-318 MO. So RjX = 0-785.

From the Fj/F, curve in Fig. 14.14 the voltage across R relative

to the input voltage is 0-62, or about 4 dB down. The relative

voltage across C, from the F,/Fi curve, is 0-78, or 2 dB down.
Alternatively, using the fRC scale, RC = 0-00125 or 1/800, so
if the/RC scale is multiplied by 800 it becomes a frequency scale

for both curves.

The topmost scale can be used similarly for resistance-inductance

combinations.

It is useful to remember that:

(1) When Z = R the loss across either R or X is 3 dB (=1/^2
voltage ratio).

(2) The loss, taking output from across R, when /= redprocal

of time constant (i.e., 1/RC or R/L), is 16 dB.

(3) The slope of the curve from about 10 dB downwards is 6 dB
per octave (i.e., doubling or halving of frequency).

From these three data, a rough frequency curve can be plotted.

The standard shape depends on the input voltage being constant

for all frequencies; but this condition can usually be satisfied by
including the generator resistance in the circuit.

The dual principle enables the same curve and calculations to be
used for G and B in parallel, with constant current input. This

condition very nearly holds in pentode output drcuits and can be

made to hold exactly by adding 1/ra to G.

The whole subject of curves for this and for more complicated

circuits is treated at length by N. H. Crowhurst.*

14.16. RESONANCE

Resonance in a circuit containing L, C and R is defined in various

ways, as for example by zero phase difference between e.m.f. and
current, or by maximum current or voltage in various parts of the

circuit; and the frequencies at which these conditions ^ obtained

may differ according to what is varied in order to obtain them. A
summary of these conditions, though concisely set out, occupies four

whole pages in the Army Handbook of Line Communication, Vol. 1

(H.M.S.O.), pp. 227-230. When Q (Sec. 14.17) is reasonably large,

say >10, the differences between these conditions are for most
purposes neg^gible, but for accurate measurements—especially with

“Tlw PredicticMi of Audio-frequency Response”, E.E., Nov. and Dec.

1951, Jan. and Feb. 1952.
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low Q—^it is necessary to take care to use the correct equations. There

is room here for only a few of the most important.

Series Resonance (Fig. 14.16a) takes place when Xl — Xct which

reduces the total impedance to r. If /r denotes the frequency of

resonance, and tor = 27c;r:

This can be put into still other forms to suit the most convenient

working units ofZ, and C; e.g:

y; = 159 -21y/LC [kc/s; fiH; pF] or [Mc/s; (xH; pF]

A slide rule having a reciprocal scale can be used to evaluate this

I

Fig. 14.15 Fig. 14.16

equation in one setting (F. Oakes, W.W., Sept. 1953). Set L on scale

B against 253 on the left-hand half of A, and read/ on the reciprocal

scale of the slide against C on A. If the first significant figure of L
and/or C multiplies an even power of 10 (e.g., 256 pF or 18 mH), use
the left-hand half of A or B; if an odd power (e.g., 2-5 nF or 65 (xH),

use the right-hand half.

If wavelengths are preferred to frequencies;

Ar = l -885V^C [ilH; pFj

The above condition gives zero phase difference, and minimum
impedance on varying L, C or f (r assumed constant). But it does
not give maximum voltage across C on varying either C or /.

Assuming constant applied voltage, the frequeoi^ for this voltage

resonance depends on whether r or Q is assumed constant; in general,

the frequency differs fromfiby & fraction of the order of ±ljQ*.
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Parallel Resonance (Fig. 14.166) is more complicated, even when rc
is neglected, because the circuit as shown (which approximately
represents the behaviour of an actual tuned circuit) is partly series

and partly parallel. If the values given are converted into their

parallel equivalents (Sec. 14.12), these values can be used in the simple
formulae given above for series resonance; but with fixed values tWs
structure does not very well represent the behaviour of a tuned circuit

when frequency varies. With high Q, the series and parallel values

of L and C are almost identical, but the parallel resistance (“ dynamic
resistance ”), denoted by R, is as many times greater than Xi, and Xc
as these are greater than r:

R — ^q~ ohLQ [Q < about 10]

For this purpose, r — ri-\- rc-

The exact equation for zero phase difference, r„ being neglected,

and either rx, or Q assumed constant, is

1

This also gives maximum impedance on varying C, and therefore

maximum voltage across the circuit, assuming constant current

through it.

If either arm of a parallel tuned circuit is tapped (Fig. 14.17), the

(tor as for series resonance)
1 'i* 2

Fig. 14.17

impedance across the tapped-off portion at resonance is still resistive

and is proportional to the square of the tapping ratio.

Bftf :
“ Resonance Curves ”, W.fV.,Jan. 1953.

•4.17. Q
The basic definition of the g of a circuit is:

^ X energy stored

energy disifipated

in the circuit per half-cyde.

This is the only definition applicable to circuits in which L, C and
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r are distributed ; e.g., transmission lines and resonant cavities. Where
they are lumped, this definition amounts to

Q^XIr
where X is the reactance of one kind and r is the series resistance

covering all losses. This Xjr ratio is also equal to the ratio of V,

the voltage across the whole reactance of either kind in a circuit at

series resonance,^ to E, the e.m.f. injected in series. This ratio is also

known as the circuit magnification, m. But when, as is usual, resonance
is judged by the maximum parallel voltage, there is a discrepancy

between m and Q, which is ne^gible unless Q < about S. IfL and r

(Fig. 14.18) are shunted by self-capadtance Ct, as in the type of

Q meter shown in Fig. 7.19, the measured VjE is the apparent Q, or Q':

c'-eclc.
Except for the usually negligible discrepancy just mentioned, m is

the same as Q', and therefore in practice differs from the true Q.
Certain other methods of measurement (e.g.. Sec. 9.28) give true Q,
and these methods also correspond with the conditions under which
tuned circuits are most commonly used.

An average value of Q for tim^ circuits is about 100. If a resonant

circuit includes various items in parallel—coil, tuning, capacitor,

valve holder, wiring, etc.—each with its own Q and C, then the Q of

the whole circuit is given by

.+ etc.,
1 _ 1 4. Cl 4. Ct

Q QL'^QxC^QtC
where C is the total capacitance of the circuit, Ql is the g of the coil

as such, and the numbered quantities refer to each separate item

having capacitance (including me self-capacitance of the cml regarded
as a separate entity).

Refs :
“ The Development of Q-meter Methods of Impedance Measurement ”

,

by A. J. Biggs and J. B. Houldin. Proc. Part HI, lidy 1949.
“ ^meter Controversy ” (Appendix), by PJi. IP. IP., June 1949, p. 217,

e ”• »F.IP., 1949.
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14.18. TUNING CURVES
The response curve around the resonant frequency is of special

interest. Its shape, for a single series circuit with constant applied

e.m.f., or parallel circuit with constant ciurent, is practically the

same as those in Fig. 14.14. It is only when the frequency off tune,

/', is not very much less than the frequency of resonance, /r, that the

shapes begin to differ appreciably. A tuned circuit driven by a
pentode (Fig. 14.19) is a close approximation to constant signal-

current conditions. The Fj/Ki curve in Fig. 14.14 is converted into

a resonance or selectivity curve by exchanging the RjfL scale for

f'Ljr or Qf’lft as in Fig. 14.20. The dB scales are the same, but it

is perhaps more convenient to have as the alternative voltage-ratio

scale the reciprocal of that in Fig. 14.14, denoted by S. For example,

suppose Q is 80 and/r is 500 kc/s. Then by multiplying the horizontal

scale by 500/80 it becomes a scale of “ kc/s off tune ” for that particular

circuit. To find the adjacent-channel (9 kc/s off tune) selectivity, the

scale reading is 80 x 9/500 = 1 -44, and the single-circuit curve shows
the selectivity 5 to be 3, meaning that when the circuit is detuned

by 9 kc/s the signal voltage needed to maintain the response as before

is 3 times as great; or that the adjacent-channel response is

one-third of that at resonance, or nearly 10 dB down. Two circuits

entirely uncoupled except by a perfectly screened valve give a ratio

of 3* = 9; three, of 27; and so on.

The equation for calculating these curves is

5 ii(4a*-h 1)*"* [/'«/r]

where a = Q/'/^ = lirf'Llr N == number of tuned circuits

ft = frequency of resonance. /' = difference between^ and
actual frequency

Wh«i iV = 1, the formula is v''^* + i-

Maximum response (at resonance), rnmax — Q-
If in a stage of amplification /•*» R(= <oLQ), the voltage gain of

the stage, A% si Qgm<»L = figm/wC = Q*gmr — gmR-
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J4.20—Universal response curves^ showing the extent to which the

response falls off as there is departure from the resonant frequency. Com--
paring one critically-coupled pair of circuits with two single circuits, one can
see that the steepness of the slope well away from resonance is the same,

but the coupled pair gives a more level response near resonance

Coupled Circuits (Fig. 14.21)

Coefficient of coupling, k, — where and are the

reactances of the two circuits and Xm is the mutual reactance. For
inductive coupling

k = MIVLii^

The selectivity equation for one pair of coupled circuits is

-
1 + V4a‘ + 2(1 - i8«)a» + (1 + j8*)V4

Fig. 14.21
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where ^ — Qk = Xm/r — QMjL when coupling is wholly inductive.

Other conditions as for single tuned circuits.

Condition 1 jS = 1 (critical or optimum coupling)

A'm =r
Then mmax at resonance — g/2

and A ~ QgmtoLIl [ra»R]

S ^ -v/4a‘ + 1,

or, for N pairs of circuits, (4a‘ + 1)^'*, from which response curves

can be worked out (dotted in Fig. 14.20).

Condition 2 iS<l (under-coupling)

minax< 2/2

Conditions ^>1 (over-coupling) (Fig. 14.22)

wmax = 2/2. but not at resonance

QP andResponse at resonance, ntr, ==
j

frVP^l
22

Wmax
ntr

l+iS*

"~W~

/.' = ±

/.' = V2/i'

from which five important points can easily be calculated

:

A (at resonance) ~

A (at peaks) ~ 6?“"^

S at resonance = (14- )8*)/2)8
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14.19. MILLER EFFECT

The effect of the interelectrode capacitances (Fig. 14.23) on the

input is equivalent to a capacitance Cin in parallel with a resistance

/I!in.

Cln = Cgk “t“ Cfa(l “h A COS ff)

Rin — —llioiCggA sin 0)

[Rin is positive with capacitive loads ; negative with inductive loads]

where A — stage gain, Fa/K*

0 = angle by which Fa leads —/iF*

[0 is positive with inductive load]

With resistive load (neglecting, or neutralizing by inductance, the capa-

citance Cak):

Cia = C,k + C,a(n-^^'^^^)

Each capacitance denoted includes capacitance inside and outside

the valve.

14.20. NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
^ect on Amplification

If a proportion, B, of the output voltage of an amplifier giving an
amplification A, is f(^ back to the input, the overall amplification is

altered to

In general, distortion and noise arising in the amplifier are reduced
in the same ratio (but see below regarding hum).
Suppose the voltage amplification is SOO, and 6% of the output is

500
fed back in opposition {B = — 0-06). Then =

j 30 “
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If—'4S>>1, — ~~jj\ that is to say, the amplification is virt-

ually unaflfectcd by minor changes in the amplifier itself and depends
only on the feedback circuit.

In general, A and B are complex; i.e., their phase angles are not
exactly 0“ and 180° respectively. If at any frequency the overall

phase angle = 0 (positive feedback) and < 1, the amplifier is

unstable and may oscillate at that frequency.

Effect on Output Resistance

The apparent ra of the valve may be either increased or decreased,
depending on whether current or voltage feedback is used. For
example, negative feedback due to an un-bypassed cathode resistor

is proportional to the signal current through it. Feedback taken from
a transformer or potential divider across the load, and therefore

proportional to the output voltage, reduces the apparent ra to

~ l-pB
So the ra of a high-ju valve such as a tetrode or pentode is reduced
much more by feedback than the amplification.

Cathode Follower

In a cathode follower, B = — 1, ra' =ra/(/u + 1), and if 1 is neglected

in comparison with p this reduces to

ra' 2: Ijgm

If gm is, say, lOmA/V, ra' is rather less than 100 a, so a cathode

follower can be used to feed quite a low load impedance direct. It

acts as a current or power amplifier; the voltage gain < 1

:

= ft ti*.
where Rl = load resistance.

Hum (see also Sec. 14.25)

Although ne^tive feedback reduces noise arising within the

feedback loop, it may either reduce or increase hum resulting from
ripple in the supply voltage, depending on the type of dreuit.*

Feeding back direct from the anode of a transformer-coupled output

valve is liable to increase hum, perhaps very greatly. Feedback from
the secondary of the transformer, or from a parallel-feed, reduces hum.

14.21. VALVE EQUIVALENT GENERATOR
Fig. 14.24<z shows the essentials of a valve amplifier circuit, and

b the equivalent voltage generator, assuming linear valve characteristics.

In order to conform to the usual convention of reckoning anode and
grid voltages relative to cathode, it is necessary for the generator

• “ Negative Feedback and Hum ”. IV. tV., July, 1961.
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Fig. 14.24

voltage to have a negative sign, c is the equivalent current generator,

which is more suitable than b for simulating a pentode, but both give

the same results. The current-generator branch is assumed to have
infinite internal resistance, so as not to short-circuit ra, and i?L.

Refs.: W.W., April 1947, pp. 129-130, and April 1951, pp. 152-4.

14.22. TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENT GENERATOR
The subject of transistor equivalent circuits is much more complicated

than that of valves, for two main reasons: (1) common impedance
causes feedback even at z.f., and (2) high-frequency effects are, in

general, appreciable at much lower frequencies—even at 1 kc/s in some
types. Many varieties of equivalent circuit are used, some with one
and some with two generators. A single-generator circuit, with
capacitors approximately simulating high-frequency behaviour, is

shown as Fig. 14.1. Fig. 14.25 shows the simple low-frequency T
networks for (a) common-emitter and {b) common-base configmations.
In each case both voltage and current generators are shown, but these

are alternatives, to be included only one at a time. Note that the out-

puts of (a) and (b) are opposite in phase, ctb is what is often denoted
by a, and oe is often denoted by «' or /S,

gjg __
j

— roe — rcb(l — ctb)

oce

For many purposes the much simpler common-emitter equivalent

circuit. Fig. 14.25 (c) is sufficiently approximate. This is so when the

internal feedback is either relatively insigmficant or its effect is

neutralized. There is, however, the practical difficulty that the

mutual conductance, is much less linear with respect to si^al
amplitude than a.
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m

(c)

Fig. 14.25

14.23 . thevenin’s theorem
This is the general principle, of which the valve equivalent generator

is a simple example. It says that if you connect any impedance Z to

any two points of a linear circuit, the current / you will get through Z
will be the same as if the circuit were a generator of an e.m.f. equal

to the voltage Ko between the two points when Z is not connected, in

series with an impedance Zo equal to that measured between the two
points, all circuit e.m.fs having been reduced to zero; i.e:

^ Z + Z,
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Fig. 14.26 is an example of a circuit network that cannot be reduced

to a simple equivalent by successive combining of series and i^rallel

elements; and solving the seven simultaneous Kirchhoff equations is

tedious. It is much easier to find I by applying Thivenin. The
open-circuit voltage between a and b is quite easy to calculate, and so

is the “ generator ” resistance {Rx and T?* in parallel, in series with

and Rt in parallel).

A chart, based on Thdvenin’s theorem, for determining the pair of
preferred-value resistors needed to make a specified potential divider,

has been provided by J. Willis {W.W., Sept. 1958).

The dual form (Sec. 14.13) of the theorem can be used to find the

voltage V that would occur across a load admittance Y, in terms of
the generator admittance Yo and the s/torl-circuit current between the

load terminals:

Although Th6venin’s theorem was originally restricted to steady-state

conditions, it can also be applied to calculating trannents.*

Ref: “ TMvenin’s Theorem ”. IK IF., March 1949.

14.24. ATTENUATORS
Table 14.10 covers the most important types of attenuator used

between equal resistances, R (Fig. 14.27). The required attenuator

resistances are equal to R multipli^ by the r values given in the Table.

Consider, for instance, a 600-0 3-dB T: the appropriate columns are

Tx and Tt, which at 3 dB are 0*171 and 2*84 respectively. Multiplied

by 600 these give Rx and Rt as 102*6 O and 1,704 O . If one form of
attenuator would require excessively low or higb resistance values,

try another.

* “The Extended Employmeat of Thevenin’s Theorem", A. Lee and
D. K. C. MacDonald. 1K.£, Nov. 1945.
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Table 14.10

483

dB
loss '*1

1

'*8 ''4 rn

0 1 0 00 0 CO 0 00

01 1012 0-00576 86-9 0-0115 174 0-0116 86-4

0*2 1023 0-0115 43-4 0-0230 86-9 0-0233 42-9

0*3 1035 0-0173 28-9 0-0345 57-9 0-0351 28-5

0-4 1047 0-0230
i

21-7 0-0461 43-4 0-0471 21-2

0*5 1059 0-0288 17-4 0-0576 34-8 0-0593 16-9

0-6 P072 0-0345 14-5 00691 29-0 0-0715 14*0

0-8 1096 0 0460 10-8 00922 21-7 0-0965 10-36

10 1122 0-0575 8-67 0-115 17-4 0-122 8-20

1*5 1188 0-0861 5-76 0-174 11-6 0-188 5-30

2 1-259 0-115 4-30 0-232 8-72 0-259 3-86

3 1-413 0-171 2-84 0-352 5-85 0-413 2-42

4 1-585 0-226 2-10 0-477 4-42 0-585 1-71

5 1-778 0-280 1*64 0 608 3-57 0-778 1-28

6 1-995 0-332 1-34 0-747 3-01 0-995 1-005

7 2-239 0-382 M2 0-896 2-61 1-24 0-807

8 2-512 0-431 0-946 1-057 2-32 1-51 0-661

9 2-818 0-476 0-812 1-23 2-10 1-82 0-550

10 3-162 0-520 0-703 1-43 1-92 2 16 0-462

12 3-98 0-598 0-536 1-86 1-67 2-98 0-335

14 5-01 0-667 0-416 2-41 1-50
I

4-01 0-249

15 5-62 0-698 0-367 2-72 1-43 4-62 0*216

16 6-31 0-726 0-325 3-08 1-38 5-31 0 188

18 7-94 0-776 0-256 3-91 1-29 6-94 0-144

20 10-00 0-818 0-202 4-95 1-22 9-00 0-111

25 17-78 0-894 0-113 8-86 1-12 16-8 0-0596

30 31-62 0-939 0-0633 15-8 1-07 30-6 0-0327

35 56-2 0-965 0-0356 28-1 1-04 55-2 0-0181

40 100-0 0-980 0-0200 50-0 1-02 105 0-0101

45 177-8 0-989 0-0112 88-9 1*011 177 0-00566

50 316-2 0-994 0-00632 158 1-006 315 0-00317

55 562 0-996 0-00356 281 1-0036 561 0-00178

60 1000 0-998 0-00200 500 1-0020 999 0-00100

Ref: “ Designing Resistive Attenuating Networks ”, by P. K. McElroy.

Proc, March 1935,
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Fig. 14.27

14.25. SMOOTHING AND DECOUPLING FILTERS
Ifthe load impedance >> 1 /a>C, the simpleilCsmoother ordecoupler

(Fig. 14.28) is an example of Sec. 14.15. In Fig. 14.29 the same
information (full-line curves) is presented in convenient form. In
Fig. 14.28, Fin and F„ut refer to the ripple or hum voltage. Then

Fig. 14.28

If, as would normally be so, RjXc is at least 4,

~ ?_ _ 2nfRC
Vaat ~ X() otfRC in c/s-kO-[iF < say ^1
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Fig. 14.29—Curvis showing the effectiveness of the simple types ofdecoupler
or hum filter (Fig. 14.28). The RC figures are C in nF multiplied by R in

k Q; LC figures are C in pF multiplied by L in H. It is assumed that the

impedance of the load is much greater than that of C

In the LC filter,

Kin _ JTi _
Ko«t Xc

= 4n*pLC —1 (dotted curves in Fig. 14.29)

Sectionalizing

If RlXc exceeds 16 (fRC in kc/s-ko-(jiF > 2-5), it is advantageous

to split R and C into equal 1 sections, cascaded. The advantage

increases very rapidly withfRC:

Table 14.11

fRC (total)

in kcIs-kQ-fiF
Best No. of
sections

Corresponding range

ofV^iy.u,
Range of VinIVtmt
with RC all in one

section

Up to 2*5
2*5-7-2

1

2
Up to 16
1^^130

Up to 16
1^45

7-2--14-3 3 130-1,000 45-90

14-3-23-6 4 1,000-7,500 90-150
23*6-35 5 7,500-55,000 150-223

35-50 6 55,000-450,000 223-310

32
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For LC filters:

Table 14.12

/*£C (total) in

(kcls)^-H--iiF

Best No, of
sections

Corresponding
range of VinIVout

Range of VinIVout

with LC all in one
section

Up to 0-6 1 Up to 22 Up to 22
0-6-1 -7 2 22-250 22-66
1-7-3 -4 3 250-2,800 66-135

3-4-6 4 2,800-34,000 135-230
6-9 5 34,000-450,000 230-360

Hum Voltage (Fig. 14.30)

With capacitance input filter, assuming current through rectifier into

Cl flows as pulses at peaks of alternating voltage:

Hum voltage

Provided that in every section of the filter XlIXc >> 1, the following

rule is sufficiently accurate:

Divide -y/l times the output dx, (in amps) by all the cdVs, wC's and
R"s usedfor smoothing^ including the reservoir (G).

L nS
FROM «jjB

RECTIFIER - R L

Fig. 14.30

In this, u> can be taken as l-a times the fundamental hum frequency;

i.e., 100 c/s in a 50-c/s full-wave rectifier. Note that R refers to the
resistance of an RC section, not to choke-coil resistance, which is

neglected.

R*f:_ “ Smoothing Circuits ”, W.W., Oct. and Nov. 1949.

14.26. MATCHED-TERMINATION FILTERS
In Table 14.13 the formulae for component values for the chief

varieties of filter network have been arranged more simply and concisely

tiian usual by stating them all in terms of halfsection arms. This
introduces no difficulties in calculation, but should be kept in mind
because elsewho'e it is usual for similar symbols to refer to full-section
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Tabu 14.13

487

Filter haff-sections Component values

(iZo»= input and output terminating voltage;
ttic= 2ir X cut-ofF frequency ; a>, *= 2ir x frequency
of maximum attenuation ;

cd^ 27r x lower cut-off
frequency ; Wj= 2ir x upper cut-off frequency)

Low-pa

oWlTL
L

m

iss High-pass

-0 0-{J—T—

o

L 'L
L 1Lo Oi- JL,-o

L - C= ‘

«>c tt>cAo

Low-pass m-derived

Series Parallel

% T!

..v'.-(-)’

/ — r — ^
u»t 0

ma>c mu)cFo

High-pass m-derived

Series Parallel

c c
oHhj-o cyI|_-o

JI-5
j

-ffo ^

^

^ male mwcRo

r — ^
^**“(1 — m*)a>c (l"'m*)oici?o

Band-pass Band-stop

* __ -ff o ^ 1

oij— coj

/ c
OljOlg
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anns. In either case, a factor of 2 or i has to be used for II or T
section arms.
For a half section (1 or r)i its® Table values.

For a T section, use Table values for series (horizontal) arms, and
half Table inductance and double Table capacitance for shunt (vertical)

arms.
For a n section, use Table values for shunt arms, and half Table

capacitance and double Table inductance for series arms.

Theoretically, the same, result can be obtained by either T or n
(Sec. 14.14), but one of them may have more practical component
values. Parallel m-derived sections are likely to be better than series,

especially at high frequencies, since coil self-capacitance can be merged
in the parallel capacitance. I'he usefulness of m-derived sections is for

heavily attenuating a frequency (/,) comparatively close to the cut-olBf

frequency (/c). Best impedance-matching is obtained with n series

and T parallel sections, but m must be the same for all sections, and
preferably 0*6 or slightly over. T series and n parallel sections of
different m match one another but not resistances, unless half-sections

are used at each end.

Fig. 14.31

E.g: Design a low-pass filter section to cut out 9-kc/s whistle

and match 5 k{2

.

Since one particular frequency is to be rejected, the obvious choice

is an m-derived type. As no cut-off frequency is mentioned, one is

free to choose m = 0-6, making a good match with S ktl resistance:

0-6 = v/l-(-^y

:.fe=l'2 kc/s

^ “ Jj!, “ JitxT2x5
““^266 i»F
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Either n series or T parallel would do, but the latter has the advantage
of requiring much less coil winding. Following the rules for combining
two half-sections gives the result shown (Fig, 14.31).

Refs: Filters, by L. C. Jackson (Methuen).
Second Thoughts on Radio Theory, by “ Cathode Ray ” (IliSe), Chap. 22.

14.27. TRANSMISSION LINES

Characteristic (or surge) impedance Z» cn VLfC (losses neglected)

where L = inductance per unit length;

C = capacitance per unit length.

Parallel-wire Line (section, Fig. 14.32); air-spaced:

L a 0 '92 logio(2/)/</) microhenries per metre

C a 12-06/logio(2£>/(/) picofarads per metre

Zo — 276 logio(2Z)/<f) ohms [Z) < 4 or 5 times d]

Fig. 14.32 Fig. 14.33

CoaxialLine (section. Fig. 14.33) ; relative permittivity of spacing, e,

L a 0-46 logio(</i/<fi) microhenries per metre

C ~ 24 1 €,/logio(</i/d*) picofarads per metre

Zo s; (US/VO logio(di/</») ohms

Velocity of propagation (phase velocity) = c/V**

c — velocity in free space

a: 3 X 10* metres/sec

Wavelength along line = A/\/«s

A = wavelength in free space

Quarter-wave Transformer

A line of surge impedance Zi can be matched to another of Zi by

linking them with a quarter-wave length of line ofimpedance -y/ZiZt.
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Impedance ofLoaded Line

The impedance Zi of a loss-free line of characteristic impedance Zo
and length d (in wavelengths) terminated by an impedance Zt is

,7 Zj -f- jZo tan 2ir<i

~‘^®Zo+jZ, tan 2TO/

Z| —-»• Zq ^
d WAVCLCNCTHS —

Fig. 14.34

Refs: High Frequency Transmission Lines, by Willis Jackson (Methuen).
Second Thoughts on Radio Theory, by “ Cathode Ray ” (Iliife), Chap. 23.

14.28. AERIALS
Effective height of rectangular frame aerial, in metres

N = number ©f turns.

H = height in metres.

W — width in metres.

/ = frequency in kc/s.

When multiplied by the field strength in [iV/m the above gives the

microvoltage induced in the frame aerial (see Sec. 1 1.28).

Formulse for open aerials are not given, because only ideal forms
can be calculated with reasonable accuracy.

Effective height of ferrite rod aerial, in metres

= InfNAFfi f == frequency in kc/s

300,000 N — number of turns

A — area of each turn in sq. metres
F — ratio of mean to maximum flux density in

coil

fi = effective permeability of rod (relative to 1

for air)

= 2NHsm f nfW

y 300,000 )

14.29. CATHODE RAY DEFLECTION
Velocity of electron = 594 ^/V km/sec

[V > 10,(XX), beyond which increase in elec-

tron mass due to velocity is ai^reciable]

Electric D^ection

_ ILv [D, I, L, d all in same units]
~ IVd I = length of deflecting field

L — length from centre of field to screen

V == difference (ff potential between deflec-

tion plates

d « distance between plates

V == acederating voltage

H = fluxdoisity
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Magnetic Deflection

„ ^ 0 31LH [i), I, L, all in cm; H'm gauss.^ ~ y/V IfH in Wb/m*, multiply by 10*]

14.30. LIGHT

Velocity

e — 299,792 ± 2 km/s (International Standard).

Ref: iV.fV., Dec. 1954, p. 590.

Visible Wavelength Range (Fig. 14.36)

ULTRA VIOLET ^ACOCK YELLOW RED INFRA

VIOLET BUJE
1

|gR£EN
1 1

ORANGE RED

j

1 I'l I'l'T I'l' I
j"

1 1

30 40

rT]Trr'1'|T'rr"r|

SO

f
I'TTi

1

rr 1 rp

60

TTTJTTTTT

70

TTTTJTTTT|

80 xiO"*cin

or iilOO A

WAVELENGTH

Units

Fig. 14.36

light imits are based on the idea of luminous flux streaming equally

in all directions from a point source. The amount of flux is propor-
tional to the luminous intensity of the source. The unit of luminous
intensity is the candela, equal to that from 1/60 cm^ of platinum at its

melting temperature. It is 1'9% smaller that its predecessor, the

international candle. The total flux emitted by a source of 1 candela

is 4n lumens, so 1 lumen is the flux flowing tluough unit area at unit

radius from unit source. The unit of flux density received at right

angles by a surface—^its illumination—equal to 1 lumen/m* is the lux.

The foot-candle, still sometimes used, is approximately an illumination

of 1 lumen/ft* (= 10-76 lux). Luminance is the brightness of a surface,

or its luminous intensity per unit area (as seen from the receiving

point). The brightness of a totally-reflecting matt surface illuminated

by 1 lux is 1 apostilb. Also used are the lambert ( — 10* apostilbs,

or 1 liunen/cm^ and the foot-lambert ( — 1*076 millilamfaert or 1
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lumcn/ft*). Candle-power is now the light-radiating capacity of a
source in a given direction, in terms of the luminous intensity in

candelas.

Ref; B.S. 233 : 1953. Glossary of Terms used in Illumination and Photometry
(B.S.I.).

14.31. SOUND

Velocity

In air, 1,090 + 2 To ft/sec To = temp in °C

Intensity

The rate of flow of sound energy per unit area at right angles to

direction of propagation. (Electrical circuit analogue; power.) M.k.s.

unit: watt/m®. 1 watt/m* == 1,000 e.g.s. units (ergs/sec/cm®).
10~*‘ watts/m* is called the threshold intensity, being the intensity

of a 1-kc/s sound that can just be heard by a person with normal
hearing; and dB ratings of intensity are reckoned with reference to it.

In air at 20°C and 0-76 metre of mercury, the r.m.s. sound pressure

(electrical circuit analogue: voltage) corresponding to threshold

intensity is 204 x 10~* dyne/cm* or 204 x 10~* newton/m*. (The
dyne/cm* is sometimes called the bar, but this is confusing, because
the internationally-adopted bar is 10* times as great.)

Table 14.14

dB above
threshold

Intensity Corresponding pressure in air*

Wjm^ fiWIcm*
ergs/sec

Icm* dynesjem* newtonim*

120 1 100 1000 200 200
100 10-* 1 100 20 0 20
80 io-« 10-> 0*1 20 0-2

60 lO* 10“* io-» 0-2 002
40 10“» 10”« io-» 002 0002
20 10-w 10-® 10“’ 0 002 0 0002
0 10-“ 10-“ 10-* 00002 000002

* The pressure corresponding to a given intensity depends on the medium,
and in air at 20°C and 0'76 m of mercury is 2% higher than the figures shown,
which nevertheless are the usual standard.

The sensitivity of microphones is usually specified as dB below
1 volt pw dyne/cm*.

Loudness

Loudness level, or equivalent loudness, is numerically equal to the
intensity in dB of a 1-kc/s sotmd judged by a person of normal hearing
to be equally loud. The loudness level scale therefore coincides with
the intensity scale at 1 kc/s, but, owing to the characteristics of the
human ear, differs at other frequ^cies, as shown in the Fletcher-
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Munson curves (Fig. 14.37).* Sometimes, especially in Ameri^,
loudness level is specified in dB, but since the figures agree with intensity

dB only at 1 kc/s, this practice is most confusing, and use of the name
phon for the unit of loudness level is preferable.

Although the loudness level has a subjective basis, it is tied to objec-

tive intensity at 1 kc/s and its figures do not accurately indicate the

relative loudnesses of sounds. Loudness is therefore specified in sones,

which are related to phons by this empirical formula:

logio5 - 0-029 {P - 40)

where S is the number of sones and P the number of phons.

Refs: B.S. 661 : 1955, Glossary of Acoustical Terms;
B.S. 2497 : 1954, The Normal Threshold ofHearing for Pure Tones by Earphone

Listening;

B.S. 3045 : 1958 The Relation between the Sone Scale ofLoudness and the Phon
Scale of Loudness Level (B.S.I.).

“Loudness”, Nov. 1957.

14.32. NOISE

ThermaUagitation {Johnson) Noise

£* = AkTBR
where E = r.m.s. value of noise e.m.f. in circuit of resistance R at

* Greater accuracy is claimed for curves by Robinson and Dadson, “ The
Measurement of Loudness ”, Jour, Acoust. Soc. Amer,, Sept. 1955.
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temperature T°K, within an effective bandwidth B c/s;

and k — Boltzmann’s constant = 1-38 X 10~** joulcs/°K.

Noise power is distributed uniformly over all frequencies.

“ Available noise power ”, the power that would be delivered to a

matched load

Rl (=/J) =E*IAR = kTB.

T, ifroom temperature, usually taken as 290 (= 63° F).

Fig. 14.38—TTie fluctuation noise produced
by a resistance JR is represented by an
imaginary generator producing the same r.m.s.

e.m.f. E

Shot (Valve) Noise

P=2ehB
where 1 = r.m.s. value of noise current in anode current /» of

temperature-limited diode;

e = charge on electron

= 1 *6 X 10~" coulombs;

and B == effective bandwidth, in c/s.

The space charge in a valve used under usual conditions considerably
reduces noise. In tetrodes and other multi-electrode valves there is

additional noise due to random partition of the space current.

Noise Factor, N, ofa Receiver or Amplifier

„_avjulaWe signal/noiw ratio at input

signal/hoise ratio at output

_ total noise output
— noise output due to source

(e.g., aerial)

All quantities reckoned as power. If there were no Johnson or shot
noise generated in the amplmo', N would — 1.

Refs: •• Noise ”, W.W., May and June 1952.
“ Valve Noise ”, W.W.. Dec. WfiO.
“Trannstor Noise”, W.W., Jan. 1961.
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14.33. MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE*

Circles and Spheres

r = radius; d = diameter; n = 3-1416 ...

Circumference of circle

Area of circle

Surface area of sphere

Volume of sphere

Angles

1 radian = = 57-3
7C

= lizr = ltd

nd*= TT/** ~
4

= 471/** = Tzd*

47rr* Tzd*
^ 3

~~
6

In mathematical formulae, angles

are in radians.

• .1

sin A =
c

A b
cos A —

c

tan A — ,

cosec .4 =

sec =

cot A —

c

a

c

b

b

a

Table 14.15

{SSS
0
0

30
7r/6

45
9r/4

60
7r/3

90
w/2

180
IT

270
3^/2

360
In

sin A 0 i V2I2 V3/2 1 0 -1 0

cos A 1 V3/2 1 V2/2 i 0 -1 0 1

tan A 0 V3I3 1 V3 i CO 0 dc. CO 0

* For symbols, see p. 448.
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sin (i4±B)=sin A cos J?±cos A sin A

cos (y4±5)=cos A cos 5Tsin ^4 sin ^4

sin j4+sin 5=2 sin ^ (^+5) cos i (A —B)

cos ^+cos 5=2 cos i (A-\-B) cos ^ (A —5)

sin A sin B=i [cos (A —5)—cos (/4+5)]

cos A cos 5r=i [cos (y4+5)+cos (A —5)]

sin A cos 5=i [sin (^+5)+sin (^4—5)]

sin* y4+cos* A—

I

sin* /4=i (1 —cos 2i4)

cos* A=i(l +COS 2/4)

sin 2/4=2 sin A cos A

cos 2/4 =cos*A —sin* A

(These formulae are familiar in connection with modulation and
sidebands.)

Quadratic Equation

ax*-)rbx-\-c—0

c 1
—b±:^/b* — Aac

Solution : x = 2^,

Logarithms and Exponentials

y=rf (“n to power x”) and x=logj’ (“log;' to base n”) are alternative

ways of saying the same thing. A logarithm is an index or exponent;
its usefulness lies in the fact that adding indices multiplies the main
terms; e.g., n^xn!’=n^'**. For calculations, tables and slide rules

embody “ common ” logarithms (base 10) for practical convenience;
in mathematical relationships, logarithms are “ natural ” (base e).*

e = 1 + 1 + 2̂ + 31 + li
=2-71828 ...

It is easy to transfer from one base to another, for logKy=log,j^ log^n

e.g: logey = logioy logelO = logi^y x 2-3026.

Conversely, log^oy = logey x 0-4343. (See Fig. 14.40a.)

* When no base is specified it must be inferred from the context. In mathe-
matical theory it is likefy to be e, but there is a tendency to use “ log x ” when
the base is 10 and to wnte the logarithm to base e as “ In. x
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Fig, 14.40—(a) Logarithmic and (b) exponential curves^ for 10 and e.
(b) is the same as (a) turned over a diagonal line

The following exponential functions (Fig. 14.406) are much used in
electneal theory:

e^ = l + x + j‘ + ^ + j;+...

= cos X -{-} sin x

(represents a vector of unit length, at angle x radians)

rcof *

Fig. 14.4J

e-1*

sin X

cos X

Ref. “c”, tv. tv., April I960,

= COS jc — j sin jc

_ el*—e~J*
“

2j

_ eJ*4-e-J*
~ 2
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Fig. 14.42

Calculus

The slope of a graph is a measure of the rate at which one variable (y)
is changing relative to another (jc). At any point P the slope a Sy/Sx,
provided that the curve is continuous and Sy and 8x are sufficiently

Table 14.16
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small. When they are made infinitesimally small they are denoted by
dy and dx; and dyjdx is the exact slope, or differential coefficient, or

derivative, of y with respect to x. ^ is an operator, alternatively

denoted by D®. Another notation is, for the original equation,

y = f(x) (i.e., y — a. function ofx) and, for the derivative, dy/dx — r(x).

The reverse process, symbolized by jdx, is integration. Jy.dx is that
function ofx, the slope ofwhose curve is y. Sincethe graph ofa constant
term has zero slope, the value of such a term (if any) is not revealed by
integration, and can be found only from additional data. In Table
14.16 it is omitted, but should not be forgotten, a and b denote
constants; and y, u, and v are funaions of x. Note that a constant
factor in the original function appears as such in the derivative and the
integral. The use of the last column is explained below under “Errors
and Approximations ”.

Maxima and Minima

Where a function has a maximum or minimum value its slope is

zero; so, to find such values, differentiate the function and equate the

result to zero. This is a most valuable use of differentiation.

E.g; The power in a load R^,, from a generator having an
e.m.f. E and resistance R, is E^RJ{Ri,+Ry\ for what value of

i?L is the power in it a maximum ? The ujv formula above applies,

and is zero when

=u dv

.

dx’

i.e. (/?L+/?)* E^=-E»Rl{2Ri.+2R),

which simplifies to R^—R, the condition for maximum power.

(Common sense indicates that it is not a minimum.)

Errors and Approximations

It is often useful to know how much a small variation or error in

one value will affect another. Suppose 8y is the change in the value

ofy caused by a change 8x in the value of x. Then if Sx is small enough
for the slope of the x, y, curve to be practically constant over that

range,
8y/8x 2; dyjdx.

so 8y~8xx dy/dx

The proportionate change, ^ ,
is therefore 2i

^
‘

column in Table 14.16 gives
^

for various functions, and represents

the approximate ratio of 8y/y to 8x/x, or the percentage change in y
for 1 % change in x.
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E.g: What is the effect on frequency of a small increase in

oscillator tuning capacitance?

yj, = \|{l^r^yLC), which has the form “y = ajy/x”, for which

Table 14.16 shows
y ^ = —i, meaning that for every 1%

increase in C, /# decreases approximately i%. The actual

d/o SC
change in frequency, Sy„ ~ = - 2t^^/LCx2C

Although this is an approximation, it is generally more accurate than

calculating;' and y+Sy and taking the difference.

Useful approximations when x <<1

:

sin X ~ X cos X ~ 1 tan x x

e* 2; 1+^ or loge(l+Jc) — X

e~® T-x or loge{l—x)
~ —

x

Hyperbolic Functions

. . e*—e~* . e*4-e“* . . sinh x
sinh X — cosh x = L tanh x =

2 2 cosh X

sinh jx = j sin x cosh jx = cos x tanh jx = J ^
COS X

sinh (a+j/3) == sinh a cos j8 + j cosh a sin ^
cosh (a+j/S) — cosh a cos jS + j sinh a sin j8

These are commonly used in transmission-line calculations.

Ref.: “h”, W. W., May 1960.

14.34. DECIBELS (and NEPERS)

One way of expressing the relative strengths of two different signals,

or the same signal at different times, is to say that one ofthem is x times

greater than the other. A disadvantage of this method of reckoning

is that if the relationship between gain and, say, frequency is expressed

by means of a curve, it is very difficult to get a fair idea of the per-

formance of the amplifier by looking at the shape of the curve. Fig.

14.43 shows three frequency characteristic curves. The only thing

that can be reliably learnt from a glance at them is that amplifier A
gives a greater gain than B, which in turn gives more than C. But whereas
it appears at first sight that the difference between A and B is wider than
that between B and C, reference to the scale of gain shows that while
A is 2i gimes B, B is 4 times C. This way of plotting amplification

curves is therefore misleading, even if one is interested in comparing
merely the general level of ^n. But in considering a frequency

charactmstic the actual gain is of less consequence than the relative

gain at different frequencies. Curve C is nearly flat compared with
curve A, and one mi^t jump to the conclusion that the amplffier it
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Fig. 14.43—Three characteristic curves plotted on an
ordinary magnification or gain scale. The general appear-

ance of the curves leads to quite wrong conclusions

Fig. 14.44—When the curves ofFig. 14.43 are replotted on a
logarithmic gain scale, which is the same as a linear decibel

scale, the true proportions tqipear

represents gives more uniform amplification. But in actual fact all

three curves indicate identical frequency characteristics.

As a plotted curve has little purpose if it does not succeed in saving

one from having to make numerical calculations in order to draw fair

conclusions, there is a need for a system of reckoning gain whidi will

make things that actually are equal look equal. This object is attained

if gain is plotted on logarithmically-dividra paper. Fig. 14.44 shows

33
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the same three curves transferred to such a sheet, and even if the

gain scale were omitted altogether one could depend upon the shapes

and respective levels of the three curves to present a fair comparison.

A given distance along the vertical scale represents a certain increase in

gain, wherever along the scale it may be; so it is an obvious step to

divide the scale into equal divisions and call them units of gain.

A tenfold power increase is divided into ten equal steps called

decibels, and as a gain of 1 on the original scale is neither a gain nor

a loss, it is 0 on the decibel scale. 10 on the gain ratio scale therefore

corresponds to 10 on the dB scale; 100 corresponds to 20, and so on.

Because the dB scale is uniformly divided, one is free to put the zero

wherever it is convenient. For instance, in studying one of the charac-

teristics shown in Fig. 14.44 it might be convenient to fix the zero

level by the flat portion of the curve, or by its level at some standard

frequency such as 400 or 1,000 c/s. The graph would then directly

read dB below or above normal. And for curves of such things as

gramophone pick-ups, where gain is meaningless, the choice of zero

dB level is similarly open.
For this reason it is nonsense to refer to a power or signal strength

of so many decibels, unless some starting-point is specified or under-

stood. It is correct to refer to an output of half a watt as 10 dB if it

has been agreed to call 50 mW “ zero The abbreviation “ dB(m'W) ”

(or “ dBm ”) is used to mean decibels with reference to ImW.
Mathematically, the gain in dB = 10 logio(F»/Pi), where Pi and Pj

are the two powers being compared. In ra^o practice it is usual to

measure the signal at one or both ends of the amplifier in volts. In

line-telephone work, where decibels originated, signals are usually

established across some definite impedance such as 600 a resistance,

and as power is proportional to V*, the gain in dB = 20 logic (VtlVd)
assuming that the impedance is the same in both cases. If Vi and Va
are before-and-after figures, being measured at the same place each
time, there is obviously no difficulty about impedance. But if the

impedances are different the proper formula is 20 logic (ValVi) +
10 logic (RilRt), where Pi and Ra are the resistive components of the

impedances; or if currents /j and /« are measmed, the gain in dB is

20 logic (/i//i) -f- 10 logic (Pi/Pi); otherwise one gets absurdities such
as a hi^-gain amplifier with a low impedance output apparently giving

a dedbel loss, or a transformer by itself giving a gain.

In valve amplifiers the impedance at the input to a valve may some-
times be practically infinity, which leads to a result almost as absurd
as the previous one, and even less useful; so, as the actual gain or loss

at any particular point on the curve is generally of minor importance
conqiared with me relative level un^r various conditions, it is

customary to leave impedance out of account. But this pnractice must
not be allowed to obscure the true principle, or confusion soon^ or
later is certain.

Table 14.17 connects dedbels with power and voltage (or current)

ratios, but the best way is to read them ofiT a dide^rule; Suppose the
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Table 14.17

The decibel figures are in the centre column; figures to the left represent
decibel loss, and those to the right decibel gain. The voltage and current figures
are given on the assumption that there is no difference in impedance.

Voltage
or current

ratio

Power ratio clB Power ratio

Voltage
or current

ratio

I'OOO 1-000 0 1-000 1-000
0-989 0-977 0-1 1-023 1-012
0-977 0-955 0-2 1-047 1-023

0-966 0-933 0-3 1 -072 1-035
0-955 0-912 0-4 1-096 1047
0-944 0-891 0-5 1-122 1-059

0-933 0-871 0-6 1-148 1-072
0-912 0 832 0-8 1-202 1-096
0-891 0-794 1-0 1-259 1-122

0-841 0-708 1-5 1-413 1-189
0-794 0-631 2-0 1-585 1-259
0-750 0-562 2-5 1-778 1-334

0-708 0-501 3-0 1-995 1-413

0-668 0-447 3-5 2-239 1 -496

0-631 0-398 4-0 2-512 1-585

0-596 0-355 4-5 2-818 1-679

0-562 0-316 5-0 3-162 1-778
0-501 0-251 6-0 3-981 1-995

0-447 0-200 7-0 5-012 2-239
0-398 0-159 8-0 6-310 2-512
0-355 0-126 90 7-943 2-818

0-316 0-100 10 10-00 3-162
0-282 0-0794 11 12-6 3-55

0-251 0-0631 12 15-9 3-98

0-224 0-0501 13 20-0 4-47

0-200 0-0398 14 25-1 5-01

0*178 0-0316 15 31-6 5-62

0-159 0*0251 16 39-8 6-31

0-126 0-0159 18 63-1 7*94

0-100 0-0100 20 100-0 10-00

3-16x10’^* 10 8 30 10* 3-16x10
10* 10 * 40 10* 10*

3-16x10-* 10* 50 10* 3-16x10*

10“» 10-6 60 10* 10*

316x10-* io-» 70 10’ 3-16x10*
10-* 10-* 80 10* 10*

3-16 xlO-* 10“* 90 10* 3-16x10*
10-* 10-10 100 101® 10*

316X10-* 10-11 110 10“ 3-16X
10-t 10“i* 120 10“

-

10*
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output power of a receiver is observed to rise from 46 to 58 raW as the

residt of a change in frequency. The ratio found on the slide-rule in

the ordinary way is 1 *26; but if instead of this the log scale is read

—

nearly 0-1—the gain in dB is obtained by the simple process of multiply-

ing by 10, and is therefore 1. This works only when the ratio is not

over 10. For every additional figure to the left of the decimal point in

the ratio it is necessary to add 10 dB to the result; or to subtract 10 for

each p^ace to the right. With practice the process becomes as rapid

as ordinary slide-rule calculation. If the readings in the above
example were taken in volts they would be in the ratio of 1-12 (i.e.,

v'l ‘26), or 0-05 on the log scale, and must be multiplied by 20, giving

1 dB again. Incidentally, 1 dB is about the least change in signal

strength that can be notic^ by ear when it is made rapidly.

Nepers

Decibels are power ratios expressed as common logarithms. In

fundamental line calculations it is more convenient to work in nepers,

which are current ratios expressed as natural logarithms:

Number of nepers = log.(/»//i) or ilog,(P,/Pi)

Given equal impedance:

1 N = 8-686 dB 1 dN (decineper) = 0-8686 dB
ldB = 0-1151 N IdB = 1-151 dN

14.35. MUSICAL INTERVALS AND FREQUENCIES

The natural scale for frequency of sound is also logarithmic. It is

interesting to note that a whole tone in music is practically the same
ratio of frequency as the voltage ratio equal to 1 dB; a semitone
corresponds to half a dB. Table 14.18 ^ves the frequency ratios

Table 14.18

Note
Interval

from lowest
Fractional
Ratios

Frequency
Ratio

c* Doh Octave 48 : 24, or 2 2000
B Te Seventh 45 ¥ 1-888

A Lah Sixth 40 »> » 8 1-682

G Soh Fifth 36 1-498
F Fah Fourth 32 1-335

E Me Third 30 >» » { 1-260

D Ray Second 27 i 1-122
C Doh Unison 24 »> » 1 1-000

Tone 27 i 1*122

Semitone 51 : 48, „ a 1-059
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corres^nding to all the intervals in one octave of the scale of C major,
which is played on the white keys of the piano. The actual frequencies
of the notes are shown in Fig. 14.45 (overleaf). The frequency ratios

are calculated on the equal-temperament scale, to which keyboard
instruments are tuned to allow changes of key without retuning; as
can be seen, they do not agree exactly with the fractional ratios, which
are correct as judged by ear.

Ref.; B.S. 661 : 1955, Glossary ofAcoustical Terms, Sec. 9 (B.S.I.).

14.36. FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS

International Allocations from May 1961

Those shared with other services are marked S. All are for world-
wide use except those marked R, which are effective in Region 1

(Europe, U.S.S.R. and Africa). Region 2 is N. and S. America, and
Region 3 Asia (except U.S.S.R.) and Australasia. There are some
special provisions for particular countries, such as shared use of v.h.f.

channels.

Table 14.19

Broadcasting Amateur
Standard
Frequency

SR 150-160 kc/s 11700-11975 kc/s S 3500-3800 kc/s 2498-2502 kc/s

R 160-255 15100-15450 7000-7100 4995-5005

SR 255-285 17700-17900 S 7100-7150 9995-10005t

R 525-535 21450-21750 14000-14350 14990-15010

535-1605 25600-26100 21000-21450 19990-20010t

S 2300-2495

SR 2495-2498

S 3200-3400

SR 3950-4000

SR 4750-4850

S 4850-4995

S 5005-5060

5950-6200

R 7100-7300

SR 41-47 wy.

R 47-68 Mc/s

87-5-88 1
88-100*/^“^

SR 174-223* (111)

470-582 (IV)

SR 582-606

R 606-7901
S 790-890 KV)
SR 890-960

J

28000-29700

144-146 Mc/s

S 420-440

SR 450-460

S 1215-1300

S 2300-2450

S 5650-5850

SlOOOO-10500

21-22 Gc/s

24990-25010

flncludes allo-

cations on
secondary basis

to space research.

9500-9775 S 11-7-12-7 Gc/s Also, in certain

countries includ-

Note: v.h.f. broadcasting band numbers
are shown in brackets.

* 95-100 and 216-223 Mc/s not available
for broadcasting in U.K.

ing U.K., up to

200 kc/s in the
band 1,715-2,000
kc/s; max. power
10 W.
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^'middle C
I

_ - „ . ^ Oi l® WWWcMwHw«<»«ww(pro
©I « w“

FREQUENCY

Fig, 14.45—Fiano scale showing the frequencies to which the keys are tuned.

The usually published scales based on C — 256 are misleading. Fre^

quencies of black keys can be obtained by multiplying the frequency of the

next white key below by 1.059

British Television Channels

Table 14.20.

Television Sound Channel Frequencies

Sound Vision
Band Channel Mels Mejs

1 41-50 45-00
2 48-25 51-75

I J 3 53-25 56-75
4 58-25 61-75

5 63-25 66-75

6 176-25 179-75

7 181-25 184-75
8 186-25 189-75

III
9 191-25 194-75

196-25 199-75

11

12 206-25

- 13 211-25 214-75

.3.5-
CHANNEL I

-3‘25-

SOUND VISION

Fig, 14.46
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14.37. STANDARD FREQUENCIES

B.B.C. Transmitters

The Droitwich transmitter of the British Broadcasting Corporation is

guaranteed to maintain its nominal frequency of 200 kc/s witUn 1 in
10’.

All B.B.C. medium-frequency transmitters are usually within 1 in
10’, althou^ this is not guaranteed.
The tuning note preceding regular Home Service and Light Pro-

gramme toansmissions is 1,000 c/s ± 1 in 10*. The Third Programme
transmissions are preceded first (at 17.45 hours) by 1,000 c/s and then
by 440 c/s, both ± 1 in 10*.

U.K. Standard-frequency Transmissions

These signals are radiated daily from G.P.O. transmitters at Rugby,
call sign MSF, to the following schedule:

Frequency Power Time of Transmission

60 kc/s
2-5 Mc/sl
5 Mc/s y
10 Mc/s J

10 kW

0-5 kW

14.29—15.30 G.M.T.

/ Continuous except between 1 5 and

\ 20 minutes past each hour

Each transmission is divided up as follows:

Minutes past each hour Modulation

0~5 30-35 45-50 1,000 c/s

5-10 20-25 35-40 50-55 1 c/s, 59th omitted
10-14 25-29 40-44 55-59 Unmodulated
14-15 29-30 44-45 59-60 Announcement

These transmissions (and also those of the G.P.O. time-signal

transmitter at Rugby, GBR, on 16 kc/s,* and associated short-wave

stations operating to schedules issued every few months) are controlled

by the same standard oscillator, calibrated to an accuracy of ± 2 in

lO^" against the caesium atomic resonance frequency, taken as

9,192,631,770 ± 20 c/s. For mort purposes the radiated frequencies

are sufficiently accurate, but corrections to ± 1 in 10“ are published

monthly in Electronic Technology. Full information on the MSF
s^ce is obtainable from The Director, National Physical Laboratory,

Teddington, Middlesec. See also E.T., Mardi 1959, p. 117.

* Criggion (OBZ) radiates on 19*6 kc/s when GBR is inoperative.
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American Bureau of Standards Standard-frequency Transmissions

A continuous 24-hour service from the Bureau’s radio stations

WWV near Washington, D.C., and WWVH (Hawaii), comprises

standard radio and audio frequencies, as listed in Table 14.21 . At least

Table 14.21

Carrier frequency

,

±1 in 10“

(Mc/s)

Power
(kW)

Modulation frequency

^

±\ in 1(?

(c/s)

2’5
i

5
01
8

440

10
1

15
20
25

9
9

8*5 or 0*1

01

440
and
4,000

Minutes past each hour Type of modulation

0-4, 5-9, 10-14, 15-19, Standard a.f. as above, plus 5-millisecond
20-24, 25-29, 30-34, 1,000-c/s pulses at intervals of 1 second ± 1 /isec.

35-39, 40-44, 45-49, audible as faint ticks. The 59th pulse in every
50-54, 55-59 minute is omitted.

4-5, 9-10, 14-15,
24-25, 34-35, 39-40,
44-45, 54-55

A.f. interrupted for 1 minute ± 1 in 10*. WWV
in morse.

29-30, 59-60 Station announcement by voice

19-20, 49-50 Radio propagation signals, as below

one, and often several, of the transmissions can usually be received

anywhere in the world at any time.

Ilie propagation signals, in morse, consist of series of the letter:

(1)
” W ”, meaning that radio propagation disturbance exists,

especially on transmission paths crossing the North Atlantic;

or

(2)
“ N ”, meaning no warning; or

(3)
“ U ”, meaning conditions unstable.

Propagation disturbance is characterized by flutter and rapid fading

on the normal frequencies used at that time, or by complete blackout
of sisals.

Digits following the propagation letters indicate conditions expected
during the next 12 hours, according to Table 14.22. The warnings do
not apply to sudden ionospheric disturbances, which are unpredictable.

Propagation effects, such as Doppler effect, may at times cause slight
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fluctuations in the frequencies as received; the average frequency
received is, however, as accurate as that sent.

Time intervals of 1 minute or more, marked by stopping and starting

of a.f. modulation, are accurate to 2 in 10*. Announced times are in

E.S.T., which is 5 hours behind G.M.T.
It is, of course, easy to separate such diverse audio frequencies as

440 and 4,000 c/s by means of a simple filter; but for the frequency-
comparison methods of Sec. 10.10 it is not necessary to do so, because

Table 14.22

Digit Propagation
condition

1 impossible
2 very poor
3 poor

4 fair to poor
5 fair

6 fair to good

7 good
8 very good
9 excellent

only one of the patterns can be made stationary on the screen at a

time.

Inquiries should be addressed to National Bureau of Standards,

Boulder Laboratories, Boulder, Col., U.S.A.

14.38. TEST DISK AND TAPE RECORDS
Disks
Table 14.23 supplies data on test records. Although 78 r.p.m. record

players are obsolescent, test records for this speed are retained in the

^t because besides the primary purposes of testing record-reproducing

systems they can also be used—^with an appropriate pick-up and tum-
table—as sources of signals for other purposes. For epmple, JH.138
is a substitute for two audio signal generators and mixing network for

intermodulation tests.

Where the frequency characteristic is given as “ B.S.” it conforms

to the C.C.I.R. standards set out in B.S. 1928 : 1960 (see ref. below)

and shown in Fig. 14.47, except that all recordings above 10 kc/s are

halved in amplitude (i.e., — 6 dB) to avoid excessive amplitudes of cut,

and response figures must accordingly be doubled over this frequency

range. The curves in Fig. 14.47 are plotted to the equation

N(dB) = 10 log (1 -f - 10 log (l

+ 101og(n-

whereW is the number of dB with reference to the level at 1 kc/s (given
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FREQUENCY

Fig. 14.47—British Standard recordingfrequency characteristicsfor
coarse-groove {dotted line) andfine-groove (full line) disks

in the next column of the Table), a> is Inf,
and ti, and are the time

constants of the recording tone control circuits: 50, 450 and 3,180 for
coarse-groove records and 75, 318 and 3,180 for fine-groove records, in

all cases multiplied by 10“«. B.S. 1928 allows ± 2 dB tolerance, but
most of the test records are much better than this.

The colour code for coarse-groove equipment is green, and for
fine-groove red. Coarse grooves are us^ only for 78 r.p.m. disks
and for 16-in. 33^ r.p.m. transcription recordings.

Refs: B.S. 1928 : 1960, Gramophone Records^ Transcription Disk Recordings
and Disk Reproducing Eqiupment (B.S.I.).

“ Recording and Reproducing Equalisation ”, by P. J. Guy. £.£., Jan. 1961.

30 so lOO 200 SOO Ik 2fc 5k lOk 20k
FREQUENCY

Fig. 14.48—C.C.I.R. Standard recording frequency characteristics

far magnetic tapes
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Tapes

Table 14.24 is based on information compiled by D. Aldous and
G. Balmain. Frequencies, etc., are announced on the tapes. The SRT
tapes are professional laboratory recordings conforming to C.C.I.R.
standards set out in B.S. 1568 : 1953, Amendment 1. The standard
frequency characteristics for recording are shown in Fig. 14.48. Full
details of the tape specifications, and of the precautions to be observed in

handling, storing and using these tapes, are obtainable from the makers.
The TBT.l, obtainable from the Tape Record Department, is an

inexpensive tape intended mainly for amateur use. It is recorded full-

track, so is suitable for checking either mono or stereo reproducers.
The frequency characteristic is to C.C.I.R. standard.

Ref: B.S. 1568 : 1960, Magnetic Tape Sound-Recording and Reproduction for
Programme Interchange (B.S.I.).

14.39. COLOUR CODES

Fixed Resistors and Capacitors

The following are specified by the British Radio Industry Council.
American coding is the same as regards values, but differs in some of
the other details.

Table 14.25

Cotour
A, B, C: Value (Q or pF) D: Tolerance E: Temp,

coefficient
per 10*

per “C
A: 1st

figure

B : 2nd
figure

C; Multiplier
Resistors

Ceramic capacitors

Resistors Capacitors 10 pF or
less

>10pF

black 0 1 1 2pF ±20% 0
brown 1 1 10 10 ± 1% 01 pF ± 1% -30
red 2

i

2 10* 10* ± 2% ± 2°/? -80

orange 3 3 I0> 10* ±2-5% -150
yellow 4 4 I0‘ 10* — — -220
green 5 5 I0» — — 0-5 pF ± 5% -330

blue 6 6 10* — -470
violet 7 7 10’ — — — — -750
grey 8 8 10* 10-* — 0-25 pF +30

white 9 9 I0» 10-* 1 pF ±10% + 100
silver — — io-» — ±10% —
gold — 10-

1

— ± 5% —

Standard ± tolerances for resistors are:

Wire-wound: 1%, 2%, 5^, lO'/,.

Composition, grade 1 : I 2%, 5%.
grade 2: 10^, 20% {20*/, is indicated by no D colour).

Grade 1 (** bigb-stabllity '*) comj^sition resistors are distinguished by a salmon-pink fifth ring or
body cdloitr.

itef: B.S* 1852: 1952. Colour Code for Fixed Resistors for Telecommunication
Purposes
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C

(a)

(*»

> RESISTORS

1

1
1
i

A B C 0

(c) n
A B-C-IL

CAPACITORS
ccromic : A|B,C,0,E.
paper: A,B,C)Oniy

Fig, 14,49—Standard colour markings of resistors and capacitors; for key^

see Table 14,25, An alternative to the spot C in (a) is a band, A salmon-
pink fifth band in (b) indicates Grade I

14.40. WIRE TABLES

The accompanying wire tables, which cover almost every practical

need, are published by kind permission of the compiler, C. R, Cosens,

M.A., and of the Editor of The Journal of Scientific Instruments, in the

April 1937 issue of which they first appeared. They have been
extended by the present author to include the last three gauges, which,

however, because of their extreme fragility, are not highly recom-
mended.
The following are some extracts from Mr. Cosens’s explanatory

remarks.
“ The results given are fair averages, and different samples should

not vary therefrom by more than a few per cent. In practical use, any
apparent improvement on ‘slide-rule accuracy’ is illusory; for

example, a change of temperature of 2*5° C alters the resistance of a
copper wire by about 1 %, and although resistance materials have
much smaller temperature coefficients of resistance, they vary from
sample to sample with unavoidable small changes of composition
and of wire diameter, due to wear of the drawing dies. If great

accuracy is required, it is advisable to determine the relation between
length of wire and resistance by experiment, and then to mark the

result on the reel.

“ It should be remembered that when manganin is annealed after

winding there will be an appreciable drop of resistance, so that a coil

should be wound about 1 or 2% hi^ and adjusted aiter annealing.

Annealing is not necessary for constantan; though desirable for very
accurate work, the change in resistance is vary small.

“ The columns for d.s.c. wire can also be used for fluffing the lengtii
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on a reel of enamel and single silk-covered wire, and the error will be
small and on the safe side.
“ The tables give the number of turns that can be wound in 1 sq. cm.

of a multi-layer coil such as a transformer coil. This has been calcu-
lated with no allowance for ‘ bedding i.e., on the assumption that
the wires will lie as shown in Fig. 14.50, not as in Fig. 14.51. Although
Fig. 14.51 is possibly nearer the truth when a wire winding machine is

used, experience shows that when wire is wound by hand in a lathe,

Fig. 14.50 Fig. 14.5i

without winding absolutely even layers for the finer sizes (which is

incredibly tedious), but with reasonable care to keep the winding as

level as possible, the values given in the table do fairly represent the

number of turns that can be got into the available space. Additional
space must of course be allowed for the insulating bobbin, or for the

tape if former-wound.
“ This information is given for five different wire coverings. A

single layer of insulation, whether silk, cotton, or enamel, is not
recommended for hand winding; enamel alone is very satisfactoiy

when used on a winding machine, but when wound by hand there is

risk of scratching the enamel or pinching the wire and causing a short-

circuited turn. Enamel and single silk (e. & s.s.) or enamel and single

cotton (e. & S.C.) are very satisfactory; e. & s.s. can be specially recom-
mended for small transformers, it takes up no more space than double
silk (sometimes less), and it is cheaper. For thicker wires, e. & s.c.

takes up much less space than double cotton, and is no more expensive.

Both these coverings are excellent from the point of view of insulation:

the cotton or silk makes a soft bed for the turns of wire so that the

enamel is not easily injured, while the enamel gives high insulation

resistance even if a ‘ dry ’ coil without varnish is used in a damp place.
“ Where the errors due to thermal e.m.fs cannot be neglected, it is

necessary to use man^in (copper 84%, manganese 12%, nickel 4%),
but some little experience is needed to work this material, so that,

apart from tlw expense, one does not use it if it can be avoided.

Manganin cannot soft-scddered, but must be silver-soldered at a red

heat with a blowfape, a process relquiiing some dexterity with a fine

wire. It is also necessary to have some form of annealing oven,

preferably dearie, which must have thermostatic control to keep the

traiperature correct to within a degree or two, as it is necessary after

windmg to coat the wire vddi shellac varnish to protect it from oxidiza-

tion, and then to anneal for at least 24 hours at a tenqwrature not below

34
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d
999 999 9

Ohms

per

1U)

reel

D.C.C. 4,440 5,800 7,900 III
2'2a

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Manganin

Ohms

per

1
oz

reel

D.S.C.

270 360 490 680 970
1,430 2,2203.6006,300 8.600

11,90017,100 25,000 39.000 60.000
105,000 196.000 480.000

1.350.000 2.650.000

Cm

per

ohm

vpcnm op 1*24 0-95 0-70 0*48 0-31 0-17 012

!
Ohms

per

1
lb

reel

D.C.C.

«o'd‘oC
ii§ 40.00066.000

115.000 157.000

1 1

1

1 1 1 1

>1

1

Ohms

per

1
oz

reel

D.S.C.

310 410 560 780
1,100 1,640 2,500 4,100 7,200 9,800

13.600 19.600 29,000 44.000 69.000
120,000 220,000550,000
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130” C. If tbe temperature does not exceed 130” C, the manganin
does not anneal; if it exceeds 140” C, the silk insulation will be charred.

If the shellac coat does not completdy cover the wire, oxidization takes

place and the resulting coil w^ have a large temperature coefficient

(when annealed properly without access of oxygen the tempmiture
coefficient is very small, sometimes even zero or negative).
“ The cross'section in square millimetres is convenient for determin-

ing the current capacity. Drysdale and Jolley give the current density

employed in instrument work as between 1 and 4 A per sq. mm. For
small mains transformers of 100W or so, highra* current densities could
be employed without dangerous overheating, but the determining factor

is usually the voltage drop allowable on full load, and this results in

demanding a current density offrom 1 to 2 A per sq. mm. only.”

Karma alloy has the very low temperature coefficient of Eureka, with
2-8 times its resistivity, and is avmlable in very small gauges, down to

0*0006 in. <Ua. (equivalent to 58 s.w.g.) giving 6*6 k(2 per yard. But it

is even more difficult to solder than manganin and requires a special

flux. One such can be made up as follows:

Aniline (commercial) 51 c.c.

Phosphoric Add (S.G. 1 *75) 34 c.c.

The add is added slowly to the aniline, care bdng taken to keep
the container cool. The aniline phosphate separates as a solid, which
is then mixed to a paste with ethylene glycol or butyl cellosolve. There
are one or two commercial fluxes of a similar character.
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formulae for 490
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Aigrain, P.R. 71
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Alignment diagrams 428
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meaning of 363
standards of 207
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63
Amplifiers, d.c. 122, 127
Amplifiers, measurements on v.f. 384
Amplitude
modulatof, Marconi Instruments 84
stabilization 62, 68, 69

Ampiitude/fxequency
characteristics 413
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curves 406

Anderson, F, S, 68
Anderson, R, 343
Andreae, J, H. 420
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Annealing resistance coils 517
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Anode
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measurement of 322

Apparatus,
layout of 259
mounting of 9

Appleton, E, V. 399
Ardenne, von 167
Arguimbau, L. B, 70
Ashwell, D, E, 467
Assumptions, false 21

Astigmatism 157, 171
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Atomic resonance method for magnetic
measurements 355

Attenuating probe 158
Attenuation, measurement of 366

Attenuators 207
bridged-T 211
for oscilloscopes 157
for signal generators 80
for v.h.f. 420
formulae and table for 482
H211
Hatfield Instruments decade 81

ladder 81, 211
loaded 209
switching 210
T210
use of 364
waveguide 213

Attew, J, E. 202
Attree, V. H, 42, 385
Audible indicators 174
Automatic amplitude control See

amplitude stabilization.

Automatic gain control, measurements
on 403

Available power 363
Avis, C. G. 52
Avometer 103, 109
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Ayrton»Perry winding 182
Axon^ P, E. 23, 352

Bailey, A. R, 78
Bainbridge^Bell, L. H, 333
Baker, C. 442
Balmain, C. G. 334, 515
Bandwidth, measurement of 383
Banner, E. H. W. 144
Bassett, H. G, 253
Batteries as power supplies 50
Baxandall, P, J, 65
Bayley, C'90
B.B.C. standardized chassis 1

3

Beam switching 169
Beat-frequency

oscillators 72
source, Sullivan-Ryall 74
sources 72

distortion in 73
Beatty, /?. T. 428
Beauchamp, K, <7. 347
Beck, H. K 347
Bell, D. A, 187, 195
Bell, J, S. 52
Benches 18
Benjamin, M, 389
Bennett, W, R. 97
Benson, F. A, 42, 50, 340
Rental, L, J, 42
Beranek, L, L, 362
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Berry, J, F. 59
Berth-Jones, E, W. 208, 380
Bertoya, H, C.Xl
Beta Tester, Ediswan 250
Beuren, J. M, van 380
Bigbee,J. H. 11

Biggs, A, /. 474
Blackburn Electronics Ltd. 49
Bleaney, B. /. and B. 355
Blocking

effect on selectivity 399
measurement of 400
oscillator 163

Blumlein, A. D. 162, 121, 385
Blumlein integrator 162, 163, 165, 171

Bojf, A. B. 269
Bogle, A, G, 63
Bond, M. E. 43
Boohariwalla, D. 399
Booth, C. F. 201
Bootstrap circuit 163
Bowes, R. C. 112, 203
Bradley, D. J. 328
Braun, B. G. L. 49
Bray, W. J. 391, 398, 403
Breadboard construction 10, 260
Breadboards, plastic 11

Bridge
admittance 228
Avo universal 232
Blumlein 233, 280, 327
calibrating 237
Cambridge 233
Cintel 234
controlled oscillator 68
Cossor 217
Cossor universal 232
De Sauty 232, 233
detectors 217
Furzehill 234
general-purpose 219, 229, 277
General Radio r.f. 424
General Radio universal 232
Hay 231, 233, 234, 241 . 242, 288, 289
Heathkit 232
Heaviside-Campbell 232
Heaviside-Campbell inductometer

289
Hunt 232
inductance 238, 240
inductive ratio-arm 227
inductometer 288
mains-frequency 234, 277, 288
Marconi Instruments 233
Marconi Instruments universal 232
Marconi Instruments v.h.f. admit-

tance 424
Maxwell 231, 233, 288, 289
measurements, error in 267
Muirhead 224
mutual inductance 231
negative-resistance 314
Owen 231, 240, 288
Schering 231, 277, 305
source 216
source frequency 242
transformer ratio-arm 234, 279, 280,

283, 424
Turner-Owen 256
two-signal 225
Wayne Kerr 215, 233, 241, 251, 328
Wheatstone 215, 266
Wien 68, 75, 76, 78, 231, 233, 242

Bridged-T 377
attenuator 211
network 288

General Radio 227
null measuring networks 227

Bridges 214
commercial 232
frequency-discriminating 242
inductance 231
resistance and capacitance 229, 234
r.f. 241
symmetrical 224
valve 248, 318, 322
v.Jh»f. 424
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British Electric Resistance Co. 49
British Standards x
Broadcast frequency standard 202
Broadcasting-frequency bands 505
Broadcasting stations as frequency

standards 350
Brown, C. W. 248
Brown, D, A. H. 66
Brown, R. 86, 90, 140, 253, 378, 402
Brunetti, C. 62
Buss, R. R. 138
Butler, F. 64, 79, 228
Byers, W. F. 70

Cables,
impedance of r.f. 356
measurements at v.h.f. 425
measurements on r.f. 356

Cahill, F. C. 138
Calculation, aids to 428
Calculus, differential and integral 498
Calibration 263

of oscillator 78, 165
Callender, M. V. 373, 385, 41

1

Calvert, R, 234, 241
Capacitance,

bridge methods for 276
connecting leads 278
data on 457
measurement by cathode-ray tube

274
measurement by voltmeter 273
measurement of direct 283
measurement of small 316
meter, Heathkit 284
meters, direct-reading 284
standards of 184
variation method for Q 302

Capacitance and resistance bridge 256
Capacitor(s),

boxes, Winston Electronics 180
by-pass 417
fixed standard 189
General Radio 185, 187
Johnson Matthey 191
leakage, measurement of 269
low-impedance 415
Marconi Instruments standard 187
measurement of electrolytic 281
Afinr/tenef standard 186, 187
r.f. measurements on 299
standard 186-91
Sullivan, H. W. 186, 188, 189, 190
switching 189, 190

Carter, A, O. 340
Carter, Harley 145
Cathode-coupled flip-flop 92
Cathode-coupled oscillator 64, 67, 92
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Cathode follower 48, 132, 135, 163,

246, 385, 479
distortion 383
probe 158
voltage stabilizer 37

“ Cathode Ray ” 489, 490
Cathode-ray deflection formulae 490

oscilloscope 255
Cathode-ray tube(s),

advantages of 144
characteristics of 145
Cossor double-beam 148-49
Electronic Tubes 154
Emitron miniature 147
Ferranti 147, 154
focusing 147
for v.h.f. 424
long-afterglow 402
Muilard 169
multiple-beam 148, 149, 169
power supplies for 152
screens 148
travelling-wave 156, 424
Twentieth Century Electronics 424
uses of 149

Cazaley, W, H 104, 109, 127
C.C.l.R,, standards for recording 509,

514

Chambers, A. G. 63
Chandler, J. A. 31
Chaplin, D. 334
Chaplin, G, B. B. 156
Characteristic impedance 357-59
Charman, F, 460
Charts, data 454
Chassis,

B.B.C. standardized 13

construction 11
“ Lektrokit ” 13

Widney-Dorlec 13

parts, Cowell Developments 12

Chatterjee, A. K. 39
Cherry, L. B. 50
Child, M. R. 250
Chisholm, A. L, 104
Choice and care of equipment 254
Chopper,

d.c. amplifler 129
photoelectric 130

Choudhury, J. K. 227, 288
Christian, R, G, 322
Circuit diagrams 260, 263

misleading 414
Circuit parameters, measurement of

265

Circular time base 167
Clapp, J, K. 58
Clare, /. D. 123
Clark, H A. M. 228
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Clark, T. G. 92
Clarke, L. N. 49
Clayton, G, B. 355
“ Cleaning Switch Contacts ” 262

Clip-around
meters 113

Hewlett-Packard 113
Solartron 113

milliammeter, use of 338
probes 158

Coaxial-line formulae 489
Cocking, W. T. 356, 383, 389
Coil design data 460
Cole, A. /. 156
Colebrook, F. M. 352, 467
Coleman, D, R, 37
Collector leakage current, measure-

ment of 325

Collins, D. J. 42, 47, 340
Colour code for pickups 514
Colour codes for fixed resistors and

capacitors 515

Colours, frequencies of 491
Colpitis oscillator 199
Communicating results 441
Conductance, negative 61-65, 69
Connecting leads 20
Connector blocks. Belling & Lee Ltd, 10
Constanton. See Eureka.
Continuous curve-tracing 408
Conversion conductance, measurement

of 389
Conversion gain, measure of 390
Conway, T, D, 377
Cosens, C, R. x, 42, 516
Cosgrove, C, IV, 389
Coupled circuits, formulae for 476
Counter, Advance 243
Counter, Marconi Instruments 243
Crawford, K, D, E, 124
Crocodile-clip leads 259
Crocodile clips 238
Crosby, M, G. 64
Cross-modulation,

effect on selectivity of 399
measurement of 400

Crowhurst, N, H. 288, 292
Crowther, G, O, 158
Crystal

calibrator 89, 201, 253
kit, Jason 202

controlled oscillators 58
diodes for v.h.f. voltmeters 422
oscillators 197, 202, 243
overtone operation 199

Cmliffe, A. 100
Current amplification factor 250
measurement of 325

Cunent overload preventer 42

Current stabilization 47
Cussim, fV, Z). 17
Cut-off frequency, measurement of

transistor 327

Alton, L, B, 359
Barrington, P. R, 113, 243
Data charts 454
Davidson, R, 415
Davie, O, H, 145
Dawson, L, H, 47
d.c. amplifier

Airmec 129
chopper 129
Solartron 129

Decade box 178
R, E, Thompson & Co, 179

Decade capacitor boxes 189
Heathkit 190

Decade resistance box 256
Decibels 363, 500

table of 503
De-emphasis 413
Deflection

amplifiers 154
defocusing 147
sensitivity 159

of c.r.t. 146
Dekatron 253

tubes 112
Delay circuit 164
Dent, H, B, 199, 205, 207
Denton, J, J, 191, 305
Depth of modulation, measurement of

89
Detectors, measurements on 388
DexionLtd, constructional material 17,

18
Dielectric constant. See permittivity.

Dielectric constant
measurement of 279
table of 458

Dielectric materials
measurements on 300
testing of 279

Difference measurements 27
Difference method 185, 278
Differentiating circuit 91
Digital counter 243
Digital meters, Solartron 112
Diode,

disk-seal 135
gas-filled 35, 97
rectification of 1 16
temperature-limited 50, 97
thennal properties of 329
voltmeter error 334
due to load 116

Direct capacitance 185
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Discriminator^
measurements on 411
types of 411

Dissipation factor 178, 237, 276
Distortion,

in beat-freq^uency sources 73
in f.m. receivers, measurement of413
in oscillators 54, 66, 73
in power units, waveform 49
measurement of 372
measurement of non-linearity 406
measurement of overall 405
measurement of television 408
meters 253
observation of 370
pulse 155
r.f. non-linearity 387
trapezium 147

Distortion factor 373
meters 378
meters, Marconi 377

Distributed amplification 154
Distributed deflection 156
Disturbing effects of instruments 30
Double-beam cathode-ray tube, Cossor

148, 149, 321
Double-beam oscilloscope 171

Double-beat method 309
DoWf /. B, 60
Drift correction, automatic 131

Drysdale, C K 100, 522
Duality, principle of 468
Dulberger, L. H. 78
Dummer, G. W. A, 183, 309
Dummy aerial 82

specification 393
use of 393

Dye’s shunt method 289
Dynamic resistance, measurement of

297, 298, 310, 312
Dynatron 425
measurements 309

Dyson, P. E, 369
Dzierzynski, O. E, 50, 353

Earth, Wagner 78, 223-25, 278
Earthing 19
Economy in equipping 3

Edge correction 280
Edge efiect 300
Edson, W. A. 55
E.h.t. voltmeter 253
Electric shock 260
Electromagnetic waves, speed of 206
Electromas^etism, formulae for 459
Electronn^ter 269
Ekeo Electronics 130
Electronk Instruments 130
Ericsson Tekphmies 130
valves 124, 131

Electron-coupled oscillators 59
Electron spin resonance 355
Electronic,

frequency modulation 85
indicators 172
test meter 125, 256

Electrostatic voltmeters 100
Elliott, L. J. 384
E M.L Laboratories 42
Emitter follower 48, 252

voltage stabilizer 37
Equipment

characteristics, measurement of 356
choice of 3

construction of 4
of laboratory 2
storage of 8

Equivalent circuit 176, 181, 184, 191,

198, 356
transistor 451, 480
valve 479

Errors.

connection 28
eliminating 431
personal 30

Errors and approximations, formulae
for 499

Essen, L, 206, 421
Eureka 180

screws 191
Experiment, preparation for 257
Exponential functions 497
Extrapolation 439

Feedback LC oscillators 57
Felton, A. 176
Ferguson, W, A, 124
Field, R. F. 278
Field strength, electric 394
Filing information 441
Filter(8),

design of 488
formulae and tables 484
matched-termination 486

Finlay, J. C. 247
Fixed-frequency oscillators 68
Fixed inductors 194
Fixed standard capacitors 189
Flanagan, T. P. 82
Fleming, L. 72
Fleming'Williams, B. C. 147
Fletcher*Munson equal-loudness curves

493
Flip-flop, cathode-coupled 92
Fluorescent lighting 6
Flux density, measurement of 353
Fiuxmeters 353
^.£.7.354
Orassot 353
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Flyback 160» 163
Form factor 463
Formulae, deceptive 377, 428
Formulae, rearranging 426
Foster^ B, C. 248
Foster-Seeley discriminator 41

1

France^ G. 269
Franklin, F, J, 42
Fraser, W\ 67
Frequency

allocations 505
bands, table of 453
base 167
B.B.C. stations 79
bridges, General Radio 242
bridges, Muirhead 242
calculation of resonant 472
changers, measurements on 389
changers, noise in 418
characteristics, measurement of 366
characteristics of records 509
comparison 345
curve plotters, Bruel & KJaer 367
curve plotters. General Radio 367
curves, automatic plotting of 367
cut-off curves 469
difference, measurement of 349
divider 202
measurement at v.h.f. 421
measurement of 343
meters 242

absorption 409
Airmec 243
use of 421

modulation 84
electronic 85
in loudspeakers 361
mechanical 84
of RC oscillators 86
receivers, measurements on 41

1

receivers, testing of 401
of natural resonance 298
stable oscillators 58
stability in oscillators 74
stability of 65
standard 79, 196
Airmec 203
EtUott Bros, 202
General Radio 203

tables of 453, 505,506
variation method for Q 306
very-high 414

Furby, D, W, 84
Fuses 106

Gain
control in oscilloscopes 157
meaning of 3b3
measurement of 363
measurement of r.f. 386

Gainsborough, G, E, 82
Galvanometers 105, 138

Cambridge Unipivot Versatile 109,

no
Sullivan 217
vibration 110, 217

Gang-capacitor matching 317
Gay, M, J, 253, 325, 328
Generators,

pulse 91
special waveform 90
square-wave 91

television, waveform 90
transitron square-wave 92

Gill,J. C, 112
Gilling, B, T, 85
Godfrey, J. W, 442
Golding, J, F, 90, 228, 229, 300
Gordon^Smith, A, C, 206, 421
Gouriet, G. G, 58
Gramophone as signal source 52, 53
Gramophone pickups, testing of 384
Graphical symbols 449
Graphs 429, 435, 439
Greek alphabet 448
Grid-diode time base 163
Grid-dip oscillator, Cossor 205
Griffiths, W, H, F. 25, 176, 186, 195
Gruchy, J, de 105
Guard ring 280, 283

technique 271
Guy, P, J, 514
Gyromagnetic ratio 355

h parameters 251
Hague, B, 176, 216
Hallam Sleigh & Cheston Ltd. 13

Hall effect 353
Hall, R. A. 252
Harden, B. N. 328
Harmonic analysis 375
Harmonic distortion 78, 372, 374

in oscillators 55, 67
Harmonics,

calculation of 374
identification of 349, 351
measurement of 377

Harries, J. H. O. 378
Harris, F. K, 216, 267, 336, 440
Hartshorn, L. 176, 191, 241, 279, 293,

303, 305, 306, 425
Hay, G, A. 62, 124, 425
Hayman, W. G. 461
Hetui, J. W. 68, 467
Head, L, R, 401
Heathkit, Daystrom Ltd* 79
Heating laboratory 6
Heaviside unit function 381
Herold, E, W. 62



Hersh, J, F. 192, 288
Hetherington, F, E, 78
Hewlett, W, R, 138
Hickman, D, E, D, 68
Higdon, B, G. 43
Hill, F. L. 248
Hinton, W. R. 301
Hogg, F. L, 109
Holbrook, G. W. 66
Holzer, R. C. de 377
Hooper, D, E. 69
Houldin, /. E. 424, 474
Huey, R. M. 120
Hughes, J, W, 37
Hulls, L. 269
Hum,

effects of feedback on 479
measurement of 380, 381, 401
meters 140
voltage, calculation of 486

Hutcheson, J, A, 374
Hutchins, R. 252
Hybrid parameters 452
Hyperbolic functions 500

Lf. rejection ratio 403
Image frequency rejection ratio 403
Impedance,

calculation of 465
measurement of 292, 424
measurement of very low 300
motional 361

Indicators 98
for v.h.f. 422

Inductance,
bridge methods for 288
formulae for 460
formulae for mutual 461
measurement of 284, 297, 305
of iron-cored coils 285
three-voltages method for 285

Inductometers 192
Cambridge Instrument Co. 192, 232
Campbell 288
Campbell standard mutual 232
Campbell variable mutual 192

Inductors,
fixed 194
General Radio Standard 192
Sullivan^Griffiths standard 194

Input capacitance, reduction of 385
impedance of receivers 396
meaning of 363

ln5trumeat(s),
book 260, 263, 440
care of 260
handiness of 258
reconditioned 3

Insulants, properties of 458

IN0EX 529

Insulation tester, English Electric Co.
269 272

Integrators 162, 163, 165
Blumlein 171

Interference due to lights 6
Interfeience, suppression of 6
Intermodulation 373, 374
measurement of 378
meter 380
tests 509
tests for pickups 384

International units 175
Interpolation 266, 439
Interpretation of results 432
Iron-core losses, analysis of 288
Iron-cored coils, measurement of 288

j, use of 467
Jackets, A. E. 69, 92
Jackson, L. C. 489
Jackson, Willis 490
James, J. R. 328
Jansson, L. E. 59
Jason Motor & Electronic Co. 79
Jefferson, H. 52
Johnson, K. C. 85
Johnston, Dr. D. L. 42
Johnstone, G. G. 86
Jolly, A. C. 100, 522
Joyce, P. L. 420

Kapp, R. O. 442
Karma alloy 180
Karo, D. 431
Keenan, T. C. 169
Kelly, S. 384
Kemhadjian, H. 47, 130
Key, A. J. 172
Kirchhoff formula 279
Kirchhoff’s Laws 455
Kitai, R. 140, 341
Kits 4
Konopinski, T. 52
Kundu, P. 341

"Labix” chassis units, Mullard, Ltd. 12

Laboratory,
amateur’s 7

construction of 5
equipment of 2
heating and lighting 6
instrument book 260, 263, 440
layout of 9
pilose of 1

wiring 18
Ladder attenuator 81

Lament, K. 242
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Langfard^SmitK F. 324, 462
Laws 434

establishina 435
Lawson, E. W. 131, 467
Leakage inductance 360, 361
Leakage test 237
Lee, A. 482
**Lektrokit’* chassis construction 13

Leonardo G, H, 156
Lewis, H: W, 94
Uwis, N. W. 386
Light, L, H. 52
Light units 491
Light, v^oeity of 491
Lighting, fluorescent 6
Lighting of laboratory 6
Lindenhovius, H. J, 39
Limisay, C. D. 190
Lissajous figures 202, 345
Litz wire 191
Lo, A. W. 59
Load, artificial 107
Load-resistance characteristics 369
Logarithms and exponentials 496
Long-afterglow

c.r. tube 402
phosphor 172
screen 164, 168

Longfoot, /. E. 120
Long-tailed pair 91, 130, 131
Loss angle 276
measurement of 358, 366

Loss tangent 178, 276
measurement of 279

Loudness meters 140
Loudness, units of 492
Loudspeakers, measurements on 361
Lowry, IV. R. H. 391, 398, 403
Low-voltage stabilized power supplies

Luf/ekx, J. 245, 301
Lynch, A. C, 65

McElroy, P. K. 213, 483
MacDonald, D. K. C. 482
Macfarlane, J. E. 292
McGuire, J. H. 49
McKeivey, K. K. 467
Mackenzie, K. A. 269
Magic eye 138, 172, 217, 232, 233, 235

for frequency comparison, use of 347
Magnetic fiux, measurement of 353
Magnetic measurements 227
Magnetogyric ratio 355
Magnification factor 178
Mimw-frequeiK^ biidge 265, 277
Maintenance of equipment 262
Medkfry Batteries Ltd^ 51
Maagiu!^ wire 180

Martin, D.J.R. 131
Martin, J. D. 252
Martindill, B. G. 420
Masers 418
Matching 363, 364
Mathematical
formulae 495
symbols and abbreviations 448
tables 431

Matthews, S. 373
Maurice, D. 141, 391
Mavers 418
Mayo, C. G. 68, 73, 224
Meacham, L. A. 72
Measurement, fundamental principles

of 21
Mechanical frequency modulation 84
Medhurst, R. G. 194
Megger 268
Evershed & Vignoles 110

Megohmmeters 127
General Radio 127 ^

Memotron 172
Hughes Aircraft Co. 148

Mendes, T. A. 163
Mercury/alkali cell 51
Mercury cells 195
Meter(s)

a.c. 100
accuracy of 100
amplifier-aided 121

basic types of 98
clip-around 113
digital 112
disturbing effects of 99, 332
errors 101
frequency ranges of 100
hum 140
loudness 140
multi-range 102
peak-to-peak 119
recording 141-44
rectifiers 113

Westinghouse Brake Al Signal Co.
115

resistance, Cambridge 109
r.m.s., 119
selective 138
types, characteristics of 98
waveform errors in 100

Metre, definition of 443
**Metrohm*’, Everett Edgeumbe 110
Microammeter, Dawe ax. 137
Microammeter, Quan-Tech Labora*

iories a.c. 137
Miller ^ect 198, 324
formulae for 478

Miller integrator. See Blumlein inte-

^ator.
Miller, tv. H. 467
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“Milliclamp” Dawe 113
Millivoltmctcr,
Marconi Instruments 338
Philips 129
Rivlin Instruments 129

M.k.s. system of units 445
Modulation

depth, measurement of 387
frequency and depth, standard 395
hum, measurement of a.f. 380
hum, measurement of r.f. 401
of oscillators 83
suppression, effect on selectivity of

399
suppression, measurement of 400

Moir, J. 97, 362
Monitor meters 82
Moore, L, H, 349
Morle, W. 78
Morton, C. 50
Moss, F. P. 341
Moss, Hilary 152, 345
Moullin, E. B. 56
Mounting of apparatus 9
Moving-iron meter 264
Multiple-beam c.r. tube.

Electronic Tubes 149
Twentieth Century Electronics 149

Multiple-beam tubes 169
Multiple trace displays 168
Multi-range meter 255

Electronic Instruments 103
Taylor 103

Multi-range variable capacitors 188
Multivibrators 92, 94, 163, 197, 202

Schmitt 92
transistor 92, 203

Musical intervals and frequencies 504
Muting system, tests on 404
Mutual conductance 248
measurement of 322

Mutual inductance, measurement of 291
Mutual inductance, standards of 191

N curve 352
NagardLtd, 17
Nambier, K. P. P, 163
National Physical Laboratory. See

N. P. L.
Neale, D. M. 13
Negative
conductance 61-65, 69
feedback, formulae for 478
resistance, measurement of 313
resistor 310

Neon lamps as indicators 173
Neon tub^ 195
Nepers 500, 504
Neville, P. D. 42

Newell, A. F. 47
Newell, G. F. 141, 391
Newsome, J. F. 297, 300
Newton, J. 97
Noise

at v.h.f. 418
factor 97, 418, 494

defmition of 397
measurement of 397

fluctuation 418
formulae for 493
generators 94, 97, 362
Marconi Instruments 97

Johnson, 493
limited input signal 396
power 97
resistance, equivalent 418
white 94, 97, 138, 362, 367

Nomograms 428
Non-linearity,

analysis of 371
measurement of 360, 372
observation of 370

N.P.L. 175, 190, 195, 228, 430, 507
Null indicators 104, 112, 121, 131, 138

Ferguson Radio 132
Null methods 28
Null systems 214

Oakes, F. 131, 467, 472
Ogihy, H. H. 340
Ohm’s Law 453
Ohmmeters 108, 265

valve 125
Orthonull 233
Oscillators

Advance 75
amplifier two-terminal LC 63
beat-frequency 72
blocking 163
bridge-controlled 68
calibration of 78, 165, 348
cathode-coupled 64, 67, 92
crystal-controlled 58
Dawe 75
distortion in 54, 73
Dynatron 60, 310
electron-coupled 59
feedback LC 57
fixed-frequency 68
frequency control 83
frequency stability in 74
frequency-stable 58
FurzehiinS
general requirements 53
grid-dip 205
harmonic distortiof! in 55, 67
Leveil 76
Marconi 75
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Oscillators

—

continued
Marconi Instruments 76
modulation of 83
Muirhead decade 75
phase-shift 66, 67
Pye 76
RC 65, 75, 76
ringing 166
screening of 80
servicemen's 79
transistor 59, 65, 69
transistron 163, 310
v.h.f. 418, 425
fVayne-Kerr 75, 76

Oscilloscope
Airmec 169
camera, how to make an 172
camera, Langham Thompson 172
commercial 170
Cossor Instruments Ltd. 150, 153, 170,

171
double-beam 171

for showing waveforms 341
for square-wave tests 382
for tracing selectivity curves 402
Heathkit 171
Hewlett-Packard 155
Marconi Instruments 163, 171

Microcell 171
Mullard 156
Solartron 159
switched-beam 171

Tektronix 155, 156, 171

Telequipment 171

transistor 171

voltage coincidence 1 70
Output,
meaning of 363
meter 107-8, 395

Heathkit 108
Marconi Instruments 107
use of 395

power, measurement of 369
power meters 107
standard 395, 412

Oven, Automatic Telephone & Electric

Co. 201
Overload point, determination of 368
Owen, David 336
Owens, A. R. 156

Parallel-T null measuring networks 227
Parameters, hybrid 452
Parametric amplifiers 41$
Parasitic oscillation 318, 322, 371
Parr, G. 145, 442
Passive frequency standards 204
Passive quantities 25
Passive standards 214
Patchett, G. N. 50, 276

INDEX

Patrick, K. R. 71
Pattern generator 253

transistor 84
Payne, J. J. 262
Pearce, J. R. A1
Pemberton, M. E. Ill
“Pen-torch” signal generators 94
Permittivity, measurement of 279, 280

300
Perry, B. J. 42
Peterson, A. P. G. 97, 378
Pettit, J. M. 396
Phase-angle measurement 275
Phase difference, measurement of 339
Phase meters 341
Phase-sensitive detector 217
Phase-sensitive voltmeters 140
Phase-shift,

measurement of 382
observation of 371

Phase-shift oscillators 66, 67
Phase-splitting circuit 167
Phase velocity 357, 358, 359
Phon 493
Phones 138

as indicators 217
Brown, S. G. 174

Photoelectric cell as indicator 174
Photoelectric chopper, 130
Photographing oscillograms 1 72
“Picomat”, 284
Pickups, colour code for 514
Pickups, testing of gramophone 384
Pierce, J. R. 97
Piezo-electric effect 198
Planer, F. E. 322
Platform frame 14
Plugs 19
Plymax 11

Polar time base 166
Polishuk, H. D. 71
Popper, P. 123
Post-deflection accelerator 146
Potential dividers 207
Potentiometer Dawe 208
Potentiometer measurements 335
Power

factor 106, 107, 178, 237, 276
from mains 33
measurement of 339
supplies for cathode-ray tubes 152

stabilized d.c. 35
transformers 34
units 33
Advance 47
Claude Lyons 47
Cossor 44
measurements on 390
Solartron 47
triM^tor 51
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Precision 25
Pre-emphasis 411,413
Preferred-value resistors 208, 256
Preisman, A, 429
Premises, choice of 5
Presseyy D. C. 372
Prewefty J. N, 252, 326
Probes 158, 422
Propagation constant 359
Propagation effects 508
Protection against overload 103-06
Protective devices 261
Proton resonance 355
Proximity effect 1 83
Puckhy D. S. 160
Puckle time base 162
'“Puff Box” Hunt's 316
Pul/eny K. A. 92
Pulleny K. A. y Jr, 64
Pulse

distortion 155, 383, 385
generators 91

modulation 84, 87
testing of television receiver 409

Pulse-and-bar generator, Pye 94, 385
Pulse-and-bar signal 409
Pulse and sweep generator, Rank Cintel

94
Pulse-counter discriminator 411
Pulse-counter frequency meter 243

Q 289
factor 198
measurement of 296, 297, 298, 299,

300, 302, 306
at v.h.f., 425

meters 243, 293
Advance 245
Marconi Instruments 245
use of 295

theory of 473
Quantities, symbols for 445
Quarter-wave resonator 206
Quartz crystals 197

“Radivet,” Airmec 253
Raey A. G. A, 355
Ramanany K. V. 39
Raoy B, S. 39
“Rapikon” chassis construction 1

7

Ratio arms 215, 217, 232
Dawe 219

Ratio discriminator 41

1

Rayery F. G. 201
Rayner, G. H, 176, 224
RC oscillators 65, 75, 76
Reactance, measurement of 315
Reactance valve 85

35

Receiver test sets 253
Receiver tests, standard conditions for

393
Receiver tests, standard schedules of

391
Reconditioned instruments 3
Recording meters 141-44

Bruel & Kjaer 144
General Radio 143

Recording results 440
Records, test 509
ReeveSy R. J, D. 170
Reflex valve voltmeter 1 32
“Regavolt”, Berco 34
Regulation curve 391
Reicliy H. J, 65
Rendally A, R. A, 386
Research 257
Residuals 176, 219, 288
Resistance,

data on 456
dynamic 54
measurement of 265

low 267
very high 268
v.h.f. 425

standards of 1 78
variation method for r.f. 308

Resistance
box, Dawe decade 1 79
box, Nash d Thompson 1 79
meter, Cambridge 109
transformers 122, 135
winding, standards of 5 1

6

wire, British Driver Harris Co, 180
Resistivity

of insulants 458
of liquids, measurement of 272
of metals 456

Resistors,

adjustment of 183
high-stability 183
preferred-value 208, 256
r.f. measurements on 298

Resolved Components Indicator,
SolarIron 140

Resonance
curves 475
formulae for 471
methods 243, 256, 293, 351

Resonator, quarter-wave 206
R.f.

ampliflers, measurements on 386
chokes, measurements on 298
resistance, measurement of 299, 306,

308
resistors, measurements on 298
signal generator 255
sources 79

Richards, J, C. S, 91, 284
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Ringing oscillator 166
Rinia, H, 39
R.m.s. values, measurement of 338
Robinson and Dadson equal-loudness

curves 493
Roddam, T, 69, 72, 104, 109, 121, 242
Roe, Z>. O. 78
Rogers, D. W. W, 42
Rounding off figures 430
Rowson, R. B,\7A
Rozner, F. 92
Ryan, W, D. 78

Salter, J. P, 338
Sampling technique 155
Sandeman, E, K. 94, 241
Sargent, D. J, 250
Sawtooth time base 1 60
Schaffer, J. 84
Schering bridge. See Bridge.
Schmitt multivibrator 92
Scholes, N, P. 292
Science Abstracts 257
Screened test cabin, Belling & Lee Ltd. 7
Screening 221-23

of coils 461
of oscillators 80
of signal generators 87
room 6

Scroggie, M, G. 306
Seal, P. M, 385
Second, definition of 443
“Selectest Super 50”, Salford 103
Selectivity-curve tracing 401
Selectivity, measurement of 398
Self-capacitance 360

effects of 289
measurement of 296, 304

Self-inductance, standards of 191

Sen, P, C. 227, 288
Sensitivity, measurement of 407, 412
Sensitivity, measurement of receiver

395
Serviscope 171
“Servograph”, Fielden 143
Shandon Electronics Ltd, 17
Shekel, J, 359
Shepherd, W. G, 72
Shift control 159
Short, G. W, X, 86, 205, 225, 280
Shorter, D. E. L, 361, 373
Shunts, rectifier 104
Signal generators 86-96

a.f. 255
Airmec 87
attenuators for 80
Avo 86
Channel Electronic Industries 87
Cossor 87

Signal generators -continued

for television 84, 96
frequency calibration of r.f. 350
Marconi Instruments 253
Marconi standard 89
” pen-torch ” 94
R.E.E. Telecommunications Ltd. 90
r.f. 86, 255
Telequipment 89

Signal measurements 332-55
Signal/noise ratio 418
measurement of 396, 412

Signal sources 509
electronic 53
gramophone 52, 53

“Signals”, meaning of 33
Silicon diodes 423
Silver/alkali accumulator 51

Sims, H. V. 241
Sinclair, D. B. Ill
Sinfield, L. F. 78, 92
Sinusoidal time base 160
Skin effect 180, 183, 289, 360, 456
Slide-back valve voltmeter 133
Slide-rule 429, 430

for calculating impedances 466
for identifying harmonics, use of 351

Slow-motion drive, Muirhead 1 88
Smallbone & Son Ltd. 8

Smith, G, 250
Smith, J. E. 42, 340
Smith, J. R. 343
Smith, R. W, 328
Smoothing and decoupling filters 484
Soldering iron 19
Soldering resistance alloys 517, 522
Sone 493
Sound, units of 492
Sound, velocity of 492
Sowerby, J. McG. 43, 428
Spectrometer, Bruel & Kjaer a.f. 120
Special waveform generators 90
Speight, C. S. 163
Spencer, J. D. 391
Spencer, J. G. 141
Spratt, H. G. M. 127
Spreadbury, F. G. 353
Spurious responses in superheterodyne

402
Square-wave generators 91
Square-wave tests 381, 382, 408
“Stabilistor”, Westinghouse 49
Stabilized power supplies,

design of 39
d.c. 35

low-voltage 44
shunt type, 43
transistor 44

Stabilized power unit 255
Stabilized power units, a.c. 49
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Standard
cell, use of 335

Mallory 195

frequencies 507
frequency bands 505
of time 196
test records, tables of 509
variable air capacitor 256

Standard-signal generators 79, 80
Marconi Instruments 88

Standard Telephones Ltd, 71

Standards
of amplification 207
of frequency 79, 196
of voltage 195
of wavelength 206
purpose of 175

Star-delta transformation 468
Starr, A, T 213
Starr, D, 180
Stender, R, 467
Stephens, G, L, 6
Stereophonic test records 509
Sterling, H, T 78
Storage of equipment 8

Stott, A, 23, 352
Stray admittances 219, 225, 227
Stray capacitances 1 85

Stray fields 154, 191, 208, 259, 264

Strutt, M, J, O, 324
Sturley, K. R, 169, 343
Styles, H, E, 34

Subjective impressions, correlation with

377

Subjective measurements 372
Subjective methods 23
Substitution methods 26
Sulzer, P. G. 64
Super-regenerative receiver for v.h.f.

421

Sutcliffe, //. 112
Swaffield, G. L. 92
Switch-cleaning fluid, Servisol Ltd, 263

Switch contact resistance 180, 262
Switch, Pye, W. G, 181

Switched-beam oscilloscope 171

Symbols 444, 450
for quantities 445

Synchronization 163

Tabular working 431
Tape recorder, uses of 53

Tape-recording characteristics 509

Taylor, P. L. 353
Technical writing 441
Telephone rack 14
“Teievet”, Airmec 253

Television

channels, table of 506
lines, testing of 385
receiver testing 385
signal generators 89, 94
waveform generators 90

examination of 343
Temperature coefficient 187, 196, 199

of copper 181
of resistance 456

Temperature-limited diode 50, 97
Temperatu’-e scales 448
Terman, R £. 138, 241, 255
Test meter, electronic 125
Texas Instruments 330
Thackeray, D. P, C. 42
Thermal e.m.f. 181
Thermal resistance, measurement of

329, 330
Thermistor control 50
Thermistor stabilization 78
Thermistors 68, 70, 71, 201

Thermoelectric e.m.f. 180, 456
Thermoelectric effects 517
Thevenin’s theorem 48

1

Thomas, H, A, 55
Thomas, J, L, 42
Thompson, A, M. 280
Thyratron time bases 160
Thyratrons 43
Tillman, /. R, 65, 70
Time bases 159-68

circular 167
grid-diode 163
Polar 166
Puckle 162
sawtooth 160
sinusoidal 160

Time
constant 178, 458, 462
measurement 165
standard of 196

Tombs, D, Martineau 378
Tomlinson, T, B. 385
Toroidal winding 192
Trace expansion 164
Transfer characteristic 371, 374, 375

Transformer(s),
formulae foi 459
harmonic distortion in a.f. 361

loss, measurement of 360
measurements on a.f. 360
power 34
quarter-wave 489
ratio-arms 227, 241

bridges. See Bridge.

Transients, inductive 462
Transistorfs)

analyser, Avo 251
at v.h.f. 420
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Transistor(s)

—

continued
cut-off frequency 421
equivalent generator 480
measurement 317
measurements on 325
multivibrators 92, 203
noise factor, measurement of 328
oscillators 59, 65, 69
oscilloscopes 171

output admittance, measurement of
328

power-gain, measurement of 328
power units 51
signal g^enerators 90
stabilized power supplies 44
symbols and abbreviations 451
temperature compensation of 1 30
tester 250-51

Advance 250
Cossor 250
Grundy & Partners 251

Hatfield Instruments 25

1

thermal properties of 329
valves compared with 44, 56, 324

Transit time
in diodes 422
in transistors 420
in valves 417

Transitron oscillator 62, 163, 310
Transitron square-wave generator 92
Transmission lines,

formulae for 489
impedance of 356
measurements on 356

“Trans-Ranger” B.P.L. 131

Travelling-wave c.r. tubes,

C.E.C. 156
Twentieth Century Electronics 156

Trolley mounting 17
Tuned circuits, measurements on 298
Tuned circuits, syntonizing 351
Tuning

curves 475
drift, measurement of 407
indicators 173

Tunnel diodes 62
Turner, D, R. 377
Turner, H. A/. 287
Turner, L. B. 240
Tusting, W, 109, 154
Tuttle, W. TV. 227, 250
Two-signal tests on receivers 400
Tyler, V. J, 111

Unit equivalents 444
Units 443
and equivalents, table of miscel*

laneous 446
of light 491

Units

—

continued
m.k.s. X

table of 445
Universal bridge 256
Universal Decimal Classification 441
Universal meter, Southern Instruments

Ml

Valve(s)

bridge. General Radio 250
cathode-1 ay tests on 319
equivalent generator 479
for v.h.f. 420, 422
impedances, measurement of 323
measurement 317
millivoltmeter,

Marconi Instruments 132, 137
Philips 136
Solartron 137

ohmmeter 269
symbols and abbreviations 450
tester 257

A.P.T, Electronic Industries 247
Metrix 248
Mullard 247

voltmeters 256
a.c. 132
Airmec 135
Boonton 135
Dawe r.m.o. 121

errors at v.h.f. 422
General Radio 423
Heathkit 119
Hewlett-Packard di.Q, 130, 136
high-stability 124
Jason 135
Marconi Instruments 1 35
Moullin 132
phase-sensitive 341
reflex 132
slide-back 133
twin-triode 123
use of 365

Valve-testing equipment 246
Vanderlyn, P. P. 228
“Variac”, General Radio 19, 34
Varistor 136
Vaughan, W, C. 66
Venner accumulator 326
Venner Accumulators Ltd, 51

“Veroboard” Vero Precision Engineer-
ing Ltd, 11

V.h.f.,

bounds of 414
measurements 62
valves at 417

Vibration galvanometer 217
Vierhout, R, R, Ml
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Vigoureux, P. 201
Virtual detector 227
Virtual oscillator 227
Vision-channel testing 407
Visme, G. de 202, 340
Visual indicators 138, 204, 217
Voltage

amplification factor 248
measurement of 322

measurement of 1 58, 333
multiplier 52
raisers, d.c. 51

reference devices 35
stabilizers 173

cathode-follower 37
emitter-follower 37
see also Stabilized power supplies,

stabilizing devices 195

standards of 195
Voltmeter,

Cossor r.m.s. 121

electrostatic 100
Muirhead decade 121

phase-sensitive 140

Waddell, J. M. 37
Wagner earth. See Earth, Wagner.
Walker, A. H. B. 35, 42, 49
Wang, T. P. 180
Ward, W. H. 264, 306, 425
Warren, W. J. 389
Wattmeters 100, 106
Walton, W. L. 227
Wave analyser 138-40, 374, 379
Airmec r.f. 140
General Radio 1 39
Hewlett-Packard 139
Muirhead-Pametrada 1 38
use of 377
zero-beat type 378
zero i.f. 139

Waveform errors 114, 334, 338
Waveform examination 341

Wavelengths, standards of 206
Wavemeter, absorption 204
Wavemeter, heterodyne 79
Wayne, A. W. 91
Wehh, //, A. 467

Webb, N, G. 84
Weighted network 381
Welldon, S. 37
Wells, O. C. 92
Welshy, K C. 194
Wenham, D. G. 47
Whale, H. A. 68
Wheatstone bridge. See Bridge.
Wheeler, H. A.m
White, G. 123
White, L. G. 137, 228
White noise, 94, 97, 138, 362, 367
Wien bridge. See Bridge.

Wigan, E. R. 23, 210, 372, 373
Wild, R. F. 50
Willey, E. J. B. 70
Williams, A. P. 124
Williams, E. M. 71

Williams, F. P. 63
Williams, G. E. 442
Williamson, R. 78
Willis, J. 482
Willmer, R. W. 224
Willmore, A. P. 31
Winding, non-reaclive 181

Wire, R. O. 72
Wire tables 516
Wiring of laboratory 18

Wright, P. G. 52
Wobbulation 84, 168
Wobbulators 86, 253, 402, 408, 412
Wood, J. K. 269
Wood, K. E. 169
Woods, D. 82
Wow-and-flutter meter, Kalee, G.B,

Ltd. 353
Wow-and-flutter, measurement of 352

Yarrow, C. J. 52
Yates, G. G. 106, 252, 326
Yates, R. J. 97, 398
Young, J. F. 253

Zener diode 35,36, 44, 47, 48, 1 06, 1 95, 196
Zenith 49
Zero beat, tuning to 348
Ziel, A. van der 97, 324
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COMPREHENStVE
TECHNICAL
HANDBOOK
SERVICE
For complete data on Muilard Valves,

Tubes, Semiconductors and Components

The MuUard Technical Handbook is a loose-leaf publication,

issued on a subscription basis and containing data sheets on

Muilard valves, tubes, semiconductor devices and components in

current production. From one to twenty pages are devoted to

each valve, tube or semiconductor type, data including : standard

ratings and performance figures for various applications. Sub-

scribers automatically receive revised sheets and supplementary

data on new types, as they are introduced.

Mullaid
MULLARD LIMITED,

T.S.D, DATA &

PUBLICATIONS SECTION,

MULLARD HOUSE,

TORRINGTON PLACE,

LONDON, W.C.I.

HVM 4295
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INDUSTRIAL RANGE
LOW COST
SILICON RECTIFIERS

HIGH SURGE MTIHG

HIGH POWER TO SIZE RATIO

RIIGGEO CONSTRUGTION

1
MAXIMUM RATING I

TYPE No. Z872 ZS74 Z878

PIV 200 400 000 Volts

Mom Reotlflod Current at

2(°C Ambient Temp. 1 750 750 mA

Mu. Reverie Current at

SS’^C and at Rated PIY
5 5 5

Mu. Peak Repetitive

Current
520 525 525 Amps

Mu. Peak Surge Current 70 70 70 Amps

Mu. Mun Surge Current

for 5m.8ee. 1 35 35 Amps

Min. Series Resistor

(Capacitor Load) 5 n Ohms

1

Operating Temperature RMge -40 to +1S0'’C
|

for furthtr InfornuUon writo to;—

FERRANTI ITD • GEM MILL • CHAD0ERTON > OLDHAM • LANCS

Tiiophona; MAIn 6661 * lonUon Offict: TolaplioM TEMpli Bor 6666

FEIHIANTt «ff«f « widt rande of SILIOON nMIOONOtlGTOII HEVIOCS

VALVES AMO GATHOOS RAY THUS
FE209



Small as a sixpence...
A unique range of miniature rotary multi-purpose

switches with Ministry Departmentai Type Approval.

Available with sealed spindles and spring return

mechanism.

Switch kits available

MINIATURE COMPONENTS
We manufacture a wide range of miniature and sub-

miniature components including switches, transformers,

potentiometers, fixed resistors, electronic sub-assemblies.

Techn/ca/

data upon

roquott

Ona of tho EMI sroup of companias

«-i2 MINERVA ROAD NORTH ACTON N.W.IO,

'
ABDENTS Phona

ELGar 3923

iii

36
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Excellence in Desig:n . .

.

SUB^NIATURE

TELECOHMUNICATIOIIS

CONEONENTS

^ Miniature Shaft

Couplings

ig MinhTrimmers

^ Miniature Air

Dielectric Trimmers

it P.T.F.E. Stand-Off

and Lead-Through

Insulators

it Multi-Tag

insulators

it Delay Lines

it Plugs and Sockets

it Ceramic Stand-Off

Insulators

/

5
#'

/’

DEVELOPMENTS
COMPANY
LIMITED

ULVEESTON. NORTH LANCS.



"SPEAREnC"
EUCTRONK BMINKR'S SERVICim DESK

MAKES

SERVICING

A

PLEASURE

SUPPLIED COMPLETE READY TO PLUG IN

SPECIFICATION

LENGTH 6 ft. 0 ins., HEIGHT 3 ft. 0 ins.

TRANSFORMER ISOLATED EECTRICS

CONTROL PANEL OUTPUT VOLTAGES

6 - 12 • 24 - 230 - 250 VOLTS

THE

SERVICE

MAN'S

DREAM

INSTRUMENT SHAVES ADJUSTABLE BENCH LIGHT

ADJUSTABLE MIRROR FOR OSCILLOSCOPE SERVICING

TWO FITTED TOa DRAWERS TOOLS INCLUDE

SOLDKING IRONS, WIRING JIGS, PIN

ALIGNING TOOLS, EXTRAaORS, TRIMMING

TOa.S, THERMAL SHUNT CLAMPS, CHASSIS

JACKS, PLIRS, SCREWDRIVERS, ETC.

DESK TOP AND SHELVES, COVERED FORMICA

ATTRAaiVE TWO TONE FINISH

A MUST FOR SERVICE DEPARTMENTS

SDIAt MOmnMNO CO. LTD.
WAN WORKS

WAHUNOHAM, SORMY



CERAMIC METALLIZI9JG
With over 20 years* experience In the art of manufacturing

Liquid Sliver and Its applications, we are able to offer to the

trade a complete service for the Metallizing of small or large

quantity parts.

THE “MELTRONIC*’ (Reg. Trade Mark)

series of V.H.F. High Stability Inductors Illustrated is an

example of our own design and manufacture exploiting this

technique to full advantage. These have been adopted as

standard in certain precision Government equipment over the

past 12 years.

MELTRONIC’* TRANSFORMERS & CHOKES
which Include oil filled ** C ’* core types

manufactured to highest standards are in

demand by discriminating users where high

quality and quick delivery at the correct

price are the essential requirements.

SUB-ASSEMBLY
Experimental sections of Government de-

partments and the electronic industry may

have full confidence in the workmanship,

performance and confidential respect given

by a highly specialized department equipped

for this type of work.

LIQUID SILVER
There are ho fewer than 12 grades for producing conductive coatings on the many

different insulating and dielectric materials now available, ranging from the High

Temperature Burnt-on Types to Air-Drying Grades.

Full details from

HELTON HETALLUROiCAL LABORATORIES LTD.
(INCOKPORATINa MILTON ILKTRONiCS LTO.)

42 TOWNGATE STREET, POOLE, DORSET
TakphoM; POOLE ^/5
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Cossorscope model 1076
SPECIFICATION
CATHODE-BAY TUBE: 5 in. (12.7 cm) diameter screen, single-beam, operating at 10 kV.
Green fluorescence—phosphor PI. Phosphors P7 and Pll available to special order.

Display ares 10 cm (horizontal) by 6 cm (vertical).

Y AMPLIFIEB: Bosic Model 1076; d.c. to 80 Mc/s (30% down); rise-time 5 mpseo;
sensitivity 200 mV/cm. With plug-in unit Model 1078; rise-time 6 mpsetc to 7 mpsec;
60 mV/cm to 60 V/cm calibrated. With plug-in unit Model 1080; d.c. to 1 Mc/s (30%
down); 1 mV/cm to 60 V/cm calibrated (differential inputs). With plug-in unit Model
1081; 3 c/s to 40 Mc/s (30% down); rise-time 10 mpsec; 6mV/cm to 2 V/cm calibrated

or, d.c. to 60 Mc/s, 50 mV/cm to 20 V/cm. With plug-in unit Model 1086; d.c. to

40 Mc/s (30% down), dual-channel beam switch; rise-time 10 mpsec; 60 mV/cm to

20 V/cm calibrated.

SIGNAL delay: 160 mpsoc.

TIME base: 24 calibrated ranges from 0.1 psec/cm to 5 sec/cm in a 1, 2, 6 series.

Continuously variable un-calibrated ranges from 0.1 psoc/om to 12 sec/cm. Calibrated
sweep expansion of x 1 or x 6 on all ranges from 0.1 psec/cm to 12 sec/cm. D.C.
coupled bright-up pulse to CHT grid gives uniform brightness along the trace length
and complete fly-back suppression on all ranges. Scan length: 10 cm.

TRiGGEB: with plug-in unit Model 1079—^five modes of operation, H.F. Sync, Auto,
A.C. Fast, A.C. Slow, and D.C. With plug-in unit Model 1083—as given above for

Model 1079 and also with calibrated delayed sweep ranges: 100 psec, 1 msec, 10 msec,
60 msec. With plug-in unit Model 1082<—calibrated sweep delay from 2 psec to 10 sec.

Separate trigger selection for main sweep and delaying sweep. Trace may be displayed
on delaying sweep. “Lock-out” delay for jitter-free operation.

X AMPLIFIER: with plug-in unit Model 1079—d.c. to 2 Mc/s. iV/cm to 100 V/om
calibrated. With plug-in unit Model 1083 as given above for Model 1079.

CALIBRATION: Amplitude. A 1 kc/s square-wave calibration source provides eighteen
fixed voltage levels from 0.2 mV to 100 V peak-to-peak in a 1, 2, 5 series. Accuracy
is within 2 per cent.

Time. Basic calibration ranges are within 3 per cent. In addition, a gated 600

(d: ^%) Mc/s oscillator can be switched in to provide 2 mpsec intensity modulation
dots for accurate measurement of pulse rise-times. Time marker pips are also available
at 60 (± 2%) Mc/s.

ODTFtrr waveforms: time-base saw-tooth and gate; vertical-amplifier output;
1 kc/s calibrator square wave.

general: small neon indicators show the direction in which the CRT beam lies when
deflected off the screen. An illuminated rotatable graticule with anti-parallax ruling
in centimetre squares with 2 mm base, line divisions and green filter is provided.
Fittings foe camera attachment.

POWER supply: Mains. 100 V to 130 V and 200 V to 250 V. Frequency. 50 o/s to
100 c/s. Consumption. 650 W (approximate). Stabilized E.H.T., H.T. and transistor-

stabilized d.o. heater supply to drift and hum-sensitive oirouits.

SIZE AND WEIGHT: Height 18| in. (47.0 cm). Width 13 in. (33.0 cm). Depth 29^ in.

(74.3 cm). Weight with two plug-in units 104 lb (47.3 kg).

ACCESSORIES; Probe Model 1077. Camera Model 1456.

F%M (UktiU cf plug-in uniU wUl 6e auppUed on itppHeaiion.

COSBOlt II4»TRUMBN1:S LIMITBO, OOSBOfS HOUSK.
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Around the world in 4 seconds

—or 1500 years—these extremes

of velocity are attainable by
the recording spot of the

Cossorscope Model 1076. This

high writing speed is one of the

many advantages which has

earned it acclaim as the most
ad\'anced oscilloscope available

commercially. The 1076 is yet

another significant contribution

to research €uid industry made
possible by the imagination

and experience of Cossor

developmental laboratories.

Cossor manufacture the
most extensive range

of measuring oscilloscopes

available commercially.
Please write for

details of instrument-
ation comprising over 50

different ai^ to industry.

INSTRUMENTS LIMITED

HfQH9URY OROyS. LONOON, TEL T CANONSURY IEEA

U
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PRECISION
POTENTIOMETERS

The Ferranti range of Precision

Potentiometers is designed to pro-
vide analogue conversion from
mechanical rotation to an electrical

signal. They have a wide range of
uses in flight simulators, flight

trainers,airl^me flijghtinstruments,
computers and similar applications.

FERRITE COMPONENTS
Ferranti offer a wide range of
Microwave Ferrite Components
for Radar and Conununications.
Included in the range are Isolators,

Peak Powers up to 21 MW. at

S-Band, Peak Powers up to 1 MW,
at X-Band. 3 and 4 PortCirculators,
Switches and Modulators, for

&>Band and X-Band Applications.

‘ J t 5 #,

»

FERRANTI ri rst ifiio tfh^ I ill I Jf I

FERRANTI LTD ‘ FERRY ROAD • aMNBURGHS • SCOTLAND. TNephoM: OEAn 1211

KINGS CROSS ROAD • tHiINDEE •'T«le|>fione; DUNDEE 87141



theme

‘"^variations
The theme has always been top quality
speakers, but the variations in size,

shape and fitness-for-purpose has
provided us with unrivalled experience
in satisfying manufacturers* require-
ments, however unusual they may be.

It is the know-how, quality and service

to manufacturers that have made the
name Rola Celestion pre-eminent
in this specialised field of sound
reproduction at the point where
the final product, be it radio, TV.,
record player or tape recorder, is

judged by the listening

public.

2' Clreulw

LOUDSPEAKERS FOR ALL PURPOSES
FuH details available from FBIRY WORKS

<D 1 /O 1 r. I rl THAMES DITTOM SURREY

ISmtL v^estion Iitcl. Teftphoiit: EHBtrbrook 1402/6
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RADIO ENGINEERS
QUALIFY FOR A TOP JOB BY TAKING A

B.I.E.T. POSTAL COURSE
B.I.E.T. provides first-class tuition on “ NO PASS

—

NO FEE ” terms for the recognised examinations for

both the amateur enthusiast and the man employed
in Radio and Electronics, including

:

Radio Amateurs’ Exam
R.T^B. Radio/T.V.

Servidiig Certificate

PJV1.G. Certificate for
Radio Operators

Grad.Brit.IJR£.

C. & G. Exams in Tele-
communications

C.& G.Telecomunication
Technicians’ Certificate

J

WE GUARANTEE

NO PASS - NO FEE ”

We also coach students for the major professional

exams In the various branches of engineering;
and offer a range of excellent diploma courses In

Radio Engineering, Radio Servicing, Television,

T.V. Servicing, Electronics, Automation, Sound
Recording, V.H.F. Radio, Transistors, Electrical

Mechanical, Production, Auto, Civil and Aero-
nautical Engineering, Building Surveying, Archi-
tecture, Management, etc.

Full detalis are given in the IS6-page handbook
^ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES” Issued

free by B.I.E.T. Get your copy today and read
about the opportunities for personal advauice-

ment offered by B.I.E.T., Its unrivalled record
of examination successes and the unique simpli-

fied study system developed by B.I.E.T.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENfilNBERING TECNNOLOGY
SiGoltege Hou«s,A9-3I Wright’sLane

Keuringtaa, Lgndtn>^ BIET
HA^'PFNS W'HrN PREPARATiON MfPTS OPPOR'UNiTY



The most economic method of equipping e modern
laboratory or extending Its range of test instruments
is the Heathkit System. Only the finest electronic
components go into our kits which* when assembled,
become instrumentsofthe highest technical standard

and reliability.

Sin. OSCILLOSCOPE. Mednl O-llU.
Hm widtt-band amplifiart, aasantial for TV
aarvicing. F.M. alignmant, ate. Vartical fra-
quancy raaponta 3 c/s to ovar 5 Mc/a, without
axtra twitch ing. T/B covart 10 c/t to 500 kc/t in

5 rangas.

ELECTRONIC SWITCH. Modal S-3U.
(Oacilloacopa Traca Doublar). Enablat a
singla baam otcilloscopa to giva aimultanaous
tracat of two taparata and indapandant signals.

Switching rates approx. ISO. 500, 1,500, 5,000
and 15,000 c/s. Sig. fraq. response 0-100 kc/s. ±
I dB. Separata gain controls and sync, output.
Sig. input range O.I-I.B v. r.m.s.

Bfin. SERVICE 'SCOPE. Modal OS-I.
Light, compact, portable for service anginaars.
Dim. 5 X 8 X 14iin. long. Wt. I0|lb.

STABILISED POWER PACK. Models
MSP-IM and MSP-IW. Input 200-250 V..
40-60 c/s. A.C., fully fused. Outputs: H.T.
200-410 V. D.C. at 20-225 mA. in 3 switched
rangas. Size: I3in. X BJin. x 9|in.

POWER SUPPLY UNIT. Modal MGP-I.
Input 100/120 V. 200/250 v.. 40-60 c/t. Output
6.3 V., 2.5 A.A.C.; 200, 250, 270V., 120 mA. max.
D.C.

VALVE VOLTMETER. Modal V-7A.
7 voltage rangas d.c. volts to 1 ,500 a.c. to 1 ,500
r.m.s. and 4,000 peak to peak. Resistance 0.10
to 1.000 MO with internal battery. D.C. input
impedance 1 1 MO dB measurement has centre-
zero scale. Complete with test prods, leads and
standardising battery.

AUDIO VALVE MILLIVOLTMETER.
Modal AV<^U. I mv. to 300 v. A.C. 10 c/t. to
400 kc/t.

MULTIMETER. Modal MM-IU. Ranges
0-1.5 V. to 1,500 V. A.C. and D.C.; i50MA to
l5A.d.c.: 0.20 to 20 MO. 4iin. 50mA meter.

AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR. Modal
AG-fU. 10 c/s. to 100 kc^., twitch selected.
Distortion less than 0.1%. 10 v. sine wave
output metered in volu and dB’s.

R.P. SIGNAL GENERATOR. Modal
RP-IU. Provides extended frequency coverage
on six bands from 100 kc/s.- 100 Mc/t. on funda-
mentals and up to 200 Mc/s. on calibrated har-
monics.

AUDIO WATTMETER. Modal AW-IU.
Up to 25 w. continuous. 50 w. intermittent.

AUDIO SINE-SaUARE WAVE GENER-
ATOR. Modal A04U. Inaxpensiva gener-
ator eovarinf 20 c/s. to 150 kc/s. in four nncas
with choke of sine or square waves. Size

Sirin. X 6|in. x Sin.

R.P. PROBE. Modal 309-CU. Extends the

frequency range of our V-7A to 100 Mc/s. and
eniwles useful voltage indication to be obtained

up to 300 Mc/s.

HIGH VOLTAGE PROBE. Modal HV-IN.
Measures up to 30,000 V. D.C. with negligible

circuit loading.

CAPACITANCE METER. Modal CM-IU.
Direct reading 4iin. scale. Full-scale ranges

O-IOOmmF, 0-I,OOO^F, O-O.OIfxF and O-O.i/iF.

DECADE CAPACITOR. Modal DC-1.
Capacity values lOO/i/iF to O.III/uF in lOOwiF
steps.

RESISTANCE -CAPACITANCE EEIOGB.
Modal C-3U. Measures capacity 10 pF to

l,O00fiF, resistance lOOO to SMO wd power
factor. 5-450 v. test voltages. With safety

switch.

aTALOGUE Writs fbr our cotofsfue for fuilt infbnnation and priet. tf

you will fndfeoce the Itmt in whlj^ yw ore partleularly

Imnnrnd we will olse send you detailed lea/ht$.

DJIYSnOM LTO. DWT. eSH. OtOUCSSTIR, SNOLAND
A aiember of the Dayttrmn Gfoup, Momifocturers of

THE WOklO*S LAkGiST^SMLLINe MLCCTMOMIC KIT-SETS
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th« Transformers spacifiad

in this Handbook arc available

from

1

. . . furthermore, you’ll find that most of
them are available from stock . . . including

the Partridge Model WW/1, recommended
for the R. ft C. Bridge.

The reliability of the Partridge Transformer
is universally accepted by professional
engineers for a wide field of application
ranging from high>speed aircraft to radio
telescopes. For example 95% of the
Instrument Manufacturers in S.l.M.A. use
Partridge Transformers in their products,
just as many other manufacturers in the
Radio ft Electronics Industries consistently
specify Partridge Transformers.

Write now for details of the newest releases

Partridge Transformers Ltd., Roebuck Road,
Chessington, Surrey. 'Phone: Elmbridge 6737-8

The first word

: in dependability . . .

: BROOKES
Brookes Crystals offer the Professional Engineer or Radio
Amateur a thoroughly reliable means of frequency control in
which they can have complete confidence.

Write today for illustrated literature detailing the wide range.

# Exacting standards

O Close tolerances

O Large variety of bases

O Wide range of frequencies

• Dependable, reliable and Mcurate

Crystals Cut and coated to order • • •

We are manufacturers of Quartz Crystals for Ultrasonics of
any shape and size, cut and ground precisely to spedtotlon
and coated, if reqmied, with gold, silver, aluminium, etc.

Brookes Crystols Ltd.
S^pthn to

MMttry of Supply

t

M$mL SHUT, CMEEfiVVICII, S.EI0 I
HemeOgIce,

fbenerORgenwith tSas Oemt; Xtals, London. IS.Ip I
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meters
made to measure

The Anders Instrument Centre is unique in being able to supply
virtually all kinds of electrical measuring instruments without delay :

Most standard meters on immediate delivery from the largest stocks of
electrical measuring instruments in the country.

Non-standard meters of all kinds, sizes and ranges with dials specially
drawn and calibrated available in 10—14 days.

Moving Coil, Moving Iron, Thermocouple, Electrostatic, Dynamometers
and Frequency Meters together with all accessories including current
transformers, rectifiers, multipliers, shunts, resistors, stands, cases, etc.

Makes including Avo, Crompton Parkinson, E.A.C., Elliott, Pullin,
Taylor, Turner, Weir, Weston, White. Round, square, rectangular,
from miniature li" diameter to the largest switchboard types.

Our long experience of the special requirements necessary in research

and production ensure that all enquiries and orders are dealt with
efficiently, promptly and economically.

ELECTRONICS LIMITED

Dept. L, 103 Hwpstead Road, London, N.W.i. Tel.: EUSton 1639

Approved suppliers to Essex, London and other County Educational Authorities

Contractors to G.P.O. and Government Departments

Meters, Electronic and Test Equipment to individual spedficaticms
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/Hk MMIZ CRYSfAL W. LTB.

Q.C.C Work$, Wellington Crelcent, New Maiden, Surrey

itC Typ* Q7/I0e

eiUF^oy^^^^ 100 1^/s bar with a high overall stability!, very low
tmper4&re eo^iS^eht. g614«iectrodes, sputtered direct oa to the crystal

with suppQtdllt leads dhtct Iro^ the podal |«ints. The crystal is mounted in

a sbndardJ^G^lass enveld which is fully evacuated, for permanence of
talibratiph; ' Whep uspd in the single valve modified Colpitis btollator, it forms
a radio frpguendy secondary standard giving accurate calibration points at
100 kc/s iateiivals'rlhroughout the range from 100 kc/$ up to 16 to 20 Mc/s.
The uses of such a frequency standard for calibrating receivers, frequency
meters, etc., are well known. The accuracy of calibratiotf^is better than 0*01

pet cent, and provision is made for setting the frequency evenmCko accurately
against any standard frequency transmission. Full circuit details are given in
our leaflet Q7, which is sent with each crystal, or can be obtained from us free

on request.

Price £2 . IS . 0 (Chattii moutitinf STG baft, it f*<|uir«d, is. •xtra)

This isJustom itemfrom our complete range ofquartz cryj^ mitSy
covering all requirements,for amateur,t^wmmieireiql use, over the
frequency range 1 kefs to 45 Mcf^ Special units available for
single sideband filters, receiver oscillai^j control,, ikc. If
interested, please send for our currem (j^rtz
Crystalsfor Amateur Vse^*^ . .

fulephone ; MALden 0334 A 2980 ' ^ Grams # Cables r Quartito, New Malden
^ ' ;

^8ULLANC0.660yE[;N'S R^S.E.iS

ill II.
j 1

|l'

sheet
MBPVVBII EXPANDED
LI 1 11 W i T jBEE

II 1 IIlT 1 AN DEES,

1 lly baps,
L 1 1 IIH Y

MOULDINGS,

ANY SIZE^ CUT OR FOLDED

SPECIALITY - EXPANDED ALUMINIUM
MESH FOR SPEAKER FRETS, VENTS,

ETC. AREAS DOWN TO ONE SQUARE
FOOT SUPPllED.-SEND FOR BROOIURE
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Sound Equipment

for LABORATORY,
JitJDUSTRIAL and

DOMESTIC APPLICATION
VITAVOX Vibration Generators, Horns, Pres-

sure' Units etc., are eminentty su|ita1a],e for

I^actical labor/Uea^, ?usa;; Vitay^ox also

specitdlse in Ihe-^d^elopment, in close co-

operation when desired with your own design

staff, of individual sound equipment for defi-

nite applications. Pull information will be
sent on request.

VITAVOX LtMtfEO WESTMORELAMO ROAD U3NOON NW « ENGLAND
867 1 ; Vltavox Hy4« London

Ctooo to QMOonolMiry Stofion,. L.T,^ Bokorloo LiitOg Stonmoro Bronch
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J COMPANION VOLUMES

PRMCmES OF SEMKONDUaORS
Introduction to the properties and applications

of semiconducting materials

M. G. SCROGGIE, B.SC., M.I.E.E.

21S net 215 lid by post 156 pages inch 115 diagrams^ 12 plates

PRINCIPLES OF TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS

Introduction to the design af amplifiers^ receivers and other circuits

S. W. AMOS, B.SC. (HONS.), A.M.I.E.E.

218 net 22s by post 210 pages 12$ diagrams second edition

m PRINOPLES OF FREQUENCY MODULATION
Applications in radio transmitters and receivers^ and radar

B. S. CAMIES
218 net 21s lod by post lAH pages diagrams

from leadir^ booksellers, published by

ILIFFE BOOKS LTD DORSET HOUSE STAMFORD STREET LONDON SE1
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